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ABSTRACT 
The study examines the origins, processes and impact of the 
Select Committee on Education in Queensland, frequently 
referred to as the Ahern Committee, which sat from 1978 to 
1980. The committee was established for reasons which at the 
time appeared to be primarily political, in the sense that 
the National/Liberal coalition government sought to divert 
or resolve community conflict aver education policy—making, 
especially curriculum issues. 
However, even committees which sirs established for political 
reasons also have substantial goals which are specified in 
their terms of reference. The Ahern Committee was given 
very broad terms of reference, and issued seven separate 
reports. Six were issued as "interim reports" and were 
devoted to discrete education policy areas: school—based 
assessment; social education; literacy and numeracy? human 
relationships education; distance education; and 
post—secondary education. The seventh report incorporated 
recommendations on diverse topics which had not fitted 
within the previous reports, as well as suggesting 
amend merits to previous recommendations as a result of 
feedback received in the intervening period. 
The study places the Ahern Committee within the historical 
context of the development of education in Queensland, and 
within its more immediate social and political context. The 
study also examines in detail the conflict over curriculum 
issues which led to the establishment of the committee, as 
well as the establishment, membership and processes of the 
committee itself. The outcomes of the committee, both in 
relation to its recommendations and the adoption or 
non—adoption of those recommendations, aire analysed. From 
this analysis five questions a.re investigated. The first 
broad question is what contribution was made by the 
committee to the education policy—making processes in the 
State, and what interaction was there between the committee 
and its policy—making environment. The other questions 
follow from this: to what extent did the committee divert or 
resolve the community conflict over education issues; to 
what extent did the committee present a forum particularly 
conducive to rational decision—making processes; what impact 
did the committee have on education policy outcomes; and, 
finally, in what way were patterns of influence in the 
education policy—making process altered by the conflict and 
by the committee. 
The thesis is divided into four sections: the introduction 
of the theoretical framework; a description and discussion 
of the contextual influences; the central case study which 
focusses on the the build-up to and conduct of the committee 
itself; and, finally, an analysis of the contribution of the 
committee to education policy-making in Queensland. 
It is concluded that the committee only partially achieved 
the political goals which could be expected of it. Thus in 
the short term it postponed the need for further government 
action on contentious curriculum issues; also in the short 
term, it placated some vociferous interest groups by 
diverting conflict. The committee succeeded in defusing one 
particular controversial issue and legitimated a decision 
already taken by the Queensland Government to ban particular 
social science curriculum materials. Overall, however, it 
failed to remove education from the political agenda. 
The committee's achievement of its substantial goals was 
severely restricted by the political compromises it made, 
compromises dictated to a large extent by the political 
nature of its membership. The decision to adopt the 
majority of its recommendations for implementation lay with 
the Education Department. Where these recommendations were 
in accord with Education Department preferences, the 
committee merely legitimated them - many were already in the 
bureaucratic "pipeline". Where the recommendations went 
against Departmental preferences the Ahern recommendations 
tended to fail. 
Strong interest group activity was crucial in preventing the 
adoption of some recommendations, and ensuring the adoption 
of others. For example, despite the committee's support for 
the introduction of sex education into the school 
curriculum, interest group pressure succeeded in preventing 
adoption of this recommendation. On the other hand, 
although the Department might have favoured the reduced 
class sizes recommended by the Ahern Committee, it was not 
able to implement reduction without a determined campaign by 
t.he teachers' union to obtain specific funding from the 
Treasury. 
The conduct of the committee and the outcomes which followed 
its recommendations were influenced in part by the 
deteriorating relationship between the partners in the 
ruling coalition government, and in particular by the 
political style of the dominant partner in the coalition, 
the National Party, and its leader, Johannes 
Bjelke—Petersen. 
The necessity for the committee to meet its political goals 
overwhelmed its achievement of substantial qoals. 
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INTRODLJCJigN 
This thesis examines the origins, conduct and impact of the 
Select Committee on Education in Queensland (referred to 
here as the Ahern Committee) which, under the chairmanship 
of Michael Ahern, MLA, sat for two years, from 1978-80-
The immediate impetus for establishing the committee was a 
public campaign by an interest group pressing for the 
removal of specific social science curriculum materials from 
Queensland state schools. However, the committee was given 
wide terms of reference, and the reports it produced (seven 
in all: six Interim Reports and one Final Report) covered a 
correspondingly broad range of topics. 
The Ahern Committee provides a case study for examining the 
interaction between this type of committee and its 
policy—making environment-
Cartwright has suggested that there sire two broad categories 
under which the explanations for establishing committees of 
inquiry can be grouped. First, there is the "overt" or 
"substantial" reason which encompasses gathering information 
and making recommendations. Second, there is the 
"political" explanation, which includes the need to placate 
- 1 -
vociferous interest groups, defuse controversial issues or 
1 
legitimate decisions already taken by government. 
During the State election of November 1977, the year before 
the Ahern Committee was established, the ruling 
National/Liberal coalition had promised a review of the 
school—based assessment scheme which had been introduced 
some years earlier, and that it would redirect the focus of 
the education system "back to the basics" The opposition 
Labor Party was pressing for an education commission to 
replace the State Department of Education. However, with the 
return of the coalition to government, there was little 
indication that an education inquiry was to be given high 
priority. Given the divisiveness of the conflict over 
social science curriculum which developed through the early 
months of 1978, and the announcement of the establishment of 
the Ahern Committee at the height of the conflict, it is 
clear that the reasons for its existence were primarily 
political rather than substantial. Its establishment 
constituted B.n attempt to defuse a controversial issue, as-
well as to placate vociferous interest groups. 
Its substantial goals lay in its terms of reference: "to 
inquire into, report upon and make recommendations in 
relation to the system of education in Queensland and the 
1. Cartwright, T.J., Roya l._Commissigns_ an d_Dee art mental 
Cgfflmittee5_in_Britain^_A_Case_Study_i_n_ln5tituti.gna3^ 
^dagt i.vene5S_and_Pub l^ic_Part i.c i^gatign_in _6gvernm^ , Hodder 
S< Stoughton, London, 1975, p. 84. 
extent to which it meets the expectations of students, 
2 
parents and the community". Obviously the committee would 
be a strange one if it made no recommendations, but the fact 
of making recommendations alone is insufficient as a measure 
of the committee having achieved substantial goals. The 
recommendations must, it is suggested, be measured by the 
exte.nt to which they were instrumental in affecting 
education policy outcomes, and the committee influence here 
is compared with other influential groups in the education 
policy maki.ng process during the period under study- If the 
principal role of the committee's recommendations was to 
legitimate decisions already taken by government, then its 
contribution remains primarily political 
The hypothesis upon which the study is based, therefore, is 
that the Select Committee on Education in Queensland 
fulfilled its political, but not its substantial goals. The 
claim will be examined that the committee had no influence 
on education policy outcomes in the State, but it did have 
an effect on the State's political and policy—making 
en v i r on men t. 
Within the examination of this hypothesis lie several 
questions: (a) to what extent did the committee achieve the 
political aim of diverting or resolving community conflict 
over education policy-making; (b) did the committee's 
2- SyggOSi^Dd—^SL i i ^ iDgDta rY_Deba tes , 4 . 4 . 78 . 
processes provide a more rational approach to education 
policy—making than had been afforded by the normal 
policy-making processes; (c) what impact did the committee 
have on policy outcomes; and, (d) how did the conflict, and 
the Ahern Committee, affect the patterns of influence and 
decision—making in education policy—making relationships in 
the Queensland government during the National/Liberal 
coalition government in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 
Coleman has provided an analysis of community conflicts in 
the United States, in which he suggests that the dynamics of 
controversy can be interrupted and diverted by conscious 
action. The Ahern Committee provided the device through 
which the Queensland Government hoped to divert community-
conflict over education issues. As a Select Committee of 
Parliament, it had both inherent weaknesses and strengths in 
its capacity to do this. 
The committee, however, also had the potential to make a 
significant input into the education policy-making process 
in Queensland. The thesis will examine the extent to which 
the characteristics of this select committee of inquiry made 
it particularly suited to the "rational" examination of 
4 
policy options; and assess its impact on the policy 
3. Coleman, J.S., Cgmmuni.tj^^-ConfJ^^ct, The Free Press, New 
York, 1956, p.10. 
4. For a discussion of what is meant by "rational" 
decision—making see chapter 1. 
4 -
decisions which followed its recommendations. 
Coleman also suggests that: 
Community disputes are turning points at which 
application of a small amount of knowledge and 
effort can have a total effect far beyond its 
immediate consequences. In contrast, after such 
events have passed and patterns established, no 
amount of social engineering can return those 
communities to a former state. 1153 
Whether this assertion was to prove correct in the 
Queensland context is also examined here, especially in 
relation to the patterns of influence of various groups 
concerned with the education policy—making process. 
The Ahern Committee was the first comprehensive public 
inquiry into education in Queensland since a Royal 
Commission in 1875. There are two forms of parliamentary 
select committee. The first is a fixed—term ad hoc 
committee, the second is a form of standing committee which 
provides a continual review of the activities of 
depart.ments. The Ahern Committee was unusual i,n that it was 
one of the few select committees falling into the first 
category which have been appointed in Queensland's history. 
The only other select committee of inquiry of this kind had 
been in the 1360s, a committee also devoted to education. 
The Ahern Committee was seen by some Queensland 
parliamentary reformers (including one of its own members) 
as providing the opportunity to demonstrate to 
Coleman, J.S., gD_ci_t, p-
parliamentarians and the electorate the advantages in 
appointing back—bench committees. 
The study assesses the committee's achievement both of 
political and substantial goals. The substantial goals are 
seen as being delineated in the committee's terms of 
reference. The assessment of the recommendations put 
forward by the committee is based on the extent to which 
these provided input into education policy—making upon which 
action was to be taken. The study thus falls within the 
tradition of research on influence and decision—making in 
public policy. The development of this field of research 
can be traced back to the "reputational" studies based on 
the assumption that power and influence in communities 
rested with elites which could be identified by-
investigating who was considered to be influential by 
6 
members of a community. While these studies were important 
in that the-y- opened up a new approach, they were later 
criticised for inadequate methodology, and the tendency to 
mistake reputed influence or power for real influence or 
power 
fhe next stage in the development of this branch of researc .-h 
6. See, for instance, Lynd, R.S. and H.M., Middl^etgwn, 
Harcourt, Brace and World, New York, 1929; and Hunter, F. , 
Community Power Structure, University of North Carolina 
Press, Chapel Hill, 1953. 
7 Dahl, R.A., "A Critique of the Ruling Elite Model", 
American Political Science Reyigw, LII, June, 1958. 
- 6 -
came with the studies b-y Dahl and others who concentrated on 
analysing policy decisions, and working back from those 
decisions in order to assess the relative influence of 
members of the community they studied. From this they 
suggested that there were different influential elites for 
8 
different areas of policy or types of decision. This 
"second generation" of theorists, the pluralists, suggested 
that it- was not enough to claim that certain individuals had 
the potential for control, but that it was necessary to 
discover whether the-y engaged in the decision—making 
9 
process. These researchers were in turn criticised for 
selecting "key" decisions and not looking at the power 
involved in "non—decisions", their critics asserting that 
the power to prevent an issue coming forward, or a decision 
being taken, was as important as the power to make a 
positive decision: 
... there is the question of whether persons using 
pluralist methodology could recognize issues. 
Issues can be defined either by the observer's 
commitment to an ideological outlook that defines 
important problems or by his ability to comprehend 
full-y the issue definitions of the people he 
studies- The pluralist literature, however, 
claims no ideology, other than commitment to 
empirical science — a commitment which emphasizes 
that which is rather than that which ought to 
be.CIOJ 
3. Dahl, R•A-, Whg_8gverns, Yale University Press, New 
Haven, 1961. 
9. Conway, M.M. and Feigert, F.B., Pgl.i.tical._Anal.Ysisj._An 
introduction, Allyn it Bacon, Boston, 1972. 
10. Anton, J*, "Power, Pluralism, and Local Politics", 
Admlnistrative_Science_QuarteriY, VII, March, 1963, p.454. 
Bachrach and Baratz clearly articulated the reservations 
held about the identification of issues: 
Of course power is exercised when A participates 
in the making of decisions that affect B. Power is 
also exercised when A devotes his energies to 
creating or reinforcing social and^ political 
values and institutional practices that limit the 
scope of the political process to public 
consideration of only those issues which are 
comparatively innocuous to A. To the extent that A 
succeeds in doing this, B is prevented, for all 
practical purposes, from bringing to the fore any 
issues that might in their resolution be seriously 
detrimental to A's set of preferences.C113 
Blondel suggests that the controversy between the 
"power-elite" supporters and the "pluralists" (such as Dahl) 
was to have an impact on the whole of political science, and 
particularly on the field of public administration, where 
the emphasis shifted from an £?xamination of organizations to 
12 
that of decisions. What developed were policy studies, of 
which Blondel writes: 
Their main contribution to the study of 
administration comes from the fact that they look 
at a group of decisions in one field, not, like 
the case study method, at one problem only. £1311 
This stud-y contains three principal sections of research, 
combining the case st'udy method with an analysis of a broad 
range of decisions. First, the issues which led to the 
11. Bachrach, P and Baratz, M.S., PQwer_and_PQyertyi_Thegry 
and_Pr ac t i_c e, Oxford University Press, New York, 1970, p. 7. 
12- Blondel, J-, Ihe_Di.sci.Biine_gf _Pgl.it i,C5, Butterworths, 
London, 1981, p.62. 
13- Blondel, J., gfi_cit, p.68 
8 
establishment of the Ahern Committee constitute "key" issues 
in the sense that Dahl's critics might suggest, and the 
interest group campaign which focussed on these issues is 
described as a case study. Second, t.he principal research 
focusses on the work of the Ahern Committee, both its inputs 
and outputs. The policy decisions analysed here were not 
chosen according to subjective decisions on the part of the 
researcher, but were dictated by the areas upon which the 
Ahern Committee elected to focus. 
In the third section of the research the extent to which the 
decision—makers adopted or failed to adopt these 
recommendations is discussed, the locus of influence for 
this action or inaction is suggested, identifying in the 
process the "patterns of decisional preference" and "the 
patterns of political influence relations" in education 
14 
policy—making in Queensland. 
.Not only those who try to influence policy-makers, but also 
those policy—makers themselves- have strong policy 
preferences. One of the characteristics of the 
policy—making environment which led to the establishment of 
the committee was the conflict between the Department of 
Education and the Government over the locus of policy-making 
on specific curriculum issues, a disagreement which drew 
14. See Agger, R.E., Goldrich, D. and Swanson, B-E., The 
BylgL5_SQd_the_Ruied|__Pgiiticai_Pgwer_^0d_infiuence_in 
^ffierican_Cgmmunities, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1964, 
pp.112-113. 
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attention to differences between them over educational 
philosophy. The conclusions of the research will include an 
assessment of how significant each support base was to the 
likelihood of the recommendations being acted upon, and in 
the course of this analysis, the reasons for action or 
inaction on the various recommendations will be discussed. 
- 10 -
Case_Study_Methgd 
The central body of the thesis consists of a case study, and 
the research methods employed a.re predominantly 
qualitative. The material which a researcher selects for 
study tends to indicate the extent to which qualitative or 
quantitative research methods should be used, but there is a 
long history of discord, nonetheless, between those who 
favour fundamentally qualitative or quantitative methods of 
research. It is deemed unnecessary to tread this well—worn 
path here, but it should be made clear that the decision to 
approach the research qualitatively rather than 
quantitati-vely was taken cautiously, and after due 
consultation, and consideration of the subject matter 
Anton, writing specifically on problems in policy research 
technique, describes the tension between the qualitative and 
quantitative approaches, suggesting that policy studies went 
through a phase when there was an increasing focus on 
"decision" or "choice" because the action thus referred to 
could be clearly identified, isolated in time and closely-
examined. But that the historical dimension implied in 
"process" was, for a time, abandoned "in favour of 'data' 
15 
that could be named, described, and measured" 
This study looks both at decisions and processes, using 
15. Anton, T.J., "The Imagery of Policy Analysis: Stability, 
Determinism, and Reaction", in Gregg, P.M., Prgbiems_in 
EDii.£Y_^QSij!lsis, Lexington Books, New York, 1976, p. 94. 
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decisions to validate the qualitative data collected. A 
range of education policy areas is compared here, and in 
addition an historical perspective is offered in order to 
explain how certain education policies in Queensland had 
evolved, and to provide a partial explanation as to why some 
issues were particularly contentious in the State-
Hall, et ai, have drawn attention to the case study dilemma, 
during the introduction to a collection of studies on 
changing social policy in Britain. While holding that the 
use of case studies has proved an attract!--/e way of 
illustrating and conveying the "rich detail of various kinds 
16 
of events" they suggest that the two major criticisms of 
case studies are: (a) that they have not been used in a 
sufficiently scientific way to advance theory, and (b) that 
case studies do not lend themselves to generalisations 
however carefully used. The critics who concentrate on the 
former maintain the belief that, properly conducted, case 
studies could have value. Those who adhere to the latter 
view see no benefit in case studies beyond the purely 
descriptive role. The authors suggest that neither case 
studies nor statistical methods are totally satisfactory, 
but that nonetheless case studies do have three arguments in 
their favour: (a) the method is as effective as other 
approaches in suggesting general propositions about how 
16. Hall, P., Land, H., and Webb, A., Changei_Chgice_and 
Cgnfiict_in_Sgciai_Pgiicv, Heinemann, London, 1975, p,13. 
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policy develops, and because such a close examination is 
given to a particular set of events the ground is set to 
17 
"prompt good middle—range theorizing"; (b) case study is 
a valuable means of conveying the immensity of the task 
confronting those who embark upon ^the journey from 
description to generalisation; and (c) it is suited to the 
"action" approach and to the exploration of the meanings 
actors attach to their policy-making behaviour. All these 
elements, the close examination, the complexity and the 
exploration of the meanings actors attach to their 
policy-making behaviour are suggested in this study. 
Hall et ai assert that comparison between studies is 
possible when those cases chosen have been given the same 
conceptual framework, within which the cases are studied and 
conclusions drawn. They suggest, in introducing a 
collection of studies of their own, that there needs to be a 
collection of cases sharing a cojBmon framework and with a 
reasonably similar order of episodes and events. 
Although the current study focusses on the work of one 
committee, that committee made polic-y recommendations in six 
discrete education policy areas, suggested by the headings 
of their reports (school—based assessment, social education, 
literacy and numerac-y, human relationships, isolated 
children, and post-secondary education). Each of tahese 
1 Hall, P-, et al, gE_cit, p.16. 
reports is treated separately here, while they all fit 
within the same framework of events and share broadly the 
same political and historical context. From t.hese separate 
reports it becomes possible to proceed by comparison of the 
cases. Hall et ai suggest that generalisation implies a 
search for regularities, but the search for irregularities 
will be held in this study to be of equal significance- The 
reason for this is that rather than exclusively examining 
successful policy initiatives, several of those committee 
recommendations which were not adopted as policy are also 
traced, and explanation for the failure suggested. 
- 14 -
Structure_and_Sgurces 
There are many ways of undertaking a case study, all aiming, 
in Hofferbert's words, to "enrich our understanding or 
putting flesh on the skeletal generalisations about 
18 
society" What follows here aims to shed light upon the 
process of policy—making rather than on the substance or 
success of the policies themselves. The method adopted here 
seeks to follow that described and commended by Hofferfaert: 
The authors take up a central observation post and 
catalog the passing traffic at a selected 
institutional junction- In many instances we have 
the benefit of observations by persons who have 
been participants themselves in the policy process 
or were on—the—spot analysts- The traffic one 
observes, nonetheless, is a function of keen 
eyesight and of the junction at which one happens 
to be located.C193 
For the purposes of the current study it has been necessary 
to take up several observation posts, as if one were 
following the progress of a particular aar on a predictable 
route. One might extend the metaphor, and suggest that the 
interest lay in seeing where the traffic jams arose, what 
other traffic was met on the road, whether and why there 
were diversions, and indeed, whether the car ever arrived at 
its destination- What follows here is an explanation of the 
structure of the thesis, and an indication of the particular 
junctions chosen at the different stages in the research. 
IS. Hofferbert, R,T., Ihe_Stud2jf_gf _Pubiic_Pgiicis Bobb; 
Merrill, New York, 1974, p.93. 
19- Hofferbert, R.T , ge_cit, p.93-
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and the sources used. 
Chapter 1 examines theories of decision—making in order to 
suggest that the Ahern Committee .ma-y have presented a more 
"rational" decision—making orgcess than that normally 
afforded either the bureaucracy or the government. There is 
also a discussion of interest group theory as a number of 
interest groups were clearly influential on a range of the 
policy issues addressed by the Ahern Committee. 
Chapter 2 describes the history of the development of 
education in Queensland in order to present a pi-cture of the 
long—term influences which have contributed to the current 
Queensland education system- It suggests an explanation not 
only for the education system which developed, but also for 
the attitudes and competencies of those taking decisions on 
education policy. Secondary sources include several 
histories written on different aspects of education in 
Queensland. Jenkins suggests that although some may misuse 
historical explanation, the problem with much comparative 
policy research is that it is blatantly and erroneously 
20 
ahistoricala It has been judged that the historical 
context, even as far back as 1875, provides a dimension to 
this study which assists in understanding the education 
policy issues of the 1970s and 19S0s. 
2 0 . J e n k i n s , W . I . , E 2 i i £ j i _ B D ^ i j i s i s i . _ A _ P g i i t i c a i _ a n d 
9 l i a j l D i S ^ t i g n a i _ P e r s g e c t i v e , M a r t i n R o b e r t s o n , L o n d o n , 1978 , 
p . 2 0 . 
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Chapter 3 takes a more recent as well as a broader 
perspective on influences on education policy-making in 
Queensland. The account of the history of the development of 
education in Queen^iland since the Second World War has been 
drawn from a range of secondary sources. Evidence is put 
forward to support the proposition that Queensland provided 
an education policy-making environment particularly 
susceptible to the type of conflict which emerged over 
curriculum at the end of the 1970s. This susceptibility is 
explai.ned through an examination of the tensions between the 
rural and urban sectors in the State and the style of 
government which was developed by the National/Liberal 
coalition government. Federal intervention in the field of 
education policy, and overseas trends and influences are 
also described in order to place the Queensland dispute in a 
broader context- Thus chapter 4 looks at developing 
conflict over educational philosophies in the period since 
the second world war- in Queensland, Australia as a whole, 
Britain and the United States, which contributed to the 
tension over education issues which developed to a high 
level of discord in the 1970s. This chapter relies on a 
mixture of primary and secondary sources-
Chapter 4 is devoted to a description of the education 
policy—making environment in Queensland during the period 
which is the focus of this study, from 1977 to mid-1933. 
The principal decision—making loci and the identifiable 
influences on the decision—makers are discussed- Of these 
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influences, three major interest groups warrant particular 
attention: the Queensland Teachers Union; the Queensland 
Council of Parents and Citizens Associations; and the 
Societ-y to Outlaw Pornography and the Campaign Against 
Regressive Education (STOP & CARE)-
Chapter 5, based primarily on newspaper sources, describes 
the interest group campaign (orchestrated by STOP Sc CARE) 
against social science curriculum materials introduced into 
state schools, which became sufficiently divisive to lead to 
the establishment of the Ahern Committee. This campaign was 
widely reported, and, indeed, largely fought through the 
press- Clippings from both urban and rural newspapers were 
located in the files in the newspaper room of the Depart.ment 
of Government, University of Queensland. 
The first major junction for the primary research was the 
office of the secretariat of the Ahern Committee, in the old 
Bellevue Hotel, where transcripts of evidence were 
originally examined while the hearings were still in 
21 
progre.ss in 1978. Interest in the 0EI2£Sss of the committee 
21 The fact that it was the Bellevue Hotel has emotional 
significance. The Queensland Government ordered the 
destruction of this historic hotel, which was close to 
Parliament House and had for some years been used as the 
parliamentary library. Knowing that if any warning were 
given of its intentions there would be widespread dismay, 
the government destroyed the hotel without warning, in the 
middle of one night in 1980- The manner of the Bellevue-'s 
destruction was in keeping with the authoritarian style of 
government of the Bjelke—Petersen administration (a style 
described more fully in chapter 3.) 
- IS 
evolved from that time, as the researcher had the 
opportunity to get to know the secretariat of the committee, 
as well as its chairman. Indeed, at that early stage, the 
research came close to being participant observation as the 
researcher was used as a sounding board for some of the 
background papers being prepared by the secretariat- The 
insight gained into the input and values of the secretariat, 
as well as t.he assessment made of the committee and its work 
at that stage, was invaluable. 
Chapters 6, 7 and 3 look at the committee in operation and 
the central research for the study is contained in these 
chapters, which describe the work of the committee and what 
followed from its recommendations. The sources on which 
this research is based include written submissions to the 
Ahern Committee. The Select Committee advertised widely in 
the press throughout Australia and received submissions from 
323 organisations and groups, from 1,124 named individuals, 
and from a number of people who requested anonymity. In 
addition, they received 1,398 BUgziSCn!^ submissions from a 
number of different groups. From these, an analysis of the 
geographical concentration of the sources of aL2z£SL31^ 
submissions provided evidence to support the suggestion that 
the division between attitudes to education and 
educationists is linked to division between urban and rural 
22. Copies of the written submissions are held in the Fryer 
Library, University of Queensland, and the John Oxley State 
Library. 
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attitudes documented elsewhere by writers on Queensland 
State politics. Submissions were also examined to trace the 
sources for various of the recommendations put forward by 
the Ahern Committee, and in order to understand some of the 
preoccupations and issues of the time. 
Transcripts of evidence heard by the Ahern Committee were 
also examined, A series of public hearings was held in the 
Legislative Assembly between June and October, 1978. 
Eighty—nine groups or individuals appeared before the 
committee during the hearings, giving a total of 178 
persons. The committee also travelled around the State 
taking evidence, but a comprehensive transcription of these 
hearings was not available at the time of writing. 
Once the committee had tabled its final report, and t.he 
debates on them had taken place in the Legislative Assembly, 
a series of inter-views was conducted with committee members, 
the advisory panel appointed to work with the committee, 
members of the secretariat, three successive Ministers for 
Education, and various officers of the Department of 
Education. Requests for interviews with representatives of 
the principal interest groups were generally successful In 
all, 40 interviews were undertaken, the majority during this 
period, but spreading over time up to the completion of the 
study. 
The Department of Education provided the second major 
junction for the research. It was in the Department that 
20 -
many decisions would be taken on the adoption or 
non—adoption of the recommendations of the Ahern Committee, 
and for this reason a series of interviews was undertaken in 
order to assess the Department's responses to the 
recommendations. Se-veral officers were interviewed more 
than once, the second interviews being undertaken in order 
to compare policy action taken against the earlier 
reactions. 
Chapter 9 concentrates on the response of the Legislative 
Assembly to the Ahern Committee reports. The first section 
of the chapter analyses the debates on the reports. The 
second section follows the content and progress of the 
Education Act Amendment Bill This Bill provides a means by 
which the Ahern Committee's achievement of substantial goals 
can be measured, as a significant number of recommendations 
required amendments to the Act. 
Detection of the progress of some recommendations (and there 
were 280 in all) was not easy, nor was it considered 
necessary to follow all the recommendations as though they 
••Mere intended for implementation. Some recommendations are 
made not for implementation, but to fulfil other roles which 
are important but do not relate directly to 
policy—making-
This introduction has presented the questions which will be 
See chapter 3. 
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addressed in the study, as well as explaining its structure 
and method. Chapter 1 will offer some theoretical 
considerations on decision—making processes and on the role 
of interest groups in those processes. 
CHAPIER_1 
idy£3tiDn_pDiic;^ZJ3^^i.Da_^Dd_lntBrest_Grgugs 
iQ—Qy^SQsiand 
.As already indicated, this case study has been designed to 
investigate the influence of the Ahern Committee on the 
education policy—making processes in Queensland. Before 
proceeding further it is necessary to examine 
decision—making theories and definitions of policy. 
Interest groups play a major role in the study, and thus the 
latter half of the chapter discusses some theories relating 
to interest groups. 
The decision—making theories and processes are examined in 
order to relate the work of the committee of inquiry to what 
might be expected of it, to the extent that it might present 
an opportunity for decision—making processes which 
approximate those processes suggested by "rational" 
decision—making models. If the normal processes were 
adequate, it could be argued that a committee of inquiry 
should not be needed- It is suggested that the committee 
might have been expected to provide an opportunity for a 
"rational" policy evaluation process, this rationality of 
process being less likely to exist within the normal 
bureaucratic decision—making processes. 
Brown identified three approaches to the study of public 
- r>-^ -
administration: (a) the "historical" approach, or how public 
administration has developed towards its present state; (b) 
the "formal structural" approach, which takes a number of 
organizing concepts such as authority, specialisation, 
co-ordination and hierarchy and uses them both as a 
framework for analysis on which to abstract certain features 
of public. administration, and also as a device for 
constructing theories and hypotheses about the relationship 
between particular actors and the efficiency or 
responsiveness of the machine; (c) the "decision—making" 
approach, which is mainly concerned with techniques and 
1 
their application to the attainment of public goals. 
This study uses all three approaches. The historical 
approach will be employed in describing how education 
policy—making in Queensland has evolved since separation 
from New South Wales late in 1859- The relationship between 
particular actors and the responsiveness of the 
policy-making machine will be a central theme in describing 
the chain of events which led to the establishment of the 
Ahern Committee. The description of the process of 
decision—making in education will focus on the work of the 
committee and responses to its recommendations. It is on 
theories of decision—making which the first part of this 
1. Brown, R.G-S,, The Administrative Process as 
lQ£E50!sntaii5mj__ABgrgaches_tg_the_StudY_g±_Pybiic 
BdflJiQistLatignj__Part_3, Open University Press, Milton 
Keynes, 1974. 
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chapter will concentrate. 
Confusion can arise between descrjptiye models of 
decision—making as it is seen to be in reality, and 
grescriative models which describe decision-making processes 
as the theorists contend they ought to be- Simon initiated 
criticism of the prescriptive rational model which he 
exemplified as constituting a series of stages which 
rational man should observe in making policy decisions-
Faced with a given problem, rational man ought first to 
classify his goals, -values or objectives, and then rank or 
organise them in his mind- Next he should list all 
important consequences that follow from each of the 
alternative policies- At this point he would be in a 
position to compare consequences of each policy with his 
goals and thus choose the policy with the consequences most 
closely matching his goals. 
Simon's criticism rested on the fact that in practice 
administrative man behaved in a particular way which did not 
fit this rational model as the environment in which he 
operated could never be totally predictable. Thus he held 
that decision—makers could not consider all possible 
alternatives, but instead sought alternatives and accepted 
the first one which appeared to be appropriate given the 
perceived bounds within which he was making the choice. 
2. Simon, H, , Adinigistrative_Behavigr, Free Press, New York, 
3rd edn-, 1967 
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This process of "bounded rationality" he described as 
"satisficing" Satisficing, he suggested, would provide a 
manageable procedure within an unmanageable world- But even 
this bounded rationality perhaps underestimates 
administrative man's own value system, a value system which 
may lead him towards failing to respond to the articulation 
of values which are alien to him- Within the Queensland 
context, the Department of Education quite clearly misjudged 
the environment when making decisions about curriculum. 
Rational models are easier to apply to decisions over the 
location of roads than to decisions over the role of schools 
in society- Curriculum decisions, in particular, ar_e value 
decisions. 
Lindblom developed Simon's essentially descriptive analysis 
into a prescriptive model Describing the rational models 
as "root" models, he suggested an alternative "branch" model 
which acknowledged that means and ends were most frequently 
inseparable^ therefore the attempt to start by identifying 
goals in isolation from consideration of the means of 
achieving them was artificial He also suggested that the 
test of a good policy is typically that various 
decision-makers find themselves agreeing on a policy, 
without their agreeing that it is the most appropriate means 
to an agreed objective. He also suggested that analysis is 
drastically limited in practice for three reasons: (a) that 
important possible outcomes are neglected; (b) that 
important alternative potential policies are neglected; (c) 
- 26 
that important affected values are neglected. He describes 
prescriptive rational models as "heroic", and his own as the 
science of "muddling through", arguing that if rational 
models steer too far from practice, they become useless as 
prescriptive models. What Lindblom suggested was that a 
more realistic prescriptive model ought to be put forward if 
the public administration theorists were to have anything 
relevant to say to the practitioners, and that if there was 
too great a distance between prescriptive and descriptive 
3 
models, perhaps the prescriptive models were inadequate. 
The public debate over the introduction of social science 
curriculum materials which led to the establishment of the 
Ahern Committee can be seen to have been an important 
neglected outcome of curriculum policy decisions. The 
Department of Education, taking the decision to introduce 
contentious materials, did so knowing that there was 
dissatisfaction amongst certain groups about the materials, 
so the initial neglect was deliberate. However, Cabinet 
intervention in this area of pol ic"y—making meant that the 
"various decision—makers" encompassed a wider spectrum. If 
the Department had neglected some affected values. Cabinet 
acknowledged them. But in acknowledging them they took a 
value decision, choosing between two discrete value sets. 
In Lindblom's model, the "incremental" model, policy is seen 
3. Lindblom, C-E., "The Science of Muddling Through", Pubiic 
^dfflinistratign_Review, 19, 1959. 
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to be made not once and for all, but as being made and 
re-made endlessly. Policy-making is a process of what he 
called successive approximation to some perceived goal which 
itself might be changing while under reconsideration- Thus, 
he suggested, a sensible pol icy-^maker will expect that his 
policies will achieve only some of what he hopes, and may 
produce consequences which he did .not foresee and would have 
preferred to avoid. Lindblom suggested that in this way, by 
making a succession of incremental changes, the policy—maker 
avoids serious mistakes. But this case study might suggest 
that judging what constitutes incremental change might be 
harder than it appears- The gradual introduction of one 
curriculum package into Queensland schools might well have 
been considered by the Department to have been incremental, 
and hardly the broad sweep which could be identified in such 
changes as abolishing external examinations- And yet what 
appeared to be incremental change was to prove a serious 
mistake, whereas the change in assessment which was 
introduced with breath-taking rapidity was not to have such 
problematical results for the Department-
Dror attacked Lindblom-^s model on the grounds that it 
constituted an argument for complacency and conservatism. 
It only applied when current policies were seen to be 
adequate and did not take account of the need for occasional 
4. Dror, Y., "Muddling Through, 'Science' or Inertia?", 
Public Administration Review, 24, 1964. 
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fundamental change, and thus supported inertia rather than 
4 
innovation. Incremental decision-making would only suit 
very stable social conditions when agreement on fundamental 
values was most likely and when it was easier to predict 
outcomes. It would also be suited to non-controversial 
issues or those which, by their nature, did not necessitate 
fundamental changes. This perhaps helps to explain the 
dilemma posed above. Changes in assessment schemes were 
introduced at a time when conditions were considerably more 
stable than in 1977 when the curriculum dispute flared up, 
and the curriculum dispute might be seen to be a symptom of 
the unstable social conditions which led to the disagreement 
about the underlying values being t.'^ansmitted through the 
education system. 
Etzioni took a middle path between the rational and the 
incremental models and suggested that what was needed was a 
strategy that was less exacting than the rationalistic one 
but not as restricting in its perspective as 
incremental ism. He called this a "mixed—scanning" 
cr 
strategy- Spann describes the policy—maker employing 
mixed—scanning strategy as alternately raising and lowering 
his vision, making incremental change most of the time, but 
periodically reviewing the field and, if necessary, making a 
new fundamental decision: 
5. Etzioni, A., "Mixed-Scanning: A 'Third' Approach to 
Dec i si on-Mak i ng", Pubiic^Administratign_Review, 27, 1967. 
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A possible implication is that the hardest lesson 
to learn is when to shift eye-levels in this way, 
when to do the many small things and when the one 
big thing-C63 
Here one is still left with the difficulty of identifying 
what is a "small" and what a "big thing" And indeed, might 
not unstable conditions require big policy moves and stable 
conditions only require small ones. The instability affects 
the policy—maker as much as those for whom policy is being 
made, and the difficulty of predicting consequences is 
increased in times of instability. Recent technological 
innovations have contributed, in part, to the current 
instability and unemployment. Education planners are faced 
with a school population which will remain in school for 
longer as there are no jobs to go to, and devising 
cur-riculum for these potentially unemployed is already 
necessitating extremely difficult decisions about what they 
should be taught. At a time when consequences are difficult 
to predict is it not, nonetheless, also a time for "big" 
adaptation rather than small incremental steps. 
In the current study it will be seen that there were 
frequently several different decision—making points for 
particular policies, and that there was a variety of 
decision—makers, many of whom would perceive quite different 
sets of constraints (financial, political, organisational), 
and thus be operating within different boundaries in 
6. Spann, R-N-, Ggvernment_Administratign_in_Austraiia; 
George Alien ?< Unwin, 1979, p. 408. 
relation to the same policy. Certain education 
policy-making areas shifted from the bureaucratic to the 
7 
political arena. This might be interpreted as 
demonstrating that the functional rationality which the 
Education Department had operated within had become divorced 
from the outside world and from substantive rationality. 
However, this took place at a time when consensus on a wide 
variet-y of moral issues was breaking down, and the problem 
may also have been the result of the bureaucracy being 
unable to accommodate widely differing value systems which 
were demanding recognition with the delivery of education 
services. Miewald suggests that the average person is most 
likely to be offended by the bureaucratic style when the 
8 
common sense of things is -violated. The problem with a 
plurality of value systems is, perhaps, that there is no 
common sense, and every bureaucratic move violates one sense 
or another It is here that education is different in kind 
from many other areas of public administration, in that it 
involves transmitting society's values from one generation 
to the next, passing on a construction of reality. 
7 For further discussion on the arenas of policymaking in 
education see Pusey, M., The_Dynamics_gf_Bureaucracvj A_Case 
AnaiYsis_in_Educatign, Wiley, Sydney, 1974. 
3. Mi ewal d, R. D. , PMbiic_ Administ r atigni__ A_Cri tic ai 
Persgective, McGraw-Hill, 1978, p.17. 
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As Miewald has pointed out, the setting of goals involves 
value choices, and these goals are influenced by one's 
9 
perception of reality. Hence rationality is bounded by any 
individual's or organisation's construction of what is. But 
it is necessary to distinguish between two sorts of 
rationality, in order to perceive that rationality is not 
good in itself- Mannheim gave definitions of these two 
rationalities: the first, "functional rationality", is based 
on the ability to use predetermined techniques in the 
attainment of specific goals; the second, "substantive 
rationality", is capable of encompassing broader realities 
and revealing intelligent insight into wider 
10 
interrelationships. 
The Ahern Committee presented an opportunity for a more 
"rational" approach to decision—making- This was, however, 
a rationality of process which did not necessarily lead to 
any greater rationality of outcome, for reasons which will 
be discussed in later chapters-
In order to examine the policy-making process, policy itself 
ought to be defined. However, policy is a word which is 
used to convey a variety of meanings, and while many writers 
have tried to define it, most agree that there is no single 
adequate definition. Definitions tend to take two forms. 
9- Miewald, R-D-, gg.git, p.18. 
10. Mannheim, K-, Man_and_SgcietY_in_an_Age_gf 
Reconstruction, Harcourt Brace, 1941. 
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either broad statements or the reduction of policy to a 
number of constituent parts- Lasswel1 and Kaplan define 
policy as "a projected program of goals, values, and 
i J. 
practices" Jenkins provides a more complex definition, 
suggesting that policy is: 
A set of interrelated decisions taken by a 
political actor or groups of actors concerning the 
selection of goals and the means of achieving them 
within a specified situation where these decisions 
should, in principlS- be within the power of these 
actors to achieve. 
Here political actors has been included in the definition, 
as well as the process (means) of achieving the goals 
selected. Keeling analyses the use of the word policy in 
official pronouncements and suggests three different uses of 
the word: objective defining, priority setting, or a 
13 
description of a plan-
Edwards and Sharkansky also assert that there is no single 
definition of public policy and suggest that it is: (a) what 
governments say and do, or do not do; (b) it is the goals or 
purposes of government programmes, and (c) policy further 
14 
includes the implementation of intentions and rules. 
11. Lasswel 1, H.D. and Kaplan, A-, Pgwjer__and Society, Yale 
University Press, 1970, p-71. 
12- Jenkins, W-I-, g2_cit, p.IS-
IS. Keeling, D-, Management_in_Government, George Allen St 
Unwin, 1972, p.23-
14- Edwards, G-C- and Sharkansky, I-, The Pglicy 
PLl^iEament, W. H- Freeman, Sai; Francisco, 1978, p.2. 
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Keeling writes that policy not only has various meani.ngs, 
but that a variety of myths have been associated with it-
These "myths" he identifies as: (a) that policy decisions 
are taken only at the highest levels — perhaps only by 
politicians with senior officials allowed to participate as 
policy advisers; (b) that policy can be sharply 
differentiated from the work of implementing policy 
decisions; (c) that the making of policy always precedes i.n 
time the taking of decisions on individual cases- The 
process of policy—making (which relates to the third "myth") 
is very elusive but it may be that policy can emerge from 
the sum of decisions taken in a particular area, somewhat 
like the building up of precedents in law. 
Spann agrees that the word polic-y has been used to mean 
16 
different things. For example, it may be used to mean 
political party programmes (and policy speeches are part of 
every election campaign) either long—term or short—term; it 
may refer to a government's announced programme or its 
actual pattern of actions, or to a particular decision or a 
course of action. A common criticism of governments is that 
they do not fulfil the promises they make in policy speeches 
during election campaigns- The stated intention is not 
always converted into action-
15- Keeling, D. gE_cit, p.26-
16. Spann, R.N., gE_cit, pp.162-3 
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The difficulty in identifying poiic-y is illustrated by a 
story in the Crossman diaries about Anthony Wedgwood Benn, 
the Post-Master General in the British Labour government in 
1965, having persuaded a reluctant Cabinet that the cost of 
the letter post should be raised from 3d to 4d: 
Tony Benn can't have been surprised that his 
request that the announcement should be made on 
the 18th of the month was turned down. He was 
told that though the policy had been decided, the 
announcement had been indefinitely postponediC171 
This anecdote illustrates a dilemma concerning 
identification of policy. The policy decision was supposed 
to have been taken. Thus policy might have e-xisted at that 
point. On the other hand one might identify that policy as 
having come into being on the day on which the public 
announcement was eventually made. However, if 
implementation is an integral component of policy, then 
there would have been no new policy until the day on which 
people actually had to use a 4d rather than a 3d stamp on 
their letters-
Mackenzie addresses this difficulty in identifying policy-
decisions: 
17  Crossman, R-, The_Piaries_Q£_a_Cabinet_Ministerj Vgiyme 
Dne_-_Mini5ter_gf_Hey5iQg_i964-66, Hamish Hamilton and 
Jonathan Cape, 1975, p.129-
We ha-ve already seen the dilemmas that arise when 
one tries to lay one's finger on decisions and to 
observe them- Take out the time dimension, and 
the thing is not a "real" decision; put the time 
dimension back, and one has restored a continuous 
process, a seamless web, of which the constituents 
appear to be events not decisions-C183 
This "seamless web" is what is to be described here- It 
will be seen that the identification of decisions is, 
indeed, as Mackenzie says, almost impossible- Anton has 
suggested that while case studies "should and will remain 
effective as devices for teaching important lessons about 
policy" analysis tends to stop at the point of resolution-
Failure to extend the discussion beyond the point of issue 
resolution, conveys the impression that the environment is 
static and stable: 
Over the lifetime of a typical case analysis, 
then, the environment experiences no change, yet 
it seems to both initiate and set parameters for 
the action described. Whether or not it exists, 
environmental stability is what is described.C193 
13. Mac kenz ie, W-J.M., Pgiitics_and_Sgciai_Science, F'el i can, 
1967, p.273. 
19. Anton, T.J., ge_cit, p. 93. 
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Hill and Barrett also discuss this problem, and assert that: 
Policy cannot be regarded as static - it is 
modified and mediated over time in response to 
external circumstances or as a result of the 
actions and responses of those responsible for its 
execution or upon whom it is brought to bear. At 
any point in time it may not be possible to say 
whether action is influencing policy or policy 
action.E203 
This case study does not stop at the point of resolution, 
and the policies studied are described against the changing 
Queensland education policy-making environment of the late 
1970s and early 1980s. It is not possible to put one's 
finger on clear points of resolution. Instead various 
policies, connected by one committee of inquiry, are being 
examined within a particular time frame. A very wide 
variety of policies were involved in the work of the Ahern 
Committee, and it will be seen that although some might have 
appeared to have reached a decision point, many remained 
unresolved. This lack of resolution was as significant as 
the apparent resolutions. One of the explanations which 
will be put forward for the lack of resolution is the 
interaction between the changing en-vironment and the 
decision—making process, especially in terms of the raised 
expectations of many interested parties that their claims-
would not only be heard, but also elicit a positive 
20, Hill, M. and Barrett, S,, "Implementation Theory and 
Research: A New Branch of Policy Studies, or a New Name for 
Old Interests?", unpublished paper delivered to the 
Political Studies Association Conference, Canterbury, Kent, 
1982-
response. 
The Queensland government was put under pressure to make a 
statement regarding its intention to implement the 
recommendations made by the Ahern Committee following the 
tabling of the committee's Final Report. It was also put 
under pressure to make public statements over certain 
specific recommendations. It demonstrated marked reluctance 
to make positive public statements on the complete set of 
recommendations, but eventually made a statement confirming 
its intention to implement one recommendation which had 
proposed a reduction in the upper limits on the sizes of 
school classes- This statement was reinforced by a budget 
allocation earmarked to assist in achieving implementation 
of the intention- However, inward migration into the State 
increased the demands on the education system, and it is 
still possible that the budget allocation may be absorbed in 
providing education services maintaining the status gug. 
This policy has at least progressed one stage further than 
Anthony Wedgwood-Benn's postal rate proposal, but it may-
still not be fully implemented. If statements of intent 
were enough, policy—making would be a simpler task than it 
is, particularly as it is at the implementation stage that 
many of the unanticipated consequences are likely to 
emerge. 
Another Ahern Committee recommendation which was immediately-
adopted in the first of a carefully planned series of stages-
SB 
was alteration to the school—based assessment procedures. 
But here implementation proved difficult and a change in 
Minister for Education stimulated a reconsideration, and a 
pause in t.he planned, carefully phased, i implement at ion. The 
Minister, Lin Powell, had sat on the Ahern Committee- When 
asked in interview whether there were any recommendations he 
regretted, his response was that if he were to go through 
the committee's work again he would have argued more 
strongly against the alterations to the school—based 
assessment system. Another respondent, a school 
inspector, suggested that without the committee's approval 
the projected changes would have been abandoned. Here, 
then, was a recommendation which appeared to demonstrate 
that t.he committee had a legitimating role, and yet the 
resulting policy change was halted by someone who had been a 
committee member. The policy had been partially, but not 
fully, implemented. If implementation is part of the test, 
then one could argue that even this was not policy-
For the purposes of this thesis, policy will be taken to be 
an indication of intent by those with the authority to take 
a particular decision, or a particular course of action or 
inaction- Implementation, where there is evidence for it, 
will be taken as additional proof of the existence of 
policy, but not a necessary condition- Delaying 
implementation can be a significant technique of 
21. Interview no 22. 
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governments, and where this can be identified it will be 
described here. However, with many policies implementation 
can be a very long process and not capable of study within 
the time frame used for this research project. But it is 
necessary to acknowledge that on some committee 
recommendations described later there was a swing from 
apparent endorsement by decision—makers which appeared to 
amount to their becoming policy, to an abrupt reversal as a 
result of new actors or influences. 
Having established that there has been a continuing debate 
over an adequate and realistic prescriptive model for 
decision—making, and that decision—makers are concerned with 
policy—making, even though policy is an elusive term, it is 
necessary to consider who the actors are in the 
policy-making process. Keeling'has assertedjthat it is a 
Ms 
myth that it is only at the top of the government structure 
that policy decisionz are taken, and i.n asserting this he is 
not alone. Wilenski has put forward an historical 
explanation for rejecting this particular myth and argues 
that the concepts of civil service neutrality and current 
justifications for a career service in terms of 
professionalism, continuity and frank and fearless advice, 
are ex ggst justifications. 
22- Keeling, D-, gE_cit, p-26. 
23- Wilenski, P-, 'Ministers, Public Servants and Public 
Po 1 i cy •" , The_Austr aiian_Quart eri^, June, 1979 -
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It will be seen that the Queensland Department of Education 
was at times divided over philosophical, or value issues. 
Writing about Australia, Wilenski, Jones and Harman (the 
writing of the latter two referring specifically to 
education policy-making) -all assert that the bureaucracy 
cannot be seen as either a—political or involved in making 
24 
value—free judgements- Education is a particularly 
value—laden area, and given divisions within the community, 
the role of the Department is sensitive. Wilenski writes 
that: 
This value component of administration is 
essentially political and cannot be treated as 
technical or scientific. In the formulation and 
execution of public policy the role of the 
administrator is thus little different to that of 
the elected politician. The two are distinguished 
by the different arenas in which they perform and 
the different resources (in terms of expertise, 
time and legitimacy) that they bring to the types 
of decisions they participate in reaching.C253 
In the period of education policy—making studied here, 
administrators quite clearly stepped, or were thought by the 
public to have stepped, into the political arena. 
Various interest groups were active in the educational 
policy—making dispute of 1977—8, and the events which 
24. Wilenski, P- gB_cit; Jones, A., "Decision Making in a 
State Education Department", in Jecks, D.A. (ed), infiyences 
in_Austraiian_Educatign, CarrolIs, Perth, 1974; and Harman, 
G-, "Pol icy-Making and Policy Processes in Education", paper 
presented at the Fourth International Intervisitation 
Program in Educational Administration, Vancouver, 1978, 
25. Wilenski, P- gE_cit, p.34. 
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followed- The most visible of these were the Queensland 
Teachers-^ Union (QTU), the Queensland Council of Parents and 
Citizens' Associations (QCPCA), and the group called the 
Society to Outlaw Pornography and the Campaign Against 
Regressive Education (STOP v. CARE) ^  While the focus of this 
study is on the Ahern Committee and the policy—making 
process, these i.nterest groups played a very active role in 
influencing the general policy-making process. Pressure 
from STOP St CARE, for example, over the content of the 
school curriculum, and the relationship of this group and 
others in the policy—making process before, during and after 
the committee's establishment, make it important to look at 
interest group theory. 
The first writer to suggest'the importance of groups in 
politics was Bentley who wrote, in 1903, that: 
When the groups are adequately stated everything 
is stated. When I say everything I mean 
everything.C263 
Since the pioneering work of Bentley, attempts have been 
made to explain politics through the examination of groups, 
and political science has become divided between those who 
adhere to the view that politics can be fully explained 
through group theory, and those who 
26. Ben11ey, A.F-, The_Prgces5_gf_Ggvernment, 1967 ed i ti on, 
ed- Oldegard, P., Harvard University Press, pp-208-9-
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see the influence of groups as only one aspect of the 
27 
political process. 
For our purposes here, it is necessary to arrive at a 
definition of what is being referred to as an interest 
group. Various descriptions have been put forward. 
Firstl-y, the terms "interest" and "pressure" are sometimes 
used indiscriminately to describe these groups. Parker 
asserts that the term "pressure" carries with it odium from 
the way in which the term was first used in the 1930s by 
American political scientists to describe the phenomenon of 
illegitimate pressures such as bribery which were sometimes 
23 
used by groups. This led to the activities of gr-oups 
which were trying to influence government policies being 
viewed as illegitimate in all cases, and this, as Parker 
suggests, is clearly erroneous. 
There are groups referred to as interest groups, which 
sometimes e-xert pressure on public pol icy—makers, and this 
pressure is normally .=^ egarded as legitimate within the 
democratic system. It is not the intention here to debate 
in detail what constitutes legitimate, as against 
illegitimate, pressure (and indeed, Parker does not delve 
27. Zeigler, H., "Interest Groups and Public Policy: A 
Comparative, Revisionist Perspective", in Scott, R. (ed), 
interest_GrDugs_and_Pubiic_Pgiic^X_£^5e_StudiBS_£rgm_the 
^ystraiian_States, Macmillan Australia, 1980, pp.1-2. 
23. Parker, R.S. , The_Ggvernfflent_g£_New_Sguth_Waies, 
University of Queensland Press, St Lucia, 1973, pp.143-4. 
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far into this question) However, it must be pointed out 
that one of the ways in which interest articulation is 
discredited by those who might not wish to accommodate a 
particular viewpoint being e>cpressed, is to criticise the 
method as much as the message of the groups concerned. 
According to Truman, a major proponent of the group theor-y 
of politics, there are both "organised" interest groups, and 
"potential" interest groups. There are countless numbers 
of groups of people with shared interests who are not 
organised, and it may be that some specific act or planned 
action of government might make them become organised in 
order to be acknowledged as having this shared interest in
some policy outcome. The organisation which evolves is 
frequently preventive, in that the organisation is generated 
by resistance to this action. The threat of re—zoning an 
area for a new category of building, the p.'-oposed building 
of a dam in a wilderness area, leads to the establishment of 
these preventive groups. 
There can be seen, therefore, three different levels of 
group: the group which has shared interests but is not 
organised, the group which has shared interests and is 
organised, and the group which has shared interests, is 
organised, and attempts to influence or exert pressure on 
the public policy—makers. Groups can move between these 
29 Truman, D.B., The_Ggyernfnent_PrDce55, Knopf, New York, 
1951. 
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levels of activity. The three prominent groups which were 
active over education policy issues during the period under 
study had periods when they were active in exerting pressure 
on government, and periods when they were not as obviously 
active. The nature of the pressure exerted varied, as did 
the response of government-
Matthews provided one of the first major examinations of the 
role of organised interest groups in Australia (which he 
30 
referred to as pressure groups). He defines a pressure 
group as: 
Any non-party group that makes a claim, either 
directly or indirectly, on the go-vernment so as to 
influence the making and administering of public 
policy.n313 
He based his examination on two broad categories used by 
Blondel and Potter: "spokesman" and "promotional" groups. 
Spokesman groups are defined as groups that "defend a 
section in society", and promotional groups "seek to promote 
30. Matthews, T , 'Pressure Groups in Australia', in Mayer, 
H. (ed), Austraiian_Pgiitics_—_A_Secgnd_Reader, Chesh ire, 
Melbourne, 1969, p.236. 
31. Matthews, T., gg_cit, p.235-
32. Blondel, J., VeterSi_Parties_and_Leaders, Harmondsworth, 
London, 1965; Potter, A., Qrganised_Grgugs_in_British 
Natignai_Pgiitic5, London, 1965-
33. Richardson and Jordan use similar categories to those 
used by Matthews, referring to them as "sectional" and 
"promotional"-. Richardson, J.J, and Jordan, A,G., Ggverriing 
yQ^sr_PrBS5urej The_Pgiic]£_Prgcess_in_a_Pgst—Pariiamentarv 
9eoie£La£Y? Government and Administration Series, Martin 
Robertson, 1979. 
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the causes arising from the attitudes of their members" 
Matthews suggests that the definition of "interest" is 
ambiguous and that "spokesman" groups are not homogeneous, 
united groups as the previous literature tended to suggest. 
This latter point is particularly relevant here, since the 
Queensland Teachers' Union is, in one sense, a "spokesman" 
group. It represents the state school teachers in 
Queensland, but, as will be seen, in the 1970s the QTU 
leadership did not necessarily represent the opinions of its 
members on some of the issues about which it made 
pronouncements- One issue where it failed to aarry a united 
membership was over support which the leadership gave in 
public statements to the Australian Labor Party during the 
constitutional crisis of 1974. Matthews suggests that 
pressure group leaders frequently believe that one of thei."^  
main functions is to define the interests of the group's 
3^4 
members. Members of an organisation such as a trade union 
may belong for reasons of perceived interest which the 
leadership does not acknowledge as relevant or significant. 
Moe gives a very clear description of the effect which 
"bounded rationality" has on interest group membership. 
Each member may belong for "rational" reasons, but their 
perceptions of reality may differ 
34. Matthews, T , gE_cit, p-237 
35. Moe, T.M., The_OrganizatiDn_gf_iriterestsi_incentives_and 
the_internai_Dynamics_Df_Pgiiticai_interest_Grgups, 
University of Chicago Press, 1980. 
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In Queensland there is a wel1-documented division between 
the "reality" perceived by the rural as against the urban 
36 
(and especially the metropolitan urban) populations- A 
group such as the QTU which draws membership from all over 
the State is faced with the challenge of identifying what 
the attitudes of its membership might be, especially when it 
y s 
-_> / 
moves into the overtly political arena- This problem of 
identifying the shared views of the membership of the QTU is 
exacerbated by the fact that the union provides what Olson 
38 
describes as selected incentives- A health fund, a buying 
consortium and other attractions provide the incentive for 
membership, more than the existence of shared values. The 
QTU offers a health fund and a buying consortium. It also 
has a role as spokesman for teachers as employees of the 
Education Department. But the attitudes of the members may 
(and did) reflect signficantly polarised positions on many 
issues, 
39 
Holtzman has expanded on the statement by Truman that a 
36. This will be examined in more detail in later chapters. 
37 This proved to be the union's weakness when its 
leadership confronted the government over the dismissal of 
teachers following drug convictions, while it held the 
members with it on the issue of reducing class size, an 
issue without such potential for divided values. See 
chapters 4 and 5. 
38. Olson, M., The_Lggic_gf_Cgiiective_Actign, Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge, Mass, 1965. 
39. Truman, D.B., The_Ggvernmentai_Prgcess, Knopf, New York, 
1951. 
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characteristic of almost all organised groups is government 
through an "active minority", writing that: 
The membership plays a peripheral roles in the 
internal government, whereas a small number of 
individuals make the decisions and speak for the 
group. Sometimes they mold the group in their own 
image- The forms of democracy may be present 
affording members formal opportunities to 
participate in policy—making, to vote for their 
officers, and to compete for office; but the 
actuality of power permits "insiders" to play a 
more signfleant role t.han the mass of the 
memb er sh i p. L 40 3 
It is important to bear in mind that this active minority is 
seen as a characteristic of ail organised groups (including 
political parties), because one of the first accusations 
made by one group against another which is in opposition to 
it is frequently that the views put forward by its "active 
minority" do not reflect the views of its membership. It is 
in the nature of promotional groups that there should be a 
greater consonance of views amongst its members than amongst 
groups whose membership is not necessarily primarily-
concerned with shared values. 
Matthews supports the view that organisations can be 
multi-functional, and fulfil both spokesman and promotional 
41 
roles. The QTU and the QCSSO might be seen as falling 
into t.he category of spokesman groups, while STOP ?< CARE, 
representing a group primarily by virtue of the fact that 
40. Holtzman, A., interest_Grgugs_and_LgbbYing, Macmillan, 
New York, 1966, p.14. 
41. Holtzman, A., gE_cit, p.238. 
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they shared certain attitudes, could be seen as a 
promotional group- However, the first two are very 
different in kind and it is therefore misleading to assume 
that they are similar-
The QTU is a trade union, but as a public service union it 
represents the employees of the very decision—makers it 
seeks to influence- It will be seen during the following 
study that this employee/employer relationship was exploited 
by the government, which resorted to threats of dismissal 
•whenever conflict reached uncomfortable levels (as happened 
during a confrontation with the union over the drug case, 
when regular monthly conferences between the Union and 
senior Departmental officials were suspended until the 
42 
dispute was over ) The Department of Education was in a 
position to award the privilege of access to its officers 
when the union "behaved" itself, and withdrew the privilege 
when it did not. The union was allowed representatives on 
various departmental committees, but at the discretion of 
the department. 
The QCSSO was in a weaker position than the union- As will 
be seen, it was dependent on the Department of Education for 
financial support, and was used for communicating 
departmental views to parents through the organisation's 
42. For furt.her discussion of this see McMorrow, J.F , 
"Teachers, Drugs and Politics: A Study of Teacher Activism 
in Queensland", unpublished doctoral thesis. University of 
Queensland, 1980, p.115-6. 
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newsletter. It was a mutual dependency also through t.he P S< 
C's human resources (members u.ndertaking tasks in individual 
schools, as well as specific target fund-raising) upon which 
the department relied- The government's decision to 
withdraw expensive curriculum materials which had been 
bought by P 8« Cs raised the level of pollticisation of the 
QCSSO during the period under study here. But while its 
members might threaten to keep their children out of school 
as a gesture of ps^otest, this was not as powerful as the 
QTU's ultimate weapon, strike action. 
There are two extreme prescriptive models for the way in 
which groups may operate within a political system, which 
have been articulated by Schmitter These are the pluralist 
and the corporatist models- Schmitter suggests that: 
Pluralism can be defined as a system of interest 
representation in which the constituent units are 
organized into an unspecified number of multiple, 
voluntary, competitive, non—hierarchically ordered 
and self—determined (as to type or scope of 
interest) categories which are not specially 
licensed, recognized, subsidized, created or 
otherwise controlled in leadership selection or 
interest articulation by the state and which do 
not exercise a monopoly of representational 
-activity within their respective categories, £433 
Pluralism is identified with Western democracies: 
Interest articulation takes place through a 
multitude of freely formed, self—regulating 
groups- - . These bodies attempt to persuade and 
bargain with government, to cajole or even compel 
43- Schmitter, P.C., "Still the Century of Corporatism?" in 
Schmitter, P.C. and Lehmbruch, G., Trends_Tgward_CgrEgratisi 
intermediatign. Sage, London, 1979, p.15. 
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it to see things their way- Because of their 
liberal traditions and social complexity, the 
mature liberal democracies are highly pluralistic 
in the sense that decisions result from an 
interplay of many varied interests Governments 
in liberal democracies are obliged, by practical 
exigency as much as by formal rules, to consult 
and bargain with numerous organised interests.C443 
There are major weaknesses in the view that a pluralist 
political system takes account of all interests. One is 
that while there are countless potential interest groups, 
they will not automatically aggregate and articulate their 
interests at the right time to guide the policy—making 
process. It may well be that there are important interests 
which simply are not perceived in time (the current dismay 
over the effects of i^adiation on personnel involved in 
nuclear testing many years ago is a case in point). 
Alternatively, it may be that if for every view there is an 
opposing view, and both are articulated, policy—making 
becomes log—jammed, 
Richardson and Jordan also suggest that pluralism "has been 
particularly identified with American society" and add that 
corporatism is generally associated with fascist regimes: 
"Accordingly, at first sight there appears a great 
discontinuity between the two, but in practice the gap is 
not too wide: both treatments are reactions to the same 
45 
trends in society". 
44. Hague, R. and Harrop, M., CgmBarative_Ggvernmentj._An 
intrgductign, Macmillan, London, 1982, p.43. 
45. Richardson, J.J. and Jordan, A.G-, gE_cit, p.162. 
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Schmitter's definition of corporatism runs: 
Corporatism can be defined as a system of interest 
representation in which the constituent units are 
organized into a limited number of singular, 
compulsory, non—competitive, hierarchically 
ordered and functionally differentiated 
categories, recognized or licensed (if not 
created) by the state and granted a deliberate 
representational monopoly within their respective 
categories in exchange for observing certain 
controls on their selection of leaders and 
articulation of demands and supports.C463 
Under corporatism interest articulation is regulated by the 
state. Within the context of Queensland education 
policy—making, two groups, the QTU and the QCSSO, were 
regulated to some extent by the state, receiving official 
recognition and financial subsidies from the government. As 
accepted representatives, one of teachers, and the other of 
parents, they were given monopolistic representational 
activity on various committees of the Education Department. 
The monopoly awarded to QCSSO by the Department was to have 
the effect of driving STOP & CARE, which also claimed to 
speak for parents, to seek access to a higher level of 
government on which to exert pressure. Qn the other hand, 
the QCSSO's newsletter was used by t.he Department during a 
dispute over marijhuana use by a teacher as a vehicle for 
putting its point of view forward. The QTU and the QCSSO 
were thus each partially incorporated into the policy-making 
process. 
46. Richardson and Jordan, gE_cit, p-13 
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Quite clearly the Queensland interest groups were not 
totally organised or controlled- However, one of the 
features of corporatist group theory is the emphasis on the 
reciprocal influence of the state. The interest groups get 
representation, -and the stats uses the groups as agencies of 
47 
mobilization and social control. Both the QTU and the 
QCSSO provided a means whereby the state communicated and 
implemented its policies. 
But again, this relationship has been fluid. The extent to 
which this co-operation existed was dictated by the 
Department or the government in response to the willingness 
for co-operation demonstj^ated by the groups. However, the 
administrators need the interest groups too, as LaPalombara 
has eloquently pointed out: 
In a nutshell, those who make and administer 
public policies need help. Help means access to 
information about what the people want. Help 
means being able to predict how well or badly a 
policy will be received and implemented.. This 
being so, we can say that if interest groups did 
not already exist, administrators would have to 
invent them.C483 
Individuals are one more source of influence which should be 
mentioned. Individuals and the networks formed through 
common experiences in schools, post-secondary institutions 
47 Panitch, L,, "The Development of Corporatism in Liberal 
Democracies", in Schmitter, P,C. and Lehmbruch, G. (eds), og 
cit, p.123. 
48. LaPalombara, Pgiitics_Within_Natigns, Prentice-Hall, New 
York, 1974, p.326. 
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and social clubs can constitute another very elusive, but 
often signifcant, influence. It was noticeable during 
interviews how frequently people would feel it important to 
explain who amongst the decision—makers went to school or 
college with whom. Commonality of religion between various 
actors was often suggested as having significance. Also the 
rapport, or lack of it, between the principal actors was 
often crucial to the relationship between -various 
policy—making institutions, whether it was the relationship 
between a Minister and his party committee chairman or the 
relationship between the presidents of the teachers union 
and the parents' organisation, and especially the 
relationship between the Premier and the promotional 
interest groups. Sometimes events led to greater or lesser 
rapport, but often also, the management of events was made 
more or less easy by the ease of the existing relationship 
between those at the centre of these events-
This rapport is also related to the question of access-
Truman has suggested that the degree of access to the 
legislature that a particular group enjoys at a given moment 
is the result of a composite of influences: 
Depending on the circumstances and the relation of 
t.he factors in a given situation, some groups will 
enjoy comparatively effective access, and others 
will find difficulty in securing even perfunctory 
treatment-C493 
49- Trumanj D-B., gg_cit, p.322. 
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It has been suggested here that there are other, perhaps 
more importantj key points in the decision—making 
structures. In the conflict described in chapter 5 the 
relationship between these key points (the Education 
Department and Cabinet in particular) was placed under 
stress by the changing patterns of access and the resulting 
competition over policy decisions. Curriculum decisions 
became political rather than administrative issues, and 
while the department afforded controlled access to some 
groups (the QTU and the QCSSO), the Cabinet afforded access 
to STOP ?< CARE. 
This chapter opened with a discussion of theories of 
decision—making. These theories provide a basis for the 
analysis of the achievement of substantial goals by the 
Ahern Committee. The committee might be seen as providing an 
opportunity for decision—making processes which more closely-
approximated "rational" models than the education 
decision—making processes which had evolved in the Stats, 
especially in relation to social science curriculum, in the 
late 1970s. 
This was followed by discussion of the difficulty in 
pinpointing with certainty either policy or the 
implementation of policy- The Ahern Committee made policy 
recommendations, and it is the passage of these 
recommendations towards adoption by the decision—makers 
which provides the focus of the latter part of this study. 
Theories of the role of interest groups in the policy-making 
process have also been examined. The role of three major 
interest groups in the education policy-making processes 
during the period 1977 to 1983 was crucial, not only during 
tihe campaign against social science curricula but also 
during and after the establishment of the Ahern Committee. 
In order to place the Ahern Committee, and the issues 
confronting it, in context the following chapter will look 
at long term trends and influences in the developiuent of 
education in Queensland, These undercurrents help to explain 
the issues and concerns about education in the 1970s. 
Without this historical dimension it might be tempting, but 
would be erroneous, to explain the curriculum dispute as a 
temporary aberration. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Trends_and_infiuence5_in_the_Deyeiggment 
of _Educatign_in_Queen5iand_j__f.rgQ}_Segaratign 
tg_the^f irst_Bj^eike—Peter 5en_Ministry 
This chapter will examine aspects of the development of 
education in Queensland in order to give some background to 
issues which were the concern of the Ahern Committee. 
Although the events of the late 1970s, which are the main 
focus of this study, have been seen by some as something of 
a transitory phenomenon, it is held here that they were the 
product of both longer term and more widespread trends and 
influences. The recent education history, as well as 
Queensland's political and social environment, will be 
described in the next chapter, as will the broader national 
and international context. The current chapter will trace 
some of the major landmarks in the development of education 
in the State, especially concentrating on those areas which 
relate to the conflict in the community over education in 
the late 1970s, conflict marked by the campaign, organised 
by right—wing pressure groups, to have social science 
curriculum materials banned-
The only public inquiries into education in Queensland 
before the Ahern Committee had been a select committee in 
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1861 and a royal commission in 1875. During discussion of 
these, and other early landmarks, forward reference will be 
made to the Ahern Comittee where it is felt that attention 
should be drawn to significant parallels or contrasts. 
Fuller accounts of the Ahern Committee will, of course, 
follow in later chapters. 
The Moreton Bay convict settlement of New South Wales was 
founded in 1824. Before 1859 Queensland had no separate 
education system, and Moreton Bay was sufficiently distant 
from Sydney to be sent "the worst convicts from the colony 
1 
of New South Wales",, In the 1830s, Governor Bourke of New 
South Wales had strongly favoured the establishment of a 
national school system and the controversy which resulted 
from this, over the competing claims of churches versus the 
state, carried over into Queensland when it became a 
separate colony. Following separation on December 10 1859, 
control of primary education passed, in I860, to a single 
Board of General Education (in contrast to the old New South 
Wales system of two Boards, one national and one 
denominational). While the establishment of grammar schools 
was placed under the control of trustees. There were only 
three national schools at the time of separation: North 
1. Einai_ReEgrt, Select Committee on Education in 
Queensland, Government Printer, Brisbane, 1980, p.2. 
2. Wyeth, E.R., Educatign_in_Queensiand£_A_HistorY_gf 
iducatign_in_Queensiand_and_in_the_Mgretgn_Bay_District_^^ 
New_Sguth_Waies, Australian Council for Education Research, 
Melbourne, c.1955, p.79. 
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Brisbane (unfinished), Drayton (decrepit) and Warwick 
(untenanted). The other schools which existed were either 
denominational or private. The changes were incorporated in 
the Queensland Education Act of 1860, which thus introduced 
a system of state schools in which non—denominational 
religious instruction was provided, with visiting clergymen 
as an additional religious influence, and church schools 
were discouraged. Barcan, a recent historian, suggests that 
secular feeling and the pressing needs of the rural areas 
determined that the State should take the lead in 
-T 
--> 
establishing schools- It will be seen that both religious 
education and the special educational needs of rural 
populations continued to be central concerns in the State. 
Both were issues also examined by the Ahern Committee in 
1978. 
An earlier historian, Bernays, described the years between 
1860 and 1375: 
That we should between the years of 1360 and 1875 
increase the public expenditure on education from 
1,615 pounds to 72,000 pounds speaks volumes for 
the manner in which Parliament realised its duty 
towards the children of the State- Our early 
system under which our schools were divided into 
two classes, vested and non-vested, was really the 
fly in the ointment- The former were strictly 
non—sectarian, and in the latter case the aid 
granted varied from one—half to two—thirds of the 
cost of upkeep, the Board exercising a controlling 
influence over appointment to the staffs- Free 
education as we know it today in the State schools 
had no existence either in vested or non-vested 
3. Barcan, A., A_Histgry_gf_Austraiian_Education, Oxford 
University Press, Melbourne, 1980, p.l02-
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schools controlled by the Board of General 
Education- Indeed, the teaching staff was to some 
extent dependent on fees, which were regulated 
according to the standard of the pupils, and 
ranged from 3d to Is 6d per week-C43 
The question of whether state aid should be given to 
denominational schools was the most contentious education 
issue at the time (and one which has never been resolved). 
Particular problems arose over the Board of General 
Education's interpretation of the Act. The Catholic schools 
withdrew from the Board, but the Anglican schools wished to 
receive state aid- All but one request for aid from 
Anglican schools was turned down by the Board- After a good 
deal of publicity on the issue both from the pulpit and in 
the press, and a considerable amount of ill—feeling within 
the church when doubt was cast on the validity of some 
signatures on a petition to Parliament, the petition in fact 
led to the establishment of the first major inquiry into 
education in Queensland, a select committee to examine the 
activities of the Board. "Amid an atmosphere of bitter 
5 
recrimination the Select Committee began its sittings" 
The hearings for this select committee took only eight days 
and eleven witnesses were examined. The committee's report 
stated: 
4. Bernays, C-A-, Queensland _Poli t iqs Puri ng _Sixty _— 
iS59zi5i2_Z_Years, Government Printer, Brisbane, 1919, 
p-421. 
5. Wyeth, E-R-, gE_£it, p-39- It will be seen, in chapter 
5, that this would have been an apt description of the 
atmosphere surrounding the establishment of the Ahern 
Committee. 
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That the Board of Education have misconstrued the 
intentions and spirit of the Le>gislature in 
supposing that the Primary School Education Act, 
as framed, precluded them granting assistance to 
Primary Schools, belonging to Denominational 
bodies who are desirous of submitting those 
schools to the supervision and inspection of the 
Board, and of conforming to their rules and 
by—laws.C63 
Select committees in Queensland have tended not to follow 
the accepted Westminster practice for such committees, which 
makes no provision for minority reports. In 1361, however, 
the Westminster tradition seems to have stood, because it 
was not until the report was debated in the Legislative 
Assembly that the lack of consensus within the committee 
became obvious- Because of this division the report was not 
accepted and was referred back from the Legislative Assembly 
to the committee. The matter rested for a while, but in 
1374 a Bill was introduced by S.W. Griffith, the 
Attorney—General, to abolish state aid: 
There were two distinct parties in the Legislature 
at this time — one pinning its faith to the 
national system of education, and the other 
holding that any education that was not religious 
was incomplete.C73 
The Bill passed through the Assembly with little difficulty, 
but when it came to the upper house, the Legislative Council 
(which was to be abolished in 1922, giving Queensland the 
only unicameral parliament in Australia), it had a rougher 
6. Quoted in Wyeth, E-R., gE_£it, p-91 
7 Bernays, C-A-, gE_cit, p-423. 
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time and the Council proposed a delay of six months before 
reconsidering it- This set—back caused a great outcry in 
the press, and there was strong criticism of the Council 
Cabinet reacted by appointing a Royal Commission, the terms 
of reference for which were: 
To inquire into the management and working of the 
whole of the Educational Institutions of this 
Colony, which are maintained or supported at the 
public expense, and to report as to the best means 
to be adopted, by Legislative enactments or 
otherwise, to render the same, if possible, more 
useful to the Colony, and generally to inquire 
into, and report upon, the whole subject of Public 
Education.CS3 
These wide terms of reference were similar to those of the 
Ahern Committee, set up over a hundred years later, though 
the task facing the two inquiries differed very much in 
scale. Some of the reactions to the establishment of the 
9 
two inquiries were remarkably similar. Of the members of 
the 1875 Royal Commission it was said: 
These were all good men, with pretty pronounced 
opinions; are well mixed, and should have 
tolerably cheerful scrimmage before the real 
battle is fought in Parliament. Of course, 
everyone nowadays understands that the use of a 
commission of this nature is simply to act as a 
sort of buffer for somebody or other, and the 
education question is looked upon by many 
politicians with about the same horror and dread 
as if it were one of the torpedoes which some 
3. Reggrt_gf_the_Minutes_gf_EyidencB^_RgYai_Cgfflmissign 
AEEointed_tg_inguire_iDtg_the_Wgrkings_gf_tbe_Educatign 
iQstitutigns_gf_the_CgignY, Government Printer, Brisbane, 
1875, p.l. 
9. See chapter 5 for a description of early reactions to the 
establishment of the Ahern Committee. 
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scientifically practical people have taken to 
using for fish catching in Moreton Bay-C103 
Accusations were levelled at both the Royal Commission of 
1375 and the Ahern Committee of 1978-80, that they had been 
appointed to recommend what the government had already 
decided upon- The terms of reference of the Ahern Committee 
were so broad that this could only be an accurate accusation 
on the most immediate issues which led to its 
establishment. The membership of committees is discussed 
later, but it is relevant here to note that a select 
committee is restricted in membership to parliamentarians, 
whereas royal commissions are more broadly based. Thus the 
chairman of the 1375 Royal Commission was a judge, Mr 
Justice Li 1ley, and the membership included the 
Attorney—General S. W. Griffith, John Douglas, C. 3- Mein 
MA, Dr Prentice, and A. J. Hockings- The secretary to the 
committee was T Harlin MA, headmaster of Brisbane Grammar 
School, who was also called to give evidence to the 
commissi oners-
Three appointees of the 1875 Royal Commission refused to 
sit- One of these wrote: 
I am advised that all, or nearly all, the 
gentlemen appointed to this Commission, with the 
exception of Dr O'Doherty and myself, are well 
known exponents of that education system which our 
Attorney—General has so lavishly promised his 
constituents to bring about, and for whose 
delectation he even seems to have foretold or 
10. Bri5bane_Cgurier, 12.8.1874, cited in Wyeth, E.R., OQ 
cit, p-113. 
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criticized the probable nature of the Commission' 
rejport-
Altogether the impression has been created that 
the Commission was appointed simply to work out 
predetermined ends-C113 
Dr O'Doherty made a similar accusation: 
The well—known opinions of seven out of the nine 
gentlemen appointed to carry out the work of the 
Commission ,. left little room to hope that any 
efforts of mine would be of use in influencing the 
deliberations of the Commission-C123 
As was to be the case with the Ahern Committee, the terms of 
reference for the 1875 Royal Commission were very much 
broader than the particular issue which appeared to lead to 
its being formed- The Royal Commission made recommendations 
in favour of free, secular, compulsory elementary education, 
though with reservations about how soon compulsion could be 
implemented- The report addressed the problem of wastage 
through the establishment of schools by competing 
denominations, and laid the ground for the appointment of 
13 
itinerant teachers to visit pioneering areas. The 
commissioners were not prepared to recommend equal pay for 
equal work for female teachers. In addition the 
commissioners discussed secondary education and the 
scholarship system (which will be described shortly), and 
11. Quoted in Wyeth, E.R., gE_cit, p.118-9-
12. Quoted in Wyeth, E.R. gE_cit, p.119. 
13. See the description of the Ahern Committee's Fifth 
Interim_interim_Reagrt, "     
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recommended the establishment of a university. 
The Royal Commission also recommended that a state 
department of education be formed under a Minister 
responsible to parliament: 
The total amount of the public moneys now devoted 
to paying for the education of the people, is in 
our opinion, sufficient to warrant, nay, rather to 
require, the abandonment of the existing system of 
directing and controlling the mode of its 
expenditure. We therefore recommend the formation 
of a State Department of Education under a 
Minister responsible to Parliament. If this 
recommendation be adopted, the educational work of 
the colony will be under the direct guidance of a 
single responsible head; and the administration of 
the department may be expected to be vigorous, 
systematic, and consistent.C143 
The Ahern Committee reiterated these sentiments when 
recommending the abolition or weakening of statutory boards, 
in favour of more direct ministerial control, with the 
Minister responsible to parliament. Another of the issues 
which was still contentious, and considered by the Ahern 
Gommittee in the late 1970s, was the subject of one of the 
four minority reports appended to the 1875 Ro'yal Commission 
15 
favouring an independent education commission. 
Most of the topics considered by the Royal Commission were 
still areas of concern a hundred years later for the Ahern 
Committee, particularly the difficulty of providing 
14. Report ^ of Minutes of Evidence, 1875 Royal Commission, gg 
Eit, p.40. 
15. The debate over an education commission is discussed 
further in chapters 4 and 8. 
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education for the isolated areas of the colony, and the 
suitability of the teaching materials used. 
A recommendation that state aid should not be given to 
non—vested schools was gradually implemented- The 
recommendation that primary education should be compulsory 
was not implemented until 1900. The recommendation that 
"immediate" steps be taken to set up a university was not 
acted on for many years, the first university being 
established some thirty years after the inquiry made its 
recommendations-
The State Education Act of 1375 transferred all matters 
pertaining to public instruction from the Board of General 
Education to the Board of Public Instruction, and: 
The difficulty with regard to non—vested schools 
was got over by withdrawing state aid as from 31st 
December 1880 .3 It is quite remarkable that at 
so early a period in our history the Parliament 
should have evolved, in an undemocratic age, such 
a distinctly democratic measure. It may be taken 
as the outcome of the work of a Royal Commission 
appointed the previous year . the Cost of which, 
by the way, was 70S pounds, 5 shillings and 
ninepence.C163 
So the Royal Commission was seen as having a positive role 
in one aspect of the policy—making process at this stage. 
It is significant that for the first two years of its 
existence, the Department of Public Instruction had S. W. 
Griffith as its Minister. He was a man with forceful ideas 
16. Bernays, C.A-, gE_£it, p.324. 
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on education issues, and his influence dominated the 
development of education in the nineteenth century. Even 
though his continuing pressure for a university was slow to 
see fruition, other recommendations of the Royal Commission 
(the appointment of which he instigated, and of which he was 
a member) were implemented quickly. The development of 
education in Queensland, generally rather slow, had brief 
periods of sudden acceleration associated with two or three 
men of vision in government or administration. Griffit.h was 
one. Pizzey, Minister for Education a hundred years after 
Griffith, was the only other Minister for Education who fits 
17 
the description-
The 1860 State Education Act had laid down which subjects 
should be taught in the primary school curriculum- These 
were reading, writing, arithmetic, English grammar, 
geography, history, elementary mechanics, objects lessons, 
drill and gymnastics, vocal music, and (for girls) sewing 
and needlework. The Royal Commission heard much evidence on 
curriculum content and teaching methods, and on the 
difficulties of teaching without Australian focussed 
materials, especially in natural history, geography and 
history. The lack of Australian focus was one of the 
complaints expressed both in the 1870s and the 1970s. 
Initially, there had been no Australian texts, and the Irish 
National Reading Books constituted the basic reading texts-
1 
1 See chapter 5-
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In 1878, following strong criticism from the Royal 
Commission about the reading books, the Irish texts were 
replaced by Australian reading books- But the heavy 
dependence on materials produced outside Australia continued 
to be a problem, particularly when teaching geography, 
natural science or history- Several of the teachers giving 
evidence in 1875 talked about this difficulty, and even one 
hundred years later, when there was a much greater range of 
textbooks available, people were still voicing concern about 
the need for locally produced materials- As the textbooks 
issue loomed large in the 1970s it is worth reproducing here 
what one teacher, a refreshingly outspoken man called 
Stanwick, had to say about the prescribed list of texts: 
Q- Have you at all endeavoured to supplement the 
present reading books by any books of your own, 
free, of course, from the objection that they were 
dogmatical, or tended to sectarian feelings — I 
mean general literature of any kind? 
A- I read Shakespeare, Milton, and Macauley's 
Essays at the Eagle Farm school previous to 
receiving a circular from the Board of Education 
prohibiting all such books from being used in 
schools without permission from them. Each child 
had a copy of Shakespeare supplied by me, and we 
read half-a-dozen plays. We had also a small 
history of England, but I have not introduced it 
at Kangaroo Point, as I found that there was a 
great deal of back work to be made up first. 
Q- Then you received some instructions from the 
Board? 
A. Yes, enclosing a list of books not prohibited; 
but the books that I used were not on that 
list.C1S3 
IS. Report of Minutes of Evidence, 1375 Royal Commission, gg 
eit, par ll09-
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The concern over textbook control was still very active in 
1978. 
When the Royal Commission heard evidence, it did so from 
teachers, inspectors and church representatives, rather than 
being open to the entire community- The feeling of 
frustration which the teachers suffered is conveyed very 
strongly- In 1978, the emphasis was more on community 
opinion, and there was an evinced concern that teachers had 
been given too much freedom by the department, certain 
community groups wanting to see greater controls reimposed 
over permitted textbooks. 
An early move of the Queensland legislature after separation 
was to pass the Grammar Schools Act of 1360. This authorised 
support for Grammar Schools in areas which raised donations 
or subscriptions of one thousand pounds- While efforts were 
mainly concentrated on the provision of primary education, 
the first grammar school was founded in 1863- Five others 
followed, but grammar schools, and later denominational 
private schools, charged fees and catered for only a small 
section of the population. In 1912 the government undertook 
to provide free secondary schools for those who could pass 
the scholarship examination in those centres where no 
grammar schools had been established — before that, 
scholarships had been provided for grammar school entry for 
the able but less well-to-do students. But the focus of the 
school curriculum and its alleged elitist aims have remained 
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a matter of debate ever since their inception. 
In 1914 the scholarship system was altered so that anyone 
gaining a pass gained a place in a secondary school, rather 
than competing for a limited number of places. By 1915 the 
annual enrolment at high schools was 335. In its overview of 
the history of Queensland education, the Ahern Committee 
refers to the effect of the scholarship examinations: 
The scholarship examination had been made 
qualifying, rather than competitive, in 1914, and 
by the 1920's, had become the most important in 
the educational lives of all Queensland children-
In the Primary Schools, cramming and coaching for 
the Scholarship examination was the be—al1 and 
end—al1 of the Primary School teacher's 
existence. Schools and teachers were judged by 
the public on their Scholarship results, and 
students were sorted out as successes or failures 
by the percentages they received in the 
Scholarship examination. In short, the 
Scholarship examination, together with the Junior 
and Senior examinations, completely dominated 
Queensland education despite periodic attempts by 
inspectors and by the Department to reduce the 
adverse effects of external examinations.C193 
In 1919, the historian Bernays reflected on the question of 
providing scholarships for deserving students to attend 
grammar schools. He praised the limits imposed by the 
Department of Public Instruction in 1375 which "had realised 
that the state would soon become an inmate of Dunwich if it 
continued to overpay the geniuses to the extent of 
20 
thirty—five pounds and four shillings per year each" He 
19. Fjnal_ReEgrt, Select Committee on Education in 
Queensland, gE_£i.t, p. 7. 
20. Bernays, C.A., gE_£it, p.442. 
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noted that: 
The (new) system does not produce the same number 
of crammed phenomena as of old but gives the 
average boy a chance of higher education Under 
our old system, the whole teaching strength of the 
secondary schools was devoted to the further 
cramming of the natural geniuses, and, while the 
Trustees collected numerous amounts of sixteen 
pounds and six shillings per annum from parents of 
non—scholarship boys, the teaching staff 
systematically neglected them j . It is hoped and 
believed that this outrageous system is passing 
away and that the greatest good for the "greatest 
number" is the prevailing motto.C213 
However, the question of the greatest good for the greatest 
number, as reflected in the secondary curriculum and 
assessment, was not resolved, and it will be seen later that 
disquiet over the university entrance requirements 
(perceived as holding undue influence over the curriculum) 
eventually led to the abolition of external examinations in 
the early 1970s. This, in turn, led to a strong "return to 
external examinations" demand from some quarters, and 
constituted yet another of the vexed questions included 
within the scope of the Ahern Committee's investigations-
After Griffith's two years as Minister for Public 
Instruction, the department f«=;ll under less competent 
ministers, and the bureaucracy became powerful and 
autocratic. Barcan comments: 
His successors were less experienced- In any 
case, they changed office frequently* In all 
Australian colonies real authority lay not with 
the Ministers for Public Instruction but with the 
21. Bernays, C.A-, gE_£it, pp.442-443. 
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permanent administrators- This was particularly 
the case in Queensland and South Australia.C223 
One of the reasons for this was the difficulties posed by 
the vast region covered, and the harsh conditions under 
which teachers were expected to work- The department 
exercised a very centralised control, which led a Royal 
Commission on the Civil Service, in 1388, to make a sharp 
23 
attack on the administration of the department. 
In the year 1893, the colony suffered one of a number of 
financial recessions which were to impede the development of 
the education system- The history of the colony (and State) 
was to be marked by periods of rapid development, mining 
booms, and then recessions (in 1893, 1902 and 1929). The 
period covered by this thesis ends with a recession which 
was becoming increasingly severe in 1982-
The colony's expenditure on education dropped by 12 percent 
between 1892 and 1393. Wyeth's description of 1893 has a 
disturbingly familiar rings 
Much apprehension is evident in public utterances 
during the years 1889-1392 concerning a deficit in 
public fi.nances. Most papers assumed a gloomy 
air, and everywhere there was a feeling of 
uneasiness about the Colony's progress. Drastic 
measures were proposed to arrest the drift, and 
quite naturally one of the earliest services to 
suffer was education. Staffs had to be sharply 
cut, promotions were withheld, admissions to the 
service were limited, and always in the background 
22. Barcan, A., gE—Eit? p.134 
23. Quoted in Einai_ReEgrt, Select Committee on Education in 
Queensland, 1980, p. 4. 
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was the threat of salary reductions One of the 
casualties of the recession was early education 
for the under-sixes. The Froebel system had only 
just been introduced when it was ended, and a 
newspaper "rejoiced" in its demise criticising" its 
"bijouterie of coloured balls and so forth" C243 
In addition, scholarships to grammar schools were reduced 
from 120 to 52 in 1893. 
The discovery of gold in Queensland during the late 1860s 
and early 1870s had two consequences. There was an increase 
in the demand for schools, and enrolments were 
unpredictable. In area, Queensland is the second largest 
state in Australia, and the places where schools were needed 
were widely dispersed and the populations tended to be 
transient. The problem of educating children (and adults) 
in isolated areas and with a shifting population continued 
to make education planning extremely difficult through to 
the 1930s. 
Qn the positive side, the increased wealth permitted the 
State to introduce free education. The figures below show 
the extraordinarily rapid growth in the school population 
over the period until the turn of the century, with a slight 
reduction at the end of the first decade of the twentieth 
century, as that particular mining boom came to an end. 
24. Wyeth, E.R. gE_cit, pp.147-8. 
- v: 
YEAR SCHOOLS PUPILS 
1360 4 493 
1375 230 33,634 
1885 438 55,310 
1390 621 73,275 
1895 738 82,337 
1901/2 1,008 109,293 
1909 1,141 106,772 
But while Queensland was the first State to introduce a free 
public education system, it was the last to make it compulsory; 
FREE STATE EDUCATION 
Queensland 1870 
Victoria 1372 
South Australia 1892 
Western Australia 1901 
New South Wales 1906 
Tasmania 1908 
COMPULSORY STATE EDUCATION 
Tasmania 1868 
Western Australia 1371 
Victoria 1372 
South Australia 1875 
New South Wales 1380 
Queen s1 and 1900 
Figures extracted from Barcan, A., gE_Eit, p.151. 
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Compulsion was not total in the States which introduced it 
(Tasmania, for example, listed particular areas in which it 
applied); however, Queensland's delay can still be explained 
by the difficulty of enforcing compulsion in a dispersed, 
developing rural community. 
The 1860 Education Act Regulations had incorporated two 
significant differences from the New South Wales Regulations 
which preceded them: (a) religious instruction could be 
given by ministers of religion but only outside teaching 
hours, and (b) no separate room was to be set aside for 
religious instruction. But this was not fully accepted by 
the community, and the lS90s saw the establishment of the 
Bible in Schools League, which brought back to salience the 
issue of how secular the national schools system should be. 
Uncertainty about the value of scripture lessons in school 
was aired in evidence given to the 1875 Royal Commission, 
but it was a sensitive subject and remained so. It ended up 
on the agenda of the Ahern Committee and provoked similar 
difficulties for teachers required to avoid subjective 
interpretations. 
The impatient Mr Stanwick dismissed Bible reading as 
useless: 
Q. What is your opinion of the general utility of 
Scripture lessons, from a teacher's point of 
view? 
A. I think they are perfectly useless. 
Q. On what ground do you form that opinion? 
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A. As far as I understand, we are not at liberty 
to expound these lessons; and without expounding 
or explaining a lesson very little good can result 
from it. Then again, as regards the old Scripture 
lessons, I have had several questions asked me 
about Mosaic cosmogony in the schools, of a very 
searching nature, and as these lessons are often 
read, and I am not allowed by the regulations to 
explain them, I have had no remedy but absolute 
silence, and to decline to answer the 
questions-C253 
Q. Do you encourage children to ask questions 
about their lessons? 
A- Yes; in all lessons: a class which asks 
questions is sure to get on, and a class which 
asks none is very dead-C263 
The Bible in Schools League was not immediately successful 
in achieving its ends, but due "largely to the untiring 
27 
efforts of several of its indefatigable supporters" the 
issue did not die, and ran alongside a re—emergence of the 
demand for state aid for private schools- The techniques 
used by the campaigners to have Bible lessons within school 
teaching hours were very similar to the later 1970s campaign 
against curriculum materials: 
Papers were inundated with letters on the subject 
Column after column was devoted to these 
letters and to articles on the subject-C233 
An unofficial referendum was held by the League, and then. 
25- This interpretation of the regulations conflicts with 
the evidence of a school inspector, who denied knowledge of 
the restriction on questions-
26. Report of Minutes of Evidence, 1375 Royal Commission, gg 
Eit, pars.2132-2134. 
27 Wyeth, E.R., gg_cit, p.166. 
23. Wyeth, E.R. gE_£it, p.166. 
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in 1910, an official referendum was conducted which came out 
in favour of the introduction of Bible reading in schools 
(20,942 in favour, 1,417 against, 372 refused to answer and 
3,222 did not return their papers) The Brisbane_Cgurier 
reported:  
The success  will represent a triumph of 
organization and of whole—hearted devotion on the 
part of the women of Queensland -- (The 
referendum on) the Bible in State Schools has. 
represented the vote of the women of Queensland, 
and their intuitions in a matter of this kind are 
worth more than the keenest intellectual 
controversies.C293 
Australia was not the only country in which pressures for 
Bible teaching in schools was exerted at this time. But the 
campaign demonstrates that the question of the values 
imparted within the public education system emerged more 
than once on Queensland's political agenda. The Bill to 
bring about the changes following the referendum had a 
stormy passage through parliament- Wyeth writes: 
Statements made during the debate and afterwards 
indicate that very strong pressure was brought to 
bear by interested groups to influence the 
result-n303 
29. Brisbane_Cgurier, 15-4-10, quoted in Wyeth, E-R-, gg 
Eit, p.169- It is interesting to note that the women of 
Queensland had been given the vote in 1905, and this was one 
of the first opportunities they had had to exercise that 
right. 
30. Wyeth, E.R-, gE_Eit, p-169. 
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Here again, the parallel with the activities of the STOP & 
CARE groups is evident, as the description of the 
parliamentary debates on the Ahern Committee reports will 
31 
demonstrate. 
It was the establishment of the first university which 
provided the next major landmark in education in the 
32 
State. The University of Queensland Act was passed in 
1909, and teaching began in March 1911. Describing the 
initial provision for three faculties (.arts, science and 
engineering), for a Diploma in Education, and catering for 
both evening and external students, Barcan suggests that: 
The University was a practical, utilitarian 
institution, such as a pioneering community would 
appreciate.C333 
Bernays writes with praise of the university's involvement 
in the curriculum: 
It has been of much advantage that since their 
(high schools) establishment the high 
qualifications of the University staff have been 
available in establishing the curriculum.r343 
This enthusiasm was not universal, and an underlying 
31. See chapter 9. 
32. There had even been petitions to parliament against the 
provision of a university. In 1889 one Albert Smith, 
potter, of Lion Creek, Rockhampton put forward a petition to 
parliament against the establishment of a university, 
preferring a free library. Bernays describes him as either 
"a crank, or a potter with a mania for self—advertising". 
33. Barcan, A-, gE_Eit, p-217-. 
34. Bernays, C.A-, gE_cit, p.438. 
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resentment was to develop in the community towards the 
university's hold over the school curriculum-
In 1912 the State's High School system was inaugurated, with 
the opening of six schools- Technical colleges came under 
the control of the Department of Public Instruction in 1908, 
and by 1915 there were 15 technical colleges in the State. 
As with other levels of education, distance presented 
difficulties and the idea of itinerant technical teachers 
was introduced. Thus by 1915, the State had primary, 
secondary, university and technical education. A "second 
wave" of high schools came into being at the end of the 
first world war, "mostly associated with technical colleges, 
reflecting the attitude of Labor Ministries towards the 
35 
needs of children of working class parents"j But 
development was rather piecemeal, with secondary education 
in many schools provided by "topping" primary schools 
(adding classes to enable those who wished to stay on to 
gain Junior Certificates). Secondary high schools were free, 
and by the end of 1916 the enrolment was 734, average 
attendance 548, and 444 students were successful at the 
University Junior examination-
Development of the edcation system virtually ceased during 
the period between the two wars- Goodman remarks that 
35. Goodman, R, Secgndary_Educatign_in_Queensiandj^ 
l§^5zl.560, Australian National University Press, Canberra. 
1968, p.234. 
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though secondary education had changed considerably 
elsewhere in the world, in Queensland there was little 
change. Even the textbooks remained the same. However, 
Intermediate schools were set up in order to provide 
post—primary education for children who did not want to try 
for university entrance. This attempt to introduce a 
dual—strand secondary system was not welcomed by parents who 
were unwilling to send their children to schools which would 
not prepare them for the scholarship examination. In 1920 a 
new syllabus was introduced. Wyeth suggests that: 
A casual observer would be pardoned for feeling 
that the year 1930 marked the dawning of a new era 
in education in Queensland but as with earlier 
revisions in 1904 and 1905, it seemed beyond the 
power of many teachers to catch the spirit of the 
new syllabus. It may well be that, in addition to 
habit and inertia, the influence of the 
inspectorial system operated agai.nst change. C363 
Goodman is more strongly critical: 
In retrospect, it can now be plainly seen that the 
years between the wars were tragic years of waste, 
neglect, and self—satisfaction in secondary 
education in Queensland- The percentage of those 
in the age group receiving any form of secondary 
education dropped; the percentage of state money 
allotted to education remained unaltered, and the 
percentage of the Education Department's budget 
spent on secondary education between 1929 and 1939 
remained unaltered at 3-3 percent; the building of 
high schools almost ceased, yet the numbers of 
children coming through primary schools 
increased. . Even by Australian standards, 
secondary e ation in Queensland was, in 1939, 
hopelessly outdated and inadequate. Despite this 
lack of development, the state's leaders, year 
after year, based their thinking on the 
traditional Queensland attitude that this state 
36. Wyeth, E.R. gE_£it, p.188. 
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had the best system in the world, and could learn 
nothing from outside.C373 
The 1930s marked another setback in education in Queensland 
due to a recession: 
For schools it was a repetition of what had 
happened before — restriction of building 
programmes, salary reductions, and restriction of 
supplies to schools.C3S3 
The Depression resulted in a sharp decline in the birth 
rate, so its effect was felt well into the second world 
war Once war broke out teachers were enlisted- In 1942, 
1,021 teachers out of 1,335 of the 18—35 age group enlisted 
or were called up. Married women and retired teachers were 
readmitted. 
The two world wars and the Depression had limited 
educational advances, and little further development took 
place until the end of the period of economic austerity in 
the State which followed the second world war In 1952 
there were only 22 State high schools with a total student 
enrolment of 7,397, and over half of these had enrolled that 
year The rapid rise in the birthrate from 1942 onwards 
generated a large increase in numbers reaching the end of 
primary schooling (rising from 13,301 in 1952 to 32,045 in 
1960), and the retention rate in the transfer from primary 
to secondary education rose rapidly in the 1960s. 
37 Goodman, R., gE_Eit, p-314-
38. Wyeth, E.R., QE_Eit, p-189. 
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After the war the Education Department was faced with the 
problem of catering for increasing numbers of children in 
the schools with a decreasing number of teachers. Parents 
and teachers joined in an outcry over the overcrowded 
classrooms (or even exclusion of some children due to lack 
of space) The teachers were disturbed by the impossible 
conditions and complained bitterly, especially in the 
union's journal The practice, established during the war, 
that student teachers should be admitted only at 
matriculation level and were to receive two years' training 
was abandoned. In addition, lesser qualified mature—age 
adults were recruited into teacher training, and children 
under six were excluded from schools. 
A change of political party, from Labor to Country/Liberal 
coalition, and the growing demand for mineral resources led 
to a rapidly expanded secondary industry and new forms of 
employment opportunities which led to a greater demand for 
secondary education. The international trend towards 
employment in service industries and the professions also 
occurred in Queensland towards the end of the period, and 
this change in employment patterns was accompanied by a 
shift of population from rural to urban areas. The effects 
of this change on political balances of power was lessened 
by the weighting of the sizes of electoral constituencies in 
favour of rural areas, but there was a clear impact upon the 
communication of ideas and the challenge to established 
values in rural areas. There was also a shift from farming 
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to mining as a major rural activity, and the proliferation 
of mining centres also affected the rural sector- In 
addition, a more general trend in the English—speaking world 
during this period of comparative affluence was the priority 
given to education by governments. The recession which 
began in the late 1970s was paralleled by a disillusionment 
with the education system which appeared to have failed to 
achieve its promise. But in the late 1950s and 1960s there 
was a belief that education brought with it e.mployment 
prospects, and, even more, that through education the 
inequalities of society could be redressed. 
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The_DeyeigEfflent_gf_Teacher_EduGatiDn 
Before looking at developments in education in Queensland 
during the years of the National/Liberal coalition, it is 
helpful to go back chronologically, and trace the 
development of teacher education. Strong criticism was 
voiced against the education system at the end of the 1970s, 
and the Ahern Committee concentrated considerable attention 
on the teaching profession, so it is important to consider 
what had contributed to stimulating such criticism. 
The provision of teachers for the colony in the nineteenth 
century was from two sources. The first source was overseas 
trained staff (from the United Kingdom), There was some 
friction about the level at which these staff were 
appointed, and the 1375 Royal Commission noted that people 
holding certificates of the English Privy Council Education 
Committee and of the Irish National Board felt that their 
qualifications were not of the same rank in Queensland as 
they would be if they had remained in Britain. The second 
source (a small proportion in 1875) were trained as 
apprentices under the pupi1—teacher system, whereby these 
trainees undertook examinations, observed classes at the 
Normal School and were instructed by a training master 
Teachers were not particularly well paid and there was a 
tendency for more women than men to become pupi1—teachers. 
Even though women at the time were paid on a lower scale 
than men, there were fewer alternative occupations for 
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them. 
The problem of staffing schools and the under-supply of 
teachers became acute after the second world war It also 
became apparent in 1981 when the extent of the inward 
migration into the State surprised the planners. It is 
interesting to note that the same question of standards 
which was raised at that time (and which was a recurrent 
theme in the evidence to the Ahern Committee) was being 
discussed in 1875, during evidence from the Training Master 
under the Board of Education: 
Q. Have you any suggestions to make to the 
Commissioners with a view to the further utilizing 
and development of your branch of the 
establishment of the Normal School? 
A- On the spur of the moment I should say that if 
the apprenticeship were made five years instead of 
four, and if the standard were raised a little at 
the commencement, it would be an improvement- I 
think it is low enough now to admit candidates who 
are not likely to make teachers, and when once 
they are in the service it is difficult to get 
along with them- I would also recommend the 
addition of the art of teaching towards the end of 
the apprenticeship, and the addition of a little 
elementary science in the fifth year; that is as 
far as I can speak at present-
Q- And the examination a pupil teacher has to go 
through at present you consider too lax? 
A. The entrance examination I do; but I may be 
allowed to say that there was a great difficulty 
in obtaining pupil teachers when the present 
course of study was drawn up. Since the increase 
of pay, however, there will not be the same 
difficulty, and, therefore, I think the standard 
should be raised a little, because it would be 
39. Minutes_gf_Evidence, 1875 Royal Commission, gE_Eit, 
p. 85. ' ' 
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more to our gain to get pupils of some little 
intellect-C393 
The Normal School remained the sole method of training 
primary teachers for over forty years- In 1339 a Teachers' 
Conference recommended the establishment of a teachers' 
college- No action was taken, however, until the provision 
of a teacher training college developed alongside the 
establishment of the university shortly before the first 
world war Whilst it was agreed that better provision 
should be made for the training of teachers, and the case 
for the establishment of a training college was frequently 
put forward, there remained an adequate supply of teachers 
from overseas and local teacher training continued to be a 
low priority for successive governments- Indeed, in 1888 
there was an apparent over—supply of teachers, at least in 
comparison with other States. The 1375 Royal Commission 
report had remarked that Queensland schools had the lowest 
average number of pupils (23.8 per school) in Australia, and 
that "judging by standards in the other colonies, Queensland 
40 
schools were overstaffed to the extent of 50 percent"^ 
The Royal Commission may not have taken into account the 
effects of decentralisation and the shifting population in 
Queensland. What was exacerbating the problem of teacher 
40. Quoted in Barcan, A., gg.Eit, p.135. In the 1980s a 
major campaign was fought in order to improve the 
staff-pupil ratio in Queensland, which lagged behind the 
other States- This campaign was closely linked to 
recommendations in the Ahern Committee reports. See chapter 
8. 
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supply was dissatisfaction within the service, and a very 
high resignation rate. The autocratic style adapted by the 
education department was largely responsible for this 
wastage, but the resignation rate was also, in part, due to 
the difficult conditions under which the teachers had to 
wor k. 
As secondary education developed between 1900 and 1920, it 
was possible to raise the standard of entry required for 
teacher trainees so that provision was made for those with 
qualifications higher than fifth class primary. In 1914 the 
first teachers' college opened, but the previous system of 
pupil-teachers was not abolished at this stage. By 1920 the 
selection of teacher trainees could be restricted alniftjst 
entirely to t.hose with an approved pass in the 
university—run Junior public exci.mination. Some were awarded 
scholarships to the new college, others became 
student—teachers in the traditional way. 
The majority of teachers, nonetheless, gained their training 
through the pupi1—teacher system, which survived until the 
41 
early i930s despite the new college. By the end of the 
1920s there was an intake of 30 senior and 150 junior 
teacher trainees each year, and the government of Queensland 
41. Barcan, A., gE_Eit, p.226. 
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could be seen to have accepted the principle of college 
42 
training for its teachers. However, this expansion of 
teacher training was not to last. 1929 saw the start of the 
Great Depression, and as had happened in 1893, there were 
serious repercussions for education. The Public Service was 
removed from the jurisdiction of the Industrial Court by Act 
of Parliament in order that salaries could be reduced. 
Salary cuts eventually reached 15 percent for most teachers 
and "a higher percentage for teachers in the upper 
43 
ranges" There was also an inci^ease in the teacher—pupi 1 
ratio in schools because female teachers were more reluctant 
to resign on marriage, and thus the demand for new teachers 
was lessened. The college was able to be more selective in 
awarding places, but at the same time the recruits were not 
always applying for places because they valued teaching as 
such, but rather they valued the potential security of 
44 
teaching. The supply of teachers outstripped demand and 
many of the new graduates had to be absorbed into the public 
service instead. 
By 1934, the economy had improved, and teachers seconded to 
the public service returned to teaching. The courses at the 
college at this stage were subjected to external examination 
42. Anderson, N-, "A History of Teacher Training in 
Queensland", unpublished M.Ed thesis. University of 
Queensland, 1960, p.78. 
43. Anderson, N., gE_cit, p.S9-
44. Anderson, N., gE_Eit, p.91 
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by the Department of Education. Under pressure from a 
newly—appointed principal this gradually changed between 
1935 and 1939, and by the beginning of the second world war 
all examining was internal This gave the college greater 
autonomy over curriculum, which was similar to the autonomy 
enjoyed by the university. Anderson suggests that this 
development in teacher education "must be regarded as one of 
45 
the most important of the decade from 1930 to 1940" It 
was certainly a very significant change, heralding the move 
to greater flexibility in other areas in the education 
system (especially secondary education) 
The effect of the second world war was to set teacher 
training in the pattern it had followed before the war broke 
out. During the war, the number of male students going into 
teacher training was reduced by enlistment, and those who 
graduated were generally called up immediately. In 
addition, teaching became a less attractive career as 
salaries were frozen during the war, and there was, when the 
war ended, a wide variety of secure jobs to choose f«^ om. 
Salaries were increased after the war in an attempt to boost 
recruitment, and a minimum two—year period was set down for 
training, with entry requirement for training set at Senior 
certificate level Junior scholarships were also awarded to 
enable candidates to remain at school and complete Senior 
45. Anderson, N. gE_Eit, p.99. 
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But the post-war period saw a rise in the birth—rate and a 
high level of inward migration, so although teacher numbers 
remained constant, or even improved slightly, the 
teacher—student ratio became worse. The large classes and 
ease of employment elsewhere resulted, again, in a high rate 
of teacher resignations. In August 1948 The 
Director—General of Education reported that from 1940 to 
1948 a total of 1,153 teachers had been admitted to the 
service, while 1,508 had left; resulting in a net loss of 
46 
350 teachers. Temporary teachers were employed to 
alleviate the situation, but this was not a satisfactory 
long-term solution. 
In 1950 a new form of training, to supplement the 
scholarship system, was offered to people who had completed 
Junior Through this scheme they became student teachers 
while enrolling for courses with the Training College 
Correspondence School, and thus they would not have to leave 
home. There was considerable opposition to this from the 
Teachers' Union, which complained that it was a return to 
the pupi1—teacher system. It also distressed those who had 
struggled to make the Senior examination a minimum 
47 
requirement for entry to Teachers' College. The teacher 
shortage became so acute in 1951 that they were being 
appointed after only one year's training. Anderson, writing 
46. Anderson, N., gE_Eit, p.109. 
47^ Anderson, N-, EE-Ei-t, p.ll2-
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in 1960, commented: 
The precipitate action exerted an influence which 
has not yet been overcome: it proved impossible up 
to 1960 to restore the two years' course for 
Senior students at College.C483 
Two—year training was restored in the 1960s, during a decade 
in which Queensland education saw dramatic expansion, both 
in the numbers going on to secondary education and i.n the 
length of time that students remained at school Although 
the major expansion was in the state sector,, expansion also 
took place in the thriving private and denominational 
sector, which was almost as old as the grammar schools (the 
latter by now had become non-denominational and private) 
While primary enrolments in both State and non—State schools 
grew only slightly over this period, non—State secondary 
enrolments doubled and State secondary enrolments more than 
49 
trebled. 
There was a major shift in retention rates through the 1970s 
as well, particularly of female students in the state 
system. By I960, almost 80 percent of fourteen—year-olds 
48. Anderson, N. Cop cit3, p.114. 
49. In 1360 there had been 73 children receiving education 
in primary and secondary schools per 1,000 of population; 
there were 224 in 1900; 165 in 1943 and 312 in 1973. The 
decline from 1900 was due to the proportion of children of 
school age decreasing because of lower birth rates and 
improved longevity, but since 1943 the proportion increased 
as the large numbers of children born in the late and 
post—war years reached school age, and as an increasing 
proportion of children proceeded to a secondary education. 
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were remaining at school voluntarily and the trend 
continued. In that year a Departmental committee of inquiry 
(The Watkin Committee) recommended raising the leaving age 
to fifteen, emphasising the desirability of something which 
had already become virtually universal. It also recommended 
structuring the curriculum to, provide for seven years of 
primary school and five of secondary, with the secondary 
years divided into a three year "Junior" course compulsory 
for all, and a two year "Senior" Thus the scholarship 
entrance examination was abolished. A Departmental 
background paper on the provision of State secondary 
education in Queensland argues that: 
This extension of secondary schooling to all 
children could well be considered the most 
important development in secondary education since 
its foundation more than a century previously. 
The other changes which the system has undergone 
since the Second World War either arose directly 
from this change or were strongly influenced by 
it.C503 
As the selection examination which provided the bar between 
primary and secondary education was abolished, the focus wa? 
then on the selection procedures at the next level. The 
Watkin Committee made the following recommendation: 
In view of the undue influence of university 
matriculation requirements on secondary studies, a 
complete review of the curriculum is necessary to 
liberalise the choice of subjects and to make the 
50. quoted in Einai_ReEgrt, Select Committee on Education in 
Queensland, gE_Eitj p.7 
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content of each subject consistent with modern 
educational concepts-C513 
In 1964, following the Watkin Committee's review of 
education legislation, a new Education Act was passed- This 
took the place of the 1375 Act (which had been slightly 
amended six times) The new Act embodied some of the 
recommendations of the Watkin Committee, in particular 
setting up two Boards of Studies, one for junior secondary 
studies and one for senior secondary studies. An attempt 
•was made to reduce the influence of the university on the 
secondary system by having only one university 
representative on the Junior Board, but seven on the Senior 
Board. The Act also raised the school leaving age to 15 and 
gave statutory recognition to Parents and Citizens' 
Associations- Formal proposals had been put forward to 
reform the secondary education system in Queensland during 
the previous twenty years. Reports of Ministers and 
Directors-General to Parliament of 1939, 1944 and 1946 had 
recommended changes in the organisation of schools, in 
examinations and in the compulsory school—leaving age. The 
Labor governments had accepted "in principle" proposals for 
raising the leaving age to fifteen as far back as 1947, but 
shortage of resources was put forward as the reason for 
delay in implementation. The explanation was that there wa^ 
a shortage of buildings and staff: 
51. quoted in Einai_ReEgrt, Select Committee on Education in 
Queensland, gE_Eit, p.7. 
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Reasons for inaction were seldom represented as 
choices made by the Labor Government concerning 
allocation of funds but rather as inability of the 
government to accomplish the impossible. C523 
In 1951 the Brisbane Cgurier-Maii commented that abolishing 
the scholarship examination: 
would not only disturb a traditional system of 
assessing employee qualifications, but remove a 
means of limiting secondary education enrolments, 
something the government was not likely to do 
since there were not facilities in Queensland for 
giving every child a secondary education by 
right.C533 
That these changes eventually took place can largely be 
attributed to the innovative drive of Jack Pizzey, the first 
Minister for Education in the Country/Liberal coalition 
54 
government-
By the end of the 1960s there was general concern among 
educators and employers that the external examination system 
was too closely geared to that small percentage who aspired 
to university entrance. Increased rates of participation 
weakened the claim of the university to a pre—eminent 
position, since a smaller percentage of the total enrolment 
of the secondary schools was destined for university entry, 
By 1958 it was clear that changes should be made, and in 
that year the Board of Senior Secondary School Studies set 
52. Steel, C.F-, "Sources of Change in Education 
Organizations", unpublished doctoral thesis. Department of 
Education, University of Chicago, 1973, p.322. 
53. quoted in Steel, C.F., gE_Eit, p.323. 
54. See chapter 3. 
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up a committee of inquiry chaired by Professor G-W. Bassett 
of the University of Queensland's Education Department- This 
committee recommended that, in the light of growing 
retention rates and the diversity of abilities and 
vocational aspirations, it was necessary for schools to 
offer a range of less academically—oriented courses and an 
alternative method of certification to the public 
examination. Echoing the statements of Bernays in 1920, the 
committee argued that: 
The problem at present facing the schools is that 
existing senior courses are too academic in spirit 
for many grade 12 students. Suitable alternatives 
to them are not necessarily vocational courses but 
courses in which the relevance of the ideas and 
methods to practical affairs and issues is made 
clear . Present senior examinations are too hard 
for a significant proportion of students who at 
present stay on at school beyond the Junior At 
the completion of their secondary schooling all 
these students have is a record of failure.C553 
This concern was underlined when, in 1967, 3,150 out of 
4,400 students sitting the Senior Physics examination failed 
to meet the required standard. Campbell and Campbell wrote 
that: 
The chief examiner expressed the opinion that the 
failure may have been due to poor teaching on the 
part of some teachers, and lack of intellectual 
ability in a very significant number of 
candidates- The teachers and school authorities 
55- Queensland Department of Education, "The Provision of 
State Secondary Education in Queensland, background paper 
provided to the Select Committee on Education in Queensland, 
quoted in its Finai_ReEgrt, gE_Ei.t, p-8. 
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reacted angrily, and made the public examinations 
the scapegoats for all of the alleged ills in 
Queensland's secondary education.C563 
A suggestion that there might be a leaving certificate as an 
alternative was not taken up, and instead a committee was 
set up under Dr W C Radford, Director of the Australian 
Council for Education Research to look at the whole 
question- The Radford Committee recommended the abolition 
of both the Junior and Senior examinations and proposed 
that, instead, a system of school—based assessment should be 
introduced-
The report of the Radford Committee, forwarded to the 
Minister for Education on 23 July, 1970, was adopted by the 
government in December of that year with appropriate 
-amendments being made to the Education Act in January 1971. 
The last Junior public examination was held in December 
1970, and the last Senior in December 1972- This rapid 
implementation of a highly complex new scheme was to result 
in immediate difficulties, not least of which was the 
undej^mining of public confidence in the education system-
But the rapid expansion of secondary education, under Pizzey 
as Minister for Education, had been undertaken at the 
expense of teaching quality- In I960 the two years' teacher 
training course had still not been restored. Barcan writes: 
56. Campbell, W.J. and Campbell, E-M-, Schggi—Based 
6s5es5ments_—_AsEiratigns_and_Achieyements_gf_the_Radfgrd 
Sct2eme_in_Queensiand, Education Research and Development 
Corporation Report No 7a, 1977, p.7 
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Too many teachers in State schools were minimally-
qualified, -young and inexperienced. Others were 
married women with an intermittent professional 
career Still others had transferred from the 
primary school without further preparation and 
were sometimes denied promotion because of lack of 
qualifications- Yet another inhibition was the 
persistence of the traditional austere, rather 
authoritarian spirit in Queensland schools.C573 
Goodman asserts that Pizzey failed to acknowledge the need 
for wel1—qualif led teachers: 
He was prepared to launch his new secondary 
education by using primary teachers and giving 
them two days "in—service training" ^ Only 26 
percent of Queensland high school teachers had 
degrees and only 10 percent had the standard 
secondary training of a degree followed by a 
Diploma in Education. This situation was nothing 
short of scandalous.C583 
Perhaps Pizzey set the tone for the later criticisms of 
colleges of advanced education when he claimed he could find 
non—graduate teachers who would "teach the socks off" 
59 
teachers with honours degrees. The proportion of teachers 
in State secondary schools with university degrees fell from 
51 percent in 1955 to 27 percent in 1960. 
The expansion of secondary education, without matching 
expansion of teacher education, meant that many 
insufficiently trained teachers were called upon to 
implement the Radford Sche.me when external examinations were 
57 Barcan, A., gE_Eit, p.359, 
58. Goodman, R. , gE—Ei-tj p. 364. 
59. Goodman, R. , gE_£it., p.365. 
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abolished. This provided one of the contributory factors in 
the conflict over education issues which was to ensue in the 
i970s. Other contributory factors will be examined in the 
following chapter, which describes the conditions which 
existed immediately before social science curriculum content 
emerged on the political agenda. 
This chapter has described developments in the Queensland 
education system. Elementary education had, at separation, 
been surrounded by deep division o-ver whether State aid 
should be given to denominational schools. The first 
attempt to resolve this dispute was the establishment, in 
1861, of a select committee of parliament to examine the 
question. However, as the committee did not present a 
unanimous report to parliament its findings (in favour of 
State aid) were not accepted. 
Thirteen years later, in 1374, the issue arose again, and a 
Bill was passed to abolish State aid to denominational 
schools. However, public outcry over this led to the 
establishment the same year of a Royal Commission to look at 
all aspects of education in the colony. 
It has been pointed out that these two inquiries were the 
only major public inquiries into the education system until 
the Ahern Committee was established in 1978. Some of the 
salient issues in the Ahern Committee deliberations had 
their antecedents in the earlier committees of inquiry, 
especially the 1875 Royal Commission. Parallels between the 
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1375 Royal Commission and the Ahern Committee are related to 
the response to their establishment in the initial stages, 
focus of the evidence, and the content of the reports. For 
example, the difficulty of providing adequate educational 
facilities for a widely dispersed, impermanent population; 
the focus on curriculum issues; the scarcity of appropriate 
Australian teaching materials; the question of how to 
provide an adequate teaching force; and the ever—present 
question of the standard of the education service provided 
by the government of the day. The parallel between the two 
select committees extends also to the internal divisions, 
divisions which led to the rejection of the entire report of 
the 1861 committee, and Of one of the reports (at least in 
the short term) of the Ahern Committee by the government. 
The abilities and vision of successive Ministers for 
Education (or Public Instruction) and Directors-General of 
Education, also had considerable influence on the 
development of education in the State. There are three major 
periods of development in Queensland and they are 
characterised by a combination of financial prosperity and 
innovative leaders. The first innovator was Sir Samuel 
Griffith, who presided over the initial stage of 
development, and some of whose work has been described 
here. In the years following his move from the education 
portfolio the department enjoyed considerable autonomy, and 
developed a reputation for unimaginative, authoritarian 
rule-
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This dominance by a rigid, unimaginative bureaucracy 
continued until the beginning of the twentieth century, and 
no Minister emerged who possessed sufficient strength or 
imagination to accelerate the development of the education 
system. But the system was not without critics- Lawry 
writes that these criticisms continued during the 1890s, 
although pressure was being exerted for a more radical 
approach to curriculum design, as well as demands being 
voiced for the State to assume a greater share of educations 
costs- The Minister at the time proposed a redefinition, to 
include secondary and technical education as preparation for 
the "exigencies of life" He did not prevail over the 
Department's narrow view of the primary schools as mainly 
preparing pupils for their life's work in manual labour 
"The extension of State responsibility was thwarted for the 
next fifteen years by administrative resistance and 
60 
political apathy." 
One of the main conservative influences. Under—Secretary 
Anderson, retired in 1904, having held the post since 1376. 
Barcan writes that he was not replaced for nearly a year, 
due to a reluctance to appoint the man with the strongest 
logical claim, Ewart. 
Like Anderson, Ewart was an obstacle to reform. 
Eventually he was appointed Director of Education, 
60. Lawry, J-R., "Some Aspects of Education in Queensland 
1359-1904", unpublished PhD thesis, Monash University, 1963, 
p.638. 
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with J.D. Story as Acting Under-Secretary. The 
appointment of Story as Acting Under-Secretary in 
1906, the retirement of D.J. Ewart in 1909, and 
the appointment in the same year, of R.H, Roe, 
headmaster of Brisbane Grammar School, as 
Inspector—General, permitted an acceleration of 
educational change.C613 
These two men. Roe and Story, were largely responsible for 
the second phase of rapid development. 
The Board of Public Instruction had been established to 
co-ordinate the development of primar-y education in the 
State. Following Griffith the combination of a succession of 
weak, and short—term, ministers for education allowed the 
Board to operate with little demand for accountability. The 
fact that it had to co-ordinate a teaching force when 
teachers were spread over a wide area and often were asked 
to work in very isolated and extremely uncomfortable 
conditions, encouraged the development of this autocratic 
and highly centralised style of operation. 
After t.he period o-f expansion around the time of the First 
World War, the development of all aspects of the education 
system, apart from primary education, was slow, and low 
priority was given to secondary, tertiary or teacher 
education. That these areas were slow to develop had an 
effect on the State in ensuring that its decision—makers, as 
well as the population at large, were often under-educated. 
This became self—perpetuating as education was not seen as a 
61 IB Barcan, A- gE_Eit, p. 216. 
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high priority in the allocation of resources, except for 
brief periods under unusual Iv^  enlightened leaders. There 
were periods when education policy—making enjoyed rather 
higher priority. The period during which Jack Pizzey was 
Minister for Education opened the way for the introduction 
of the Radford Scheme. But the gradual loosening of control 
over curriculum had been taking place over a period of 
years, as seen in the autonomy gained by the teachers' 
college in setting and marking examinations, and also in the 
change from a prescribed list of texts for use in schools to 
the greater freedom accorded to teachers, when the emphasis 
changed from having a list of what was allowed, to having a 
list of what was ngt allowed. 
An antecedent of the interest group campaign of the 1970s 
was seen in the Bible in Schools League's campaign, during 
which the content of the school curriculum was the focus of 
strong public debate. 
Periods of recession alternated with periods of expansion, 
and the chapter has ended with a description of the rapid 
expansion which took place under Jack Pizzey in the 1960s. 
This expansion carried with it problems which would help 
exacerbate the conflict over curriculum which took place in 
the 1970s. This conflict will be described in chapter 5. The 
following chapter will examine major post—war influences on 
education policy-making in Queensland, as well as exploring 
those characteristics of the State and its inhabitants which 
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helped contribute to the susceptibility of the education 
system to the conflict which developed in 191 
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CHAPTER 3 
Post—War_StatSj Egderai_and_internatignai 
lQilysnces_gn_Educatign_PDiicY—Making_in_Queensiand 
The previous chapter gave an overview of the development of 
education in Queensland from Separation, This chapter will 
ex ami ne the en vi r onsi^ en t wi th i n wh i ch educat i on pol i cy—mak i .ng 
took place in Queensland in the period following the Second 
World War 
The influences discussed will fall under five main headings= 
(1) the identification of characteristics which are 
particularly associated with Queensland and Queenslanders; 
(2) the tensions between the rural and urban sectors within 
the State, with particul-ai^ attention being paid to rur-al 
f undament-al ism; (3) the style of government adopted by the 
National/Liberal coalition government under the leadership 
of Johannes Bjelke-Petersen; (4) the effects of federal 
intervention in education policy areas, especially during 
the i970s; (5) the post-war pattern of trends in education 
philosophies in the United Kingdom and t.he United States. 
The previous historical chapter h-as emphasised the slow 
development of the Queensland education system. After the 
Second World War, and particularly in the 1960s, this 
conservative education system had to come to terms with, and 
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sometiiTies accommodate, a period of rapid innovation. It was 
this pressure for change which generated a strong adverse 
reaction by conservative interest groups in the State. 
Coleman has written that: 
Not only the type of event shapes the nature of 
the crisis; the kind of community in which it 
happens is equally important. The charge 
"subversive" -against a school teacher will divide 
some communities into opposing camps, other 
communities will unite to protect the teacher, 
while still others will unite against the 
teacher. Communities have widely different 
"styles of life" with which they approach 
problems, and these are important determinants of 
the course of the conf1i ct.C13 
One of the ex ac ei"-bating elements in the -Queensland 
controversy was that in a sense it was possible to identify 
two communities, with conflicting values: the rural 
community and the urban community. 
1. Coleman, J.S-, gE_Eit, p.4. 
- 10? 
Sy^^D.siand_and_Queensianders 
Queensland is not only -one of the largest States in area, 
but is third largest in population and has developed as the 
most decentralised mainland State in Australia. Until the 
mid—1960s it had an economy based -almost entirely on primary 
production, but the expansion of mineral production then 
pushed minerals to first place- There are vast distances 
between the mai-n towns in t.he State, and between these towns 
and t.he capital, Brisbane. 
The curriculum package, Manj__A_Ccurse_gf_Study (MACOS) was 
not banned in any Australian State except Queensland, and in 
examining why it was the focus of such passions in 
Queensland, it is necessary to look at the characteristics 
of the inhabitants of the State. There is a body of 
literature concerned with addressing t.he question of whether 
Queenslanders are significantly different from the 
inhabitants of other States. It is not intended to tread -all 
of that ground again here, but to allude to those aspects of 
it which relate particularly to education. 
2. For a wide-ranging discussion of Queensland's 
characteristics see Charlton, P-, State_Qf _Mindj__Wh-: 
@y§^n3iandls_Di£ferent, Methuen Haynes, 1983. 
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Holmes and Sharman have written on the .Australian federal 
political culture, emphasising the "polycentric and 
diversified nature of our political system", which they 
suggest had been understated through scholarly 
preconceptions about uniformity- Having noted the 
prevalence of State—centred stereotypes, they suggest that 
Queenslanders are especially concerned, compared to 
inhabitants of the other States, with issues related to t.he 
"morality of government", especially the "morality" of the 
Whitlam Labor administration in Canberra which was already 
distasteful on political grounds. In explaining the 
response to the "morality of government" by Queenslanders, 
the authors offer t.he opinion that isolation is a 
contributing factor as it leads to a distorted impression of 
what is Happening federally when only the most sensational 
fsdsral news manages to displace local .news i.n the rural 
press. It will be seen that this distortion was encouraged 
by the combination of the control over the dissemination of 
information by the State information services, and the 
antipathy towards the Whitlam government expressed by the 
Premier. The aversion to all things emanating from Canberra, 
and the suspicion of Canberra's centralist tendencies, were 
recurring themes in the evidence heard by the Ahern 
5 Committee. One of the criticisms of the Social Education 
3. Holmes, J and Sharman, C-, The_Austraiian_Federai 
System, George Allen & Unwin, London, 1977, p-25-
4. Holmes, J. -and Sharman, C. , OE_£it, p. 39. 
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Materials Programme (SEMP) curriculum materials was, indeed, 
that they were designed in Canberra. 
Holmes and Sharman also demonstrated that Queenslanders were 
more conservative than average and more likely to take an 
isolated stance on a range of policy issues- This isolated 
stance dates back to early days in the colony. Goodman 
describes the isolation as fostering a suspicion by 
Queenslanders of "outsiders", as well as the stereotyping of 
Queenslanders by those outsiders. Brisbane was a remote 
outpost in the minds of southerners, and Queenslanders were 
5 
slow to accept anyone from "the South". 
Anderson and Western report the findings of an international 
study which demonstrated that Australian teachers are 
generally more authoritarian than those from New Zealand, 
the United Kingdom and the United States. "Furthermore the 
teachers from Queensland stood out among the Australian 
6 
states as most authoritarian." Queensland teachers, they 
report, are more authoritarian and less chiId—centred than 
teachers in other Australian states. All students starting 
university in Queensland are more authoritarian than those 
in other states, and although university education 
5. Goodman, R., gE_Eit, p. 20. 
6. Anderson, D.S- and Western, J-S., "State Differences in 
Authori tari an Atti tudes", Austraiian_Jgurnai_gf_Psychgiggy, 
22, 3, December 1970, p-261-
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liberalises, "Queenslanders do not catch up- and the 
initial differences seem to remain at the completion of 
7 
training". 
Humphrey McQueen, author and Queenslander, identifies some 
of the differences, suggesting that "Queensland's residents 
are on average much less educated, very much less urbanised, 
more likely to be Australian—born, and less likely to work 
in a factory (than other Australians)" Irrespective of the 
value of these experiences, he suggests, "people who possess 
them will have values different from those who do not, 
especially where such differences have existed for three or 
3 
more generations, as they have in Queensland" The reasons 
for the low level of education have already been described-
This lack of education also affected the attitudes of 
politicians and the community to current and future 
education policy, as well as the attitudes of those with 
little formal education towards those with more extended 
education. 
Hughes points out that education issues do not normally 
generate much interest in the State, compared, for instance, 
with their salience in Victoria. This lack of interest, he 
suggests, is interspersed by periodic blasts in the press 
from educationists against the State's educational system. 
7 Anderson, D.S. and Western, J.S., op cit, p.264. 
8. McQueen, H., "Queensland: A State of Mind", Meaniin, 1, 
1979, p-43-
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"painting out that Queensland ranks fifth or sixth among the 
states in all major forms of educational activity and 
expenditure, whereas the scattered population would require 
Queensland to spend more money per head to keep abreast of 
9 
other states" 
9. Hughes, C., images_and_i55uesj__The_Queen5iand_State 
Eiectigns_g£_i963_and_i966, Austra1i an Nat i ona1 Un i versi ty 
Press, Canberra, 1969, pp.54-55. See the following tables 
for comparative spending on education between States. 
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TABLE 1 
QUEENSLAND 
FIGURES ON RECURRENT EXPENDITURE 
STATE GOVERNMENT EDUCATION EXPENDITURE AS 
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND 
EXPENDITURE 
Ofio/> -
ORO/. -
^ 0 / 0 
ZAh 1 
2.6/0 " 
^25.66 
24, 9 24. 
24, 
24. 36 
23 
23 
$62 M 
58* 
1975-
1976 
1976-
1977 
1977-
1978 
1978-
1979 
1979-
1980 
1980-
1981 
1981 
1982 
This figure is based on Government Estimates for 1981-2. 
The above graph is based on information provided by the Queensland Teachers Union 
during a campaign for the reduction of class sizes, run in 1982. 
TABLE 2 
Comparative figures on recurrent expenditure per student in Government school 
systems, States and Territories, 1978-9. 
Dollars per student: 
(1) PRIMARY 
NEW SOUTH WALES 955 
VICTORIA 
QUEENSLAND 
1,100 
1,049 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
TASMANIA 
SIX STATE AVERAGE 1 
1,136 
1,060 
1,120 
,047 
NORTHERNTERRITORY 
AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY 1,218 
1,979 
(2) SECONDARY 
NEW SOUTH WALES 
VICTORIA 
QUEENSLAND 
1,607 
1,467 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
TASMANIA 
SIX STATE AVERAGE 
NORTHERNTERRITORY 
1,7 
1,856 
1,855 
1,804 
1,842 
09 
AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY 2,088 
3,092 
TABLE 3 
Final consumption expenditure (recurrent) per head of population on Primary and 
Secondary Schools, 1979-80. 
TASMANIA 
VICTORIA 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA .. 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA .. 
NEW SOUTH WALES 
QUEENSLAND 
$274.00 
$270.00 
$265.00 
$238.00 
$228.00 
$203.00 
AUSTRALIAN 
AVERAGE: 
$239.00 
tiy:f!Ii:i.Z.Uck^ Q_Tensicns 
Both McQueen and Hughes re-ferred to the lack of 
urbanisation. McQueen makes the point that the -value-set of 
the average Queenslander is different from that of those 
from other States. In order to understand the impact of the 
lack of urbanisation on values, and especially on education 
philosophy and values, Richmond's analysis of rural 
fundamentalism provides a valuable explanation. Richmond 
identified four characteristics of rural fundamentalism, 
when writing about the daylight saving campaign in New South 
Wales. Firstl-y, there is an adherence to the traditional 
ways of lifes "It is accepted because of a peculiar and 
inward looking socialisation process which inculcates 
10 
certain values and attitudes into those being educated" 
Second, rural fundamentalists deprecate those who are seen 
to abide by a rational approach to life, and those who 
reject traditional ism. Those who abide by traditional ways 
are seen to be right. As the city dwellers are often seen 
to be adherents of the rational approach, and thus in the 
wrong despite their greater numbers, -a tradition has emerger! 
whereby fundamentalists representing a minority have 
accepted the possibility of the fallibility of majority r-ule 
10. Richmond, K., "Rural Attitudes and the Daylight Saving 
Campaign in New South Wales", E^llfll_P2Li£z? i", 4, March 
11- Richmond, K., oB_£it, pp.115-6. 
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11 
and the necessity for minorities to be given a fair say. 
This point is apposite in relation to the campaign against 
c ur r i c u1 am mat er i a1s, when ace usat i on s wer e 1 eve11ed that 
the campaigners only spoke for a minority. 
Third, Richmond suggests that "the laws of God and nature 
have real significance to the rural fundamentalists, as such 
laws are seen to be the laws by which man shall survive" 
The believer can be -any person believing in the 
traditional approach to living and perpetuating 
this system for his children. He will also 
despise sinners or the work of Satan, although in 
recent times the new atheism of 
collectiVism/Communism has barne the brunt of the 
fundamentalist's ire.Ll21 
In the education conflict in Queensland, attacks on 
teachers, teacher educators and curriculum designers 
concentrated on the communist or collectivist threat. 
Finally, Richmond suggests that the belief in individual 
reliance results i-n antipath-y to government intervention. 
This is not always consistent, and the rural sector is not 
noted for refusing government subsidies, for example. In 
the case of education policy, government intervention was 
directly sought and gained, but this is a somewhat different 
type of issue. 
The history of rural education in the State helps fill out 
the picture of the tension between rural and urban values, 
12. Richmond, K., gg_£it, p.116. 
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and the impact of this on education. Teachers, often recent 
migrants, were sent to rural areas to establish schools 
under extremel-y difficult conditions. Life in the rural 
areas was harsh, and the problems presented to the Education 
Department, teachers, parents and children as a result of 
decentralisation, were acute. As the Ahern Committee report 
on Isolated Children in Isolated Schools suggested, distance 
and the scattered nature of the Queensland population have 
presented major difficulties in the delivery of education 
services. 
It was the inability of the churches to provide for the 
needs of the rural children which led to the secular State 
education system being developed so early; 
In December iS59 there was only one National 
school in Queensland, with seventy—eight pupils, 
compared with six Church of England schools with 
387 pupils, four Roman Catholic schools with 354 
pupils, -and thirty private schools with 698 
pupils. Almost all these schools were poorly 
housed and overcrowded. Altogether 1517 
Queensland children attended school, all but ISO 
of these children living in the towns. The need 
to provide for children in caun-try districts w-as 
urgent , Secular feeling and the pressing needs 
of rural areas determined that the State should 
take the lead in establishing schools,"C131 
The problems of education in agricultural and in mining 
areas, which were born in the early period of Queensland's 
history, de-veloped and continued, though sometimes in a less 
overt way, to become part of Queensland life. The Ahern 
13. Barcan, A., gE_cit, 1980, pp.103-4= 
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Committee received submissions and made reccirimendatioiis 
trying to overcome the tensions which arose between rural 
14 
communities and metropolitan—trained teachers- The tensions 
were exacerbated in the 1960s and 1970s when urban values 
seemed increasingly to dominate those of the rural sector 
during the period of rapid social change which was mora 
easily accoi-omodated (and even gener-ated) in urban areas. 
The move from an emphasis on primary production to secondary 
and tertiary employment provided a threat to rural 
interests, especially when parents saw their offspring join 
the urban drift. 
The tension between rural and urban values not only affected 
education, but provided one of the most fundamental 
considerations for the political leadership in the State. 
Hughes provides a description of the prerequisites for 
for the Countrv (National) Party; 
No Young Anthonys, Nixons or Sinclairs have 
appeared in the State parliamentary party where 
most Country Party candidates have to be shire or 
primar-y producer organisation chairmen in their 
50s or 60s. One bright young man of the Young 
Country Party won Nicklin's old seat of 
Landsborough but at the 1969 general election new 
MLAs conformed to the old pattern.C151 
14. This even affected the hierarchy of the teaching service 
since promotion into the administration depended on a period 
of service having been undertaken in a rural school, which 
effectively prevented many women from being eligible-
15. Hughes, C., gE_£it3 p.46. The "bright young man" was 
Michael Ahern, who was to become chairman of the select 
committee on education. 
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This might not be surprising for a party with the naine 
Country Party, but McQueen's description of the long years 
under Labor governments also lays emphasis on rural values: 
A governing stratuin of Labor party politicians, 
AfeJU officials, state public serv-ants and Catholic 
clergy built a political culture which offered 
most Queenslanders some of what they wanted: for 
example, public instruction rather than education, 
and free hospitals rather than more of either 
At root, there was a shared commitment to rural 
life as morally, politically and economically 
A similar account of the difficulties of establishing an 
education system might be written of other states or 
countries. One of the characteristics which appears to -;i5aka 
the st or y of Queen s1 an d's educ at i on deve1opmen t differ en t is 
the slow rate of change. This slow development can be 
explained by the combination of particularly problematic 
geographical isolation, as well as a lack of perceived need 
for education in a State so -heavily dependent on primar-y 
production. By the time there was a shift away from this 
dependence, after the second world war, the attitudes 
towards education were deeply entrenched both in the 
population and amongst its political leaders= 
16, McQueen, gg_cit, p.43. 
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The_Nstignai/Liberai_Cgaiitign_Ggvernment_a 
Following forty years of conser-vativs Labor go-vernnient a 
coalition, formed by an alliance between the Country and 
Liberal parties took over from the Labor administration in 
•« —7 
i / 
1957. The coalition, at least in the early days, agreed 
that the two parties fought elections on a joint ticket, 
presenting joint policy speeches and not contesting seats 
1 o 
i --J 
held by members of their coalition partners. The Liberal 
Party found themselves forced to concentrate on urban 
electorates, mainly in the metropolitan area. The Countr-y 
Painty was the dominant party in the coalition, and in 1963 
•Johannes Bjel ke—Petersen acceded to the premiership- After 
a shaky start, and a coup which nearly ended his leadership, 
Bj elke—Petersen, with the support of the party president, 
Robert Sparkes, consolidated his position as leader of the 
party -and remained -as Premier throughout the 1970s and into 
the 1980s, During this time he developed a very individual 
leadership style which, though effective in its appeal in 
rural electorates, provoked very strong negative reactions 
amongst others. The P'remier played a central role in the 
conflict over curriculum, at times -appearing to encourage 
17 The Labor Party gained office in 1915, but its period ir 
government was interrupted by three years of Country Party 
rule from 1929-1932. For a detailed description of the 
political parties in Queensland see Hughes, C.A., The 
i2^g[lQiD^[lt_gf_Queensian-d, The University of Queensland 
Press, St Lucia, 1980, 
IS. Cribb, M-B., "Queensland Politics" Curreot_Affadrs 
§yiigtin, 58, 5, October 1980, pp.22-23, 
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the mutual suspicion of the rural and urban electoratt^s. 
As Premier Bjelke—Petersen is one of the key actors in the 
events described here, it is appropriate to examine his 
background as well as the style of leadership for which he 
earned an Australia—wide reputation. Son of a Lutheran 
pastor, Bjelke—Petersen was brought by his family from New 
Zealand to Queensland in 1911, to live a typical rural 
pioneering existence. He left school at thirteen to help 
bi-iild up the family property. Displaying consider-able 
business acumen, he bought a plane and developed a spraying 
and seeding business. He entered the Queensland Parliament 
in 1947, at the age of thirty—six. He acceded to the 
leadership of his party on the sudden death of Jack Pizzey, 
who succeeded Nicklin but only lad the party for a few 
months. The party was caught unprepared for the task of 
choosirsg another leader, and Bjel ke—Petersen was something 
of a surprise choice. In the early stages of his 
premiership he was not taken seriously. His biographer, 
Hugh Lunn, writes that at first he was derided as "the 
flying peanut" and •v^ iewed as a political aberration; 
19 
"quaint, meddlesome, but harmless. This reputation 
persisted outside Queensland for loi^ger than it did at home. 
where even the most sceptical were forced to make a 
reassessment of their Premier because of his successes. 
19. Lunn, H-, Jgh£_The_Life_and_Pgiitigai_Adventures 
^Sb^DDS5_Bj^eiJ<e—Pet er sen, University of Queensland P 
1978, pp.2-3. 
_ 1 i "7 _ 
Tiife? P remi i ^ r - ":3 r u r ^.x u p D r i i i g i n g t^nai-jxi^ij i i i iH !_•_! u t^s 'S iup a =-i 
p o l i t i c a l t o u c h i n t h e r u r a l a l s c t o r a t a , C r i b b d a s c r i b s s 
how h i s p O i i t i c a l s t r e n g t h d e ' v e l o p a o i n t ir iS c o u n t r y a r s a s . 
H e r e h e was s e e n -at h i s b e s t . Gone w e r e t h e 
.— 1 •; r-i.-^  J-.—, •-. 4 .-=-. -; =-. TJ^4 .—*-i-.^.r-. T;-. -J-K.-3 =^ .—,.-^ ..—.-1-.—. •!- .—.=.15-..— - . ^ H 
1 .-.+-.— !-..-^  namj.ei.s na was genuinely at hoitte, mingling easily 
with the crowds and treating them, on the stump, 
to speeches which smackad uiora of revivalist 
religious meetings than of sophisticated political 
discourse. The good and svi1, the black and whita 
rhetoric with which ha assailed radicals, 
laft—wingars, communists and all who chosa to 
disagree with his govarnmant on any issue fall on 
mrfiniy r ci^ pon-si. va ear-=-, 1.^ 0 j 
The National Party under Bjelka-Patarsen s leadership earned 
a reputation for giving preferential treatment a.nd the 
dalivary of batter facilities to their own el actoratas and 
21 
discrifiiinating against Labor electorates. The Pratriiar was 
quite explicit about this preferential system. The 
Austraiian carried an editorial headed "Mailed Fist ir 
Queansland", which reflected increasing concern amongst 
students of qovar-nmant o-ver the gradual arosion of 
20, Cribb, M,B., go_£it, p.25, 
21, The Queensland Teachers"" Union put out a "news flash" in 
July 1977, pointing out that upgrading projects and naw 
schools in electorates held by Members of tha Opposition had 
bean deleted from the 1976-77 Works Progr-amme, The union 
claimed to have information of a "blatant and massiva 
redirection of funds to schools in governiiient al actor ates" 
Queensland Teachers Union, News_Fiash, 1977 The problem was 
a continuing one: a similar claim was made by the Labor 
Opposition works and housing spokesman during a budget 
debate on 14.12.83 (Courier-Mai 1) 
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democratic practix:as in the State under the leadership of 
Bj elke—Petersen: 
He (Bjelke—Petersen) said in so many words that 
unless the National Party member for the 
electorate was returned. State assistance fcr the 
Lake Julius Dam might not continue and "any other 
candidate will ha-ve no access to me at all" 
Making allowance for Bjalke—Petarsen-s renowned 
disragard for precise expression he was s-aying 
that any member for Mt Isa who was not a National 
Party member would be denied his right to make 
representation to the State Government on behalf 
of the people who elected him in one sentanca 
Bjelke—Petersen has injured the rights democrats 
have fought for centuries to preserve. He has 
served notice th-at any Parliament he controls may 
not racognisa any oppositio.n. It is a statement 
which makes all those jokes about Queensland under 
Bjalka—Petersen being the Deep North very grim 
jokes indeed,C221 
Bjelke—Petersen had learned the importance of delivering 
tangible banefits to his constituents some fifteen years 
before, in the 1963 State election when his seat was 
challenge-d by a dissident Country P-arty supporter who based 
his attack on the incumbent on the grounds that he had 
allowed the area of Kingaroy to decline through his lack of 
"aggressive representation"= 
Another effect of National Party dominance was the growth oi 
the government information machine. In the early 1970s, -a 
period when the number of journalists employed by tha 
Brisbane dailies was decreasing, the government press staff 
22, quoted in Lunn, H., Qg_cit, p.266. 
23. Hughes, C., gD_cit, p.169. 
was increasing. This meant that the journalists becas-se 
incraasingly dependent on government press handouts. White 
points out that agreement that the State information 
services improved communication between government and 
public did not mean that journalists in the media ware any-
24 
lass suspicious about who banefitad. The -government, while 
increasing its own publicity machine, through amployment of 
a platoon of journalist press-sacretaries and PROs plus 
pilot and plane, denied even the assistance of a press 
officer to t.he Opposition, At this time, -when tha Pramiar's 
position was stra-ngthening, the Country (National) Party 
inference decided to recommend to the State 'dovernmen 4- 4-^-i-
the Premier appear on a State—wide hook 
radio at regular intervals in an "Inform the People" 
programme. The rural press, like tha rural comfiiunity in 
ganar-al, tended to gi've strono supoort to tha .^ ""ramiar and 
his party. Both tha Premier and tha right—wing curriculum 
camp-aignars used the rural press in order to develop suppo.^t 
for thai-r views during tha 1977—8 interest group campaign 
described in the following chapter 
So while the PrasXiiarship of Bjel ka—Petersen was marksd by 
tha dominance of rural values, it was also a oariod durinq 
24. Whita, D.S,, "The Government's Voice; A Study of 
Govern men t Publicity and Inf orniation Services with 
Particular Reference to their Grcwt.h, Functions and Use i\ 
Queensland", unpublished Honours Thesis, Department of 
Government, University of Queensland, 1973, p=107 
25. Whita, D.S.,Qg_cit, p. 2-67 ^  
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which tha coalition government st.~engthanad its position 
through the sal active delivery of sarvicas and by 
r e i n f or c eman t of the govern man t's pasi t i on t h r ough i n c r aasad 
control of tha inform-ation machine. By 1979, the Premier 
had developed tactics which led the Professor of Politic-al 
Science at the University of Queensland publicly to 
cri»_ 1 c 1 sa -iji-ai-e go-varnment« 
The axacutiva denies to the loyal Opposition those 
basic facilities and information to -which it is 
fully entitled if it is to become a well prepared 
alternative government. Questions addressed to 
ministers are often un-answerad and Parliament 
oparatas without any formal code of ethics, some 
of its senior members seeming never to have heard 
of "conflict of interast"» 
Parliament itself has no standing committee on 
public -accounts, and Bills are pushed th.'^ough 
without proper preparation or debate, by a process-
unique to Queensland. Parliament seldom maets, but 
whan it does it lurches from scandal to scandal, 
its proceedings frequently characterised by-
disorder or dishonour 
If the Premier's personal style is tha most 
obvious manifastaticn of this regrettable lapse 
from tha decencies of liberal democratic politics, 
why is it that the electorate as a whole should be 
so illiberal and apparently unconcerned?C26J 
The fact that t.his strong criticism was published in t.ha 
QsyLigCzdsii. damonstratas that there were some nawspapara 
which pro-vided criticism of the qovernmant. On tha eve of 
his departure from tha State, the Anglicai 
Dean George, wrote of the lack of an affective par 1 i-amantary 
oppositio^, suggesting that the media sometiitias took its 
26. Professor P- B, Bcyca, Couriar—Mail, Brisbane, 25.4.79. 
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U 1 a.\- i=f; 
The media is in a funny position in this state. 
There is no affacti ve p ar1i aman t ary opposition, a 
tragedy in itself because no Westminster system 
can operate affactivaly without Her Majesty's 
Opposition doing its job efficiently and 
affectively. In that situation the Churches and 
the madia have bacome the opposition, sometimes 
tha loyal opposition and sometimes tha aggrassiva 
opposition,E273 
Nonetheless, the extent to which the media provided 
opposition should not be over-estimated. Certainly sonia 
tale-vision programmes were critical of the government, and 
from ti-ue to time the Brisb-ana Courier—Maii carried critical 
articles. Tha rural press, on the other hand, was 
particularly dependent on government—suppiiad news, and 
provided sympathetic platforms for their local MLAs, most of 
whom ¥iere members of tha National Party-
What criticism t.hera was, was not reflected in the ballot 
box and in alactions in 1977 and again in 1980, the 
coalition, domi.natad by the National Party, was returned to 
government, A good deal of argument takes place in 
Queensland about the extant to which tha conservative and 
authoritarian government in fact represents the attitudas 
and values of tha electorate. The major -argument suggests 
that tha conservative balance is exaggerated by the 
electoral boundaries which favour the National Part-y. Boyca 
suggests that tha rural values are a stranq influence. 
kSyEl^rzMaii, Br i sb ane, 29.8.81 
though ha rejects the view that either tha "garryinandar" or 
the rural values can fully account for the go-vernment's 
style, and continues; 
But a vast physical frontier and the ethos of 
economic devalopment are possibly more relevant 
pointers to Queensland's special brand of 
conservat i sm. 
Obviously the relatively high percentage of 
Queensland's population engaged in rural pursuits 
or resident in provincial cities pushes the State 
in a more conservative diraction, but this doesn't 
fully explain the crude style of government and 
heavy—handed aut.horitarianism that is 
characteristic of recant years.C283 
The period of Bjel ke—Petersen's premiership was marked by-
change and i.ncraasing social instability- The rural sector 
was declining (as a result of mechanisation, amalgamation of 
smal1—holdings, natural disasters and rural recession) 
Against this decline, mineral exploitation, at least in ths 
29 
early years of the coalition government, was expanding. 
Thera were significant shifts in population and an influx of 
people from the southern states which observers pradictad, 
erroneously as it turned out, would weaken tha support for-
the National Party, 
Under tha National ./Liberal coalition the style of government 
could be said to have changed littla in its commitiTient to 
28. Cguriar-Maii, Brisbane, 25.4= T O 
29. Cribb, M.B. and Murphy, D,J., "Winners and Losers in 
Queensland Politics", in Cribb, M.B. and Boyca, P.J., 
E'giitjcs in Queensland; l?ZZ_g-OH_5gj£goM? iJni versi ty -of 
Queensland Press, 1980, o.19. 
rural life. But in the 1960s there was a gi 
population away from the rural areas and towards the coastal 
urban area^ (including Brisbane, situated as it is in the 
30 
south—east corner of the State). This shift in population 
would seem to iisake it likely that -attitudes would also 
gradually shift to those of the "larger, highly diversified 
and polyglot communities" v^hich Bailey et al describe whan 
writing on state aid to educ-ation in tha north-eastern 
Unitad States and the tension between rural and urban 
interests in education: 
Until recently, the history of all but one of the 
statas of the Northeast could have been written in 
part as a struggle between urban and rural 
interests — or perhaps more accurately between 
smaller, reasonably homogeneous communities and 
larger, highly diversified polyglot 
commun i t i as.E 311 
But even the urban areas in Queensland do not fit the 
description "polyglot" Queensland, in 1976, had 66.47. of 
the total population born in Australia of Australian—born 
parents, whereas the figure for Austral i-a was 59.5/1,5 s=~^ 
this was at a time when Queensland had a high growth rata 
which has baan attributed to inter-state immigration. This 
may help explain the conservatism which prev-ai lad, even in 
30. Widdows, R., Christianson, R- and Ellis, J,, "Pattarni 
of Population Movement in Queensland 1961-71, unpublished 
paper. Department of Economics, Univarsity of Queensland, 
undated, 
31. Bailey, S.K., Frost, R.T , Marsh, P,E, and Wood, R,C, 
i£ilS9l!Ben_and_Pgiitic3, Syracuse University Press, 1962, 
n •! "^ 
P . J.JL.. 
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the urban areas. Australians, often rural Queenslanders, 
ware moving into the urban centres. Those non-Queenslanders 
who moved to the State appeared to do so because of, rather 
than despite, the political environment. Hugh Lunn suggests 
that Bjal ke—Petersen-'s style of leadership appeals to 
Queens 1 a.nders because he is a t-ypical rural Queenslander 
His success as a politician and as a businessman despite his 
lack of formal education confirm tha prevailing view that 
education is a luxury not a necessity- "Joh Bjelke—Petersen 
has never questioned the old values - and .nor have most of 
the rural alactors He has been authoritarian in a state 
which expected authority, and development—conscious in a 
state which has -always been on tha frontier, especially in 
pri mary i ndustri as 1i ka mi ni ng." 
Duri.ng the early years of Bjel ke—Petersen's Premiership 
•various issues arose which added to the conflict over 
values. In the winter of 1971 there was a violent 
confrontation between police and protestors during the tour 
of the South African Springboks. Thera was also, in the 
aarly i970s, a high level of student discontent in the 
University of Queensland, marked by sit-ins and 
demonstrations. Later the right to demonstrate was curbed 
by the government, and thera was a series of confrontations 
on tha "right to march" issue, and defiant marches 
originated on the campuses of University of Queensland, 
Lunn, H., gs_£it, p.xvi. 
XJLUJ — 
Griffith University, and the -James Cook University in 
Townsvilla. These confrontations provided avidenes to the 
supporters of the government that univarsities and those 
associated with education were not ,necessa,«^ i ly portraying a 
government line. By 1977 "law and order" had become a major 
el action issue. 
A detailed examination of the other actors in the Queensland 
education policy—making environment will be prasented in tha 
following chapter Before focussing on these local 
institutions, however, it is useful to take a look at both 
Federal and international influences on education policy. 
o-o. See Brennan, f--^  , l2a_Mu£h_0rdar_with_Tgg_Littia_Law, 
Queensland University Press, St Lucia, 1983. 
26 -
Egd.§LSi._lQ£l.ySQ£S§_2Q_Qysensiand_Educatign_Pgiij_v 
Australia has a federal system of government, and thus thera 
is a stratum of decisi on—making which is outside tha 
jurisdiction of tha Statas. For example, defence and foreign 
are matters for the Coifimonwealth rather than the states, 
whereas education policy is largely (though not entirely) a 
matter for State governments. Nevertheless the Fedaral 
Governmant has various means whereby it is able to influence 
State education policies. Fedaral education policies had a 
considerable impact on State education systems in the 
post—war years. In particular it was federal inter-v-ention 
during the ar-a of the Whitlam Labor administration which la 
to hostility and strong resistance amongst certain sections 
of tha Queensland population in the early 1970s, during t.he 
period before the Ahern Committee was established. This 
form of federal intarvantion must be sat against tha 
anti-Canberra sentiments which were prevalent in tha state 
of Queensland, and reflected in tha electoral appeal of 
Bjalka—Patersen. It adds an important dimension in the 
growing raaction -against education policy devaiopments in 
One of the most important controls which the Federal 
Government has over the States is financial There are 
three categories of funding by which the Commonwealth 
allocates money to the States; first, general purpose 
grants, which are not earmarked, and which are made 
^ 
i i / 
available to all States? second, special grants, which are 
paid to the weaker Statas (and each State has come under 
this categor-y at least once), but which are becoming less 
common? third, specific purpose -gr-ants. 
Spann indicates that specific purpose grants can affect 
State independanca in three ways; the State is committed to 
tha indicated programme unless it is prepared to refuse the 
grantsl the grants sometimes require "matching" from State 
budget rasGurcas; the Commonwealth may "administer t.ha grant 
so as to gain some control over both policy formation and 
implementation within individual departments of the State 
-y Si 
go-vernment" 
Each State provides tha major portion of funds for its own 
school system from its general revenue funds. But the 
Commonwealth Government channels specific purpose grants 
through the two national education commissions which provide 
-advice on the needs of education institutions throughout 
Australia for the purposes of financial assistance; the 
Commonweal t.h Schools Commission and the Commonwaalth 
Tai^  t i ar y Ed uc a t i on Comm i s s i on. Th e c omm i s s i ors s a 1 so ad v i se 
on the amount of financial assistanca require? 
34. Spann, R.N., gD_£it, p.ISO. 
35. Known either as the CTEC or the TEC, the Commonwealth 
Tertiary Education Commission was established in 1977 to 
replace three former commissions — the Universities 
Commission, the Commission on Advanced Education and the 
Technical and Furt.her Education Commission. 
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states, both with regard to general and specific purpose 
grants. 
I.n -addition, the Australian Education Council, comprising 
the Commonwealth and State Ministers for Education, 
generally meets three times in two year^a to consult on 
matters of mutual interest and tha State Directors-General 
confer twica each year Under the auspices of the 
Directors-General Conference, regular meetings of senioi^ 
specialist parsonnsl are held. 
In the early i950s the effects of the post-war "baby bulge" 
was baiiig felt at primary school level. This necessitated 
increasing the number of teachers available. The difficult-y 
of meeting the demand for -additional teacher training froixi 
State funds lad all the States to put pressure on the 
national government for specific grant aid for this 
purpose. Between 1960 and 1972, the national government 
gradually acceded, but the money was to be given under the 
broad condition that t.he grant—aided tertiary institutions 
should have autonomy rather than come under the control of 
the State education departmanta. 
In 19-64 tha Martin Committee, established to consider "tha 
pattern of tertiary education in relation to the needs and 
resources of Australia", .recommended the establishment of a 
three-tier tertiary system in each State. Recognising the 
importance of teacher education, the committee asserted that 
the production of good teachers was not only part of tha 
-! '~>Q 
function of tertiary education but a contribution to the 
effeetivaness of that phase of education. In addition, the 
effectiveness of the nation's expenditure on other types of 
tertiary educati-on was likely to be reduced unless high 
priority was given to "the provision of the best possibla 
36 
facilities for the training of teachers", Tha committaa 
suggested that national funds be directed to teacher 
education by matching capital grants. 
While the Liberal-Country Party coalition government 
accepted tha recommendations on tach.nological institutes or 
collages, tha Prime Minister, Robert Menzias, voiced doubt 
about the Commonwealth involvement in the field of teacher 
education. He admitted the importance of the field but said 
that tha Commonwealth was not prepared to enter it. 
a fiald where action should be left to tha Stata 
-T-T 
o / 
Govarnmants,^ Tha Commonwealth Government was 
tr-y to keep t.he functions and fundi.ng of the naw colleges of 
advanced education (CAEs) separate from that of tha Stats 
taacher training collages, Whara CAEs included alamants of 
taachar aducation, the funding was supposed to be separata. 
.Although the Labor Opposition -argued that the States could 
not meet tha existing and future needs of the preparation of 
36. saa Gibson, W. and Price, E. , "F'ublic Policy and 
Intergovernmental Relations; Teacher Education, 1960-1972"= 
Aystraiian_Jgurnai_gf_Pubii£_Adfnini5tratign, Vol XXXVII, Hi 
2, June, 1978, p.133. 
37 see Gibson, W, and Price, E. gD_cit3 p.134. 
teachers unaided, the terms of raferance given to the 
Commonwealt.h .Advisory Committae on Advancad Education in 
1966 mada the ,-ederal government's position quite clear: 
.A teacher training college will not be eligible 
for assistance^- a van if it co.n forms with the 
other c.—iteria for a college of advancad 
education. Nor will a segment of an -advanced 
aducation collage which is concerned primarily 
with maating the direct needs of teacher training 
However, by June 1969 the State ministers could complain 
that the national government was about to support taachar 
training at the Canberra College of Advanced Education and 
was already doing so in some universities. Under State 
pressure, tha Federal govarnment's support for taacher 
aducation began to spread. In 1969, the Federal government 
•agreed to match capital and recurrent grants for teacher 
aducation in the Queensland CAEs at Rockhampton and 
Tocwoomba. In 1970, the State government introduced an 
Amendment to the Education Act to establish both a Board c-^  
Advancad Education and a Board of Taachar Education; tha 
former was to control tha budgets of the collages, and 
accredit courses .^ un within them; the latter was responsibl 
for tihe registration and employment of teachers, but was 
also concarned with the content of the teacher education 
courses within the collegas. In 1972, the taachars' 
collages at .Kalvin Grova, Kadron Park, Mount Gravatt and 
Townsville were granted autonomy in order to qualify for 
•::'3. Gibson, W, and Price, E. gg_cit, p. 134 = 
— 1 -?1 — 
Federal funding, permitted as a result of changes i.n federal 
policy in 1971. 
The national goves^nment' s money was welcomed, and there 
seemed to be little concarn axprassed within Queensland 
about with the possibla consaquencas for taacher education 
of the new autonomy- One consequanca was, however, greater 
curr i cu 1 urn i .ndepende.nce af f orded the collages, and this was 
reflected in aducation courses. 
The Australian Labor Party (AL.^^^*) was committed to 
educational reform and, at its fadaral conferanca in 1969, 
had resolved to establish an Australian Schools Commission, 
which would; 
Examine and determine tha needs of students in 
Govarnment and non—Governma.nt Primary, Sacondary 
and Technical Schools -and i--acDmniend grants which 
tha Commonweal t.h should maka to t.he Statas to 
assist i.n meeting the i-~equiramenta of all school 
age children on tha basis of needs -and 
priorities.r39j 
Whitlam, in a 1972 election campaign policy speech, forac-ast 
c on s i d ar ab 1 -y increased sp en d i n g on ad uc a t i on un d er h i s 
government, announcing that "education should be tha great 
40 
i n st r uman t for the p r omot i on of a qua1i t y", Th i a 
agalitarian -aspiration for aducation in t.he earl 
39- Australian Labour Party, y±±i£iai_RegQrt, 1969, 
40. see Smart, D., "The Accelerating Commonwealth 
Participation 1964-76", in Birch, I.K.F- and Smart, D. 
(eds), Jhe_Cgmmgnweaith_igvernment_and_Educati 
£2i.lti£sI_iQi.i.lStiv2S_and_DeveigD.ment 5 Drummond, ^i ctor i a. 
1977, p. 36. 
— 1 
not confined to Australia alone, and similar trends overseas 
will be discussed later in this chapter Nor was t.ha 
emphasis on education solely the concern of t.he ,ALP The 
Liberal government had foreshadowed this in tha Marti.n 
Report, discussed earlier However, under Labor education 
spending increased rapidly- Smart comments that: 
5 « i i i l i e IX. ! _ O U K ' c f i g i i l . y f c f c i r S \ . l 7 - S i ^ — / ^ y T O f L rs f c ; 
Liberal ./Country Party government to jquadruple 
education axpanditura, it took only the first two 
years of tha reformist AL.^ ' government to quadruple 
this again. These marked variations were related, 
among ot.har things, to differing rates of 
inflation, to the different educational policies 
and political philosophies of the two governmants, 
and to changing public attitudes on education,C413 
The Schools Commission was establishad, as promised by the 
AL.P, in 1973. This expansion of federal intervention in the 
provision of aducation services had been -a politically 
contentious maasu.'^ e avan within tha Labor Party, but Whitlam 
was strongly committed to it. Wel Iar writes th-at Whitlam 
"clearly considered that the federal government would ba 
able to sat tha pace and dii^ecticn of new programmas i.n tha 
/I ^ 
educational fiald". 
In 1975 the Canberra-based Curriculum DevelooiTifcirit Cantra 
(CDC) was established. Tha CDC produced Australian 
curriculum materials, and it was a curriculum oackaaa 
1. Rm;5r-t mart, D., gE_£it. p.27. 
42. Waller, P-, "The Establishment of the Schools 
Commission; A Case Study in the Politics of Education' 
Birch, I.M.F.. and Smart, D. , Dg_cit, p. 51. 
produced under its direction, the Social Education Materials 
Project (SEMP), which became the focus of conflict in 
Quean s 1 -an d. 
The expansion of the tertiary sector of education in 
.Australia was very .^ apid at this stage. From July 1973, 39 
former Stata taachars colleges were included under advanced 
aducation funding arrangements. In 1972 mora than 50 
percent of college students were enrol lad in commer-ci-al -and 
business studias or anginea.=^ing and technology courses. 
After teachers collages became collages of advantzed 
education, taacher aducation became the largest single field 
of study, containing some 40 percent of all studants in the 
sector, with more enrolments than the total of tha two 
previously largest fields of study- By 1977 this .'-apid 
expansion .had come to an and, and the total number of 
full-time studants began to decline, -although growt.h in 
part—time and external numbers continued. From 1975 onwards 
the accent changed from axpansion to contraction in 
education spending. But this was pot simply the result of 
t.he change back from a Labor to Libaral/Country federal 
u oalition govarnment in 1975. Smart, writing in 1977, 
43. It is interesting to note that in Britain the Depart.ment 
of Education and Science created what Sir David Ecclas 
called a "commando type unit", tha Curriculum Study Group 
(CSG), entering what ha tarmed "tha secret garden of tha 
curriculum", Kogan writes that tha ministry soon disbanded 
the CSG "because of a wave of anxiety from the teacher 
associations who thoug.ht it was an attempt to take on 
control of educational content" Kogan, M,, The_Pgiitic5_gf 
^^!:i£Stign_Change, Fontana, London, 1973, p,63. 
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commented that it seemed likaly that tha ALP would h-ava 
substantially reduced aducation expenditure in its 1976 
budget, and that it had expanded aducation too fast in the 
first two years of its govarnment, an axpansion which could 
44 
not ba maintained. 
During the period of massive education expenditure a 
confidenca and eagerness for experimentation and improvement 
was strong in teacher education. Evan tha Liberal/Country 
Party document Educatign_Pgiicv, published in 1975= •«- 1 -; .-. c s H \^l^ ^ ... J. a i 
four roles for tha Commonwealth in education, including; 
"an c our aging research, inn ovat i on s and ax p er i ment s i n 
45 
education to meet the changing aspirations of society"-
The period from 1975 onwards was marked by incraasing 
financial stringency, rapidly rising unemployment and 
seemingly intractable economic problems and this -was not -a 
un i que1y Aust r a1i an ph enomen on, It was dur i ng this p eri od 
that the right-wing interest groups lobbying the Q-ueensland 
go-'/arnment on education issues became noticeable and 
noticed. Many of the objections voiced b-y these groups 
raflacted concern at tha rising unemployment figures, which 
wara rathar simpl istical ly blamed on the education systaiTi, 
Concarn at the supposed changing moras of society was 
reflactad in accusations levelled aqai.nst that s-ystem. 
44. bmart, D., gg_£it, p. 41. 
45. see Smart, D., gg_£it, p.41 
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Goodman's assessment of the uncertainty at tha end of t.he 
nineteenth century makes an interesting comparison, 
especially when compared with the tenor of tha complaints 
lodged against tha education system in 1978: 
As the end of tha nineteant-h century draw near. 
people'^s thoughts turned constantly to tha future 
of Queensland, indeed avan to the future of life 
itself- Some, pessimistically, looked back on the 
ninatias and believed the and of the world would 
not ba far off. They pointed to the disasters the 
colon-y had suffered, the 1893 floods, tha great 
droug.hts, the financial deprassian, tha crippling 
shaarar's strike, and armed force used by both 
amplcyar and workar at Barcaldine, They noted with 
dismay the changes in family life which thev 
-ascribed to the daclina in religious and moral 
standards; thay saw the church losing ground in 
aducation and the youth growing up in "godless 
schools" Thay wara unable to keep p-ace with the 
r-apid cultural changes which had taken place since 
tha boom years of the eighties and wara s-atisfiad 
th-at -all t.hasa x-iere signs and portents that the 
end was nearji.C 461 
46. Goodman, R,, gE_£it3 pp.186-7 
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The_RaactiQn_tQ_Changing_Tr3nds_in_Educatign_Phiigs^^ 
yQi£e^_King-dgm_and_Unitad_Statas_Paraiiai5 
We have seen how trends in Queensland aducation cannot ba 
isolated from tha trends in Australia as whole, Australian 
educ-ation also has to be seen in a broader context. 
Examples of tha reaction to post—war egalitarian trends i.n 
aducation from both the Unitad Kingdom and the United Statas 
provide a comparison which helps place the avents of 
Queensland in 1977 in parspactiva. 
Tha case of tha Willia.m Tyndala school in the London borough 
U T i.=>X i.1 gton provides comparison for the debate which took 
place in Queensland. The William Tyndale prima.*~-y school ran 
into difficulties after the appointment of a radical head 
teacher, Mr Tarry Ellis, who failed to carry all his staff 
with him whan making fundamantal changes in tha school's 
orqani sation. The iTiOra consarvativa teachers in tha school 
mada thair disquiet clear to t.he school managers, and tha 
conflict cauie to a ha-ad whan tha school m-anaqers were daniad 
•access to tha school by Ellis. Tha managers used the prass 
to publicise the problems at tha school and the case became 
^ £aysg £gisbra. Ultimately, an inquiry w-as instigated by 
the Inner London Education Authority, to be conducted by a 
Quean's Counsel 
This inquiry, which first sat in October iv./:-!, -was qi 
different from the Ahern Committee as the purport of the 
report was to analyse whara communication broke down wit.hin 
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the school 5 and it undertook a precise investigation of the 
role of each individual in the passage of events. So the 
interest in the case is not in t.he inquiry as much as in an 
analysis of it, an analysis which places it in the context 
of community disquiet about tha direction that aducation was 
An important feature of t.he analysis is the weight given to 
the effect of tha Plowden Report of 1967, and tha suggestion 
that this was to prove the high point for so-called 
progressiva aducation. Gretton and Jackson analyse tha 
Tyndala affair in detail, concluding with an assessment of 
tha Plowdan Report, saying that tha report gave "public 
-accolade" to the progressiva movement; 
Tha report consacrated the move away from chalk 
-and talk, Tha cynic might say that it set t.ha 
seal of astabl ishmant appro-val -an tha transference 
from tha home to the school, and from tha children 
of prosperous homes to those from tha most 
deprived ones, of tha tolerant, libaral, postwar 
middla—class way of bringing up children; thay 
were thara to ba listanad to as wall as to ba 
talked to; and thay could be fun.C471 
It is intarasting to note that Kogan suggests that tha 
Plowden Committee (in contrast to tha Ahern Com.mittaa) was 
not established as a result of strong public or professional 
pressure, but as part of a regular and ongoing official 
process. It was limited to examining the primary education 
r/. Gretton, J. and Jackson, M. , Wjiijam I vndal gj^Cgl jagse 
2f_g_S£hggi_gr_a_Sy;stem-?, George Allen & Unwin, London 
1976, p. 50. ! ^  
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system, but this "in all its as-pacts, and the transition to 
secondary education"^ It was therefore narrower in scope 
than the Ahern Committee which examined all levels of the 
educa'r.iQn system, and had the advantage of the absence of 
such extreme conflict- Kogan writes that the reports it 
produced; 
Came at precisely the right time to legitimise new 
thinking about the relation between education and 
society and, particularly, to reinforce current 
changes in official thinking about selactivity in 
-all stages of education, C481 
The late 1960s were the turning -point in Britain, and the 
William Tyndala case exposed, in the public arena, tansions 
which wara undoubtadly generated by this new approach, 
Gretton and Jackson appear to symp-athise more with those 
reacting than with the progressives, to judge from their 
final statement; 
Since then (the Plowden Report), outside tha 
teaching profession and to some extent inside it, 
there has been evidence of a snuch greater degree 
of scepticism about both the aims and methods of 
much proqrassive aducation. To -a large extant, 
this is healthy: the so-called "Black Papers" on 
aducation, which first began to -appear undai^ tha 
names of Rhodes Boy son, Bri-an Cox and others in 
1969 (cnly two years after Plowden), raprasant 
only the backlash fringe,C491 
However, it is Gretton and Jackson's analysis of the affect 
of tha onset of the economic decline on community attitudas 
48. Kogan, M,, "The Plowden Committae", in Chapman, R.A. 
(ed), gg_£it, p.85. 
49. Gretton and Jackson, gs_£it, p.50. 
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to aducation which has parallels both in the Unitad Statas 
and also in Australia. The highly charged atmcsphara which 
surrounded the Tyndale collapse is explained by t.ha authors 
b-y placing it in context; 
Gone wara tha heady, spendthrift days of the 1960s 
when aducation and all the social services 
boomed, 
In their place was t.he pessimism of tha sevantias, 
with thair rapidly deteriorating cities and their 
visions of a permanent aconomic daclina i.nducing a 
desira to h-ang on to what was known -and tangible, 
howavar irr-ation-al t.hat might ba ., 
Combined with tha fact that people's expectations 
of the welfare state had outrun their willing.nass 
to pay the consequent taxes, this meant, in 
education, a decline in the power of the taacher 
(tha labour market was no longer running in his 
favour) and a concern for minimum standards. At 
its best, this could mean a concarn for minimum 
standards for all children; at 'worst it tended to 
be mora selfishly inspired.E501 
Tha Times Educational Supplement, commenting on tha Tynd-ala 
affair, wrote that there were "ominous signs" that tha 
profession was daaply divided about what was good -and bad 
practice, and what should ba tha political relations of 
•aducation to tha larqer compatition for power in a coixsplax 
urban society. 
It was not only English prograssiva aducation which 'would 
meat problems, but also aducation in tha United States, -with 
t.ha resurqenca of the -anti-evolution challanqas and 
50. Gretton, J. and Jackson, M,, gE_cit, p.122, 
51. Th e_Ti?nes_Ed uc at ign ai_Suggiefflen t, Lon d on, 24.10,7 
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challenges from wel1—organised taxtbock and curriculum 
-yigilante groups. An attempt to counteract inequalities in 
educational opportunity, similar to the "priority areas" 
recommended by Plowden, had been the American "headstart" 
programme, and "bussing" constituted one of t.ha most 
controversial uses of the aducation system to affact social 
change. But one of tha failings of some of tha 
progressiys axperimant-s was, perhaps, that thay movad too 
swiftly and t.hersfore failed to gain support from parents or 
commun i ty-
The 1970s produced several highly publicised occasions when 
t.ha iXiOst striking feature seemed to ba the lack of adequate 
communication between parents and teachers despite Plowden's 
IT—^ 
recognition of the importance of this communication. 
Tarry Ellis was one raforma.?- who became impatient. He was 
reported as saying that he "disliked 't.'^ andy' middla class 
schools wit.h lots of pretty pictures on the walls and pushy 
52, In tha United Statas tha 1964 Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act (ESE.A) was passed; "The Act was designed to 
stimulate innovation, to strengt.hen tha Statas, to link 
research with the schools, and to make the problems of tha 
poor tha nation's number one priority. •• Tha Economic 
Opportunity Act of 1964 had just been passed, and high 
government officials believed that poverty soon would be 
aliminated. It was only natural, then, that thay would try-
to extend tha Presidant's 'unconditional war' on poverty by 
providing quality education for poor children." Murphy, 
J.T , "Title 1 of ESEA; The Politics of Implementing Fadara 
Education Refori|i", Hsr var d_Ed uc a t ign ai_Reviaw, 41, 1971, 
pp.35-37 
53. Centi^al Advisory Council for Education, Chiidran_and 
t!2eiL_£Li01sLY_S£LlO£i.E- (The Plowden Reoort). HMSO, London, 
1967 
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w o r k i n g - c l a s s p a r e n t s a n x i o u s f o r t h e i r c h i l d ? t^n ti_f Itfar n 
54 
t h e t h r e e Rs" 
Similarly, a progressive education experiment in 
Massachusetts, tha Lincoln-Attucks programfTsa. broke down 
when parental confidence in t.ha project (not strong to start 
with) dwindled entirely and children were kept away from 
school in a total boycott. Analysing tha failu.^e of t.ha 
p r og r amme, Bar th wr i t as; 
Parents care deeply about thei."-- children and want 
the most and the best for tham. In thair children 
wii a Va stad and invested the parents' .hopes for 
futura, an iaXiprovamant in their way of lifa which 
only their childra.n may live to sea i^-^  In schggi, 
t.hay see the last hope of salvation for many 
children.E551 
It was these failures in prograssiye education which were 
newsworthy, not the successes, and they provided ammunition 
for t.ha education conservatives, The_Observer (London), 
commenting on the Tyndala inquiry, suggested that an 
unanswered question was how a mature community could get 
into such a muddle about transmitti.ng its most basic skills 
to its children, whan other societias had performad this 
=_?o 
fundamental task successfully for centuries. 
To some axtant the causes ware aconomic and related to 
54. Tha Li.£DgS_^^y£^i;i£03i_SugDiement, London, 9,1,76, 
55. Barth, R., Qgen__Educatign_and_tha_Amarican_Schggi 
Agathon Press, New York, 1972, p.139, 
^6. The_gbser-yer, London, 4.1.76. 
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haightanad concerns about tha relationship between education 
and employmant opportunities, .As Board notes in discussing 
raaction to a decentralised axamination s-ystam; 
Tha spirit of the times has changed since tha 
early 1960s. Tha economy is less buoyant. Thera 
is mora unemployment. The employer can pick and 
choose. He begins to show signs of resistance to 
certain curriculum concepts. ,. Society is 
demanding that education, including examinations, 
shcu1d be accoun t ah 1e,C 571 
This resistanca to prograssiye aducation, based on the 
changing econoiXiic anvironmant, coincided with a raaction 
-against the political goals of making education mora 
egalitarian. The political significanca of differing 
educational philosophies has been described well by Kogan. 
He suggests t.hat it is the iQdividuai objectives of 
aducation, enabling pupils to become economically 
self-sufficient and to conti^-ibute their share to the 
formation of fafisily or national wealth, that give a fierce 
dynamic to aducation as a political force; 
Consider why parents become so anxious about 
patterns and choices of sacondary aducation or the 
underlying conflicts in the William Tyndala 
School The individual object of aducaticDn is that 
iXiost sHrongly espoused by consarvativa 
policy—makers though thair critics maintain that 
traditional systems are instrumental in creatin-a 
57 Board, D., "C.S.E. Examination Boards", in Lello, J, 
(ed), Accguntabiiitv_in_Educatign, Ward Lock Educational, 
London, 1979, p.145, A paradox within tha Queansland was 
tha progressive axperimant with internal assessment, tha 
Radford schema, which was introducad within an inherently 
conservative education system. Board's comments relate ti 
an attempt in the United Kingdom to introduce a componeni 
tha Certificate of Secondary Education, "Mode 3", -along tha 
lines of tha Radford schama. 
»-f- =—=-4. 
elites and dutiful work-forces rat.har than 
enhancing personal fraedom. It comas into 
conflict with the more collective aspirations of 
the left who see aducation as a way of causing 
social change and social cohesion.C5S1 
This universal conflict over tha purposes of education will 
be seen to underly much of the tansions in this study of 
Queensi and. 
58. Kogan, N., gE_£it, p.17 
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CHAPTER 4 
The_Edu£a t i gn_Pg i i c2 ) ( : z ] j ^ k i ng_Env i rgnmen t 
i-D—Qy^ensiand 
The last chapter examined external influences on the 
Queensland education policy—making environment, both federal 
and international It also discussed some perceived State 
characteristics which also have affected the development of 
education in Queensland, including having an effect on the 
State-" s political leadership. This chapter will focus on 
the mora immediate policy—making environment, and on the 
major education interest groups which, in the period 
1977-1983, applied overt pressure on t.he pol icy—makers. 
Under the National Party, the Cabinet- or Executive, is 
chaired by the Premier, who ultimately decides who holds 
which portfolio, what those portfolios will consist of, what 
the size of the Cabinet and the ranking of portfolios withi.n 
Cabinet will be. In addition, he sets the agenda of Cabinet 
business. Tha Premier .heads a department entitled tha 
Premier's Department which, it has been suggested, occupias 
a central position of powas^ in the coordination and control 
1 
of the policy process. 
1. Smith, P., "The Queensland Premier's Department", 
Politics, 17, 1, May 1982, p.xxx. 
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The major spending departments (including aducation) are 
largely under the control of National Party ministers "with 
• ^ 
vexatious portfolios allocated to Liberal mi.nisters" 
Various portfolios have been amalgamated or re-amalgamated, 
sometimes with incongruous results. Since 1968 Education 
has sometimes stood alone, sometimes had Cultural Activities 
added to it, and for one short period also included Tourism. 
This divarsity is significant as one part of the portfolio 
might have more interest for a minister than another For 
example. Cultural Activities was added to Education at the 
request of one man about to be appointed to Education, and 
it has been asserted that this became his primary interest, 
at tha expense of Education. It has quite often been the 
case with the education portfolio under both Labor and 
coalition governments that the incumbent has been no more 
than moderately interested in aducation per se. In this 
situation, mora influence has lain with the bureaucracy. It 
was seen in an earlier chapter that this has had an impact 
on the development of education in the State, which 
accelerated briefly when Jack Pizzey held the portfolio 
after the coalition took office in 1957^ Pizzey's expertise 
and commitment was not matched by most of his successors, 
nor by his predecessors under Labor, until the appointment 
to the portfolio of Lin Powell in 1983, who not only had sat 
2. Smith, P-, gE_£it, p.xx, 
3. Interview no 31. 
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on the Ahern Committee but had experience, and one yt^ar's 
training, as a teacher Indeed, Mr Powell was reported as 
4 
having been anxious to gain the portfolio. 
Within Cabinet, even though an inner cabinet may not exist, 
there tend to be ministers who have more impact in bringing 
issues forward than others. A minister who has the ear of 
the Premier will obviously be more likely to influence the 
placing of issues on the agenda than those who do not enjoy 
the same access. So either over the inclusion of issues on 
the agenda, or on the treatment of those which are included, 
mini stars are in competition with eacli other, on behalf of 
their,^depart.oiants, in claiming attention. Some ministers 
are mora capable of arguing and persuading Cabinet than 
others (excallant descriptions of this are contained in the 
Crossman diaries) It was said of one of the Ministers for 
Education who was an actor in events in this study, that he 
was ineffactiva in Cabinet. Another was reported to be the 
"Premier's man", a view reflected by Brisbane political 
cartoonist, Moir, who portrayed him as an identical replica 
of tha Premier whan ha succeeded to the office of Deputy 
Leader of tha .National Party, 
Cabinet enjoys the central position in the policy-making 
^' Goynierzljaii? Br i sbane, 25.1.83; "Li n' s worked real 1 y 
hard for this and he's very interested in education. It's a 
portfolio he has wanted sinca he went into politics" -
interview with Mrs Bev Powell. 
5. Crossman, R., gE_£it, 
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process. While the Legislative Assembly approves 
legislation affecting government agencies, including the 
budget, the initiative in introducing this legislation rests 
largely with ministers, acting with Cabinet -approval. On a 
whole range of policy issues that do not involve legislative 
changes, Cabinet is tha final authority. 
One departure from the practice in some other States is that 
the Premier does not also head the Treasury. Under tha 
coalition govarnment in Queensland, the Treasury has been 
held by the leader of the junior member of the coalition, 
/ 
o 
the Liberal Party, Treasur-y is one of the three major 
coordinating departments, tha other two being the Public 
Service Board and the Coordinator—General's Department which 
fall under the control of the Premier through the Premier's 
T / 
Department. Smith suggests that as the .Premier has these 
two major departments under his control and as he enjovs a 
position of dominance in Cabinet which is "supreme" in the 
Queensland political system, his administration has been 
capable of withstanding challenge from other administrative 
agencies and tha co.mmunity. Premiers' Departments had been 
strengthening in all the states during the 1970s, and this 
6. The separation of portfolios was not originally caused b^  
the coalition, but dates back to a Labor administration in 
1944. After the state election of 1983, the Premier took 
over the Treasury. See the postscript to this thesis. 
7. Smith, P., gE_£it, p.xxx. In 1983 the 
Coordinator-General's Department was brought into the 
Premier's Department. 
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has led to their providing a comparable supervision and 
control of state administrative machinery to match the 
Premiers' political role. But the the role of the Premier's 
Department varias between the States - for example in 1979 
only Western Australia and Queensland included public 
8 
relations within their Premiers' Departments. It will be 
saen later that this public relations function of the 
Queensland Premier's Department was the area of most rapid 
development under the National Party in the 1970s. 
Spann suggests that it is hard to distinguish the role of 
the Cabinet from that of its chairman, the Premier, and that 
how a Premier, as chairman, uses tha Cabinet is largely at 
9 
his own discretion. Certain business must go to Cabinet. 
For axampla. Cabinet has to authorise any proposal for 
legislation before it goes to the draftsman, and any draft 
bill to ba introduced in the Lagislative Assembly, Over 
other policy areas, thara are no controls as to what is 
discussed, which leaves discretion in the hands of tha 
Premier. Thara are some departments, of which Education is 
Ohe, which fit under Peres' description of "departments of 
interest" Much of the time the issues discussed i.n Cabinet 
which relate to these departments concarn the allocation of 
rasourcas, and thase departments are quite clearly competing 
3. Sharman, C. and Stuart, J., "Patterns of Change in 
Premiers' Departments", paper presented to the Australasian 
Political Studies Association conference, August, 1980. 
9. Spann, R-N,, gE_£it. 
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with one another each time thay request additional funding. 
Other departments fall within Pares' description of 
•I.- » 
departments of "principle" ^i Thase departments include t.he 
Treasury and the Public Service Board, and may influence in 
what direction the allocation of resources will go. In 
Queensland, the Treasur-y does not hold a pre-eminent place 
in allocating rasourcas. It cooperates with the Public 
Servica Board in the overview of salary estimates, and the 
oversight of all major government capital works falls to the 
Coordinator-General' s Department. The Department of Works 
and Housing, however, takes raponsibillt-y for school 
buildings. This division of responsibility is significant 
for education, since school buildings come under the 
category of public works. The National Party has come under 
criticism from the Teachers' Union for concentrating school 
building works in its own electorates. 
Ministers form the li.nk between departments and Cabinet. 
Proposals for legislation are put forward by the Minister on 
behalf of his department. Thus policy changes may be 
initiated from within departments especially, as already 
mentioned, when the Minister in the portfolio lacks a strong 
background in the area for which ha holds rasponsibi1ity-
Even with this background, ministers holding the major 
10. Peres, L., "Principle or Interest? Changing Roles within 
Australian Government", Merbgurne_Jgurnai_g£_PDiitigs, 3, 
1970. 
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portfolios are distracted, as Simon suggests, by constraints 
of time, expertise and alternative priorities and therefore 
cannot necessarily be aware of the full details of all 
11 
policies relating to their portfolios. 
A department is a hierarchical structure, headed by a 
permanent head, in education called the Director-^General It 
is the Director-General who has most contact with the 
Minister, and the strength of this link in the chain varies 
considerably according to the relationship between the two. 
A committed Minister working in harmony with his 
Director—General (and through him, the Department) can ba 
very much stronger in Cabinet than a minister working out of 
harmony with his department. A relatively uninterested 
Minister will not argue the department's cas-e convincingly 
in Cabinet. Most ministers have offices in their 
departments, and may vary tha amount of time spant there. 
Schaffar has suggested that public -administration is 
concarned wit.h three different worlds; the top level, in 
which dapart.mants provide support for and respond to tha 
demands of political leaders; the "inner man" iXianaging its 
own staff; the "outer world" distributing goods and sarvicas 
to its clients. The response to demands of political 
11. Simon,H-, gE_£i.t, 
12. Schaffer, B.B., "Comparing Administrators, Research and 
Reforming", Pyhiic_Adininistratign_Buiietin, 22, December 
1976. 
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leaders includes the communication to and from Cabinet -and 
the Legislative Assembly via the Minister, and the 
formulation of policies in response to these demands. In 
the Education Department the "inner man" not only consists 
of the administrators, but also the teachers on whose 
shoulders rest the ultimata communication with tha "outer 
world", distributing education services to tha cliants; the 
students being educated and their parents. Implied in 
Schaffer's three tiers is a one—way articulation of 
demands. I.n practice, departments can put demands on 
political leaders as well, and at times when issues are not 
highly politicised it may well be that policy ia formulated 
and demands made on the legislators by the departments. By 
contrast, once an issue becomes politicised (as happened 
over social science curriculum) the demands are, as Schaffar 
suggests, made on the bureaucracy by the government. 
The administrative structure of the Queensland Education 
Department includes the Director-General, two Assistant 
Directors-General (Fina.ncial ?< Administration, and Schools), 
Directors of Technical & Further, Secondary, Primar-y, 
Pre-School and Special Education, as well as Directors of 
< ~r 
X-Jf 
Personnel and Planning Services. The tables on the 
following pages sat out t.he organisational structure of tha 
Department in 1982. 
13. In 1983 a Director of Curriculum was added to the 
establishment. 
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The conditions under which tha education system developed in 
Queensland, and the reputation the Department built of 
autocratic rule, help to ajiplain the Department's difficulty 
in adapting to the changing environment of the 1970s-
McMorrow describes the Queensland educational administration 
as following the Australian pattern of high 
bureaucratisation and centralisation. He suggests that as a 
result, Queensland teachers have been expected "to adopt the 
traditional role and attitudes of public servants, viz. 
obeisance to regulations, orderliness and adherence to 
14 
routine" 
Opening up an Act for scrutiny draws attention to tha area 
under a department's control, and departments can be 
reluctant to risk "rocking the boat" by reminding the 
legislature of t.he content of their Acts. It is, in a sense, 
inviting pollticisation of issues which might be better left 
dormant- The Queensland Department of Education maintained 
a file of changes which it would like to see effected at 
such time as it was appropriate to reopen tha Education Act. 
In interviews it was implied that the Department anticipated 
"unanticipated" consequences, or in other words that it was 
feared that "political interfaranca" might take place. 
14. McMorrow, J., "The Queensland Teachers Union Campaign 
for an Education Commission", in Spaull, A-D. (ed), 
Systraiian_Teachersj__Frgm_SchgGimaster5_tD_Miiitant 
5E2fassignais, Macmi11 an, Melbourne, 1977, p.290. 
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Thera was a tension between the goals of the administrators 
and the goals of the government of the day which wara 
clearly evident both in the events leading to tha 
establishment of the Ahern Committee and during the 
collection of evidence by the committee. Although certain 
areas of education policy did become politicised in the 
i970s, the department's capacity to resist government 
initiatives should not be underestimated. Crossman 
describes the recalcitrance of his Department of Housing 
over areas where it had a wel1—antranched policy on housing 
subsidies. Tha Queensland Department of Education used 
the device of leaking a confidential report to the press 
when it foresaw the possibility of the implamentation of 
Ahern Committee racommendations on the introduction of sex 
education threatened by the appointment of Powell as 
16 
Minister for Education. 
The non-legislative issues which coma before Cabinet are 
sometimes on the agenda at the behest of the Department and 
Minister, and sometimes placed on the aganda by the Premier 
Sex education is one example of an issue which was 
sufficiently politicisad to be seen to require a Cabinet 
decision. Other areas of policy determination which had 
appeared previously to be at the discration of tha 
Department reached the political leval, and thus appeared on 
15. Crossman, R., gE_cit, pp.619-20. 
16. This is described in detail in chapter 8. 
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the Cabinet agenda in 1977-8, and it will be seen that the 
Premier began initiating Cabinet decisions on issues which 
had previously bean accepted as departmental So the locus 
of some policy—making shifted, especially on those 
curriculum decisions ovar which divisions in the community 
had emerged. Onca thase issues had become politicised in 
this way, thara appeared to be a deliberate move on the part 
of the govarnment to keep them politicised in order to 
strengthen the allegiance of thair supporters. 
Although departments consider the political feasibility of 
their policies, it is also an important role of Cabinet to 
endorse policies as being acceptable to government. This 
introduces -another tension between the Department and the 
Government. The Department will tend to look at tha long 
term implications of policy whilst ministers and governments 
17 
nead to demonstrate short term results. Ministers often 
are not in a portfolio f-or long enough to become completely 
familiar wit.h it, -and yet are anxious to "ma.ke their 
IS 
mar k " 
The Crossman diaries begin with an eloquent description of 
the frustration felt by a minister trying to "make his mark" 
17 That this is true of the education portfolio was 
confirmed by the Queensland Assistant Director—General of 
Education (Schools), Mr G. F- Berkeley, during a round-table 
discussion at the 1982 conference of the Association for 
Research in Education, held at Griffith University, November 
•a- / V J J C , 
13. Spann, R-N-, gs_cit, p,25-
- i . j j 
against the resistance and reluctance of an unsympathetic 
19 
department. This tension, then, is t.ha result of 
decision—making resting between politicians, alacted by tha 
people, who aro in office for limited periods after which 
they have to go to the people for ra—election, and the -paid 
servants of the public who are not subject to periodic 
elections. This car. lead one back to Miewald's analysis of 
functional and substantive rationality- The functional 
rationality which has the potential to overtake politicians 
is suggested by thair temptation to work all decision—making 
back from the goal of gaining, or remaining in, office. It 
also underlines tha weakness of the hierarchical view of 
decision—making, and adds credence to the view of 
policy—making as a source of tension between tha 
bureaucratic goal and the political goal Pol icy—making, 
and for our purposes education policy—making, can thus be 
saen as resting somewhere between Cabinet and the 
buraaucracy, in fluctuating circumstances. 
In addition to the Department of Education, thera are also 
three major statutory bodies with responsibility for areas 
of aducation in tha State; the Board of Ad'vanced Education, 
the Board of Teacher Education and the Board of Sacondary 
School Studies. Areas covered by each of these were tha 
focus of some of the Ahern Committae's attention. The 
committaa was especially concerned with the notion that 
these bodies ought to come directly under Ministerial 
19. Crossman, R., gE_cit. 
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control in an effort to increase their accountability. The 
role of the Commonwealth Schools Commission, mentioned 
earlier, also came under the scrutiny of the committee. 
Goldring and Wettenhall have written that the Australian 
statutory authority "was born of a desire that some public 
operations, of both a trading and regulatory t-ype, should be 
'?o 
free from day-to-day political pressures"3 However, the 
authors question whether statutory authorities are legally-
less subject to ministerial control unless there is a stated 
embargo against political/ministerial intervention in thair 
statutes. (They cite the Tasmanian Transport Commission 
being required to be "absolutely free from political control 
in the administration of this .Act" as an example of the 
embargo) Thus, they suggest, thara is littla real 
difference batwean most statutor-y bodies and conventional 
departments. 
This point is important since much attention was paid by tha 
Ahern Committae and b-y those making submissions to it as to 
whether there should be an Education Commission rather than 
the department, and whether the Board of Advanced Education 
should be disbanded and its functions subsumed into a 
Department of Post—Secondary Education. Those advocating an 
Education Commission used the argument that this would free 
20. Goldri.ng, J. and Wettenhai 1, R-L. "Three Perspectives on 
the Responsibility of Statutory Authorities", Pgiitics, 
15(2), 1980, pp.145-149-
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education of political interference; the committee arguing 
for a Post-Secondary Ministry talkad of accountabi1ity-
Goldring and Wettenhall suggest t.hat words such as 
".accountability and "responsibility" are the paraphernalia 
of politicians and contain little clarity. 
For politicians, it may be that it is the 
emotional quality of these words which is, in the 
and most important; t.hat thair value in the world 
of political rhetoric is such that it will ensnare 
and make futile the search for precision in an 
administrative sense.E213 
While Sawer, Zines, and Benjafield Zc Whitmore all suggest 
that there is a value in insulating statutory corporations 
from full ministerial control and from political 
interference and pressures, thara seems sufficient doubt as 
to whether thera really is a significant difference between 
the pressures on a department or a corporation. Wettenhal1 
has suggested that; 
It is realistic that ministers should possess 
discretionary "last resort" powers, but the 
relevant statutory provisions should clearly 
recognise the right of the authority to hold its 
!1. Goldring, J., and Wettenghall, R-L., gB_cit, p.148. 
i2. Sawer, G., "The Public Corporation in Australia", in 
Friedmann, W, (ed) , lLie_Pubiic_Cgrggratign, Macmillan, 
London, 1954; Benjafield, D-G. and Whit.Tsore, H. , Pringigies 
°f_Bystraiian_Ado2inistrative_Law, Law Book Company, Sydnay, 
1971; and, lines, P. "Federal Public Corporations in 
Australia" in Garner, A. (ed), Sovernment_Entergrise, 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1970. 
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own view, the .need for the govarnment to accept 
full and clear responsibility for its 
interventions, and the need to present a full 
report to parliament on the circumstances of each 
intervention.C233 
Statutory bodies are sometimes seen as providing a means 
whereby technical ax.perts and sectional interest groups may-
have a formal role in the pol icy—ma.king process, and it will 
be sean here that the nature -of the representation on tha 
Queensland boards became a source of discord when tha 
Education Act Amendment Bill had its second raading in 1981 
and it was found to contain adaptations to recommended 
changes first mooted by the Ahern Committee. 
In addition to Cabinet, the bureaucracy and the statutory-
bodies, another potential actor in the policy-making process 
is the Lagislative Assembly, but the extent to which the 
assemblies or houses of review influence policy—making is 
widely quest i on ed. In Queen s1and, memb er s of t h e 
Legislative Assembly are the only elected representatives of 
the people, the upper house having been abolished in 1922. 
The members of the Legislative Assembly hava all been chosen 
by their constituency parties as suitable peopla to 
represent the i.ntarasts of the respective parties, and 
influences on them include constituency interests. Once in 
the Lagislative Assembly they are also subject, formally or 
UJettenhail, R.L., "Report on Statutory Authorities", 
Appendix I, Rg:^ai_Cg.mmi5sign_gn_Austr aiian _Ggvern men t 
SdffliQistratign, Canberra, Commonwealth of Australia 1976, 
p.342. 
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informally, to the directives of the parliamentary party 
organisation on how to vote on particular policies. 
Within the Westminster system a common criticism is that the 
legislature has little say in the formation of policy. 
Parker sees the rola of debates as primarily an expression 
of the solidarity of the respective groups in parliament -and 
to advertise the government's intentions and achievements to 
electors. In addition, he suggests, most back-benchers 
aspire to eventual elevation to Cabinet, and debates provide 
24 
an opportunity for members to impress their leaders. 
There is provision for pri-vate members to ,Dut forward bills 
for consideration, but these tend to be very few in 
comparison to the main body of the work done by the 
Legislative Assembly, which consists of considering 
legislation put forward by government. It has been 
suggested in the literature that select committees can 
constitute a device whereby back—bench members of 
legislative assemblies can have a greater input to the 
policy—making process, and that this was one of tha 
contributions that some members of the Ahern Committee hoped 
the committaa would make. 
24. Parker, R.S. ge_cit, p.231 
25. See chapter 6. 
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l!2£Ly;Snces_gn_Educatign_Pgiic-v—Makijig 
In the following section of this chapter, the influences 
which may affect the education policy decisions taken in 
Queensland by elected politicians or by the public servica 
are discussed. These influences form a very complex web 
with relationships and pressure points often subjact to 
variation and adaptation. Some of these influences are man 
visible to outsiders than others. 
The first influence on education policy—making to be 
desci^ibad is that of tha political parties. Parker writes 
that; 
Modern political parties have usually begun in one 
of three ways; as the political arm of some 
organized interest group; as the creation of a 
combination of leading citizens, in or outside 
parliament; or by fission of or breakaway from a 
pre—existing party. C26I] 
The parties formed therefore represent some shared view 
about the way in which resources should be distributed. Thi 
National (Country) Party has its origi.ns in the -rural 
sector, and Country/National parties have traditionally-
depended on the support of rural voters for thair election 
(even though the change of name from Country to National in 
1974 was an attempt to escape this identification and woo 
the urban voter) Tha Austr'alian Labor party is a part-y 
with strong associations with urban working papulations. 
26. Parkar, R.S., gg_git, p.38, 
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However, in Queensland the Labor Party has shared with t.he 
National F'arty a commitment to the rural sector a Cribb and 
Murphy point out that the Labor governments which held power 
from 1915 to 1957 did so by drawing support from a 
combination of metropolitan and provincial city workers, 
27 
together with pastoral workers and small farmers. The 
party emphasised, as did the Counti^y Party which followed it 
in government, rural and related provincial city areas. 
Both parties when in power tilted the Stata budgets in 
favour of subsidies to the rural sector at t.ha expense of 
welfare, education, public health and urban raquiraments. 
The Liberal Party evolved from a State—wide organisation set 
up in 1923 into a metropolitan party. When the balance 
tipped from Labor, it was the Country Party which gai.ned 
28 
most of the rural and provincial votes. 
Although t.he actual membership of parties is often tiny 
compared to the number who vote for that party in elections, 
the members of the party hava input into party policy-
through annual confarancas, and the election of delegates to 
the policy formulation bodies. Thus the party, both within 
and without the Legislative Assembly, exerts influence on 
27 Cribb, M.B. and Murphy, D., gE_cit, p.13. 
28. It is argued that the Country (now National) .^arty ha; 
survived in government partly because of a gerrymander in 
the State which gives disproportionate weighting to the 
rural vote. See Hughes, C.A., gg_cit, ch.3, for an 
explanation of the electoral boundaries and the effect of 
recent redistributions. 
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its elected members beyond simply that of the ballot box. 
Party discipline generally dictates the way in which a 
member will vote in a division in the Assembly, although 
sometimes a free vote can be declared, and occasionally 
non—Labor back-benchers will revolt against party 
discipline. The Education Act Amendment Bill, which was 
brought down after the tabling of the Ahern Committee 
recommendations, was delayed for nearly two years after its 
second reading as a result of a revolt of Libaral Party 
backbenchers who considered that the government was giving 
the Assembly too little time to give the Bill adequate 
attention. (It was eventually brought forward again, 
sufficiently changed to constitute a new Act) There is also 
a diffaranca between the parties in that Labor members -are 
pledged in writing to vote in the house as their caucus 
majority decides- Parker (writing of New South Wales) 
suggests that in practice all parties tend to display equal 
voting solidarity. 
The National Party, domi.nant party in tha governing 
coalition for the entire period studied here, had, sinca 
about 1972, been developing a series of policy committees, 
of which the Education Committee was first. It was 
established to provide tha party with a mechanism for 
developing aducation policy. This comfflittae, which has 
representatives from ail levels of the aducation system from 
59. Par kar, R.S., gB_cit, p.243. 
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Creche and Kindergarten to University, meets about -six times 
a year to consider existing policy for weaknesses and also 
to consider policy suggestions emanating from electoral 
councils. 
Tha Education Committee's suggestions need ratification from 
tha Centf^al Council of the party, or from the State 
Conferanca (held annually) However, the committee is only 
empowered to make suggestions to the Minister, and the 
relationship between the committae and the Mi .ni star has 
differed according to the particular Minister. During the 
avents described hare, thara was frequently quite a striking 
disjunction between tha education policies favoured by tha 
party committee and those adopted by Cabinet. 
Not only is there the extra—pariiamentary influence of the 
parties, but also, when Parliament is sitting, weekly 
meetings are held between all members of the coalition 
parties to discuss proposed legislation before it goes 
before the Lagislative Assembly for debate- Parker 
suggests; 
It is tha logic of t.ha party battle that the 
resolution of political issues — so far as such 
issues are resolved in the parliament at all - has 
been transferred from the Assembly chamber to tha 
party rooms, particularly those of the governmant 
party or parties. This removes the process of 
resolution from direct public scrutiny.C30J 
Tha National Party, however, developed the habit of -rushing 
30. sugra_cit, p.242. 
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proposed legislation through the joint parties meetings, 
with inadequate time for scrutiny, so that policy issues 
were not adequately resolved before they went to the 
Legislative Assembly. This happened with the Education Act 
Amendment Bill, and contributed to backbench Liberals 
crossing the floor as a gesture of frustration with thei.?" 
coalition partners, a frustration which eventually led to a 
total breakdown of the coalition and the suspension of 
31 
parliament. 
The Minister's Education Committae is another parliamentary 
committee with membership drawn from the governing parties. 
This committae has been used differently according to the 
Minister of the day- Under Pizzey, for example, the 
Minister's Education Committae was used to brief members in 
order to ensure well argued debates. Later Ministers used 
it primarily as a consultative body for proposed 
legislation, consultation denied the Liberal Party 
backbenchers until the meetings of the joint parties. The 
Minister's Education Committaa had some overlapping 
membership with the National Pa.^ t^-y Education Committee. The 
committee was seen as influential enough to constitute a 
focus for lobbying by some of tha interest groups. 
31. These events are tied closely to tha fate of the 
Education Act Amendment Bill, and are described in detail in 
chapter 9. 
•-^•2. Interview no. 38. 
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ulQlStSilS-foL-Educatign 
In the succession of Labor administ.'^ations which preceded 
tha Liberal/Country coalition, only one Minister, Brennan, 
had had any secondary education, and most had barely seen 
T-T 
out their primary education. Jack Pizzey was the first 
Minister for Education in the Liberal ./Counti^ y coalition 
which gained power under Premier Nicklin in 1957 A former 
taacher, who h-ad also sarvad in the Department of Education, 
Pizzey had, while in opposition, mada savaral speeches 
demanding changes in secondary aducation. He was deputy 
leader of the Country Party, and this political strength, 
combined with strong links wit.h the Depart.ment (the 
Director-General had been head of the school where Pizzey 
began his teaching career), meant that aducation earned 
considerably higher status under the naw government than it 
• - • ^ ^ 
had under Labo  During Pizzey's period in offics 
sacondary education received unusually high priorityi. Wit.h 
Pizzey the portfolio rose to number three in a Cabinet of 
fourteen members. His ten years as Minister were of great 
importance since ha combi.ned bei.ng very well informed on, 
and sympathetic to, education issues, with strong influence 
in Cabinet and strong links with the Department. Pizzey 
succaeded Nicklin as Premier in 1968, a position he held for 
only eight months as he died suddenly the same year. His 
i3. Goodman, R-, gg_cit, p.338. 
54. Steel, C., op cit. 
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Minister for Education was Alan Fletcher, who held tha 
portfolio for the following six years (1968-1974), during 
which period Pizzey's initiatives were still being 
implemented- Many major changes already had been 
incorporated in the Education Act of 1964. 
Thomas Newbery held the education portfolio for the first 
three months of 1975 (and for this brief period the 
portfolio included both tourism and cultural affairs) The 
portfolio was then split, and Newbery became Minister for 
Tourism and Marine Activities in March 1975. Newbery was 
succeeded by Val Bird, a qualified Mechanical Fitter, who 
had been secretary and Industrial Officer v^ ith Ayr District 
Cane Growers' Executive (and whose formal education was 
restricted to Ingham -Stata School) Ha had held tha 
-portfolio for four years by 1978 (when conflict over 
curriculum emerged), and was not moved until after the Ahern 
had tabled its Final Raoort in 19S0. 
At tha time of Bird's appointment the Premier had also 
extended the size of Cabinet, and aducation plummeted to a 
Cabinet ranking of sixteenth out of eighteen- As 
Bjel ke—Peterse.n's leadership strengthened, aducation v^ as no 
longer given such a sympathetic hearing in Cabinet, and Bird 
often "did not carry the day" with proposals he took forward 
from his department. 
oj. Interview no 1! 
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An election lata in 1980 kept the coalition in power, but 
led to a Cabinet reshuffle and Bird was succeeded by Bill 
Gunn. Gunn, again, was not educated beyond primary school 
He progressed through the National Party from Laidla-y Shire 
Council to become member for Somerset. He described .himself, 
on becoming Minister for Education -after nine years on the 
backbenches, as "a politician, not an educator"c It was 
also suggested that while Bird maintained close links with 
the Party's Education Committee, Gunn leaned heavily on tha 
department and was reluctant to take decisions, lacking 
confidence in his ability to defend them. 
Thus, until 1983 when Lin Powell, an ex—teacher, took over 
the portfolio, the pattern of National Party ministers, with 
the exception of Pizzey, appeared not unlike that of Labor 
ministers. But education was considared important enough by 
the National Party -always to kaap the portfolio in its own 
hands rathar than see it go to its coalition part.ner This 
was not for want of the Liberal P-arty seeking tha 
portfolio. Hughes comments that the Liberals alwa-ys aspired 
'TO 
to the education portfolio in particular From the time 
of Bird onwards, education grew in significance as a 
36. Cgurier-Maii, Brisbane, 25.I.SIQ 
37. Interview no 35. 
38. Hughes:j C.A. , gg_cit, pp. 159-160. 
39. The recent Ministers for Education are discussed further 
in chapter 8. 
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Ministry with political saliance. 
Sysensiand_Educatignai_intarBst_Grgugs 
(a) STgP_|<_CARE 
During the conflict over curriculum in Queensland in 1978 
thera were threa interest groups openly active in the 
political arena. Differences between the aims of these 
groups reflected differences about the underlying philosophy 
of education, the direction it should be taking and tha 
values it should reflect. A description of each of these 
groups will conclude t.his examination of the context within 
which the curriculum dispute took place. 
The Society to Outlaw Pornography and the Campaign Against 
Regressiva Education (STOP & CARE) constituted the voice of 
-extreme conservatism, while the Queensland Teachers Union 
(QTU) and the Queensland Council of State School 
Organisations (QCSSO) became tha group^s active opponents. 
STOP V. CAF;E, was, in the short term at least, very 
effective. As a promotional group, its strength was derived 
from the shared attitudas of its members. f.With tha QCSSO, 
there tended to ba a low level of participation in P -& C 
activities, and there was littla guarantee that the few 
activists in the QCSSO represented the views of the total 
40. Mason, A.T , "Pressure Group Influence and tha Education 
Policy Process in Queensland; the Case of the Class Size 
Dispute", unpublished BA Honours thesis, Department of 
Government, University of Queensland, November 1982;, p.14. 
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parent body. Similarly the QTU branch meetings were very 
poorly attended, and it was clearly difficult to decide 
which views or attitudes the union leadership should 
reflect. This did not constitute a problem for STOP & CARE, 
the group which orchestrated tha campaign -against the 
curriculum materials MACOS and SEMP-
STOP & CARE did not emerge solely for the purpose of 
attacking social science curricula- In 1972, almost 
immediately afte.^ tha Whitlam governmant came to power in 
Canberra, the Federal Attorney—General announced that he 
would work towards implementing the Labcr Party's policy to 
-abolish film censorship for adults- This not only provided 
fuel to those Queenslanders who saw themselves as guardians 
of morality, but also associated the Labor government i.n 
Canberra with pressures to break down traditional morality. 
One of t.he acti-vists in tha successful ensuing campaign to 
have a saparata film board of review established for 
Queensl-and -was tha Director of STOP 8t CARE, Mrs Rona Joynar 
A Queensland Films Board of .Review cama into being in 1974. 
A statement of the aims of STOP & CARE are included hare as 
Appendix 3. It can be seen that, amongst other things, tha 
group was against the introduction of sex aducation in 
schools, kept a vigilant aye on the books which were 
available in school libraries and was watchful against 
possibla "subversion". The list of books which it felt might 
"morally -pollute" children is given here as Appendix 4. 
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It is worth looking at the first four ai.ms in order to 
understand what t.he organisations objected to in the social 
science materials; 
to protect children and teenagers from all forms 
of moral corruption, and whatever else would tend 
to contribute to thai.*- dali.nquancy cr moral harm, 
from whatever source it may coma, and whather by 
means of the written or spoken word, or by visual 
impact, including any librar-y, classroom -or 
lecture-room situation, ate. 
to work for tha exclusion of what is s^aferred to 
as "sex education", (but which is in reality an 
education in sexuality without any adequate moral 
training) from the curricula in all Primary and 
Secondary courses, and from all kindargartans, 
ate. 
to protect youngsters from political 
indoctrination, and from brainwashing by means of 
sensitivity training, values clarification or 
other psychological attitude—changing devices or 
techni ques. 
.-to ensure a sts--ict watch bei.ng kept, 
particularly upon literature in school libraries 
and in school reading and courses of study, -and to 
maintain a consistent vigil as to the sources of 
literature which is offensive (against scriptural 
standards of morality, modesty, and decency, etc.) 
It will be seen later t.hat a recommendation by tha Select 
Committaa on Education to introduce sex education programmes 
in schools was tha recommendation to generate tha greatest 
public controversy. But t.he juxtaposition of the issues of 
personal morality and political suspicion (see aims 2 and 3 
above) recur through the debate on the social education 
materials, and the evidence heard by the committae. STOP Z< 
CARE maintains a list of books which it feels ara unsuitable 
for school libraries, and when refarring to this list in an 
intsrview, Mrs Joyner demonstrated this linking; 
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Why don't I want teenagers to read t.hasTs? Paul 
said in t.he Bible not to mix with evil-doers. Not 
to talk about bad things . . 
Children don't go to school to learn to think. 
They go to laarn to- read and write and spall 
correctly. They can start thinking whan they're 
older and thair minds are not being manipulatad-
A lot of teachers are in the hands -of fallow 
travellers. I have proof of it- The minds of our 
under-le-yaar-olds e're being indoctrinated. C413 
A profile of Mrs Joyn-ar in tha NatiDnai_Timas dascribed her 
.— -2 n-i Church of England Sunday-school taachar before being 
"converted to atheisn-!" by a night—school study of 
avolution. Six years after this con-version she studied t.ha 
Bibla to "test har athaiam" and 'was convartad back to 
Christianity. Sha t.'^ iad savaral denomi.nations, including 
Seventh Day Adventism and Lutheraniam before becoming "her 
own Christian with a determination to protect Queensland's 
school -children from the anti—Christian, -anti—fami 1 y, 
socialist—humanist calls active within tha Education 
Department." At the time of t.he interview Mrs Joyner 
claimed that STOP ?« CARE had a membership of aver 1,000. By 
the time sha and her husband gave avidenca to tha Ahern 
Committee t.ha membership claimed was ovar 2,000 = 
A good deal of tha information circulated by STOP & CARE 
cama from American sources. Tha 1970s saw the emergence of 
a strcnq "naw i^iqht" movement in tha Unitad States of 
41. igid_Cgast_Buiietin, 9.3.78. 
42. Natignai_Time5, 6-11 March, 1978. 
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America which had many roots in southern .American 
fundamentalism. The links between tha Queensland 
fundamentalist groups and those in tha southern states of 
America were strong. A Mrs Norma Gablar, from Longview, 
Texas, pro-vided background materials whan she mada a tour of 
Queensland in 1977 under the auspices of STOP & CARE. In 
August 1982, liQ5S_Magazina wrote a feature on textbook 
banning in the United States: 
The most powerful petitioner was Norma Gablar of 
Longview, Texas. Gablar and her husband Mel, a 
retired clerk for Exxon, have spent soma 20 years 
scrutinizing textbooks for political bias, moral 
lapses and arosion of traditional values. The 
Gablars have regularly influenced the Texas board 
of education to drop texts that they consider too 
liberal, and in doing so have won the public 
admiration of such New Right leaders as the Rev, , 
Jerry Falwell and Phyllis Schlaf ley. C43I! 
Mrs Gablar's visit is describac! i.n the following chapter, 
when the campaign by STOP &. CARE is discussed. Later in 
this study the distribution of tha support for STOP ?« CARE 
will ba discussed. At this point it is worth noting that it 
did coma oradominantlv from the inland rural areas-
i S T -7-4 t 3 . I i m s _ d ^ 3 3 z i n a , 23 - 8 . S ; 
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t^i) The_yuean5iand_Taacher5j; yQilSQ 
Tha Queensland Teachers' Union (QTU) was formed in 1889 and 
registered as an industrial union in 1917 It currently 
represents over 21,000 teachers whose contributions giva thi 
union an annual budget of more than two million dollars-
Union membership was compulsory for stata school taachars 
from the time of the union's registration until November 
1983, and tha government collected tha union dues by 
fortnightly deductions from teachers' salaries. Tha union'-; 
members are not brought together by shared attitudes, but h\ 
the fact of t.heir employment by the Education Department. 
One of the major functions of the union is to protect and 
improve members' salaries and working conditions, tha 
industrial relations function. 
The union enjoys a formal relationship with the Department, 
and is represented on a number of departmental 
44 
committaas. The Depart.ment also allows the union 
presidents to be relieved of teaching responsibilities for 
their period of office, on the undertaking that they will b* 
re—employed on i^ el inquishing the prasidency. Thus, in 
several ways, the union is incorporated within the 
decision—making system, and afforded concessions by tha 
Department. The union employs a staff of over 40 people, 
amongst them researchers who provide the union, and the 
44. Mason, A.T , gE_cit, p.2 o-f 
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Department, with information on current education issuer. 
Tha early to mid—seventies saw a period of conflict bat'ween 
the QTU and the Department of Education over the union's 
campaign for an education commission to replace the 
Department. Tha idea of an education commission was first 
mooted in 1875, in a Dissenting Statement appended to the 
Ro-yal Commission's report. With considerable percipienca, 
it argued that; 
The administration of the Department of Education 
•should be preserved as free as possibla from 
political influence and religious bias, and I 
think th-at this result could be batter secured by 
t.he -appointment of a small Board of paid 
Commissioners presided over by a responsible 
Minister, than by tha method recommended in the 
Report. 
The political influences to which succaeding 
Ministers would be exposed under the latter systam 
would in my opinion lead to an extravagant 
multiplication of school buildings in the 
electorates represented by them, and this, 
combined with the demands of political supporters 
in tha House, would be likely to cau^e an 
embarrassing and wasteful expenditure; and I 
believe that a small Board of paid Commissionars, 
being non—political, would not only tend to 
protect the colony again-st this danger, but would 
strengthen tha hands of tha Mini star, and 
materially assist him in tha wise and aconcmical 
administration of tha Department.C45J 
As already mentioned, the Department of Public Instruction 
earned a reputation for being autocratic and in the late 
nineteenth century, during the rapid axpansion of tha 
primary systam, tha relationship bet-wean the Departmeni 
45. Hockings, A., Dissenting Statement, 1875 Royal 
Commission Report, gg_cit, p.44. 
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tha teaching force had not been cordial Substituting an 
education commission for the Department did not seriously 
ra-amerge as an issue, however, until it became a political 
46 
issue, and Labor party policy, in the 1970s. 
Tha fear that education was coming under undue political 
influence did seem justified when the QTU accused the 
government of succumbing to tha temptation to provide 
aducation facilities in return for electoral support. 
However, one of the submissions to the Ahern Committee, from 
a universit-y lecturer in public administration, reinforced 
Kogan's assertion that aducation was unavoidably political; 
Issues concarning community values and priorities 
must ine-v'itably arise in relation to education in 
a rapidly changing world. The political arana i-a 
the proper place to resolve these matters; it is 
right and proper that our elected representatives 
should debate them in Parliament, in tha media, at 
party meetings, at public meetings, and in any-
other forum where people engage in such 
discussion. Education is not, c-annot ba and 
should not be "above politics" C473 
Tucker's submission post—dates the union campaign, of 
course, but is cited hare for the argument it contains, 
giving balance to the view put forward by Hockings i-n IS 
•and later put forward by the QTU (col labor at i-ng with the 
parant-B' orqani sati on, and tha Quaensla.nd Council of State 
-_- g 
46. McMorrow, J.F , "The Queensland Teachers Union Campaign 
for -an Education Commission", in Spaull, A.E. (ed) , 
Bystraiian_Teachar52._frgm_Schggima5ters_tD_Miiitant 
£C2±essignais, Macmillan Australia, Melbourne, 1977 A 
similar campaign had been successful in New Sout.h Wales. 
47 Tucker D,, Submission to Ahern Committee, 1978= 
— i "7A — J. / o — 
School Organizations) in thair campaign. m e campaign is 
important in relation to the curriculum dispute for two 
reasons. The fi.-st is t.he continuing debate about whather 
education is, or should ba, "above" politics. The second is 
that t.ha camp-aign itself, and the reception it racaivad, 
marked a turning point in tha relationship between the 
union, the government, tha bureaucracy and the community. 
In a study of the union, McMorrow concludes that the QTU 
became mora militant because the aducation commission 
campaign, run along the lines of "acceptable" i.nterest group 
bah-aviour, was not affective. It might also be said that 
the union embarked on a public campaign, taking on tha 
characteristics of a promotional group, because it 
temporarily lost its incorporated status through attacking 
the very decision—making body with which it was associatad, 
the Education Depart.ment. 
Support for an aducation commission was first included in 
union policy in 1950. Given the backing of bot.h the Labor 
and Liberal parties, tha issue was important in the 1957 
State election campaign. However, nothing happened until 
the 1960s when the union re—opened the issue, and held 
meeti.ngs with the Minister and senior officials of tha 
Education Department- Although the Department voiced 
agreement with the principle of wider teacher and community 
involvement in educational decision-making, it axprassed 
doubts about the structure proposed by the union. In 
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October 1970 Cabinet rejected tha education commission 
proposal, in part on the grounds that the government was 
"unwilling to relinquish final responsibility for the 
determination of education policy" After a furthar 
campaign by the QTU, the Minister made a number of 
statements; 
Most of which questioned the motivation of Union 
leaders and citing in particular the possibla 
situation that tha QTU would be negotiating 
teachers' salaries and conditions with a body on 
which it had substantial representation. As well, 
a particularly vitriolic attack on the Union's 
credibility was made in a document emanating from 
tha Stata Education Department.!493 
From t.hat point the issue began to die, but McMorrow 
sug g est s t .h at; 
Tha struggle for an Education Commission marked a 
turning point in the course of political activism 
within tha Union and within the Stata educational, 
industrial and political framework.E503 
McMorrow also suggests that one of the lessons which tha 
union draw from this axperienca was to; 
shift tha focus of Union activity aw-ay from 
the Stata buraaucracy into the political arena. 
From 1974 QTU activists incraasingly tended to 
regard the State govarnment as a significant 
poli ti cal target.r513 
48. McMorrow, J.F-, "Ta-achers, Drugs and Politics; .A Study 
Qf Taacher Activism in Queensland", unpublished doctoral 
thesis. University of Queensland, 1980, p.54. 
49. McMorrow, J.F gg_cit, p.54. 
50. McMorrow, J F., gg.cit, p.54. 
51. McMorr-ow, J.F-, gD_cit, p. 57. 
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The mora militant, radical alemants in the union became 
dominant in the union executive during the i970s but thay 
did not carry their membership (or all tha executive) with 
them in their campaigns. This was trua of the overt union 
support given to Gough Whitlam during the constitutional 
crisis through which he lost power in 1975, and over strike 
action taken in 1976. 
In 1976 three teachers were dismissed at Charters Towers 
after bei.ng convicted for smoking marijhuana. The QTU 
protested at what was in effect a double punishment, that of 
a fine as well as dismissal In September 1976 the QTU 
instigated a series of rolling strikes over the issue. 
After the strike campaign the militant union executive 
undertook a witchhunt to identify "disloyal" members who had 
52 
not supported the strikes. The dismissed taachars wara 
not reinstated, and tha union suffered from intarnal 
divisions as well as risking public confidenca in tha 
taachi.ng profession. In 1977, the union held an alaction 
for t.ha replacament of thair president, a militant who was 
not standing for ra—alaction= The man alactad to succeed 
him, Lyla Schuntnar, was much more consarvativa. 
McMorrow suggests that tha structure of tha union 
organisation, wit.h its tradition of branch control, lad to 
an uncartai.n relationship between the branches and the 
52. McMorrow, J.F., gg_cit, p.146. 
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central body, and this led in particular to uncertainty 
about the union's role when it went beyond that of 
industrial relations. He suggests that particularly after 
1974 difficulties arose as tha expectations of teachers, 
raised during tha boom period, were lass and lass likely to 
be met. There was conflict within the union between the 
53 
conservatives and the militant leadarship. Incraasing 
pollticisation generated strains within the union, largely 
as a result of this internal tension. The internal 
resistanca to militancy was significant, and the union 
suffered not only from a breakdown of relationships 
externally, b-ut also internally. 
I.", an earlier study, McMorrow describes one of the causes of 
this discord in profiles he constructed of the union 
membership. He gives a profile of the typical militant 
action supporter; 
The extreme militant is clearly mals, under 26, a 
staff taacher in a metropolitan secondary school 
and a -Labor supporter 
At the other extreme; 
The epitome of t.he consarvativa taachar, on the 
other hand, is illustrated . as being female, 
over 25, holding -a promotion position in a 
non—metropol itan priinary school and -a non—Labor 
voter £543 
53. McMorrow, J.F., gg_cit, p.61. 
54. McMorrow, J-F-, "An Investigation into the Effectiveni 
of the Queensland Taachars' Union as a Pressure Group", 
unpublished M.Ed, thesis. University of Queensland, 1976, 
p . m . 
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Thus the tansioiis batwean urban and rural values wara 
reflected within tha QTU membership. 
With the change in the presidency of the union in 1977 there 
was a shift to a mora conservative app.roach- Tha breach 
wit.h the Department -of Education wa-s, to -a large part, 
-healad, and a closer relationship was astabl ished. This 
ralationship was probably strengthened by the campaign ovar 
curriculum waged by STOP « CARE which was dii^acted -against 
both the Department and its employees, the teaching 
profession. Tha new leadership of tha QTU was initially 
reluct-ant to enter into conflict with the Department, -a 
stance which was to weaken its protest over the banning of 
MACOS and SEMP, since it allowed an earliar curriculum 
banning to go unchallenged. 
Teachers elsewhere were more militant during the 1970s. 
Kogan, discussing the London sti^ikas between 1974 and 1977, 
sought to explain this trend in terms of tha normally quiet 
unions having seen i^esourcas being allocated to more vocal 
unions; 
We see in the 1970s how the teachers, wit.h many-
other publicly employed professions, including, it 
must ba noted, all but the more senior grades of 
the civil sarvica, were prepared to shed tha 
dignified restraints of professionals and become 
militant in their demand for an equal share of 
55. Kogan, M., gE_£it, p.82= 
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But the QTU was not so publicly militant about tha 
allocation of resources at this stage, as over other 
issues. The confidence of the union which led to such 
militancy in the mid—i97Cs was most likaly to h-ave been a 
product of full teacher employment. Tha struggle ovar t.h= 
allocation of resources was to come later, aspacially in -= 
dispute ovar class sizes, when the economic tide had well 
and truly tui^ned. 
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(c) Qusensian d_Cgunc ii_gf _St at e_Schggi_Or gani'Sat igns 
The second interest group which was prominent in opposing 
the views put forward by STOP ?^  CARE during the MACOS 8< SEMP 
di sputa was t.he Queansland Council of State School 
56 
Organisations (QCSSO) .Parents and citizens associations 
had, from the earliest days of their existence in 
Queensland, provided a rich -source of labour and 
fund—raising for government. They had their beginnings in 
the early part of the twentieth century, but it was not 
until 1946 that tha Fadaral co-ordinating body, the 
Austi^aiian Council of State School Organisations, -was 
formed. In 1947, the Queensland associations were brought 
together undar tha umbrella of the QCSSO- The stated aims of 
the Council are% 
F-oster, establish, and encouraged the activities 
of state school organisations, in the interests of 
school students, to be involved in all areas of 
aducation affecting the student, the parent, the 
school, and the community, to co—operate with 
State Education Authorities, and other bodies 
having similar objects to those of tha Council and 
to promote closer co-operation between teacher-s, 
students and parents-C573 
Mason describes the organisation's finances as they stood in 
1981; 
$9,000, or nearly 30 per cent of the Council's 
income consisted of a government grant. While the 
56. In 1973 the QCSSO became the Queensland Council of 
Parents and Citizen-s Associations (QCF'CA) 3 
57. Queensland Council of Parents and Citizens Association, 
Cgnstitutign, 1978, p.l. 
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Council amphasisas that this in no way prevents it 
from criticising the Department of Education or 
Government policies, such a situation cannot be 
regarded as healthy, in as much as any withdrawal 
of this grant would place the Council in severe 
financial difficulties.L583 
The Department was also dependant on tha QCSSO for spacific 
fund-raising, -and P & Cs fund—raising was vital, in tha 
light of t.ha low level of axpanditure by the State 
Governmant on education, for maintaining minimum standards 
in the schools. It was alleged in 1983 that; 
At present, the Queensland Govarnment's aducation 
budget does not even pay for all schooi equipment, 
duplicating paper and tha upkeep of school 
equipment- This fact has been strongly expressed 
by many P -?« Cs in the survey of Queensland schools 
recently conducted by the QCPCA-E593 
60 
$22 million to the education system-
Both the QTU and tha QCSSO enjoyed reciprocal agreementa-
with the Education Department, and wara permitted acce^-^ to 
tha Department and its decision—making procassas- It was 
very much i.n t.ha interest of t.he Department to listen to th? 
voice of these groups and to maintain this mutually 
dependant relationship. But t.he pattern of a-s-sociation 
between the three actors - tha Department, the union and the 
58. Mason, A., gg_cit, pp.30—31 
59. Speech to Annual Conference of QCPCA, June 1983, Tha 
yi§tern_Advertiser, Brisbane, 23.6.83. P 8c Cs contributed 
most of the money for the expensive MACOS materials, for 
example 
60. QCPCA Press Release, 29.9.83. 
parents' -association - was subject to continual change and 
adjustment, largely as a result of the issues concarned and 
the axtant to which the aims of tha three were con-sonant. 
In 1949 tha QCSSO stated that one of its aims was to foster 
close co-operation with the union. Tha union j^ e.mained 
comparatively unresponsive to approach-as made by the parant-s 
association until the 1960-s, but by 1968, the President of 
the QCSSO was able to claim that the Council had established 
61 
-an axtremely good and appreciated liaison with the QTU. By 
1970 the QTU President said that the aims of the QTU and the 
62 
Council were "almost identical" The union became much 
mora responsive to tha QCSSO during the campaign for an 
education commission in the 1970s (during which, of course, 
the Department of Education was under -attack) But thara 
were times when tha common aim was not as clear, and at tha 
high point of union militancy tha QCSSO did not -support tha 
u.nion as wholeheartedly. Tha two assoc-ation-s were brought 
together again by the STOP & CAF^ E campaign, which found thesn 
unprepared for tha quick action necessary to call a halt to 
the new dii^ection which education pol icy—making saamed to be 
taking in Queensland. 
These two groups (QTU and QCSSO) reflected mora the 
progressive educational philosophies identified with tha 
. ^^i-f. 61. Mason, A.T , gg_cit, p 
62. Mason, A.T , gB_cit, p-37 
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1960s and early 1970s - as did the Department - while the 
STOP & CARE articulated, if in a somewhat extreme manner, 
the reaction which characterised the ch-anging attitudes 
which became prevalent -at tha and of tha i970s. 
Evidence that STOP 84 CARE did not h-ave the same -sort of 
access to the Education Department as that enjoyed by the 
QCSSO is clear from press interview with Mrs Joyner; 
When -she began her campaign against amphasa-s in 
aducation she considered regressive, Mrs Joyner 
took her complaints to the State Education 
Department. ".After fiva-and-a-half years of doing 
that I decided it wasn't getting me anywhere" 
Ona day, with 25 members of STOP h. CARE, she went 
to Parliament House. She helped giva cut 
literature, the news media noted the event, and a 
number of back—benchars asked questions about 
matters that the protest group raised. It led to 
an inquiry into aspects they had complained of. 
"After that I said; It locks as though our best 
approach is through Parliament. On three or four 
occasions I circulated all mewiaer'^. Then I 
decided; The Governing body is what we need to 
concentrate on. So wa began circulating only to 
members of Cabinet. I certainly find that -seems to 
be the best line of approach.C633 
The ral-ationship between the groups and the decision—makers 
is important. 
This chapter has dasci^ibed the environment within which 
education deci-si on—making took place in the i970s. It has 
been asserted that in certain -signficant areas which bear on 
education policy—making, Queensland and Queenslanders have 
characteristics which diffarantiate tham from other States 
63. Warwigk_Daiiv_New5, 15.3.78. 
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and their populations. Amongst the most import-ann of tsiase 
is the tension between the rural and urban sectors, -a 
tension strong in Queensland due to tha vast geographical 
region -covarad and the decentralised nature of its 
sattlemant. These tension hava, further, baan axacarbated 
by the style -of government adopted by the National/Liberal 
coalition -under the leadership of Johannes Bjal ka—Patarsen. 
In addition, federal intarvantion in education policy, while 
bringing with it expansion of education servica-s, was viewed 
with -suspicion by the consarvativa inhabitants -and 
leader-ship of a State which reacted with particularly strong 
avai^sion to tha Labor government in Canberra in the aarly 
1970s. 
International trends in education had -some -strong parallals 
with developments in Queensland. Changing attitudes to 
education in the western world, moving away from supporting 
aducation as -a -vehicle for soci-al change to reacti-on whan 
western aconomies took a downward turn in tha mid—1970s, 
were exaggerated in Queensland by the traditionally low 
-••"egard Queen slanders had for -aducation. In tha period 
following the second world war, an increasingly clearly 
stated aim for tha public aducation systam was that it ba 
used as a means for effecting greater equality in society. 
This aim was articulated in the United Kingdom, the Unitad 
States and in Australia, The brief period of Labor rule in 
Canberra in the mid—seventies saw an attempt to bring about 
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this change at a very rapid rate. 
But by then world—wide opinions on the aims of education 
were -shifting. In America, Britain and .Australia the 
right—wing critics of the prevailing education philosophy 
not only became increasingly vocal, but also found 
themselves more sympat.hati cal ly heard by the incumbent 
govarnments. 
This swing was encouraged by the recession which wa-s first 
hinted at in tha i960s but which became a reality in tha 
lata 1970s and into tha 1980s. This made it mora difficult 
for the education -system to provide adequate facilities to 
maintain tha status gug, and also put additional pressure on 
resources because unemployment made tha retention ratas 
rise. Most important of all, it gave rise to a much greater 
questioning of what pr-acisely education s'ystems were 
providing in exchange for the money poured into them. This 
wa-5 especially the case once youth unemployment began to 
risa. 
This raaction provided an environment in which the interest 
group STOP ?-< CARE could mount a successful campaign. The 
QTU, having earned a reputation for militancy in the -early 
1970s, and having campaigned in defence of teachers involved 
in a drug case, had provided fuel to the right—wing groups. 
While the QTU and the QCSSO enjoyed accass to the Education 
Department, they were both also very dependent on the 
Depart.ment for their existence. But in the event, it wa-s 
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the involvement of Stata Cabinet i.n c-urriculum issues which 
altered the balance of influence between tha various 
i ntar est groups concerned wi t.h educat i -on pol i cy—mak i ng in 
tha State. 
Colaman suggests that there are three general areas which 
can be distinguished as having the potential to generate 
community conflict; (a) aconomic iasuas which affact 
peopla'-5 livelihood; (b) tha struggle for power or 
authority; (c) cultural values and beliefs (and in 
education, frequently disputes over philosophies and 
values) C643 In addition, ha -suggests that antagonism 
towards persons or -groups can fuel the co.ntroversy, and 
people will accept a view either because one of their 
ref-aranca group espouses it, or decide again-st a view 
because an identified antagonist is in favour of it- In 
Queensland tha i=-ural right-wing and tha urban left provided 
these antagonistic groups. As a result a rhetoric of abuse 
developed, and conditions were ripe for polarisation of 
groups -and attitudes. 
The following chapter concentrates on tha campaign mounted 
by STOP" ?-: CARE against social science cur-riculum materials, 
during which deep antagonism developed, and the build—up of 
controversy which lad to the a-stabl ishment of the Ahern 
Committee as a device to divert the conflict. 
64. Coleman, J.S., gg_cit, pp.5—6. 
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A cautionary note is sounded by Richardson and Jordan about 
tha study of a campaign such as t.hat of STOP ic CARE; 
The nature of empirical studies of pressure group 
activit-y has an inbuilt tendency to gver—estimate 
the importance of lagi-slaturas. This is because 
pra-ssura on tha legislature (-or indeed attempts to 
influence pubiic opinion) is mora easily 
researched. It i-s more visible, and less 
confidential than otiiar forms of influence. Thus 
to concentrate on pressure group camgaigns (as 
many writers do) is in a real -senaa to 
misunderstand the nature of the bulk of group 
influanca, Prassui^a groups are about 
relationships, Camp-aigns are the currency of 
un-succassful groups; permanent relationships are 
the mode of tha successful The difficulty^ for 
the research is that this very relationship is the 
most -difficult to research because its very basis 
is one of confidentiality and mutual trust between 
group and, say, government department.C653 
Th is raises v-ar i ous quest i on s. F i .'^  s 11 y, c an a p ub lie 
•campaign not ba saen as a atratagy used to become 
influential. For axampla, onca STOP & CARE had been 
aucce-ssful in influencing the government thay became la-ss 
publicly visible and yet it wa-3 assarted in interview wit.h 
one of t.he officers of tha Education Department t.hat by 1980 
thay wara becoming mora sophisticated in their methods (and 
thus mora influential) This gives support to Coleman's 
suggestion that patterns of decision-making frequently 
change as a result of conflict. Second, certain types of 
group, aspacially relatively new promotional groups, need to 
go public in order to put their case and build up their 
support. There is no obvious channel of communication with 
65. Richardson, J.J. and Jordan, A.G., gg_cit, p.123. 
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there is with a trade union or a P 
& C organisation. It is also probably more accurate to 
stata that campaigns are tha currency of groups on 
particular types of issues. The QTU had to run a public 
campaign over the education commi-ssion, since it was obvious 
that that issue would get nowhere with tha Education 
Depart.ment. It is also so-metime-s in the interest of 
administi^ators that some issues are run as public 
campaigns. The QTU—QCSSO campaign to reduce class sizes 
(described in chapter 8) would fit this description, as that 
campaign succaedad in getting government to allocate 
additional funds to the Department. Thus the union and 
parents achieved what the Department may have found it hard 
to achiava alone. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Communitv_Cgnfiict; 
Il2e_CampaiQn_Against_MAC0S_and_SEMP 
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 hava dascribed the devalopment of tha 
Queensland education system, and the policy—making 
1 the confli'ct over -social •: 
piaca. Fhi-s cfiapter traces tha amargance of 
tha -social science curriculum as an issue on tha political 
-aganda. Many of the -statements made are quoted verbatim in 
order to portray the tone, as well as the content, of the 
conflict. 
It has baan -suggested in previous chapters that tha 
combination of history and environment contributed to tha 
r-aceptivaness of some Queenslanders and tha Queensland 
governmant to the views on aducation propounded by-
ultra—conservative American interest groups, Tha 1970s have 
bean shown to be a period of turbulence, whan tha aconomic 
downturn lad to -a reduction in public confidenca in tha 
education system, and a di vision between those who -saw 
education as a force to bring about a more equitable society 
and those who saw no merit in this aim or fait t.hat 
education should not be used for this purpose. There was a 
reaction which led to the "back to basics" movement, as 
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concarn for jobs and amployabi1ity rose. The campaign 
against social acienca curriculum pack-agas combinad thi-s 
concern with the most sensitive area in p-arant—teacher 
relations, Zaiglar and .^ "aak have pointad out that tha tha 
potential for conflict bet-ween parent and teacher ia 
considerable dua to tha claims of each for authority over 
the child. It is not surpri-aing that parents become hostil* 
towards an education system which threatens to -socialize 
thair children away from tha v-alues dominant within the 
family. This comment is particularly apposite where a 
national or state school system is concarned. In the 
controversy which is described hare, t.he -denominational and 
private -schools were (with the exception of some Catholic 
schools) comparatively apart from tha controversy, because 
parents had identified themselves with the "value -svstem-s of 
Zeigler and Peak reject the suggestion that -educ-ation 
policy-making is siiTsply -a sTiatter of reacting to group 
pressuras undar norin-al circumst-ance-s. They do, howavar, 
suggest that thara ai^ e certain margins within which the 
educational task i-a to be performed; it is only upon tha 
relatively rare occasions whan the margi.ns are breached thi 
conflict batwean the school and community erupts. Citizani 
of a community may delegate to the school the freedom to 
1. Zeigler H. and Peak, W. , "The Political Function-s of tha 
Education Systam", IhE_Sgcigigg-^_gf_Ed ucat ign, 43, 2, 1970, 
p.135. 
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educate tha young according to the conscience of tha 
professional — but fraedom within a defined boundary 
composad of values important to the particular community-
If this boundary is over—stepped conflict arises and 
community values become an important element in school 
deci si on—mak i ng. 
In the Queensland dispute, pressure group activity led to 
the decision on whether a particular curriculum package 
•ahould ba used in Queensland -schools being removed from the 
bureaucratic administrators in the Depa.~tment of Education 
and being placed on the agenda of State Cabinet. It could be 
argued that education department personnel had not, in fact, 
•stepped out-side the bounds described above, but maraly had 
been thought to .have dona so. Indeed, -during the period of 
change dascribed it could also be argued that what was 
happening was that the boundary wa-s being redrawn, and that 
this led to what Zur-cher and Ki.'-kpatrick have described as a 
Undoubtedly the assertions of the pressure groups and t.heir 
•supporters that the values of home wara being underminad 
wara highly emotive and succeeded in promoting tha issue to 
a position of salience from which it -gained its place on ths 
political agenda, taking the entire aducation system with 
2. Zeigler, H- and Peak, W., gg_cit, pp.136-7 
3- See Zurcher, L.A- and Kirkpatrick, R., Citizens_£Dr 
DecancYl_AntiggrnggraghY_CrusadBS_as_Statu-a_Def ence. 
University of Texas Press, Austin, 1976. 
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Col eman reports that in most school controvarsies in the 
United Statas t.hree elements were present; First, "t.ha 
existence in the community of -a few extreme activists who 
gain moral support, and sometimes information, leaflets, 
4 
etc- fr'om national sources" It -will be seen that in 
Queensland the information was derived from international, 
and in particular, Unitad States sources. Second, "the 
existence of a national climate of fear and suspicion 
! = • 
--J 
concerning internal sub ver si on  Here, perhaps, it would 
be appropriate to substitute "State" for "national", as 
anti—communi-sm and fear of internal subversion had 
characterised much of the National Party, and in particular 
6 
the Premier's, electoral appeal Third, "the lack of close 
and continued relations -batwaen school -administration and 
community organisations representing conservative as well as 
—T / 
iiberai segments of the population" The access afforded 
tha QCSSO by the Education Department, but denied the mora 
conservative elements, represented by STOP" & CARE, meets 
this third component in Coleman's analysis. 
The year- 1977 marked the beginning of the campaign directed 
4. Coleman, J.S-, g2_cit3 p.7. 
5. Coleman, J.S., gg_cit, p.7 
6. It is interesting to note that the period covarad in th-i 
Coleman study included tha post—war McCarthy era, 
7. Coleman, J.S., gg_£it, p.7 
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against the use in Queensland primary schools o-f the 
American-produced social studies curriculum package, "Man: A 
Course o-f Study" (MACOS) . MACOS had already been in use in 
the United States, and had attracted the disapproval o-f 
certain groups there, who recounted a campaign to have it 
removed -from American schools. 
The materials -form a care-fully designed programme Nhich had 
been developed during the 1960s under the dir'=ction c-f the 
noted education theorist, Jerome Bruner. In the programme, 
di^-ferent -forms o-f social life 3.rB presented by way o-f -film, 
books and activities and -from these dif-ferent societies 
children 3.rs invited to elicit the common elements between 
them. Both human and animal societies ars; presented, so 
that the question can be posed — what di-f f erenti ates man 
from the animals? UJhile these underlying educational 
techniques have been re-fined in the twentieth century, they 
a.r& not startlingly new. Socrates developed the technique 
o-f education through asking questions, and Jean Piagst was 
anticipated in evidence to the 1375 Royal Commission, when a 
school inspector held that: 
I think that i-f our system were complete and 
philosophical, that would be the only way we would 
commence, develop, and complete the child's 
education — going, as I said, -from the concrete to 
the abstract .^ rS3 
There are three principal goals underlying the MACOS 
3. Bs2Qrt_of_Mi.nLites_gf_Evidence, 1875 Royal Commission, 
par.1152. 
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progi^amme; first, to give children a set of models for 
thinking about the social world; second, to provide them 
with some intellectual tools for investigating human 
behaviour; and, third, to evoke in children an appreciation 
of the common humanity that all human beings share. 
The course consists of a series of units drawn from -studias 
of animal behaviour; exercises and materials encourage 
children to gather information, formulate hypotheses, 
explore inferences, and compare data gat.herad from a variety 
of scu.?-ces. It includes a case study of the culture of 
Netsi 1i k Esk i mos. 
The units draw on -a wide v-ariaty of media. These materials 
are intended to accommodate a variety of skill levels and 
learning styles. "Thay have been organised to promote an 
cpen-endad exploration of the uniqueness of human beings as 
a species and tha underlying similarities that unite all 
9 
races, ethnic groups, and cultures," Appendix 1 consists 
of a background paper on MACOS which wa-s prepared by tha 
Curriculum Branch of the Depart.ment of Education. It 
demonstrates that the Department was aware of the objactions-
raised to MACOS in the United States, and suggested full 
consultation with parents when schools were introducing tha 
programme. The Netsilik Eskimo community, and the rules it 
9. Smith, K.F- Mani._A_Cgurse_gf _StudY_z_It=_yse_in 
Sy5g05i^DM_Schggis, Curriculum Branch, Department of 
Education, Brisbane, undated. 
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lived by, damonstrated a contrast to, say, that of the 
predominant culture in Queensland. One of tha lessons which 
can be drawn from the materials is that man's environment 
dictates, to a large extant, his society's values and 
rules. Given an acuta food shortage, the Nat-si 1 i k Eskimos 
took decisions based on the parcaived value of the lives of 
the people within their community. This can ba seen as a 
harsh necessity, but presenting it in the MACOS package 
(leaving granny on the ice to die) was interpreted by some 
as deliberately constituting a challenge to the value 
systams which the student brought from home. (One of the 
MACOS questions explored the humanity of old people's homes 
- did we do almost t.he sama to our grannies?) 
Tha davalopment of MACOS by Bruner was supported by t.he 
American National Science Foundation, the US Office of 
Education and several private foundations. Intel lectu-al 
honesty was one of the informing ingredients of Bruner's 
theory, -and he felt t.hat to whatever age group a subject was 
being taught, it should be presented without losing its 
intagrity. In tha -application of his theory to -social 
science, hi story, was to avoid a heavy depandenca on 
•anecdotes about burnt cakes and spiders' webs, and geography-
was to escape from the cliches of clogs and windmills. The 
MACOS materials wara drawn from tha disciplines of 
anthropology and anthnography. 
MACOS was first introduced into the State education svstesTi 
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in Queensland in -sixteen primary -schools on a trial basis in 
1973 on recommendation from the Queensland Primary 
Curriculum Committae, and tha kits wera purchased by Parents 
and Citizens groups (with the aid, in some cases, of 
Commonwealth funds for disadvantaged -schools) A full 
school kit for tha year—long course -was available in 
Australia from commercial sources at a cost of almost 
$3,000. The fact that P ?u Cs were prepared to put forward 
this money demonstrates that the later dispute over MACOS 
was not simply parents versus teachers. Many parants gave 
full support to the programme, and must have been surprised 
when the materials they had contributed so much towards wera 
withdrawn from the -schools. 
By 1977 MACOS had already been in use in Queensland -schools 
10 
for four years, but its usa was being extended. In August 
of that year a meeting of STOP ti CARE was held in Brisbane. 
This meeting, attended by some sixty peopla, was opened by 
the wife of the Premier, Mrs Florence Bj-ei ke—Pet a.r--sen (lat-ar 
to become Senator Bial ka—F'atarsan Reports of tha maetino 
concentrated to a large extent on Mrs Bjal ka—Petersen'-s 
11 
concern about pornographic films and magazines. 
10. The Department of Education announced that it would 
supply each regional office with four classroom sets of 
materials to enable the trialling of the course to be 
extended throughout the State, rather than just in the 
Brisbane area. 
i 1 • I!2e_Aust r aiian, 4. 8 - 77 . 
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The main speaker at the meeting, introduced as "American 
education research analyst", was a Mrs Norma Gablar This 
meeting was the beginning of a tour by Mrs Gablar, undar the 
auspices of STOP ic CARE, to talk about the evils besetting 
the aducation system- Although parants around tha State had 
been in-volved in the purchase of MACOS, and although the 
Queensland Council of State School Organisations (QCSSO) had 
baen aware of the potential problems and had been conducting 
thair own campaign in -dafance of MACOS, Mrs Gablar's tour 
stimulated considerable interest in the press and lad to the 
eventual banning of MACOS by Stata Cabinet. 
Both during and after the campaign, people questioned the 
strength of real support for STOP & CARE in the community. 
Those who apposed the group's views were anxious to minimise 
their appeal, whereas they themselves claimed a high leval 
of -support. If the group did, in fact, represent a large 
number of people, then its eventual success is more easily-
explained. If they did not, then alternative explanations 
must (and will, here) ba sought. What did happen was that 
the issue became prominant in tha press (like the Bible in 
Schools issue 70 years aarlier) and the impression was given 
of wide support, whether or not the support was in fact 
there. 
Mrs Gabier was not, however, the first to criticise MACOS in 
Queensland. In 1974 D- C. Skelton gave a talk to tha 
Brisbane Conservative Club on the topic "Education - for 
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What?" in which he described MACOS thus: 
With there being no absolutes and with fluidity 
being the order of the day, subjects are 
re—arranged and re—titled with gay abandon -
Language Arts instead of English, as an axaiTipla. 
I don't know what.her you have sheard of MACOS 
Unfortunately (but fortunately), one of the 
members of my parish happened to have a pupil 
going to this school and informed us 
In this material you will find lengthy projects 
for the children .where they spend their time 
wrestling (with tha aid of lengt.hy observation and 
"report sheets") with such questions as: 
How fights start. Attitudes to — dogs, 
predicting the end of a fight, cabbage, babies, 
preventing fights, Russia, guns, boys, 
old people, 
ani.mals at play, cigarettes, stealing money, 
children's play, girls, talavision, dancing, 
babies and mothers, itimangnark, baseball, 
television. being alone, your hai.'-
They spend 5 afternoons a week on that — i.n this 
school in Brisbane and in Grade 7 C123 
Freeland has traced some of the anti—MACOS materials as 
coming to Mrs Joyner from the United States, via the New 
Zealand Concerned Parents Association. Ha suggests t.hat a 
latter outli.ning tha specifics- of tha attack in tha Unitad 
States against MACOS, together with various articles, was 
subsequently used as the basis of the anti—MACOS campaign by 
12. Skelton, D.C., EducatiQn_-_Fgr_What?, Covenanter Press. 
Nundah, Queensland, 1974, pp.7-8-
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her organisation, "by the League of Rights and by Dr Rupert 
Goodman, patron of the Brisbane Men's Committae, a front for 
13 
the National Civic Council", 
In 1977, during her visit to Brisbane, Mrs Gablar spoke at 
tha Education Department's In-Service Centra (at Bardon, a 
Brisbane suburb) to professional educators, claiming that 
the potential area of conflict in education was that of 
values. She began her talk on the provocative note of "what 
-schools are failing to do for our children" and explained 
the role of the taxtbook vigilante groups in Texas (her home 
state). She then moved tha focus to the levals of 
illiteracy in the community and t.he failure of "new maths", 
following with; 
But today, .much of our education is away from tha 
academic -skills and is into tha value—changing and 
the social change. Now it might be fine, if tha 
p-arents want their values and their children's 
values ch-anged, but whose values are you going to 
taach?C143 
Mrs Gablar'-s address swung between what can only be 
described as curriculum horror stories (alleging that death 
education -classes visited morgues) to -statistics about tha 
rise in robberies, sex offences -and drug—related crimes in 
tha United States, assuming a cause and effect batwean the 
13. Freeland, J., "STOP! CARE to COME and PROBE the 
Right-wing PIE Behind the Attacks", Radicai_Educatign 
Oossier, No 8, 1979, p. 6. 
14. tape of the address given at Bardon Centre by Mrs Norma 
Gabier in 1977 Held in Bardon Professional Development 
Centre Library; transcribed by present writar 
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curriculum and crime- But she finished with a specific 
criticism of MACOS, picking up the Netsilik Eskimos' 
practice in the past of allowing their old people to dia out 
on the ice when t.he burden of feeding them became 
impossible. Saying "that is what they go to school for", 
Mrs Gablar continued: 
They go to school to learn -some academic skills 
and have an -opportunity and privilege to live and 
work in a society and this is not what thay ara 
going to gat if we -continue giving all tha new 
innovative subjects and the new social change in 
value—changing subjects that will make a 
difference.C153 
This talk gave a preview of the arguments which were to gai.n 
much prominence in tha press in the succeeding months; tha 
question of attitude changing; the lack of basic s.kills in 
•school children; horror stories about tha content of soma 
lessons; and, meat iffioortantly, whose values should ba 
taught. All were to be echoed in the public dabat-a and 
later, in the evidence to the Ahern Committae, 
However, bafora continuing with -an account of tha arguments 
and the campaign, an examination of tha polarisation which 
was taking place might help put those arguments i.ntc 
parspecti-va. On the ona hand, those who wera alarmed by the 
activities of STOP ?J. CARE concerned themselves with proving 
links between t.hose organisations and axtrerne right—wi.ng 
groups both in tha United States -and Australia. Thus thera 
15, Gabier transcript, gE_cit. 
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wara documents about the Naw Right in tha United States, 
such as an article by a Professor of Educatio.n from 
Wisconsin,, J. C, Peak, alleging that thera were close 
between ultraconservativa groups; a number of 
"professionally staffed and well-heelad right-wing 
organisations seeki.ng to gain political power" This 
coalition had stepped up its political -activity and had on 
occasion been instrumental i.n the defeat of moderate 
candidates at the stata and national 1 avals. Peak suggested 
that it was likely that public aducation was "on tha 
16 
threshold of a major attack' 
Freeland, writing on STOP ?< CARE, also suggested that 
extreme right—wing Christian fundamentalist groups had 
proliferated and that it was "important to understand their 
ideology, their practice and thair national and 
1 -7 
J. J 
international connections with the political right" It 
will become clear from the description of tha campaign that 
the Right also sees the Left as being conspiratorial, and 
one of the questions underlying the debate is that of tha 
legitimacy of the opposing point of view, and the opposing 
tactics. 
In addition to Mrs Sabler's talk, a composite tape was 
16. Peak, J.C., "Preachers, Politics, and Public Education; 
A Review of Right—Wing Pressures Against Public Schooling in 
America", Phi_Deita_Kagean, May, 1980, p.608. 
17;», Freeland, J., gg_git, p. 4. 
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circulated in Queensland by a group called Parants for 
Responsible Education (probably the New Zealand group 
identified by Freeland) . This tape also -emanated from the 
United States of America. It suggests tha same sort of 
conspiracy on the part of tha Left, as the Left was to -see 
on the part of the Right. It was argued th-at the profoundest 
changes which had overtaken aducation in tha Unitad Statas 
in this century had been tha result of tha work and 
philosophical bias of John Dewey. It was suggested that .ha 
worked towards collectivism and world government; that he 
and his associates saw aducation -as the means to turn 
opinion -against free enterprise and nationalism. This, it 
was held, was evident from the teaching of social science 
where, i.nstead of having concepts of nation and national 
boundaries taught to the child through geography, there was 
a deliberate scheme to teach collectivism under the cloak of 
social -scianca; 
The educational theorists, textbook writers, 
professors in our universities, hundreds and 
thousands of teachers are unashamedly 
collectivist. It is a fact that their economic, 
political and social philosophy is remaking, and 
has already greatly remade, our country,C183 
But it was Mrs Gabler's visit which seamed to crystal1isa 
the active opposition to the course, opposition which w-as 
sufficiently effective to lead the Minister of Education, 
Val Bird, to cancel a MACOS Teachars' Seminar held at tha 
IS. tape held in Audio Visual Department, University of 
Queensland, transcript made by present writer 
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Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education in Toowoomba 
on 26th September 1977, on its second day. At the same 
ti.Tje, a Departjuent of Education booklet Seminar5_fgr 
Teachers was withdrawn from the MACOS holdings in the 
schools- This action was followed by a total ban on. t.ha use 
of MACOS in Stats -schools aarly in 1978. 
Apart from STOP ?< CARE, another actor in the anti-MACOS 
debate was Dr Rupert Goodman, Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation Commissioner and Reader in Education in tha 
External Studies Department, University of Queensland. 
Freeland claimed that Goodman was a member of the League of 
Rights. Goodman is also important here as he became a member 
of the Advisory Panel to the Ahern Committee- Dr Goodman 
antarad tha public debate when he issued -a statament to the 
press in which he said that he considered MACOS unsuitable 
for 10 and 11—year—olds, -suggesting that some of the 
material was vary -crude and obscene. He also contended that 
thera were "considarabla dangers in tha course, especially 
if tha taacher involved happens to be politically 
19 
motivated" In -an address five days later, to tha 
Toowoomba Consarvativa Club, Dr Goodman elaborated soma of 
his reasons for rejecting MACOS. He said that the course: 
purported to give children a set of models for 
thinking about the social world- This sounded 
very good, but the sort of models that 10—year—old 
children had to study were; a small isolated tribe 
of Canadian Eskimos, no more than 150 strong; and 
19- The Chronicle, Toowoomba, 7 10-77. 
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baboons and -salmon. Some of the human 
characteristics these children would be a-sked to 
study and discuss were: adultery, cannibalism, 
divorce, trial marriaga, famala infanticide, 
murder, senilicide, bestiality, incest, and sexual 
promiscuity. You name it, and fifth grade 
children will be studying it, discussing it, 
evaluatinq it, and in many cases rola—playing 
Tha Cguriar—Maii (Brisbane) carried two faatur-a articla-s on 
MACOS by Dr Gaodman in Novambar 1977c These are set out 
below, in a contracted version, as they raise tha objections 
which were to be repeated frequently in tha succaeding 
months; 
It must ba made clear t.hat MACOS is not an 
Australian study produced by Australians for 
Australian children having in mind the needs and 
interests of Australian children, Australian 
parents and Australian society. 
MACOS is a pre—packaged teaching and learning 
course in social studies produced in tha USA by 
the Educational Development Cantra. 
As MACOS is ona of tha education controversies of 
tha USA it is important to know something of its 
origins and davalopment to place the currant 
Australian controversy in perspective. 
MACOS is the brain child of Professor Jerome 
Bruner, arch priest of behavioural science in tha 
USA Critics of the course point out that 
Brune was chief of staff in the department of 
-psychological warfare under Eisenhower i.n World 
War Two. 
A three—year invastigation of the fin-ancial 
support given by the National Scianca Foundation 
to scianca education programmes was mada by the 
General Accounting Office (tha financi-al watchdog 
of the US Congress) 
MACOS promoters were alleged to have made f-alsa 
claims to tha National Science Foundation about 
10, The Chronicle, Toowoomba, 13-10-7' 
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probable learning gains, based upon questionable 
limited evaluation procedures. 
in the USA rejected MACOS, tha 
c omp any (Cur r i -c u 1 um De ve 1 op men t .Assoc i a t as Inc. ) 
looked abroad for new markets. The course is used 
in fewer than two percent of all al-amantar-y 
schools in the States, despite seven years of 
intensive promotion in the USA. 
De-spite the good work of our own Curriculum 
Development Centre in Canberra, we have a long way 
to gc to match the promotion of importad courses. 
It was a responsible act with tha Minister for 
Education i.n halting the furthar development of 
this course, founded by cont.'^Dver-sial behavioural 
-scientists, davaloped in deceit, disowned by the 
American Congress and now peddled around the world 
by multi-national companies.C213 
In the second article Goodman looked mora closel 
coursa content: 
One gains the impression that the creators of 
MACOS aim to have teachers and children question 
and reject the values of western society and to 
accept the values of a new international world 
order 
This is the message given to teachers in the 
introductory outline on human aggression. 
"Attempts to devise a social unit mora inclusiv'-e 
than the nation state — a brotherhood of -sian, have 
all been unsuccessful to data. It is just 
possible that youth international, with its 
emphasis on shared sensual pleasures and its 
repudiation of the ideal of truculent manlines-s 
may -succeed where the grandiose -schemes of 
i deali sts have always f ai1 ad." 
Are these references to "the brotherhood of man", 
"truculent manliness" and "youth international" 
designed to soften up teachers? What have these 
concepts to do with social studias -courses for 
primary children? There is an air of 
indoctrination in the course. 
21. Cgurier-Maii, Brisbane, 9-11.77 The second curriculum 
package to come under attack from STOP Zi CARE was produced 
by the Curriculum Development Centra. 
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Children are led to believe that man not only 
avolvad from the lower animals, but the 
explanation for his social behaviour is to be 
found mainly in his cultural environment.. 
The course gives little reference to our Christian 
heritage and then only to -denigrate it. 
If there is need for a new course it should ba 
developed in Australia and be related to the needs 
and interests of our own children growing up in 
Australian societv.C223 
One of the responses of people who wera disturbed by tha 
STOP SJ CARE campaign was to devote their energies towards 
tracing the sources of the groups' information. An unsigned 
"analysis of .Rupert Goodman's -articles" was prepared -and 
made available within the Department of Education, car-afully 
tracing the sources of some of his statements and refuting 
others on grounds of inaccuracy-
The Queensland Council of State School Organisations (QCSSO) 
took up the defence of MACOS, running public meetings and 
also having a feature article published in the 
24 
CsyiliSEIzy^ii" However, the STOP and CARE campaign 
attracted considerable attention from the media. It 
consisted of public meetings around Queensland, addressed by 
Mrs Joyner, and a constant flow of letters, largely from -Mrs 
Joyner, in the corraspondance of both rural and urban 
22. Cgurier_Maii ? Brisbane, 10.11.77 
23. Alleged -sources included US Congressmen raprasanting 
Arizona, and tha Concerned Parants Association, 
Chri-stchurch, New Zealand. 
24. Cour i ar-Mai1, Br i sbane, 30.9.77 
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press. Early in October tha Minister for Education called a 
temporary halt to the plans for the extension of MACOS into 
new schools in the Stata. STOP & CARE seemed to be having 
effect. 
The intensity of faeling being generated can be gauged from 
this report of a QCSSO-run public meeting: 
Shouting broke out among tha audience of 200 when 
the film showed an Eskimo child being fed some of 
the intestines of the seal. Cries of "You 
educationists are mad" and "depraved" were 
countered with shouts of "Are you vegatarian?" 
Among the opponents to MACOS at the meeting were 
-supporters of the Campaign Against Regressiva 
Education, including activist -Mrs Rona Joyner. C253 
Between October and December, the STOP ii CARE campaign 
continued. In mid—December the debate had reached 
sufficient prominence to lead to tha Australian Broadcasting 
Comm.i-ssion's current affairs programme Thi5_Da^_T-gnight 
devoting a complete programme to a public -debate (held at 
the University of Queensland) batwean Mrs Joyner, Dr 
Goodman, Mr Kay (QCSSO) and Dr Richard Smith, a pro-MACOS 
apaaker (with a background in anthropology and aducation) 
from the University of Queensland's Education Department. On 
December 15 the Tgwn5viiie_Daiiv_Buiiatin ran a leader on 
the debata, containing tha following passages: 
Parants who watched This Day Tonight on Tua-sday 
night should hava heard enough to make them wary 
of MACOS 3-
Ridicule i-s the chief weapon used -against t.he 
'?^ QsyL igCz lU ls i i .1 B r i s b a n e , 2 1 . 1 0 . 
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opponents of MACOS, This was evident in the 
derisive attitude of many in t.ha TDT audience, 
reinforced by misrepresentation of the points made 
by MACOS opponents, with consequent dishonesty in 
debate. 
Despite the scorn, however, it appears thera are 
sound grounds for concern about t.he exposure of 
primary -school children to a programme such as 
MACOS, which has been largely rejected in the USA. 
The Christmas break saw no diminution of the debata, and on 
19th Janua.*^ y 1978, tha Education Minister announced that 
MACOS would be scrapped, and that Stata Cabinet had decided 
that it should be withdrawn from schools bafora t.he start of 
tha school year. All sets of MACOS materials issued to 
Regional Education Offices and State schools by tha 
Education Depart.ment would be withdrawn immediately. 
At this point t.ha Queensland Teachers' Union (QTU) became 
mora publicly involved. The union had worked in close 
CQ-operation with tha QCSSO and had held protest meetings 
after the Toowoomba Seminar was cancelled. Tha union had 
bean placed at a disadvantage by the timing of t.ha campaign 
against MACOS as it reached its peak during tha long summa.r-
schcol holiday and thus at a time when it was almost 
impossible for the union to mobilise the support of 
teachers. The union was also arguing from a position which 
was weakened by the fact that it had not protested about two 
26 
partial bannings which had taken place the previous year 
Tha QTU had been taking a deliberately low key approach 
-6. Interview no 15, 
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after the idaological split within its own ranks and was 
somewhat reluctant to confront issues unless it was 
essential to do so. However, the union now objected 
strongly to the fact that curriculum materials had become 
tha subject of Cabinet scrutiny; 
Without arguing the merits of the -scheme, I am 
appalled that a Cabinet decision taken in this way 
can -so significantly affect the content of wh-at is 
taught in schools,"C273 
On 24th January, the Cgurier-Maii, which was later to change 
its tone on this issue, carried a leader: 
Few parents who sent thair children to -school 
yesterday will have any particular regrets th-at 
the controversial social studias programme "Man, A 
Course of Study" (MACOS) is not to be part of tha 
primary school syllabus. 
It is true that a good deal of axtrav-agant and 
needlessly emotive charges hava been levelled at 
MACOS by vocal critics. It is doubtful that the 
course actually was harmful a 
But it is even mora -doubtful that the coursa 
justified the time and money spent -on it. 
The real puzzle is why t.he Teachers' Union and tha 
Queensland Council of Stata School Organisations 
h-ava bacome so indignant at State C-abinet's 
decision to drop the course after its trial in 
seven Queensland schools. MACOS hardly is the 
stuff of a causa calafara.C2S3 
On t.he same day, tha QTU held a protest meeting at which 
Schuntner said: 
^7 Schuntner, President-elect, QTU, Cgurierzd^ii? Brisbane, 
20,1.78, 
28. Parants did hava grounds for considerable regret and 
indignation, because P ?-.: Cs had provided so .Tjuch of the 
money for the expensive MACOS kits. 
21'-' 
The job of taachars is becoming unten-abla if avery 
waek or two we are going to hear of some new 
intervention at political level on what we ara to 
teach or not to teach.C293 
The meeting supported a letter sent by the QCSSO to tha 
Premier, in which it said: 
Tha decision taken by Cabinet, before any public 
seminar, we believe is totally irresponsible and 
is insulting to the numbers of parants who hava 
been vitally involved in the MACOS programma.E303 
On 31st January tha Cgurier-Maii reported that taachars at 
seven State primary schools were, with union support, 
rebelling against tha decision to ban MACOS, The QTU 
president, Schuntner, was quotad as saying that tha 
government was sending its agents into certain primary 
schools to confiscate tha curriculum materials; 
After union consultation with teachers in schools 
affected, several of those schools are now 
implementing a union direction resisting this 
confiscation. 
On Fab-i^ uary 2nd3 after -a meeting of Cabinet, t.ha Pramiar 
replied to a question about what would happen to taachars 
who refused to hand b-ack MACOS thus; 
There are plenty of others -around tha ridgas, 
Thera are 200 out of work. Mini stars wara in 100 
par cent agraamant that MACOS goes. Teachers will 
comply. This is Government policy. I know all 
responsible teachers recognise this point-E313 
-*?- S s y j l i s f l z M s i i , Br i s b a n e , 2 5 . 1 . 78 . 
^0' C g u r i e r - M a i i - . B r i s b a n e , 2 5 . 1 . 7 8 = 
>1. C g u r i e r - M a i i , B r i s b a n e , 3 . 2 . 7 8 , 
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Threats to employment were also being applied elsewhere. In 
a letter dated 23rd January, the Community Standards 
Organisation wrote to several teacher training 
institutions. Tha following extracts make tha threat 
ax p 1 i c i t; 
Lectures to -studants in teacher aducation on 
MACOS, in 1978, will only bring conflict into tha 
minds of these students, especially whan taught by 
lecturers who have publicly supported MACOS at 
meetings at State Schools including Clontarf Beach 
Stata School which the undersigned (George Cook) 
attended^! and in the Press. 
The Department of Education will be entitled to 
consider that graduates of Colleges where the 
whole time of t.he students has been devoted to 
courses or programmes of study to meeting the 
needs of tha region that the cal lege sers'es and of 
the State, will be better qualified applicants 
than graduates from Colleges where a portion of 
their time has been wasted on lectures on MACOS 
which has been scrapped.E323 
Thus the curriculum of tertiary institutions was also coming 
under public scruti.ny. 
On Febru-ary 2ndj 1978, a compulsory conferanca was held 
before the Stata Industrial Commission in ordai^ to try to 
resolve tha dispute between the State Government and tha 
Queensland Teachers Union. As a result of this meeting tha 
QTU, on Februar-y 3rd, withdrew its instruction to taachers 
to withhold MACOS coursa material 
On the same day as the conference was held, Mrs Joyner 
announced that she was now going to try to have tha 
o2. The Chronicle, Toowoomba, 27-2.78. 
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Austral i-an social studias materials Sgciai_Ed ucat ign 
Materiai3_Prgleet (SEMP) banned also. 
Although SEMP also comprised -social science materials, thara 
were savaral significant differancas bat'ween this package 
and MACOS. SEMP was designed by various groups in Australia, 
co-ordinated by the Curriculum Davalopment Cantra in 
Canberra (praised earlier by Goodman), and published by-
eight different publishers in order to -spread tha fi.n-ancial 
risk. It was -a collection of resource material-s rather than 
an integrated curriculum package, and -amongst the resource 
materials was a series of films m-ade by Film Australia. Th-a 
rasourca materials wera intended for use in secondary 
schools (rather t.han upper primary -as was the case with 
MACOS)3 SEMP was davaloped with close collaboration and 
evaluation by practising taachars and community 
rapre-santativas in an attempt to ensure its suitability for 
use in all Australian schools, and George Berkeley, of tha 
Queensland Department of Education, was on tha board of tha 
CDC at the time of the development of t.ha -programme. At tha 
time of its banning in Queensland, tha project had not baan 
completed. Tha project description is included .here as 
Appendix 3. 
During February 1978, Mrs Joyner sent extracts from SEMP, 
together with her objections to tha .materials, to Cabinet 
33. Courier—Mail, Brisbane, 16-2.78. 
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ministers- .Against accusations th-at she might have soma 
special accass to the Premier, Mrs Joyner assarted that she 
34 
had only met him once before March 1978. In Mrs 
Bj el ke—Petersen she did have someone who had sympat.hy for 
tha STOP side of har activities, but it seems more likalv' 
that t.he responsiveness t-o her approach by Cabinet was a 
result of consona.nce of views rather than accident of 
acquaintance- She certainly daniad -special accass to 
C-abinat, "I hava no special influence wit.h Cabinet. Other 
people are as free to write to Cabinet ministers as I 
35 
am. " 
The responsiveness of Cabinet, compared with that of the 
Education Department, raises several points. The first 
relates to the federal system of government and the 
different degrees of rasponsivaness within that process. 
Holmes and Sharman have written; 
Each level of govarnment in Australia has tended 
to develop its own policy decisi on—making mix, 
with tha national govarnment mora distant from the 
electorate displaying a rational style, modified 
by incremental historical residues, and stata 
governments reflecting tha more direct 
relationships which are part of their political 
regional environments.E363 
The Queensland education bureaucracy had various links with 
the federal government and was associated, in particular. 
34. Natignai_Times, 6-11,3.78. 
35. DaibY_Heraid, 21-3-78, 
36. Holmes, J. and Sharman, C., gg_git, p.192. 
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with curriculum development programmes. I.n addition, a 
significant number of officers had undertaken aducation 
cDU.'^ ses at the University of Queensland and remained closely 
in touch with modern liberal education approaches. In tha 
case of SEMP ona officer had been on tha CDC committee. 
Thus the "rational" pl-anning at the federal level was 
associated wit.h the professional educators and tha 
bureaucracy. The opposition flowed from tha groups 
-appealing to populist conservative sentiments, to which the 
State govarnment wa-s likely to be more responsive, Tha 
Stata govarnment would be very unlikely, howa-ver, to ba 
responsive if it did not feel that in so doing it would be 
applauded by its grass rocts support. It would ba 
misleading to attribute the succass of the STOP it -CARE 
campaign to the ability of one person to reach the Premier 
with persuasive -arguments and to minimise the axtant to 
which these arguments appealed to deeply held opinion-s 
within the community, or at least that section of tha 
community which gave strongest support to t.he dominant 
political regime. 
On 23rd February 1978, it was announced that Cabinet had 
decided to ban SEMP Following this, the QTU called for a 
royal commission to inquire into government intarfaranca in 
education. On February 24th both t.ha federal Education 
o7 It was alleged by one member of Cabinet that no r-=al 
decision was taken, but that the Premier unilaterally 
announced the ban. (Interview no 3) 
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Minister, Senator Carrick, and the federal opposition 
education spokesma.n. Senator Button, became involved in the 
dispute. Senator C-arrick arranged to hava tha SEMP 
materials displa-yed in Parliament House, Canberra, and 
Senator Button took issue with the Premier -of Queen si and. 
Button was quotad as saying ha was "appallad" by tha 
Premier's statement that "somaona in tha Stata Education 
Denartmant did not saafn to know wh-at the Govarnment w-antad-
38 
taught in schools" 
I don't know whether the F'ramisr wishes to take 
Queensland back to tha 1925 "monkey ease" in 
Tennessee, and feed Queensland children on -a diet 
of peanuts, or forward to a "brava new world" of 
1984,E393 
This brings u-s to the question of what it was -about SEMP 
which the STOP S< CARE croup obi acted to. Baarinq in niind 
that one of Goodman's strongest objections to MACOS had bean 
that it was not Australian, one of the complaints about -5-EMP 
saamed -somewhat i.n con-si-stent, Mrs Joyner mada the stat-amant 
that? 
This course i-s worse than MACOS, bacausa it deals 
with the things riqht hare in our society — not in 
a distant Eskimo society, as in MACOS.E403 
In addition, s.ha claimed that the films and cartoons-
contained in the materials wara; 
38. Cgurierzdaii, Brisbane, 23.2.78. 
•39. Cgurier-Maii, Brisbana, 24.2.78. 
40. Igwnsviiie_DaiiY_Buiietin, 2.2.78. 
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promoting ideas which could undermine family life 
and acceptable behaviour 
They put forward ideas that it is not good for 
women to rear their own children, that homosexual 
marriages and aiternativa lifestyles are 
acceptable and that divorce can be beneficial E413 
Three days after t.he banning Of SEMP, Mrs Joynar announced 
that CARE would turn its attention to a coursa for grade 
3-10 studants, called Study of Society- Tha .naxt item would 
be a programme against sex education. Mrs Joyner wa-s 
reported as saying that sex aducation was not taught 
officially i.n Queensland schools, but thera wera reports 
from teachers and -parents that it was being given in classes 
under different names. There wera "some strange things 
42 
happening under the guise of home economics" 
Some educators, in the meantime, wara resisting the ban 
imposed on the SEMP materials. The Toowoomba Education 
Centre, run by the Department of Education, announced that 
it would display SEMP materials so that parents, teachers 
and other interested members of the public could discuss 
them, but on March Ist the sponsorship of this display 
changed to the QTU and the QCSSO. The following report from 
I?lE_Chrgnicie (Toowoomba) demonstrates somet.hing of the 
fears being expressed at t.he time; 
Although both Mr Storey and Mr Handlay (of the QTU 
and the TEC respectively) were careful to steer 
clear of cont.'^oversy thera was a nagging feeling 
41. Jgwnsviiie_Daiiv_By.iietin, 2. 2. 73. 
42. Sundav_Sun, Brisbane, 26-2-78-
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that some form of pressure (albeit indirect) had 
been responsible for the change in circumstances. 
"You could call it the pressure of the climate of 
fear", said ona educationist. 
"It shouldn't ba overlooked that Toowoomba 
Education Centre is -dependant on Govarnment funds 
for its continued existence. Thosa funds come 
from tha Commonwealth, but they are distributed by 
tha St-ata. 
"You don't naad much imagination to envisage how 
much futura the Centre would hava if Joh wera to 
decide that the Cantra was using Government funds 
to attack his policias,"C433 
On 26th Februar-y, tha SundaY_Sun (Brisbane) had quoted th* 
Premier as saying; 
I have been informed that in one or two areas 
teachers say thay will continue using SEMP-
They have to abide by tha decision of Cabinet. The 
government does not employ these peopla to teach 
what thay want. 
If thay go against our decision, t.hen it is 
obvious they do not want to work for the 
Govarnment. 
The teachers were clearly feeling threatened: 
The North Queansland Industrial Officer of tha QTU 
said that some of the schools wera -so fearful 
of retribution by the Pramiar t.hat while thay 
wanted to make thair feelings known to t.ha union 
representatives they declined publicity.E44J 
Mr Pater Whita, State Liberal member for Southport and 
member of tha Parliamentary Education Committae voiced 
concarn at tha process of the banning of SEMPi 
43, The_Chrgnicie,Toowoomba, 1.3.78. 
44. Jgwnsviiie_DaiiY_Buiietin, 1, -3, 78. 
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I also object to having puritanic moralistic views 
of society a.nd tha school curriculum thrust upon 
me without proper Parliamentary and community 
debate.E453 
The raaction against the banning of SEMP appeared to hava 
had its affact. It was only one da-y after tha banning that 
tha Premier announced t.h-at t.ha Executive Council had decided 
to instigate a full inquiry into Queensland's aducation 
systam, the inquiry board being a seven—man team lad by the 
National Party Whip and State member for Landsborough, 
Michael Ahern. The other six members wara to be three other 
46 
State politicians and thraa educationists. On the 
following day, February 25th, it was announcad that tha 
education review committae would be expanded to include 
Opposition -and parent representation. This followed a 
claim, reminiscent of tha suspiciou-s reactions to tha 19th 
eantury Select Committee, by the la-adar of the -State 
OppOSition party that Queenslanders wanted: 
An imparti-al, obj active i.nvestigation rat.her than 
a one-aided politically—dominated and orchestrated 
axarcisa* 
If ha (tha Premier) is permitted to elect his own 
committaa, to hold his own inquiry -and bring down 
his own findings, it will ba nothing mora t.han 
another version of -a Queensland electoral 
redi st r i but i on, 
Wa will have a sitaation in which ha is judge, 
jury and prosecutor and public defender E47J 
45. Ggid_Cgast_BuiiatiQ, 1.3,78. 
46. Cgurier-Maii, Brisbane, 24,2.78. 
47. Cgurierzdaii? Brisbana, 25.2.78. 
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The QCSSO secretary was quoted -as saying that tha inqui.?-y-, 
43 
as planned, was "just another witch-hunt" On 26th 
February tha president of the QTU, -speaking in Rockhampton, 
said that; 
reviews of aducation systams and tha control of 
its administration ware appropriate from time to 
time. However, tha Premier's -so—called committee 
of inquis^ -y is ridiculous. In view of tha 
Premier's constant cbsassion with threatening to 
sack teachars, why should any teacher face 
victimisation by giving avidenca to tha 
committee.E493 
And in its editorial on 2Sth February, the Cgurier-Maii 
achoed many of the misgivings voiced generally about the 
inquiry: 
the State Government's inquiry into the Queensland 
education system is certain to be treated by the 
public wit.h a fair degrea of cynicism, whatever 
its personnel. 
The Pramiar (Mr Bjalke—Petersen) already had 
indicated what ha expects the inquiry to find, 
despite tha fact that Cabinet is not expected to 
approve t.he details until today. 
Tha inquiry had the look of a shoot—From—tha—hip 
decision by tha Premier following public raaction 
to Cabinet's decision on Wednesday to scrap SEMP, 
the Social Education Materi-als Project. 
The inquiry's findings would have a better chanca 
of public acceptance if the Labor opposition wera 
represented on it. In any case, it is too heavi 1 y^  
weighted with politicians-
On March Ist came the announcement that non—pariiamentarians 
had been removed from the aducation inquiry and that Cabinet 
48- Cgurier-Maii, Brisbane, 25.2.78, 
49. Mgrning_Buiietin, Rockhampton, 27.2.73. 
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had instead appointed a Parliamentary Select Committae, with 
the power to co-opt a panel of advisers representing 
educationists, parants, taachars and employers. The panal 
was to consist of the chairma.n, still Michael Ahern 
(National Party), one other National Party member, Lin 
P-owell, two Liberal Party members. Bill Hewitt and Col 
Millar, and tha Oppo-sition aducation spokesman, Eric Sh-aw, 
50 
to represent the Labor party-
[n addition, an advisory panel was named: 
Mrs Jan Herron of Newmarket, a housewife and 
mother of 10, raprasantative of the parents, 
Dr Rupert Goodman. External Studies Department, 
Queensland University. 
Mr Pater Krabs, Principal of St Paul's School, 
Bald Hills, and a past president of tha 
Association of Independent Schools in Queensland. 
Mr Kevin O'Connor, Principal of Wavel1 Stata High 
School E513 
The committee thus appointed had to begin its work i.n an 
atmosphere of deap suspicion and -with tha view of tha 
Pramiar quite explicit. In -a letter to tha Gggndiwindi 
Qcaua? headed "Why t.he Gov^arnmant has raj acted SEMP S< 
MACOS", he wrote: 
Tha controversial Social Education Materials 
Project (SEMP) has been rejected by the Queensland 
Govarnment, This is tha second dubious social 
studies course which Cabinet has had to stop in 
the interests of wholesome and genuine aducation 
JO, Cgurier-Maii, Brisbane, 1.3.73. 
5l. Cgurier-Maii, Brisbane, 1.3.78. 
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for Queensland children. Both -SEMP and MACOS 
(Man: A Course of Study) wera out of touch wit.h 
Queensland standards and out—dated in a number of 
themes. In soma instances, it was con-si dared thay 
were actually har-mful to the educational process. 
Cabinet's decision was made with the hope that 
educators wi11 get the message that my Government 
is not prepared to have our educational system 
undarminad by social engineering and social 
activities to which most parants are hostile. In 
each ease, the materials wera closely examined, 
and found wanting. The philosophy of education in 
Queensland must ba geared to tha service of our 
-sociaty and people, and it must never bacome tha 
plaything of educators who seek to overturn or 
pervert aducation for thair own narrow -social 
objectives. 
Education is a complex field and the massive 
amounts of tax money spent in providing children 
with a -sound grounding in the basic skills must 
never be sacrificed on the altar of contrived 
expedience and social engineering. Some 
educationalists today seam to decide they have al 1 
the answers and the Government must provide public 
money to foot their grand and ill-conceived 
designs. Soma people would try to force drug 
users and homosexuals into our classrooms to 
inflict their pathetic lifa—styles upon young 
children, and because we said "halt", thay 
demanded their "civil rights" to pervert our 
children. 
Parents are horrified and rightly so, and my 
Govarnment is not going to pander to any minority 
which seems to think that government only exists 
to finance their schemes. 
I believe Cabinet'-a decision was right and par-ants 
this week will support our claim that sound 
education will ba maintained in Queensland in 
their own real interest. Both SEMP and MACOS 
presented a -philosophy which was questionable in 
tha light of our tradition-al values, and certainly 
would have encroached on tha time now devoted to 
learning. There is no room for the promotion of 
aiternativa 1 ifa—styles in our classrooms, or 
driving a wedge between parants and children. 
Many have been disturbed that SEMF' enjoyed Federal 
funding, but from past axperianca, I hava found 
that many strange things arise in Canberra, 
especially if the-y were percolated during tha 
Whitlam era. Indeed, MACOS and SEMP contain much 
of the same underlying philosophy which -sustains 
the secular humanism of both the socialist and 
'?'?A- — 
national socialist ideologies. 
I.n education, Queensland's damocratie govarn.mant 
will act to uphold community standards. This is . 
solemn pledge my Govarnment does .not ta.ka 
lightly. My Govarnment has an undoubted mandate 
to carry out tha will of tha peopla. This mandati 
extends to aducation, and those in education who 
do not understand this fact of lifa, should 
quickly reassess their duties as servants of the 
crown. 
Both SEMP and MACOS have been educational 
axperiancas which indicate that we must maintain i 
closer supervision of what is taught in our 
schools in order to uphold standards for tha 
benefit of all and for this reason my Gove.'^nment 
believes that a full and comprahansiva inquir-y 
into education is an urqent .need, E523 
Tha Premier's latter has -been cited in full in order to 
damonstrate tha axtant to which ha sympathised with, or 
responded to, the arguments put forward by STOP & CARE. 
Thera is -a -close -similarity in the rhetoric, which also 
contains se-veral of the sentiments identified -by Richmond as 
characteristic of rural fundamentalism. In later sections 
of this -study a ty-polog'y is developed on the basis of whose 
support was important to the success of, or rejection of, 
the various racommendations put forward -by the Aharn 
Committee. It is not possible to establish whathei^ tha 
Premier would have come to a pa.»^ticular conclusion v^ith-out 
pressure from STOP" Zi CARE, but this latter provides a clear 
indication of tha consGnance of their attitudas. 
To return to Coleman's analysis of community conflict, one 
52. Gogndiwindi_Argus, Goondiwindi, 5.3.78. 
53. Coleman, J.S., gg_cit. 
can suggest that not only are thera two communities in 
Queensland, but also two administrations- Thus whan Coleman 
looks at the pattern of initiation of revolt against "the 
administration", in the Queensland context tha Executive 
(and in particular, tha Premier) fits Coleman's description 
of the "ideologically committed, active oppositionist able 
to usa a "hostile atmo-sphera to g-ain his ends", tha ends 
being tha consolidation of a position of power i.n a direct 
appeal to tha rural vote. 
Before looking at the work of the Ahern Committee, it is 
useful to raas-sess why MACOS and SEMP reached tha political 
agenda. Cobb and Elder suggest that a trigger is necessary 
in order for an issue to be created, and that t.ha 
combin-ation of an initiator and a trigger is usual. "The 
formation of an issue is depe-ndent on the dynamic interplay 
54 
between tha initiator and tha trigger deviee"-
Whilst ona may see the initiators in this particular ease a-s 
baing the right—wing activists, it is -harder to pin-pcint 
tha ts^iggar. "A link must ba made batwean a griav-anca (or a 
triggering event) and an initiator who converts tha problesri 
into an issue for a private or public reason" This seems 
clear-cut enough whan examples are given of mine disastars. 
54, Cobb, R-W, -a.nd Elder, C-D,, ParticigatiQn_in_American 
Pgiitic5j^_The_DYnamic5_gf_Agenda-Buiiding3 The Johns Hopkin; 
University Press, Baltimore, 1972, 85, 
55, Cobb, .R,W. and Elder, C D . , Gg_cit, p.35, 
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hi-jacks and so on (as Cobb and Elder do) But ii 
of MACOS the trigger, it could be argued, was contrived by 
tha initiator (as with tha invitation to Mrs Gabier to visit 
Australia) The use of MACOS was being extended to a greater 
number of schools, in mora rural area^, in 1977, although it 
had bean in use in the Brisbane area for four years. It may 
ba that tha difference between the rui^ al and tha urban 
communities -accounted to soma extent for tha fact th-at whan 
MACOS was introducad into regional -schools there was 
-suffieiant raaction to permit Mrs Joyner's extra t.^igger to 
be -successful _ But the issue opened up a wide .'^ -ange of 
anxieties (as had the William Tyndale dispute) which even 
STOP ii CARE might not have pradictad. MACOS could ba saen 
as a eonvaniant focus for a package of dissatisfactions with 
tha education systam in sections of the community. 
The madia wara blamed for irresponsibly fanning tha 
•conflict, -as though without the media tha conflict would not 
have axistad. Tha press, and talavision, wera undoubtadly 
important as vahiclas for t.he campaign, and certainly 
facilitated the axehanga of ideas (and griavancas) There 
appear to ba two possibla explanations for the pro-minanca 
given by tha press to the STOP Zc CARE campaign. Tha first 
is that it occurred durinq the "silly season" when thera w-a-s 
56. The campaign of the Bible in Schools League, at tha tun 
of the century, was conducted on the pages of tha newspaper; 
(and in the pulpits), so the influence of at least ona 
medium is not that new. 
a shortage of news to cover (between October and March, tha 
summer holiday season) and simply provided the sort of 
provocative copy which would keep readere^ happy. There 
might be an al-ament of truth in this, but it is hardly 
satisfactory as a total explanation. 
The second explanation derives from the political biases in 
the rural prass. There is evidenca that tha country press 
does put -an editorial -point of view which tends to favour 
the views of the extreme right, and in pai^ticular the League 
57 
of Rights, The League's preoccupations wara clearly bai.ng 
reflactad in many of the -statements made against aducation 
and educationists by STOP & CARE and the various groups-
supporting their views. It is, perhaps, not so -surprising 
that the rural prass in Queansland responded to the eampaigr 
with such strong support. 
However, tha prass did not invent the campaign, Tha STOP S-: 
5 The Australian League of Rights wa-s established in i960, 
and its origins can be traced to the postwar period when 
Leagues of Rights were sat up in several -Statas to fight the 
Federal Government's attempt to increase Commonwealth 
powers. Saa Playford, J., "Glimpses of the Extreme Right", 
in Mayer, H.(ad), Austraiian_Pgiitic5_-_A_Sacgnd_Readar3 
Cheshire, Melbourne, 1969, p.435. Tha League has baan 
d asc r i b ed as "tha most signifie an t an t i-Commun i st 
conservativa group existing in Australia" having -always held 
"a weird conspiracy theory of history in which 'Zionists' 
and 'Communists' play crucial rol-as" The League has also 
held that tha established non-Labor parties -are in tha 
process of a takeover by "liberals" and "social i-sts", who 
have already infiltrated schools, universities, churches and 
t.ha communications media- Significantly the two public 
figures mentioned by Playford as having open ties with tha 
Leaque wera both Queanslanders. 
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CARE group used the prass to put across their point of viaw, 
and to suggest that perhaps the press -should not have 
responded by publishing thair 1-attars or running features on 
the dispute isTiplias that tha prass -should deny certain 
groups a legitimate prassura group tactic. 
Tha gr-adual arosion of sociatal norms, an arosion reflactad 
in the disputes over which values -should ba transmitted 
through the state education system, was char-actaristie of 
tha 1960s and 1970s, Because this was -such -a highly 
contentious area the attampt at resolution was to ba placed 
in the government arena, 
Coleman suggests three criteria in the davalopment of 
controversy; (a) the event must touch upon an important 
aspect of tha community members' lives — education, 
religion, taxes and so on; (b) tha event mu-st affact tha 
lives of different community me.mbers differently; (c) t.ha 
event must be one on which the community members feel that 
action can ba taken - not one which l-aavas tha eommunit-v'-
58 
hal pi as'S, 
Tha conflict over curricu 1 urn material in Queen-s 1 and 
fulfilled criterion (-a), as thasa curriculum issuas wara 
clearly -seen by soma political influa-ntials to affect tha 
lives of many Queenslanders (cr thera would h-ava been na 
dispute) = Education is a policy area -specifically mentioned 
•53, Coleman, J.S., gg_cit, p-4. 
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by Coleman in his Unitad Statas study, and indeed, a 
significant number of the eases analysed by hi.m wera 
concerned with education, some having vary much greater 
similarity to the Queensland ease than any similarity 
between tha Queensland experience and tha other Austi^al ian 
59 
states. The faar of communism (which tu.^nad into a 
witch-hunt in tha Unitad States) was strongly voiced in 
Queensland by the curriculum critics who instituta similar 
"morality tests". In 1979 tha Dapartm-ant announcad that a 
committee would ba established to screen prospective 
60 
teachars-
When -a community becomes as sharply divided over aducation 
philoscphies, as was the ease in Queensland, the second of 
Coleman's criteria (that community members' lives are 
affected differently) is fulfilled- It is therefore 
significant that there was such a division between rural and 
urban attitudes, and that this division -was encouraged by 
59. Of 13 "events and incidents which 1-aad to dispute" 
Colema.n gives four which relate to school cont.'='ovar-sies. H-; 
suggests that often accusations wera voiead by local 
-citizens that a superintendent, principal, librarian, 
teacher, board member, or even PTA member was subversive or 
susp-act, or that 'progressive education' was being 
ps^actised. In soma of thase cases, the initial information 
came from sources outside the community, that is, from ona 
of the right—wing organisations which keeps files on person-^ 
-who have been members of left-wing groups, or from t.he fila^ 
of a -state or national investigating -committee. But in mosi 
cases, it appears that the initial charges arose locally anc 
only later, if at all, did material from outside play a 
part. Coleman, J.S., gp_cit, pp.4—5. 
60. See cartoon on following page. 
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the National Party, and the Premier, when courting tha rural 
electorate. Tha action taken by STOP & CARE to achiava tha 
banning of MACOS and SEMP is a clear illustration that 
community members indeed felt that tha-y wera .not helpla-ss, 
Coleman suggests that the course of a conflict can be 
diverted by conscious government action. It is the concern 
of tha remainder of this study to examine the achias^ament-s 
of tha Ah-ern Committee, and, amongst other assessments, to 
draw c 
conflict, or whether it achiavad broadar goals. In order 
do this, the terms of re-^erence, membership and methods of 
operation of the committaa will ba examined, as will tha 
racommendations it tabled and the passage towards adoption 
or raiaction of thosa recommendations. 
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BUItlXlS ' 
UKREroiiMED 
rORPOHATIOWS 
CIVIL SERVICE STORES 
' What can we do for you. Madam ? Royal Ckjimnission ? — Select Committee ? 
— Papers ? — Careful Consideration ? — OfBcial Inquiry ? Anything to Oblige!' 
'inquiries are pregnant with prudent and sagacious 
suggestions for the improvement of the administration 
of affairs.' (Disraeli, quoted in Herbert:1961:270) 
CHAPTER_6 
The_Ahern_Cgmmittae_i; 
This chaptar will examine the establishment of tha Aharn 
Committae, its terms of reference and membership. It will 
also consider the strengths and weaknesses inharent in 
committees of this nature. 
Rhodes -suggests t.hat there are two -ways of examining the 
methods and operation of committees of inquiry- The first, 
narrower method, focusses on the -sources of information and 
the -particular view which committees utilise to enable tham 
to carry out investigations of controversial issues and put 
forward practical -solutions. The second, broader method, 
looks at tha complete process by which committaas eontributa 
to tha policy-making procass- In t.his second approach, 
questions about what influences are at work on committees 
which laad them to take a particular viaw of thair task, and 
tha -stages by which thay reach thair e-onclu-si ons are 
axaminad. This -second approach is also concerned with t.ha 
general constraints undar which committees -oparata, as wall 
as the pressures (external and internal) which may help to 
•I 
explain the content of a committee's report. 
forking from the premise that tha broader constraints undar 
1. Rhodes, G-, Committees_gf_inouirY, George Allan S< Unwin, 
London, 1975, p.100-
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which the committee operated are important elements in 
understanding both the recommendations which thay mada and 
any action (or inaction) on them, this thesis has already 
examined the policy-making anvi.^onment and tha background to 
tha astabl ish sTiant of tha committae- This ch-aptar will focus 
more closely upon tha committee itself. It will, therefore, 
discuss why a select committee was chosen (rather than 
another type -of inquiry), -and the implications which follow 
from this choice. It will also examine the tarms of 
raferance set for tha committaa, and will di-scuss the 
membership of the committae, its ad-visory panel and 
secretariat. 
Tha_chgice_gf _saiact_con}mittee 
The procass of establishing tha committee was marked by 
c on -s i d er able conf us ion, but tha t y p e of c omm i 11 ae avan t ua 11 y 
chosen was a select committee of parliament, with a panel of 
advisers. 
Tha Australian committee -systam has avolvad from the British 
l^estmin-star -systam, and it therefore -seems appropriate to 
axamine the considerable volume of British writing on 
committaas for this analysis. C.^ick writes that British 
Select Committaas are -small committees of .Members appointed 
by the House of -Commons to investigate and make a report on 
a particular problem on a particular occasion, performing a 
kind of task for which the House itself is not suited. This 
includes the examination of witnesses, the sifting of 
evidence, the production of a report and usually proposals. 
Crick amphasisas that Select Committees merely publish their 
reports and have no executive power, -although t.hey do 
usually have the power "to -sand for persons, papers and 
records" Thay rarely, if ever, hava funds or facilities to 
sponsor original research. 
Another definition suggests that a select committaa is any 
eommittee -set up by tha House, which is not a committaa of 
the whole House or -a Standing Committae. Tha borderline 
between different types of committae can bacoma rather 
obscure. Thus a select committee can in fact, if it sits 
for a long period, be mora like a -standing committee. 
Indeed, it was said of the Ahern Committee that it was tha 
first "r-aal" select committee to have sat in Quaensla.nd 
sinca t.ha 1S61 Select Committee on Education. Those 
committees which have sat in Queensland in this century 
undar tha title "-select committee", three in all, have been 
"more like standing committees" Some of the literature 
referred to in this chapter will not ba -spacifie to -salact 
committees, and some will focus directly on other sorts of 
committees, especially royal commissi-ons. Thasa diffarant 
•sorts of committee and commission have many alaments i.n 
2. Crick, B. , Ihe_Ref orm_gf_Pariiamant, Waidanfeld Zc 
Ni col son, London, 1964, p.98. 
3. Hill, A. S« WhichalQW, A., Whatls_yrong_yith_Pariiamer 
Penguin, London, 1964, p.100. 
4. Interview no 8-
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common, as well as significant differences. Ona significant 
difference lies in to whom they report: royal commissions 
report to the Crown, departmental cofflmittaas to theii--
Ministar, and select committees to parliament. 
Car t wr i g h t, for ex amp la, wr i t i n g on Rg vai_Cgmmi5sicn-s_an d 
Osoartmentai_Cgmmittee5_in_Brit3i_n, makes many important 
observations which apply equally well to select committees. 
Cartwright's analysis of the political substantial goals for 
com-mitteas of inquiry was referred to in the introduction to 
this study, as providing a basis for the analysis of the 
Aharn Committee. Cartwright not only examines the reasons 
for establishing committees or commissions, but ha also 
looks at tha problems of evaluating the implementation of 
their racommendations-
It is useful at this point to cite in full the different 
reasons Cartwright suggests that govarnments might have for 
establishing committaas: 
On tha one hand, a committee may be said to hava 
been appointed for the purpose of gathering 
information and making recommendations -about -soma 
particular, such as housing in Scotland, or local 
govarnment in England, or foot-and-mouth -disease, 
and so on. To explain the existence of a 
committee in terms like these is to offer an overt 
or substantial reason for its appointment. 
On the other hand, a committee — even tha sama 
committee — may be said to ha-ve been appointed for 
ona or more reasons of t.he following kind: to 
placate vociferous interest groups, to defuse a 
controversial issue, to provide a mechanism for 
co-ordinating the action of several governmant 
departments, to legitimate a decision already-
taken, and -so on. To explain tha existence of a 
committaa in terms such as these is to offer an 
instrumental cr political reason for its 
appointment.C53 
This is the dichotomy which provides the basis for analysing 
the Aharn Committae. The initial raactic3n to the events 
which led to the establishment of the committee might lead 
one to conclude that the "political" explanation is tha 
stronger There were, indaed, "vocifarous" interest groups 
and the i-ssue-s wera highly controversial In addition, a 
Cabinet decision had been taken to ban various social 
scianca materials and it would be reasonable to add 
"legitimate a decision already taken" to tha political 
reasons for the existence of the committee. 
Cartwright warns, however, that there is nothing "wrong" 
with trying to explain the appointment of a -committaa in 
terms of either substantial or political reasons. 
The important thing is to recognise that there are 
those two different types of ax-planation 
possibla. Nevertheless, ever since the first book 
on the subject mora tha.n a eantury ago, thara h-a-s 
bean a tendency to ccncantrata on only ona type of 
explanation: namely, the political reasons.C61 
The Ahern Committee may well hava bean established for 
primarily political raasons. However, during the course of 
its axistance its function broadened. To return to 
5. Cartwright, T.J., gD_eit, p.S4. 
6. Cartwright, T.J., QD_cit, p.84. 
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^artwriqht: 
A committee may be appointed for one . =. reason 
(for axampla, to postpone or even obviate tha .need 
for further action), yet eventually -have its • 
r ec ommen d at i on s ac c ep t ed f or p r ec i se 1 y t h a 
opposite reason (i.e. because its effect -has been 
to keep alive public interest whan it might 
otherwise have died out) Finally, political 
moti vas can ba ascribed to almost -any act of 
government, but the effect of concentrating on 
-such motives is ultimately to say more about tha 
political system in which the act occurs than 
about the act itself^ Royal commissions and 
departmental committees are not in any -san-sa 
"outside" politics, but to place too mu-ch emphasis 
on this fact is to risk turning a truth into a 
truism.LTl 
Cartwright suggests that it may ba misleading to concantr-ata 
on the political reasons why committaas are appointed, as 
this tends to detract from the equally important substantial 
raasons for their axistenca. Committaas -of inquiry have 
•specific tasks which they are expected to perform, described 
in their tarms of reference. However, select committaes of 
parliament are significantly diffarant from Cartwright's 
committees of i.nquiry in t.hat thay constituts a microcosm of 
parliament, and their members are therefore subjact to party 
political pra-ssuras. 
As has already bean discussed, select committaes, while 
having powers to -sand for parson-s and papers hava -no 
exacutiva powers in the sense that thay cannot require 
implementation of t.heir recommendations, but maraly advise. 
They simply conduct an examination of tha matter entrusted 
nCartwright, T.Jrt, gg_cit5 p.86. 
OT-? _ 
to them, a.nd rapcrt thair findings to tha House- Thay cannot 
ensure that any action will be taken to ramady any defects 
which thay discover, or to promote any advantage which thay 
envisage. While they make racommendations to the House, 
those racommandations "may not ba and frequently ara not 
8 
•acted upon" One member of the Ahern Committae -Advisory 
Panal suggestad that select committee reports wara la-ss 
likely to be pigeon—holed than those of royal commissions. 
This optimism might have been ba-sed on the assumption that 
the parliamentarians who constituted the committae would be 
better placed t.han would commissioners, to continua to exert 
prassura on the government to accept committee 
racommendations. The advantage over a departmental 
committee was the public nature of tha committaa's 
deliberations- This public nature had, in tha case of tha 
Aharn Co-mmi ttaa, t.hraa facets. The first was tha choice of 
open hearings, which ware covered by the press- Tha second 
was the public reporting of tha racommendations. The 
third was tha nacassity for a debate on tha reports in the 
lagislativa assamfa1y-
Taylor -suggests that tha report of a committee is always a 
S. Taylor, E-, The_Hgusa_gf_Cgmmons_at_Wcrk, P-anguin, 
London, 1951, pp.179-180. 
9. Participants' comments on the choice of salact committc 
a-re discussed later in this chaptar 
10. The public hearings, and tha method of reporting 
employed by the Ahern Committee, are described in chapter 
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lever of which a dexterous Opposition can make vary 
11 
affactiva usa. This was certainly trua in the case of a 
recommendation of the Ahern Committee that thara should be a 
1 o 
reduction in school class sizes. But one of t.ha most 
intarasting things about the Ahern Committee is that its 
recommendations were diverse, so that what was true for ona 
racommendat ion was not trua of al 1 _, However, the second 
-section of the passage by Taylor on -select committaas, does 
not fit the Ahern Committee: 
On the other hand, a Government which has resisted 
a proposal until it has bacome impassible to 
resist it any longer, but has so compromised 
itself by resisting it t.hat to give in would h-ava 
the appearance of a complata Yoita_face, somatimes 
will save its face by moving for a Select 
Committaa on tha matter, whose recommendations it 
can then gracefully accept.L131 
Tha Ahern Commi ttae chosa not to embarrass tha Govarnment by 
racommanding lifting the ban on .MACOS, and even -so tha 
Bovarnment can hardly ba described as "gracefully accaptinq" 
14 
tha e omm i 11 ee' -s r ec ommen d a t i on s. 
Rhodes suggests that it is nacassary to ask three qua-stion-s 
about tha purposes which committaas serve: 
11. Taylor, E,, go_eit, pp.180-181: 
12. See chapter S. 
13. Taylor, E., CE_cit, p.181. 
14. See chapter 8. 
15. Rhodes, G., QE—Sit? p.66. 
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1» The_^reai2_ver5us_the_^gstensibie^_mgtivas. Here one 
might suggest that the real motive for e-stabl ishing the 
Ahern Committae was political, whilst the ostensible reason 
was substantial 
2. The_raiative_imegrtanca_gf_the_diffgrant_mgtivas. This 
depends on t.he viewpoint of tha person assessing the 
committee. It could be -argued that the real, political 
motive was extremely important, at laast in the short term. 
iMhereas tha ti.me and effort concarned in tha work of a 
committaa must poi.nt to the importance of the ostensible 
mot i ves. 
3. The_eireumstances_which_give_rise_tg_CDmmittea5. This 1= 
connected, in the ease of the Ahern Committaa at laast, to 
the "real" motives for establishing the committee. One of 
the most -difficult initial tasks faced by the committaa wa-s 
to ensure that its ostensible (substantial) rola was 
aceepted and, indeed, taken -seriously by the community and 
government. 
Tha_rgia_gf_saiect_egmn}ittees_in_the_ggiieY_Drgea55 
The decision to appoint a select committaa .>^ astad on thraa 
arguments: 
(a) The vary public nature of the committee's del iber-ations 
would act as a counter to tha accusations being 1 avalled at 
tha time of the banning of MACOS and SEMP t-hat tha decision-; 
taken by Cabinet were hasty, and subjact to the prassura 
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being exerted by one p-articular interest group. If all 
interested parties wara allowed to have input into t.ha 
committee's deliberations, then this accusation could not hi 
levelled (even if the recommendation-s still appeared to 
favour certain groups over others). 
I 
(b) Tha atmosphara of mistrust which had devalopad over tha 
issue carried with it the danger that potential witnesses 
might ba hesitant about giving avidenca for faar of 
rapercussion-s. Parliamentary privilege extends to witnassa? 
to sal act commi ttae-5, and "anyone who misuses the 
information gained through evidence or who uses it to 
intimidate a particular parson would be in contempt of 
16 
Parliament itself" 
(c) The select committae would also act as a counter to t.ha 
charge that too- much power was mo-ving frosTi tha Legislative 
A-ssembly to Stata C-abinet. Tha running debate on whether 
pa.?-l i .ament has any raal power is not peculiar to Queensland. 
In Britai-n, for example, this debata has bean t.'^ acad througr 
the literature by members of tha Study of Parliament Group. 
Discussing the proliferation of committaas during the 1970s. 
thay write: 
Many commentators saw parliament as an essantial 
information link between government and governed. 
16. Krabs, P-, ge_cit, p. 
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and held that an overall increase in the gatherin.g 
and dissamination of information, saamingly 
regardless of its direction or specific effect, 
was an essential factor in tha improvement and 
acceptance of government decision—making.C173 
Parliamentary committae-s can be seen as part of this 
-At the lowest estimation, thay preserve tha 
pri.nciple that public policy and administrative 
action are accountable and open to discussion and 
that information on tha workings -of govarnment 
can, and should, be mada available not only to 
Members but to the wider public of the 
coverned.ClSl 
The critici-s.ms made of the Queensland Government's -style of 
governmant, and the erosion of the democratic processes in 
t.he governanca of the State, were described in chapter 4. 
Some members of tha back—benches of the Legislative Assembly 
wera known to -be concerned about this government trend. 
19 
One, Bill Hewitt had bean openly critical of the Premier 
for "eroding the powers of Parliament" and had voiced a 
commitment to parliamentary reform. There was 
considarabla pressure from back—benchers for a -salact 
committaa to ba established to eontributa to tha process of 
radrassing this imbalance. Cribb has suqqastad that tha 
17. Study of Parliament Gi^oup, Sgaciaiist_Cgmii!ittaa5_in_ths 
iritish_Pariiamenti_the_E.XBarianea_gf _a_Decada, Vol XLII, 
No.564, PEP, London, 1976, pp.3-4. 
IS, Stud-y of Parliament Group, gg_eit, p. 4. 
19. Liberal Member for Graenslopes, Chairman of Committees. 
Deputy Speaker, and later appoi.nted to t.ha Aharn Comsrsittee. 
20, SundaY_Maii, Brisbana, 13.3.78. 
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change from an i.nquiry into a parliamentary com.mittee, -a 
decision taken when parliament was not -sitting, may have 
related to tha strong prafaranca of its chairman, Michael 
21 
Ahern. As National Party Whip, he may well have shared 
Hewitt's desire to reassert the status of the Lagisl-ativa 
22 
Assembly in the decision-making procass. 
Other explanations wera put forward by two members of tha 
advisory committaa for the establishment of a -select 
committae: 
(a) -After legal advice had been sought, the type of 
committaa was changed as it was thought that the seats of 
the members of the Legislative Assembly who participated on 
a committee of any other kind could be in jeopardy. 
(b) A royal commission was rejected as being "too heavy and 
too legalistic and too much inclined towards a witch—hunt 
for finding guilty parsons over -something or -other" A 
mi ,ni-star iai inquir'v was also rai acted as this would not havi 
21. Cribb, M.B., "Political Chronicle", Au5traiiaQ_Jgurnai 
2i_E2iitics_and_Hi5tgr-v, XXIV, 1978, pp. 372-
22. Thera is irony in the contrast between the afforts of 
the Ahern Committae to disseminate information on education 
policy-making, and the passage of t.he Education Act 
Amendment Bill which succaedad it, and which was to ba 
handled so -secretively as to promote a back—bench revolt 
within tha Liberal Party. See chapter 9. 
23. Krebs, P.A., "The Use of a Committee to Facilitate 
Educational Change with Reference to the Factors that 
Cont-'^ ibute to a Successful Committee Operation", unpublished 
address to University of Queensland Department of Education. 
1979, p. 23. 
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provided any protection for witnesses and would have lacked 
the power to subpoena witnesses or to call for documents and 
"in tha and tha report might have been received and 
24 
pigeon-holed by the Minister" 
Indeed, some perceived tha power of tha Education Dapartment 
as mora threatening than that of Cabinet: 
We have -drifted away from control of aducation in 
the last five or six years in delegating 
policy-making as well as administf-ation. We 
intend to return conti^ol of policy to 
parliament.E25J 
Tha Queensland Lagislative Assembly's lack of power has been 
a source both of comment from Outside the parliament and 
discontent amongst backbenchers. In the chcica of a select 
committaa, therefore, one can see a significant mcva for 
t.hose who concarned themselves with the question of tha rola 
of tha Lagislative Assembly. One can also saa that for at 
laast two members of the committaa, Hewitt and Ahern, thara 
was -a commitment to the committee as 
24. Goodman, R., "Futura Directions in Education: Tha 
Queens1 and Exper1 anca", unpub1i shed addrass to the Fasti va1 
of Light Conference, Macquarie Univarsit-y, 1978, transcript 
P.S. 
25. W. Knox, than Deputy Premier and leadar of the Liberal 
Party, quoted in Cguriar-Maii, Brisbane, 13.3.78. 
26. "Because of the absence of an upper house of review and 
the ineffectiveness of the Legislative Assembly (absence of 
committees, calibre of parliamentarians, tha entrenchment 
and rigidity of the party -system, etc.), parliament is not 
an effect!va instrument for control of the Exacutiva, nor 
does it influence the decision—making procass, on a ragular 
basis, to any appreciable extent." Cribb, M.B., "Political 
Chron i c1e", gg_cit, p.375. 
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and therefore a particular commitment to making it 
affective. 
However, impatience with the Ahern Committaa, voiced by 
members of the executive after its racommendations had been 
laid on the table, might indicate t.hat it had been too 
affective as a communication medium- and assumed an 
authority which was disturbing to tha antranched 
decision-making processes. As Johnson noted (concerning 
Westmin-st-ar) tha presence of part-y members puts constraint-a 
on a select committee which would not operate to the same 
extent on a royal commissi on or departmental committaa. 
Evan though thara may be -a tandanc-y for party lines to be 
crossed, the political idealities are likely to act as 
eonstrai-nts, aspacially for ambitious snambars of t.ha 
gcvarning party- It would seam -axtremely unlikely that tha"; 
would favour making r-acommend-ations which wara unpalatafala 
to thair party. The dilemma posad to a govarnment by tha 
da-si ra to demon-strata openness and the need to avoid undue 
embarrassment is -n-aatly summed up in a Canberra 
Parliamant-ary Papar which -suggests that a government cannct 
afford committaas which m-aka its task mora difficult, ar 
which show up the opposition favourably as -an viabla 
altarnat i ve = 
27 Parliamentary Paper, Pariiamentarv_Cgmmitteesi_pQweri 
9^sr_and_Prgtectign_Affordad_tg_Witnesses. Par1i amentary 
Paper No.168, Government Printer, Canberra, 1973. 
As Crick points out: 
-Select Committees on matters of public policy ha-ve 
been thoroughly distrusted and disliked by tha 
Whips? despite Govarnment majorities on them, they 
have an awkward tandaney to devalop cross-bench 
-and a shocking habit of regarding tha 
Executive as guilty until it is proved 
innocent.C281 
2S. Crick, B. , gE_cit, p. 99. Taylor makes a siitiil^ r poi-nt 
noting that select committees tend to be dreaded by tha 
Whips because of their annoyingly independent tandancias: 
"Human bei.ngs are always more manageable in large numbers: 
thair individual idiosyncrasies ara submerged in tha mass of 
ho.moganeous faalinq. But the small -size of tha ordinary 
-Select Committaa -oftan randers it impervious to tha 
authority of tha party leaders. In spite of the fact that 
the majority of the .Members, and usually the Chairman, are 
Members of the Govarnment party, tha affect of meeting in a 
small, compact body, round a table, is disastrous to party-
solidarity; impartiality "keeps breaking through" 
Consequently Sal act -Committaes are dreaded by tha Whips. 
They may laad to trouble? may come to conclusions which are 
out of alignment with Government policy." Taylor, E. gg 
£it, pp.180-181. 
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The_Cgmmittee£_s_Terms_gf_Raf erence 
The government tails committees of inquiry what 
they are to do 
Terms of reference give all concerned a -san-se -of 
purpose and urgenc-y, and ensure that other paopli 
know the kind of help the committee needs. 
Committaas need tarms of raference. They always 
complain about those they are given, but without 
them their job could be neither -defined nor 
comolatad.r291 
The tarms of raferance set for the Aharn Committee 
immediataly broadened the focus from a specific, narrow 
issue—cantrad inquiry to a broader inquiry into tha 
ed uc a t i on sy s t em. Th i s was a signifie -an t mo've in -shifting 
the committee's purpose from political to -substantial 
On Tuesday, 4 April, 1978, during tha first session of the 
forty—second parliament of Queensland, tha following motion 
-was passed: 
That t.his House do appoint a Select Committee to 
i.nquire into, report upon and make recommendations 
in relation to tha system of aducation in 
Queensland and the axtant to which it meats tha 
axpactations of -students, parants and the 
communitv' and, without limiting tha generality of 
the foregoing, with particular reference to tha 
fol1owinq matters: 
- ai \-
ystem of sacondarv aducation; 
\-a) the efficiency and adequacy of the present 
(b) -appropriate emphasis in primary education 
between basic education and other -activitias; 
(c) adequate technical and further education ti 
meet today's industry needs; 
29, Cartwright, T., gE_cit, p.86 
- '?^'7 — 
(d) a review of the decision making procass in 
aducation and t.he rola of tha community in t.his 
area; 
(e) adequacy of social science cour-sas for primar 
and sacondary students? 
<f) the need for naw courses, tha ability a^ tha 
education systam to provide t.ham and the 
administrativa machinery for implamenting tham; 
(q) tha introduction of an indepandant -authority 
to invastigata complaints by parents or commu.nit'^ 
Qf-rsani-s-ati ons concarni-n'"! -any -aspect of aduc-ationi 
and 
(h) any other snattar pertaining to tha matters f? 
inquiry, report and recommandaticri as 
af ora-said. r301 
Tha Aharn Committae wa-s established only five months after 
the November 1977 Stata election in which the National Party 
had promised: ( D A review of the Radford Scheme, ensuring 
that parents were represented on the review committae? (2) A 
work axperianca programme for school children, in business 
and industry; (3) Giving P-arents and Citizens Associations 
31 
tha benefit -of -corporate legal status. Tha Liber-al Party-
had in-cludad in its platform support for the Radford review, 
a return to the -basics, implementation of recommendations in 
a report on •apcrantice-shi p training and making -school 
facilities available to the community at e'venings and 
weekend-s- The Labor Party had, predictably, promisad to 
30. Queensiand_PariiamentarY_Debates, 4.4.7S, 
^^' Sgvernment_PgiicY_Sgaach_—_Part_i (address by Pramiar, 
13.10.77 ) ^ 
32. Ggvernment_PDiicY_SDeech_-_Part_2 (address by tha Leader 
of Liberal Party.) 
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establish a.n education commission and -school councils. It 
was also concerned with job experience programma-s and tha 
•J"-3 
accass of tha community to -school facilities. 
Tha Ahern Committaa gave precedence to the promised review 
of tha Radford Schema, and also reported on other area-s 
covered in the party platforms. In addition it covered a 
very wide range of education issues which were hardly 
anticipatad in tha election campaign. 
As Chapman has -suggested, those who delineate tha tarms of 
rafaranca of commissions have a vary important 
responsibility. They are often responsible for the sucee-ss 
of the whole exercise, and can build in a degree of rigidity 
that can make amendment exceedingly -difficult, if not 
impo-ssibla. It was suggested in several interviews that 
the Aharn Committee mesTibars found tha breadth of t.he terms 
of raferance overwhelming, and that its task would hava bean 
35 
easier if thay had bean mora carefully worded. 
The committaa made racommendations on a broad range -of 
issues, some of which -wera something of an embarrassmant to 
the exacutiva, Tha committee thus appeared to fit Lipsky 
and 01 son's descri pt i on of a "runaway commi ssi on": 
33. OgDg5itign_Pgiicv_Soeech (address by Leader of tha 
Opposition, 21.10.77 ) 
34. Chapman, R.A-, The_Rgie_gf_Cgmmi55igns_in_PgiicY—Majiing, 
Beorge Allan S< Unwin, London, 1973. 
35. Intarviews 8 and 23, for example. 
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Moreover, tha executive can na-var be sure that the 
established instrument will not be a "runaway 
commission" — ona which steps beyond the bounds 
originally prescribed or intended.E361 
In particular, this applies to racommendations in tha Ahern 
Committaa'-s Fourth and Sixth Interim Reports. That tha 
committee was lad to maka racommandations in these -areas 
was, in part, a product of the openness of t.ha tarms of 
rafaranca. 
36. Lipsky, .M. and Olson, D-J,, Cgmmissign_Pgiitic5i._The 
E'l!ISca5sing_gf_Raciai_Crisis_in_America, Transact!on Books, 
New Jersey, 1977, p.94. 
37 See chapter 8. 
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!!lsoibarshig_gf _tha_Cgmmittee 
When the inquiry wa-s announcad, t.hera was confusion about 
what sort of commit tea it should ba a.nd whether 
non-pariiamentarians could be co-opted onto a parliamentary 
committee. The -solution was to appoint an Advisory Panel tc 
work with tha committee of politicians, but not as full 
committee mambers. 
Tha parliamentary membership of a -select committaas makes 
assessment of so.me of the influancas which membars bring to 
their work on t.he committaa comparatively -straightforward. 
Party affiliation cannot disappear altogether, and some 
sansitiva issues are likaly to ba tha -subjact of dalicata 
38 
compromisas if consensus is to ba maintained. This is not 
necassari 1 y a we-akne-s-s in this kind of committee; indeed, if 
ona can saa tha mambar-s as spokesman for particular 
interast-s, a balancing of t.hose intarasts may be intarpratad 
as p-art of tha damocratie process. 
Ona of the intarasting a-spact-s of the -Ahern Committaa wa-s 
tha divarsity of the areas which thay investigated, and the 
recommendations flowing from these wera diffarant in kind. 
Some wer a c1 aar1y politically cont an t i ous and soma 
bargaining took place on tha inclusion of ona party's 
prafaranca at ona point in axchanqa for another's at a later 
38. See chapter S for discussion of this in relation 
specific areas of the Ahern Committee's work. 
point. A second kind was tha "conscianca vote" type whara 
individuals' prafarances wera reflactad rathar than those o-
party. The "conscianca" vote was evident in the committaa'-; 
report on Human Relationships (which daalt with sax 
aducation), where t.ha avi dance overwhelmed -soma -of the 
iTieinbar-s' praconcaptions- A third kind wera mora 
"prof assional" aducation issues which ware not -politically 
•sensitive -and did not naca-ssarily involve strong party 
di ffarencas. 
When discussing the membership of the Aharn Committee, tha 
individuals' roles on the committae will ba axaminad using 
39 
Whaara'5 classification of characters in committaa work. 
Thasa are% 
laymen; (5) party man; (6) interested parties; (7) 
sacratary-
The above are intended, though they may not at first appear 
tc ba so, as charact-aristies in tha sansa that thay ni-ay 
affact tha -approach which committaa members will take to 
their -work on tha committaa concarned. Thus- tha members cat 
have both functions -and charactaristies. The ehair.^ a.n will 
hava tha function of keeping the committaa togathar and 
leading it to reach ccnelusions. Tha -secretary's function 
is to ensure that the business is out before tha committaa 
39. Wheara, K-, "Sevan Characters in Committee Work", in 
Rosa, R- (ed), PgiigY-Making_in_Eritain^_A_Reade-r_in 
Governmant. Macmillan, London, 1969. 
i.n an afficiant manner and that its decisions and 
discussions are recorded accurately- But both chairman and 
secretary might also ba party man. It is in this overlap of 
roles that tha interest in tha analysis lias, since thera 
may be one or savaral ch-aractari sties present in any one 
committaa member, who thus has to balance his various 
intarasts against each other, and against his function. It 
may ba, for example, that a eh-airman who is al-so a p-arty man 
suffers from conflict ovar tha need for consensus against 
the demands of loyalty to a party line. It may be that an 
-axpart is also a party man, and conflicts ari-sa over the 
impartiality of his expertise. But party membership is one 
of tha defining characteristics of select committee 
membership, and these tensions may perhaps not be seen as 
fault-5 but more as strengths. While party loy^alties 
strongly affected tha outcomes of the Aharn Committaa's 
work, tha personal characteristics of aach of the membars 
(and tha a-ssoe i at ad -secretariat and advisory panel) also 
influanead tha final output of the committee and these will 
now ba di scu-s-sed i nd 1 vi dual 1 y, 
^. H..^ _^ llg!lD i£!laiil0isn)_ 
Ahern was elected as National F'arty member for the 
alectorata of Landsborough (just north of Brisbane) 
following the death of G-F.R. Nicklin (Premier and leadar of 
the Country Party) in 1968. He was created Government Whip 
in 1972. Ahern had experience of a variety of parliamentary 
committees, such as the Minister's Education Committee and 
two of tha three select committees which -had been appointed 
40 
since tha turn of the century. He was described in one 
41-
interview as a "praqmatisf , and in another as "not tha 
stuff of which martyrs are made ... wants peace at any 
42 
price". (This was perhaps mare a raaction to his 
commitment to producing a consensus report than a trua 
reflection of his character) , Ahern nevert.heless had a 
reputation for being an independent thi.nker and had also 
been described as a "man who is not known for his sycophanc-v 
43 
to tha determined Pramiar". He was recognised as having 
considerabla ability and was one of the few parliamentarians 
with a university education, having taken a degree in 
Agricultural Science in 1963. He also had baen a committed 
•H-
and public ad-vocata of -parliamentary reform. In his 
eonjmittaa work, ona can identify t.hrae of Whaara's 
charactaristies: (a) Chairman, (b) Party man (emphasised by 
tha fact that ha was party Whip), and, lastly, (c) Layman. 
4u. Committaas on Punishment of Crimes of Violence, and 
Privileges. 
41. Interview no 8. 
42. Intervie-w no 26. 
^3. Cguriar-Maii, Brisbane, 15.6.79. 
44. Aharn, M.J., "Education in Queensland: Some Raflactior 
on the Operation of tha Parliamentary Select Committae of 
Enquiry", Queensland Department of Education, Bardon 
Professional Development Centra, Occasional Paoar No 12. 
1979. 
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Ahern came to tha committae without a backgrou.nd in 
aducation. The usa of the term "layman" is in no sanse to 
minimise the i.mportant role of 1-aymen. Wheara lists t.hrae 
stranqths of laymen: interested in and concerned with the 
matter at hand, capable of grasping tha issuas as presented 
to him by the expart, expert in some other walk of lifa. 
One of tha alternative expart areas Aharn could offar was, 
of course, polities, and he could therefore balance the 
advice of the experts against the "art of the possible" It 
will be seen later, however, that there was some tension 
between "experts" and "laymen" especially during the process 
of decision—making whan the "experts" wera felt by some to 
have too much influence. 
In tha -dalicata bal-ance between thasa three characteristics, 
Ahern clearly placed a vary high priority on t.ha 
chairmanship rola, and the need to demonstrate that the 
committee was impartial But impartiality and consensus are 
not enough in thamsalvas, and the political realities, saen 
from his -stance as party man, quite clearly informed his 
input to tha committee on certain iscuas. It was axprassed 
by several of those people who had been intimately connactad 
with t.ha work of tha committae that it was almost entirely 
t.hrough his will and determination that tha sal act committee 
ovarcame tha suspicion with which the announcament of its 
appointment was racaivad. He wrote later of "providing -some 
of the healing balm that we hope we are trying to do for the 
45 
-situation generally" and .he was, fi^om t.ha outsat, 
effect!va in applying that balm. It was particularly 
noticeable after t.he commi ttaa's work was ovar that Aharn's 
name was mentioned persistently as possible eventual l-aadar 
of his party and potential succassor to Pramiar 
Bjelka—Petersen. Whatever the outcome of tha committaa, his 
chairmanship provided the opportunity to build a public 
reputation and Ahern's chairmanship quickly won the respect 
of committaa mam-bars and tha public. Ha also managa-d te-
al lay tha faars of the QTU by his strong -support for the 
'establishment of a select committaa which would -affo=^ d 
protection tc any witnesses which appeared bafora it. 
L. W. Powell 
Powell was alactad as National Party member for tha seat of 
Isis (an electorate on tha central Queensland coast, between 
Bundabarg and Maryborough) in 1974. He held a Trained 
Teacher's Certificate (having studied at Kelvin Grova 
Taachars' Collage -at the same time as tha President of the 
GTU, Lyla Schuntner), and had taught briefly in primary 
school bafora his election to tha Legislative Assembly. For 
a period during his teaching career he had baen a member of 
the Stata Council of the QTU. He was a member of the 
45. Ahern, M-J., gs_cit, p.6 
coalition parties' Education Committaa (later to bacoma its 
chairman) He might be said to fit into tha fallowing of 
Whaara'-s characters: (a) Party manl (b) Expert, and (c) 
Interested party. 
Powell was described in one interview as "worried about TLHS 
46 
Pramiar'5 viaw" , in the sense of not wishing to oppose ths 
Pramiar. Not only was ha -a .National Party man like Ahern, 
but a particularly -strong supporter of the Pramiar As an 
ex-taachar ha also was an "expert" member of tha select 
committee and saw himself as having a -special rola as 
47 
such. His rola as "interested party" is -suggested hara 
because of the very direct influence which interest groups 
had on his work on the committee (this will ba described in 
detail i.n chapter 8 ) . -Howe-ver, this "intarast" is vary 
closely allied to his rola as "party man", and parhap-s 
depends on tha axtant to which one ca.n -argue t.hat tha 
National Party reflected tha views of tha particular 
intarast groups. This will becOiTsa clearer whan it is-
demonstrated that there wara issuas over which the National 
Party wa-s di'v'idad. With soma factions supporting tha vi-aws 
of tha -axtrama conservative -groups and others (including 
46. Interview no 20. 
4 Powal1 suggested in interview that he was the only 
committee member who could understand all the education 
"jargon". (Interview 24.6.81.) 
Early in 1983 Powell became Minister for Education, so his 
experience on the Ahern Committee was important to him in 
career terms, and his membership of the committee affactad 
the outcomes of the committee's work in a way which would 
not hava baen -anticipatad at the time, as his promotion to 
the portfolio obviously presented tha opportunity to prass 
far action on tho-se of the committee's recommendations ha 
unaqui vocal1y supported. 
y j L _ 2 i _ y g y i t t 
Hewitt was alactad as Libaral Party member for tha 
metropolitan electorate of Chatsworth in 1966 (it became 
Graenslopes in 1977). He had -sat with Ahern on the Select 
Committees on Punishment for Crimes of Violanca, and on 
Privileges. He had also served on tha Minister's Education 
Committaa for several years. He -was also a man committed to 
parliamentary reform, including the astabl i shment of a. 
public aceounts committaa "operating as a house Of review to 
48 
put tha teeth back into Parliament" Both Hewitt and Aharn 
gained places in Cabinet after tha 1980 St-ata alaction, but 
•at t.ha time of tha establishment of tha committee had given 
long sarvica as back-benchers. On Hewitt's avent-ual 
appointment to Cabinet, one political correspondent 
commentad: 
48. Sundav_Maii, Brisbane, 25.1.81. The issue of a Public 
Accounts Committee later -split the governing coalition and 
forced -an early election in 1983. Hewitt was a reluctant 
dissident. See chaptar 9. 
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It is generally baliav-ad that PreiTtier Joh 
Bjelka-Patarsen kept Hewitt out of Cabinat as long 
as possible, (because he) did not like his talk of 
the naad for parliamentary raform.£491 
Using Wheara's typology, one might see Hewitt as: (a) Party 
man, as Libaral Party nominee on the committee; (b) Layman, 
not having a strong background in education even t.hough ha 
was a member of tha Minister's Education Committa. It might 
ba -argued that ha was an "interested party" only in tha 
•sansa th-at he had an interest in seeing that tha committae 
as such was affective and could damonstrate t.hat thera might 
be a useful rola for select committees within tha Queensland 
parliamentary context. Other than that, he h-ad no obvious 
intara-st in tha outcome of the committee. 
-n-r . \J- n i i i. X JL ^ J 
was el-acted to the -metropolitan seat of Ithaca in 
19.66, as Liberal member He was a master painter before ^ 
alaction to the Lagislative Assembly. His record i-n 
pari! ament did not include any sarvice on -select couimi 11a€ 
or particular interest in aducation matters, and it was 
•suggested that he was tha least comfortable wit.h the 
education terminology of the members of the comniittea. 
This is significant in relation to the comment mada in -an 
i.ntarview on the workinq of the committae which indi-eatad 
49 - Sundav_Maii.» Br i sbane, 25. 1. 81 
50. Interview no 26. 
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that thosa members of the committaa and advisory panel who 
wera at home wit.h the "jargon" of aducation wera mere 
influential in the decision—making process that those who 
51 
were not. Miller can be seen, therefore, as primarily a 
Party Man, in Wheara's tarms, with no ident!flabia 
ax pertisa. 
E. F. Shaw 
Shaw had held tha outer metropolitan seat of Wynnusxi for the 
Labor Party only si.nee 1977, having been an Alderman on t.he 
Brisbane City Council since 1967 Immediately after his 
elaction he was made opposition spokesman for Education. A-s 
the only Labor member of the committee and being new to 
parliament his position on the committee could have proved 
an isolated ona. However, it was clear from interviewing 
both Shaw and others associated with the committae that -not 
only was the chairman very skilful in leading t.ha coiTimitta-a 
to consensus (at least most of the time), but also that a 
feeling of mutual respect devalopad batwaen tha chairman a.nd 
the Labor member 
Following Wheare's typology, one could identify Shaw as 
expart in tha sense that he was Labor education sp-ok-asman, 
but not as -expert as an ax-teacher Shaw had the most 
difficult role as "party man", being the only non—coal it!on 
member of the committaa, and this role obviously overlappa-d 
51. Interview no 22. 
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with that of "interested party", -as the QTU axpeetad hi-n5 to 
protect the interests of teachers. But he was not 
interested in the sense that ha had a widely known position 
on the issues before bacoming a committee member 
The_Ad-vi5gr-Y_Panai 
Tha advisory panel was appointed to overcome tha obstacle of 
it not being possibla to appoint .non-pari iaiBantarians to a 
-select CD.'nmittaa. But tha advisory panel apparently 
presented some problems in t.he ayes of soma committae 
members: it was f-alt that tha committae m-ambers aceadad too 
readily to tha ad's^ 'ica of the persons with the "most 
qualification". Thus some advisors wera thought by other 
participants to wield more influence than was dasirabla. 
This viaw is obviously coloured by whether tha argument i-s 
going with you or not, but it is an indication that 
consensus was not easily reached, and that tha innovation of 
appointing an adviscry panal brought with it status 
problam-s. Tha gulf of "expertisa" within tha panel and tha 
committaa was described in one interview: "Thara was such -a 
a wide spactruin of intelligence and -aducation in t.ha 
advisory panel and the committee that -sometimes it was a-s 
though two languages were being spoken." 
Formally, however, the ad-visory panel had persuasive power. 
52. Interview no 22, 
53. Interview no 4. 
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but no voting rights. Thay ware not abla to ask quastions 
at the public hearings either, but had to channel tham 
through committaa me.^bars. While it was an unusual de-vica 
to appoint an advisory panal, it was -a solution -sought to 
the problem of tha parliamentarians needing to coma grips 
with specialist m-aterial and followed a developing practiea 
in Britain: 
Provision has been made since about February 1966 
to -anabla -select cocnm.!ttaas to engage ad hoc 
specialist -advisers, part-time to help them with 
specific inquiries. .A good deal of use has bean 
made of this fac!1ity.C541 
Had the original idea of a royal commission been acceptable, 
it would have bean possibla to hava "expert" commissioners, 
but thera would have been fewer political constraints on the 
commission membars. Had a departmental committae. .-aporti-ng 
to t.he Mini-star, baan appoi.ntad it would not have baan -such 
a public axarcisa in attampting to reconcile divided 
opinions. Tha compromi-sa of combining a select committaa 
with an advisory panal bridged thasa problems, but it 
pr-oduead tensions and outcomes unique to this cciTiOrOiTii sa. 
Ona committaa maiTibar hald that it would h-ava bae-n praf arable 
if thay had not attended committaa meetings, but rather had 
produced background papers, in order to lessen tha -advisory 
panel's influanca ovar committaa memb-ars with less-
er'^  
expert!sa. If soma informal comments were critical of tha 
54, Study of F'arl lament Group gE_cit, p. 11 
55. Interview no 22. 
tensions, the chairman was full of praise for tha p-a-nal 
After the committae was appointed Cabinet wara 
very generous to us in allowing us to appoint 
advisers. — this was something naw in Australia-
It hadn't been dona anywher-a else bafora and I 
want to tell you that it has baan an axcallant 
thing to do. We've had soma critics about our 
advisers but in practiea tha advice thay have 
given this type of an qui.-^ y has been critical. It 
couldn't have operated without thasa four 
peopla.E56J 
Tha advisory panel appointed wara: 
Principal of St Paul s School, Bald HillSj Brisbane, and a 
past president of the Association of Independent Schools in 
Queensland, Krebs brought long experience of the indepanda.nt 
school system to his work on the committee, and had a 
university degree behind him. He was, tharafore, -accustciTiad 
to many of the arguments over education and with its-
language. Ha was dascribed by one committee member as "very 
much the academic" He seems to fit neatly into the 
eh-araetar of "expert" without identifiable conflicts with 
other "characters" 
Ki._P^_QiCgnngr 
O'Connor was principal of a state high school at Wavall 
Heights, and later became an Inspector of Schools. Ha also 
56. Ahern, M.J , ge_cit, pp.3-4. 
57- Interview no 26. 
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brought practical teaching axperianca to his rola and was at 
home with the subject- He, too, was an "ax-pert" The axtant 
to which ha and Krabs might be saen also as interestad 
parties would relate to thair raspactiva positions in tha 
state and independent school systems. It was said by one of 
the committaa membars t.hat Krabs and -O'Connor ware both very 
helpful a.nd practical, -and that tha-y -bacama the major 
advisors: "If you put up an argument and you got one or both 
on -your side you had a chance of getting tha committee to 
58 
fall into step" 
BjL—Bogdman 
Goodman was Reader in Education in the External Studies 
Departmant of tha Univarsity of Queensland, and a noted 
59 
historian of Queensland education. However, added to this 
"expart" role, he brought with him to tha conimitt-aa a know-n 
stance on the MACOS issue and a known -political commitme-nt 
which made his "axpart" rola in conflict wit.h .his rola as 
"intarastad party" This intarastad party role was furthar 
underlined by the fact that he ehcsa to addra-ss maati.ng-s of 
the Festival of Light in Naw South Wales during the period 
that the committee was still sitting- Dr Goodma-rs's -address, 
at Maequaria University on the 12th and 13th of August 1978, 
while rehearsing soma of the events which lad to the 
58. Interview no 20= 
59. Hi-5 work has baen referred to here, especially in 
chapter 3-
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commi ttaa's establishment and explaini.ng tha app.^^oach t.ha 
cQjnmittae was taking to its work, was delivered as a s-arias 
of questions rathar than putting a dogmatic point of viaw; 
nonethalass, the -seer atari at was clearly dismayed -by hi-s 
decision to address this particular group during such a 
-sensitive period. He could not, under tha circumstancas, hi 
described as eomplataly impartial, and his prasenee might 
raise tha same question as is posed by Chapman in relation 
to tha British Radcliff—Maud Commission: 
Pr ev i ous ly declared po-siti on s or expertise may 
also need raprasantation — but one wonders to what 
extent tha Radcliff—Maud Royal Commission found it 
helpful to hava as a .member -someone wall known to 
po-ssass clearly thought out but rathar inflexible 
attitudas to local government reform; an outsider 
may have doubts about the rola of such a person on 
t.ha Commi-ssi en, about his affect on tha other 
members and t.heir -affect on him, and subsaquently 
question tha advisability -of such an 
appointment-E60J 
Goodman's presence on tha advisory panel was quest ion-ad in 
some quarters, tc the extent t.hat one member fait it 
necassarv to defend his inclusion on the panel durinq th-a 
= ^  
deba ta w h i c h f c l l o - w a d t h a t a b l i n g o f t h a c o m m i t t e e ' - s 
O i 
reports. 
J. -Herron 
Mrs Herron, rapcrtad in tha press as "hou-sewife and mother 
of 10", was also wife of a prominent member of tha Liberal 
60. Chapman, R.A- gg_cit, p.17 
61. See chapter 9. 
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Party, Dr John Hai^ron. Most members of the committee wera 
parents, and thus in that sense were "intarastad" simply-
through parenthood. Mrs Herron was also a Catholic- as was 
the committee's chairman- Her close association with the 
Liberal Party organisation (har husband -became Prasidant of 
the party shortly afterwards) contributed to the strong 
conservati va bias in tha comnsittaa and panel As -such- -she 
must ba seen as a "party woman" Wheare, whan discussing 
th-a "layman", talks about tha need for the good layman to 
ha-ve the virtues both of "raa-scnabla man" and also 
"unraasonabla woman" R-ather than take Whe-are to task for 
sexist prejudgeiiient, it is interesting to understand tha 
point ha is making: 
Indaad, soma of tha bast layman are woman and 
unreasonable women at that. It is the quality — 
often associated, by men at laast, with woman — of 
being unable to sea tha sansa in what is being 
dona, of questio.ning the whole basis of 
organisation, of brushing difficulties aside, of 
ignoring logical argument, and of pressing a point 
bayend what most man consider a reasonable limit, 
which is required as part of tha make-up of a good 
layman. It is against criticisoj of this kind that 
uffiei-al-s and ax-perts -should ba required to 
justify thair proposals and procedures in public 
administration. The r-aasonabla is not enough; we 
need tha unreasonable woman al-so.C621 
•While not wanting to label Mrs Herron -as an "unraasonabla" 
woman (nor wanting tc acho her own self—description as tha 
"token woman"), it is useful to sea tha role of the layiTia.n 
on tha committae, and Mrs Herron was perhaps tha only person 
62. Wheare, K., gg_cit, p.105. 
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who was primarily a layman on either committee or panal, as 
being a neea-ss-ary and defensible balance against tha axpart: 
and official-s-
The_Offigiais 
Thera were three members appointed to tha sacratariat of th? 
Ahern Committae, It soon bacama clear that these t.hrae had i 
very major task ahead of them, from the over-whelming 
response to tha .f-aquest for submissions from the public. 
The t.hrae wera: tha seeratary to tha committaa, a research 
of f i c -er an d a at an og r -ap h ar. 
Rhodas, writing on the membership of committees, does not 
mention tha officials attached to tham. Tha Study of 
Parliamant Group's paper on -select comn-iittae-s does davota 
them some consideration. Thay refer to tha Clark, and their 
eprnmants about his tasks maka it clea.?" that thay include 
those tasks undartakan by tha sacrat-a.i^ y and tha research 
officer to tha Aharn Committee. Thay suggast that tha Clerk 
often plays a mora active rola than tha form-al p-roc-adure 
suggests -and that his position not only dapands on the 
speci-al knowladga he has of the subject under enquiry but 
particularly on his relationship wit.h tha ch-airm-an = 
Al t.hough soma chairmen orafar to handla much of t.he data! 1 
themselves, generally thay will depend on tha Clark for 
help, including suggast!on-s as to tha strategy of 
interrogations, witnesses to ba -summoned and t.he -analysis o-
avidence. Also tha clerk may be relied on for the 
preparation of material which may bacome the eventual 
63 
Chairman's Draft Report. Under British practice, t.ha name 
of the Clerk is not recorded in a select committaa 
64 
raport. However, again thera is a diff aranca in pr-aetica 
in Queansland and t.he presence of the research officer and 
of the secretary was acknowledged at the end of each -Ahern 
Committee interim report. 
Tha division of work between tha la-st two was, broadly, -as 
follows: 
Tha -secretary (E.N. Newton, seconded from tha Pai^ l lament 
House -staff) was responsible for the organisation involved 
in arranging meetings, public hearings, and distribution of 
materials to the committae, and -some of the draft -report 
writing. 
The research officer (J. M, Barnas, saconded from the 
Parii-a.a>entar-y Library), was responsible for sorting t.hrough 
evidence and -submissions, -seeking out additional research 
avidenca, and providing a-nalysas for tha chairman and 
committae man-ibars. It was indicated that he wrote the 
65 
aiajority of tha draft reports. Neither office.'- h-ad a 
63. Study of Parliament Group, gg_cit, p-11. 
64. In contrast with tha practice whereby Secretaries to 
Royal and Departmant Commissions and committaas are 
acknowledged to exist and indeed -sign reports as well as the 
members themselves. 
65. Intarviews 20 and 22. 
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background in aducation although both were graduates. 
Barnes' background included many years in tha British ai^my, 
and a dagraa in aconcmic-s undertaken at the University of 
Queensland as a mature student. 
The influence of those people whose job it is to produce 
draft reports can be very important. Occasionally, during 
interviews with committae mambers, this was referred to. 
More than one member voiced the opinion that the r-asearch 
officer, in particular, had considerable influence, both on 
66 
tha reports and on the -chairman. One said that at ona 
point when the committee had decided in favour of the 
inclusion of certain wording, against one minority voica. 
the wording had in fact been deleted by the research officer 
"because ha had decided to take it out", and this lad to the 
comment t.hat parhap-s the secretariat had had "more influanca 
than they -should" It is a very dalicata exercise to 
write a raport which reflects tha will of the committaa and 
is logically and coharantly -argued, and it may ba that in 
retrospect committee membars can f-ael that a sacratar!at had 
undue influanca because thay ramembar tha product mora 
clearly than tha process. However, the value accorded by 
tha chairman to the work of the research officer might ba 
measured by the fact that whan the committae finished its-
work, the research officer was appointed to Ahern's 
66. Intarviews 20 and 22. 
o7fe Interview no 20-
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permanent ministerial staff™ It was also naticaabla whan 
interviewing the research officer th-at ha frequantly u-sed 
the personal pronoun when describing the committee dec!-sions 
68 
and the writing of tha i^aport. 
To giva another view -of the official, one can look at what 
he is not. The official is not a party man (ir ( i n *-H i i::iifc; issn^ts 
:hat ha is representing a party viaw) While ha might hava 
allegiance to a political -pari 
not permit that to be evident. He ie not necessarily -an 
expert on t.ha subjact matter undar scrutiny. Howavei^, 
aducation is an area in which mo-st people have opinions, 
especially on contentious issues, a.nd it may be th-at at 
times it is not easy for the "official" to sublimate his 
par-sonal -views, and that these views are mora difficult i 
sublimata whan presenting arguments on paper 
Chapman rainfor-ees the asse-ssment t.hat the sacratar!at 
appoi.ntad to a committee can hava considerable influanca; 
Somatimes appointad bafora tha individual 
commission membars -and -usually from tha -dapartment 
concarned wit.h the -subjact mat-car of tha inquiry, 
t.ha secretariat may ha%'e advantages over tha 
membars in both time and experi-anca, and although 
officially t.he -servants of tha commission it may, 
through formal and infcrfnal advice to witnesses -as-
wall as to the members individually and 
col1 act!valy, influence the direction tha scope of 
the inquiry-11691 
68. Interview, 2.4.80. 
69, Chapman, R.A., gE_git, pp-180-181 
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Chapman is not alona in commenting on the influence of 
secretariat staff on the work of committaas or commissions. 
For example, when the Myers Report on Technological Change 
appeared, the Natignai_Times reported that due to the 
members having demanding full—ti sue jobs tha inquiry was: 
to a considerable extent left in the hands of the 
head of its secretariat He has shot through 
tha ranks of the Public Servica to become a second 
division assistant secretary of research in the 
department. His upward trajectory is not expected 
to be impeded by tha report, much of which ha 
reportedly drafted.C70j 
Thus, while the rola of t.ha -officials is ostansibly to 
axeeuta the administrative functions, provide research 
support and a-ssist the procass of converting decisions taken 
by tha committee into logically argued written 
racommandations, thair own value systems and strength in 
arguing to thosa value systams, must be a -significant 
influence on the final written reports. It was very avidant 
from the star^ f- (they wara i.ntarviawed -several times) that 
tha Aharn Committaa sacratar i at saw thamsalvas -as muc.h 1 ass 
consarvativa than tha prevailing athos of the committae, but 
ovar a period of ti.iia pragmatic judgements began to take 
over from th-a expressions of idealism which wera mada whan 
the first interview took place (before a.ny rapo.rts had bean 
written) 
This chaptar has examined some of the constraints and 
70. National Times, 3-9.8.80. 
— '?•7^ ^ 
influences on the work of the committaa, drawing attantio-n 
to the pressures operating on committee members and ten-sions 
betwean tha t.hrae groups of people closely concarnad with 
tha committaa's decision-making and report writing-
The purpose of this analysis has bean to suggast that tha 
choice of a salaet committaa of parliament as a vahicla for 
diverting conflict and for policy examination ha-s waaknassas 
which derive directly from this type of comiTiittaa. As will 
ba saan from the following chapters, the members of tha 
committaa were -subjact to the very pressures t.hat t.he normal 
policy anvironment had been subject to; the very pressures 
which had lad to tha commun!t-y conflict ovar adu-cation 
policy and tha establishment of tha committae in tha first 
place. 
In addition, while the committee had advisers with 
specialist knowledge of aducation, the members themselves, 
with tha axeaption of Powell, had littla expertise in tha 
area. The committaa was to consider axtremely comolax 
education issuas covering an unmanageably broad range of 
policy -areas, -and it is clear from the respon-ses of 
committea members t.hemselves that they wera often 
Qverwhalmad by the task they faced. The possibility that 
thay could approach this task embracing a "ration-al" procass 
was made remote by the scope of tha inquiry and tha lack -of 
expertise at thair disposal 
In order to be abla to substantiate this argument, the next 
chaptar will look mora closely at the committaa's work -at 
tha information gathering stage, and the methods adopted to 
acquire that information on which they based thair 
recommendations. The eontant of the racommendations and 
rasponses to t.hem will be considar-ad in chapter 8. 
n!4£iPT1=-C 
Cgi3mi^ttae_i^.n_Dg€ 
Commissions are axpactad to inquire -and advise. 
Inquiry may take various forms: receiving written 
evidence; holding public hearings to receive 
avidenca orally; paying visits -at home and abroad 
to throw light on the problems being cons!dared; 
drawing on bodies of existing knowladga to 
illuminate thair -subject; and commissioning new 
research in the time available before thair work 
i s c-omp 1 at ad. E 1 H 
Of thasa forms of inquiry, only one, that of commissioning 
research, was not followed by tha Aharn Committaa. Tha 
reason for this omission, as will be explained later, wa-s 
pradominantly lack of firsancial resources. In this chaptar, 
the committae'5 usa of tha other forms of information -and 
opinion g-atharing will be descr! bed-
(a) Writtan_Submi3sign5 
Ona of the first tasks of any committaa is to invita writtan 
avidenca- The Ahei^n Committee, parti cul-arl'y mindful of tha 
need to be open, and to ba seen ttj ba open, to all opinions 
sought avidenca from "all people in this Stata and also in 
tha other Statas of the Coinmonwaalth who wished to niaka a 
1. Bulmer, M,, Ihg_ysas_gf_SQciai_Rasearch£_Sgciai 
Ipygstigationin Public Pol icy-Making, George Allan Zi Unwin, 
London, 1982, p. 97 
2. Rhodes, G-, go_cit, p-101. 
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submission, regardless of the nature of thair connection 
with formal education" Written -submissions were invited 
by the committee by placing an advert!sement in avary 
newspaper in Queensland and in one newspaper in every 
capital city of Australia. The advartisement also gave those 
who made a writtan submission tha opportunity to apply to 
-appear in par-son, although tha comiriittaa reserved the right 
4 
to choose whom to invite on this basis. 
Rhodas racords that the British Committae on Consumer 
Protaction received 1,918 letters and comments that it "must 
surely have achieved about as high a response as a committee 
5 
is likely to get -simply from a general invitation. 
However, tha Aharn Committae easily outstripped this. By 
tha beginning of May, 1978, 90 submissions had been 
received. By October 12, the number had risen to 3,242. Ona 
of the raasons for this high response rate was that 1,320 
were on duplicated forms, and wera presented by membars of 
O 
var ! OUS org -an ! sad groups. 
Nevertheless, the number of -submissions was in striking 
contrast to the Radford Inquiry which racaivad only 28, and 
to the Karmel Inquiry in South Austral i-a which, despita 
>. Krabs, P., op cit, p 
4. Krebs, P-, gE_eit, p.6. 
5. Rhodes, G-, gB_git, p.105. 
6. letter from Secretariat to Chairman, Ahern Committee. 
12.10.78-
s i m i l a r l y b r o a d t a r m s o f r e f e r e n c e - r e c e i v e d o n l y 125- The 
r a a c t i o n o f t h e -commit tee and s e c r e t a r i a t t o t h i s f -asponse 
was reco.»^ded i n an i n t e r v i a w w i t h t h e C g u r i e r - M a i i - a d u c a t i o n 
r e p o r t e r : 
At -one stage wa v4ere measuring the submissions in 
feet, the -committee's secretary (Mr Ted Naw ton) 
said this weak. Or as com.ijittae chairman (Mr Mike 
Ahern, NP Landsborough) , -sitting in his 
Parliamentary office put it: "Tha number of 
•submissions we've received, end to end would go 
from one and of this room to tha other and then 
soma." - "It is about aig.ht timas tha biggest 
inquiry I've seen in Australia in the educat! c.n 
fiald in terms of public response."E71 
With the establishment of the committaa and tha call foi^ 
submissions, all groups and intarasts wera being invited to 
•put their case. The Queensland Teachers' Union and tha 
Queensland Council of Stata School Organisations wera two 
organised groups who had had their established input into 
tha pol icy—making procassas a-rodad by tha sudden -success of 
the STOP & CARE group. And where their views wara in 
opposition to STOP & CARE, thara v-.iauld appear to be a danger 
that the dal iberation-s of tha committaa would be stymied by 
the problesTi of appeasing opposing factions: 
So as a group t-urns ona corner, it is met by 
anothar group going in the opposite direction. 
The result of the en-suing crash depends upon tha 
circumstances of the time and the strengths of tha 
two groups. Somatimas tha result is that no 
policy ch-anga is possible. Tha status guo is 
maintained because to depart from it will disturb 
tha position of one of the qroups.E83 
^ Cguriarzjjaii, Brisbane: 8. 9-78. 
8. Richardson, J.J. & Jordon, A.G., go_eit3 p.5. 
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The large number of submissions representing organisations 
and individuals on topics as diverse a-s -had been anc-our-aged 
by the tarms of raf-arenca (especially -sinca such strongly 
opposed views had been aired) meant that assessing merits -of 
aach view would be vary difficult. Sav-aral of the issues 
had baen t.ha subjact of public dispute, and were politically 
vary sansitiva- Even if -some of tha extreme views might be 
held by a minority, that minority was both vocal a.nd 
influent!al. 
Tha -secrat-ariat faced the task of coding -and sorting t.ha 
submissions, and circulating them to committee .members for 
•scrutiny. The first major decision taken was whom to invita 
to giva evidence during the hearings, and here the committee 
attempted to hear raprasantatives of each organisation, and 
al -so i nd! vi -dual members of tha pub lie. 
Soma submissions wera mada on duplicated forms, di-strihutad 
by organisations such as STOP Zc CARE or tha QTU, and 
consisted of various statamants which tha parson making t.he 
submission could tick or reject. Other submi-ssi-o-n-s 
consisted of a statement on behalf of a aroup or 
institution- A third group consisted of parsonal letters 
from individuals- (When t.ha committaa's work was complata, 
•sats of -submissions, excluding the parsonal letters, wara 
lodged in the mai.n libraries in Brisbane- Tha personal 
letters were excluded from public access-) 
STOP & CAF;E was the first group to organise duplicated fo-riFf 
submissions- Onca STOP ?< CARE had treated tha committee's 
work as some kind of referendum, tha QTU producad thai.^ far-frs 
in response. Tha breakdown of these form submissions (at 
October 1978) was: 
STOP Zi CARE 645 
Queensland Teachers' Union 505 
Unemployed Taache-'-s' Co-ordinating Committaa 42 
A Rockhampton group 42 
Tha Campaign to Raise Educ-ational Standards 87 
Australian Labor Party group 28 
Concarned Citizans of Harvay Bay 
(mult i pi a si gnaturas) IS 
Miscelianaous groups 26 
At this d-ata the committee had also received 1,843 writtan 
submissions. This number continued to i--isa through th-a 
commi ttea's pari od of operati on. 
The submissians from t.ha Rockhampton araa wara in a -similar 
vein to tha STOP ?« CARE submissions, emphasising tha 
importance of taachars' morals. One of the submissions frofn 
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Harvey Bay, which opposed tha teaching of avolution in 
schools, had 150 signatures. The unemployed teachers' 
submissions followed the pattern of tha QTU submission, and 
the vast majority of these came from the Brisbana area. 
Of the submissions from the Campaign to Raise Educational 
Standards, just ovar a half came from Cairns and tha 
Atherton Tableland, with a few -coming from Townsvilla, 
G1 ad 51 on a 5 Br i sb an a, Roc k .h amp t an, Gy mp ! a an d tha Darling 
Downs. These wera concarnad with tha "back—to—basics" thema 
and achoed some of the STOP & CARE submissions with respect 
to educational standards, but lack-ad tha overt raligiou-s and 
sT5or a 1 f un d -aman t a 1! sm. 
Tha STOP Zi CARE submissions were divided between fcrms 
devot-ad to different headings ("Principles of Education", 
"Aspects of Education") It was somatimes clear that tha 
saiTia parson .had sent in ona of aach form, and -sofriatimes each 
mambar of a family had sent in ona form. Not all followed 
tha guidelines of STOP & CARE and two indicated total 
disapproval of tha submission. Many submissions from 
taachars seamed to be motivatad by raligiou-s •and./cr moral 
ccnsi darati ons- Some ax pr as-sad i^aservations -about t.ha 
exta-nt of tha criticism of modern educational methods which 
had baan articulated during the conflict. The number of 
submissions expressing disagreement of t.his order -was 
roughly 10 par cant. 
There were a number of basic themes that wera expressed 
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either by underlining or additional commants. The emphasis 
on the teaching of Christianity was pronouncad. There wa-s 
an equal stress on the fear of tha subvarsive character of 
alternative social explanations, and tha QCSSO and UNESCO 
were singled out as being communist fronts. Th-a 
"back—to—b-asics" t.hema was str-e-ssad and several -sub.Tiissions 
argued t.hat handicraft foi^ girls and wood and sTiat-al work for 
boys wera more useful tha.n subjects 1 i ka art (e-spec! al ly i.n 
tha present aconomic climat-a, -soma added) . The quality of 
teaching was frequently singled out. A faw blamed 
in ad a quae! as in taachar traini.ng but most argued that 
taachars should be sal acted on moral and/or r-aligious 
grounds as much as academic. Two -submissions argued that 
anyona ballavi.ng in evolution should ba debarred from 
taaching. Tha bulk of submissions came from people 
identifying themsal-ves as parants, 
Tha vast majority, though not all, of the QTU submissions 
cama from taachars. The total number represented 
approximately 1 9% of the total of 19=498 taachars amployad 
by the Dapartment of Education at August 1, 1978. These 
submissions- wara concarnad with the Cabinat ban on MACOS anc 
SEMP, tha retention of tha Radford Scheme and tha locus of 
aducat! onal daci si on-iTiaki ng. 
The geogr-aphical spread of tha foi^m -submissions is indieata? 
on the map which follows. It will be -seen that the QTU 
for.Tis returned from the coastal areas to tha north of 
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Brisba.na such as Rockhampton, Mackay, Townsville -and Cairns, 
outnumbered tha STOP Zi CARE forms from thasa areas. On the 
other hand, the forms returned from t.ha Gold Coast, 
Brisbane, Darling Downs and inland areas such as Roma, St 
Qaorga and Cunnamulla wara -almost entirely from STOP Zc CARE 
sup-port-ers a-nd sympath!-sers. 
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SOURCES OF FORM SUBMISSIONS 
Thursday I ^ 
QUEENSLAND 
62 n 
17 A 
156 0 
65 A 
38 • 
28A 
Maryborough 
20A 
old Coast 
urwillumbah 
79n 
115A 
NEW SOUTH WALES 
A TOTAL NUMBER OF FORMS FROM STOP & CARE = 478 
a TOTAL NUMBER OF FORMS FROM QTU =481 
iQHiiii.Hy^=._^y:bmi5signs 
Of the non-form submissions, the -speciali-st gi^ouos tended, 
net surprisingly, to saak recognition of their p-artieular 
intarast- For axampla, teachers' subject -associations 
wanted mora time for thair -subjact fields within tha 
curriculum, industry -g.'^ oups w-antad more a-m-ph-asis on job 
training and par ant a-ssoe i at! ens wanted sTiora say in 
educational decision-making. 
On the whole, tha taachars w-are mare apt! ilii Stic about tha 
state of tha aducation systani than tha STOP Zi CARE group (as 
might be axpactad), but t.hera wera one ar two who achoed t.ha 
sort of sentiments STOP & CARE held: 
I would ancQurage your ccmmission to a-spacially 
consider tha Taachars Collegas and the philosophy 
un d -ar 1 y i n g muc h of th-a e our sas t h -ey off er , bearing 
in mind that humanism is in fact a religion and a 
fninority ona at that,E93 
Basically Australia is a Pluralistic Christian 
Sociaty. I resist strongly efforts towards eecular 
Humanisoi "HuiTian Relation" courses that are 
•apoa^aring in Social -Scianca, English, Gaography, 
Homa Economics ara over amphasisad and in -some 
eases are carnieiou-s as well as a waste of 
education time.ElOl 
Other comments below are -salacted from tha submissions to 
support -some of the claims made earlier that tha prasenca of 
•conflicting philosophies led to the unrest over education in 
9. Submissions ta the Select Committee on Education in 
Queensland, held in the Fryer Library, Univarsity of 
Queensland: Hardgrave:JL-930. 
10. Submission to Select Committee, gg_cit: Kanny:AUJ-59-
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the 1970s. For example, -one teacher suggestad: 
That the committee inquire into tha wisdom of 
allowing civil servants of one particulate 
philosophy or other -gaining dominance in tha 
Education Departmant to the extent that 
buraaucrat-s might alienate themselves from ths 
Parllament, the bulk of taachars trained undar a 
different philosophy and many p-arants reared in -; 
age of a different philosophy. 
That F'arl lament ra—assert, subtly, its do.Tiinance 
ovar the Civil Sarvica and -assume rasponsibi 1 ity 
for Education, but that dcminanca ba based on 
informad, -anl i-ghtanad F'arl iamentary 
decision—making by such means as this Committaa i 
I.nquir-y proposes to do.Elin 
Tha issue of who should be making which decisions was 
clearly seen to be an issue by many who made submissions 
There are some decisions that -ara properly the 
concarn of Cabinet and t.he Government and t.hesa 
are incorporated in tha Education Act. The recent 
intrusion into sal set!on of materials is not tha 
province of Cabinet.E121 
I wish to axpress my concarn at tha apparent ad 
^ the making of decisions by Cabif 
=-.-sr-.-f-?-n-.^=^  = -: Zi-! Education proqrams 
d md material in this Stata.E13 1 
i h a r e w e r a a l s o many e x p r e s s i o n s o f d i s i t i a y a t t h e a t t a n i p t t o 
t u r n b a c k t h a c l o c k t c t h a d a y s b e f o r e t h a r e c a n t a d u c a t i o n 
l i b e r - a l i s m : 
I believe thara is no datarioration in tha student 
body. Students are mora questioning; their morals 
are as high as ever they have been; they are .^ nora 
friendly; thay have a different set o-r 
the older Generation but whan the aldar aanarat!or 
11. Submission to Select Committee, gg_eit: Ryan:JN-292= 
12. Submission to Select Committee, gg_eit: Oudyn:JN—104. 
13. Submission to Select Committee, go_cit: Trotter:AU—90. 
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takes tha trouble to study tha student, tha tru^ 
ara discovarad. E141 
As some organisations sent in -submissians, organised fcr-m 
-submissions, and gave evidence at the public haa.-irig-s, the 
thrust of all thraa will not be repeated her-a. Thus, having 
passed over the QTU form submis-sicr +-Hi 
•submission deserves attantion. This is p-articul-arly 
important because their oral evidence was not as strong as-
thai r writtan evidence. 
The QTU coneantratad on -social education? t.he professional 
rights -of teachers, and literacy and numeracy- But their 
submission opened with a statement about recant -events, and 
the charges directed against the educat!on system: 
To ba brief, tha-se charges smack mora p^f a 
medieval witeh-^hunt or of an inquisition sniffing 
cut harasy than of a lucid contribution to dab-ata 
about the future of education, and thay would be 
merely ludicrous wera it not for the power of s-oma 
of tha forces backing tham, includi.ng amployar 
gr-aups and tha Queensland Stata Government. 
Tha Queensland Taacher-s' Union ball eves that 
education is being made the -scapegoat for social 
changes which it did not initiate and ovar which 
Tha submission also draw attantion to tha difficulties faced 
by tha committee as a result of tha wide scope af tha 
inquii^ -y, -and the limited .number of committae membars and 
research staff, recording that tha union found it perturbing 
14. Submission to Select Committaa, go_cit: Exalby:JL—607 
15. Submission to Select Commission, gB_cit: QTU:JL-539. 
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that important decisions might b-a made -and acted on without 
a -serious analysis of the issues in -contention. Tha thrust 
of tha racommendations made by tha union was t.hat: 
(a) schools should be as autoncmou-s as possible; 
(b) that the standard of entry for taachars into tha 
prof-a-ssion would ba datarminad by the prof ass! on 
itsalf t.hro'ug.h its organi s^ation; 
(c) that teachars should ba involved in decision-making: 
(d) that thay should ba free to commant on issuas; 
(a) that thara should be an aducation commission; 
(f) that tha compulsory transfer schema -should ba 
raplacad; 
<g) that all assassmant should be done by individual 
•schools (abolishing moderation) ; 
(h) that curriculum boards should carry a m-ajority of 
participating taachars; 
(i) that inspector5 should not datarmina promotion; 
(j) that tha maximum class size should be reduced 
progressively to 25 pupils. 
This was not thair only -submission (for axampla, they made a 
=Uj_"p J. t:i!H5=rn "-CiT •/ S U D f T i X i:-i;i "_jn -^ '15 r'Ti_'-_"j_'ri / , i_=L.ii_ i =_ i_=_"i ; ! _ c i • = tr-_j =_=!=: 
substancs of their arguments. 
The views of soma of the political parties will ba described 
in the section on the oral avidance, but the Labor Party's 
submission is axa.minad hara as it wa-a -similar to the 
submission from the QTU, not least in tha ra-sarvations bot.h 
expressed about tha establishment of tha committaa. The 
•submission ooenad with a or-aamble: 
Whilst -accepting tha right of Govarninant to form 
Parliamentary Committees to invastigata any matter 
of public importanca. it is the viaw of t.he ALF' 
that a review of a eomplax fiald -such as aducation 
would best be undertaken by a Committae compc-sad 
of professionals and experts in th-a appropriate 
field, together with other intarastad groups. 
Justice must not only be done, it must be -seen to 
be dona. 
It is therefore unfortunate in our view that the 
Govarnment chosa to establish a Parliamentary 
Committee on this occ-asion. 
The present situation may well be seen to ba one 
of Caesar advising Caesar as to what Caasai^ -should 
Pa. i. J.CS J 
Thus- both the QTU and -ALP submissions opened on notes of 
-suspicion towards the select committaa and tha task it was 
gping to undertake. That this hostility lasted such a very 
•short time wa-s a tribute to the attention paid to allaying 
these fears by tha committae as a whole, and aspacially its 
chairman, 
Although tha expression of d! ssati sf act!-an about the 
aducation system had coma from STOP ZA CARE and not tha 
QCSSO, tha Labor P-arty submission did not -acknowladga tha 
ex!stance of tha farmer group. Instead thay -suggestad that 
an education commi-ssi on should ba astabl i shad: 
.A mora r ap resent-at iva structur-a raf lactinr? tha 
aspirations of tha community and of th-a 
participants in the educational process is 
raq'uired. Tha formation of an Education 
Commission after consul tation with the Quaensland 
Teachers' Union, Parants and Citizens .Association 
and aducation instit'ution-s, we believe tha 
Government i.n consultation with these groups 
16. Submission to Select Committee,gg_cit: Australian Labt 
Party:SE9S1/6. 
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should closely monitor development of an Education 
Commission in New South -Wales, E173 
It is hard to see how this could ba a solution to tha 
problem sinca it appeared to be denying the views -and 
aspirations of the groups which had baan instrumental in 
pracipitating the crisis ovar MACOS and SEMP- The -submission 
did address tha question of how funds for school building 
were allocated (by implication attacking the tandaney for 
praferantial treatment to coalition elactoratas)j and 
suggested that the allocation of funds should ba tha 
r e-sp on s i b i 1! t y of the Ed uc at i on Dap ar t man t: 
The present -system of funding capital programmes 
is inadaquata and inefficient. The Education 
Department should be solely rasponsibia for 
datarmining priorities in the field. Advice from 
tha Works Department should be only of a technical 
nature.Eis: 
Tha submission also covered school staffing, secondary 
assessment (fa-vouring e amp et an ey—based school—based 
assessment), -country education, social educat! on. The 
greatest -amount of s-paca was given to tha need for the 
expansion of technical aducation, a thama also dear to tha 
coalition parties. 
Tha division which existed in the community over aducation 
issues is demonstrated by contrasting the QTU -and AL1=' 
17 c;i3hm-i-=-= X / 3 ubmi-s-sion to Select Committee, op cit: Australian Labor 
' =*" >- / . .-Ii— / Q A / G 
18. Submission to Select Committae,gg_cit: Australian Labor 
Party:SE981/6 
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submissions on intarnal assessment with another submission, 
from the Australian Council for Educational Standards, which 
contained a sharp attack on the F^adford scheme: 
The Competency Based Assessment systam is the 
latest absurdity to emanate fra.m a Board of 
Secondary School Studie-s which surely saas tha 
writing on the wall for the indafansible -systam it 
ha-5 supported for the past several years and is 
.now on the run.Ei9j 
This submission suggestad that the Board of Secondary School 
Studies -should be abolished and responsibility for all 
matters relating to secondary education should ba reetared 
to the Director of Secondary Education "who is responsible 
to tha people through the mini-star", exhorting also that an 
education commission "not be contemplated" 
19. Submission to Select Committae, gs_cit: Lamont:-AU—166. 
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The term "ev!dance" carries connotation-s of legal hearings. 
Inquiries vary greatly in tha axtant ta which thay oparata 
as legal investigations. The Auld Inquiry, for example, 
which sat following the William Tyndale school breakdown, 
was a truly legal inquiry- Auld was a Quean's Counsel, and 
tha investigation which ha carried out coneantratad on 
seeki-n-g information about which partieiiIar actors in tha 
school had been responsible for tha situation becoming 
unmanageable. Tha report tha in qui r-y pr educed concentrates 
on tracing tha -avents through, and pinpoints those people 
20 
who had contributed to the breakdown. 
A Professor of Law from Naw South Wales was appoi.nted 
Chairman of tha South Australian Royal Commission into tha 
Non-Mad!cal Usa of Drugs. In an article on t.ha way in which 
this inquiry w-a-s con-duetad, ha writes that: 
In practice tha pi'-ocadur-as adopted by indapandant 
inquii^ies hava depended less on their formal 
powers or con-sti tut! on than on other f-actors. 
These include the natui^a of tha inquiry as defined 
in tha tarms of rafaranca, the compos!tian of tha 
inquiring body, the rasourcas mada ava!labia to it 
and tha extent to which praeti-si.ng lawyers ara 
involved in the proceedings.E213 
20. Auld, R., Wiiiiam_Iyndaia_Junigr_and_lnfants_Schcgi5 
Pubiic_inguirY^_A_Repgrt_tg_the_inner_Lgndcn_Edueatign 
OythgrityT Juty, 1976. 
21. Sackville, R. , "Fact Finding Techniques of G-ovarnme.n' 
Inquiries: A Case -Study of the South Australian Royal 
Commission into the Non-Medical Use of Drugs", Current 
Af fairs_Buiietin, Dec emb er, 1978., p.4. 
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Ha w r i t e s l a t - a r t h a t " i n g e n e r a l , i n d e p e n d e n t i n q u i r i e s h-ava 
c o n s i d a r a b l a -scope i n d e c i d i n g t h e p r o c e d u r e s t.hay w i l l 
J. c 
follow and the nature of their invastigations". 
The Ahern Committae cantained no lawyers and t.ha avi dance 
was not davot-ad to tha col lection of facts alone. A great 
deal of time wa-s devoted to eliciting opinions from a 
community whose opinions wara strongly divided, 
Whatavar else is s-aid of open hearings, thara is agreement 
that they are very time con-sum!ng and .not strikingly 
afficient -as -a -way of coll acting information as thay involva 
a great deal of repetition. 
Johnson perceives dangers inherent in open hearings, which 
are subjact to unreliable information, if tha aim is to 
alevata select committees to the status of a respected 
pari!amen t ar y tool: 
It is bound gradually to undermine ona of tha faw 
major claisTiS which it has baen possibla tc oiak-a on 
behalf -of select committees, namely that thay hava 
daalt only in fully raliabla information. Such 
a'athority as thay hava has depended to a large 
d'-'-'-Eini- •-^•"- ^\-.-- -- .— h =—;!-—-!-.=..--; .— -J-•; .— ,—,.£ -*-*-»£=•!-•.- sx3--^ j»-'-- T ' ^ n - i 
Tf is intarasting that Johnson poi-nts out th-at in Brit-ain 
22. Sackville, R,, gp_cit, p.5. 
23. Sackville, R-, gE_eit, p-8; Bulmer, M-, gs_eit. p.l06; 
Webb, S, & B-, Method5_gf_Sgciai_StudY, Cambridge University 
Press, London, first published in 1932, 1975 edition citad 
here, p.l42-
24. Johnson, N., gg.git, p.23S-
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is generally education, -science, race relations and 
immigration which have tended to be subjects of open 
committee hearings, and that it might ba in tha nature of 
these subjects that they lend thamselve-s to t.his t.^eatment. 
Cartwright suggests that the taking of evidenca posa-s 
v-as'"ious difficulties. Committees m-ay race iva much a-videnca 
which is not useful, is rapetitiva, and sometimes 
"ludicrous" Evidenca is often pra-santad by interested 
parties wishing to promote carta!.n ideas. He cites a -former 
committae member'-s response to tha process of taking 
avidenca: 
Tha f i r s t e v i d e n c e s u b m i t t a d w i l l b a - s t u d i e d 
c a r e f u l l y - B u t a f t e r a y^aar -or s o , t h e c o m m i t t a a 
b e c o m e s s o s u b m e r g e d i.n p a p a r a n d s o f a m i l i 
i t s - w i t n e s s e s ' v i e w s t h a t o n l y t h a m o s t c c g a n t 
- s t a t a m a n t s w i l l maka much i m p a c t . E253 
-J. C a r t w r i g h t , T J ^ , g s _ g i t , p p . 3 9 — 4 0 . 
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The_Brisbana_Hearings 
Tha Brisbana hearings were held d'uring the parliamentary 
winter racass in 1978. Eighty—nine peopla or groups gave 
•avidanca. Of these, inany wera "experts" (officers of the 
Department, aducat! on! sts, amp layers) but equally, ma.ny were 
An overview of tha Brisbane hearings fallows. The sources 
of avidanca can be divided undar ten headings: 
1. off!ears of the Departmant of Education; 
2. churches; 
3. political parties; 
4. statutory bodies; 
5- employer i n t e r e s t s ; 
6 . s e c t i o n a l i n t a r a s t g r o u p s r a p r a s a n t i n g s u b j a c t 
t a a c h i n g a r e a s ; 
/ » aQUs_ai_ian =fXpar uS , 
8, aducat! on-al institutions; 
9- other organ! sad intarast grou-p-s; 
10. miscel1aneous, mainly individuals. 
It is impossibla to catalogue and balance tha n-amb-ar 
favouring one view against another- The Cguriar-Maii 
correspondent, "who -sat through all the hearings, wrote that 
no major themes emerged during the hearings: 
26. See Appendix 7 for t.he list of tho-se who gave avidenca-; 
Some call urgently for a back to basics. Others 
want mora taachar fraedom- Others mora govarnment 
i nvolvemant i n aducati on. Speci ali st groups 
naturally push their own barrows. In -short 
the public submissions -saam to hava covered fairly 
e%'-enly a whole cross—section of public feeling on 
on issue.E27j 
It was at the and of STOP & CARE's avidenca that Aharn 
-showed his only public i.iipatienca during tha inquiry: 
Mr Aharn has triad hard to ba scrupulously f-air in 
his handling of witnesses. Only rarely has his 
quiet, polite manner slipped- Once was whan ha 
had some trouble removing anti-SEMP campaigner Mrs 
-Rona Joyner from tha witness chair after har 
allocated time had finished. But avan then it was 
only a -shift from pleasantly polite to firmly 
polite.E283 
Tha topics covered i.n tha evidence ranged from specific 
objections to MACOS and SEMP, to discipline, vocational 
training, tha F:adfQrd Schema, th-a c-ontant of teacher 
aducation coursa-s, sax education and tha taaching of 
grammar Tha taaching iar lack of teaching) of th-a t.hrae 
R'-s came in for much criticism- This is reflactad in tha 
chairman's first aue-stion, at t.he beginning of the hearinq-s. 
In the great number of -submis-sion-s we hava 
racaivad — and thara ara so-ma -hundreds — thara is 
anormous conearn in t.he community axpr-assad to u-s 
r ag ar d i n g wh at has bee ome e o11o qu i a11y kn own as 
•standard-s of literacy and numeracy , is thara a 
causa for concarn in this araa?E293 
27 CguriarzM^ii, Brisbane, 8.9-78. 
23. Cgurier-Maii, Br i sbane., 8.9.78. 
29. Transcript of Evidenca to the Select Committee on 
Education in Quaensland, held in the Fryar Library, 
University of Quaensland., 13.6.78. 
_ r>cjT; _ 
A brief ovarviaw of tha avidenca will ba prasantad her? 
grouped according to tha eategor-y of -source. Thus the 
evidanca from political parties will ba compared, -a 
that from the various churches. The purpose of tha overview 
is to give an indication of the tone and breadth of the 
avidenca, as well as indicating the -strength of support for 
particular viaw-s. B-ayond this, it has not been organised by-
topic. It was not organised by topic for t.he commi ttae, and 
it is important to convey tha difficulty axperiancad by tha 
committee i.n constructing some order in their subsequent 
repo.=^ts. Chapter 8 will describe tha topics covered in 
these reports as wall as t.ha recaption 'which they reeaivad. 
The -sect!en on t-aking avidenca -which follows hara is 
organised according to the type of -source. Thus tha thrust 
of tha avidenca from church groups is analysed, t.hough tha 
groups 3did not all give evidenca on tha same day- It is 
important to ramembar that tha avidenca was not all 
prasantad in a coharant order While kilograms might ba a 
mora appropriate maas-ura than -Ca-?-twright' s "yaar-s" in the 
Ahern Commi ttae'-s case, mora than one person interviawad 
cpmmented on the faeling of being ovar whelmed -by the 
submissions and t.ha avidenca. 
It was tha Aharn Committee's practice to have di-scu-ssion-s 
with witnesses before tha formal hearings began: 
So that not only those who made submissions should 
be given an opportunity to make the points t.ha-y 
wished to maka but also the Committee -should have 
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the opportunity to put to tham the quastions it 
felt the community in gane.^al would want 
asked.E303 
Suite frequently, people were invited to lunch or coffee 
with the coiTTdttee, so the informal as well as the formal 
input they could make was significant. 
The Committae, having -settled upon the topics which would ba 
covarad duri.ng tha coming -session, decided who wo'uld ask 
which -questions. An analysis of the questions asked, 
therafora, would not gi'va an accurate 
part: 
were not -ccmmittaa mambers, membars of tha Advisory Panal 
were not parmittad to ask questions. .However, thay attan-dad 
tha hearings, sitting with the committee members and 
suggasti .ng questi ons. 
interests of icular members cf the committee. As th 
30. Krabs, P-, gp_cit- P = 7 
31. This invitation was avan extended on occasion to those 
few hardy souls in tha public gallery, -as the current writ? 
was grateful to discover 
32. Interview no 4. 
33. This restriction was a -source of frustration to th 
Advisory F'anel members at times (Interviaw no 26.) 
— '^ 9'n — 
pi 
gfficars_gf_tha_Degartment_gf_Educatign 
The hearings o-panad with avidenca from senior off!cars of 
the Dapai^ tm-ant of Education. In addition to giving avidanca 
early in t.ha proceedings, tha thraa most -senior off!cars 
returned for tha last day of hearings on October 23rd, and 
the last parson to appear bafora tha committae was tha 
Minister for Education, then V'al Bird. This contribution by 
tha dap-art.Tsant was -also supported by c-onsultation of a lass 
public kind between the Committee, t.he -secretariat and the 
d-apartment. The department seemed understandably -sensitive 
at tha time, and -amongst the written submi-s-sions appear soma 
very long rasponses by tha departmental officers to 
submissions sent to them by tha committaa for comment. For 
example, thara is a 7—page (foolscap) r-asponsa by ona of th-a 
officers to an attack on the Radford -Schema. Tha avidanca of 
dapartmental officers consisted of axpl anation and daf-a-nca 
of the status gug within tha aducation system, and was of 
QbviPUS iiT'portance for th-at raa-son. 
The Diractar-Ganaral3 Gilmour, was-first to ba heard. He 
began his avidenca with a statament about the organ! s-ati on 
and rasponsibi 1 itias of the dapartment, explaining th-at it 
suparvisad 440,000 children and 20,000 full—time taachars, 
and took 29% of tha Consolidated Revenue Fund. During tha 
commi ttaa's questions followi.ng his statament, a hint of tha 
range of tha inqui.'^ y amergad. Amongst tha topics raised 
were literacy and numeracy standards, community axpactations 
of tha aducation system, -elitist schools, paran 
communication, remedial teaching, taachar aducation and 
5.0ciai education. 
Tha chairman, Ahern, focussed tha questioning on seciai 
education: 
We have not yet put our toe in the water on the 
q'uestion of social aducation, and as it was tha 
crystallising issue which created this Select 
Committee I think we -should at laast mention it -at 
this first hearing.E343 
The Director—General -answered that two separata 
considerations were involved: whether the taxtfaooks ar 
materials wara controversial and whether, if they wera, 
thai.i^  educational merit warranted dafanca by t.ha 
dapartment. If a textbook h-ad no clear educational merit, 
for axampla, than there was littla reason for using it: 
I do not see that wa -should allow tha usa of 
textbooks which contain undesirable language. Tha 
argument is put forward that soma of tha bast 
books f-er -study contain this language, but I hava 
suitable books which could not ba used-E353 
At tha sama tima, Gilmour did not necessarily condone the 
arguments of the critics of MACOS and SEMPo Ha commentad 
that: "It seems to be the t.hi.ng thase -days t.hat if one want? 
to knock aducation one only has to say that it is 
anti-Christian, neo-facist or Communist" Ha was asked vshici 
34. Select Committee Record of Evidence, gE_cit, 13.6.78= 
35. Select Committee Record of Evidence, gg_cit3 13,6.78: 
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areas of inqu!.~-y facing tha eomsTiittaa naadad tha most spaady 
decision, and -suqqastad t.hat thay might racommand that the 
non-eont;:^ovarsi.al SEMP material s be fraad. 
An indication of some other concerns of the committea cama 
wit.h tha questioning faced by the Deputy Diractor-Ganar-al, 
Hamilton, such as what const! tut ad minimum c-ompateney in the 
thraa R's, and whose values should ba taught to childran. 
jh-a Assistant Diractor—General , Barkelay, also gave avidsnea 
pn the opening day. As tha Queensland Departmant's 
raprasantativa on the Council of the Curriculum Development 
Centra (CDC), Barkalay had baan placed in a particularly 
difficult position, and had resigned from the CDC whan tha 
issue of SEMP (produced under CDC guidance) cama to a head. 
The Department .h-ad made racommendations about t.ha 
suitability of tha SEMP materials for use in Quaensland 
school-5 follo'wing a departmental review initiated in January 
1978. This documant const!tutad a position papar for tha 
avidenca of all the officers of tha Dapartment. It was made 
available to tha Salaet Committee, and was u-aad as the basis 
for its racommendations on SEMP, and raproducad in the 
relevant report. 
Barkalay explained that -SEMP was tha outcome of a Nat!on-al 
Council for Social Scianca Taaching -sairdn-ar-, which producad 
36. The r avi-aw is included hei^ -a as Appendix 5. It will be 
noted that seme materials are indicated as being "unsuitabl 
for use in Queansland -schools" j 
a monograph on the taaching cf controversial issues in 
-schools. Tha CDC did not originate the notion of SEMP, but 
it "helped it along" Tha films which ware included in tha 
matari-als were producad by Film Australia and ware not saan 
by the CDC until thay had devalopad to a stage whan they 
ware too expansiva to adit, so thay ware included as thay 
stood. Barkalay admitted that ha thought Film Australia ha? 
made a "blue", but that tha films had been unlikely to ba 
shown in Queensland. Under questioning, Berkelav''s 
evidanca also .r-anged over other issues including teacher 
education and th-a lack of control and check!.nq of teaching 
skills, on tha department's inability to sack taachars and 
on t.ha question of the de-si rabi 1 ity of -an aducat! o.n 
cpnifai ssi on. 
Tha Director of Primary Education, Cullan, gave avidanca 
which reflected a prograssiva philosophy of aducation. 
During 1978-9 ha had come into confrontation with ona of ths 
right-wing activists, and had baan sent a soliticor's latter 
daniandinq an apology for a public statement ha had niada. Hi 
and Barkalay were sea.n as two of tha "orogress!vas" i.n tha 
Ed'ueatian Department. It was made quite clear, both in 
interviews -within the Education Departmant and with mambers 
of t.ha Salaet ComsTii tta-e. th-at tha diff-aranca in aduc-ation 
philosophy among officers of the department was oiarked. 
This was hardly surprising, perhaps, cons!daring that thase 
-Select Committaa Record of Evidenca, go_cit5 13.6.78= 
_ -PQQ .., 
differancas wara marked in the community- Ona mamber of tha 
advisory p-anal eom-mentad in interview that tha avidanca 
given by the mora progressiva officers "mada people's .hair 
stand on end" and that Berkeley a-nd Cullan, in particular, 
38 
wera "out of touch with reality" One of the techniques 
used by t.ha consarvativa intarast groups was to m-a.ka highly 
personal attacks on peopla -whose views differed frons thair 
own. Cullan was a target of one of these, as w-as Aharn 
(later, when tha racommendations advccatiRg the introduction 
of sax aducation had bean tabled)^ While tha QTU's intarnal 
discord tanded tc fade in tha face of the onslaught from 
39 
STOP Zi CARE, the differing philosophies within tha 
department became more apparent, and these diffarances wera 
exploited by tha right. 
It was mada clear by the Diractor of Secondary Education, 
Golding, that tha department kept a -watchful aya on 
textbooks and was sensitive to t.ha react!ens of tha STOP -?< 
-CARE sympath i sers: 
I hava mysalf sent a latter cut to principals of 
schools this year again asking tham to axarcisa 
extreme care and caution i.n t.ha sal act! on of 
textbooks, particularly so far as eontant of 
textbooks is cancarned.E403 
38. Interviaw no 26. 
39. Interview no 1 
40. Select Committee Record of Evidanca, op cit, 14-6.7S 
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The_Churchas 
Various church groups (Anglican, C-atholic, Lutheran and 
Uniting) gave avidanca. The issue which was at the bottoin 
OT tiise nHoU-3 ana •rsn.rir U5i=puca, =_! ic= i_i-i! I i ij.v=_ii3y •:f5sj.i_ia= %--iTi J. i-v\ 
it W-as faarad wara b-ainq asoousad -at hoiisa -and -at -school, w-a-: 
not parcaived as an issue in church -schools. The ehurchas 
-cpuld insist on tha imparti.ng of particular values, whera-as 
this was mora difficult in stata schools. The church group; 
tended to giva implicit support for the STOP ?/. CARE viaw of 
t.he dilemma i.n stata -schools. The Queensland C-at.holic 
Education Commission, for example, criticised t.he manner in 
which MACOS had bean introduced into tha stata system, and 
suggested that many taachars wera confused by t.ha autonomy-
it prasented, and were "not -happy with its background 
41 
philosophy". 
The raprasantativas of tha Education Committee of tha 
Lutheran Church cf Australia (Queen-sland Branch) brought th* 
question of the compatanca and ethics of taachars directly 
into tha SEMP discussion: 
We feel that the basic controvar-sy about SEMP 
should not be about the materials. The basic 
disquiet is over the teachers and tha way i.n which 
the teachers use t.he materials. E423 
They repeated the pcint made by tha Catholic Education 
41. Select Committae Record of Evidnece, gg_cit, 29.78. 
42. Select Committee Record of Evidenca, gg_cit, 18.7 7-8. 
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Commission, that church schools shared the underlying values 
of the parants, and these values were clearly undarstaod: 
It is also why we hava tha confidence of th-a 
parants - Thara is no tans!on between school and 
home.E433 
However, it is wort.h noting that the Catholic education 
system was subject ta soma ta.nsions. An unofficial splinter 
group called tha Association of Catholic Parants used soma 
of t.ha items from the STOP ?-: CAF;E -submi ssi en farm, very 
-slightly chang-ad, in their own submission. For axampla, one 
STOF' -Se 
I do -not -approve of the -smothering of our taaching 
-systam with the dangerous philosophies and 
psychological techniques being promoted by 
so-called "expert" educationists who are 
axparimenting with theories and s'wtgg est ions of: 
Deway, Skinnar, Simon, Raths, Harmin, Kohlbarg, 
Carl Rogers, Maslow, Gla-sser, Jaroma Bruner, 
Ruggs, Counts, Illich, Holt and Schoenheimer, 
spacialists in mind—manipulating and 
a11 i t ud a—ch an g i n g t ae h n i ques. 
This was adapt-ad by tha Association of Catholic .'==".ai^ant-s- to 
raad: 
All books, materials and Courses s.hould con form to 
traditional Christian culture and -standards which 
would automatically EXCLUDE such Scci-al Scianca 
Courses as MACOS, SEMP, Study of Society (SOS), 
Thanatology ate. -and the doctrines of t.ha 
following ad-ucators — Dewey, Skinnar, Piaget, 
Simon, Paths, Harmin, Kohl berg, Ruggs, Counts and 
ethers who, as behavioural -sciantists or 
-specialists in mind—manipul ating and 
attitude-changing want a Godless Society 
controlled by a fut-ara -ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT 
43. Select Committae Record of Evidence, O P cit, 7 9.78= 
•.j^^jd. 
One church, at least, was not as immuna to t.his value 
conflict as the evidanca suggestad. 
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Poiiticai_Partias 
The avidanca from the political parties is important hara 
because aducation colicy^ was firmly in the political -arena 
and the evidence from the parties, as well part-y platfarm-s 
at tha various alact!ons, helps to identify tha source of 
-support for diffarant policies from t.ha parties. I-n the 
analysis of the fata of tha Ahern Committaa r-ecammendati-ons 
idantificaticn of -support is helpful in clarifyin-g t.ha chai.n 
of events. 
Tha National Party Education Committee, both in interview 
and in thair evidence, put forward an educational phil-sophy 
which appeared to be mora liberal than that of the party's 
laader. Thay -suggestad tha astabl i shmant -of a "core 
curriculum", a -suggestion -which was translated into specific 
racefiimendation-s by tha Aharn Committaa: 
Wa feel that not only in social scianca areas but 
in t.ha whole fiald af prim-ary and sacondary 
aducation wa have mada the point that there should 
be a basic care of material that -should be covarad 
by all students. Thi-s is one of the chief 
concarns right throughout our submission 3 not 
only for reducing public concern about standards 
-and so on but also in tha problems of 
transferability in our incraasingly mobile 
sociaty.E443 
In a very much more carefully argued rationale than STOP 8< 
CARE ever presented, thay put the case against SEMP: 
I think if wa take tha two broadly outlined 
philosophies here wa can say one does sat out to 
44. Select Committee F'acord of Evidence, gE_cit, 7 9-78. 
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give soma definite established values and the ona, 
which the Curriculum Development Centre in 
Canberra obviously is supporting, believes t.h-at 
thara are areas which cannot and should not be 
defined, and tharafora we take th-a -students into 
these areas and present all t.he possibilities- and 
leave tha student, if you like, to fight his own 
way out. What ;-;a would ba -saying is that suraly 
with centuries of wisdom and t.radition wa hava 
-astabl!shad values which can ba idantifiad -and 
which the aducation system -should be guardian of, 
and thase are tha values which wa support-E453 
riculUiH Davalopment Cant.?--a, with all its -asso-ciatio.n 
with tha Whitlam Labor Govarnment and Canberra centralism, 
•Hae hald by many Queansland critics as being largely 
responsibl a for t.ha alien educational phi losophias -which 
ware b-aing imbuad into tha stata education system. The 
Nat!on-al Party Education Committee was asked whether thay 
saw tha CDC as serving any useful purpose or whether it 
should ba abolished: 
I do not think I could say it does net serve any 
useful purpose but my opinion would ba, I think 
shared by this committaa, that it does not justify 
its axistenca.r473 
The National Party a-videnca also focussad on how to fnaintain 
a check on irrasponsibla taachars (another of tha recurring 
themes throughout tha avidanca). A censidarabla amount of 
time was davotad to discussing how to improva conditians for 
45. Select Committee Record of Evidanca, gg_cit3 7^9-78, 
46. It is interesting to note that the CDC was aboli-shad 
following the raport of the Liberal govarnment's 1981 
Committaa of Ravi aw of Commonwealth Functions ('Razor Gang') 
report — other affects of tha Razor Gang are di-scussad in 
Chapter 8, 
47 Select Committee Record of Evidence, gs_cit3 7 9=78. 
teachers and -students in rural areas, an issue of particular 
releva.nce to tha .National Party which derives its -support 
48 
from the rural alectorata. 
The Liberal Party dalagation axprassad concarn ovar tha 
pereaivad inadaquaeies of teacher aducation, tha Radford 
Schema, modarn mat-hs and t.he lack of taacher 
-accountability. Thay were not prepared to conde-^sn MACOS' 
We don't hava a philosophy (on MACOS) but wa 
believe that materials which hava bean well 
researched -and proven to ba of acceptable 
standards — thara is no reason why thay should not 
be used.E493 
The Labor Party's views were in line =with t.ha 
recommendations put forward -by tha QTU, so rehearsal cf 
these points is unnecessary here. The party cons!stently 
supported the establishment of an education commission in 
its el-act ion p 1 at forms-
Tha Australian Dam-acrats' spekasman was a lactur-ar from the 
Edi-ic at i on Dap ar t man t cf tha Un i ver s i t y -of Quaen s 1 and , 
Macklin (later to ba elected to the -federal Senate, in 
Canberra). He -prassad for a greater -emphasis on "lifa 
skills" and raised one point which was to ba taken up and 
reported on in detail by the committee. This was that 
Quaan-sland outstripp-ad the other Australian Statas in its 
48. One cf tha Ahern Committee's interim reports was devoted 
to this topic-
49- Select Committee Record of Evidence, gE_cit, 31-8,78. 
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illegitimate birt.h rata. It was this statistic which was 
usad to support t.ha committee's recommandation on tha 
introduction of sax ad'ueation, a racommandatian which was to 
cause serious political problems -at a later stage in tha 
Commi ttae'-s del iberatio.ns. Macklin touched on t.ha nacassity 
for " an acuta awareness of t.ha individual' s 
50 
a=i_njni3x u J. i. J. >_ J. a=- a= a woriQ =_iuizan wni5_n. =_? 1 =-- o u r -:=fef 1 
would ba parcaived as s'ub var s i-va by tha STOP ii CARE 
-sup p or tars. 
50. Select Committee Record of Evidenca, gg cit, 30.8.78. 
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The Board of Sacondary Schaol Studias -was raprasant ad, as 
'•Mere two of its subjact advisory committaas: English and 
Social Science. The main focus cf tha avidenca of th-a 
was on t.ha Radford Schema and proposal s far its 
mod!ficaticn. Thasa modifications wara addressed in 
recommandations in tha Aharn Committee's First Interim 
Report. 
Tha Social Scianca-s .Advisory Committaa was- rap.'^asa.ntad by 
its chairman (Mahonay) and t.ha Executive Officer of the 
Board, Winkle- I.n their evidanca they were very careful not 
t-p adopt -an aggi^assive st-anc-a en social ad-ucation, and 
Mahonay, at least, -seemed to accapt a goad many -of th-a 
-critiei-sffls which had been levelled against -social 
aducation. -Soma of his statamants wera: 
It is not t.ha school's function to straighten cut 
the values of childran. My own viaw would be t.hat 
the family has a quita sovereign kind of authority 
hara. 
One would be vary ooposad to a values kind of 
^ i i.=_iia=_.i =_5i 5 •rt; iX •—-• -. i m S t j -==.=i A 5_ 33- ! S S U ± =_ =_ii^ 
discri antati-cn -af childran, en tha ona hand, cr 
tha up-set t i.ng cf values which i n the family are 
con-siderad of prime importance. E513 
Neither MACOS (which was, cf course, a primary school 
resource) nor SEMP was -strongly defended, and tha naad for 
the education svstam to be responsive to community attitudes 
51, Select Committee Record of Evidence, ap cit, 29.S.78. 
Wd as the main thrust of the evidenca, so Mahonay cancludad: 
Let us saa how the Inquiry moves along. Let us 
look at the degree of community caneern and then 
1-at educationalists in a responsible way react to 
Neither the Bo-ard of Taacher Education (BTE) no 
•*-i-5 -f-his of Advanced Education (BAE) had m-ada submissians x.o una 
Aharn Committaa ncr -raquastad a hearing, as neither Board 
had intarpratad tha tsr-ms cf reference of tha committaa as 
ancompas-sing their areas of rasponsibi 1 ity. However, during 
the course of t.he inqui.^ -^ y tha question cf taachar aducation 
-ar osa qui t a frequently and this 1 ed the eommi 11 aa to ax ami na 
tha -sort of checks -an taaching -compatanca which -a-xistad, and 
also the content of taachar education courses. The 
chairman, tharafora, wrote tc aach of tham asking tham to 
appear Tha avi-dance of the Beards is not of particular 
concern hara, but tha eventual axpansion of the committaa's 
briaf to maki-ng rac-ammendati ens for -reorganisation of the 
post-secondary education -sector included racommendi.ng tha 
afas 
those involved in the p.^^imary and secondary sactors of 
aducation, tha same mutual confidence appeared not to axi 
between the committee and the post—secondary sector, 
particularly as a result of the confusion ovar i-ntarpratii 
the terms of reference, as will be -seen later 
52. Select Ccmmittae of Evidence, gc_eit, 29-8-78, 
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The amploye-r i n t a r a s t s ( for axampla t h a Metal Tr-ada-s 
Indus t ry -and t h a Queensland C o n f e d e r a t i o n of I.n-dustry) 
tandad, not -suror-isingl y, t o be concarnad abou t t.ha 
compatanca l a ' ve l s r eached by schaol l e a v e r s and how s u i t a b l e 
thay ware fo r e n t r y i n t o t h a -workfor-ca- Thus t h e marking 
schemas used by s c h o o l s ( t h e Radford Scheme) wera 
quas t ioned , a s ware -maths and E n g l i s h s t a -nda rds . Also .not 
s u r p r i s i n g l y , t h e r e was an u n d e r l y i n g assumpt ion in iBOst of 
t h i s av idenca t h a t t.ha p r imary r e s p o n s i b i l i t y -ef s e h a a l s wa-; 
t o p r e p a r e -s tudents f o r t h a w a r k f o r c a . 
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i-i- -f-Hi Hara again, there was a cai^tain predictability abou' 
a-vi dance from many of the orga.ni sati ons raprase-nting 
taachars in spacifie -subjact areas (about 15 in -all) The 
demand for mora curriculum tima fo.^  their -subjects, or 
improvad quality of taaching were common. For exampla, tha 
Econamics Ta-achers' Association suggestad that a-conomics 
shauld be taught at Junior leval because "-aconoinic literacy 
1-5 not being taught in our schools" to which ona of tha 
committaa membars responded: 
Do you think that may be an ans-wer to the probleni 
wa have with almost every different associ-ation, 
representing the particular discipline, t.hat ha-s 
come before us — it has suggested that its 
particular subject -should ba given mora 
import an c a? E 53 3 
Likewise, tha Quaensland History Taachars' Association 
repartad: "We are a littla worried that history may not faa 
--JT-
adequately represented in tha curriculum". 
Rap.'^ a-santati vas English Taachars' Association wera racaivad 
with a noticeable air of scepticism amongst tha committee 
and other observers- This may h-ava baan bacausa so ftiuch 
criticism had been heaped upon English teaching in t.ha 
course of the disputa. Tha two aream thay had to dafand 
were the modern taaching (or lack of teaching) of grammar. 
33. Select Committaa Record of Evidanca, ge_eit, 31 8.78. 
i4, -Select Committee .Record of Evidence, gg_cit, 30.8.78 = 
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and the sal act! on of literary texts for usa in tlia 
classroom, a highly sansitiva issue in Queensland. Thay draw 
attention to the difficulties associatad with tha diverse 
range of compatancies to ba found •amongst a single class. 
On a of tham d asc rib ad -a t y p i e a 1 p r ob 1 am: 
I hava a class of year 11 studants at tha moment-
Wa are at present embarking on a prose unit. -Soma 
of thosa students could handla any of the 
classical aut.hors, and they will Others don't 
like novels. Ona student told me that ha never 
raad a novel i.n his life other th-a.n what he had 
been forced to do at school I don-t think that 
farcing him to read mora Charles Dickan-s will do 
anything for him educational 1-y. It i-s my aim to 
trv to find -some araa that ha will reach and 
Q. Is there something in between? 
A. Yes- But it is up to me par-scnally not to push 
him right off tha edge to pornography; to find 
soma middle line of 1ower—1ava1 worth wh i1a mad arn 
Comparatively littla attention was given to tha choice of 
litarar-y texts in the Ahern racommendations, although -a 
significant -number of people talkad about t.he problam while 
giving avidanca. 
55. Select Committae Record of Evidence, gg_cit3 23.10-78 
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Under t h i s h e a d i n g a r a i n c l u d a d -soma e f t h a p a o p l e i . n v i t a d 
t o a t t e n d b e c a u s e t . h e i r r e s e a r c h h a d b e a n n o t e d b y t h e 
commi t t e a . I n a d d i t i o n are t h o s e -whosa w o r k was i n v o l - / a d i n 
t h e a r a a o f t h a cOiTin-ii t t a e ' s s t u d - y , s u c h a s t h a D i r - a c t a r a f 
t h a CDC. T h i s a v i d a n c a , t h a r a f o r a , was l a s s r a n d o m l y 
,1 „ ^ + . . _ » . - i 4 . L , _ . _ 4 . i - i - . 4 . J C . ^ . - , . — -. _ , _ { 4 . , ^ - s , . - . - ] ._ -i!-ii-i .T".-!-? =-!-=-%,-? I-! i .r-r-..—-f- 1 -.. 4-.—. 
• = a i . a c - i _ cr=_i '—iicasj i _ j i d = _ i i !_j!i3 . L s i U J . - V X v j U - a j . ^ - - a n c i =^ J. -la •_ =r'_i =_!i3 cr i_-_.L f !_-!_? 
t o p i c s 'Upon w h i c h t h e 000101! t t a a i n t e n d e d t O r a p - o r t . 
P r o f a s s o r S c o t t , o f Jamas Cook U n i v e r s i t y , h a d c h a i r a d a 
c c m m i t t a a w h i c h -pf -oducad a i ^ e p o r t , ca iT im is -s ioned by t h e B o a r d 
A s s a s s m a n t _ i n _ Q u e a n 5 i a n d _ S c h g g i s ( t h e A h e r n C o m m i t t e e 
r e p o r t s r e f e r t o t h i s a s t h e S c o t t R e p o r t , i t i s a l s o k-nown 
as ROSBA). P r o f e s s o r S c o t t was i n v i t e d t o a x p l a i . n t h i s 
r e p o r t , w h i c h was o f c e n t r a l i m o a - r t a n c a i n t h a c o m m i t t a a ' s 
F i r s t I n t e r ! f?i F ^ e p o r t . 
Dr K a a v e s , a l s o i n v i t e d t o g i v e a v i d a n c a h a d , u n d e r t h e 
-auspi-eas -of t h a - A u s t r a l i an C o u n c i l fa.— E d u c a t ! on-a l F ' a s a a r c h 
i =r|-?t_=» '— 
numeracy reached in Australian schools which damonstratad 
that -Australia comparad wall with tha rest of t.ha English 
speaking world, and Queansland out—seorad tha ether Stat-es 
in several areas. Tables from the report -ware rapraducad i 
th-a Third Interim Report (on -Literacy and Numeracy) of the 
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Aharn C o m m i t t e e . T h i s i s an examp le o f what Kogan has- c a l l e d 
" e n c o u r a g i n g t h a b a s t by d e s c r i b i n g i 
X 
X. II 
Dr Malcolm Ski 1 back. Director ef tha CDC, gave a-vi dance en 
SEMP, which had, cf course, been producad under tha auspice 
of the CDC. Appendix 6 contains tha Queensland Education 
Department's review of tine SEMP -materials, from which it C3 
be seen that the sections cons!dared "unsuitable far usa in 
Quaensland schools" were saaie Of the writtan materia Is in 
tha section "Family", a-nd four out of tha ten films. 
Dr Skilbaek's avidanca bagan wit.h a lengthy axpl-ariation of 
tha work and functions of the CDC, amphasising that th-a 
Ca.ntre was small, with a staff of 34, and did not envisage 
itself taking aver the role of any of the axisting 
curriculum and research organisations araund tha cou.ntry, 
nor did it saa its rola as- primarily producing currieulu.^ 
materials. Bearing in mind t.he repeated demands far an 
xmproveiTient in the three R's and for a cor a eurri eulum whic 
appeared throughout the avidanca, it was intarasting that 
tha CDC was turning its attention to just thosa areas: 
Looking at the prasant, and Icokin-g -ahead, over 
the next five years our major prograiTiiTra in t-arms 
of davalopment will ba language. Wa hava already 
-started that. I hope th-at will ba a pra-gr-amina at 
j w c r a ^ ^ =_?i I =_i i c r = i i _ - a A ^ = l_? i i_=(Z.a 1* , d i l O p O = i z 3 A =_-X cr i c:ii b5^- ' 
We hava also foreshadowed in a submission to 
1« Kogan, M-, "Tha Plawdan Committee", in Chapman, R-.A. 
(ad), The_Rgie_gf_Cgmaiissigns_in_Pgiiev-Making, George 
?4 Unwin, London, 1973, p. 84. 
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Cabinet a pragram.'na of work in mat.hamaties. Thosa 
are two k-av basic arsas in tha curriculum in which 
we h-ava -alraadv dona -some wark.E23 
Ski 1back draw attantion ta some of the pressures on 
education, and on tha CDC, which had existed in the 
prs-cading few year^-. Ha c-ontinuad: 
SEMP has baan our majar projact to data in tarms 
of scale. That was undertaken specifically -at tha 
request cf tha National Cousinittaa of Social 
Scianca Teaching. In the vary aarly days of tha 
centra — when tha cantra was astabl i-shed, it w-as 
S I S T - i sU i * r=-3 .c r^J =.--1* *_. i -zi i -;==. j . ; =_ii=r=> ^cr t i - j . i-j i * j - ' " * j. •-^-~i , :_?=_A*_ 
=^=-LI A = i M -^a i C2.J. i J. V i J ^ - = i = _ i y H ^ S i i - ^ i j =_F ! =J5_rS_ J. C i A t j f 
. - . . - i l •: i-i . •. •! .—.H = ! -^ =-t- -- ,-^r^-f =-ii=-'---—-1 !--•-! mas---?- -5 =n / i f ! • - • * - " - - - 1 -^  = 
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undertaking a number of prajaets and programmes in 
crd-ar to justify its a-stabl ishmant at all. Thera 
was not a long lean period. Those bodies and 
o!--gani-sations that came in with bids for funds 
ware t.ha ones that suceaadad at that stag-a . . - Tha 
period from 1973 to 1974 was a period of 
considarabla — I am not sure ef tlia bast -words ta 
use here, but decisions wara taken quita rapidly 
out of nacassity. Since 1975 wa hava adopted a' 
completely diffarant approach to 
dacision-tnakinq. E33 
i f-= '^i=-?2 
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above, dissociatad himself from tha Whitlam govarnment's 
fraa spending; ha was also pr spared to ccndainn its 
csntralist pelicias. Whan askad whether it would ba a 
r-apl iad: 
1 .—1=—.^ -. .-4.---.= 
Select C-ammittaa Record of Evidence, gp_cit, 13.10=78 = 
Select Committae Record of Evidence, O P cit. 
althcu-gh obvicu-sl-y I 
-spacial interest i.n answer!ng that question. It 
would net ba a serious lass, however, if tha 
f-anction and rola cf t.he .^aderal Government in 
education wera analysed and redefined. In fact, I 
think thara would be a considerable advantage in 
that being undertaken. The reason I say that is 
that tha Federal intarvantion in aducation has 
bacom-e q-aita co-n-spicuous in recant years and this 
has been reflected and expressed in the setting up 
cf a number of authorities, institutions and 
bodies. I think they all do useful work, but also 
thair work in some way-s cuts across that which is 
being carried out by other bodies, aspacially in 
tha St-ates, E43 
The discussion than shift-ad to an axami n-ati an of tha 
problems and strengths of school-basad curriculum design, 
than to -social aducation and this lad to spacifie 
examination of SEMP^ Dr Ski1 back informed tha ccmmittaa tha^ 
tha full SEMP materials should be available by Dac-aiTib-er 
1978, and that apart from a briaf expression of hostility ii 
Tasmania and a iiiention in a Festival o-f Light brochura 
praducad in New South Wales, SEMP had bean wall received in 
all Statas but Quaensland. However, his avidanca became 
rathar surprising whan ha explained that CDC did not accept 
responsibility for tha quest!enable filins. Tha evidence 
ran: 
-Ski 1 back: Thara ara two or three a-spacts- of SEMP 
which hava not baen well received, however, which 
I could quota if you would like ma to. 
Hew!tt: Yes, p1 ease? 
Skilback: I would like to make a distinction 
between tha films which wara associatad with SEMP 
and SEMP itself. Tha films ware produced by Filjn 
4 . CJcal a^-f- rr-.Tim-i +•+• Select Committaa Record of Evidence, gs_git, 13.10= 
"?••' i. 
Millar: Ycu have accepted t.ham, though, haven't 
you? 
Skilback: Wa hava not accepted tham, "Accaptanca" 
is a rathar — I will not gc into the whole history 
cf thosa films unless you want me to. It wo'uld 
take quite soma time. 
Millar: Thay are part of the kit, aran't thay? 
Skilback: Th-ay are referred to in our mata-ri-al-s as-
auxiliary matarials that may ba used and can be 
used. Wa hava triad to orovida soma material in 
-elation .a that; that is trua. .However, we do 
not take rasponsibi1ity for the SEMP films. The 
SEMP films are tha responsibility of Film 
Australia and not of CDC. I personally hava 
reservations about soma of those filiTrs. Tha 
council of CDC has rsservation-s, and a.xpr-assad 
them at the time. 
Millar: Did yeu? I hava never read -abcut it-? 
Ski 1beck: No, bacausa I suppose it is a matter of 
- if you ara prasantad with a set of 10 films at 
the stage when they are all finished -and the film? 
eontaicn two or three things which yOu are .not ver"; 
happy about, axprass your dissatisfaction, if ycu 
lika, by raf using to andor-sa them or have your 
name on them. That is tha casa. There is no 
-statament anywhere t.hat CDC as an aut.hority 
endor ses thosa f i1ms.E5 3 
Dr Skilbaek's evidence ie quoted at length bacausa it 
illustratas tha axtant to which comprcmi sas saa-ma-d to be 
being offered in crd-a-r to acc-ade to t-ha diffarant -dantand-s o-
competing political masters, -which is particularly striking 
in c-ansiderinq vi e-ws which wara ascribed to him in an 
article in tha Natignai_Times in 1980, shortly before 
raturni ng to h!s nati ve Bri tai n: 
He sees t.he currant -strength of t.ha tasting cult 
as part of a world wide reactionary -shift -and ha 
5. Select Committaa Record of Evidenca, op eit, 13.10.78. 
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E^'acatignai_institutigns 
The overlap of the -catagorias into which witnesses hava been 
placed here, for tha s-aka of order, becomes evident at this 
point, because soma -of those from educational insti t'ut ions-
could equally be labelled education axparts. Hawever, thay 
y^ere, on the whole, c-ovaring a wider scope with thair 
evidenca, rather than specific research findings cr 
curriculum areas. 
The Education Dapartmant cf t.ha Uni-varsity of Quaensland, 
for -axampla, had put in a submission which contained 65 
•racommendations, on diverse subjects which includad, for 
axampla, the need to identify a care curriculum for primary 
schools, th-a andorsement of ROSBA (tha Scott Report), -and 
education provision for handicapped studants. Thair 
daputaticn wara quest! cnad -an a range of t.hasa 
racommandations (Tachnical and Furthar Education, tha care 
curri-eulurn, school siza, taachar training, amongst others) 
raprasentad at th-a h-aaring-s, and it, -as a "consumer" of th-e 
product af the secondary aducation -systam was particularly 
ccncarned wit.h tha assessment tachniquas. What is most 
significant hare is that the orga.nisation of tlia 
post-secondary sector was not discussed, and tha Senate, i-n 
common with the BTE -and BAE, had not intarpratad tha tarm-s 
of reference to include its own bail!-wick. 
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Tha Queensland Council of F'arsnts and Citizans A-ssociati ens 
(which was QCSSO under a new name) pra-ssed for school—basad 
daci-si en-making with parental involvemant and -supported tha 
QTU in calling for an Educatio-n Commi-ssion. Thay also 
favoured the a-stabl ishment of school boards with pcwars ta 
hire (but not fira) staff, as well as tha authority to make 
curriculum decisions. Thay did not support Cabinet's 
involvament in tha MACOS decision: 
Tha decision on MACOS, for instance, would not 
hopefully ha-ve been mada in Parliam-ent. Mora 
hopafully it would hava baen made, as it v^ a^s mada 
bafora, at the classroom level Wa want a 
daca.ntral'ised system whara it goes back to 
parental involvemant and where thara is to ba 
dacisi on—making at tha schocl level.E73 
The group had undartakan a -significant amount of work 
assisting tha introduction of MACOS whan tha programme was 
8 
being trial lad i.n sal acted school s. A co—operative working 
raiationship had been astabl!shad batwaen the QTU and tha 
--JCl-ri =_-r-5 Ca=- '_J 1T=- =_ A 55 i t^ =_j ; *—ii fc^ i S J-S 1-^ i-J-—J C l l l Q i j I L i i i '_i A =:-|_J i J . =_ w => , . i i 5 A => "#-Ci ^ 
viawad with considarabla suspicion fay tha consarvativa F:ur-al 
Women' s Acti on Group , whi ch had wr i ttain i n the! r submi ssi on : 
Tha Q-ueansland Council of Stata School 
Organisations is a body about which the public 
7 Sal-act Committae .Record of Evidanca, gD_cit, 18,7.78-
3. interview no 28. 
9. This was to continue through 1982 when tha -union 
threatened industrial action over the governmant's failur? 
to legislate far reduced class sizes. 
-should know mare regarding its philo-sophy and 
ac t i V i t i as. Th a r -ae an t c amp a i g n u.n d er taken b y 
QCSSO in conjunct!on with tha Taach-ai^-s' Union to 
display SEMP material in m-any o-arts of Quaensland 
suggests that tihis body is an agancy of tha Union 
rathar t h an a for um f or oarent s.E10 3 
Thi-s giv-as an indication t.hat t.haj^ a war-a 
did faal that t.ha la-v^ al of co—oparaticn batwean tihe 
Dapartmant of Education, QTU -and QCSSO suggested that these 
two interest groups had baconsa incorporatad into t.ha 
dacision-niaking praCas-s to t.ha datrimant af at.he-r axcludad 
qi""aup-s. 
Tha -QTU's oral -avi dance was not of t.ha -same high -staiidard as 
its writtan submissions, and focussad, in part, on the 
contentious subjact of social aducat!-an. The union's 
raprasantativas failed to address some of the key questions, 
hcwavar. For example, when they explained that -social 
education -was not the mere author! tar! aiH transiTiission of a 
•set of values but was "a naw area t.hat began in the 1960's 
and is gradually developing in rasponsa to cofnmunity needs" 
the question af how community naeds wara idantifiad for tha 
purpesa was not clarified. Not surprisingly, they strongly 
suppertad MACOS and SEMP: 
Tha MACOS and SEMP materials are tha first 
ra-scar ces ever in .Austral! •a ta help taachar-s go 
through this sort of social aducation procass with 
stud-ants, providing tham with materials that are 
i-rdA Ciiii—^Q . I- A A -i 
10. Submissians to the cj-alact Committee on Education in 
Quaensland, gg_cit: Rural Womeii's Action Group: .MY—36. 
11. Select Committee Racord of Evidenca, g2_cit, 29.8-78. 
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They suggast-ad that the current school library h-olding-s did 
not reflect contamporary issuas- (namiiig tha topi-cs than 
topical as uranium, racism and Aurukun) They wara than 
questioned about MACOS, -which was not topical in that 
sense. They said: 
The ether thing that social education is is that 
it is not parochial; it tries to give students a 
world—wide -c=antext so that thay can compara 
Queensl-an dars with other parts =of tha world. E123 
In t.his evidence thay were •a.'-tieul.ating some of the 
philosophies to which STOP Zi CARE so objected, such as 
-promoting a world viaw, and ad-vocating -social -science 
instead of the old fashioned -subjects cf geography and 
history. Thus, if the objections wera endorsed by the 
committaa, it was obvicu^s that tha t.eacher-s' rapr-esentati-va-r 
v4ere irndeed promoting this allagadly -subvers! va view. It 
saam-s a pity tihat this philosophy was .not mcr-a closaly 
argued. (The chairm-an 1-ata-r criticised educators far not 
dci-ng ir.ore to argue thai f A I l-i 
12. Select Committaa Record of Evidenca, gg_eit, 29-8.78. 
1-3. Aharn, M.J., address to tha Australian Collage of 
Education, unpublished, 26.7 79. 
Bearing in .miind th-a suspicion -which groups in tha con-imuinity 
had axcra-ssa-d towards taachai-s, tlie -QTU's defeiica of 
prof assi anal i siTi -was not very strongly arg-uad either: 
You has-a to accapt the prof assional ability of 
teachers. No teacher is going to -stand -a -st-udant 
up in front of a class and s^ .aka him convinca tha 
class why ha holds a particulai-^ v!aw-E143 
Tha whole problam at that time was that the coimmunity was 
not -accepting tha p.^ -af assi onal standing of taachars, and 
this statement of faith by the union may not hava baan 
accepted too readily by tha committaa. 
The six promotional interest groups which -gave avidenca in 
Brisbane all sliawad biases which could ba associatad with 
tihe STOP Si CARE thrust. The explanation for this emphasis 
is net clear. It could ba tihat only the mora consarvati-ve 
groups askad to be heard publicly; it could ba t.h-at it -w-as 
considered to ba politically important to -ansura that t.hay 
'•Mere sll -saan to ba listened to. But tha submissions 
indicate that a majority of tha aducation promotional -group-; 
opar-ating in tha State and interested in putting forward 
thai.?- -/i-aw-s rafl-acted t-his particular stanca. 
The Australian Council for Education Standards had as tihair 
spokesman Mr ColiiT Lamont, formar taacher -and Stata Libaral 
member for the alectorata of South Brisbana. Lamont had bee-. 
a vocal critic of MACOS during tha pressure group campaign. 
14. Select Committee F:ecord cf Evidenca, gg_cit, 29.8. 
and continued his criticisms to tha committae. The 
Community Standards Organisation (CSO) -wa-s represented b-y Mr 
George Cock -who, it will ba r-amembarad, was a signatory to 
the latter warning CAEs involved in ta-aehing MACOS. Tha CSO, 
he said, had first been f-er-^ ad in 1963 undar tha nama "The 
Queensland League of National Welfare a.nd Dacency" but had 
chai-nged its name in 1973. Tha organisation, which ^an a 
oiagazina jointly with the Festival of Light, did not claim a 
1 ai^ -ga mambarshi p, axp 1 -a! STi ng: 
Oh no, wa don't go in for it. We want kay paopla 
who -will do things and than act as distribution 
points ii-s thase various towns. E153 
Cook-'s avidanca is interesting bac-ausa ha articulated the 
deep suspicion of Ca.nberra alluded to by other right-wing 
groups with the comment, for example, t.hat "tha SCih-oal s 
Commi ssi an is a creature of tha -Commonwaalth that -has no 
•i J^ 
X 1_' 
p o l i c y -stat"U5 in e d u c a t i o n a t a l l . S i m i l a r l y ha had no 
t i o je f o r t.ha CDC: 
Would I abolish them? Of course. It is a fadaral 
- so far as tha Committee is concarned, this is 
Queensland and -vary definitely wa racommand that 
Queansland withdr-aw. You -s-aw t.ha Schoo 1 s 
Ccfnmi-ssian wara saying .hara -something q-uita 
wrongly; it was invading a policy area which \-iae, a 
Stata right. The Curriculum Davalopment Cantra -
this SEMP was a shocker of a systam.El73 
Anot.har conservative qroup, the Wainen's Action Group, also 
15. Select -Committee Record cf Evidanca, gg.git, 28.8.78. 
16. Select Committee .Record of Evidenca, gg_cit, 28.-3.78, 
17 Select Committaa Record of Evidenca, og.cit, 28.8.78. 
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objacted to SEMP Tha group's spokasparson was a wall-known 
Brisbana bi^aadcaster, Mrs Barbara Bcwars: 
Thara wara parts of it that were totally 
unacceptable a.nd should not have baan thara i.n the 
first place. I would lika to kno'w who put tham 
in, but, again, you can never find out who. You 
-would avan have -subject mastars standing up and 
saying "Look, ¥ie aqree that t.hay raally -sh=ould not 
ba there, but thay probably won't ba used." 
"Probably" is not good enough. If thay are nat 
going L.U ue u--=a-o or sjiOUAO nu?. ut; u.=-i±a^ 5_ni=;-y 
sh-auld not ba thara, a.nyw-ay. E1S3 
Finally in this category w-as STOP Zi CARE. Tha spokasparson 
for STOP Zi CARE, Mrs Joynar, had added to tha workload of 
tha commi tt-ee' 5 -sacratar!-at b-y t-ala?~=hcninQ al-TiCst da! 1-y 
1 9 
. - I . . . - - ; r-..-. 4 - ! - - - - ' - = = l i ^ 1 -x = - ! 1..-.^ -=..— .—.X •!-»-.£-=•; =.- = . . , - .» - ! . - at-.i-i : 3 ! -T . - i = - ! , 3 i . - i = . - ! -f-=-« 
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•prova s-omat-hi-ng -of a problam d-aring t.ha haa-rings. Sha and 
har c-OiTipanian-s -ai^rivad t.hraa—qua.s-tars of an hour lata to 
giva avidanca -and then raquastad a second hearing whan tha 
chairman triad to bring tha session to a elosa. Mrs Joynar 
saa.nied surprisingly unpraparad, rafarri.ng to m-atarial she 
i-ouAdis i_ — ind pafora -^iit; i ef =_ iiOiutr. AJUF iny <_iii=; parxtjd 
whan tha inquiry was racaiving submissions, Mrs Joynar sent 
in a sari as of har own (quita apart from the STOP Zi CARE 
form submissions which -she organised), Tha final data for 
submissions was given considarabla flexibility by the 
secretariat, and har last submission was accapted at tha am: 
of Saptembar 1978. It consisted of pages of axcarpts from 
IS. Sel act Committee Kac-ord of Evidence, gg_cit, 13.10.78 = 
19, Intarviaw no 7 
books which sha thought questionable (such as Joseph 
Heller's Catch_22). Tha affact of thasa passages; 
taqather and out of co.ntaxt, is quita extraordinary- Ona 
might feel a certain sympathy for tha inquiry -sacratar! at if 
they wera averwhel.aiad by tha maes, ef iBatariai sant from STOP 
?. CARE- Indaed, it may be that tha shear quantity of papar 
and talaphc.na calls might hava baan co-a-ntar—prod-act iva, 
STOP & CARE was raprasentad, on the eleventh day of the 
hearings, by Mrs Jcynar, Mr Joynar and theii- dau-ghtar La.xia, 
Claiming to hava addressed 60 meetings, -with a total 
attendance of -around 2,000 paopla, si.nca tha publicity given 
to MACOS, Mrs Joyner told tha committae that the only people 
-who did not support har viaw at thase meeti.ngs wera taachars 
and stud-ant taachars sent to "stack" the meeti.ngs against 
h-arQ Tha .iiambership of STOP Zi CARE was given as ovar 2,000 
with the revanue for the preceding twelve months $6,000 
higher t.han the praviau-s best year anjo-yad by tha 
organisation. "It would ba ovar *10,000" 
Mrs Joyner opposed school boards and council-s bac-au-sa "this 
is taking tha control of aducation away frcjin tiha 
Gav-arnmant" The =committaa was clearly n-ot convinced by her 
evidenca on this as thay ,-acommend-ad tha a-stabl ishment of 
High School Ad v i sor y Coun c i 1 -s. An ot h ar topic w,h i c h sha 
addr-assad, but on -which thay racommanded a contrary policy, 
was -sa-x education. She also condemnad the -autonomy which 
tertiary institutions enjoyed, and was one of tha only 
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! "i "f- n ^s-cn d; Wl-Ci it:;SSa-=j 1_-U a r-aisa this: 
I think it -was a -wrong step iii making tham 
-autonomous baca-u-sa t.hey ha-va canfusad autonomy 
wit.h license. They da not ball eve any mora that 
they are still undar tha central of tha -frame of 
re-ference of tha Act. Tha Act is still thair fr-ama 
of reference and yet they ai-e not abiding by it. 
I hava had many instances whara wa h-a-va pointad 
out sections in the Act tliat were applicable to 
things that wera happening -at the CAE or 
uni varsity and wa have just been t-old, "Oh, we are 
aut onomcus" E 20 3 
Hare t.ha -committaa was to racommend greater control of th-; 
t s r t i a r v - s e c t o r , 
1 — . - ' • J . i j t ^ J J s_JESi ^ 1 i t Mrs J o y n a r a l s o u s e d t h e l e g i s l a t i o n r e s u l t ! 
B i b l a — i n — S c h o o l s r a f a r a n d u m t o s u p p o r t h a r c a s e f=ar 
r e l i g i o u s e d u c a t i o n i n - s c h o o l s : 
I t ( t .ha r a f a r a n d u m ) o - u t l a w e d - s e c u l a r 
h u m a n ! s t i e - t y - p e r a l i g i c n . T h i s i s -w.h-at I am •; 
1: o u r r e f e r an 
20. Select Committae Racord of Evidence, gg_eit, 29.8.7 
21. Select Committaa F;ecard of Evidanca, gg_cit, 29.8.7' 
CiQaa=d_Se5s ign 
Oi"ie c l o s e d -sas-s ion was h a l d t o h e a r a v i d a n c a , n o t f r c m 
i n t i m i d a t e d t a a c h a r s a s m i g h t t i a v a b a a n a x p a c t a d f r o m t h a 
b u i l d — u p t o t h a c o m m i t t a a ( i t -wa-s t o t h e chai i - -main ' -s c r e d i t 
t h a t h a -so q u i c k l y a l l a y e d t h e f e a r s o f t .ha teacher a) , b u t 
f r o m b o o k p u b l i s h e r s . When SEMF' was b a n n e d soma o f t h e 
matei^ i -a l -s w e r e s t i l l - be i ng p r o d u c e d . T h a p u b l i s h e r s -faced 
- s e r i o u s l e s s - a s i f t h e t o t a l progra.Ti fna was t o b e b a n n e d i n 
Q u a a n - s l a n d . T h e A u s t r a l i a n B o c k P'ubl i s h a r s ' A s s o c i a t i o n h a d 
snada a s - u b m i s s i o n i n w h i c h i t n o t e d : 
Cemfnun i t y e x p e c t a t i o n s e f a n y - sys tem o f " p u b l i c 
i n s t r u c t i o n " w i l l v a r y a.nd t h i s v a r i a n c e i-s o f t e n 
m o s t m a r k e d a t p e r i o d s o f -aconomic d o w n t u r n whan 
t h e a m p l o y a b ! 1 i t y o f t h e i n s t i - u c t a d b e c o m e s -a 
h i g h l y s i g n i f i c a n t f a c t o r 
T h a r a h a s b a a n a n o t i c a a b l a s l i p aw.ay f r o m b r o a d 
o b j e c t i v e s a n d a s p i r a t i o n s c u r r e n t a t a t i m a o f 
accnoiTsic e x p a n s i o n t o m o r a t r a d i t i o n a l , 
c o n s a r v a t i v a f o r m s . E 2 2 3 
Tha s-ub iT i iss ion a l s o c c n t a i n a d a x c a r p t s f r o m a c a r r a s p a n d a n c e 
b a t w e a n t h a A s s o c i a t i o n a n d t h a U n d a r - S e c r a t a r y t o t h a 
P r e . i j i a r , t h a l a t t e r h a v i no w r i t t a n : 
-soma t i m e b e e n c o n c a r n e d a b o u t t h a w i A i - i S ca! iLi - / -S i A ^ U 
U.i A =_ i. i L wiSI=3 w T l l s l . r l . l t r i \\ iliCT • - i i O ^ J ^ l_?i :^f 1.J-_=. i_ i=i i . A i.^ i l A i l U i i A 
The publishers suggested that: 
If all learninq materials are to ba -sub-iactad tc 
^^. Submission tc Select Committaa, oo eit, ui_-acj. -Ti 
^^. Submission to Salaet Committaa, ga_cit, JL—563 
?8 -
ace ep t an c a or axel us i on b y tha -Queen s land 
Govern-a^ent that broad guidelines should be 
supplied and t.hat publishers shauld have the i-igh-
to" appeal. E243 
Quoting the Pramiar's statament that "Cabinat is datarininad 
to get our own good wholesome literacy programmes for oui---
children", tha publishers askad: 
Does this imply that tha -sola prasai^va of wisdam 
is tha Stata and t.hat tha transl at! on/-sel act!-an cf 
that wisdom is ta ba tha right of tha Stata and 
not tha right of private antarPrisa?r253 
This question m-ust hava baan particularly difficult fo.- a 
gcvernment so strongly committad to private antarprisa. Ths 
difficulties faced by tha publishers damonstrata th 
of producing Australian materials. It is b-araly aconomi 
produce local materials at all, and if the raq-aii-ements 
the statas differ too qraatlv tha risk is that tha 
24. Submi-ssi OiH to Select Committaa, go_cit, JL-56; 
25. Submission to Select Committae, gD_cit, JL-56; 
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I n a d d i t i o n t o r ead !n=q s u b m i s s i o n s a n d t i ha h a a r i . n - g s i n 
B r i s b a n a , t h a c o m m i t t a e t r a - v e l l a d w i d e l y a r o u n d t .ha S t a t e . 
T h i s p-owar " t o s i t f r -am p l a c e t o p l a c e " g i v e n t o t h a 
c p f f l m i t t a e was a d e p a r t u r e f r o m p r a v i - o u s p r a c t i e a f o r - s a l a e t 
c o m m i t t e e s -af t i he Q u e e n s l a.nd P a r l i a m e n t . I t -w-as t h u s g i v e n 
an a d d e d t o o l i n i t s p u b l i c r e l a t i o n s f u n c t i o n . 
Tha c o m m i t t e e s t a r t e d w i t h a t r i p n o r t h t o T o w n s v i l l a , 
C a i r n s , Mc-ssman a n d D a i n t r - a a , h a a r i n g a v i d a n c a d u r i n g th-a 
day and h o l d i n g p u b l i c m e e t i n g s i n t h a a - v a n i n g . I t a l s o me' 
t h a - s t a f f s o f e d u c a t i o n a l i n s t i t u t i o n s . T h a c o m m i t t a a -nex t 
t r a v a i l e d w e s t t o T o o w o o m b a , a n d -sa-w g o v e r n m a n t a n d 
i n d e p e n d e n t s c h o o l s -as w a l l as t e r t i a r y i n s t i t u t i o n s i.n 
a d d i t i o n t o h e a r i n g e v i d e n c e . T h e n i t v i s i t e d E m a r a l - d , 
L c n g r a a c h , C l e r m G n t and M i c r a n b a h . A t M o u n t I s a haa .^ in -gs o f 
t h e c c m m i t t a e -wera e o n d u c t a d 
-y=: •? -. ^ r-- —.-
"ha Homastaad and Charters Towers wara 
organisations, sh!ra councillors and cchcol childran. 
Finally a trip was mada to F^ockhampton aind Mackay. Tha onl-^  
lifiiitaticn an its travel appeared to ba provided by 
impassable floodwatars. After the first trip to North 
Q-aeen-sland, -only a faw mambar-s of tha committee and adviscf 
16. Chairman-" s opani.ng address, quoted in Final Kaport, 
561 ec t Cqmm i 11 ee -on Ed uc at i o.n in Quea.n s 1 an d: 1980, pp. 27 
panel went on these visits. 
racorded, but due to tha se-eretariat's workload it was not 
transcribed until v^ ery lata in tha committee's axista.nca. 
MetrgEQiitan_yi5its 
In Brisbana tha committee and advisors visited ora—schools, 
primary and high -schools at Tha Gap, Coll-aqas of Advaiicad 
Education -at Kel-^ -in Grova and Mount Gravatt, t.ha Quaan-sland 
Instituta of Technology, tha School of Food, Bundamba High 
School, t.he -Primary Corra-spondanca Schocl, t.ha Special 
School for the Deaf, and Eagla Farm Tachnical Col lege-
lQtarstata_yi5its 
During tha axarcisa of information gathering, the chairman 
and sacratar-y tr--avallad i in tar-state, visiting ad ucat ion ist s 
in Naw South Wales, Victoria and South Australia in order ti 
compare t.ha Queensland exparianea with that of other Statas, 
Q-varview 
The avidanca axaiTiinad i-n this ovar-viaw has bee.n -selected in 
order to indicate tha di varsity of input rac-aivad by tha 
ccflimittae, tha complexity of t.ha task which faced it, and 
tha divisions in the comfBuni ty on aducation issuas. The 
commi ttaa's problam in addressing adaqu-atal'y all tha issuas 
and views raprasant ad, as wall as fulfilli.ng tha tarnis of 
raf aranca within -which t.hay oparatad, -was par.hap-s ma=t 
clearly damonstratad by tha evidence of officers of tha 
Dapartment ef Education -who returned -at the and of tha 
Brisbana hearings. (By then tha .Hansard t.'^an-scripts ran to 
mare than 1,000 p-agas) « Berkeley and Hamilton wera invit-ad 
to respond to tha submissions and tha hearings, and it is 
important to note both tha praise and the raserv-aticriS whict 
thay expressed. 
The first point, mada by Hamilton, is particularly 
ifRportaiit. He expressed the view that tha comsTiittaa had 
suceaadad in ovarcoming the suspicion which surrcundad its 
beqi.nninq: 
opportunit'v' of maki-nq -a short stat-amant I 
t.hink -you would ba pleased to know this. 
-Obv!ouslV I know sTianv teachers. Whe-n the 
Committae cf Inquiry was sat up in rather an 
emotional and, may I say, irrational atmosphere, 
taachars in general wera vary sceptical about th 
outcoma but, because of tha exemplary way in whi 
the Ccmmittaa has earriad cut its inquiries, 
teachers ars=, I faal, much mora -rai axed. L 2 7 J 
27 Select Committae .Record of Evidence, -ap eit, 23=10=78 = 
Thi-s v.ias obvious fro.ii tha spontanaous reactions- of paopla 
throughout tha cosTsiTiuni ty, and w-as al-ways conf ir mad when 
informatio-n fa,-- this study was bei.ng sought. 
Point-s of conc-ern axpr-assad b-y Haniilton w-ara fi-rst, t.hat t.h-a 
status of Parents and Citizans Assoc! at!-ons -was in limbo 
following tha raj action by Cabinat of adv! ca from t.h-e 
Minister far Education, Second, tha fundamental question 
of who sho-uld maka what dec! si ens about education had baan 
dealt with "faif-l-y supai^ f icial ly" by tha coains! ttae. Third, 
regional i sat ion in the Stat-a had iiot bean adequately 
disc-as-sad. Hamilton also axprassad soma alarm -at the issua-s 
which h-ad bean rai-sad before the c-ammittee: 
Many submissions appear to hover around 
trivialities basad on unproved assumptions. For 
axampla, one recent one was the teaching of Latin 
and Greek roots for understanding English and 
developing vocabulary- I do not want to follow 
that through but thasa, I bailava, are trivial 
matters based -an inadequate d-ata. I raal isa that 
one expectation of this Committaa is to os-aka 
pronauncamants abcut certain specific topics, such 
as MACOS, SEMP and tha basics. But I implore the 
CaniiTiittee to see thrcuqh the fon created by hat 
opinion meeting cold opinion; saa through to the 
structure of our schools and ask whather or not 
that structure will support tha weight of tha 21st 
-^'—-. 1 l_'i S . ^ ^ a S M p l = ; , i s = -=_;=< •V^  A =;!*? • • • _ • . i V ' , =*SX =_3 3 •—. = > ' _ i i d _ = A •;_=; A i ! ' _ A =_=-—1 A 
who had baan iiT Townsv i l l a -during t h e c o m m i t t a a ' s v i s i t 
t h e r a and who was a x t r a m a l y a n t i h u s i a s t i c about t h a po-siti-va 
e f f e c t s of t h a v i s i t . 
29- Th i s -was t o c o n t i n u e t o ba an u n r a s a l v a d -problam f o r 
•soma t ime t o came baca'use of d e l a y s in bi^^inging forward t h a 
Education Act , a s t h a folio-wing c h a p t e r s w i l l demon-s t ra ta . 
30, S e l e c t Committae Record of Ev idenca , g g _ c i t , 23-10.78= 
Berkeley also axprassad concarn about tha raiativa weight 
being given to carta!n issues ove.?^  others, and aspacially 
tha importanca ha fait should ba given to the cl-arificatic 
of tha dacision—isiaking process in aducation: 
Most submissions seam to me ta deal -with this at 
not a lavel in d-apth and not having thought 
through tha issues, yat it is cantr-al to tha 
issues which your Committae has to deal -with. If 
we take tha historical banning of SEMP in 
Queensland schools, then that was vary much 
n wh i i 
s-offla views, but also lots of doubts, -and I h-ava 
look-ad for tha submi ssi o-ns and the procsading-s tc 
clarify that- I do not think that it has cr^it 
carta!-nly has not clarified it to me. It has mads 
me even mora confused than I was bafora tha 
Evidanca.E31J 
That tha E-ducation Depa.rtment might faal anxious abo'ut t.hi 
di==--acticn which the committaa might next t-aka is 
understandable, but the committaa was compar-at! valy 
DOwarlas--s to control tha a'v-idanca. 
:i ^  P. 
- Select Committae Record of hvidanea, op cit) 23,10,78= 
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R a s e a r c h 
I n s t e a d o f g e n e r a t i n g t h a i r own r e s e a r c h t h a .Aharn C o m m i t t a a 
s o u g h t r a i ev -an t r-a-sear c h f i n d i n g s p r o d u c e d als-ewn-ar-a t o 
sup -po r t thei i - - - r a c o m m a n d - a t i c n - s - T h i s - w-a-s e s p e c i a l l y t h a c a s a 
¥ihere t f i a i r r a c o i B m e n d a t i o n s a p p e a r e d t o b e p a r t i c u l a r l y 
e o n t a n t ! o-u-s. 
Tha r o l a o f r e s e a r c h i n r o y a l c o m m i s s i o n s a n d p o l i c y - m a k i n g 
has b a a n d i scu-s-sed b y B u l m e r . H i s f o c u s i s l a r g e l y u p o n 
commi s s i e n e d i - ^ a s e a r c h , a n d t h a A h a r n C o m m i t t a a , w h i l e u s i n g 
r -asaa reh f i n d i n g s , commi s s i o n a d n o n e i t - s e l f . K r e b s , 
d e s c r i b i n g t .ha c o m m i t t e e ' s m e t h o d o f w o r k i n g , w r i t e s t h a t 
c o m m i t t a e members a n d a d v i s e r s - w r o t e d i - s c u s s ! o n p a p e r s o n 
t h a i r p a r t i c u l a r a r e a s e f i n t e r e s t : 
T h e s e p a p e r s w e r a - s t i m u l a t e d b y ar - supp l a .mantad b y 
t h a m a t - a - r i a l s . ' - a c a i v a d f r o m t h a r -asaa i -ch o f f i c a r 
: - f h^ j—i t.3 —•• .—- J—I —^ + - T—, j - % w~ -« I—I J—1 J- K— r"*". .TTT. "S i*» - ^ J~5aj— .^_^— - ^ "^ 4— •—^ —. t~^ j—I J L IT— J—V JT-, ^ J—* ^— .—i —i .—§ 
3.U.C!i 3 X nT Of" iTi-5. i_ X on 5.s i_31^  T 1 nLJ x n o 3 O T X n v"0'=- =_ x G 5.tz, x on s 
into aducation eonductad in tha Unitad Kingdom, 
tha United Statas and at home, as wall ac 
Tha committaa faced various difficulties aver tha mathcd by 
tha oral -evidanca and -submi ssi ons alona. it ran t.ha dan-gar 
that it might ba axpactad to report as though it had 
conduct-ad a rafarandum, favouring tha most frao-aantl-/ stata-d 
32. Bulmer, M., go_cii 
r>.rebs, F'- iiH i=i_5 3 p, 8 = 
•-JiOi-J 
opiinions. This was tha intai"-pratation put -an its work by 
organisations -such as STOP Zi CARE who mounted campaigns to 
ensure that as many submissions as possibla supporting thair 
views reached tha ccmmittae- This lad to a response in kind 
from tha QTU, and so t-wo major sources of "form submi ssi ens" 
'f-4er e av i den t. 
On tiha other harid, commissioning reeearch takes time and 
fi-ioriey, and with such wide terms of re-f erence it would have 
baen hard for the ccmfiji ttae tc daci da in which dira-ctio.n t-a 
focus thair !-^esearch. Bulmai-" -suggasts that c-ommissi-ans find 
it easier to =di--aw on axistin-g rasaarch than to mount .new 
34 
original work. The Aharn -Committae commi ssi onad .no 
original research, but did take advantage of existing 
research which -wa-s brought to it-s atte-nticn. Tha proca-s-s by 
which this was done was for tha sacratai-iat (both tha 
secretary and the rasaarch affiear) to saak cut relevant 
research which thay than put before tha chairman, who, in 
'-i-M n , j_=-as=jcri.j o n *_=_= i i i ! ^ 5_=Ji5Hi5A s_-.-fcfcf =_i i-=: iii-—.=_•—! X-rAj. —• is— = ^ A -_ ¥-Jsr a 
ralavant. Tha surveys chosen far inclusion wara "tha mora 
...^  . ; _ | i l l A-3 
' _ i . J l i w A =-A^f t f U = -—l ie : : i - L j i i 
yi= i_ -; r". T-. = , •!. " -.=-.H ,—-.-.•1- 4"--^ - ^.—.-.^.—.^.M --.^ 
' ' i m p a t i e n t 1 a t t a r s " T h i s a p p r c a c h i s , e f c o - a r - ; 
= c 1 =;n t A - A i_ , -='.n d « a 
34. Bui mer , M. , c p _ e i t , p . 11: 
35. Interviaw no 23. 
36. Interview no 23-
tha Departmant -of Education who felt research results which 
did not stajnd up to el osa examination had baen relied upon 
too heavily in order to support certain conclusians which 
--* / 
the committee -reached- Bulmer refers to this tech.niqua: 
What Lipsky and 01 sen term the "paprika role", 
spicing invast!gat!va -activities with so-cial 
scianca findings and wisdom like a chef sprinkli.ng 
paprika on a di5ih.E3S3 
Altho-agh tha major piacas of ra-sear-eh used to support 
r-scomme.ndations were frequantly cited by tha Aharn 
Committaa, it is clear- that thera .Tiay hava bean several 
pccasions whan tihis -was not so. Far axa-mpla, certain 
racoiTimandaticns -vary closely resembled thosa contained in a 
British Green Paper, but this was not raf-ari-ad to diractly 
1=:.= = = " ^ n chapter S ) . 
Acland -u-sas the research commi-ssion for tha Plowdan Rapcrt 
as a case study -supporting his thesis that rasaarch can be 
"viawad as -stage management far th-a da-vel-apment af pel icy" 
Thus, ha .holds that most rasaarch eonductad in tha process 
of de-velc-ping pal icy i-s la-s-s rati-anal than it purports t-o 
be. Ha writes: 
Plowdan rasaarch does net measure up tc tha 
rational standard i.n se-varal ways. Tha •--•'asaarch 
was not designed to rasolva quastions about policy 
alternatives. Tha research da-sign could net 
provide substantial avidan-ca for t.ha pol icias with 
which it -was to be connactad. Tha findings yiere 
both misused and ignored. Navarthalass, tha 
•->7 Interviaw no 11. 
38. Bu 1 mer, M. , go _c it, p. 121 
raseai^ch was important in c-aating tha setting in 
which a potent!ally sansitiva policy could ba 
i ntrod'uced. E393 
Tha use of statistics to support tha recommendations on 
human relationships coursas by the Ahern Committaa 
parti c'alai-ly fits tiha -description abova (see Caha-pter 3) . To 
follow Acland's analysis, while criticism might be 1 avalled 
at tha autihority of sonia of tha rasaarch used by t.ha Aharn 
Ccmmittae, if it is viewed as part of tha "stag-a man ag eman t" 
for introducing content!aus raccmmandat!ons it is 
understandable that tha comsXiittae felt a need to usa it. 
Hcwa-var, if the re-search used can really ba discraditad, 
that may undarmi.na tha committaa's raccmmandaticns and 
tharafora have tha opposita affact, and tha criticisms that 
tha Aharn CciTimittaa had baen "misled by soma quita 
40 
inadequately basad .""asearch", -potential 1-y weakanad tha 
aut.ho,--! ty of t.ha committaa reports and t.harafora the 
likelihood of imolamentation of its racammandations. In 
•addition, th-a rola of tha secretariat in showing reluctance 
M -i 
t o cens - ida i ^ s-OiTse o f t h e r e s e a r c h f i . n d i n g - s i t -was o f f e r e d 
weakened a n y c l a i m t h a t m i g h t b e mada t h a t i t c o n s i d a r s d a l l 
p o l i c y o p t i o n s . 
3 9 . A c l a n d , H. , " F ' a s a a r c h a s S t a g e Mainaga-fnent: T h a "Uasa c 
t h e P l o w d a n C o m m i t t e s " , i n B u l m e r , M. ( a d ) , g g _ e i t . 
4 0 . I n t e r v i a w na 11 
4 1 . I i n t a r v i a w n o 4 0 . 
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cia-t" uir-iiv- t.-i n f g r iS -a i_Natw 
In fo r iTsa l n e t w o r k s w a r a a l s o i m p o r t a n t i n - s a a k i n g o p i n i o n s 
and a d v i c e . T h i s was c l e a r l y r e l e - v - a n t a t -soiTi-a p o i n t s i.n t .ha 
commi t t a a ' s -work ( a n d w i l l b e d i s c - u s s a d i n r e l a t i o n t o t h a 
S i x t h I n t e r i i T i F:apoi--t, i n c h a p t a r 8 ) I t w o u l d b e p o s s i b l a t a 
c a n s t r u c t an a r g u m e n t t h a t t h i s s o r t o f a d v i c e i s s u s - p a c t ; 
h o w a v a r , u n l e s s a c o m m i t t a e w a r e t o b e l o c k e d away l i k a a 
d e l i b e r a t i n g j u r y i t i s a n l - v t c b a a x p a c t a d t.h-at a c a r t a ! i i 
amount e f i n f c r n - s a l c o n s u l t a t ! on - s h o u l d t a k a p l a c e . I t can 
d i m i n i s h t h e a u t h o r i t y o f a c o m m i t t a a ' s r e p o r t , n o n e t h a l a s s , 
i f soiTia i n t e r e s t e d g r o u p s a r a s e a n t o h a v e u n d u a i n f l u e n c e . 
T h i s was t h a d-angar i n h e r e n t i n t h a i n f l u e n c e a l l e g e d t o 
h a v e b a e n e x e r t e d o n t h e c o m m i t t e e i n r e l a t i o n t o i t s ' S i x t h 
T h r c u g h c u t t h a p e r i o d o f t u r b u l e n c e o v e r MACOS a n d SEMP, t h a 
a c t o r s a t t h a e x t r e m e s i n t h e c o n f l i c t , t h e f a r r i g h t 
f undasi ie.ntal i s t s a n d t .ha f a r l e f t a d u c a t i o n r a d i c a l s , s-aw i n 
each -atha-r t - a n d e n c i a s t o c c n s p i r a c y , - s u s p e c t m a t ! - v a t i o n a n d 
undue i n f l u a n c a on d e c i s i o n - m a k e r s . T h a r a i s a dang-ar i n 
a s s u m i n g t h a t w h a t c a n b a s e a n i s a l l t h e r a i s , a n d i i o st=udy 
o f t h i s n a t u r e can c l a i m t o b e o m n i s c i a n t . A t t h e same 
t i m e , i t i s n o t c o n s t r u c t i v e t o p u r s u e t h e s e cOin-so! j^acy 
t h e c - r i a s t o o f a r - s i n c e t h a y a^re - a l w a y s u n r e f u t a b l e . 
U n d e r s t a n d i n g t h e s t r e n g t h c f t .ha c o n v i c t i o n o n b o t h s i d e s , 
h o w e v e r , i s v e r y i m p a i " - t a n t , s i n c a i t i s a -symptom o f t .he 
p rob l -ams wh i -ch -su i - - raundad t i i a a d u c a t i o n s y s t a m -
Tha comiTiittee -began ihaaring a v i d a n c a iin Bri-sbaria in Ju.ne 
1978, and t h a l a s t d a y ' s h a a r i n g took p l a c e on Octobar 13th, 
•£5-,.- * • !-> nis stage tihe committaa had coll acted a wealth of 
i.nf cr mat! on, -and many conflicting opinions on the sti-^angt.hs 
and waakina-ssas of the aducation -system. Out of -all this, 
and wit.hin its broad tarms of raf aranca, it .had to maka 
recammandatians- What tihcse j-^acommandatian-s -were, ho'w the 
reports wara organised, and tha racaption thay r-acai-vad, ar? 
considered in tha next chapter. 
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CH.APTER T t r o Q 
i h - a _ C g n i m i t t e a i s _ R a g g r t s 
._J A , t - — . 4 . - T _ _ _ _ i_ 
^nd_j_nax_r_j^-^pai_ I. 
This ehaptai^ examines t.he reports tabled by the Aharn 
Committee, as well as suggasting reasons for th-a inclusion 
of some of tha -racammandations. The introductory section 
locks at tha strategy -and tactics -of rapcrt!ng, the -use of 
interim reports, tha mechanics of drafting, and the pursuit 
of unanimity. It also discusses briafly some changes which 
took place in tha policy-making environment during the 
period of the commi ttse's axi stanca. Tha ramai.ndar of th-a 
chaptar is divided into subsacticns, aach subsection faaing 
davotad to ana af t.ha comiTii ttae'-s interim r-ap-orts. Each 
interim raport will ba analysed, and i^eaction-s to tha 
racommandations contained in it, as well as tha succaeding 
pa-ssage towards action ar inaction cf tfia -salia.n-t 
racommandations will ba described. 
While chaptar 7 was concarnad -witih inputs to th-a commi ttae •" s 
decision-making, this chapter is primarily ccncarned with 
tha c-ammi ttaa's outputs- I.n addition, the outcomes -which 
fl'owad from thasa outputs, either i,n the for i-n of thair bain-g 
adopted as policy or, al tern-at! valy, pigeon—hoi ad, will be 
traced. However, thera is not necessarily -a clear cat 
— Till -341
division between adoption os-- pigaon—hoi i-ng, and in scm-a 
.-a-ses racommendat ions wera avantually a-doptad in a modi f iad 
form, Tha fata of other i-eccmmandaticns, such as t.hasa an 
sex education and class sizes, was 
intarest grcup activity, act!vit 
-chaptar Other racommendations 1 ag! ti iffatad ax ist ing 
policias, and a considarabla numbar received so little 
•suppart that tshay wara never saricus eont-aindei=-s for policy 
adoption. It is possibla to deduce the ralativa influanca 
of diffarant contenders in the policy-making arena frofii tha 
pa1i cy adopt i on outeernes. 
Eadla has suggestad that a good raport is the one which is 
presented most adroitly -by its authors, and is affected by 
the procaduras which thay followed, tha apportun!tias 
allowed for public -debate, and tha racaption afforded to 
-I 
A 
witiiessa-s and written submissians. The Aharn Commi ttaa' s 
information gatihei^ing procassas have already bean 
described. How tha ccmmittea used the information is tha 
next staq-a in its operation which caneerns us hare- Esdls 
also suggests that to be successful aducat!-en rapcrt s must 
not only contain qood a-ducati on-al -arguments 
,_, f-i V- -:n-^ n n !-| 
1. Eadla, J., "Commissions and Commit.nsent in Commonwaalth 
Educat i on " , Tha_Austr aiian_Jgurnai_gf _Educatign-ai 
Adi^iQistratign, XV, 1, May 1977, p. 17 
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seiisit!valy to political -and public -sentiiTrant "takiing into 
account the relationship -bet-wean aducation and othej^ 
factors" The context wit.hin which the Ahern CoiTimittaa 
operated mada this a particula.--ly dalicata balanciing 
ax ere!se, espec i al1y bee ausa "publie sent i ment" was 
divided. 
Thera i s a eomplax relationship bet'ween the writing of 
raports, tiha response to thosa reports and tiha avent-ual 
action which may be taken on recommendations i.n t.ha 
i--epGrts= C-artwright has drawn -attantion tc the difficulties 
faced by a c<ammittae whan it arrives at tihe writing stage: 
It is not always appreciated what a delicate and 
eo.mplieated one the job of writing a committee 
report -can ba. The populai- view seem-s to be that 
-a committaa rapcrt usually rafl acts its lowest 
comiiian denominator or worse .. But this hardly 
does justice to t.he subtleties that ai^ a aftan 
involved i.n -writing ccmmittae reports. E33 
Cart'wri-ght makes sa-varal points on tha writinq of ranorts 
which are significant in tha currant study, idantifyinq four 
quastions which -sooner er 1-at ar conf rent almost n 1 !-n=^-1 
cC";!5mis-sians -and da-part.^antal committaas. All thasa wara 
•al sc confrcnta-d by the Aharn Committaa. 
2. E-edla, J 
Cartwrig.ht, T,J., gE_cit, p. 169-
(a) the stratsav and tactics => i_«x i ^ r J ^ s ^ ! s 7 ^ ^Z £13 1 -1^ ^ p o r t i n g i 
( b ) t h a u-se o f i . n t e r i m r e p o r t s a n d o th -a i - d e v i c e s ' 
( c ) t h e m e c h a n i c s o f d i ^ a f t i n g ; ( d ) t i h a p u 
u n a n i m i t y . E 4 3 
Each o f t h e s e p r o b l e m s f a c i n g eoinirii t t e e - s 11 
- a l a t i \-fi i ^ - 4 
4 . C a r t w r i q h t , 
3 4 4 -
The_Stratagj£_and_Taeties_gf _Rengrting_its-ai£ 
Tha difficulty of "reconei 1 i-n-g wh-at is dasirabla wit.h what 
is feasible" is held by Cartwright to be a p.i--obl-afn which 
most committaas have to address whan for mul-ating thair 
reports. A committee has two courses of action open at the 
exti-emas: the first is to ignore political realities and 
leave -an "uncompromising landmark" outlining a set of goals 
against which can be measured t.ha gradual avolution of a 
stata of affairs. The opposita sol-at! en i^ s t-c .propc-sa cnly 
what the eo-mmittae can realistically ax pact to have accepted 
by the government aind the ot.har interests concerned. "This 
means -sacrificing -what tihe committaa beliavas to ba bast in 
tiha hope of improving the chances for accaptanca -af -what it 
beliavas- to be attaiiiabla" > 
Tha Aharn Ccmmittaa reports wara internally contradictory, 
in tihat tha-y often aspausad liberal sound! in-g aims, and -yet 
rac-amm-andad vary tight control-s an tha education syst-afr, 
ir*liA"_ii a p p c ^ E a r e=_a -^-^-! u c f c i i A A '_ U A fcf i =: A C3."_ A Lji i =M i A p •_=_• '-s ife; c i^ ipOij .^ 'c^- i . ; 
•aims. It -was •st.'-~iking whan intarvi awing, that diffarant 
peopla associated with tha camiTiittee put far-ward viaw-s of 
the role of tha committaa which ccntainad similar 
contrasts. The chairman and t.he -sacratar!at, for ax-ampla, 
suggested that the raports ware intended as a blueprint fa; 
education for t.ha ansuiing decade, tihus intandinq the r-aoor 
5. Cartwright, T.J., gE_cit, p.169 
-j-4-: 
as "uncompromising landmarks" (to use Cartwright's phrase) 
However, t.hey asserted t.hat aarly in the deliberations of 
the committee tihey also realised that thay would have to 
adopt a "hasten slowly" policy and specific recommendations 
would represent only the first staps towards the full 
6 
realisation of t.ha forward plan. Thus the committee was 
trying to fulfil both of Cartwright's extremes at once, and 
hare the first weaknesses in t.he reports arose- The 
recommendations frequently appeared to be a response to 
pragmatic political considerations, rather than reflecting 
the stated aims. 
The word "radical" was used in interview by the secretariat 
when discussing the long term changes for which the reports 
were to be the blueprint. Radical has several meanings, for 
example "affecting the foundation, going to the root", 
"seeking to ensure the removal of all diseased tissue" or 
the more political meaning as an antonym for conservatism. 
On examination of the reports, there was little which could 
really fit the political meaning, except as a relative term 
in a State in which the dominant political group espoused 
such uncompromising conservatism. In certain areas the aims 
and recommendations could be described as affecting tha 
foundation, and in others "the removal of all diseased 
tissue" seems particularly apposite (such as dealing with 
problem teachers in schools and CAE's) 
6. Interview no 8. 
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The p raq iTsa t i sm o f many o f t i he r a c a m m a n d a t i o n s may- b a -seen a-; 
a r e a l i s t i c r e s p o n s e t o t h e p e l i c y — s n a k i n g e n v i i ^ - a n n i a n t ; 
h o w e v e r , t h i s -va ry p r a g m a t i s m l a d t a soma o d d l y i i i i s m a t c h e d 
r s c c m m e n d - a t i o n s , a n d t h i s , i n t u r n , l a d t o t h a p a s s a g e 
t o w a r d s i m p l e m e n t a t i o n b e i n g a m a t t e r o f a n a l y s i s o f a a c h 
i n d i v i d u a l r a c o m m a n d a t i a n , r a t h a j ^ t h a n t h e r a b e i n g t h e 
p o s s i b i l i t y f a r a b l a n k e t a c c a p t a n c a c f an o v e r a l l c c h a r a n t 
p l a n . The i . n i t i a l ra-spcn-sa t-c t .ha r e p o r t s -was o f t e n 
a n t h u s i a s t i c , p a i ^ t l y bacau-se ii-"i a -sense t h e r e was - s o m e t h i n g 
avas^y i n t e r e s t isn -chaiTi, b u t , e x c e p t when t h e 
d a p a r t i T i a n t a l p o l i c y t h a i r p r o g r e s s t o w a i ^ d s imp 
was f a r f r o m s t r a i g h t f o r - w a r d . 
Tha_Use_g£_inte52iffl_BgE3!I,i.=_SLl-^_Qthar_Daviea-5 
Tha committaa had baan ovarwhalmad by submissians en a range 
of issues which was almost totally unccntrcllsd as a rasult 
•sec-ratari-at commehted th-at mora careful speci f i e-ati en would 
have bean vary helpful Organising tha infcrmatian into 
coherent racominandatians bacama aasiar through issuinc 
-a t ec h n i q u a wn i en pf 
.-f--; =-4=r---!--l 1 -s r = =^^-i^F--? .-iH-h =-
A 7 . 
I 've v - a r i c u s -raason-s 
= s s i ry-h c^^T- i_ -T; 5^ir£5Ttr-^K--f-£= DmiTian a r e 
•-!?=•='•"-'•-" T ?^ -3 r i i s-s - f -H^a - C f l l 1 r-ii^ii T-i!-! cs V-t--J-=1 j—-f- -A=.-f-:?n -f-H-^i -l-^SF-j-ncr 
of -raferan=ca of -savaral committees. 
"to iTsaka interim reports an any matter or mattar-s 
arising cut cf thair tarms of rafaranca as may 
from tima to time appear ta t.ha CcTiini ttaa to mar it 
immediate attention or warrant secaratS 
attention." 
In other words, either tha subject of tha 
committea falls into two ar mora parts which are 
mar a c on vein i en 11 y c on s i d er ed sap ar at a 1 y, or seme 
aspect cf tha -subjact raquiras aiara Ui"-gent 
attention than the rest of it.ES3 
The Aharn Commi ttaa's terms of re-f erence did net maka 
provision for interim reports, Tha committee i-^ as, however; 
asked by the Minister for Education, Mr Bird, to report as 
-soon as thay cc-uld an t-wo topics: schaol-basad assassmant 
and SEMP It was initially the intention to issue only tw? 
7. Intarviaw no B= 
•3. Cartwright, T.J., gg_cit, p. 176 = 
9. Interviaw no 8. 
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inter!In rapOi=^ts, but: 
Following a strong positive rasponsa from tha 
coifimunity to oui-" first two reports, it was 
ra-solved to prasent further Interim Reports on kay 
areae. in ad-acaticn as the Cammittea prcgrass! val y 
formulated its viaw.Ll03 
The r ep or t-s t.h u-s issued wara: 
1 Eii:ai_lDtarim_Raocrt_ "Composition and Functions of 
tha Board -af Secondary School Studias and Sacondary 
Schocl Assessment" (tabled: 5.12.78) 
2. ieccnd_lnterifTi_Raggrt "Tha Aims cf Our Schools and th? 
I U l l - U i ^ Lj I -.^ i_rt_ A -=IA n:i.AU^ £=i =.. A =_-i . •^  v. M L J A cfl.. a .i. =--=-_=..- / .-
-.;=. s i i i r - j i.ni_ar A m rtbiDus i_ i_A i-= r^ €z=.i_ V a i i i j i=5?.".ssiSi -ric;-T \ ^ a o A ^ = a . 
4. Fgurth_Intarin}_Rapgrt "Human Relationships" (tabled: 
7.6= 79) 
5= Eifth_intarim_Raggrt "Isolated Childran -and Isolated 
Schools" (tabled: 9.8-79) 
iiH.£!2_I[ltHrim_Rapgrt "Past-Secondary Education" 
(tabled: 4.10.79? ^  
7. Einai_ReEgrt (tabled: 31.1.30) 
Tha Final Rapcrt consi-sted of a series of rai-ati-val y 
unrelated racomiTiain-dati cn-s (soime -ef which wai-^ e raspa-nss 
faadback racaivad an the interim reports) Cartwrighi 
writes abcut tha rola cf interim raports in inviting 
raspcnsa-s: 
I.ntarim rapcrts can -sarva ether purposes, but t.h* 
hava not aftan been justified -on other gr=o-und-s. 
F-cr example, if interim raports ai-a issued, thai? 
impact can than ba axamiinad and commented on in ; 
subsaquant report . Navarthalass, not many of 
t.ha major pcstwa.'^ committaes have in fact 
aixploitad this usa cf multiple reports. Only on-; 
of tham has ever repartad issuing a rapcrt 
10. Salaet Committee: Finai_ReEgrt, p.2 
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axel usi valy for tihe purpose of com.menting on 
.'-"aaction to its praviau-s report. El 13 
A salaet committae is only eimpowarad to maka ona report, and 
the Ahern Committaa was tlius not abla to i ssua separata 
raports unless tihay ware -antitlad "intariiii" Howavar, thasa 
interim raports wara not temporary, and when t.he Final 
F:aport -v-^as laid upon the table of the House on 11th March 
19S0, all the reports wara bound together and ti-sat-a-d as an 
antity. 
The committaa was anxious to invita feedback, and tha 
following latter from the chair-man, Wihi-eh -appaai'^ ad i.n tha 
Brisbana Courier—Maii responding to -an accasation that tha 
committaa had indulged in gobbladygook in its .'--apcrts, was 
t-ypical : 
Te conclude an a mora serious note, whilst wa are 
not averse tc 1 ight—haartad exchainges caneerning 
the pedantry of our reports, -we weald walcoma so.ma 
reasoned discussion of cur racosimendatians. 
•With t.his in mind copie-s af the reports hava baan 
nlaead with tha Stata Library and with municipal 
1 !-= i-- = i . — "i 1 o-yar U 'aaans i and and c a n a l - s o b a 
Peedba.ck on t h a i n t e r i m r a — a r t s d i d l e a d t o m o d i f i c a t i o n s t-c 
r ae ommen d-at i o n s , a n d t h a s a , a s w a l l -as i ^ e a c t i e n b-y t h a 
c o m m i t t a a t o - c r i t i c i s m s made o f t h a r e p o r t s , w i l l b a 
d i s c u s s e d d u r i n g t i h e a n a l y s i s o f t h e i n d i v i d u a l i n t a - r i i T i 
r e p o r t s . 
11 C a r t w r i g h t , T . J . g E _ £ i L , p . 1 7 6 , 
12 . C o u r i e r - M a i l , B r i s b a n a , 7 . 6 . 7 9 
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Iu5_Llg£tlaQl£-a_9£_SE13f ting 
Tha audienca towards whom reports -ai^ e directed has to be 
decided upon by the authors of reports, as diffarant target-; 
damand diffarant -writing -styles. Tha Britis.h St-ady of 
Parliament Group -suggasts that in practiea tha main 
i^-ecommandations ef a report are diractsd to govarnmant, -as 
tha principal vahicla tshrcugh which thosa recemmend-atians 
can be implamentad. Hc-weva-r, there are cthar pcssibla 
target groups. In tha case of aducation inquiries, Kog-a.n 
suggests- three' ot.har groups: education pi^actitiOnars, t.ha 
-9 /i 
X *^ 
bureaucracy and what ha tai--ms "the community in general" 
In tha case of tha Ahern Committee various spacifie intaresi 
qrcups, often ."^apresanting strongly oppcsing views, ware 
also amonqst tha tarqet qro-uos, while th-a concept -of tiha 
in ganai-^ al " is lass s-ati sf act-ary , w i _ . A 
general" was pa.'^ t i cul ar ly hard tc idantif y-
prosa and t.he argument in tha Aharn Cainmittao 
rspcrts was criticised by aducatianists, and tha rasponsa 
the committaa's chairman was that thay wara written in 
pedasti^i-an prosa bacausa thay '.'4ere not directed at 
•spacial ists and that, indeec : = = d u Lj y 
13. S t u d y c f P a r l i a m e n t G r o u p , S E S c i a i i s t _ C g m m i t t a a s _ i n _ t h s 
i c i t i s h _ P a r i i a m e n t i _ t h e _ E x E e r i e n c e _ - g f _a_Deeada, Vo l X L I I , 
iO . vJO-H- , - fc.— , A -7 /• =3 , p . i. / . 
14. Kogan, M. , "The Plawdan Committaa", -gE_oit, p. 84. 
15. Aharn, M.J., unpublished address to Australian Collaqe 
of Education, 26.7 79. 
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pi.it iiT tha community". Th-a research cfficar, whc was 
rsspon-sible far much of tha drafting, claimed tihat it had 
bean a "layman's inquiry" and thus that "raa-sonably plain 
•I £_ 
A =_i 
language, which a layman ca.n understand" had baan usa-d. 
The rapcrts wara criticised b-y some far not giving tha 
-so-arces for seme of the informati on used (such as a British 
Green Paper). It was argued by the secrat-ariat, in dafanca, 
that it was not an academic paper, and tshat tha authors wara 
trying to "write a story". If there had baen a thesis 
approach to -writing "no-ona would .ha'va i^ aad it". .Another 
committee mafTibar, however5 described the reports -as long aind 
ponderous and suggested that although they had bean "eaqerly 
raad by the academic world" they had not been read by t.ha 
general public. 
3nethalas-s, aim.ing towards a broad readership fits Kcgaf 
pt i or descri on of commissions and committeas on aducation in 
r-.,— • J. 
The commi-ssi an-s and commi ttaas have .had ... t.ha 
function of summing up praeticas in aducation and 
tha prasa-nt -state af pragr-sss -as seen -at the tima 
that t.ha F^epc-ts -wara written, for tha govarnmant, 
far ed-ucatio-nal praetitiOinet-s, for th-a ad'acati-an 
sar-vica, and far the community in general, an=d of 
identifying o r ob1 ems an d naed s. Th a Reports hava 
thus had a mixture cf obi act!vas and of autcemas 
•io. Intarviaw nc 8. 
17. Intarviaw no 22. 
that ac=count for what some would regard as tha 
inordinate length of soma of tha R-apo-rts. Tha 
Councils could hardly meet the deman-ds made on 
them in la-s^ s -space. E183 
To understand why tiha diffaraint target groups colo-ar tha way 
in which tha rapcrt-s are writtan, ona can lack at what aach 
group would look for i.n a rapcrt. First, as the Study of 
Parliament Group points out, the main recommendatiens of t.ha 
raport shauld be directed to govarnmeiit- Tha qcvernment is 
tha principal target of tha persuasion within tha reports 
and to convinca gcvarnmant, tha reports should ba clearly 
stated and ceqantly argued. Sacond and thii^ -d, aducatian 
praeti ti onars and tha aducatian bureaucracy, both ha-ving 
coma undar attack -duri.ng the interest group campaign, were 
likaly to leak for soma raassuranca that the cr!ticism-s wera 
.net being andcrsa-d. Kcgan describes tha "evangel i cal " rai a 
of raparts here, and suqqasts that: 
It is .not unf-air to say (thera i-s) a decided 
tandanc-y net to describe tha_wgrst that can be 
found. Th-a-sa are not repc-rts that attack abu-sa 
Thev enca-arace the bast b-v descr!bino it.E193 
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as it was here th-rtt not on 1-y t.ha detail of impl amentati an 
would be thrashed cut but also advica to govarnment on tha 
faasibility of i mpl amentati on cf man-y of tha 
racommendations. Therefore tha reports naadad to ba as 
persuasive f-cr the Department as for tha lagi-slatura. 
IS. Kogan, M., "Tha Plowdan Committee", gE_cit, p.84 
19. Kcgan, M., 1973, gg.Eit, p.84. 
Tha Aharn reports contained a contrast batwaan a to.na of 
congratulation towards tha taaching profassion and 
recammandatians -designed to protect the aducation system 
against potential abuses. In a sanse tha i^apcrts were 
saying on the one hand that tha critics wera wrong, but on 
tha other tryi.ng to ans-ara that attantion was seen to ba 
pai"d to the cr! ti-ci sms. This -conflict demonstrated th-a 
difficult task tha committaa facad in being seen to hava 
-raspcndad to tha various divergent i.ntarasts. Th-a community 
had bac=ame -so divided on aducation issues t.hat healing tiha 
braach -was not to ba easy, and tha commi ttaa's attempt to 
-achiava a paacamaki.ng rola lad to soma strange compromi-sas 
baing -prom-al gated in the reports. 
Tha procadura adapted -for writing the reports was first to 
•select tha ta-pie for tfis report, then for th-a reeearch 
off! car -and committaa members and adv! sei-^ s to cane-anti--ata 
their reading en t.hat area. Di •s-c-a-ssiCin papers were writtan 
and circulated, than considarad at a maating out cf which 
came tihe draft cf tha interim report. This was subsa-quantl y 
-discussad, amended if nacassary"., and agraad. It wa-s 
suggest ad in one interviaw that t.his technique was net 
z-1-f-=—,--•=-*-»-,-—-=•- - — . 4 - - : .— x - . . - • ? . .- i=-i .- •; .-, -i-!-.- .-!- -.4- H 5=-^ •}-='-'--•=• T---'--5 -—.^ n .-£-=.— - 1 - - ; , . - - ; • ! - , . - -: r-. 
CaA».i.J=_^^='.— I J C T i = r ^ = 1 . ^ A : = } t ^ ^ ^ ! _ ? i "jT A i l = _ l l i = l = _ A U . U l i r i s L . . '~I 'f C T U \^a-J _J ^ = _ =_ A -=-- A I . •= A 3 i 
d i s c u s s i o n whan t h e r e was a p r e p a r e d p-aper a s a - s t a r t i n g 
p o i i H t , -and t h i s l a d t o soma -of t h a c o n f l i c t ba t -ween t h a 
2 0 . I n t e r v i a w n c 2 0 . 
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espou-sed philosophy and the specific recommendations. 
The secretariat's role was described as "doing the cutting 
and polishing" to the "uncut gem" of tha basic 
recofflmendations of the committee, preparing the final 
21 
version of the report- But it was also indicated (with 
some disapproval) that on some occasions individual 
negotiations were conducted between committee members and 
the secretariat on particular wordings and 
rec ommendati ons-
21- Interview no 23. 
22- Interview no 20. 
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The_PLiL5yit_gf _ynanimitv 
It is stated quite unequivocally in the literature that 
under the accepted Westminster practice it is not 
procedurally possible for a minority report to be tabled 
with the report of a select committee. The only way in 
which a minority opinion is expressed is by recording in the 
committee's report that an alternative draft has been moved 
to the chairman's draft report. Taylor, for instance, 
indicates that the committee is a "solid entity, incapable 
of anything but unanimity", In this way it differs from a 
royal commission, where provision is made for minority 
reports (as was seen in the 1875 Royal Commission on 
Education in Queensland). However, the Queensland 
Legislative Assembly's Standing Orders permit that a member 
who disagrees with a report may require a statement of the 
reasons for his disagreement to be appended to the report. 
This is an interesting divergence from the established 
practice where the absence of provision for minority reports 
is considered a very important characteristic of select 
committees. 
This difference in Standing Orders raises the question a-s to 
what effect the provision for minority reports might have in 
encouraging the continuation of conflict- It certainly 
militates against the following British description being 
23. Taylor, E., gE-Siij p.181 
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applicable to Queensland: 
The hallmarks of a select committee are its 
non-partisan approach, its examination of detail, 
its disclosing of the facts of a case, its ability 
to advise the House on the best course of 
proceedings. It does work for which the House is 
unsuited, and it does it in a manner which tends 
to mute party differences, so that one of the main 
features of select committee reports is the extent 
of cross—party agreement they reveal.E243 
The interpretation of Standing Orders was the subject of a 
change of heart by the committee as a result of difficulties 
which arose during the work on the Fourth Interim Report, 
leading to the tabling of a minority report. The Select 
Committee on Crimes of Violence, one of the few other select 
committees to have sat in Queensland in this century, was 
cited as one which provided a precedent as it contained a 
significant number of minority statements in its reports 
25 
(even one by the chairman of the committee) 
Eedle suggests that: 
Every report is in effect a public relations 
activity- Its reception will depend in part upon 
its intrinsic merits but also in large measure on 
its credibility.E263 , 
The Ahern Committee's chairman saw the committee's 
credibility as closely tied to the achievement of consensus 
within the committee. The difficulties the committee faced 
24. Bradshaw, K. , and F'ring, D. , Pariiament_and_Cgngress. 
Constable, London, 1972, p-225-
25. Interview no 23. 
26. Eedle, J., gE_£it, p.24. 
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over reaching consensus (and eventually failing over sex 
education) will be elaborated later in this chapter But 
the chairman and secretariat asserted during an interview 
that the credibility of the committee rested on two issues: 
reaching consensus, and being seen as not afraid to confront 
27 
the highly contentious issue of sex education. It is 
somewhat ironic that they could not achieve both, and that 
the achievement of one meant the loss of the other 
Given that committee members represented opposing political 
parties, and that the community had expressed -strong and 
divided views over many of the issues under discussion, 
unanimity was not easy to achieve. In one interview it was 
stated that the conflict between the education aims espoused 
in the reports and the substance of the recommendations was 
a direct result of the reports being consensus documents, 
and that the primary aim of the chairman was to achieve 
28 
consensus. One of the ways in which unanimity was reached 
was b-y the process of give and take on specific issues. 
There wera clearly occasions when one member conceded on a 
recommendation with which he did not really agree, in order 
to negotiate the inclusion of another recommendation which, 
against the inclinations of the committee as a whole, he 
29 
wanted to see included. It was asserted that this give 
27 Interview, 2-4.80. 
28. Interview no 8. 
29. Interview no 20. 
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and take was more apparent in the early stages of the 
30 
committee's deliberations, but broke down over time-
There were also occasions -when recommendations were dropped 
because of the inability to reach agreement (a 
recommendation on teacher transfers was cited as an example 
31 
of this) 
The committee was writing for different target groups and 
provided documents which often represented negotiated 
compromises. A wide range of education issues had become 
politically divisive, a divisiveness exacerbated by the 
Premier's intervention in the MACOS and SEMP dispute, and it 
followed that the reports of the Ahern Committee had to be 
particularly sensitive to the political as well as the 
educational impact. 
The reception the reports received is described here, both 
in terms of the immediate responses of key actors in the 
policy—making environment, and in terms of the action or 
inaction over specific recommendations. The initial 
responses are significant in that they demonstrate the 
support—base for the recommendations, and permit analysis of 
the relative importance of the respective support bases. A 
typology will be developed from this in order to provide a 
basis for the analysis contained in the conclusions in 
30. Interview no 20-
31. Interview no 20. 
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chapter 10-
Policy-making theories generally address the relationship 
between policy and implementation. However, t.he word 
"implementation" is avoided here in relation to the Ahern 
Committee, although frequently used by the press and 
politicians, because of the danger of confusing policy 
adoption with implementation. As the committee only had the 
power to make recommendations, making a distinction between 
policy adoption and implementation is necessary in order to 
avoid confusion over terms. 
Cartwright writes of the impotence of committees in this 
next stage, and, again, though he writes of Royal 
Commissions and Departmental Committees, the thrust of what 
he says is relevant to select committees: 
The difficulty is that the effects of a 
committee's recommendations do not lie wholly or 
even largely in its own hands- There are some 
tactics and devices which a committee may use to 
help "sell" their recommendations, but their 
effectiveness still depends on a great many 
factors beyond its powers of influence- Royal 
Commissions and Departmental Committees are above 
all advisory committees- They have no power-s of 
execution- The fate of their racommendations lies 
in hands other than their own-E323 
It is the fate of the recommendations of the Ahern Committee 
which concerns us here. The select committee was an 
advisory committee in the same sense as a royal commission 
in that it had no powers of execution- The "other hands 
T'J 
. Cartwright, T-J-, OE_Git, p.206. 
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than their own" ranged through the Education Department, 
State Cabinet, other parliamentary committees, the 
Legislative Assembly, and eventually, practising educators. 
The First Interim Report was tabled on 5th December 1978, 
eight months after the Ahern Committee was first 
established, and fourteen months before the tabling of the 
Final Report- The process of adopting or rejecting the 
recommendations thus began while the committee -was still 
sitting- The Education Department became particularly 
important at this stage in the policy-making process- For 
recommendations which did not require legislative change the 
Education Department was, to a great extent, the primary 
locus of decision—making- In addition, the Department had 
very considerable power to adapt and select before putting 
proposals for legislative change forward, through the 
Minister, to Cabinet- Hall et al have pointed out the 
significance of the upper reaches of a government department 
33 
in the formulation of policy, and Wilenski has described 
the way in which bureaucracies continue to influence their 
ministers after reports are tabled: 
- - - what happens to these reports after they are 
presented? Departments which made their 
submissions in public and had them publicly-
analysed and often refuted by the commission, now 
get a second chance to say much the same thing in 
private to a hard—pressed minister who is mora 
than likely unaware that these arguments have 
already been considered and disposed of So, 
33. Hall, P-, Land, H-, Parker, R.- and Webb, A-, QE_ cjt. 
pp.58-9 
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after a commission has had public hearings what 
often occurs is another round of private 
-submissions as the public service has its say 
direct to ministers. Commissions of enquiry thus 
have their weaknesses as sources of independent 
advice.E343 
Rhodes points out that committees of inquiry are only one of 
a number of means by which governments seek information and 
advice from outside sources, and that there are no firm 
dividing—1ines between these various means- He adds that 
the appointment, proceedings and reports of committees are 
not simply a series of separate, though related, events, 
"but part of a continuing process which does not begin with 
the appointment of a committee nor end with acceptance or 
35 
rejection of its report". 
The focus of the research for this study thus moved to the 
Education Department, and the "central observation post" at 
which to "catalog the passing traffic at a selected 
36 
institutional junction"n Once the committee's work was 
drawing to a close, a series of interviews was conducted 
with officers in charge of specific areas in order to assess 
the strength of departmental support for the 
recommendations. In addition the reactions of the various 
interest groups were also sought, through interview or 
through examination of statements reported through the 
34. Wilenski, P., gE_cit, p.41. 
35- Rhodes, G., gE_cit, p.l60-
36. Hofferbert, R-T , gE_Eit, p.93. 
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press- Members of the committee and advisory panel, and the 
secretariat, were also interviewed in order to gain insights 
into the decision—making processes of the committee itself-
The Department had maintained a file of desired changes to 
the Education Act ever since it was last opened up to 
scrutiny in 1964. In the interests of stability, there was a 
37 
reluctance to open up the Act too frequently. However, a 
strong impression gained from interviews was that there was 
also a suspicion that other changes, initiated outside the 
Department, might be added against the Department's wishes. 
This was not directly stated, but strongly implied, and it 
was interesting that the researcher was assumed to 
understand the tensions which existed bet'ween the philosophy 
of the government and that of the Education Department. 
Suspicion of the government's motives underlay a number of 
responses by the Department to the recommendations of the 
Ahern Committee. 
While it was widely acknowledged that the committee had done 
much to heal the rift in the community over education 
issues, sometimes the Department's public expressions of 
admiration for the way in which the committee had conducted 
its business were tempered in private interview by criticism 
of many of the specifics of the reports- But whatever other 
outcome the Department might want, it certainly wanted to 
37s Interview no 30. 
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avoid the re—emergence of the public conflict over 
education. 
Johnson suggests that there is some impact on the 
bureaucracy of committee recommendations- In the 
examination of the impact of the Ahern recommendations which 
follows, it will be seen that the committee reports 
reflected some of the political constraints surrounding 
policy—making procedures within the bureaucracy. Johnson is 
alluding specifically to select committees of ingyiry when 
he writes: 
Indeed, those in this "broad gauge" category can 
hardly be said to aspire regularly to a precise 
and identifiable influence, despite the fact that 
their reports do often contain recommendations 
which could in principle lead to specific 
decisions different from those taken or in 
prospect. Indeed, they hope to contribute to the 
environment of opinion within which policy evolves 
and to remind those with executive 
responsibilities that there are interests and 
opinions in Parliament and outside which should be 
taken into account-E383 
In the case of the Ahern Committee, one .might argue that 
these interests and opinions hardly needed further emphasis, 
and, indeed, it will be seen that the expectation that 
interests and opinions should be taken into account gave 
rise to a situation where it became increasingly difficult 
to arrive at policy decisions in certain areas of 
38. Johnson, N., "Select Committees as Tools of 
Parliamentary Reform: Some Further Reflections", in 
Walkland, D.S- and Ryle, M. (eds), The_Cgmmgns_in_the 
ii^enties, Fontana, 1977, p-191. 
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education. The underlying conflict over the locus of 
decision-making was not effectively resolved, even though, 
as one committee member asserted, the committee "changed 
character", having started in an atmosphere of high tension 
and gradually become respected for its thoroughness and for 
not being the Premier's tool: 
It started in an aura of suspicion and distrust 
with the imprimateur of the Premier's attitudes, 
worked hard to overcome that «. it gradually 
became accepted that it was not a "tame cat" E393 
One question asked during this stage of the research, of 
various people interviewed, was how they would approach the 
task of analysing the recommendation when tracing which -were 
adopted and which not- The secretariat suggested 
categorising them as: 
(a) those which required changes to the Education Act; 
(b) those which required changes in Education Regulations; 
(c) those which cost a lot of money (as the "financial 
stringency of the times" was against them); 
(d) those which were not costly to implement. 
This suggestion implied that no value decisions were 
involved, and that the major constraints would be 
financial. However, the political dimension was made 
explicit by one officer of the Department- He also pointed 
out that some recommendations needed legislative changes. 
39. Interview no 19-
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and that others required variation in the provision or 
utilisation of resources- But he also said that since the 
response of key people within the government on certain 
racommendations showed some degree of "lack of unification", 
the Department had to proceed cautiously as to what advice 
should be carried forward- "When there is division, the 
40 
Minister is reluctant to carry forward a proposal"- It 
was indicated that the Department could not be portrayed as 
able to act in isolation — at all points cf the sifting 
process political feasibility was an important ingredient in 
departmental thinking-
Questions put to officers on specific recommendations led to 
frequent detours into philosophical argument — on such 
issues as the nature a.nd use of reference testing, or the 
effect of specifying fifty percent of social science 
eurriculu.m content. These philosophical objections were 
generally related to the rigidity which was being advocated 
which was only suited to some subject areas (such as 
mathematics), and the potentially harmful use of test 
results and the broader issue of government control The 
feeling was that if these recommendations were implemented 
the government would be provided with additional means with 
which to castigate the teaching profession. Suspicion 
remained that the government might, for instance, use 
State—wide test results as a basis for sacking "incompetent" 
40. Interview no 9. 
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teachers, regardless of the difficulty of assessing the 
potential of one school population against another There 
was, therefore, an implied suspicion of the recommendations, 
but a generous tendency to absolve the committee from 
intending the consequences perceived by the Department. 
However, looking at some of the statements made in interview 
by the committee members, it might be fairer to suggest that 
they might have seen little harm in these consequences of 
initiating tighter controls, even to the extent of using 
test results to assess teachers. At the operational stage, 
however, it was in few people's interests to discredit the 
work of the committee as it was seen as a buffer between the 
Premier's threats and the teaching profession. In addition, 
those recommandations which were in accord with departmental 
thinking gave added legitimacy to their policy proposals-
The chairman had talked of the three themes of the committee 
baing (a) co-operation and co-ordination, (b) 
accountability, and (c) healing- The healing had to be 
preserved; communication had been encouraged; the measures 
put forward to achieve greater accountability were the most 
mistrusted. 
Various changes took place in the political environment over 
the period between the committee's reporting and the 
conclusion of the period under study here. An explanation 
of these is necessary in order to clarify some of the 
references made in the following section-
— -r. 367 
The most significant events were a State election, which 
took place at the end of 1980, and two Cabinet re-shuffles. 
The first re—shuffle took place immediataly after the 
election. In this, Val Bird was moved from the education 
portfolio, which was given to Bill Gunn, new to Cabinet, but 
a typical National Party minister with his strong roots in 
the rural sector and his lack of secondary education. He 
was reported to be "the Premier's man", and there was a 
certain anxiety in the Education Department over the 
41 
direction education policy might take. It was in this 
re-shuffle that Michael Ahern moved from the backbench to 
become Minister for Primary Industry- There would have been 
a -strong case for making Ahern Minister for Education, 
considering the experience he had gained as chairman of the 
Select Committee- But by this move the Premier successfully 
prevented him from speaking publicly about the progress 
towards implementation of the Select Committee reports, it 
being established practice that ministers do not comment 
publicly on portfolios other than their own. As Ahern had 
been, by this stage, outspoken and unrelenting in exerting 
pressure on Cabinet for a response, it could be interpreted 
as a skilful move on the Premier's part. The choice could 
be justified by reference to the fact that Ahern had a 
degree in agriculture, as well as a farming background. 
It will be seen in the following sections that the Pramier 
41. Interview no.16-
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might have had political reasons for being unwilling to see 
Ahern in the education portfolio- Although education was a 
low-ranking portfolio in Cabinet under Bjel ke-F'et ersen, it 
was, however, always held by a National Party minister 
within the coalition government. The wel1—documented 
provision of a relatively larger proportion of education 
resources to National Party electorates was not a benefit 
the party would wi-sh to lose, and, in addition, the party 
had discovered through the STOP Zt CARE campaign that there 
was considerable political capital to be made- in the State 
over education issues. 
The late 1980 re—shuffle was also to take Bill Hewitt, the 
Liberal backbench member of the Ahern Committee, into 
Cabinet in a very minor portfolio. Thus two of the new 
ministers were very well informed on education issues, and 
their influence might have been expected to be strong within 
Cabinet. However, it was suggested in interview that neither 
pushed the Select Committee recommendations particularly 
strongly even behind the closed doors of the Cabinet 
42 
room. 
A second re—shuffle, in December 1982, was even more 
important in relation to the Ahern Committee 
recommendations. It will be seen when the progress of the 
Fourth Interim Report is described that Lin Powell, the 
42. Interview no 31, 
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second National Party member of the Select Committee, played 
a particularly- significant role, especially because he 
represented most closely the views of the F'remier and 
extreme conservative interest groups- In this re—shuffle 
Gunn became Deputy—Pramier (and was portrayed in cartoons as 
a carbon copy of the F'remier), and Powell took the education 
portfolio- As with Ahern's earlier appointment to Primary 
Industry, this was a logical move for Powell, as he had baen 
a student at Kelvin Grove teachers' college for one year, 
and had experience as a teacher before pursuing an 
alternative career. However, despite, or even because of, 
his firsthand experiences, he was not seen to be 
43 
particularly sympathetic to educationists. His 
appointment came at a critical time for the Select Committee 
recommendation on the introduction of sex education. It 
immediately made the implementation of that recommendation 
appear very unlikely, and even cast some doubt on the 
coiitinuing implementation of recommendations to develop 
further the Radford Scheme. 
Throughout this period the press was intermittently-
discussing the future leadership of the National Party and 
Ahern's aspirations to the Deputy-Premiership. There was 
43. "Education . tends to suffer from the presence in many 
legislatures of a significant proportion of elected 
representatives who have been teachers. Personal 
acquaintance with limited areas of the educational process 
leads not infrequently to ill-founded judgements on 
professional recommendations", (Eedle, J., gE_citji p.20.) 
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underlying conflict between the Premier and Ahern, and the 
F'remier gave no public support to the Ahern Committee 
recommendations- Gunn-s narrow victory over Ahern was 
accomplished by his success in winning over the right-wing 
vote which, without the Premier's intervention, might have 
been expected to go to Russ Hinze, a much better known 
Minister with long experience and a record of controvers!al 
hard line opinions- After t.he second Cabinet reshuffle, the 
right-wing influence in relation to education issues was 
thus strengthened, with the Premier, Gunn and Powell all 
likely to favour more controls and less progressive change 
on all aspects of education than either the Department or 
educationists. 
The chronology of what is described in the succeeding 
sections of this chapter presents difficulties. The interim 
reports were tabled in sequence, so action and reaction to 
the first interim reports were taking place while the 
committee was still deliberating- Not only were there 
changes of Minister, there were also changes in the external 
environment. While the inquiry was continuing its work in 
t.he public arena, much activity was taking place behind 
closed doors as those affected by the recommendations worked 
either to press for implementation, or to produce reasons 
for delay or rejection. 
Each of the sections of this chapter which follow is devoted 
to one of the reports of the Ahern Committee. Where 
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possible, suggestions as to why recommendations were 
included are given, the main recommendations are described, 
and reactions to the reports are analysed. For clarity, the 
description of each recommendation is followed immediately 
by an account of how it fared in the adopt!on/non—adoption 
process. This involves a certain amount of chronological 
movement back and forth, but has been chosen in the hope 
that it proves the most logical approach to recounting a 
sequence of events which might otherwise be very difficult 
to follow. 
— ^7*^ — 
THE AHERN COMMITTEE REPORTS 
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The CampcsitiOn and Fun^tians 
gf_tha_Bgard_gf_Secgndarv_Schggi_Studie5 
and_Sacgndary_Schggi_A5sassmen t 
The First Interi.-n Report was tabled on 5th December, 1978, 
eight months after the a-stabl ishment of the committaa. The 
report, which was presanta-d i.n t.he format to be followed in 
all tha interim raports, -was divided into s-actions by 
topic. These sect!ens ware sandwiched between an 
iiitroduction entitled "general" and the cenelusion. summary 
of racommendations and an "appendix" listing tha mambar-s of 
tiha committaa, advisor-y panal and -sacratar!at prasent -at t.hi 
maating at -which tha raport was formally and finally 
=l|-?pr =«J-y rr=_i . J 1 ICf A 1 il.J A -T^  A Lji.^..^ A l-i_?|J A »—ia- ¥ - * A A A =.?-=• w A =2-._ =_i=>^S=7=.J i I5=i ?= -
T K c s 1^ r-,-'»-'-* -->-C C-^-——,".-1-'=^-•r• 
The committaa first foca-s-sed en t.he campos! tian and 
functions of tha stat-atory body, tha Board of Secondary 
School 'Studies. Tha changes raccmmended i.n tha -eompcsiticr 
of the BSSS ware an attempt to increase t.he raprasantativt 
bal-anca of tha Boai-d, and to maka tha Board mora accoUintai 
1. Side headings through these sections ralata to the 
principal .'^ecommandations which are t.ha subje-ct of anal 
in tha typology presented in chaptar 10. 
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to tha Minister for Education. The role of tha Minister was 
diractl-y specified in many of the recommendations i.n the 
raports, and in this -sense tha ad'acatian -syscam was baing 
mad a mor a d i J-- ac 11 y an -swer ab 1 a t a p ar 1 i amen t -
Wilenski has notsd that ana of the diractiens which 
administrati've -raform took in the 19705 was ta'wai"^ ds greater 
ministerial control of tha public sar-vica and stat'atcry 
bodi-as. This trend wa-s raflset-sd in tha r-acommandaticn-s oi 
th-a Aharn Cemmitt-aa, and the National Party -was (aeeai"-ding 
to Minister Gunn) ainxicu-s to raduca tiha number of stat-atory 
bed! as in Queensl aind- Ho'wavar, what might ba seen in -soma 
Statas, cr at the- fadaral laval, as a positi'va reformist 
mc've, -was viawad with considerable suspicion b-y critics af 
the Queensland gcvernment. This -suspicion stemmed from tlia 
raputaticn t.ha g-avarnmant had earned for authc^i tar! an 
-dacisicn-making. It is import-ant to baa.^ this faar in mi.nd 
->#iein react ions ta tha committee's racammandations ara 
assassad. Given tha st'yla of government of tha ruling 
National Party under Bjelka-Patarsan's leadership, 
mi in! star iai c-ontrcl was saen by s-cma as a m-ava away from 
demccracy rathar than towards !t-
Tha first change related to tha mambership of tha BSSS, 
2. Wilenski, P , "Administrative F'aform Cammissions and 
Admin!-strati-ve Reform: The Australian Experience", 
unpublished conferanca paper, 1981, p.26. 
Interviaw, 3.8.81 
suggesting it be mada dii-aetly aeeeuintabla to tiha Minister 
rather than the "Governor in Council", Of tha twenty-thraa 
membars cf t.ha Ba-ai"^ d (t.ha number remained unchanged bacausa 
an even larger Board might prova too cumbereome') , tihe 
D i r ac t or —Sen ar a1 of Ed uc at i on lost one of his eight 
naminaas, and the remaining savan wara •vary -closel-/ 
spacATi=r\_i A n^ 3-ucrrf.a -—iT c-::SAn>_i A t;! •_ i-o "_ne u-ii =•->_ =_=_»! W!^ii=rr-3A ^ 
di •sc.'--ati o n . O f t h e si;-? r a o r a s a 
:ertia-r :.-i 1 -->.--»-
of its twc, so tha number was raducad tc five. Tha QTU kapt 
two, ajid tha Queansland Associ-ation af Teachers in 
Independent Schools (Q.ATIS) , ana. Four representati vas from 
nan—govarnmant sch.aols -were i^aduead to three, and thasa 
-war a, agai n, ear af ul 1 y spec i f i ad. Tha thraa ax tra p 1 -aces 
wei"-a to be filled by two i--apreseintati-ves of the intarasts of 
eommarce and industr-y, and one parant. Tha 
Directcr-General-°-s nominees wera to ba associatad wi tih the 
•admin! strati an of ed-acation, and t-wo were to come from tiha 
Technical and Furthar Education (TAFE) sector and ona from 
primary aducatic-n, Tha wai-ghting tended te axcluda 
practising teachars in favour af adfoini-str-ators (although 
the QTU kapt thair two nomi.nees, and t.hara was ana taachar 
from a non-govarnmant and ona from a govarnment secondary 
school). Ona committaa member cemmantad that thasa chanqa-s 
were just "cosmetic" and that ha was not very keen on 
4. Intarviaw no 20. 
•J' / o 
4 
tham- Tha validity cf this viaw would depend upon tha ty| 
of pacpla chosen undar tha naw arrangements and whether thi 
parcaived political character of tha Board changed as a 
ras-ul t. 
Tha Final Raport of tha committaa ccntainad a paragraph 
which was a dafa.nea -against accusati=ans t.hat the propo-sad 
naw Board would net fai.s^ ly raoi^asa.nt tha intai^a-sts 
ccncarned. Hera the ccmmittaa was caught in a trap of its 
o-i«in de-vising, -sinca, threugh specifying tha 
so closaly, it -had cpanad tha nature c-i 
to greater -scrutiny, laa-ving no ream far mancauvra, Tha 
eammi '-caa -s-tircngA "y- reiec-^e-'-i »_iia i^aa =_iia»_ iiiie compa-sx uion o-i-
t.ha Board -shauld reflect an accurate balance af all 
i .n t er eat s, an d ind eed, it -i^iau 1 -d h a va b een an i mp ess i b 1 e 
axarei-sa -whila keeping tiha Board a manageable size. 
The Committee also racommendad changes to tha functien-s -ef 
the Board which ccneantratad on making tha BSSS mora 
directly accountable to tha Minister with tha intantian of 
giving: 
a X p A A ( _ l = _ i '==i_-._!t^ l I A C A =_=i i =_!_= -..il^^ 1 3 A I i A =-i-fc! =• 
rs-spon-sibi 1 i ty to maiintain an ovarviaw of tha 
act!-vi ties of the Board, on behalf af tha paopla 
5. 'Soma intarast groups have indicated that the-/ ball ava 
that tha number of their nominees appointed to the Board 
should ba weighted in proportion to the inumbars that thay 
represent. The Select Committaa does not accapt t.his 
argument, nor was it tha philosophy which it -adapted in 
framing its recommendations. -Ei.Q3]u_BSE'3Llt.-" -6:2. 
6. Fif-st Interim F:apcrt, 3:2. 
of tha Stata.E63 
Tha -way -wa-s also cpanad for additicnal assassmant in 
sacondary -sch-ools b-y dropping specific re-f erence to JuniOi-
and Senior Cart! f i catas, thus allcwi.ng for later 
racommaindations on reference tasting to ba i.ncorporatad 
undar the scope of tha Board ("subiact to tha Minister"). 
— -T-70 _ 
Schggi—Basad_A5sassmant_and_R0SEA 
Tha raport leaked at tiha t-wo areas -which tha Minister far 
Education had -askad tha commi tt-ae to con-si der first: t.ha 
futura of -schocl-based assassmant and tha adv!sab! 1 it-y of 
dividing the school year into two samastar-s rathar than the 
existing thraa tarms. 
Tha report, tharafera, was concarnad with tha Radford 
Schema, which, it will be ramambarad, had baan introducad 
s^ ith great spaad in tha early 1970s. Tha Radford Schema 
ram-ain-ad a remarkably pragrassiva axperimant for a St-ata 
which was q-anarally -so consarvativa, not laast in its 
==1 U 1. A «_ LA^J S ' _ U w=_H-A=_ d l i_ A t j l 1 , C?-! i M =-i ! ET J " ! i i t r i i i w U S . I l S ! A 5- -—fcrtr ZS 
r e c c m m a n d a t i a n s on s c h e c l — b a s e d a s s a s s m a n t , whichever way 
tihe-y w e n t , w e r a l i k a l y t a b a h i g h l y i n f l u a n t i a l 
Modi f i c a t ! e n s t-a t h a F : a d f a r d Schema h-ad b a a n -sugga-s tad b y a 
- r-i^.-,,-: 4--!-.-,.^3 - .^ . r^ . - . - ; r-T-J-=->H f-s-.-- • i -K - - ' p C - C C J =. = !-,•; . - j - i .—.=.-,-. H ' J-—=='-l .= =.-23.—- ^.=.--i-
j - j , r - i . = - - ; 4 - 1 £ ; s H — = C 3 r ^ — - i ^ - ^ .—.;r-. Q , — I - , - " ^ ^—i l | I ^ —- 2 = - — - H i ^ = ^ — £ 3 .— - r . . ^ r - - - I - ? E ^ ' f i C - ^ ' - A -^  — r-. .-5 -S-i-s .—. 
!-! i i-—i i i i..ri.^ll<filA =-.=_=!=: ! i s i i i i S i - i =_ i i = A i 1 c f C LiisiiTicSi sQ wl'». i . L j i i =- a r C j i J - i i i - i =_.!=_;=> 5= 
contained in ROSBA. Tha major thrust was: (a) that the 
objectives of t.he curriculum Sihauld be a-stabl i shed, and t.han 
the programmes written from tha b-asis ef those obj act! vas; 
(b) that a care curriculum ba established, and (c) that tha 
parformanca of studants should be give.n in terms of thair 
leval ef competanca in rai-at!en tc those objaetiva-s, f--ath-ar 
than faainc norm—based =qradas. 
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This -sacticn -of tha First Report damonstrated the conflict 
between libaj-al aims and tha content cf -specific 
racammandations which was a faatu.*"a of tha reports 
c-ontainad a homily en the -da-ngers of conc-anti 
too clos-aly on assas-smant methods: 
The Salaet Cofiii-nittaa wis.has to point -out in the 
•strongast possibla tarms that the principal aim 
and purpose of our school system is tha aducatic-n 
of childran to take their place in the adult 
•world. Al t.hough assassm-snt has learned large i.n 
public debate, it is but one faeat of the 
education -svstam- Its imoart-anca lias in the fact 
that it is the major inter face -batwaan tha 
aducation systam and t.ha community and tiha means 
•_= -y V^tiA!_ii - a U U t _ C i l.i.jr = EA=_'-_-i_='_3.i 3 =_ U L J l-IIC: p'-Ai-IAA'-_ i •_?! i_i =i=A f 
stswardship. It is .not, ncr daas it raprasant, 
t.ha aim er purpo-sa of education. E7J 
While tha committee andcr-sad RQSB.A it also mada strong 
issithi.n savaral of its reports. And the -andorsement of 
intarnal assessment by the committae can be seen -as ona of 
:ha last -symbols of 
in tha Stata. Tha tide was turning, and tha stress an 
;aj-l-.-n. .=-.4- -.!-, •; "! •;4--.T =.-a J: 1 1-5.—-?-.-,.-! 4-!., ^  4- ^ t, .,-, _._. T jC 4-i-.£3 i-,-i-^m-=- •?--i--—-—- j-. -. -4 
=st_!_'_'i_=.< •'--nijA A A =_ >- r S i Ae>_t_sru -wiia"— i—neijig^^. A I i^iie ?_'aiiif!iA !-i_-=r^ i i-=i-..^  
?-ar andorsement it is very likaly that 
tha external examination systam would hava baan raintroduced 
ram seme 
quarters. Indeed, t.ha Prasidaint of tha QTU asserted that 
7- First Interi.m .Report, 4:11 
8. Tha .National Party candidate in tha Clayflaid b-y-alaction 
of 1976 had campaigned using tha promisa of a return tc 
external examinations as a maior issue. 
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t ihe F ' r e m i e r ' s d e s i r e t o s e e e x t e r n a l e x a m i n a t i o n s 
r e i n t r o d u c e d h a d b e e n o n e o f t h a m a j o r i^-a-a-sc-ns f=or b r i n g ! n c 
9 ' 
t h a c=ammi t tae i n t o b a i n g . Ona - s o u r c e - c l a i m e d t h - a t t h i s wi 
cne o-f t i ha i i^ost i n f l u a n t i a l o f t h a commi t t a a ' s 
r e c c m m a n d a t i a n s , b a c a ' a s e t h a r a t a n t i e n c f i n t a r n - a l 
i:;^.-SS-S—'^:-(libera I-_ Theirs =3-»_f lae'LJ.i—ia i i i '_=='=• ^^=1.3.-=:is I >_ ^^^^  « 
I beliava tha Salaet Cemmittaa's approval in 
principle cf ROSBA was of anormous significanca. 
If th-ara had baen an adverse raaction b-y th-a 
Salaet Committae, I doubt i-f tha scheme would have 
proceedad. Th-a approval ef the Select Commi tt-aa, 
howavar, wa-s onl-y a moral support to tha Board. 
Act!en towards implamentatian did net begin until 
official Cabinat appraval was racaivad, supported 
by a financial g-rant to a-ssist its 
i mp1 amen t at i on.El O 3 
J. J i S P i i i r i . i w S l t . C:i =_ A i .Jl i =_=i i \ i J w i i 3 i - 1 , = s r . = _ i =_ i 1 w A>i.Ji.J>-.J A i . X =_ A d i_ &^ w X . i i = r I A i =3- -— 
v-ary c a r e f - a l s t a p - s t -oward-s i m p l a m e n t a t i an ( h a v i n g p - a r c a i v a c 
t h a t r a p i d i m p l e m e n t a t i o n h a l d i n l i a r a s i t d a n g e r s a f t e r t h e 
s x p a r i a . n c a c f t h e R a d f o r d S c h e m a ) , a v a n t i h i s r s c e m m a n d a t i e-r 
was n e t t e h a v a a e o m p l a t a l y s t i - ^a i q h t f o r w a r d pas -saga -
TJ^' Iiii=i in problam lay with tha teachars who had to carry ti 
burden of implamantatian. Tha QTU's immadiata rasponsa 
the racommendat!an was -pasiti--/a: 
The Union strongly supports t.ha racommendati-an 
from tiha Committae that thera Sihcul d be no raturn 
9. Intarviaw, 1-6-3 = 
10. Interview no 27 
t o e x t e r n a l a x a m i n a t ! o n s . 
n a a d f a r a s t - a d a n t t o p-arsue a r a n g e o f s t u d i a s 
w i d e e n o u g h t e s a t i s f y a l l t h e a i m s o f s a c o n d a r y 
imp A jiiman Vi=-—A ui i CT u n a ="-.i_=c!0!-^  ri^ !_!-jiHin^riv4cai-A-1^11;= u-^ :::=_i cii i i is A .-OA 
i.n s a ' / a n t o a n • s c n o o l s n a m ! n a t ad a-s F i r s t F'ha-sa Sch-ec l -s . Th 
t e a - c h a r s i n th-a s c h o o l s i i n v a l - v a d s o o n d i s c e v a r a d t h a t 
r e w r i t i n g t h a s y l l a b u s i n every - s u b j a c t area i n t a r m s c f 
a c h i e v e m e n t o b j e c t i v e s was a m a j o r u n d e r t a k i n g , a n d t h a 
u n i o n b e g a n p r e s s i n g f o r t h a s a t a a c h a r s 
Tj-a^ir-*—-csi^.— HI—• . - . .—- - I - i—,r-,r^r^s—.~^ O f i '—IT ' . ' i -—-r-i i = iH i =i =4-4 .—sr-. -% 1 
j S a C i i f c f r =- • ! _ . i i l - j i . ! - . ' p p a = i e : :--.;_; i_;i_=r-i u n S C U l _ ^ i i . A =_'-= •-:=i A 
grounds, but tha union believes it cannot ba 
introduced oro^~^erlv without adeouate in—-aar---'-iea 
trainino anid tha pr.cvi-sicn of -additiana-l taachar-s 
•l-.-l P'f-;^-=.i3 n n i = -=Ch'~>"-~-l •= ^'\'^~\ 
Thf= F'HSP.A -r" . ' "cmmandat i rsp-s -=^ -5= <=-h-i 1 1 hs^-i rxn -^  ip-nl ==Tj?=^ -^ -•^ ?=H„ 
a\/^i-^ t h e ver''- -s law ="*ha-sinc—-^ n p l a n n e d b----" t h a Daoa^~tm^-^nt 
— H Z5-=-inf= :-=-^ M-i —-i •=•*--= i ^ -i:=->5^ ?^--?i !=—=-!-•• —==—= =!-5- ^ H i 3 csr-. i- ! =—=-i 1 Q P ' ? .TI:=-.--
•srquad mar a s t r a n Q i - - / 
wLJ J ^ ' - ^ i . A W i i ^ L J i_ i= -^ r=-=-«i i-CTiiifcf =^*d-=:-, 5 iL-?y*iz:V>=:i = •=r.--;|Ji cf-:=-=5Si.4 c i 
.—-f- - i f - = ^ 4 r-t 4-£:2M.£=. j—iX .— ?-..—..—= g^=-r^ ,^ ziH-—^i^*^ ^ ?—• £s = -^ -%^—S-- 4 ^-.•=,-.— 1 ^ .-.r...—j 
11 Quaensland Taachars' Unien, undated 
12. Queensland Taachars' Union President, Cgyrigr-Mj 
Brisbane, 1.5.81. 
13. Interviaw, 24.6.81 
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administering ROSEA, rather than opposition on aducat!on-al 
grounds. Ona of the first areas in which Powell publicly 
intarvained after bacomi.ng Minister was R'O-SBA. It was 
reported that: 
n:u:=i£3H, T:ne new school st-adant assessment s-chame. C f ^ C D ^ 4- J-= J 
appears certain to ba shelved for at laast a yeai-
and tha present system of tertiary antrancs scorai 
thorough1y cvarhauled. 
Education Dapartmant sources confirmed last night 
that nawly appointed Education Minister, Mr 
Pcwal 1 , f-ava-urs this course of action in tha face 
of -stu-daint di scent ant with bctih -schaiTsas. 
Mr Powell will meat Quaensland Teachers Union 
i.j i T A l_ A CIA =- -w i l l 3 a.i w S f n=Ji_i i i <=iiii-l j- =r -:=.••! p t=5_ =_t:r-t-A =_ 5_= ^-ii^AA 
•|-|-,=--..n 4-^.i:3=r-=-i ...4 1 1 !-.;= ^ -T--.—!= -^-r^v^ l-"^ •—-?-! 4-t^£2 J^fSOtS/V 
i_nfc;iii •_= i £ i >=; v-<A A A i_=a cs. iisOi •=! =_t_fr A i-ifn =..;rf =_ii^= -r^ i-ji^ jA-^ r-j 
schama sc 
baina qanarally adopted.E14: 
1983, tha third phase in the ROSBA impl amentatic-n 
Dr=aeess -was -pastponad, with union support, 
The racommendations in the First Rapcrt introducad tha 
problam which was to give tihcse ras=pans!bl a for policy 
adoption grounds for rejecting many of tha committaa's 
racommendations - the naad far tha allocation of additiona] 
financial rasourcas to tha aducatian systam. Evan though 
Cabinet alIceatad funds to assist tha implementation of 
ROSBA, tha Board of Secondary Schecl Studies already felt 
that it -was undar—staff ad and under—financed far tha iob i^  
14. Cgur ier zljsii.' Brisbane, 24.1.83 = 
15. C-ouri ar-Mai 1 , 23.5.83. 
_ -T, 8:3 
'wai^'a -askad to do, and tha idevalapmant of .new curricula, with 
tha emphasis placed by tha sal-act committaa an tha naad for 
battar channels of cammunicatien batwean tha BSSS and 
-schools, all implied the need for cons! darabl y ffrora menay. 
Tha select committaa assarted that it was net its task to 
judge what was feasible financially, but tha failure tc leak 
-,4- .—i-..—•*--i .-ir-i r-:-5F-=c:^ =-f2=i^=*-=l '.=•- =:==j=i= L--==i-= = H -i-ha !->=—=<= = -» H i 1 i *-\.- i-H=T- i-k-,-i r j ' - A i i y C u S 1 ^ A =-jc:f -==.!-j A / ?=?=-=•. K = : 3.===. 
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F'j=n or t! n G 
On-a -of tha princip-al chan-qas which ROSBA wa-s dasi-gnad te 
bring about was to maka -assessmant compataney—b-as-4 
than norm—based, in erdai-^ that studants sho-al' 
thamsalvas ranked against ana another, so much as assassad 
against t.heir master-/ af sabject matter- Instead ef t.ha 
practice of using a numerical savan—point ratings sc-ala, 
ROSBA -suggast-ad -verbal descr ipti ons. Tha Aharn Ccmmittaa 
rajectad the warding -suggested by F;OSBA, sugga-sting thair 
own a 11 -ar n -at! -vas. 
It -was r-aeemmen'dad t.hat tha Tertiary Eintranca Scera, tha 
seora -gi--/ain to aach student on complation cf Yaar 12 in 
seco.ndary -schecl, on which sal-act! en fer entry te tertiary 
coursas wa-;= based, -should not ba ch-angad. Thus on-e 
nuinaricai. ranKinq c^ suUL^anw-s ramainac. 
Officers of tha Dapartmant axprassad concarn, in intarvi aw-s. 
=>nth tha term "campat-ancy—basad" assessmant which, it was 
claimed, had led to axcasssiva tasting whan used in tha USA. 
as well as to tha dismissal of taachars whose studants 
failed to iT.aat t.ha average lavel of cem-patenca. It was- alsc 
considered to ba inaquitabla bacausa of tha diffarancs-s in 
tha sacie-acanomic lavel of the catchment areas cf schools. 
- y.R'=: -
i_.orw =_.'_'.i I A'_ai.a5n 
the National Party Education Ccmmittaa in its avidanca, and 
this was translated inta specific raccmmandaticns in bath 
tha First and Second Interim Reports, which in turn wara mat 
hv ra-sista-nca from tha Education Bapai-"tmarit. 
- =- -! i— 1 .— ,,-! -. : i ne '—"-jiismA •_ i_=e =_=.? !_j !='_i A —=*=- -. A ^ -^^^ x-^x x x \-f xw =_•_•-? ; A •
-s-ag-ge-sti.n-g that thara had baan an "avar—react! on x.o t.ha need 
for flaxibility", and proposad that fifty percent of avary 
Board -subjact and Board Approved S-abjact should hava a 
prascriba-d core. The potential problem of balancing tha 
core against the flexible -sections of tha c-a.*-"r! eulum wa-s 
left for tha Beard of Secondary Schecl Studies to face: 
It has bean -suggested that a prescribed core would 
inavitabl-y coma to dcmiin-ata the curriculum to tha 
axel u-s! en -af t.he al act iva alamants. Wa da not 
accept that this is ina-vitable, ncr indaad 
likaly. Navarthalass, in tha intarasts af public 
a'_ L "—iT-'.l 1 u clD A J. A •_ y ir-4^  i rr-_i_=itiEi9C='] i'-i =..iid-_ =_i i S Di.;-:^ .! i_i tjT 
_i&?_i_ii iU-—=r y .jCin_=i_fA -_-i_aQlS:= =rb:-i-ciA-i A A =si i p j -w) I—S •,_• i-i i S1= '_ !_= 
ansura that sCihools da--/cta appropriata tima to tha 
taaching cf all -sactiens of aach -subject 
eurri cal um -snd that ass-as-sma^t is ralatad ta a 
student's parformanca a-^er the whole curriculum 
and net maraly on the core eontant.E163 
It was suggested that avary syll-abus be ra—writta.n 
spaeifying objectives "in tarms of cognitiva skills and 
practical -skills, as wall as quantitative axpras-siar 
3— •—tn 4- .— .rx -I- II 
i i Ui i 
16. i^irst Interim Rap-art, 5: 
Whila the idea of core curriculum may saam a matter of 
afficiancy to some, othai^s viaw it as a manif astaticn of 
incraasi.ng censarv-atism i.n aducat! en pel i cy—ma.king. 
Ona tentative thesis acknawladgas tih-at aducation 
is a political precass and acquaints tha 
_ ^ _ . , , - ! _ ,_ .4 2- . . _ , X "—r-t=r-.— ' • - i - -^ ^^ — i a r - 4 ' x - i j C ,-. j — ^ 4 A . J , 1 
| J * - J p i . A A a i A -w y =-J i C i - . = f 5 = V--?A •_ i t -=i p ^ = : i A L_#U =_? 1 p O A A ^ A =_ C ^ A 
,—4 .—1 -T* •? =—» -5 r ^ .— r—t J—1 » .- ."^ .—^ .-% ^— f—i w— -, ^ -^ -r- ^ 1 J -—T. 4 - —^= . ^ -—• =—. g— . . . ?—= i""= —- or- r-\ j ^ - r—i e—\ j — .——. . ^ r ^ j—^ 4-i 
a O m A l i a n i — c : i-iy i _ i _ i n = i S i - . - C S U A -yc^ T Q i i_c ;=> vwiji_i -cii S ' _ i _ ' i i C i = i i i ^ S j 
4 - ^ , 4-i-s M i l l i n l . i i i= p 
r 1 -71 
5a - p r a s a r v a t i o n o f c e n s e r v a t i v a v a l u e s 
S U u ^ : — V . : - = - l - • 
Queen-sland. The Curriculum Bevel opmant Cantra in Canbai-ra 
producad core cutlina-s in 1980. 
To an axtant tha idea of eai--a cur-riizul u.m was adopted by t\ 
IS 
BSSS, although thara was censidarabla resistance tc tha 
idea of core -carricul-am amongst officers of tha Departmeni 
In connection with ROSBA, it can ba saan as partial 
a d o p t ! - a n . , 
•^ J .Mr!!=L.aa, <-'".» .LLI^ oii-igfcfn^-A a.; lO L^a£iiHi_a- jziOii^ii i^Ar'iiJ—iie^ ° 
4. .£- . 1.J . •LJX. . 
IS. "An attempt was mada by the Board in 1980 to defina 
syllabus 'core' in t.ha ra—writiing of tha syl 1 abuses far 
ROSBA, I ball ava this was dona with varying d-agrass -cf 
•success and will no doubt be .~efined in subsequent 
ra-writinq." — Interviaw no 27 
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Re fe rence T e s t n f i 
The naad for accountability -was addressed by recammandi ng 
the introduction of periodic tasting across the Stata in 
1 C3 A .-
each subject in tha curriculum. It was suggested that 
this shauld taka place approximataly onca every four -years 
and the results of thasa tests ba included in the BSSS's 
Annual Rapcrt to Parliament. Goodman, in his history of 
saccn-dary education in Quaanslaind, includes a chaptar 
antitlad "He Who Examines, Rules", in which ha describes tha 
ending af tha tyrann-y of the uni varsi ty—sat ax am in-at ion s 
20 
witih tiha iintr-oduetion of the Radford Scheme. The Aharn 
Ccmmittaa raccmmendation far this new typ-a of tasting seemed 
to move tawai=-ds another -sort of tyran.ny. Tha Select 
Committae did .not acknowladga tha difficulties axperiancad 
with this curriculum fraedom: 
In -conclusion, tha Sal act Committaa wisihe-s te 
point out that cur j-a-saarch Sih'Cws quita cl aarly 
that what has baen achiavad in Quaansland is 
gradually being accapta=d -as tha iioi^ m, in the ath-ar 
States in Australia and in other countrias around 
the world.E213 
The committaa had -sanctiana-d tha freadcm cf Ra-dfcrd, whila 
alsc attamptiing to build in a high laval of tasting as a 
19. This related di recti-y to the -concept of cere 
curriculum. A guaranteed cora c-arrieulum would perm: 
state-wide compar at i-va evaluation of thi-s ki.nd. 
20. Goodman, R., QE_git. 
21. First Interim Raport, 9:4. 
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f o r m o f i n s u r a n c e p o l i c y - Tha chainga-s i fi t e s t ! 
by t h a c c m m i t t a a , a s p a c i a l l y i n r e l a t i o n 
i . 'S 'S c X r i Q q ¥^S I ^== i _ 0 u s S ^ T_ r S ^ X "IJ X _ r i f l 5 _ 0 T f~L jH i V"* 
a c c o u n t a b i l i t y , d o u b t s w a r a e x p r e s s e d a b c u t t h a way i n w h i c h 
t h a r e s u l t s w o u l d b a u s a d . T h a A m e r i c a n e x p a r i a n e a , w h a r a 
l a s t ra-sul^ t is h a d bt?an Ui=-fc?d -a^ ^ -= bciSi-= -f-ut-
t - a a c h a r s -whcsa e l a s s e s d i d .not s c a r s w e l l e n o u g h , was c i t a - d 
as a - s a r i c u s d a n g e r T h a l o w l a v a l o f t r u - s t w h i c h s:xi-sta-d 
b e t w e e n t a a c h a r s a n d t h a S t a t e g a v a r n m a , n t m e a n t t h a t t h a 
t a a c h i n g p r o f e s s i o n was d a a p l - y s u s p i c i o u s t . h a t t .he r - a s - a l t s 
r--X 4-^n^a 4-j3=--4-4 =-».-, = . , ; - . . . 1 .-I i-. ^ .-^4 i = ! n = i = . - i | r ' = - - . . - 4 - 4 ; -.I .-14 XX i .— . . 1 4 -4 =-=-— 
t j T l-J i S •=_Sij s_ A i l l j irrC-F'—lA u US liiA ^ = U i i e U . i^ i -=ii_ •_ A i_ = . A '_i A i i Ai_=_lA "x-A^rz-
arising from t.ha diff arencas in t.ha eatchma.nt a.'^ aas batwean 
= 3 U . l !^._I1.J A =:i , f-f A =_i 1 -y wLi A C^ -.. A ^_i>l I A i l = -L j 'J— A =.J> =23 <_ i.J>l I ^..f i l l A =— 1..!-.Zi"— T-, I..J I =_i w . . . —^i =!• 
a f f a c t i . n g t - a s t . r - a s u l t s , a l s o m e a n t t h - a t t e a c h e r s i.n l a s s 
a f f l u e n t a r a a-s w o u l d f e e l u n d e r u n d u e p r a s s u r a . F^asi s t i n g 
^ 1 1 ^ X l_S"c4 =_= i s ^ 1 w r S l i C - — =_ w =• =_ A I ii-4 , LJ ; ; i.5_fczr =• =w S i-FIc^ i-Z^ p^C?-! l-iii^i in-
put forward -varyi.ng informal estimates on tha cost of 
implamantatian (tha 4186,000 suggestad in 1981 had risen to 
^7 million by 1983), nravidiing an ex-amp la of t.ha way in 
i^ hich lack cf finance could prova a useful argum.ent fer 
blocking racOimmandations-
22. Interview no 9. 
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The_in t r gduct ign_cf _t ha_aame3t ai^_S-yst am_in 
One pac-aliarly Queensland dabata was a-ver t.ha chan-ga from 
schaol tarms to a -samast-ar systam. The uni varsi ti-as and 
collages had movad tc a samastar systai-n, and tha Educat! an 
Dapartment favoured -a change tc -samastars far tha schools 
also. Ona cf tha majoi^ abjacticns tc this was tiha 
traditional holiday which fitted in with tha eld terms, 
coinciding with tha annual Brisbana Exhibition, tha major 
•agi-ical t-ai^ -al show which brcag.ht rui^al G-aeensl andar-s ta 
Brisbane once a year Hera again -wa-s an issue over -which 
tha iinterests cf the urban and r-aral populations were at 
odds. The Pramiar was inot in favour of t 
Select Committae rapcrt s-apportad tha Da.part.man-
Wa hava already indicated to tha Mi.nista.'- cuf-
in conformity with the samastar!satiOn of the 
cur-ricalum and nata th-at tha Mini star now ha-s tha 
matter in hand.E233 
Whila tha schecl 'year was changed alme-st i mmadi atsl-v-, tha 
committae having approvad what was already departmantal 
policy, and whila ROSBA continued tc mcva towards adept!en 
and impl amentati =an (albeit rather halting), tlia other 
raccmmandatic-ns farad lass well F;afaranca tasting, in 
particular, mat with strong dapartmental ra-sista-nca, and tf 
reconstitution of tha BSSS bacama tha subjact cf dispute. 
r-st Interim Rape 3.' s 
_ c^on — 
One raccmmendation which it appeared tha Gcvarnmant intended 
to adopt was that relating to tha structure and functions of 
t.ha BSSS. However, this -was not implemanted, as a rasult of 
delays- in the pas-saga cf tha Education Act Arsndment Bill. 
This will ba dieussad in chapter 9. 
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This rapcrt was tabled on March 27, 1979, four months aftai 
ref arances mada in intarviews th-at raachinq c-an-sen-su-s on 
4- I—. 4 .— a- /—==-= .—=..--5- I-..3'— r--r3=--^ -!-•"=— =s^5 -la-l*. .-4 4 . A X 4 . — isl-l- T-T- =.»—..— ri.—i-i-
i-ilA^S r;=pi_'i •_ V-*-a= p CiS =_ A 5_ 5.1 X =?.i A y =_iA •. l A i_-.^A i. . A =_ FJCaZJ i i C ?. 
difficulties which tha committaa facad, but tha background 
to its wcrk mada it unsurprising that consensus was to ba 
eve. Enough could be inferred from allusions i 
the skilful chairmanship of Michael Aharn, and tha 
di-varqenca ef attit-ada-s amcngst cemmi ttea member-s and 
amongst mambars of the advisory panal In ana intarviaw ii 
was said t.h--=it thf^ c="^ mm! tf aa's ds=1 i-baraf'= =-~:n-5 on s-ocia^ 
.—^ J—! . I .— ^ -5— -» .— " 
==ri.i '—iL- ci \. A =_ 
later sacticn of this -ehapta." 
relationships aducation, that tha most cantanticus material 
a =3 U f i l l A -_ » . E i i J i 1 i..= i i l ^ i 1 
nse .A i 1 i _ i 4 A n c o n n - = ; n s - a = , 
* i t r 1 cr^-.= i_ii =_ i_ J l i l i - / ! A Z3-Cr£j i t l l i l i r =:-im— 1-A l-.=i l = - \ J . i i i _ A ^ i i _ - A M l _ j - ! . . • . = =_(?=: i i^ i CSA 
and "summary cf recommendatii.jns" sections) 
for tha p-arposes of the report, included hi-=tor-y, humar 
ecOinomic gaographry, civics, sociology, ainthrcpol cgy and 
ec -an om i c -=>. 
Aims 
Section 2 was headed "Tha Aims of Our Schools and of Social 
Education" This -sacticn pro-po-sad a -statament cf "aims" far 
incarporation into the Educat! e-n Act, in -arda." to prcvida 
criteria against which to judge th-a -education system. Th-a 
aims listed wara basad upon a British Graan Paper en 
C-.-J==. '•!-•; — i " =-..•-. 4 .—?-T =..-i-^^ .-^^.4- .— 4 +-.—..-! 4 =-. 4-!-.;-!, =r-£-sr--J-----*- "f=-=i-s -—-X 4-H'—• 
IXQ'-Ai_==l U A C J I I V ^ i i A - i _ S a - # ^ ^ = J i i i - J i - = i . '_ i=r-_3 A l i L - i l - I ^ 1 CTw =_?1 =_ . I ¥=*LJ %w 3 i - i ICT 
Graain Papar's ai m-s wera altered, -as follows: 
children to -appreciate how t.ha na-ta help n io-ra ca n iz.n acion 
aarns and maiintains its -standard cf living and 
praparly astaam tha essential rale of industry and 
com.merea in this -pr-oca-ss. (Graan Paper -varsien) 
to hal-p childran to appreciate how tha nation 
aarns and maintains its standard cf livinq and 
industi-"y a.nd c-ommarca in this praca-ss. (Aharn 
-version, altera 
Instei 
e taach children abcut human achiavament am 
cl-=»LJ A r a 1_ J i3 =L.LL...L-Z:.=.=.: 
and in the search for a mora -iust social 
ih-a Aharn -ver si-an read: 
t o t a a c h c h i l - d i ^ a n a b o u t humain a c h i a v a m a n t and 
a s p i r a t i o n s a n d _ i n _ P a r t i c y i a r _ t o _ m a k a _ t h a m _ a w a r 
g f . _ t h -a t r ad 1 1 i g n 5 _ a n d _c y i t u r e _ g f _Qu-aen-sianc 
/^i a .— •i- = 
2. Educat ign_in_Schggi5_-_A_Cgnsuitativa_Dgcumant, Gra-an 
Paper, Cmnd 6859, HMSO, London, July 1977g 
^P-N — 
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aim ba aspcusad, to develo=p -an undarstan-d! .ng af and 
i 3 a n = i A =_ A •=•-1 -v. y ^ 1 . . ! -i-ilE: izi! = _ S . i i !^= n i i!=i i i ^•i.jsiiiTil =.'_5zr=; a x ri-ij =ii.j=_saa C W C 
aims to those listed 
en the achiavamant of physical fiti 
civic and political rasponsibi1itias and rights of adult 
citizan-ship. In addition, tihe comfTii ttaa includad t.ha 
-sec t i on amp h as i sed b a 1 aw: 
tc help childran davalep livaly, anquiring minds, 
giviing tham tha ability to question and to a.^ -gue 
H .4.4_.-__-!,.. , -Ji J__, _ . - s , . J.i__.__ 1 . , >- -I A - _ _ . 3 . . - - 1—?•-! 
f a c i =anaA i. y , ^and uc -^iupxy •_nem=ffcfA-v==fS i_Lj uasr^.s. i.-j=j 
Tha t o n e of t h i s aim was i n d i r e c t c c n t r a d i e t i c n t e s p e c : 
r a c o m m a n d a t i e n s i n t h a sama r e p o r t . 
1 - , B ^ , _.!_. f .,l_j_J_ J, - T \ I I — ^ j , J . 4 _ ^ j _ j _ .- ..; II 3 J _ j _ - _ 
Dapartmant circulated tc all families with schaol-age 
children tha Aharn "Aims" for cemmant (about 180,000 
families) They racaivad approximataly 1200 rasoansas, mos 
of which expressed qanaral satisfaction with tha aims, but 
wanted tha detail of tha wording altered. Tha cnly commant 
which was consistant acress a good many of tha rsspcnsas wa^ 
that tha rola of tha family in education shauld ba 
3. Second interim Rapcrt, 2:4. 
^ . i-.L.>Ur A a r \ lcn.A x ^ A j^ » .' . =_>.£. . 
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s p e c i f i a d . H o w a v a r , t h e Da-par t iT jant t o o k t h a m a t t e r no 
f u r t h a r , a r g u i n g t h a t i t -would b e a m i s t a k e t a a n s i h r i n a a 
- s e r i e s o f a i .ms i n t o t h a A c t as t h a moi-a s p e c i f i c y e a baca i i i a 
t.ha m o r a o p e n y o u -wera t o t h a c r i t i c i s m t h a t t h a s y s t a m was 
! C . l A A i i i - j '—i-! i l i c f c r ; . '—i i S C l A i i s S . 1 ' n ET i - ' S p C a i i-Uit^l i h- ' i. =5. A =i3=:>_i A i l !_ 1 1 S 
p a m p h l e t w h i c h was c i r c u l a t e d t h a t i t r a p r a s e n t a d " a n 
O 
i n i t i a t i v a i n t h e p r o c e s s e f c o n s u l t a t i o n " H a v i n g 
c o n s u l t a d , - ava ry i m p r a s - s i c n w-as g i v e n t . h a t t h a l a s t h a d b e a r 
i saard OT i^ ims 
S e c t i o n 2 - a l s c c o n t a i n e d - s a v a r a l a x a m p l a s o f t h a c c n s t r a - s t 
b e t w e e n -vary l i b e r a l s t a t a m a n t s a n d t h e - r e p o r t ' s s p e c i f i c 
r a c e m m a n d a t i e n - s . T h u s , p a r a g r a p h 2 . 1 2 r e a d s : 
The S e l e c t .ComiTi i t tee b e l i e v e s t h a t t h a a v i d a n c a 
s u p p c r t s t h e -view t h a t a m a j o r i t y e f t h a p a o p l a c f 
Q u a e n s l a n d r a q a r d s o c i a l e d u c a t i o n i n i t s b r c a d a s t 
camp e n a n t o f c u r f o r .mal 
H i ' ' - = i i - i r-,n •=-: on •=>-y-^tam, cind ai^=a t? 
- lEEf lSELLa i . ^ " s a f e g u a r d s a n d p a y i n g d u a rag3.1--d to 
t h a ag-a a n d c a p a i c i t - y -ef - c h i l d r a n f o r 
-u .n -dar -s tand ing , a l l a s p e c t s o f r u l e s , v a l u e s 
c o n d u c t and m o r a l i t y may, and i n d e e d , s h o u l d , be 
d i s c u s s e d f r e e l y and f r a n k l y i n t h e c l a s s r o o m , 
( e m p h a s i s a d d e d ) 
<asa-3i^ch f i i n d i n q - s w a r a .'^epreduc-ac 
•= •^ = ^ !=i,T-=-==-i *- r-:X * • -!-• '-^ 
' ^ - i - — '—l-i. ^ ^ = i A i _ i l l l £ ^ - _ i L . i - J . i » _ i A A-? 1.1 5. c f =_i 1. 1.J =_ i S Cf I X ^ U l — C ^ =. A =_=! i =_1 A =• 5.-? *.^ =_ ^T , 
6 . « g l r a _ R a v i e w i n g _ t h a_S t a t amen t _ g f _ A i m s - _ f g r _ t h e _ S ^ 
i £ l j E 2 i _ S Y s t a f g _ i n _ Q u a e n s i a n d _ ^ i ^ _ a n d _ W a _ N a a d _ Y g u r _ H a i n , 
u n d a t e d p a m p h l e t , D a p a r t m a n t o f E - d u c a t i o i n , Q u e a n s l a n d , 19? 
TQ«=: _ 
•:3-tic4-ii s^man i- wniL. fi A==d in-tie -:=ectiicn -j=, 
Eff active commu.ni cation batwean tha ad'acation 
5-ys-tem and the cammuni t-/ as te the aims of social 
aducat A-en appears, in many irrstaneas, t-o -hava baan 
seriously deficient bcth at schecl and 
dapartmesntal 1 avals. This has contributa-d te -a 
high lavel of mi sundarstandiiig, mi si ,nf or mat! an and 
mistrust in this most sensitiva area, L-ack of 
agreement regarding tha axtant to which Quaansland 
•-• = ^ 0-"-'^  ti :""-1^ -^i--rai -=nd/-ar Plural i-st s-aciatv and 
4. J-*. ^ 3 4 .^ » .-i "1 4 J— ^ 4 - 4 .—I a—X.—• 4 JI ,^ a—i \ J X J—1 =— .-— =—1 i 1 —= 1 £3 .H • . •=— —= •4- •. .—I r-. T" —? "1 
\-i i S A Vtii-i A A w a 1. A ^ ' = 1 =• , A T l i s 1 - / , I -_?i =il_?S— A C i A ? = a i - i w - - = l K- X l_?l i - i_ =•- . . 
Section 3 examined "Tha Social Structure of Queensland 
Sociaty", and includad amongst a battery cf tables wera 
figures on Queensland's social structure, including a 
Campari son batwaan ax—nuptial confinements in Queenslanc 
against the Australia—wida figures. This concarn. 
ba ramambarad, -was raised in tha Aust.'^al! an Damacrats' 
'S-/! -vj^n=_i=? i_ a =_ n a cammi •c =_ cc. 
up.-uar tii-cf n=ia-dxng 30i_A=iA n.d'i.iCcil:i on cind ^na i aniicnaf = x-m. 
numercus, pracf was ecarce abcu-t t.i-;a raiaci^va a+f icac'/ C" 
^t .-cist.— \.r 
-/^ =?^ i i U S "^.- l iJO^iA =_=_=i •=•- A t e ; ; i A i i ' v 4 . y»i l-:=i =_ =• v c i =_iisz; i i s c r r A =_ =• 
aarninq" tachniquas, this 
ipproach had baan continually misraorasantad by tha extreme 
aacend I n-S-i^i^-; .-n p'-r=5-, =—=? 
3. This was not a tendency confinad to Queansland. A good 
axampla of this misrapresentaticn came from Dr Rhad-as 
Beyson, Junior Education Minister in tha Thatcher GoverniT 
in Britain in 1981, and supporter of tha aducation Black 
Papars, attacking sax aducation in schcels: "Tha prcblam 
how do you taach sax aducation alsc, if yea taach ths 
the discovery method, thay are going to go cut -and usa it 
(Question Tima debate. House of Commons, reported in The 
Guardian, London, 17.3.82.) 
- y.^f-. -
p 
— 4 .-.J-^4-
f A M 1 • >- - m r e p o r t s w a r a i n t e n d e d a s a 
commun! c a t ! en m e c h a n i s m , i t i s i n t a r a s t i n g t h a t n o a f f c ' - t 
was in=iui^ =-==-; t i x p i a i n t h a p r i n c i p l e s -of - g u i d e d d i s c - o v a r y , a 5ris= fri ='^rsl 
teaching method -which can be traced back to Socrates, to 
counteract t.ha mi srapra-sentati an- This omi-ssien may, 
perhaps, be taken as an indication cf t.ha lack of -symp-ath-y 
far "modern" methods on tha part of the committaa. 
Sacticn 3 of t.he .'^ aport also dxscassad many of the "modern 
''ilifiad by tha critics during 
' Di1emma ster i as", f ar ax amp1 a, tha 
report as-sartad, had baen i n j'adi eiousl-y ch=osan. Genar-all-y, 
the committae trod careful ly and safely thrcugsh tha 
minefield of --/-alues and sccial educat!e.n, an-surinq that en 
the ana h-aind tiha aducat!en!-sts wera supported and on the 
ct.ha-r that tiha eritieism-s -wara not dismissed -as ephemeral 
An example of tha delicacy of tha different views to ba 
aeccmmcdatad was ccntainad in clause 4.14: 
Tha c-ammi ttaa has racaivad racommesndati ens that a 
special pragramma -shauld ba introd-acad into tiha 
L.iJ.f . 1 ^ ;.Ai. L is i l ^L_? 1—wSilLJ-nl =. S-w>^» A =:-ssi A l i =-.1^=: ^ i — i i L.?ij A = - . v - * ^ 
dc not apprcv-a of di-sc^i mi nation en tha gre-and-s of 
sax. However, wa baliave that equality should faa 
basad -an opportunity rather than a'ateama-s. W-^  
also believe that the wish of a majoi^it-y of woman 
to accapt family and caring rolas shcal-d not ba 
l-l-disc our aged or in any way danigi^ated. ws .^ajsci: 
the -concept ef "rcla reversal" featured in -certain 
book and poster material -and racommend that t.his 
material not be used.E93 
9. Second Interim Report, 4.14. 
Tt5-7 — 
As with tha -cl-a-a-sa on discovery learning, here -was ona cf 
the mora difficult debates in aducation (natura/nurtura: ai 
woman conditioned, avan educated, cut of aspiring to any 
role axeept hcma-kaeping?) daalt with in a paragraph, witf 
1 .=-5 
A -.^ 
tha final cenelusion favouring a consarvativa bias. 
Howa-var, tha Final nlapcrt includad a furthar axplan-aticn b^  
Oui-^  int-antion -was, and is, to di scour ag-a t.ha use 
of matari-al which part.="-ay-s woman who al act to 
remain at home and devote their time axel usi-val y 
to household duties, as being of lass value in the 
community than those who enter the wcrk force. We 
hava saan material, particularly cartocns, in usa 
in same schcols, -which portrays the hcu-s-awifa as 
frumpish and stupid and is contrasted with tha 
working woman who is portrayed as eleqan' 
intalligant. It ! ' 
racommend should not ba usad in Queansland 
tha Educ = ^^'^" nxxi at!on Office Gazette between 1979 and 1983. 
ntarest!nq that tha Dapartmant took 
. 1 1 ^ 1 A i i =. 
of values and wide ranging sccial, acenomic and 
contributing to an increasing ranqa ef rolas fcs 
man and -woman in b-cth t.ha family and tha wider 
community. At times, individuals' potential 
i n e d b v 
-!.-- '• o r 0 » _ i p =} A J. K - S wi 1 '-Ji '--. i_-.—ir^i_ c i i !•_! •_! ic f W>_rili=:i 1 =} r-n_ •=. A l_'i 1 •v--i !_>5.1j. 
viere i n o p p o s i t i o n t o t h e Ul-aman'-s E l e c t o r a l L o b b y a n t i h j 
i s s u e . . A l l t h i - a a q r c u p s qa-va a v i d a n c a t o t h a c c m m i t t a a . 
1 1 
r A s i ^  A r \ S E g r ^ , H - •^•-' 
— T Q Q _ 
channel studants in carta!in directions aind 
contribute to discrimination contrary tc tha id-aal 
of equality -of opport-an!ty. In parti=eul-ar 
efforts need to focus upon t.ha analysis and 
corraction of stereotyping in curriculum 
devalopm-ant and implamant-atien. E123 
Tha tana af this pclicv statamant 
consarvativa than t-ha racommandat: 
raports on -sax—r=ala sta-raotypin-g, 
i.na5- -i.na A.-i=pcai i_mi=;ji-_ ii^ni.! iii.J^ c^ iTii-n =i'_=ru -=t!_3_A =_'_i=_iir=i 5«iiAt_> = 
r a T i S=:C-w.i=ri.i =_iiir i_i_iii=>ai -»-atA=>?ii =-j s =_iicr ^efAi^i—-^ =_-=_f3!l3iiA 4--^^== = 
F-ellc-wing tha axampla of Plcwdan, tha Sacond I.ntarim F:acort 
exhorted t.ha schools and tha home to work mora closely 
togathar, indicating that they should st-riva towards common 
goals, and gave -a cautionary warning to botih i.njudi ei cu-s 
taachars and unsupport!-va parents. 
- MACOS and SEMP - the dispute which had lad to tha 
(a) the content ot social science coareee in 
prisnary school '. 
L a_7 ? TTif 9 hathar ethical -and social -values -shcald be 
raised in primary school classes; 
ic) the balance batwaan tha time allotted tc 
social scianca courses and other subjects; 
(d) whether MACOS should be approved -for usa in 
1'? p.-l= .,--s4-4 .-=r^  nXXii-=k R^ -?--=i-|--»-i=5 KJn 1=; •) OC5-! T!-. ^  =•-(==-*- .-I-A 4-U S:^ 
A X . . C u t - i C a s. A 1_=|_1 w 1 T A 1^ cr 1 - l d ^ uT ^ -— = : , i-4Lj ^ *-^ 7 J . / 1 _ ? A « I l l S l w = - i . L J l 1.11%=; 
p o l i c y s t a t a m e n t i s i n t h i s - va i n . 
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-=itata -=-i_hujOl s. 
In relation to these, tha committee first turned to tha 
questioin -af a social science care cui-"riculum. 
Cgra_Cy.rricuium_in_the_Sggiai_Sciancas 
It was recommandad that tha Departm-ani 
establish a cora curriculum of "essential facts" in tha 
-social scisnea-s, an-d t.ha report gava suggest! an-s for tha 
eontant ef this cora. Tha question of core curricul-am was 
raised in savaral reports, but was mat with a cecl racapticn 
by the Education Dapart.maint. It is intarasting that Lin 
Powell, latar tc become Minister, said in intarviaw that ha 
fait t.hat it -was assent! al in Queensland to ha-va e-ora 
i "^ 
populatien. It was also National Party pclic-y, and ona ef 
platform- However, at the and of 1983, there was littla 
indication that this oolicv would be implemented. 
In addition, tha ccmmittae sugqasted that a statutery 
committaa ba -astabl! shad to ba known as the "Prim-ary School 
Stud! a-s Committaa", tc be gi-ven ra-spcn-sibi 1 i ts^, -subjact t-a 
AW. An car-/i. 5=;w, A.-*-. o. i-i A . 
14. Tha other- t-wo -were re-f erence tasting and tha 
intrcductian of standardised textbo-cks. It was impl iad; 
erroneously, that tha latter was a ra-commendatian of thi 
Ahern Committae-
40-0 -
tha Minister, for approving all courses of study in stata 
primary schools. This would provide a ccmmittaa tc 
complament the Board cf Secondary Schaol Studias, and would 
i ,1. , - 4 4 , I—-I. J— —=-i4.s.—v-il r-.zX 4-f-i,^ ^ ,—=.»-«^4j—js-i.s/n .—I. .4- j—.X -4-1-=.—^  !—,--=—. .—1 J— ,—._£ 
x.a.¥:e Qirai—i. Ci-jnn? c i C T u n a !_ai r A i_i.iAi_ini •—fUi. oi 1.11=: i':-:S!ii.i=:- ._; i 
the Education Dapartmant. As with tha mambership cf the 
BSSS, th-a mambarship of this eammi ttaa -af twant-y-thraa 
l i = = - l v ris=l i ns===f i = H . T-^ irf = = t n i n i - l i i d i = - f r s r -mafTiijirfT 5 w-a^ i_Aa53.rA'y u a i intf-—i-^;:;=.i. J. i_ Wcs.s 
T1--irae par-sens nominatad by tha Mi .ni star who a.re 
raprasantati va of community intarasts, en-a =af whem 
is to ba ccncarned with commarca a.nd industry, and 
two cf whom are to ba parants appointed as 
The functions cf tha committaa wara to ba net unlike these 
pf the B'SSS, and t.hey wera to provide an annual .^aport to 
the Minister, This racommandatian was ana cf many dasignad 
\-0 pr pvi dtf a machrini-=m T-cf- orcjai-ar =i5_i_oun =.55.0111 i_-v-
4-; ! =_= izii -^-wl:=a u i i a i - 1-1!=: p i =_=p=_==n:iC islSHlAjfcfr =i) i A .C i-jT i_ncr i i 1 <i;cn.r 
culum Committae was tee heavily weighted with 
uur aaucr at S-: 
We cannot saa, however, how a Primary Schcels 
Stadias Ccmmittaa with twe.nty—three membars of 
whcm thirteen are administrativa or sanicr 
departmantal officers and only two raprasant 
parants- diractl-/ (tha ath-ar savan are taachars), 
can pretend to -be a solution to tha naad for 
direct public input. If howavar, it is intandad 
to impose heavy handad bureaucratic 
15. Second Interim Report, 
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primary educ-ation in stata schools, and -^severely 
hamper efforts to improve and libaralisa primary 
ad-acaticn, it will probably succaad.E163 
Dr Richard Smith, of tha University of Quaensland, also 
criticised tha Primary School Studias Committee 
racommandatian, asserting that t.ha report "implied the 
schecl curriculum would come undar a lot cf political 
•I -7 
1 1 ifcf ij-i=Pcai '-iTiens., i_=il =_S iir ij>_=i=;: :i-:d.iiw, =i =_:.=.= i_;-r? ^ ? ^  =S-.-j 
Hi i'. it tha racommendation added legitimacy to a committaa 
which, though not a statutory body, already axistad, giv! 
1 Q 
:ha tabling of tha report, tha committee still axistad faui 
suggestad b-y Ahern. 
1 n== rapur i. -^iVi^ar^-irO tna iieeij fer •i.-=;===-_ii-=fr-= s-o i.fes=ii_n -/ciA'aas 
far tha Dapartmant to develep clear guidalinas for taachars 
en i_ii8 apprapria-ta way of prcceeding. It also sugga-stad 
that tha time allocatad to tha diffarant subjact areas 
should be monitored by tha Dapartmant. 
Tha case aoainst MACOS which fallowed was ba-sed l-argaly on 
16. Submission by t.ha Quaensland Teachers Uni en to tha 
Select Committaa in Queensland with raspact to tha Saccm: 
Interim Report, -andate-d-
17 Cgur ig-r-Maii, Brisbana, 28-3.79. 
IS- Interview no 11= 
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avidanca from tha Unitad Statas that MACOS had net baen 
part i cal ar 1-y notawei=-thy -succass in its ceuntry of ar igii 
T-i ^ -1—X. A.x_—A. —. , - i -.,- -! i - V i—,X .-—,—^^..-i.^^1 . - ! 4 cr ' f -=-- i -—-*--1= —. u~.—. 
i iSi=f — - a i _ l - i - P c A i . C P J. y 1 . O / . " ^ i S ^ - I I W O A >_=A=:-i-i i. i_ i -=- -=.1 t 
'a-sing t .ha p r o g r a m m e - a f t a j - t a n yeare d-aa-s n o t 
s u q g a s t t h a t t h a o r o g r a m m a h a s b a a n a - s u c e a - s s f u l 
a n a . L l 9 3 
Tha r a p c r t c o n t i n u e d - w i t h a h c m i l - / on t h a u n f e - r t u n a t e n a t - a r a 
o f t h a c o n f r c n t a t i o n o v a r MACOS. 
i d e n t i f i e d a s b l a m e w c r t h y f o r t h 
d i s p u t e . T h i s o f f i c i a l d r a s - s i ng down c a r r i e d t h a 
i m p l i c a t i o n t . h a t a p r a s s u r a gra-ap c a m p a i g n f c u g h t i n 
•£.---f-
p ra-ss was n o t l a g i t i m a t a . Tha j - a d g a m a n t en MACOS r a n 
l-j'-Ar -ps i . i l i S i y I 4 ia=M. - i i 1 1 i_=i 5 S _ l ^=''— 1-4. 1 114 1 iMCrt - i i - f n - ^ = > u S S i i 
c u r b - a l i a f t h a t t h a same and-s c a n b e a c h i a v a d 
w i t . h i n p i -^ imary - s c h o o l s w i t h t h a p r a s a n t s o c i a l 
- s t u d i a s pr=agramma a n d w i t h c a t th -a c a n t r a ' v e r s - y , 
A / - . « » i : r i _ i _ l i i l . 4 A i = l_^=rr A J i l ]-===rpL.= i = _ , • — i . A - i - . 1 1 . A = - = i L . d = . A = i H . A l _ i l c i ^ U - i ^ Z Z J i 
1-A ' - f c r l j -,.}•/ l ^ = _ i U G I i n - i n A l ! 1 1 A ^^ n t r - « i : - p i 3 . p = : i -=ii =_ A ' _ A x= =J i 1 =.ji i-'—i = _ i i i : r 
iZICa-** •*- •! ^-"-T = = r-. f-^X -4-1-;---= .—;—v--=i.-=\ 4 -i- 4- ^^ .—, 
i = = i - i - A i i y i _ i p C T l _ n a L _ i _ ' i i i i i i l 1 . ^ = ; ! = : . 
• - i i c i i . A i ! Oui i ^ . i p A i i X O i ! , (.lifcfi a ; tel=- i j a f e ^ n cii 1 i_f-V =:" r Si^ii—i_ A'_-;= i i- 'y 
=>^=— 1- A L-Jl 3 => .^-? 1 l.?l_i3 -x_l..^SliiT3--Ari A U V 2J \ J =_ i 1 1. l . i 1. 1 1'E 
of MACOS and tc tha subsaquant dacisj 
have it withdrawn frcm State ==-^=-^,-=1 = 
•at.mosp-hera of conf rentat! en , 
aducat1 anal marit^ 
lacking avan in professional educational journals, and 
whilst wa rac=agniza the duty of tha madia t-a report tha 
facts, thay must, in cur viaw accept part of the blams far 
this unfortunate stata of affairs. Wa trust that all 
ae-ction-s of t.he aducatian system, tha madia, and the 
community at large, will taka dua note of our opinion that 
ccntroversy earriad to tha poi.nt of conf rcntat! on is alm-ast 
invariably ecuntar-praductiva and is particularly to ba 
deprecated whan it intruda-s into mattar-s eencarnin=g the 
aducatian of our children." (Second Interim Raport, 5.14.) 
Given Dr Gaodman's contribution to tha controvarsy, this 
perhaps rang a littla hollow, and it did not address tha 
question of Cabinat intervantian an C'ai--ri-c-alum iss-aas. 
— /LtiT — 
which has not been helpful -and whi=_.h wa hope, 
therafai-a will .not be continuad. £213 
On MACOS t.ha committaa del iber^atal-y did net conf rant t.h-a 
--y-y 
real issue of the banning. Thara wa-s too i^ iuch at -st-aks 
c=pnfront tha F'rami ar a-van though some mambars might h-ava 
wantad to. There wera personal caraers as wall as tha 
credibility (witih the govarnmant parties) of tha rest of 
recommandations to be considarad. Pragmatic pclities 
r4 •{(-•!-=-!--—--1 4-1-. -.4- «hiiiir*"iC' i^--= '-,,—,^ =..,—..-4-1-. -i .—.. .=-.=-!-,_. = ^ 11 -..-=.-4 4-1-
Q l C i - a L . l = l J Uil-Cai. 1 l3-il.-rl_fiJ =ril=l=I- ilLJ=_ r^LJl =-_i l -ri L-l =.A. i =_ l l --XLJ , -=:.l!=_i =.1 
racommandatian ran 
That thara is no raascn to racommand th* 
raintroducticn of MACOS into Queensland 
schools-E253 
Tha chairman urged th-a public to raad the Sac-and Interim 
Report thoroughly, rathar than "pick out just ana clause c 
SEMP or MACOS" And in tha avant this racommandat!en wa^ 
received quiatl-y. and thara was no outcry. Whatever ethet 
issues might amerga, it was clear that MACOS had ne future 
in Quaensland. 
T | - i l = ===.—--«r i=-? , — f - - : ^ - ' - - = ! . - , •?--i , - " =-— ^ , - . , — 4 -= 1 .— .— 4=-=. - . .— .—. •!-.—.-..— 4-.- ; =-..--. = - . - , . — I . - - .--=.• 
. 1 1 1 = i i ^ r t - " - ; ! i i j ! _ C f i i i _ S i i 1—i. l_=i.i=i = i O ; i. -=11 : = i _ A i = ! 11—;= i_ = r i= i i^ i i A = i y .wcs=_ r-.-=iM-; 
C>?rMC= =.1 = = ^ •! .•.^ ,— = . < - . — . - . . - ! 4 .^ •1-5--== - A j - . l 1 . - !=-.4 =-.--. . - = = . - 4 - •; . - ( . - . .—.,-. X. z 4 . 1 .- . . . -3, 
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21. Second Interim Racart, 5.14. 
22. Intarviaw no 20. 
23. Inter-vi-aw no 7 
i4. Intarviaw no 7-
25. Second Interim Rapcrt, 9-21. 
26. Cgurier-Maii, Brisbana, 26.3.79. 
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"Scc ia l S t u d i a s in t h e Sacondary Schao l " The r a p c r t h a r a 
covera-d soma of tiha same i n t r a d u c t o r y grouind a s i t had an 
s o c i a l s t u d i a s f o r p r imary s c h c e l s , d i s c u s s i n g t h a v a l u a c 
se l a c t i o eaur-ses and t h a s e n s ! t i v i t-y cf s c c i a l -aducat ian . 
HiS>l_i£iI09l_«dvisgrv_Cguneiis 
U a T C l "^ i-l-ll liA!l>-j '_-=_l -..1.!== = p C r = _ A i A ! — 1_ ="-=•=; '—! -, v-^ i_i li , "-li^^ C-=-.'iIiIl! X i. -_STr7 
studies c=aurs-as- In an attempt to impro-ve community 
invol-vama-nt and cem-muni caticn th-a rapcrt alsc recommended 
tha establishment of a High School Advisory Council 
(separate from P ?< Cs) , comprisin-g -staff, parants and 
51 ud an t s. Th esa -wou 1 d ad v i se -on e ur r i c u 1 -am, t ax t b oo k s, 
i nnevat i -ens, uni f erm, rul es, an=d di -sci p 1 i na, but hav-a nc 
power ta -direct tha principal The establishment af formal 
procaduras by which primary and sac-andary sehc-cl-s could 
communicate with one anothar was also racommanded. 
:ha potential success ef Hiqh Schocl 
-i ntreducti en of a f-airl -•-'• radi cal 
propcsal of this nature, where some of tha paopla 
in-vcl^vad will ba -an prepared cr avan .host! la, mean-; 
that in many cases tha latter and not tha spirit 
cf tha proposal will ba implemantad; this could 
fail ur -a of tha p r op osa 1.;. "ha Union 
•gas tha Cammittea to racommend that tha proposal 
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sasis 
ferim£ 
closaly obser-yed to datarmina whathaf- it be 
succas-sful cr nat.E273 
This racommandat!on wa-s ana which tha QCSSO, on tha et.ha.'^  
hand, had bean figihting for. Thay wara anxicus tc saa tha 
provision of thasa ccuncils writtan in to enabling 
laqislaticn, and wera disappoiinted by tha Dapartmant's 
response. Officers of the Department also axprassad 
rasarvations, informally, about participation in 
dacisicn—making through schocl boards, citing the failure c-
_ . . - _ j 4—1 ..3 —t-T J - S _ 4 _ _ _ j . , j _ - _ . 4_i fy. . 1 . , ; l j - . - - i—. 4 J -i 
crKpic^r A siitfri 5_ =i !_• i i _ i i l 3 ii=:d=.-=.Ai irf I H i - . jS^ Mi_i=i=_i -=iAA=iii! =.r i==p A =. ur-A 
Tsi-^ ritor-y ta support thair viaw. Three years latar thara 
-was no indication cf any movement on this r-acamm-andati-on. 
A censidarabla amcunt -af space was than davcta-d tc a 
=_l A i s i _ U i 3 i s A i - i n 1.J 1 =_nfci l i i S i 1 '_ =s - ^ i i i i - i i i JL = - U "—ii y '.-j i - . j i _ i 3f^ , A ! ! ?<Fi I A =_i < Af i 
1 A m s Wi i i Ci : - a c c e m p a n A '• 
4 .-.— ,..—. 4. K .—. 
A = } = i - - U A = , = _ i S = r 
uommi "i. L.tii= isad av i= i i auAiz; -and -i_na=ii=; x.a i- trAV en i_iia ijapcsi f-msriii. 
o-r E d u c a t i o n ' s own a s s a s - s m a n t o f SEMF', c c n t a i n a d m t h a 
R e v i e w Commi t t a a ' s r e p o r t ( A p p e n d i x 6 ) w h i c h c 1 a-s-si f i a d s-ams 
S e l e c t C o m m i t t a a i n - Q u e e n s l a n d w i t h r e s p e c t t-o t h a S e c o n d 
.-^ .— 4 4 
j . i 1_ A ^ Interim Report, c-p eit, p. 2 
28. Intarviaw no 28. 
29 Intarviaw nc 
30. Interviaw Dapartment of E-ducati=an, June 1983, 
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schools" Thus tha ccmmittaa racommendad: 
That the findings of the F:-ape-rt ef t.ha Ra-vi-aw 
Committaa on SEMP materials be -accapted as an 
appropriate basis far sal act!on of material by t 
classr-cam taachar E313 
That tha rastrictiens en use which th-a Rapcrt 
racommands, be made mandatary for absarvanca in 
Stata secondary schcels and that all material 
classified as "Unsuitable for usa in Queensland 
Schcols" and all material which tha Ravi aw 
. . . L J i i i f i i l =_ i.=:fi=- 1 cT'wLJSiiiiacr! l U => 1 u i - j 1= A cr-=. A i J i i , u e : P s r i i i s s i ! i!== 1 i . A 
T K . . . - 4-4-.--= 4-=.=-—, .— =-,!---5-=•-=—-» •-'=!=-•—•J :=• ' 4-..-4 . - . - , . - , , . - . - 4-.-= 4-4-..-. £-3.—-I . i-. 1 4 .— !-.--==.—.=-> 4- . - . j : 
1 1 1 % ^ ^ '—311= -~.^-f*-J i . . i_; i i i_> L.tv'^i =iA i^A =—1 A M i ^ c r r ^ u. =-r ' - i i c : i=f rs i--=ifcj A A =/S i i . i i ^ i 1 =_ =_; ; 
=_« i c r =_ 1.JS3331E A =_ 1.?=^^ = , -t-l i S w c i i i i IA 1 1=^ =1^  Q i 1 ir-i*_ri-*^-? ca r i i - i - . j i _ i 11 , j . ^ i j i . ' w ^ r i 1 
daalt with without provoking further conf rentat ion with t-ha 
government, although tha principle 
-r^^i-i A . l = = = . A l l I— I J C r i n i 1=1=1 U-1 i =_ 1.11 1 A \ .- ' i- i A 1—lUi 
quest!cnad. l^ ith SEMP, much cf tha material had baan 
rata! nad, o-wi nq to tha face—sa-vinq device ef using t.he 
Dapartmesit' s i--avi aw as a basis far sal act! on. 
Again the cemmittae suggestad that tha Dapartmant should 
provide guidalinas far handling centrovarsial issuas in the 
elassrccm, but r-ejected the i daa ef astabl ishing a permanani 
review committaa to monitor social education materials en 
t.he grounds cf cast and inf lax ibi 1 i ty. 
On SEMP, tha vica-orasident of tha QCPCA said tha "council 
•ji. S-acond Interim r^.-cspi^r•-, -7..^ -^. 
32. Second Interim Raport, 9.30. 
- #u / -
4-1-,;-= p. ., r-, r-= 4 .-. .-= ^.i: ^. rs--4-.= i^X C-C-jvIC- .=-, 
-=-il=f l-i irii i n A I 3 I-s l_i I p l = ! =_=> iD. v-ii—i 11 =S i. . . — » _ = .-_ 
eurri cal-am should in-volva sax aducatian and g-anaral 
questicning of attitudas" This argument is somewhat 
obscura, but -sax aducation was parhap-s -alr-aady on 
agenda" Tha President cf tha QTU said that tha i 
a political compromise. "It is a pal 
batwaan the axtrama actien ef Cabinet in banning MACOS and 
SEMP, and widespread disapproval in tha community of that 
action-" Mrs Jcynar said s.ha would eontisiua to prass far 
tha banning of all parts cf SEMP- It is perhaps 
-via Schi 
asserted th-at tha approved SEMP material-s -still had not baan 
Kaligicus Education 
!ad tc religious adueai 
The dabata over tha saealar -nat-ara of the 
state aducatian systam dates back tc tha last century, and 
has already baen described here in chaptar 3, Tha STOP & 
'—.r.i\i_ MfOt-ip^- n.cn-?- iii:^ -=ri-f ¥--li_ri i ...IS wai--i.Acr i-iSi l ii-it^ i-^ tj.; -=111=—., 
p-ni '-.Anii A y , '_fi i --j:i_i 11 , i-ii-A"— UJ! 1 i izf A A =_j A i-;U=j i=ij =J.C-= i_ A ufi =_ii=r: r =r:i.ii-.=i =_ 
generally -voiead approval far maintaini.n-g tha status guc. 
Tharefara tha committaa rejected tha idea that it was 
53. Cguriar-Maii, Brisbana, 28.3.79= 
J4. Cgurier-Maii, Brisbane, 28.3.79. 
i5. Cgur iar zjjeii? Brisbana, 28.3.79. 
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" i m p r o p e r t o m-aka any re-f erence t 
Q ^ - = - | - = = : / - H i - i i n 1 = : " _ ==ivi rM-\ f h r i - h f h l ^ Lfi i r A =:-X. A a . i 1 .L L. •/ A i l ^ j t . i ! O =_ ra i_ cif _ - i_ i .-—?i-?X r:; , =.-=1 y * = . i_ i i et =. 
was dua to a mi sintarprataticn of tha Education Act and tha 
1910 Rafarandum on Religious Instruction in Stata Schools , 
which had in fact referred tc raligicus teaching net to 
Christianity specifically. This meant that raprasantativas 
,-tX " ^ ^ r--t-.^4 .— 4 - 4 -=r 
O T ! i=_>3 1 i-.-i 3 1 A =:• =. A -r:ii 1 c f A A U A <wi 1 =- =?= i=_fl_lA Ua =_ 1.J3 1 =—A 1 i l_l l=: i-\-J U 1= I S A A i_==r4c=-. 
o u r pfcri «si=3--. ! Ol i a j . J. !_j A (-ja^i ai.AU%_i=ii.A Oi i . j i icr = s p o i x. r3=_iyL4a^i.i=i. 
-i . i l -n=— -cd A M J ! C ? - 3 1.J | - ? | j p i i = - j - r - ^ ^ - . j i - l s - j j t:^=-_ u A l l = : - s r i _ i-?s l u - r A i y ^ - ^ ^ i i i - ? i - j A i 3 i A i ^ i j = — t j 1= 
•-—I,—i 4 T-L =1—.-X "! 4 .-T 4 =—=...— i—if-1.9- .-*- 4 -—ir-- —.=-i.-4 - = 1 —^=—- =—5-5.—.—-.rk--^-—-.n.-4 .-^--4 4 - P . -n-? 
i M i="i-i 1- =-
training te becema accredited raligicus stud: 
1 na ampila-sis an raAigious ei.iuca\-X'OT 
i-iia L/^^ij.ai i-maij =_ . A = I i-iugi_i=5=_ ± .-•-i.'.i. i_i.jp A s=> %-!-• t n a o p S ^ i -=i A. ^^ 
§9ed_raew5_Bibia were distributed to all schools, and tl 
Edy£3tign_gffica_Gazatte raitaratad tha Education 
T h j = l — . - 4 . . . . 4 - 4 ,-=,- . / S . — 4 - . i s . -^ i3 . - t . -4 - - "== ' ->-5- t j 4 1 1 , . = p 4 .—f-= j : 4 . - . — 4- -— =3--=ij-i H-—•-£ ; 
1 1 i t r i — u i - i i — i n 1-A 5.J1 i f - i i _ •_ ,—iii icf i i i - j i i i S i 1 5 . i.= A A A , i r - ; r i A - _ . i i = A I rr-=_ = _ a i i 3 r f D ^ r T i 
f - h = i ' - ^ - - i ' - - = 1 ^ 4 . 4 = y . - , /\ — .— — „ i ^ i 
' - 1 i r i ! _ v r r i j A rr-A •:^ 1. A • / 1 = r " ! ^ - r s c f i i i A j A 
• -T A n i A i-_=s 
36. This had baan citad several timas 
37 Echoing the confusion which reigned over religious 
aducation in 1875, the Gazette stated that teachers had 
"assumed that n-o axpl an-ati c-ns could ba qi'v'en" af t.ha cents 
cf Bibla readings, and axplainad that: "The restriction er 
teachings in tha distinctive tenets or doctrines of any 
religious danc.m! nat! on, •sociaty or -sect dca-s not pravant 
teachars from providing background information on what is 
read." Educatign_Offiga_Gazatta, August 1982. 
t h a w o r d i n g o f t h e s e c t i o n r e l a t i i n g t o B i b l a i-"aa-ding i n 
p i - i mar-y - schoo l - s , m a k i n g i t com-pul s o r y f a r F ' r imar -y t a ; 
t o t a k a B i b l a i - a a d i - n g s , b u t t h i s was o n a o f t h e a m a n d m a n t s 
d r o p p a d i n t h e f i i n a l - v a r s i e n o f t h a E d u c a t i o n A c t Am-andmsnt 
T-.4 1 •! —i-=.s-5 4 .—.—.=£-1 .—.—.r-=4- 4 ^ . = ^ . . - 4 4 . . - . =-= =r=-.i-=-I j - j - . . - 4 - p ; — n"?"' i ===;-•'-
c X XX. '. n i z f A = r r -U*= ; i_ i_ !n •. A n i - i c r u =—0 = U i i i i . ! •^  ^ 5 =1=1 ' - i l l : :? i i i = =_l #J-ra = 
r e s i s t a n t t o c o m p u l s i o n . . 
l Jga l t .L i_aQd_Saf e t y _ E d y . c a t i g n 
r I 1 i c i i. X V a committae turned to "Health and Safety 
j _ - = • - , - _ , . 
E - d u c a t i o n " Th i - s - s e c t i o n -addras-sad i t s e l f t c th-a 
t o p i c s c r G w c i i n g i n o n u i ia c u r r i c u A u m . -i-i-s wa-s iTian-cianad o 
t h e c o m m i t t e e , t h e d e m a n d s t e -add sub j a c t s t o s c h o c l 
sgramme-s w a r a n u m e r c u s , and i t -would b e q u i t a i m p o - s s i b l 
:o a c c a m m a d a t e t.ham a l 1 w i t h i n t h e s -choo l -weak. H o w a v a r , 
:ha f e l l G w i n g add i t ! o n s w a r a r a c e m m a n d a d : 
t h a anceur -aga-mant o f h e a l t h a n d p h y s i c - a l 
a d u c a t i on ? 
d r - . tg , s m e k i n g a n d a l c c h c l e d u c a t i o n b a i n c l u d a d i 
4 - H - 5 P •; p c:H.—---i l H }-•£= .-T-.-=r^H-•-*-'--=----- X.—.,- := 1 1 . . , . - i - = „ . _ . i ._ A - . _ 
ansu i ^a t h a t a l l eh i l =d - ran have r e a c h e d an 
a c c a p t a b l a s t a n d a r d c f w a t e r s a f e t y b y t h a a n d o f 
Y a a r 2 a n d p r o v i s i o n b e mada o f a d d i t i o n a l 
pi 
avantually, that all students shauld complete a 
thaoratical Laarnar-Dr!v-ar course he-fare laaviru 
•schaol, and that before Year 10 studants sheuld 
iha-va complated a unit cf road safety aducat!en? 
domestic, electrical and industrial safety ba 
tauaht5 
l - . . ^ l - . A l = > ^ . d A * — ! L-TL— t . w l v * = H ' * ^ . 
H e a l t h e d u c a t i o n was o n e o f t h e p o l i c y a r e a s c - o v e r a d i n t .he 
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Education Gazatts-s in tha succaeding thraa -years. Tha 
Dapartmant ann-cuncad programmes in learning to swim, and the 
davalcpmant of alcahcl and drug education scha-mes- This-
r-apresentad action on the "s-fealth -Ed'acatie-n" 
racommendaticn-s, b-at can be s-aan -as "back—stopping" in that 
thay wara uncentr-ovars! al , asid in the pipe! ina bafcra tha 
committae sat. 
Tha QTU's rasponsa tc tha rapcrt overall reflactad tha 
faeling that teachers had not bean axcnarats-d by tiha raport. 
concluding: 
Tha Union -wishas to express with ragi-at, the 
feeling that tha Report first expresses e=anfidenes 
in tha majerit-y -o-f Queensland taachars and, than 
lists a -sari as ef mea-s-ara-s which seam te s-a-y 
exactly the opposite. 'Ae hope that the Committaa 
will consider cur submissien and decide on ways 
'--•*» 1 A i _ ! 1 i=:yi S i i S p A 1 i y 1.1 i S l i L;^._=i i • 1 L j i ^ i i C r : . L -—^O-i 
An ax am^-'n-at •-= an o f a l l t h e Pduc-^^^i f~5n O f f i c e G-^"^^t^^a-5 ' t h a 
lliirr=_i A 1.1.111 = _ ; i i «_J^.Al_^i l v 4 l i X l _ l i 1 .131= i J l = Q d i i ^ i i i C r . 1 =- -_ =_iSliiis'_-ia i A i _ - n - l - t = ? ^ -
Departmantal pelicias tc schcols) for tha intsrvaninq yaars. 
several are.a-=- covered in the Second Intarim Report wara 
=•?=£:;.-.-f* 4 .—la-ia-t.—T ^-1—=eT^£n J—.X a.jl—. 4 -—•*-= !—.-3%,-^—t — . 1 = r r-1 —. r 4 = -• r-L ^-r .—= =-= =.—a—. J I .—= = — = r - ^ . .r4 4 - . — . r*: =-= .-
!liCr , 5 '^ A a—ll 1 ^ i - i , = O S T i t : f =_i 1 T > f i i A i _ r ! i i a - T - a -= ' .Ai ^^z.Liy i . j t A i = 3 i = ^ = T = = i 1 i==-A > _ ' _ • . =_=ii5 
~ur'-her p r a n c u n c a m a n i - was i n t a r a s i_ i n g , r a A - a i - i n q "c-c a p r c j - a c 
-—— a i l i W i S A l — i i l _ « i i = A j J ^ p C i i 1 .313=== 1 1_ t i* = i 1 . i S i J A A r r i 1 a C =_ W 1 3 v ^ A p 1.A C f - / w A =_? L.= 
38. Submission by tha Quaensland Taachars' Union ^ 
respect to tha Seeend Intarim Rapcrt, go_cit, p.2= 
-39. Educatign_gffiga_Gazatta, Quaensland Dapartman 
Education, No 4, 1982. 
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c u r r i c u l u m m a t e r i a l s t o - s u p p o r t t h a p r i m a i - y s o c i a l - s t u d i e s 
3 9 
s y l l a b u s - T h a - sans ! t i v i t i e s -ovar s o c i a l a d - a c a t i c n may n e t 
h a v e d i s a p p e a r e d , b u t t h a y w a r a n o l - o n g a r a s -ou rca o f p u b l i c 
d i s c e r - d . 
Some ef th-a racommandat ic-n-s raquir ad changes te t.ha Act, and 
thasa wera affactad by tha delays in bringing down 
amandmants- te the Act. The passage, and eontant, af t.ha 
Education Act Amendment Bill -are dascribed in chaptar 9-
THE THIRD I^4TERIM REPORT 
LitBracv_and_]MumeracY 
This report drew heavily on evidence derived from two 
sources- The first was a survey conducted by the Australian 
Council for Education Research (ACER) This information had 
been presented by its Director, Dr Keeves, in evidence to 
the committee- The second source was a project to evaluate 
teaching practices, which was at the time under trial in 
Victoria, under the direction of Professor Brian Smart-
Dr Keeves' evidence provided the committee with 
"evangelical" material* A series of tests on the mastery of 
literacy and numeracy skills had been conducted in all 
states and were presented as a demonstration that Queensland 
schools, on almost all these tests, were out-^performing 
those in other States- Some tables comparad these results 
with similar test results from overseas (in the United 
Kingdom and the United States) c Pradictabl-y, the table which 
showed: "Achievement and Time Spent in Learning Mathematics 
in Eighth Year of Schooling" made it clear that Queensland 
students spent considerably more time on mathematics in 
hours per week than was spent by students in other States, 
with 35 hours against the nearest rival, Victoria, at 26-8 
hours per week. The one table in which Queensland did not 
lead the field was -science. Here Queensland children spent 
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less time than students in some of the other States, and 
came third in mastery. Keeves' assessment of the results 
was discussed and his conclusion quoted in the Third Interim 
Raport. Countering the argument which might be put that this 
was all very well, but if everyone was worried about 
literacy and numeracy perhaps Queensland was merely a poor 
first amongst a universally weak education in the basics, 
the raport cited an observation made by the Schools 
Commission, that the literacy and numeracy levels now 
necessary in order to gain employment were much higher 
because of the decline in unskilled, and increase in 
white-collar occupations- Various sources wera used to 
support tha viaw that education standards had not dropped, 
but demands had risen. 
The report examined the question of teacher education in 
relation to this issue and suggested that there was a need 
to assist teachers to evaluate the effectiveness of 
i 
A 
different teaching practices- Once teacher education was 
brought within the scope of the committee's work the dcor 
was open to examine the whole organisation of post—secondary 
education, to the surprise, it has already been noted, of 
the BAE and the BTE- This led in turn to recommendations in 
the Sixth Interim Report which had significant implications 
for the universities (who were taken even mora unawares than 
the Boards of Advancad Education and Teacher Education) 
1. Third Interim Report, 2.8. 
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Ig§ching_PractiGe_Evaiuatign_Prggras2me 
With the following -section, "The Evaluation of Teaching 
Practices", the tone of congratulation faded, and the report 
leaned towards accepting that, in fact, school laavers were 
insufficiently numerate and literate, and that steps should 
be taken to try to remedy this situation: 
These findings are in accord with a considerabla 
body of testimony presented to us concarning the 
situation in Queensland, which suggests to us that 
we can no longer afford to wait for the results of 
yet more research before attempting some positive 
remedial action-E23 
It was recommended that the Teaching Practice Evaluation 
Programme be administered three times during a student's 
school career (in years 3, 6 and 9) and the State's results 
be included in the annual report to parliament by the 
Minister for Education- The raport discussed the problems of 
socio-economic differences between schools, but did not maka 
special provision for them- The fear of misuse of the 
results was also recognised, but not considered to ba 
serious enough to offset the benefits of its introduction. 
The Queensland Education Information Centra (which held 
meetings of interested people at the QTU premises to discuss 
the reports) issued a statement which suggested that the 
Teaching Practice Evaluation Programme was likaly to be 
ineffective: 
2- Third Interim Report, 3.3. 
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The main reason advanced for the proposed 
introduction of such a scheme appears to be "to 
assist teachers to assess the effectiveness of 
their own teaching strategies". If this is the 
true reason, it will certainly be ineffective, 
since the pressure of such a test will be felt 
only by teachers at years 3, 6 and 9 and not even 
then if they have only recently been transferred 
to the staff- Also the effectiveness of any 
teaching strategy is best gauged by how well 
children learn, yet the Third Interim Raport 
states — "the programme will not provide 
information about the achievements of individual 
students."E33 
Officers of the Department of Education expressed 
reservations about the state—wide testing suggested in the 
report, and about the Teaching Practice Evaluation 
Programme. It was implied that there was an inherent danger 
in the use which might be made of state—wide test results, 
and this implication was tinged with the suspicion which 
existed between the department and the government at the 
4 5 
time. The QCSSO also expressed opposition to TPEP-
The Teaching Practices Evaluation F'rogramme had not been 
adopted by 1983, and it was made quite clear in interview 
6 
that it had received no departmental support. 
3. Queensland Education Information Centre, 6.7.79. 
4. Interview no 11. 
5. Interview no 28. 
6. Interview no 33. 
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Essentiai_Skiiis_RBcgrd_Card 
The congratulation faded still further in the next section 
on "Individual Screening, Diagnosis and .Remediation", which 
began: 
Evidence has been presented which supports the 
proposition that as many as 25 per cant of 
children may be leaving our schocl system with 
reading and numeration skills which are inadequate 
for their needs.E73 
The report recommended that the progress of childran in the 
acquisition of "essential skills" be regularly monitored and 
noted on their individual school record cards. Thus avary 
child entering the school systam should be allocated an 
Essential Skills Record Card to be maintained by their 
teachers (which would move with them if they changed 
•school) . 
In addition to this screening, it was suggested that 
"physical and emotional difficulties which may prejudice the 
child's ability to attain an adequate level of education" 
should be tested. It was also recommended that provision 
should be written into the Act for compulsory medical tests 
for all children during Year 1 and Year 7 (the report did 
not address the practical and ethical problems inherent in 
testing and reporting on "emotional" difficulties) 
The clause which followed was slightly strange, and resulted 
7- Third Interim Report, 4.1. 
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in no immediate recommendation. Reference was made to the 
necessity for an "adequate programme of remediation" to help 
those childran who were not meeting the required levels of 
learning, but the report rebuked teachers for "an increasing 
tendency to expect an ever increasing level of 
specialist assistance" Again forewarning that teacher 
education was coming under scrutiny, the paragraph 
concluded: 
In our -viaw, a major cause of this is to be found 
in the pre—service training programmes for 
teachers, a theme which we develop further in 
Section 5-E83 
Information on this recommendation gleaned in interviews 
with the department was distinctly vague- In 1983 an 
officer suggested "I suppose we might look at record cards", 
but although it was not possible to elicit a clear rejection 
of the "Essential Skills Record Card" neither could the 
9* 
responses be described as anthusiastic-
8. Third Interim Report, 4-10. 
9- Interview no 33-
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Ql§s=_2is.5_Bsd.y£ti9Q 
The next recommendation was the one which, after the 
recommendations on sex aducation, retained the highest lavel 
of salience after the committee had concluded its work. 
This was the recommendation that the prescribed maximum 
class sizes be reduced. It has already bean mentioned that 
10 
this recommendation was a "guid gug Qr_a" in exchange for 
consensus elsewhere, and this was a recommendation which was 
taken up and used both by the parliamentary opposition and 
by the QTU for a long period after the recommendations were 
tabled. The wording of the recommendation was subject to 
11 
revision and compromise. It read: 
That class sizes of 25 in Years 1, 2 and 3; 30 in 
Years 4 to 10; and, 25 in Years 11 and 12, are 
reasonable targets at which to aim and targets 
should be implemented as quickly as resources will 
permit.E123 
It was asserted that "reasonable targets at which to aim" 
and "as quickly as resources will permit" wera added to the 
recommendation on tha insistence of National Party members 
13 
of the committee. So this recommendation was a qualified 
10. Interview no 20-
11. The secretariat alluded to the skill needed to writi 
recommendations all members could sign- Some 
recommendations had to be rewritten up to twelve times, 
taking out such words as "strongly" and "strongly 
recommends" 
12- Third_interim_Reggrt, 6-16. 
13- Interview no 33-
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version of the recommendation which the Labor Party (and the 
QTU) would like to have seen- However, the recommendation 
was important, and provided support for a highly organised 
QTU campaign-
The_Cia3S_Size_Di5gute 
The class size racommendation could not be criticised except 
on financial grounds- The financial constraints remained 
pre-eminent, however, and there was initially little sign of 
any government action on the recommendation- This was tihe 
one recommendation of all the reports which in fact did 
provide useful ammunition in a campaign to secure 
implementation- A-P Herbert has described the way in which 
reports can be used to strengthen a case: 
If Her Majesty's stationer has printed a solemn 
report in your favour you have "something to 
show" You can write to "The Times" about it, 
and, now and then- get questions -asked about it-
On Thursday afternoon, for example, when the 
parliamentary "business" for the next week is 
announcad, your member can i.nnocently ask: "Can my 
right honourable Friend say whether he proposes to 
provide time for a debate on the Report of the 
Goat Committee on Monasteries?" E143 
In 1981 a series of petitions wera put to parliament asking 
for an increase in the proportion of the State budget 
allocated to education, and often these were linked to a 
•statement on the need for reduced class sizes. On 25 March, 
14. Herbert, Sir Alan, P. "Anything But Action: A Study of 
the Uses and Abuses of Committees of Inquiry", in Harris, R. 
(ed), Radigai_Reactign, Hutchinson, London, 1961, p.81 
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the Labor member for Rockhampton asked a Question upon 
=^lotice on the current number of classes in Queensland 
schools with more than 35 pupils. On March 31 the Labor 
Party member of the committee, Eric Shaw, put a Notice on 
Motion to the Legislative Assembly on class sizes, which was 
declared "informal" and therefore not debated. 
Throughout 1981 the QTU demanded action on the 
recommendation to reduce class sizes, onl-y to be met by a 
compromise offer from the government to increase the number 
of teachers employed in state -schools by 621. This stop—gap 
solution was seen to be inadequate, especially sinca figures 
on trends in inward migration into Queensland indicated that 
all this would achieve would be to maintain the status gug 
in terms of class sizes. 
At the beginning of 1982 the union launched a highly 
organised campaign to press for the reduction of class 
16 
sizes. On January 2-6th the Treasurer was i^eported to .have 
claimed that an extra 2,500 teachers, costing $45 million a 
year, would be needed to reduce school classes to the size 
demanded by teachers. In 1982 the recession was being 
felt more widely and by some of the major companies (for 
instance Mount Isa Mines, which reported losses for the 
15. Queensiand_PariiamentarY_Debates (QPD), 25.3.81 
16. "Campaign Kits" giving both background material and 
tactical advice were distributed to QTU members 
17 Courier-Mail, Brisbane, 26.1-82-
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first time in many years). Another mining boom appeared to 
be coming to an end, straining finances available for 
education just as it had in the previous century. 
The union -was losing patience, seeing the prospect of 
already overcrowded classrooms becoming -worse. They 
instituted a series of random surveys into the size of 
classes in state schools in several Queensland towns. 
During late January and early February the union consulted 
its members on the support they would give to industrial 
action. The Treasurer, in the meantime, was on the attack: 
While the Government continues to place a high 
priority on aducation -spending, teachers should 
not become sidetracked on industrial matters 
initiated for dubious purposes by their union's 
hierarchy.E1S3 
Whila tha union campaign was getting underway (with taachars 
at Dalby South State School on the Darling Downs abjecting 
to the Education Department cutting the number of classes in 
the school from 14 to 13), the Premier joined the Treasurer 
in his criticisms. Under a headline ominously reminiscent 
of 1978: "Bjelke Set to Cane Militant Teachers", The 
Oiystn^ii^Q reported that the Queensland Cabinet had agreed 
on "tough new measures to weed out troublemakers in the 
State's public service by reviewing the Public Service Act". 
The Premier was reported to have said that: 
In many cases public servants who were dismissed 
for serious offences had immediately been 
IS. Gold Coast Byiietin, 27.1.82. 
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reinstated on lodging an appeal 
This -situation had to be changed and would be 
changed. 
Some of the cases where public servants had been 
reinstated involved drug offences and sexual 
dealings with schoolchiIdren.E193 
Mr Bjelke—Petersen said that the government had decided it 
was time to deal with the "troublemakers". Tha Minister and 
the President of the QTU put their cases in articles in the 
press. The Cgurier-Maii carried an editorial on the 25th of 
February calling for settlement of the row in which it was 
asserted that: 
Mr Gunn is correct in saying that there has been 
considerable headway on class sizes in Queensland 
in the past 10 years. This progress -was made 
mainly in the 1970s. It should continue in the 
1980s. A class maximum -of 30, as sought by the 
teachers, is reasonable.E203 
The editorial writer obviously did not realise, as the 
Department and the Union were beginning to realise, that 
this goal was to be unattainable-
The confrontation in Dalby was taking a surprising (and 
disturbing) turn for the government. The Parents and 
Citizens' Associatioii came out in strong support of the 
union, and rather than the union striking, the parants kept 
their children away from school as their protest against the 
reduction in the number of classes. This was surprising 
19. IhB_Austraiian, 10.2-82 
20. Cgurier-Maii, Brisbane, 25.2.8: 
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since Dalby was represented by the Deputy Leader of tha 
National Party and was close to the home town of the party' 
president. Sir Robert Sparkes. It had one of the highest 
percentages of National Party members, one of whom was 
president of the P & C .Association. The_Canberra_Time5 
reported Mr Neahos as saying that the parents "would not 
side with an interfering government and centralist 
Department of Education" and commented: 
The media coverage ensured that the Government was 
embarrassed over the class size issue, but because 
the teachers were working and it was effectively 
the parents on strike, the Government could not 
retaliate in the usual "bash the uncaring 
teachers" campaign..E213 
The QTU, however, urged teachers to refuse to teach in 
oversized classes at 83 schools. The Premier then 
22 
threatened to employ a "Dad's Army of strike breakers" 
but was foiled by the Queensland Retired Teachers' 
Association, whose members voted to support the QTU. The 
Premier retaliated by saying that ha -would like to see an 
investigation into t.he "quality" of some of Queensland's 
teachers: 
The aim would be to get greater afficiancy to see 
if we could save money . Any teacher who refuses 
to take a class will be considered on strike and 
will not be paid- They will then be reported to 
the Public Service Board for discipline and they 
could be dismissed- We'll have to see about 
21. Canberra_Times, 25.2-82. 
22. Ihe_Austraiian, 1-3-82-
23. Cgurier-Maii, Brisbane, 2.3-8: 
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that-E233 
The issue was debated in the Legislative Assembly -on 2nd 
March. It was the first time in over 20 years that the 
24 
Government agreed to debate a motion from the opposition. 
During the debate Minister Gunn expressed commitment to the 
principle of reducing class sizes, but would not held to a 
firm timetable. Col Miller, one of the Liberal members of 
the select committee, supported this approach, saying: 
As a member of the select committee, I was very-
happy to support the amendments in the Education 
Act. However, they can be implemented only when it 
is feasible for the Government to do so.E253 
The Premier did not attand the debata, but a comment of his 
was reported the same day, a comment once more reminiscent 
of earlier conflicts, in which he said that there was "a 
fair pool of young teachers not yet placed who would snap up 
26 
tha opportunity to get a job". 
On the eve of the projected strike the Treasurer claimed 
that the teachers were hypocritical: 
Ha said a successful pay rise, negotiated by the 
union indicated its h-ypocrisy. He said the 9.5 
per cent rise granted late last year would cost an 
extra $38 million a year but this could hava 
provided 
24. Queensiand_Teachers_Jgurnai, March 18, 19S: 
25. QPD, 2.3.83. 
26. Cgurier-Maii, Brisbane, 2.3-82-
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jobs for 500 teachers- Education already 
accounted for 25 per cent of the State's budget 
and the Government was continually trying to 
reduce class sizes-E273 
The QTU instructed teachers at 71 schools to take action 
over class sizes from March 11th and urged parents to keep 
their children away from school The Premier announced on 
March i3th that Cabinet had agreed in the previous week to 
serve dismissal notices to striking teachers (Cabinet by now 
including Michael Ahern, Bill Hewitt, and the ex-Minister, 
Val Bird) However, at this point the Solicitor-General s 
Department advised that the teachers had not been 
technically on strike and therefore could not be dismissed-
The Premier's response to this was: "I'm going to show tahem 
28 
who is the boss. Nobody is backing down" He was 
reported to have privately threatened to sack any Minister — 
Liberal or National - who did not support him when the 
29 
teacher issue came before Cabinet tihe following day- It 
must have been an interesting Cabinet meeting. It was 
reported that: 
The State Government last night offered to 
withdraw its threat to act against striking 
teachers in return for an undertaking that there 
be no further industrial action over the cla-ss 
size issue.E303 
27 Cgurier-Maii, Brisbane, 10.3.82. 
28. Courierzd^iiJ Brisbane, 14.3.82. 
29. Cgurier-Maii, Brisbane, 14.3.82. 
30. Cgurierzjj^ii.- Br i sbane, 15. 3- 82. 
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The following day came the announcement that: 
The State Government ordered an investigation of 
some teacher—class size ratios in a bid to defuse 
the row with the Queensland Teachers' Union.E313 
At the same time Cabinet announced that because of the 
dispute it would consider changing the conditions of 
employment for teachers- The Premier also urged teachers to 
-TO 
leave the union-
A month later, Eric Shaw said that the government might 
"leak details of the next Budget's education spending soon 
to dampen public concern on class sizes" Mr Shaw suggested 
that: 
The government is hedging on the issue and it has 
no need to- All it has to do is make a clear 
-statement of 'what can and can not be done and make 
projactions to follow up Parliament's 
appraval-in—principle of class size raduction-
Parents don't expect overnight miracles-E333 
All through this period the Ahern Committae was referred to 
as the authority on tha optimum class size- In this sense 
it acted as additional ammunition- But the government at 
this time was faced with the impact of t.he recession, and 
with surprising figures on inward migration into Queensland 
which became more and more evident during tha coursa of 
1982. Mr Gunn gava a hint of this when he stated that: 
•3^ - Cgurierzim^ii, Brisbane, 16.3.82. 
32- Ihe_Austraiian, 16.3.82-
33. CourierzdaiiJ Brisbane, 13-4.82. 
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We're doing the best we can on class sizes in view 
of the level of emigration of people to Quaensland 
from other statas.E343 
It had been widel-y assumed that the majority of people 
coming into Quaensland from the southern states were peopla 
wishing to retire to the coastal resort areas such as the 
Gold Coast. Not only was the climate attractive but the 
government's abolition of estate duty gave an added 
incentive. 
The figures given by Mr Gunn in an address to the .Australian 
Collage of Education in July 1982 demonstrated the extent of 
the problem faced by the education department and the 
government: 
Net interstate migration into Queensland increased 
from just 4,700 in 1977 to something approaching 
38,000 in 1981, a massive increase of over 700%-
The number of net permanent and long term overseas 
movements to Queensland has also increased quite 
dramatically in recent years with a growth of 
almost 100% in 1980 and 1981. 
What is striking about the age distribution of 
migrants is their concentration in the school age 
group, 30% aged from O to 19 as well as 35% in the 
24 to 44 age group. The implications for school 
enrolments are two—fold. A large inumber from nil 
to 14—year-old migrants means there will ba an 
immediate impact on school enrolments.E353 
The issue was not resolved, however, though it was hinted 
34. Cgurier-Maii, Br i sbane, 26.1.82 
35. Address to Australian College of Education, 26.7 82. By 
1983 the demographic projection had changed further and the 
pressure for places was discovered to be focussed on 
secondary rather than primary schools. One estimate 
suggested that 2,000 secondary teachers would have to be 
recruited for 1984 - interview 32-
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that the September budget might offer a compromise. Through 
Ma-y there were renewed threats of strike action from the 
QTU. The Minister responded by saying that furthar -action 
would be foolish: 
"They may have got a bit of sympathy in the first 
instan-ce from parents, but I think they will lose 
support this time because the government is doing 
something." 
Mr Gunn said he had made a -submission to Br 
Edwards (the Treasurer) which sought about 100 
more teachars to provide immediate relief for 
classes over the government's adopted sizes. The 
submission also sought additional funds in tha 
next Budget to implement the policy adopted by 
Parliament to reduce class sizes to the levels 
recommended by the Ahern education report. On 
that basis, class sizes could be reduced year by 
-year.E363 
The QTU and the QCF'CA were still working together with the 
aim that: 
The government implement in the next few years 
class sizes recommended by the Ahern Report, the 
report of the Select Committee on Education in 
Queensland.E373 
The tone of the government's approach to the renewed 
campaign was far less aggressive, but Mr Gunn harked back to 
Dr Edwards' implied accusation that the union should not 
have made a bid for a salary increase: 
Part of the problem is the fact that it will cost 
the State Government an extra $36 million for 
teachers' salaries fallowing their recent 9-5 per 
36. Cgurierzd^il, Br i sb ana, 6.5.82. 
37. CourierzMaii, Br i sbane, 11-5.82-
38- Ihe_Austraiian, 18.5.82-
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cent increase.E383 
On 3rd June the CgurierzQ^ii urged tha union not to take 
action until the budget had been brought down in September 
The success of the class size catTipaign was confirmed by the 
September budget, which included the following section on 
teachers: 
The Government has repeatedly stated that a 
program of reduction in class sizes would be 
announced in the Budget-
The Ahern Select Committee recommendations on 
class sizes will be implemented in full over a 
four year period commencing in 1982-83- This, 
coupled with the needs of projected enrolment 
growth, means that an additional 1,350 State 
School teachers have been provided for in this 
Budget-
While very lengthy consideration was given to the 
possiblity of a shorter implementation period, the 
total additional costs involved of upwards of $50 
million annually, the strain on manpower resources 
and the demands for additional capital facilities 
that would inevitably result, preclude any 
prospect of quicker progress being made. 
In taking this decision, the Government has 
accepted the proposition that reduced class sizes 
are one of the primary means of ensuring quality 
educational output. Therefore, all additional 
teachers will be utilised for full-time classroom 
duties and there will be no increase in 
non—classroom taaching. My colleague, the 
Minister for Education, will be taking all 
necessary steps to ensure that maximum effective 
use is made of total available teacher resources 
for classroom duties.E393 
The victory on class size reduction resulted in one of tha 
most clear-cut actions by the Government in favour of a 
*^^- iED, 23.9.82, 11! 
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recommendation of the Ahern Committee. But tha class size 
recommendations would not have met with this response 
without the sustained campaign by the QTU, a campaign 
supported by the QCPCA (and some members af the National 
40 
Party). It was enshrined in a Departmental Instruction in 
the Educatign_Office_Gazette in January 1983, the onl-y time 
the Gazette mentioned the Ahern Committee between 1979 and 
1983: 
The first phase of the implementation of the 
recommendations of the Parliamentary Select 
Committee in respect of class sizes will be put 
into affect in the 1983 school year.E413 
The Treasurer had allocated additional funds to education in 
order to provide for the reduction of class sizes, and one 
of the results of this reallocation was that other demands 
from the Mi.nister for Education for increased spending on 
his portfolio would be resisted in Cabinet by ministers, 
especially of the "spending" portfolios, who were making 
claims on the same resources. Thus the success, in terms of 
action being taken, of one racommendation implied that it 
would be harder to argue for additional funding for others. 
Indeed, the additional expenditure necessary to match tha 
provision of extra teachers (classrooms, furniture, support 
services) would prove a drain on the other areas within the 
education portfolio. An earl-y reaction from the Department 
40. The co-operation between the QTU and the QCPCA developed 
from the links forged by the MACOS/SEMP dispute. 
41. Educatign_Office_Gazatte, January 1983. 
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was that it would have to "prioritise" the recommendations 
and assess which, given limited funding, it would prefer to 
42 
implement. The QTU campaign effectively "prioritised" for 
the Department, putting class size reduction at the top of 
the list. 
It is interesting to note that the President of the QTU 
considered the precise wording of the recommendation was 
vital to the -success of the union's campaign- Had a 
recommendation been made in more general terms, there would 
have been nothing concrete to base the campaign on. The 
specific numbers given for each level of class constituted a 
43 
very powerful lever 
42. Interview no 11. 
43. Interview, 24.8.83. 
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streaming 
The recommendation on class size has been dealt with 
extensively because, despite its modest length and 
prominence, it became one of the major sources of influence 
on education policy in the -succaeding years. Others with 
more apparent importance had very little effect. For 
example, the same section of the report also recommended the 
introduction of "streaming" according to ability for 
childran in Years 5 to 10. This ran counter to the 
philosophy prevalent in the Department of Education, which 
favoured mixed ability classes. Like a good many of the 
other recommendations, the ultimate judgement was based on 
philosophy rather than evidence, since no conclusive 
evidence was produced. The overall shift in educational 
philosophy within the recommendations was away from modern 
educational theory and a raturn to functional pre—Plowden 
attitudes. This was one of the recommendation which one 
interviewee suggested that the Department intended to 
44 
"forget" It was clear that tha Department's philosophy on 
this, reference testing, "essential facts" and a nu.mber of 
other similar recommendations was at odds with the 
philosophy of the committee. 
44. Interview no 11. 
L-^.-K — 
Teacher_Educatign_Cgurses 
The fifth section, entitled "Teacher Education", questioned 
the competence of some teachers to teach basic skills 
adequately. Several sources were cited which cast doubt on 
the content of teacher education courses (which had, of 
course, been the focus of strong criticism from the 
right-wing interest groups) The report laid down: 
1. that access to teacher education courses should 
only be given to students who had undertaken four 
semester courses in both mathematics and English 
in Years 11 and 12 (or equivalent), under the Act? 
2. that regulations should specify the number of 
hours of instruction in the teaching of 
mathematics and raading to be given in primary 
school teacher education courses; 
3. minimum performance levels should be laid down 
for both intending primary and secondary teachers 
in mathematics and English, 
,1 4. the number of hours for instruction and the 
content of courses at both levels, in diagnostic 
and remedial work for children -with 1-aarning 
problems? 
5. the number of hours to be given in the teaching 
of reading, numeracy and language, for all 
secondary school teachers-
Here again the official response was that laying down 
specific numbers of hours invited stereotyped responses and 
was not necessarily the right answer, and the feeling in 
interview was that these recommendations would not get very 
45 
far. 
45. Interview no 30, 
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Structure_and_Functigns_gf_the_Bgard_gf_Taacher_Educ 
The main body of the fifth section, however, was concerned 
with the constitution and functions of the Board of Teacher 
Education. The Board had t'wo broad functions as it stood: 
firstly, the registration of the State's teachers; secondly, 
the accreditation of all teacher education courses in the 
State (including Universities) The BAE, on the ot.her hand, 
was responsible for the accreditation of all the other 
courses in colleges of advanced education and institutes of 
technology, but had no influence over the uni%'ersitias. 
The structure of the BTE had been very loosely defined, and 
a good deal of flexibility had been given to the Board over 
its own membership (as with the BSSS) The Ahern Committae 
suggested much tighter control over the balance of 
representation along the same lines as it recommended to the 
other statutory body. It therefore lay itself open, again, 
to tha criticism that vital interests had been omitted. 
Having paid much lip service to the need for community 
representation, this new constitution provided for no 
community input. As with the BSSS, the functions of the BTE 
were made directly accountable to the Minister for 
Education. 
The response of an officer of the Board was that the report 
had come as a "bombshell", and that no—one had anticipated 
that the terms of reference of the committee would include 
teacher education. It was admitted that with hindsight this 
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seemed rathe."- shortsighted of the Board. But it will be seen 
from the account of the committee's Sixth I.nterim Report, 
that the Board was not alone in being surprised by the 
interpretation of its terms of reference mada by the Ahern 
Committee. 
Chapter 9 describes delays to the Education Act Amendment 
Act. Although some modifications of the changes suggested by 
Ahern were incorporated in the first version of the Bill to 
go forward, it had a very troubled passage, and the only Act 
to go through before the State election of October 1983 wa-s 
filiated of almost all the controversial content of the 
first version -which went forward unsuccessfully in 1981. The 
difficulties surrounding the Amendment Act are linked both 
to the access given to the right—wing groups by the Premier 
and also the deterioration of the coalition. Both these 
will be discussed in chapter 9. 
Apart from the class size recommendation, the emphasis of 
the Third Interim Report was on accountability, laying down 
procedures of testing, record—keeping and reporting which 
would provide tighter control by parliament over tha 
education system. Reaction to the report was generally 
cautious, but there was scepticism about the real need for 
more testing, and departmental resistance appeared to be the 
most significant reason for inertia on adoption of these 
racommendati ons. 
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THE FOURTH INTERIM REPORT 
Human_Reiatignshigs 
In an appendix to each of the other reports, the following 
words appeared: 
It was unanimou-sly agreed that the Report 
represented the consensus viaw of all Members of 
the Committee.El 3 
In the corresponding appendix to the Fourth Interim Rapos'-t, 
the word "all" is dropped, and the member-s listed as being 
present when the report was -voted upon omitted Mr Lin 
Powel1. 
In this raport, the most controversial, heavy use was made 
o 
of evidence from a variety of sources. The committee 
focussed much of its argument on local evidence, but 
referred also to a iHouse of Lords debata and the Plowden 
Report, to add overseas weight to its recommendations. 
1, See, for example. First Interim Report, p.9. 
2. Reggrt_and_Recgmmendatigns_gf_the_Cgmmissign_gf_inguirV 
intg_The_Statu3_gf _Wgmen_in_Queensiand, QPF', A1-1974; The 
Cgmmissigns_gf_inguirY_intg_the_Nature_and_Extent 
EC9feii:0!S_Cgnf rQnting_Yguth_in_Queensiand, QPP, A85-1975; 
Wren, I., Attitudes_tg_Educatign_in_Queensiand, Australian 
College of Education, 1977; Botsman, P.B. and Browne, R-K-, 
Cgmijun i t Y_ A11 i t ud es_ t g_Ed uc a t ign _i n_Queen si an d, Australian 
College of Education, 1977; Piper, K-, Essentiai_Learning 
Bbout_Sgcietv, ACER, 1977; Unpublished survey by Neuendorff 
D.J- "Urban and Rural Attitudes to Sex Education in 
Queen s1 and"; Annuai_Reggrt5_gf_the_Heaith_and_Medigai 
Services of the State of Queensland. 
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Finally, it suggested that the Queensland Department of 
Education, in pi arm! .ng human relationships courses, should 
use as their starting point a report on Sex Education in 
schools in New South Wales and the Australian Capital 
Territory, This particular report was attached to the Fourth 
Interim Report as Appendix A. This heavy dependence on 
research can be seen as falling within Acland's description 
of the citing of research findings "being important in 
creating the -setting in which a potentially sensitive policy 
could be introduced" 
The Fourth Intarim Report was short, containing just eight 
recommendations- The committee rejected the view that 
courses for parents could provide an adequate alternative 
for sex education as part of human relation-ships courses 
within schools. The main recommendation was that the 
Mini-star for Education establish a committee to develop -a 
programme of human relationships education, to include sex 
aducation, and that this programme should be taught within 
the normal school curriculum. Specially trained staff 
should implement the programme, and parents sh-auld have the 
right to withdraw their childran from the classes if they so 
wished. The-y suggested that courses might be run for 
parents, out of school hours, to complement the programme, 
and be available to all parents whether they had withdrawn 
3. Acland, H-, "Flesearch as Stage Management: The Case of 
the Plowden Report", in Bulmer, M. (ed), Sociai_Research_and 
Ooi:ai_Cgmfflissign5, George Allen & Unwin, London, 1980, p. 34. 
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their childran from tha classes or not. 
These racommendations may hava been contentious in some 
quarters, but in fact they constituted an attempt to give 
legitimation to work the Department of Education had already 
undertaken in de'veloping courses in sex education in the 
context of human relationships. But the spirit of 
resistance was very strong (this was the reason why 
Queensland had already lagged behind the other States in 
this area). 
The First Interim Report had included census statistics 
showing the high level of ex—nuptial births in Queensland, 
and some members of the committee were quite cl earl-y 
persuaded by the evidence that this was an issue over which 
a confrontation had to be risked. The dilemma faced by the 
committaa was alluded to in interview when it was suggested 
that its members felt they would "get r-abbished in the 
press" if they did not take a stand on the issue, and that 
the decision to raport in this way "-was a political one 
•several of the people in their heart of hearts could see 
4 
terrible problems associated with it" But it was also 
asserted that "there are some things which are too important 
5 
to ignore" It is interesting that tha committee did 
report as it did, especially as it had been at pains 
4. Interview no 26. 
5- Interview no 20. 
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to ameliorate conflict with the recommendations on social 
6 
education- If they had had fears that the i^ o^urth F:eport 
would raise one issue as soon as they had laid another to 
rest, they were right, as this report received wide 
publicity and quick opposition from Mr Bjel ke-F'et ersen-
It is worth noting that Queensland is full of contradictions 
where matters of sex education are concerned, and 
significantly out of step with other States- Considering the 
image -of high morality which many of the interest groups 
projected, there is an undercurrent of amorality in sexual 
relationships, an undercurrent which led the Natignai_Times 
tc run a feature "How VJomen Are Trained: If It's Not Rape, 
What Is It?", in 1976. The three—page feature discusses the 
high incidence of rape at Ingham, a Queensland country-
town- Apart from giving some indication of some of the 
sexual mores prevalent in areas of Queensland, the article 
is significant also because it contains an interview with a 
teacher which sums up the educationist's dilemma: 
A teacher at Ingham High School despairs of being 
able to stop what happens to her students. The 
girls would come to her- "I got that way that 
when I saw a girl crying at my door, I would go 
6. In 1977, the Royal Commission on Human Relationships had 
noted: "All States, except Queensland, have -school programs 
at varying stages of development. In Queensland human 
relationships education is under review; there is some 
out-of—school^hours work by voluntary associations. 
("Education for Human Relationships", Royal Commission on 
Human Relationships, Einai_RegDrt, Part II, Australian 
Government Printing Service, Canberra, 1977, p.32.) By 
implication, but not in fact, Queensland was likely to 
introduce human relationships courses in the near future. 
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cold all over and think to myself, oh no. Not 
again-
After a 13—year—old was raped earlier thi-s year, 
the Grade 10 girls came to her and demanded she do 
something to warn the Grade 8 girls. But sex 
education is a bit of a hot potato in the 
Queensland education system. The parents are 
mostly against it.E73 
Despite this high incidence of rape and the high proportion 
of ex—nuptial births comparad to the rest of Australia, 
resistance to sex education has always been strong. The 
debate began in the early 1900s, and has tended to re—emerge 
on the political agenda at times of social upheaval, such as 
the world wars and the Depression. But the proponents of sex 
8 
education have on each occasion been defeated. 
Those who argued against sex education held that it was an 
infringement of parental rights for schools to take on the 
responsibility for sex education- The STOP St CARE group had 
a specific "aim" to resist the introduction of sex education 
into state schools. They used the argument that schools 
would teach sex education without necessarily pinning sexual 
morality to Christian teaching, and thus might encourage 
children to accept the changing values seen to be taking 
place in society-
The Fourth Interim Report, in recommending the introduction 
7. Natignai_Time5, 29.11.76. 
S. For -a detailed account of the sex education debate in 
Queensland see Logan, G-, Sex _Ed ucat ign _in_Queen sian d.? A 
Histgrv_gf_the_Debata_i900zi980, Departiiient of Education, 
Queensland, October 1980. 
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of sex education. took a stand on an issue which was to 
upset the reactionaries and lead the chairman of the select 
committee, Michael Ahern, into direct conflict with the 
Premier Lin Powell, the other National Party member of the 
committee, was not happy to go along with the 
recommendations in this report, and the chain of events 
which surrounded his failure to sign the Fourth Report 
demonstrates the strength of the influence of the right—wing 
groups. 
Mr Powell claimed that the human relationships 
recommendations were originally intended for inclusion in 
the report on social education, but because of his 
9 
opposition, were consigned to a report on their own. As it 
was known that he would not vote for the human relationships 
recommendations, the crucial meeting was conveniently held 
10 ' 
at a time when he had arranged to be elsewhere. When the 
Fourth Report was issued, it took a sharp reader to discern 
that there might not have been full agreement over its 
contents. 
There was at least one organisation which raised the issue. 
The Community Standards Organisation wrote a letter to tha 
SoyrierzMaii3 which was not published but was significant in 
that the writer noted Mr Powell's absence: 
^' Courierzd^iiJ Brisbane, 23.7 79. 
10. Interview no 20. 
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Mr Ahern advises parents to read his Committee's 
reports. On reading these, the first thing to 
note is that the Fourth Intarim Report 
recommending classroom sex education is NOT signed 
by one of the members of the Committae, Mr Lin 
Powell, MLA. Parants are antitlad to know what his 
dissenting views are, but Mr Ahern in his latter 
conveys a false impression of there being no 
disagreement within the Committae on this 
issue.El13 
It was suggested that George Cook, of the Community 
Standards Organisation, "messed up" the arrangement between 
Ahern and Powell that Powell would just be absent from the 
meeting which voted on the Fourth Raport, and that because 
it was "fouled up" Powell was allowed to add a dissenting 
12 
statement later.j, That pressure was put on Mr 'Powell to do 
more than just not sign the Fourth Report is indicated by 
the inclusion in the Final .Report, tabled in March 1980, of 
this dissenting statement, "Reasons of L W Powell for 
Disagreeing with Certain Aspects of the Fourth Interim 
Report — Human Relationships". The statement contained some 
survey material which countered the findings of the Fourth 
Report (allegedly some of this material originated from the 
John Birch Society in the United States af America, and had 
11. Unpublished letter, written on Festival of 
Li ght/Community Standards Organisation headed paper, 
21.1.80, reproduced in the STOP t: CARE newsletter 
12. Interviaw no 20. It will be remembered that George Cook 
signed the Community Standards Organisation letter 
complaining about MACOS being included in Colleges of 
Advanced Education. It is not known whether he also signed 
the letter cited above. A copy of the letter was reproduced 
in the STOP & CARE newsletter without a signature visible. 
13. Interview no 20. 
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13 
to be "considerably toned down") The concluding clause 
of the statement suggested that a committee should be 
convened "which would include the widast possibla 
raprasantati en -of community interests with spacial a.mpha-si-= 
baing placed on ministers of religion", but that this 
committee: 
should investigate -way-s of introducing a programme 
that would be aimed at parants so that thay can 
realise their full responsibi 1 it-y to prepare 
children for the -adult society into which they 
will gc. Parants must be mada to realise that 
they h-ave a responsibility in combatting tihe 
insidious advertising mathod-s used in talavi-sion 
and magazines where -so much emphasis is placed on 
sax a.nd immorality and so that t.hey, the paj-ants, 
can better be -able to equip thair children to taka 
a full and complata place within tha community -so 
that thai,-- adolescence will iiot be spoiled and 
neither will their full life in the adult 
-sociaty. E143 
Powell claimed that members of the committae were worried 
that its authority would be undermined if one member chose 
to break the consensus and saw his action as one of 
-sabotage. Ha said that he had to use the parliamentary 
devices at his disposal to ansura that his dissenting 
•I 1=^ 
J. J 
-statament was includad. 
The Fourth Report was tabled on June 7 1979 (nine months 
before the reports were debated in parliament). Under a 
front page banner headline, the Cgurierzdsi-i set the scene 
for the battle of wills which was to follow: 
14. Final Report, p.43 
15. Interview, 24-6.81 
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Si^_LESSONS_yRGEDi_BUI_PREMiER_SAYS_NO 
School children should have sex education as part 
of a human relationship course, according to the 
Queensland Education Select Committee. 
But the Premier (Mr Bjalke—Petersen) said 
-yesterday he did not favour sex aducation in 
schools. 
The commi ttae-" s fourth interim report released 
yesterday says it hopes sex education might reducj 
Queensland's high rates of illegitimacy and 
venereal disease.E163 
The paper pointed out that the racommendations had the 
support of the QTU and the Catholic Education Office, and 
concluded by quoting Bjelke—Petersen who said that schools 
-should have other priorities: 
Let's get with realities. What I would like to 
see in our schools is preparation and planning so 
that, when young people finish school they can get 
jobs, and are qualified to do the jobs. Th-a 
situation now is you almost have to retrain them 
in many areas -so they can get wDrk-E173 
The recommendations on sex aducation wera, however, =af great 
importance to the chairman, who was a man prepared to stand 
18 
up to the F'remier As was noted earlier, F'owell, on the 
19 
other hand, was dascribed as "the F'ramiar's man" At the 
16. Cgurierzdsii ? Br i sb an e, 14.7 79. 
17 Cgurierzfjsii3 Brisbane, 14.7 79• 
18. Interview no 29. 
19. Interview no 20. 
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National Party annual conferanca, held at Bundaberg on July 
23rd, Powell and Ahern each sought support from the party 
for their respective stands. The press account of the 
conference demonstrates that the committee was aware that it 
would be ti--eading on thin ice by allowing a statement of 
dissent (not published at this stage — it appeared later, in 
the Final Report): 
Mr Ahern said the decision to release the (Fourth) 
report was made in t.he presence of Mr Powell, who 
knew the reason. Mr F'owel 1 - s submission was not 
consistent with Standing Orders and had not been 
allowed, but he would not be prevented from 
releasing it.E203 
It appears that Standing Orders were re—interpreted in order 
to permit the inclusion of Powel 1-'s statement in the Final 
Report. 
The importance of the discussion at the National Party 
cpnference was that a division was seen to exist, with tha 
Premiar and Powell on ona side, and Ahern, supported by tihe 
party president. Sir Robert Sparkes, on the other This 
time the Cgurierzi^jiii carried a headline: 
SPARKES RAPS "WOWSERS" ON SEX COURSES 
The National Party president (Sir Robert Sparkes) 
yesterday called for an end to narrow—minded, 
puritanical wowser views. 
His remarks swung the party annual conference 
decisively behind the introduction of sex 
20. CgurierzMaii, Brisbane, 23.7 79. 
21. CgurierzMaii, Brisbane, 23.7.79-
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education courses in Queensland schtjols. E213 
The Premiar and Ahern were now in open conflict on the 
issue, and the F'remier .had lost the support of his party 
conference (t.hough Powell suggested in interview latar that 
the wording of the motion was not clear) In any event, 
STOP Si CAF;E picked up the dispute and usad it, following 
National Party set-backs in by—elections at Redcliffe and 
Gympie. Mrs Joyner wrote: 
I believe that the recent by-election results 
reveal the thinking of many members of the voting 
public who are alarmed at seeing Mike Ahern and 
the National Party machine joining forces with the 
pro-abortion and other socialist lobby groups that 
have long been active in the promotion of 
classroom human relations programs by Godless "sex 
dictators"3 
With particular reference to Redcliffe, it would 
also appear that the last 18 months of campaigning 
(by both National and Liberal Party machines) 
against older Ministers in the Cabinet has been 
another reason for the swing to other parties. 
By the many aged people who live in Redcliffe this 
"snipping" (sic) at the aged could be -seen as a 
-slight against them and by the parents of school 
children who wera grateful for the Cabinet 
decisions against MACOS and SEMF", this campaign 
against Cabinet Ministers could be interpreted as 
an -attempt to install younger men who might f-avour 
a reintroduction of these radical valua—changing 
school programs.E223 
If thera is any doubt about who the focus of Mrs Joyner's 
attack might ba, there was no doubt when the campaign turned 
directly against Ahern in his own elector at-a. 
An organisation called "Concerned Parents' Association" of 
22. The Chrgnigie, Toowoomba, 13.9.79. 
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Charms!de, sent an open letter "To The Concerned People of 
Caloundra", attaching a substantial amount of STOP & CARE 
material and an accompanying letter from Mrs Joyner Amongst 
tha materials was an analysis by Mrs Joyner af t.ha Fourth 
Interim Fleport in which she attacked the recommendations for 
being based on humanistic philosophies: 
These humanistic solutions amass huge profits for 
tha coffers -of the sex industry — VD treatment, 
contraceptivas, sterilization, and abortion. 
Teaching children traditional values about fami 1-y; 
morality, modesty and fidelity could help reduce 
the problem, could help reduce the ill—gottan 
profits of the sex industry, and would also play a 
part in preserving the family unit which is under 
such critical attack in today's world.E233 
Giving the worst interpretation possible to aach 
recommendation of the Fourth Report, iMrs Joyner concluded: 
It is interesting to note that one member of tha 
Select Committae did rjgt sign the Fourth Interim 
Report. We believe it is because he is opposed to 
the conclusion and finds the reasoning illogical 
We hope he will be given the opportunity to 
present a "miDSLitY USSSHi" to Parliament before 
the Ahern Report is discussed.E243 
Despite (or perhaps -steeled by) the opposition he faced, 
Ahern was not prepared to see the i-ecommendati ons 
pigeon-holed. On 11 November 1979 he was interviewed on 
television, and complained about the lack of implementation 
of the recommendations of the sex education report. Ha 
talked of an "undue delay" of five months (even though this 
23. Concerned F'arents' Association, Upen Letter of Deep 
Concern to All Parents, 9.1.80. 
24. sugra_cit. 
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was before the raports had been debated), and suggested that 
the Minister, Bird, should take the racommendations to 
Cabinet. "I think he -should do it now" He was pressed on 
the -question of the Premier's opposition, but -strengthened 
by the party conference vote, he replied: "The governmant as 
a whole has to make a decision. It is National Part-y 
policy; it is Libaral Party policy; so there is no reason at 
'7'='. 
all why the programme cannot be implemented." 
This public pressure by Ahern on the government to implement 
recommendations of the select committee, and especially 
thosa on human relationships, continued until after the 
State election at the end of 1980- As mentioned earlier, he 
joined the Cabinet as Minister for !=*rimary Industry at the 
beginning of 1981, and was effectively gagged on education 
is-sues-
The next definite move on human relationships education was 
taken un September 8th, 1981 The new Minister (Gunn) 
announced that he had established a committae to advise him 
on the need for a course. The Cgurigrzy^iL reminded readers 
that the Ahern Committee had already recommended in fa-vour 
of the introduction of human relationships courses after 
exhaustive inquiry: 
-i.5. Jhis_DaY_Tgnight, Australian Broadcasting Commission, 
Brisbane, 5.11.79. 
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Yesterday, Mr Gunn said that he had no views on 
the matter but there were two schools of thought 
on the Ahern recommendations.E263 
The committee, eventually to be headed by the Rev Allan 
Male, had baen mooted as far back as March or April 1980, 
but Bird had run into difficulties trying to get 
representatives from the churches. He had asked the leader? 
of some of the smaller church organisations to form 
themselves into groups so they could appoint 
representatives- However, they found it difficult to reach 
agreement and the establishment of the committee "did not 
27 
move along as rapidly as i t should have" There wa-s alsc 
difficulty with the QTU, who refused to sub.mit a panel of 
names from which the Minister wished to choose an 
appropriate representative. The government's tachnique of 
asking groups to submit panels of names was one of the 
modifications to the Ahern Committee recommendatians on the 
membership of the BSSS and BTE, resistance to which caused 
28 
delays to the Education Act Amendment Bill of 1981. 
When Bird moved out of the portfolio, the committee was not 
such a high priority with the new Minister, leading to the 
26. CgurierzMaii, Brisbane, 9.9.81. 
27 Interview, Rt Hon Val Bird, 15.10.31-
28. There are echoes in this device in the preliminaries to 
the 1975 federal constitutional crisis, when the convention 
of filling casual Senate vacancies by nominees of the party 
losing its representation was breached by the Premier 
demanding unsuccessfully that the ALP provide Parliament 
with a panel of names so it could make the final choice. 
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long delay in its establishment. The National Party 
Conference of that year pressed the new Minister to "hurry 
it up" The committae was finally instituted on September 
29 
9, 1981. 
In June 1982, tha Rev Allan Male announcad that his 
30 
committee would soon be ready to report to the Mijiistar 
On the 29th of Septembei- the Cgurierzlj^ii carried a raport 
that the Male Committee (as it became known) had recommended 
the introduction of human relationships courses into 
Queensland State schools. Gunn took a submission to Cabinet 
on October 18, incorporating the Male F;eport 
recommendat i ons. 
But this report was not to meet with any more enthusiasm 
than the Ahern recommendations, and Cabinet delayed any 
action on it, announcing that they wished to consult the 
Famil-/ Life Association, -who had already been conducting 
out-of—school—hours sex education courses. Ministers did 
29. Interview no 28. The committee eventually established 
consisted of: Pastor H. Bartholomew, Assemblies of God; Mrs 
H Beckman, president, Queensland Council of Parents and 
Citizens Associations; the Rev Dr L A Born, director, 
division of Christian education. Uniting Church; Miss A 
Muldoon, principal, Wellers Hill State School; the Rev Dr A 
F Munday, Brisbane College of Advanced Education; the 
Venerable P K Newell, rector, Christ Church, St Lucia; Dr V 
M O'Hara, director, Dvision of School Health Services; the 
Rev Fr B O'Shea, director of education, Queensland Catholic 
Education Office; Mrs M J Pagliano, state vice-president, 
Queensland Country Women's Association; and Dr R J iRawson, 
state director. Scripture Union of Queensland-
30. CgurierzMaii, Brisbane, 19.6.82. 
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not publicly discuss the issue nor was the Male Committee 
report released for public -scrutiny. On December 30th the 
recommendations of the report were leaked to the press 
(allegedly b-y an Education Department source) and published 
31 
fay the CgurierzlJSii 
This report also carried a dissenting statement, this time 
from Pastor H Bartholomew, of tlie Assemblies of God, who 
represented four Queensland church groups on the 
committee. Two of the 23 items from the summary cf tihis 
dissent i.ng statement read: 
1. The total absence of evidence (judged in the 
light of the Judaeo-Christian ethic) of successful 
in—school sex education programmes, anywhere in 
the world, in the countries where it has been in 
operation for up to twenty—five years. 
21. The beliefs of Secular (or religious) 
Humanists are published in Tha Humanist Manifesto 
I 1933, and Humanist Manifesto II 1973, showing 
that Humanists are atheistic, anti—God, 
anti-Christ, opposed to the teaching that there is 
a pra-yer hearing and a prayer answering God; and 
the Biblical teaching that man has a soul; 
salvation; damnation; a hereafter Humanists 
are a small minority but because of promi.nence and 
influence hava infiltrated governments, education 
systems, the media. Sex education with moral 
autonomy is one of their goals.E333 
One other highly significant itesn read: 
31. CgurierzMaii, Brisbane, 1982, 
32. Assemblies of God; Presbyterian Church; Seventh Day 
Advent!st Church; and. Church of Jesus Christ of tha 
Latter-Day Saints. 
33. Dissenting Statement, appended to Reggrt_gf_Adyisgrv 
SS!I!0!ittee_gn_Human_Reiatignshigs, May, 1983. 
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17 The introduction of sex education courses in 
State Schools will provide a further -valid reason 
for the alternative of Christian Schools. 
This relates directly to the issue of the registration of 
non—government schools, which delayed the Third Reading of 
34 
the Education Act Amendment Bill In addition, there wera 
two letters appended to the Male Report. In one, t.he writer 
explained that the reason he had signed the report, despite 
really agreeing with the dissenting -statement, was because 
it seemed "inevitable" that some form of sex education would 
be introduced into Queensland. The other, from the 
representative of the Quaensland Country Women's 
35 
Association expressed support for an out—of—school 
programme, but reservations about handling sex education in 
the classroom. Here again, suspicion of teachers and their 
morality was fundamental to the argument: 
I am not in favour of the Sexual Relationship 
aducation strand in schools mainly because of 
reservations on the actual presentation to the 
student. I consider that the type of personnel 
-selected to teach such controversial issues, moral 
and social aspects would be of paramount 
importance.E363 
The Rev Male expressed the view that he was "disappointed 
his report had been leaked but he was also surprised it had 
34. For an explanation of this issue see chapter 9. 
35. An influential group in rural affairs-
36- Letter appended to ReBDrt_gf_Advisor}£_Cgmmittee_gn_Human 
Bliatignshigs, May, 1983-
37- CgurierzMaii, Brisbane, 31-12.83. 
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been kept a secret so long-" He exerted considerable 
public pressure on Cabinet to make a decision on his 
committee's recommendations. However, early in 1'983 Lin 
Powell, wh=ose position on sex edu-cation was already wall 
known both to the Premier and the public, was appointed to 
the education portfolio. There were further delays, and on 
13th .April, Male stated that ha would make available his 
copy of the Male Repo-rt to anyone who wanted to read it: "He 
said he was fad up with Cabinet stalling over a decision and 
its refusal to release the report." The media focussed 
their attention on the issue, and in an interview on State 
Affair the Rev Male responded to a question: "Do you think 
the government would be happy to see the report shalvad?", 
wi th: 
Well, I think so. The latest comment was that it 
had been "noted" which was hardly fair to the 
members of the committee who slaved over the 
production of the report. It is appalling that we 
sat for 12 months, 26 formal meetings, and lots of 
other informal interviews and discussions with 
people, and -yet the final raport has not been 
released. And there is nothing in it that is 
going to affect anybody too much. Wa are not a 
lot of trendies after all_"E393 
The President of the QTU, L-yla Schuntner, also appeared, 
say!ng: 
It is a fairly deplorable neglect of duty that the 
government is showing here. It really does have a 
duty to shape up to a -very sensitive and important 
report and make some decisions in relation to it. 
33. CgurierzMaii, Brisbane, 13.4-83. 
3*^ - St a te_ Affair, 2.5-83-
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And pushing the matter aside month after month, 
year after year, does the government no 
credit."E403 
Casual readers of the CgurierzlH^ii o" '^ ^^ Y ^ th might be 
forgiven for thinking that under the weight of all thi-s 
pressure, the government had accepted the Male Committee 
recommendations, as the paper's account af the Cabinet's 
decision carried the headline: "Cabinet 'yes' to lessons on 
sex". The Cabinet approval which had been given was in 
effect approving a course which fitted the criteria in 
Powell's minority report to the Ahern Committee's Fourth 
Report. It 'was recommended that the course be taught outside 
normal class hours, and that attendance be voluntary. In 
the first instance the classes would be run by 15 teachers 
(for the entire State), forming five teams of three peopla 
and travelling round the State. 
This was a very meagre offering, and although claimed as a 
compromise measure, hardly fits even that desc.''"iption. The 
Family Life Movement had already been conducti.ng courses 
outside class hours. The issue was whether human 
relationships be included in the school curriculum, and in 
the end the answer was a clear negative. The Fourth Interim 
Report of the Ahern Committee had been rejected. 
The media were quick to apportion blame. In signing off an 
item on Cabinet's decision, This_Dav_Tgnight's linkman -said: 
40. State Affair, 2-5-83. 
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Those who prepared the Mala Report are not those 
who treat the subject lightly, or indeed are 
prepared to initiate or condone promiscuity, but 
it seems their opinions and those professional 
opinions of educators do not have much sway with 
our Cabinet. She's only a small lady our Fcona 
Joyner, but she carries a heck of a lot of 
weight.E413 
No evidenca had been provided that it was Mrs Joyner's 
influence alone. Given tihe involvement of the Community-
Standards Organisation in farcing Lin Powell's minority 
report to the Ahern Committae, it seems misleading to focus 
too much attention simply on STOP & CARE. But at the end of 
the day, it was the same interests 'who won t.ha battle over 
MACOS and SEMP who were vi-e tori ous on this issue. 
The Ahern Committee's autihority had not merely been 
undermined by the dissenting statement from Powell Powell's 
role on tha committee had set his opinions on a course from 
which he was not diverted. But more than this, it is 
possible to infer that the Premier's influence was strongly 
felt throughout all stages of the sex education debate, not 
least in choosing Powell as Minister for Education at a tima 
when the issue was back, after all possible delaying tactics 
had been employed, on the Cabinet agenda. 
The whole debate reached a level of farce towards the end 
when F'owell went on holiday without submitting his 
recommendations to Cabinet on the 5th .April 1983, the day 
the issue was scheduled for discussion. It was alleged i.n 
41. Ihi5_DaY_Tgnight, 5.5.83. 
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private discussion that the item had been included on tha 
Cabinet -agenda accidentally as the Cabinet secretary had 
included it as a "bring for'ward" item. Powell was publicly 
reprimanded by the Pramier, and it was at this point that 
Cabinet "noted" the contents of tha Male Raport. But by thii 
time the tactics being employed on the one side to delay 
action, and on the other -side to force it, led to -suspicion 
that nothing was as accidental as claimed. What t.he 
incident ensured was that the issue was, at least for the 
time being, closed by the "compromise" finally agreed by 
42 
Cabinet. 
The fortunes of tha the racommendations on human 
relationships courses, and particularly sex education, make 
an intarasting contrast to t.he class -size dispute. Both 
disputes involved a high level of interest group prassura. 
Thera was, however, a difference between tha two issuas, 
class siza reduction depended on campaigning for increased 
allocation of resources but did not involve difficult value 
questions, whila sax aducation was an issue which 
42. Even within the National Party there continued to ba 
rumbles of dismay at this outcome. At the i^ 'arty Conference 
in Jul-y 1983 tha north—west zone of the party's women's 
section brought forward a resolution that sex education ba 
introduced within school hours. "The resolution was doomed 
from the moment Mrs Joyner read to her horrified audianca 
what she claimed was a questionnaire included in sex 
education courses in Victoria."(CgurierzMaii, 14.7.83.) The 
resolution was not carried in the women's section so never 
reached the agenda of the main conference. This was not th« 
only item on the conference agenda where Mrs Joyner and her 
associates won the day. 
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highlighted moral and val'ae differences which existed in the 
community. The National Party Conference of 1983 was not 
onl-y an interesting demonstration of Mrs Joyner's continuing 
influence, but it was clear that although the conference 
itself was di-vided there were a number of peopla who wara 
clearly supportive of Joyner, not least the Pramier whose 
intervention at one point lad to the defeat of an equal 
43 
opportunity resolution. The Rev Male was endorsed as a 
National Party candidate for the forthcoming election. He 
ceased to be an outspoken critic and joined the govarnment 
stable. 
43. It was noticeable to this conference observer that -while 
support for the ultra conservatives was not particularly 
strong during debate, a number of people took Mrs Joyner 
aside and indicated support for her crusade. 
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THE FIFTH INTERIM REPORT 
I.=9i.^ted_ChiidrBn_and_i5giated_Schggi5 
Interviews with committee members indicated that as time 
passed the work on t.he reports became lass wall researched, 
less carefully argued (and, as one member made it quita 
1 
clear, more easily forgotten) In addition, the eahesion 
a-l 
of the committee "broke down somewhat" The Labor Party 
member of the committee commented that it became "less easy 
to get things in from the Labor point cf view". The 
structure and content of the first four reports had been 
clear, and a considerable volume of research findings 'was 
available (even if of variable quality), as well as a wealth 
of evidence having been heard, to support and direct tha 
cammittee. 
The problem of educating children in isolated areas is not 
a problem unique to Queensland, but it is particularly acuta 
in that State. It has presented major difficulties to thosa 
developing the education -system in Queensland. Some of the 
1. Interviews 20 and 26-
2- Interview no 20-
3. Interview, 3.6-81. 
4 . A l t h o u g h t h e t e r m " i s o l a t e d c h i l d r e n " i n c l u d e s c h i l d r e n 
c o n f i n e d t o h o s p i t a l o r home f o r m e d i c a l r a a s o n s , t h a 
d i s c u s s i o n h e r e w i l l c o n c e n t r a t e on g e o g r a p h i c a l i s o l a t i o n , 
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evidenca to the 1875 Royal Commission gives a feel for the 
ethos of rural education, and the obstacles to its 
development. The Rev James Hassal1, from the Pine Rivers 
area, told the commissioners: 
In visiting among the selectors and residents of 
the district, I have always spoken to them about 
the necessity of having schools and what they were 
likely to do in reference to them, and I have 
encouraged t.hem to form schools- Finding that, in 
many places where they had attempted to establish 
schools, they did not appear to pull together and 
had no one to take a lead, and had generally-
quarrelled amongst themselves as to where the site 
of the school should be and various other things — 
in fact, everything seemed in abeyance — I 
assisted them as far as I could in getting 
meetings and in applying to the Board for 
provisional schools. j 
Q. You say that the attendance is bad in the busy 
season - what do you mean by that? 
A. When the parants are sowing corn, or gathering 
their crops. . 
Q. But, in spite of that, do you find that the 
children attend sufficiently regularly to receive 
instruction? 
A. Yes; they will attend more reqularl-/ after a 
time; in some cases they do not attend after a 
school is formed; they withdraw, from small 
difficulties coming i.n the way — perhaps the 
distance from their homes to t.he school is too 
great, or there are cattle in the paddock which 
they ara afraid to pass; at one place there ara 
children who will not attend, owing to the cattle 
in the paddocks around it- . 
Q- What would be considered the maximum distance 
that children come to one of these schools? 
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A- I think from two and a half to three miles; in 
a few cases they come four miles, but that does 
not last long, and it is very objactionabia, as I 
have known many children who have been ill from 
travellinq so far-E53 
This describes one of the most obvious forms of isolation -
distance. By 1899 recognition was added to the Act of the 
problems of children beyond the reach of astabl!-shad 
schools, and this led to the system of itinerant teaching tt 
take education to tha children of pioneering parents in 
6 
"those portions of the Stata off the beaten tracks". 
Holthouse has described some of the difficulties facad by 
the teachers pasted to bush areas: 
There was a widely held belief in the bush, 
especially in farming communities where men, women 
and children laboured from before daylight to 
after dark, that teaching school all day and 
preparing and correcting lessons at night was not 
real work and the least a teacher could do was to 
fix up a house for himself and grub the tree 
stumps out of the school ground.E73 
However, when a teacher at Condamine fenced in the grounds 
of the new school in 1869, building a pen and raising 
vegetables and pigs, the local community was outraged 
(because it was innovative, it seems) and they pulled down 
the fence and destroyed his crops. Teachers found it hard 
5. Report of Evidence, iS75_RDYai_Cgmmissign, 
paras.2209-2213. 
6. Bernays, C.A-, gB_cit, p.430. 
"7. H o l t h o u s e , H. , L g g k i n g _ B a c k j _ _ T h e _ F i r s t _ i O g _ Y e a r s _ g f 
§ y § e n s i a n d l s _ S c h g g i 5 , D e p a r t m e n t o f E d u c a t i o n , Q u e e n s l a n d , 
1975, p . 2 2 -
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to adjust to the dictates of rural timetables, and one was 
reported as determined to keep his school open although 
parents kept children away from school for three or four 
weeks during the cotton picking season- Childran at Kalbar, 
in the Fassifern Valley, were reported in tha 1870s to ride 
fi-ve miles to school after the morning milking, and to bring 
the cows in again on their way home- Holthouse writes that 
"bush children of the 19th century had little contact with 
the outside world and many were to spend most of their lives 
8 
within -a few miles of whara they wera born" It was t.he 
-value cf children as agricultural labourers which 
contributed to the delays in making education compulsory in 
Queensland- The headmaster of Warwick school explained the 
problem to the 1875 commissioners when asked why he thought 
it inad-visable to have one compulsory law for the whole 
colony: 
For this reason, that whilst, in Brisbane, parents 
do not require their children to help t.hem at 
home, in the farming districts — notably so in the 
cotton districts — parents require the ser-vicas of 
their children at certain season of the year 
Again, in some places, a continuance of wet 
weather means three months before a school can 
recover its feet, a-s childran cannot attend. 
These cases ara scattered all over the colony, and 
therefore, there requires to be some exception.E93 
Teaching conditions were often appalling. As late as 1914 
"tent -schools" were introduced. They were light. 
8. Holthouse, H. , gE_cit, p-.39-
'^' i l 1 i D y t e s _ g f _ E y i d e n c B , 1875 Roya l C o m m i s s i o n , g E _ c i t , 
p a r . 9 3 4 . 
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inexpensively constructed buildings about twenty feet by 
fourteen feet and had no verandahs on the west to shield 
them from the sun. In the summer the temperature inside 
ranged from 100 to 120 Fahrenheit. 
The agricultural communities were at least camparat!valy 
likely to remain where they were. The gold rushes, on t.he 
other hand, made aducatian planniiig particularly difficult. 
The years 1867 to 1886 saw tha major gold finds (starting at 
Bympie) But it was not long before the gold began to r-an 
out: 
Early in the ISSOs the gold began to cut out-
Miners were rushing away at each rumour of a new 
gold find somewhere else, and rushing back again 
when somebody who had remained behind struck a 
rich patch of quartz. School attendance at each 
town fluctuated from eight or nine to nearly 
f if ty- Bot.h schools were closed on a number of 
occasions because of insufficient pupils. 
Whenever this was done there was an outcry from 
the remaining parents. The Department was in a 
quandary whether to keep the schools open or 
not.E103 
Though some af the boom towns became the foundation for 
prosperous and continuing communities (such as Charters 
Towers and Gympie), others died and populations moved 
elsewhere. 
The needs of geographically isolated children are obviously 
costly and difficult to meet, and it was the costs implied 
in the recommendation in the Ahern Committee's Fifth Interim 
10. Holthouse, H., gE_git, p.51-
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Report which incurred potentially greater allocation of 
financial resources than t.hose of tha other reports, with 
the exception of the class size i-ecommendation- But whila 
it might have been a raport which would be hard to implement 
for this reason, the importance of the rural vote, quite 
apart from tha obvious needs of rural children, i-neant that 
considerable time was given to this report and its 
recommendations when the reports were debated together in 
II 
the Legislative Assembly. This support for the report was 
not necessarily matched by quick implementation, and it -was 
interesting that during tha interviews with the bureaucracy 
which focussed on implementation of the recommendations, it 
was extremely difficult to elicit any evidence of 
implementation of the Fifth Report although general 
statements were made to imply that something was being 
done-
There was, however, an interest group which was influential 
in this area, the Isolated Children's F'arents' Association 
(ICPA). This group had been established in the mid—1970s as 
an offshoot of the Country Women's Association, had very 
close links with the National Party, with overlapping 
membership with the National Party Education Committee. The 
recommendations in the Fifth Intarim Report followed the 
11. The Minister, Bird, claimed that distance education was 
an area of particularly close concern to him, and expressed 
satisfaction that the itinerant teachers scheme was 
reintroduced during his term, as well as the introduction of 
mobile manual arts classrooms. 
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preferences of the ICPA and wera axtremely similar to the 
Association's Annual Meeting resolutions from the years 
1976-1978- The Ahern Committee gathered information from 
parents associations in the rural areas during its travels 
around t.he State, and the ICPA also had close informal links 
with Ahern, as well as channelling its preferences through 
12 
the National Party Education Committee. 
The statements by tihe chairman of the Ahern Committae, and 
the secretariat, that costing wa-s not a part of the 
committee'-s briaf (which, it has already been asserted he.'^ a, 
weakened the iinfluence which the committae could exert) did 
allow the committee to include a good many well-intentioned, 
electorally^attractive recommendations, which they did not 
have to rank in a priority listing. 
Prigrit:^_Cguntrv_Areas_Prgiect_iPCAPi 
The shortage of resources was recognised by the committee 
early in the report when they made a plea that Commonwealth 
funding for a programme called Priority Country .Areas 
Program should not ba withdrawn from Queensland: 
Such programmes may have bee.n less successful in 
other parts of Australia where conditions may be 
somewhat different. However, it is clearly-
undesirable that programmes which are seen as 
particularly valuable in Queensland should be 
allowed to terminate through lack of funds.E133 
12- Interview, Chairman, National Party Education Committee, 
26-8-83-
13. Fifth interim_Reggrt, 2.5. 
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The Commonwealth—financed programme was an attempt to 
provide country students with some of the educational 
opportunities and facilities otherwise a-vailable only in 
more populated areas- It gave consideration to staffing and 
specialised services, and curriculum development- Includad 
in the programme were: itinerant teacher services; a mobile 
field study unit; a video scheme for country areas, an 
instrumental music taaching service; a remedial taaching 
service; a mobile classroom; the provision for transport; 
audiovisual maintenance; library upgrading; and cult-aral and 
14 
racreational activities. Apparently it had not been 
successful in other states, but was clearly of great 
importance to Queensland- The loss of Commonwealth funding 
would be a severe blow to the -ser-vice-
This recommendation was implemented to the extent that 
Commonwealth funding was continued and expanded, but not 
15 
extended, it was suggested, in real terms- It ia also 
doubt-ful that the Ahern recommendation was particularly 
16" 
influential in the Commonwealth decision- The expansion 
of the programme led to new problems, because when it 
extended bayond the concentrated area in which it was 
14. Department of Education Information Statement No 46, 
1980. 
15. The President of the ICPA quoted an increase in 
expenditure from $lm to $1.5. Interview, 26.3.83. 
16. Interview no 40-
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trialled, it was thought by the ICPA not to operate as 
effectively, because it was "shunted from area to area — 
17 
sparse populations make things very difficult" 
The report recomms^nded that small schools should -have 
linking arrangements with larger schools in some central 
location, to provide experience for children of what the 
larger schools offered through visits- This particular 
recommendation was not well received in the Departmant, 
where it was felt that the logistical problems involved 
13 
would outweigh any perceived benefits-
The report pointed out that the best -solution for -secondary 
education of isolated students was boarding school, in which 
there were enough places to meet current needs, but whose 
fees "place their facilities out of reach of many isolated 
19 
parents"c This recommendation reflected the dismay of 
both the ICPA and the private schools' Headmasters 
Conference at the affects of the drought of the late 1970s 
on the abilit-y of rural parents to support the boarding 
schools-
The underlying financial limitations on provision of 
adequate education for isolated children continued through 
the recommendations: 
17. Inter-view no 36-
18. Interview no 40-
^^- Eiith_interim_ReEgrt, 2.3. 
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That the strongest possible representation be made 
to the Commonwealth Govarnment, firstly for the 
more regular- indexation, both of allowances and of 
the means test, and -secondly that the means test 
be based on taxable income rat.her than gross 
income.E203 
That there is a need to liberalise the travel 
allowances which are paid to allow children to 
return home at weekends and school vacation and in 
particular that a mora liberal attitude be taken 
to the subsidization of air travel for these 
purposes-E213 
•Section 2, "Staffing Isolated Schools", was -concerned -with 
the problem of making isolated areas attractive to taachars, 
addressing itself to something which had been another 
long—standing issue in Queensland education. It was an 
issue which spilled over into the question of the equality 
of opportunity for women in the teaching service, since it 
was mora difficult to require married women teachers to move 
from urban posts where their husbands were employed. Tha 
promotion ladder favoured people who had rural teaching 
experience (as one of the understood incantivas was to taka 
a turn at teaching in countr-y schools), and this tanded to 
work against tha interests of women, who wera lass abla to 
oo 
move. But this issue .meshes in with the McMorrow thesis 
20. Eifth_intarim_Reggrt, 6.6-
1- Eifih_intarim_ReBgrt, 6.8-o •* 
22- The career patterns of women in the aducation service 
(and especially their exclusion from the administrative 
ranks) has beein the subject of a study by Williams, H. , 
"Teaching, A Woman's Profession?" in Scott, A. (ed), Wgmen 
in_the_Wgrkfgrca. Business St'udias Discussion Paper No 6, 
Business Research Centre, North Brisbane College -of Advanced 
Educ at i on, 1980. 
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on the contrast between the typical rural female teacher, 
and QTU member, and the young male secondary teacher in 
urban areas, and the contrasting attitudes held by the two 
extremes. The majority of women working in the rural areas 
would not be likely ta be mobile, but would be married to 
local men and 'would have absorbed or been brought up with 
those rural attitudes. This issue also crosses over anothar 
concern of the Ahern Committee, which was that 'urban trained 
teachers who moved to rural schools wera often at odds with 
rural attitudes and this conditioned the degree of their 
acceptance by t.he local community. This question was taken 
up in the committee's Final Report. 
This question of conflicting attitudes, coupled with 
•shortage of teachars in remote areas, gave to the Ahern 
recommendations a certain conflict in themselves, 'when, in 
t.he Final Report, they laid down a series of regulations and 
sanctions against teachers who did not conform. If it is 
hard to get teachers to stay in the remote areas, it is 
impractical to discourage them further by over—regulating 
their behaviour. 
The Fifth F:eport quoted a Tasmanian committee which had 
looked at the same subject. If Tasmania, so much smaller 
than Queensland, could have this written of it, how much 
more of a problem it must be in Queensland with its 
extraordinary distances: 
There i s a ver-y high teacher turnover In some of 
the less favoured schools more than half the staff 
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move off to other schools at the end of a year 
In most country schools few teachers stay for more 
than a few years. Most of them either do not find 
the life congenial or have to leave in ordar to 
obtain promotion. Shortness of stay makas it 
difficult for teachers either to become thoroughly 
familiar with their school and its community or to 
be sufficiently accepted by the community to be 
able to become deeply involved in it and to 
i.nvolva it in their work at school E233 
Saiarx_incentive_Schernes 
The period immediately before the establishment of the Ahern 
Committee had been one of close co-operation between the 
Department of Education and the Queensland Teachers' Union. 
They had formed a joint working party which made 
reccmmendation-s in favour of a salary incantive scheme to 
the Minister (then Val Bird), who had supported the scheme 
and taken the proposal to Cabinet, -where it was rejected. 
The .Aharn Committae examined and then rejected a salary 
incantive scheme, but favoured a bonus in the form of 
decreased qualifying periods for long service leave. 
B§Sirugturing_Administratign_under_Cgntrgiiar_gf_Distan 
Educatign 
Section 4 concerned the bureaucratic structure ad-ministarin-g 
distance education. Amongst recommendations in this section 
was the appointment of a Controller of Distance Education 
responsible for all pre-school, primary and secondary 
distance education activities (includino the three levels of 
23. Eifth_interilD_5eggrt, 3.1. 
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Corresponde;nce School, and Schools of the Aii^, the Isolated 
Children's Special Education Unit and Itinerant Teachers) 
He would also be responsible for liaison with distance 
educators in other parts of Australian and overseas. His 
appointment would also necessitate tha establishment ef a 
Centre for Distance Education in Brisbane to house tihe 
administrative staff It was also r-acommended that ha 
should hava available to .him an aii-^craft ia particularly-
costly recommendation, to be criticised in the Lagislative 
Assembly dabata b-v tha Labor member of the committee, Mi-
24 
Eric Shaw). 
The recommendation to reorganise the Department to i.nclude a 
Controller of Distance E-ducation met with considerable 
resistance from the Department- However it was one of tha 
recommendations which reflected the preferences of the ICPA-
Despita departmental reluctance a Co-ordinating Committee on 
X i i 
4-
24. This racommendat!on was not naw, however, tha 
Di rector-General^-s Annual Report of 1932 had requested the 
provision of an aircraft for distance aducatian. Quest!ens 
asked in interviews about the aircraft met with answers 
which were difficult to assess. It was alleged, for 
example, that there was an aircraft because there was a 
music teacher who was also a pilot who flew round as an 
itinerant teacher. The School of the Air, Mount Isa, got a 
plane organised and funded by P Zi Cs, and sent staff out tc 
schools because one of the female teachers was a pi lot-
the end tha Department "put its foot down bacausa it though 
it was unsafe for the girl to taach and fly long hours" 
These aircraft were for teachers rather than administrators, 
however, and therefore cannot constitute implementation of 
the Ahern recommendation- Perhaps the most interesting 
point made in these stories is that rural P 8c Cs were 
funding an aircraft, lending support to tha view that there 
was an interdependence between the Department and the P St 
Cs. 
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Distance Education was established in mid—1981. Under the 
chairmanship of the Deputy Director-{3eneral, W L Hamilton, 
the committee included representatives from distance 
education (primary, secondary and te-chnical) the ICPA, PCAF", 
schools of the air and the planning section. For a while 
this gave the impression that the Department was taking 
action, but the ICPA was not impressed by the -slow 
progress. By the end of 1982 the committee had virtually 
stopped functioning, and at the beginning of 1983 the most 
significant act which came out of it was the development of 
a co-ordinated calendar of the activities of people involved 
25 
in distance education. While tha ICPA was likel-y to 
continue lobbying within the National Party, the cost of 
implementing, as well as the difficulties in commun!cat!on 
which might result, were suggested by officers of the 
26 
Department as major impediments to implementation. There 
was also reluctance to sea new empires built within tha 
Department-
By the end of 1983 there was no sign that these particulate 
administrative changes would be undertaken- However, the 
Department was subjected to a major reorganisation in 1983, 
and within this an appoiiitment was made for someone to ba 
specifical 1-/ in charge of distance aducation. This 
reorganisation did not match the suggestions of the Ahern 
25. Interview no 40. 
26. Interview no 11 
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Committee, and the general response in interviews was that 
there wera better ways of achieving the ends the committaa 
sought. 
This section also criticised the pra-service training 
courses, especially in the training of Correspondance and 
School-of-the-Air teachers, as well as recommending that tha 
Board Of Teacher Education encourage a greater emphasis in 
education courses on the problems of isolation and of 
teaching in isolated schools, in order to prepare them 
better f-ar their future service. 
This recommendation met with a positive rasponsa from the 
Depart.ment when it announced, in July 1982, the existence of 
a Graduate Diploma in Distance Education, offered externally 
by the South Australian Correspondence School, of the South 
Australian College of Open Education. There was also a 
mora positive attempt made by several of the teacher 
training establishments to incorporate practice teaching in 
28 
remote areas into their programmes. But one of the 
problems raised by the recommendation was who would teach 
the pra—sarvica students, when there was such a shortage of 
distance education facilities and staff. 
27. Educatign_gffice_GazattB, No 7, 30 July 1980. 
28. Rockhampton CAE, James Cook University and the Darling 
Downs Instituta of Advanced Education. 
29. Interview no 40. 
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The question of training teacher:^ for the corraspondenca 
school and the -school of the air veiled a long standi ing 
difficulty these schools had faced as tihey wsra used as a 
means of taking ineffecti-ve teachers out of classrooms. 
There was a commonly hald view that anyone working in the 
corraspondenca -school was a failed classroom teachar. A 
different recr-aiting policy wa-s adopted in 1983, making the 
top positions in the Correspondencs -school -openly advarti-sad 
rather than simpl-y a b-attom rung on the pramotion ladder. 
This had lad to an influx of new staff with innovati-va 
30 '' 
ideas. 
Cgmmunicatign5_Techngicgv 
Section 5, was entitled "Communications Technology- far 
Distance E-ducation" The Ahern Ccmmittae reports, togathar, 
wera dasci'-ibed by the sacratar! at as "a blueprint far t.ha 
futura", and the Fifth Intarim Report, and aspacially this 
section of it, -seemed, at the time of tabling the report, 
dacidedl-y futuristic- On the other -hand, as time ha-s 
passed, tihesa last racammandations have seemed less -unreal 
The rac-ammendati ons that the Education Depart.ment maka use 
of an Australian Direct Broadcast Satellite (tha satallita 
due to be launched in 1985) and the expansion of vidao 
cassette libraries for usa in the hom-a already -seemed mora 
realistic by 1982. However, officers of tha Education 
30. Interview no 37. 
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Department interviawad in 1983 assarted that tha co-st of 
using the satallita -v^ as prohibiti-va, so -while tha technology-
would exist, it would not be possible to take advantage of 
31 
it. It was also suggested t.hat alternative tachnolo-gias 
had not baan adequately considered, by the committaa, and 
that the potential for computar aducatian, -a-sing T-alacorn 
lines, should be considered. The rus--al -sector had a 
resistance to depending on Telecom, as rural users 
considered that Telecom services thay received were 
inadequate. 
The President of the ICPA, interviewed lata in 1983, said 
that the Depart.ment and ICPA were working together to tibial 
tha satellite in 1986, via the School of the Air, Mount Isa, 
with the aim of getting direct parental feed-back before 
developing the use of the satellita any furtiher Tha ICPA 
had established a commi ttea to supervise thi-s, with a brief 
to report to the National Part-y. 
The Department of Education takes urgent and 
positive action to improve transmission to t-hose 
areas of Queensland which at present suffer 
frequent radio blackouts at certain times of the 
year due to adverse weather conditions.E323 
This recommendation provides a comforting bridge between tha 
technological future and the problems of climate and cattla 
which concerned tha 1875 Royal Commission. .However, tha 
31. Interview no 33. 
-^2. Eiith_ir»terim_ReEgrt, 6.42 
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major difficulties of this report came from the electoral 
appeal of being saen to care (emphasised by the tima given 
to distance education in the parliamentary debates on tha 
reports), set against the heavy costs involved in 
implemention. The latter led to same wild estimatas on tha 
cost of implementation, as well as laying the committae open 
to criticism for not -costing its recommendations. 
On the other hand, thera was tha ICPA, which had had inp-at 
into tha racommendations and continued to press to see 
imp lament at!-an. Tha comment of tha President of the ICPA on 
implementation was that "a lot of the recommendations of the 
Ahern Committae had been implemented in part but not in 
34 
total" Thera was reticence about the axtant of 
implementation of -specific i""ecommendation-5, which gave the 
strong impression that the ICPA was successful in its 
lobb-ying. As it was alleged in -another interview that for 
avary $12 spent on educating an urban school student it cost 
Oi-J 
over $200 to educate an isolated child, an effective 
intai^est group was essential to the rural groups, but thara 
was clearly a reason for the ICPA not to want to he seen to 
be successful. While the National Party remains in 
government, it is clear that the ICPA race!ves a sympathetic 
and positive i^esponsa. 
33. See chaptar 9-
34. Interview, 26.8.8: 
35. Interviaw no 37 
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The rola of the Aharn Committee recommendations in the Fifth 
Interim Report can perhaps be seen to be closest to that of 
ROSBA, that of legitimation. But rather than being 
legitimation of Departmsntal policies, this was legitimation 
of ICPA and National Party preferences. Once tha ICPA had 
succeeded in getting their Rasolutions enshrined in 
raccmmendation of tha Ahern Committee, thay used the 
authority of the cammi ttee in pressi.ng for implementation. 
Here the Fifth F^eport has much in common with the class -size 
recommendation. The recommendations added ammunition to tha 
fight ovar rasouj-'ce allocation. 
For the committee, this report was politically important. 
It was important, for the National Party membsrs especially, 
to court rural support, and the report certainly pleased 
those it was aimed towards. 
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THE SIXTH iNTERiM_REPORI 
E9StzSecgndarY_Educatign 
The recommandations of the Sixth Interim Report will ba 
described sequentially, followed by a description of the 
report's progress dealing with the recemmendations as an 
entity. 
This i-^ eport was unaxpactad, and in particular cama as an 
unwelcome surprise to most of the institutions -which wei=-a 
tha target of its recommendations- It was suggested that 
"It is very obvious that once you start looking at tertiary-
education in the TAFEs (Technical and Further Education 
colleges) t.hat you are talking about the system as a 
1 
whole-" But it was also obvious that the scepticism about 
the universities was strong: "Univers!tias are agants for 
o 
social change for everyone except themselves" 
It appears that it was not only the consideration of TAFE 
which led the committee into the contentious waters of 
post-secondary education. The concern with teacher 
education, also invol--/ed looking at the rola of uni vers! tie-E 
which contained aducation faculties. In addition, the 
committee had been unimpressed by the role played by tha 
!• Interview no 8. 
2. Interviaw no 8. 
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Board of Advancad Education, especially in rai at! on ta tihe 
--? 
non-metropolitan collages and institutes. 
None of the Advisory F'anel was pressnt at the meeting which 
approved the final version of this report- By this stage 
tha momentum of tha committee -was on the decline, and it was 
also moving away from its central purpose. However, this 
particular report is very interesting, because in the short 
tarm it had no effect in stimulating governmant act!on-
Responses to it by those most affected by its-
recommendations wera highl-v negative, and it was considered 
by a-veryone inter-viewed to be a dead issue almost 
immediately. In the longer term, the impact was 
considerably tempered by a changing -axternal environment, 
which led to the report remaining more alive than was 
immedi-atal-y expected. Action taken by the Federal 
government (fallowing the Eraser govarnment's "razor gang" 
recommendations) in 1981, brought co-ordination of the total 
post-secondary education -system a great deal closer, a.nd 
Stata government control of tha universities a more 
realistic thraat. 
To understand why it would be viewed as a serious thraat, it 
is useful to bear in mind the suspicion with -which many-
academics viewed the State government under Pramier 
Bjel ke-Petersen. During the late 1970s students of the 
3. Interviaw no 8, 
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Brisbane and Townsville universities had been in direct 
conflict with the government over civil liberties in the 
State, and in particular over the right to conduct protest 
iuarches. There was a -steady flow of criticism from academic 
sources of the arosion of democratic procassas under the 
premier-ship of Bjel ke—Pet ersen, and there was a pi^evailing 
atiTiCsphere of mutual mistrust. Historically, as noted 
earlier, there was also an anti-intel1 actual ism within tha 
comiTiunity at large. 
The Ahern Committee looked at the post-secendary system and 
sought to bring order to something which appeared lacking in 
coherence, to distribute educational opportunity more fairly 
across the State, and to encourage greater accuracy in 
manpower planning as part of the accountability which they 
fait was lacking in the education system. 
The 1970s had seen the development of the three—ti ar -systam 
raccmmended by the 1964 Martin Report. The three tiers 
(universities, C.AE-s, and the TAFEs) each had -saparata 
funding and control mechanisms, and each was -supposad to 
fulfil a distinct mis-sion. The TAFE sector was diractl-/ 
accountable to the Department of Education, tha CAES to the 
Board of Advancad Education, and the universities were not 
accountable to any monitoring body within the Stata, 
although they participated in a Joint Advisory Committee, 
(advisory to the Minister for Education), li.nking them with 
the other two sectors- The very rapid development of the 
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CAE sector (including autonomy for farmer teachers callages 
and components of the Queensland Institute of Techinology) , 
led to competition over what sort of courses -wera most 
appropriate in which institutions. Defining the 
vocational ism which was supposed to be the focus of the CAE 
courses, t-arned out to be far from simple- The CAEs, for 
example, put forward claims to teach higher degrees, an area 
which might have been thought to be outside their mission. 
However, underlying the recommendations of the Sixth Intarim 
Report, is a dilemma which underlies any committee's 
recommandations, that of the aim bai.ng reasonable and 
-sensible, but the method not necessarily conducive to tha 
achievement of that aim. Part of Section 3 of the raport 
reads: 
Unfortunately, the term "co-ordination" is open to 
a wide variety of interpratations. We are in no 
doubt that there are those who will regard any 
attampt to co-ordinate the activities cf tertiary-
institutions as an attack on their autonomy- Wa 
wish to make it clear that we do not intend this 
rasult-E43 
Viewing tha work of the committaa quite separately from the 
context within which it operated, this idealistic statement 
and tha recommendations genarally could ba -defended as being 
quite logical If the committes's psrcaption of tha raports 
as baing a blue—print for education in ten -years' tima were 
accapted, again these recommendations could possibly have 
*^ li^th_interim_Re2grt, 3.3. 
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been -viewed with less alarm. However, sufficient mistrust 
existed bet'ween State government and the universities to 
make the espoused wish lack ccnviction-
The committaa was muc.h influenced by tha Williams Report on 
Education, Training and Employment, which was published in 
February 197'9. The Williams Committee -was commissioned by 
the Fedaral Government in 1976 to investigate changes in 
post-secondary aducatian in Australia. Given tha timing of 
its report it was hardly surprising that the Ahern Committee 
should give it careful consideration* 
Section 1 of the Sixth Interim Report followed the nor.mal 
pattern of the interim reports, with tha exception that it 
included a statement that: 
The Select Committee has received many 
represantations from industry, educators in the 
post—secondary field, parants and the community at 
large, urging tha need for co—ordination and 
rationalization of tha courses offered by 
post-secondary educational institutions in 
Q-aeansland. This is a matter which has important 
implications for the futura economic davalocmant 
of our Stata and for the employment prospects of 
our young people. Tha Committee ha-s therefore 
resol-ved to present a separate report on this 
matter.E63 
An examination of the submissions to the committee does not 
suppart this claim, but it may be that here the committee 
was relying on informal sources. 
5. Interviaw no 8. 
6. Sixth_intBrim_Raggrt, 1 7. 
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Section 2 laid out a description of tha provision of 
post-secondary aducation as it stood, drawing attention to 
the concentration of institutions in Brisbane and 
Townsville. Section 3 moved on to the question of 
co-ordination. It notsd that the Joint Advisory Committae 
existed, but rajectad the view that this provided an 
adequate means of ensuring co-ordination: "Unfortunately, 
other evidenca which the Select Committee has reeaivad doe? 
not give confidence that this is in fact being achieved" 
The report then asserted that: 
There is a need for formal channels of 
communication bet'ween the responsible Minister and 
persons in the community with expsrtise in all 
aspacts of trade, industry, commerce and the 
profassions.E73 
7 Six t h_in t BriiD_Raggr t, 3-7 
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Ministry_fgr_PgstzSecgndary_EducatiDn 
In order to achieve their aims, the c-ammittee ,>-"ecommended 
that a Ministry for Post—Secondary Education -should be 
created which would be -quite separate from the existing 
Education portfolio-
In addition, there should ba an Advisor-y Council on 
Post-Sacendary Education to assist tha Minister and the 
State government i.n the formation of State -views on t.ha 
promotion, devalopmant and co-ordination of post—sacondary 
education; to advise tihe Minister on lev-als of financial 
-support requested by the various institutions; and, most 
interesting in the light of latar events: 
For the purpose of achieving rationalization of 
resources and the avoidance of unnecsssary 
dupl icati=an, to advisa the Minister on — 
(!) tha need for review or discontinuance of the 
existing fields of study or courses offered by 
post—secondary institutions; 
(ii) proposals for tha introduction of new 
post-secondary education courses of st-udy; 
(!!!) tha need for new cost—secondary education 
institutions, and 
(i-v) the closura or amalgamation of existing 
post-secondary institutions.ES3 
In order to bring mora real cont.'-ol back to the Stata, it 
was also recommended that negotiations should ba started to 
channel Commonwealth funds for the universities and colleqes 
S. Sixth_interim_Reggrt, 3.12 
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of advanced aducation through the State government and not 
direct to tha institutions (or through the BAE) 
The universitias could be expected to feel apprehen-si ve 
about greater State government control over funding and 
courses, and t.ha CAEs to feel a chill wind blow at the 
mention of rationalisation of institutions and courses. The 
committee recommended that the BAE shcald ba abolished and 
the Department of Post—Secondary Education should take ovar 
its functions and absorb its -staff (a recommendation in line 
with the National Party dislike of statutory bodies) 
Post-Sacondary Advisory Council 
It was recommended that under the portfolio of the Minister 
for Post-Sacondar-y Education should fall the BTE, the 
Directorate of Technical Education, the Rural Training 
Schools, tha Industry and Commerce Train!ing Commission and 
the Manpower F'lanning Branch. Although the committee had 
taken great car-a to balance the raprasantati on on tha 
proposa-d naw BSSS, the balance of the proposed Advisoi^y 
Council on Post-Secondary Education did not appear to be as 
carefully thought out, and was hea-vily weighted -against tiha 
lini vers! ties- On tha existing Advisory Committee aach of 
the universities was represented. Out -af the membership cf 
the proposed new committee, there -was only one 
representati-va of the university sector, whereas there wara 
two from the CAE sector (albeit one from outs!da the 
Brisbane ragicn) If this was based on the number of 
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institutions at each level, thers could be -some logic, but 
the number of students per institution mada it potantially-
ridiculous sinca the University of Queensland, -with some 40% 
of the total CAE/univarsity student population in Queensland 
9 
•was not guarantefid direct representation. 
Pgst_Secondary Studies Review 
Sect!-on 4 of the report ex ami nad post—secDndai--y aducation 
courses, and discussed the dilemma which faced t.he 
post—secondary aducation system about the extant to which it 
should be sean as pural-y vocational or to which it could ba 
justified on tha ba-sis of aducatian for its own saka. It 
also discussed the problems of cross—crediting units or 
courses between institutions and the general competition for 
students between and within institutions which could lead to 
education decisions being taken for very non—educational 
rsason-s. However, havi ing begun with an evan—handed look at 
the conflict in aims for the post—secondary -systam, tha 
section in fact built up to a recommendation that a 
Ppst-Secondar-y Studies F:eviaw ba established: 
9. In 1982, the total CAE/University st-adent population was 
45,660, of which tha University of Queensland numbered 
13,121, Queensland Institute of Technology 7,730, Brisbane 
CAE 7,466, Darling Downs 4,500, James Cook Univers!ty 
(inciuding Townsvilla CAE) 3,050, Griffith University 2,408 
and Capri corn!a CAE 2,385. Figures taken from the Directgry 
of _Higher_Educatign_Cgurses_in_Austraiia, 1983. 
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To axamine existing and proposed coursas and 
-fields of study offered b-/ all post-secondary 
institutions in Queensland on the basis of student 
need and known and projected market demand.E103 
The five mambars of this committaa would be the chairjnan (a 
member of the Ad-visory Council on Post—Secondary Education), 
a representative of the Manpower Planning Branch of tha 
Industry and Commerce Training Commi-ssion, a i-aprasen tat i-va 
of the Co—ordinator General - s. Department ax peri-en eed in the 
field of demography, a repressntative of the Queensland 
Treas-ary Dapartmsnt and a raprasantati-va of t.ha Commercial 
and Industrial Development Dapartment. Thus tihera was ino 
academic representation guaranteed ovi this committee. The 
overwhelming impression given by membership of the Council 
and the Committae is that utilitarian considerations won the 
day. For those who were suspicious of the government, ther? 
was reason to faar that the rola of education in developing 
critical thinking might be undermined, and that tha 
government would be give.n tha power to axart -sanctian-s 
against those who did not -support its -style and methods. 
10. Sixth Interim Report, 6.21. 
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Regignai_Cgmmunit-v_Cgiiege5 
Finally, Section 5 addressed the problems raised by the 
three—tier system when applied to more remote areas of the 
Stata, where it would be more economical to have 
administi^ati-ve sti^ucturas supporting institutions which 
catered for all three levels of education. Thus tha 
committee recommended that regional community 'collages 
should be established to p-rovi-de sub—graduate, undergraduate 
and post-graduate diploma courses but not duplicate 
expensive research facilities available elsewhere in tha 
Stata. However, acknowledging that "a total ban on rasaa.'^ ch 
in such iinstitutions would make it extremely difficult for 
the colleges to attract appropriately qualified staff", thay 
could -pursue: 
practical rasaarch relevant to the needs of tha 
community and tha region which they serve, 
par-ti cal ar 1-y when this can be done on a "project" 
basis for local industry.E113 
It was suggested that the-y might attract funds frcm local 
business interests to support this research- Tha ragion-s 
suited to this new structure were not -specified, but the 
report said that: 
A .necessary condition for the creation of a 
Region-al Community Collage is tha existence of a 
Post—Secondary institution in the region which has 
demonstrated a level of managerial expertise which 
would allow it to assume this demandinq rQle.E123 
^ 1" § i i i t h _ i n t e r i i n _ R e g g r t , 5 - 3 -
12. S i x t h _ i n t a r i m _ R e g g r t , 5- 2 -
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During interview it emerged that the Darling Downs Instituta 
of Advanced Education (DDIAE), and especially its Director, 
had influenced the committea's approach to tha question cf 
regional community callages- There had been a history of 
tension bet'waen the DDIAE and the Board of Ad-vancad 
Education (BAE), aspaciall-/ over tha issue of local f-anding 
for courses- DDIAE was sean by the Ahern Committae as 
having established a good relationship with its surrounding 
community (the fact that weddings we.^a held in its hall was 
13 
mentioned in one i.nterview)- The problam for tha BAE lay-
in tha fact that the locally funded courses (such as a 
course in macrame) could lead to an arosion of the academic 
standards -which the BAE had a duty to prat act. At ona stage 
the BAE triad to intervene to close down some of the locally 
14 
funded courses. The macrame course was ment!onad by a 
-supporter of the DDIAE -approach, but it does -somewhat 
contradict the theory t.hat locally funded courses will be 
vocationally relevant. The conflict between the BAE and 
DDIAE added a dime.nsion to the -subsequent raaction to t.he 
report, with the view being expressed in some quarters that 
undue influenca had baen ax art ad b-y DDIAE (undar tha 
sncouragement, it was also assartsd, of some high ranking 
official-s in the National Party)- This -view was later tc be 
given more ammunition by reports of mal admin! strati-on at 
13. Interview no 8. 
14. Interviaw no 3. 
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DDIAE. 
Many peopla have writtan defending university autonomy. As 
the Williams Report was a -point of reference for the 
15 
committee, (which was "very influencad by Williams") it 
seems appropriate to cite what Williams himself has written 
elsewhere on the Australian Uni-versitias Commission: 
The Commission has maintained its concarn for 
university autonomy, and its opposition ta the use 
of conditional grants in a way that would erode 
the responsibility of univarsitias to manage their 
own affairs. Its commitment to university 
autonomy reflects more than a desire to protect 
the formal status of universities. Its commitment 
stems from a conviction that universities will in 
general bettar achieve their purposes — the 
preservation, transmission and extension of 
knowledge, the training of highly skilled manpower 
and the critical evaluation of the society in 
which we li-ve — "by self-government rather than by 
detailed intervention on the part of t.he public 
authorities". Because in a free -society, national 
objectives are ill—defined or subject to 
controversy and change, one of the roles of -a 
university in a free society, to be "the 
conscience and critic of that society", could net 
be fulfilled if it wera an arm of government 
policy.E163 
In Queensland, gi-ven t.he strong criticisms made by academics 
of the government, the university communities had r-aa-scnabla 
grounds for alarm at tha prospect of the State govern.ment 
having the power to direct what courses were taught and tc 
threaten and coerce those who were inclined to -voica 
15. Interview no 8. 
16. Williams, B-, "Universitias and the Australian 
Universities Commission", in Birch, I.K.F and Smart, D., gg 
£it, p.136. 
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criticism of the government- The Premier had shown littla 
reluctance about threatening taachers in t.he primary and 
secondary schools. However, arguing that this was t.he 
danger inherent in the recommendation was hardly likal-y to 
carry much weight with the government. One of the reasons 
given for the r-ecommendation was that the Ahern Committee, 
whose chairman -had travelled to South Australia, Victoria 
and New South Wales "to find out where tha aducation 
commissions wera going", discovered tihat "political" 
17 
decisions were being left to the commissions. While 
"political" was not defined, it was held that "political 
18 
decisions should be made by alactad politicians" This 
echoed the thrust of the submission from Tucker, cited 
earlier. 
Before looking at the responses to the racommendations, it 
is also useful to remember that the same report recommended 
the establishment of regional colleges, and that the 
abolition of the BAE was mooted. In the alignments which 
emerged on the issue the universities and the BAE had a 
common interest in seaing tha raport pigeon-holed, while the 
Ahern Committae was very influenced by DDIAE- The committee 
17 Interview no 8. 
IS. Interview no 8. 
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secretariat descr!bad the BAE as "centralists, who would 
want to take tha decision about who mows the lawn at the CAE 
19 
in Cairns given the chance" 
The universities and the BAE, reacting to the 
racommendations, suggested that the committee had reported 
without having allowed sufficient consultation en the mattar 
with t.hose concerned. The Uni vers! ty cf Q'aeensland Senate 
producad a papar which opened by questioning the inclusion 
of post—secondary education within the tarms of reference of 
tha committaa: 
While it is clear that tJie general terms of 
reference were sufficiently broad to cover all 
facets of formal education within the State, the 
specific terms wera directed to primary, secondary 
and tachnical and furthar aducation and made no 
ref-aranca to the college and Uiniversity sactors. 
Consequently considerabla surprise was generated 
in this University with tha publication of the 
Sixth Interim Report, which included 
recommendations for a new Ministry for 
post—secondary education, mechanisms for tha 
co-ordination of post—secondary education and 
review of post—secondary courses, and 
consideration of new models of organisation within 
tertiary education in the State-
Tha -surprise was occasioned not so much by tha 
lack of a specific charge to the Committae b-at by 
tha fact that, as far as we are aware the 
Committee sought neither written nor oral 
submissions from the univarsities through thair 
Senates or Councils, Boards -of Vice—Chancel lor s 
when tha issue of the organisation of tertiary 
education in Queansland was identified by tha 
Committee as a major issue during its enquiry-E203 
19. Interview, 2.4.80. Thera is no CAE in Cairns, only a 
TAFE. 
20. Univarsity of Quasnsland Senate Paper, "Post Secondary 
Education in Queensland", undated. 
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The near neighbour of the Darling Downs Instit-ate, Gatton 
Agricultural College, was not too happy about the 
implications of regionalism: 
In particular, regionalisation and increased 
autonomy would di-sad-vantage us in relation to 
other tertiary institutions, while the proposad 
abolition of the Board of Advanced Education would 
leave us in an unprotected, vulnerable 
position.E213 
The BAE critic!sad the rapcrt in its Annual Raport claiming 
that the pu-blic record and the writtan submissions to th-a 
committee did not provide any substantial evidence that the 
recommendations ware based on adequata consultation and 
anal'/sis of relevant information. The BAE asserted that ths 
Intarim Report thus rested on assumptions which wara 
uniikel-y to be tenable- Ahern countered this attack, 
•saying that the Board could hardly be expected to be 
obj act!-va toward the report"'s racommendat! on-s and tjnat tha 
Board was "dedicated to keeping firm central -control over 
t,he CAEs". However, "many off!car-s -serving in CAEs had bean 
highly critical of the centralist policia-s ef tha Board" = 
24 
During the debata on the reports on March 18th, Hewitt 
also attacked the BAE. The Board had citad the Williams 
21. Dr T M Morrison, Gatton College director, quotad ii 
QoyililE:~f^ si 1 ^  Brisbane, 3.5-80. 
T-l Board of Advancad Education, Annuai_Reggrt_i979z80. 
23. Ihe_Au5tr aiian, 2.4. .SO. 
24. See chapter 9-
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Report in its attack an the Sixth Report, and Hewitt pointed 
out thatWilliams had singled out New South Wales and 
Queensland as being in nead of post—secondary co-ordinating 
authorities to facilitate the rationalisation of 
25 
pest—sacondary offerings. 
Regardless of the fact that tha Sixth Report wa-s generating 
a certain amount of acrimony, it was most .noticeable that 
the response of peopla interviewed, when asked about the 
likelihood that the Sixth Report would be implemented, wa-s 
one of certainty that the report would ba pigeonholed. In 
June 1980 an officer of t.he department, for example, said 
that the report "hadn't a hopa — there was too much 
26 
opposition". One of the commi ttea members commented tihat 
t.he people affected b-y the racommendat ions had baen ver-y 
upset, and that considerable pressure had been exerted to 
• ,. - '-^  '- • ^ ' 2 7 
ensure that it would not be implemented. This agreement 
between interviewees wa-s matched by cynical assumptions that 
implament-ation of any Ahern recommendations was -anlikaly-
Addressing the Australian College of Education before the 
Sixth Report was tabled, .Ahern predicted that it would be 
2S 
"jarring". Two weeks after the raports were debated, the 
25. QPD, 18.3-80. 
26- Interview no 9. 
27. Interview no 19, 
23. Australian College of Education meeting, 26.7.79, 
unpublished. 
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secretariat said that the "battle lines are dra-wn on the 
29 
Sixth Report" In an interview on March 11 l'?81, it was 
alleged that the BAE, working closely with officers of the 
Department of Education (a closeness facilitated by a 
long-standing working association between the Director of 
the BAE and the Director-Genaral of Education), had 
persuaded the Mi.nister not to push the Sixth Report as it 
was "unnecBssary - tha system was working pretty well as it 
30 
was" It -was suggested in anothar interview that the 
Minister (Val Bird) had not been plea-sad by the i.nfluenca 
31 
exerted on Michael Ahern by the DDIAE. One other body 
affected b-y t.he report -was the Board of Teacher Ed-acation 
(BTE) which, with its dual function of registering teachers 
and accrediting teacher education courses, saw its function? 
"cut down the middle" by the seration of ministi^ies. The 
TO 
BTE was not anxiou-s to have to deal with two ministers. 
Why- the committee decided to make thess contantious 
recommendations, knowing they wera "jarring", is open to 
question. It appears that National Party influenca -was 
strong, fed b-y a consistant anti—intal lectual ism in many cf 
the submissions. On the other hand, it 'was collage staff, 
not the staff of the universities, which were tha focus of 
29. Interview, 2-4-80. 
30. Interviaw no 12-
31. Interviaw no 23. 
32. Interview no 30. 
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most criticism- There had been a long history of discontent 
with the hold of tha University of Queensland over t-ha 
secondary schaol curriculum, and Dr Goodman (of the Advisory-
Committee) was highly critical of the university in his 
history of secondary education i.n Queensland- -One might 
suggast three reasons for the report: (a) the des!i--a on t.ha 
committee's part to make education mora acccuntable to tha 
Stata government; (b) the influenca of the National Party 
and DDIAE persuading the committae t.hat it was desirable to 
abolish the BAE; and, (c) the lack of sympath-y bet-ween the 
academic community and the State government-
But thera is one ot.har possible impetus for the report. The 
education portfolio had become a very difficult one, and 
education had not reeaivad a parti cul ar 1-y -sympathetic 
hearing in Cabinet (it was held that the Minister often did 
not "carry the day" on issues he took forward) The 
Minister, Val Bird, requested that he be moved to another 
Ministry when the next post—election Cabinet reshuffle took 
place. Knowing that this portfolio -was such a bur dan, tha 
committee may have -seen a new ministry as a means of 
spreading the load. The secretariat suggestad that the new 
34 
minister would have to be somebody "top notch" This 
comment draws us back to one of the fundamental problems 
facing the devalopment of Queensland education. If it had 
33. Interview no 15-
34. Interview, 2.4.80. 
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been difficult to find one Minister for Education 
sufficiently in tune with the needs of education to 
encourage its davalopment. to find two such people at any 
one time was likal-y to ba even more difficult. It cauld be 
argued, however, that either Ahern or Hewitt might have been 
well qualified for the position after their exparianea on 
the committee. Bjelke—Patarsen was unlikely to be persuaded 
to add a new education portfolio having already relagated 
the existing portfolio to such a low position in the cabinet 
ranking. As he was iiot an admirer of Ahern he would be 
raluetant to reward his afforts by being saen to create a 
new portfolio for him, and he would not wish to see such a 
portfolio in Liberal Party hands by giving it to Hewitt. 
Both men gained Cabinet positions, but in non—cantrovers!al 
portfolios. 
Whila the BAE and the universities were strengthening 
support for thei.^ case, the Ahern Committee's connection 
with DDI.AE was baccming a potential embarrassment. Rumo'ars 
had been circulating about financial mi-smanagemant at DDIAE 
and allegations had been made in the Lagislative Assembl-y by-
Mr Hooper, Opposition -spokesman for the F'alica, that tha 
Instit-ata had bean indulging in "whita collar crime" In 
response, the member for Toowoomba South, tha const!tuency 
m which DDIAE was sit'uated, denied any impropriety. 
However, the matter did not rest there, and on 11 November 
35. QPD, 27.8-80. 
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1980, The_Au5traiian carried a report "Darling Downs 
Institute Facing Senate Inquiry": 
The inquiry has been sparked by criticisms of thi 
Darli.ng Downs Institute contained in a 
confidential Queensland Audi tor—General -s 
Depart.ment report Queensland's Opposition 
spokesman for Police, Mr Hooper, la-st August 
called for a public inquiry and investigation by 
the Queensland .^raud Squad into the financial 
-affairs of the Darling Downs Institute. He said 
the implications of matters raisad by a 
confidential -rep-ort by an inspector of the 
Queensland Auditor-Genaral's Department wera "so 
serious they could not be swept under the 
carpet",E363 
This article concluded witih a significant warning 
impending raport of the Federal government's "razor gang", 
which brought the Sixth Report recommandations back frcm tha 
pfascurity into which the universities and the BAE hoped it 
was fading. The_Au5traiian report commented on -some 
spectacular findings by tha Senate Inquiry on massive 
Commonwealth overpayment to chemists, and continued: 
F^esults of the present inquiry, which is now 
underway again, could be equally spectacular 
within tha higher education field. Manpower 
planning and rationalisation are issues that are 
likal-y to be canvassed by tha inquiry. E373 
The events which followed appeared at first only to ccncern 
the advanced education -sector, but gradual l-y t.he thraat to 
university- autonomy and to the existence of the BAE 
3^ • Ii2^_ Aust r aiian , 26. 11. SO -
•^ -^ lil^_Austraiian, 26.11.80. Despite much rumour and 
speculation the result of the inquiry was kept confidential, 
and the affairs of DDIAE were overshadowed by the 
rationalisation of the college sector. 
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re—emerged (though not overt 1-y stated) 
On March 27 19-31, racommandations by the Tertiary Education 
Commission were tabled in the Federal parliament. Tha TEC 
recommended both merging Townsvilla CAE with James Cock 
University, and restruct-aring tha Brisbane Kindergarten 
Teachers' Collage. The TEC singled out T.AFE for i.ncreased 
capital expenditure, contrasting with low capital 
expenditure in the uni ver-si ties and CAEs. 
In May, the Prime Minister, Mr Eraser, announced mora 
drastic change-s. He -said that following the recommendation 
of a pari lament ar-y committee chaired by Mr Lynch 
(offie!all*y, a Review of Commonwealth Functions, but known 
immediately and universally as the "-razor gang"). 
Commonwealth funding would not be continued after the and of 
1981 to 30 single—purpose CAE's in Australia- Consideration 
would be gi-ven to funding -where the nominated institutions 
had been amalgamated with or into larger institutions- The 
Federal go-vernment pressed for amalgamation between the 
T.pwnsvilla institutions (James Cook University and 
Townsvilla College of .Advanced Education). In an attempt to 
prevent this, the State government proposed including North 
Brisbane College of Advanced Education in the Brisbana 
amalgamation originally excluded because of its multipurpose 
character, as a trade-off "for the continued separate 
existence of the Townsvilla CAE": 
Mr Gunn said yesterday the Townsvilla collega's 
only amalgamation alternative to qualify for 
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continued Commonwealth funding was with the James 
Cook University- This was undesirable because t.he 
Stata Govarnment would lose control over tha 
college and hence taacher education in north 
Queensland, he said-E383 
The wider Brisbane amalgamation went ahead, and in January 
1932 the Brisbane College of Advanced Education, with a 
single governing structure, came into being, but the 
Townsville amalgamation proceeded anyway. The continued 
existence of the BAE a-s a co—ordinatiiig body could come into 
question, since the main area whera co-ordination was 
essential was the metropolitan area whila it ccntainad 
competing CAE's. The universities were taken closer to the 
Ahern notion of State control -with the mcve to amalgamate 
the Townsville institutions: 
Mr Gunn said some measure of Education Department 
monitoring of subjects offered at the merged 
Insti t-ata of Advanced Ed'acation was necessary to 
protect advanced educat!en courses- Senior 
academics at the university said this week that 
the State government was seeking to control tihe 
university. The academics criticised legislation 
being prepared to facilitate the merger as an 
unprecedented intrusion into university affairs 
which will usurp the uni varsi t-y's autonomy in many 
fields-E393 
Eventually the legislation was passed despite these protests 
and the issue disappeared from the political agenda and was 
not even revived after a change of power in Canberra after 
the March 19-33 el act! on-
38. CgurierzMaii, Br i sb ane, 27.3-81 
39. CgurierzMaii, Brisbane, 6-11.81 
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But apart from the -ananticipatad events which forced 
amalgamation-s and appeared to weaken the claim tha BAE mighi 
make to hava an essential role in co—or-dinating a number cf 
institutions, tha Sixth Intarim F'eport was apparent 1-y 
droppad almost as soon as it appeared. This happe.ned 
despite the enthusiasm of the pariiamantarians who made the 
recommendations and despita tha support of DDIAE. The BAE, 
the BTE and tha Uni--/ers! ties were -very effect!-ve in thair 
resistanca, but t.he resistance did not take place in the 
40 
public arena. 
40. It was suggested that the close association between ths 
Chairman of the BAE and the Director—General of Education 
was of great significance over certain issues, among which 
this was one. Interview no 12. 
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IHE_FiNAL_REPORT 
This last raport, without a unifying title, gathered 
together a variety of topics which had not fitted into any 
of the preceding reports, and was both long and 
i 
4. 
disjointed. It is, therefore, difficult to condense into a 
coherent form. It will be seen from the copy of th-a 
recommendations at tha and of t.his section, tihat by no mean-s 
all the recommendations are mentioned in this overview. 
However, some of the major themes will be considered. The 
fact that some committee members could barely remember the 
Final Report, and that some admitted that research care and 
logic were less evident in the report, leads one to conclude 
that the present writer is not entirely to blame for finding 
the centents hard to paraphrase-
Quite apart from the recommendations and additional 
arguments, t.he report contained some very usef'al 
information. Section 1 reiterated the history of the 
committee, and explained its method af oparaticn. Section 2 
gave a brief history of aducatian in Queensland, and the 
background to the inquiry, which provides a 'useful 
additional source for -students interested in Queensland 
education history. Appended to the end of the repcrt was 
Lin Powell's dissenting statament on human relationships 
1. The Final Report consisted of 91 recommendations, 
compared with the next highest number, 50, in the Second 
Interim Report. 
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education and a list of all the persons and organisations 
who had given evidence to the ccmmittae. Howe-ver, the 
committee did not follow the precedent set by the 1875 Royal 
Commissioners and prasent a detailed anal-ysis of the t.hrust 
of each person's -submission and evidence. It -would ha-ve 
been a massive task. 
ErezSchggi_Primsrv_inter£ace 
Section 3 concerned itself with aarly childhood and primary 
education. Although primary education had already been 
examined in earlier reports, the relation-ship bet-ween thase 
t-wo levels came under -scrutiny here. The main 
recommendation was that pre—schools should come under direct 
control of the principals cf their associated primary 
schools, a recommendation which must ha-ve coma as a blow to 
the livel-/ autonomy of the pra—school movamant. Most of the 
rec-ammendations in this araa cama undar tiha "should be 
continued and extended" category, i.e. thay did not require 
a change in -policy. Primary principals ware to be given 
discretionary powers to establish advisory committees 
"similar to those that we have proposed for Secondary 
Schools", thus leaving the level of parent involvement in 
school—based decision-making ta individual principals to 
determine. 
2. These recommendations were described as "back stopping -
merely endorsing what is happening anyway", interview no.8. 
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CG!nguter_Educatign 
Section 4 tui-ned again to -secondary education, and 
especially to the expansion of computer education at that 
level (eight ralated racommendations) Although there were 
positi-ve signs cf action on this one, the departmental 
officers were -sceptical of the importance of the Ahern 
Committee in this: "Regardless of Ahern this would have come 
in of its own accord" The introduction of computer 
education in primary schools -wa-s not as straightfoward, but 
after considerable pressure from the QCF'CA to have primary-
schools includad, a $1 million grant for purchasing 
computers was set aside in 1983. 
The Aims of Sacondary Education 
Section 4 also contained a discussion on the aims -of 
secondary education in the light of a set of aims which had 
been accepted by the BSSS from ROSBA. At this -stage tha 
Final F;eport started to make reference to feedback which the 
committee had recei'-/ed as a result of its Intarim Reports, 
and this acknowledgement of the ROSBA aims, and latar of the 
3. This section was based on a rasearch project which was 
-=trongly criticised by officers of the Education Department 
later, interview no-11-
4. Intarvi ew 
5, Until this grant was allocatad, P Zc Cs had provided mosi 
of the money for computer equipment- In mid-1983, 212 of 
the State's 220 high schools and 74 of its 144 combinad 
primary-high schools, but only 108 of its 1187 primary 
schools, had computers- CgurierzMaiij Brisbane, 19-7.83. 
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awareness of communication problems between -school and 
community which was already developing, took account of 
•feedback. In contrast to the racommendations which, in the 
Sixt.h Intarim Report, advocated regional community colleg-a-s 
which would undermine the three—tier post—sacondary system, 
the committee recommended that an additional tier might be 
introduced within the sacondary aducation systam by 
providing separate senior schools, and encouraged 
investigation of aiternativa ways of providing these. 
a!onal Directors 
Section 5, "Queensland Schools", looked at the question of 
devolution of decision—making in the education system, but 
its recommendations on this were far less prescriptive than 
those earlier recommendatians which had a centralist flavour 
(where Ministerial responsibi 1 it-/ -and accountability to the 
Legi si at i va Assemb 1 y was c 1 ear 1 -y spel 1 ed out) The 
decentralising philosophy wa-s not embraced with the -same 
conviction. For example, it was recommended: 
That a mora flexible approach be adopted to 
organization and administration, with a view ta 
allowing delegation of responsibility to proceed 
at differ-ant rates according to differing 
circumstances.E63 
Encouragement was given to the department to give wider 
responsibilities to regional directors in order that 
different regions could respond to t.he contrasting -needs of 
6 • EiQ^i_ESESEI 15 ^ . X., 
their school populations. This recammendation cut across 
the need, stated elsewhere in the raports, for a 
comparatively standardised curriculum to allow for the 
mobility of tha population). 
School Djse!piine 
Section 5 also approached the question of poor school 
discipline which had bean of "considerable concern", the 
committee claimed. Thirteen recommendatiens relati.ng to 
control and school r-ecords followed, and the report than 
turned to the question of problem teachers (as distinct from 
problem childran) It was racommanded: 
That the Principal of every school -should, as part 
of the induction of every new taacher, include an 
element d-asigned to inform the new teacher of the 
expectations ef t.he community, with respect to the 
school and its teachers.E73 
That the direct rasponsibi1ity of school 
Principals, for the personal and professional 
c-anduet of their teachers, should be mada explicit 
in the regulation, and that their disciplinary 
powers should be strengthened-E83 
This sort of regulation is -not always easy to -enforce. Ona 
school principal inter-viewed told an illustrative anecdote 
when the question of regulation wa-s aired. .A schocl 
inspector visited a -school in a ramota, and particalarl-y 
hot, part of the State. He reprimanded a mala staff member-. 
'' Einai_ReEgrt, 3.62. 
8. EiQ^l._B^B9Et J S - 63. 
i06 
in front of the rest of the staff, for not wearing a tie. 
9 
At this- every other male teacher present removed his tie. 
Regulations can sound neat and tidy, and recommendations 
such as these can demcnstrate that the committee, or the 
legislators, care about such issues. But tha same 
regulations can make fools out of the regulators in 
practice. It is difficult to change the climate ef opinion 
(or the climate) by regulation. One criticism voiced abcut 
the Ahern Committee's reports was that the committee 
identified a problem and imade a regulation to take account 
cf it, but in practice many of the problems in education are 
10 
intractable and cannot be regulated out of existenee-
The disciplinary measures recommended by the committee also 
suggested that school principals should be given more 
immediate author!t-y, and thus rather than reporting 
"miscanduct, incompet-anc-a or insubordination on tha part -of 
a member of the staff" to the Director-General as laid down 
in the existing regulations, principals should ba allowed 
tsmporari ly to relieve a member of the -staff frcm teaching 
duties-
Finally the section contained some barely related paragraphs 
on education for the handicapped, the talented, Aboriginas 
9. Interview no 1' 
10. Inti ar--/iew no oU. 
11. These were also given as axamplas of "back—stoppers" in 
interview. 
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and Torres Strait Islanders One recommendation related tc 
the use of school grounds by outside organisations, and thi; 
was tha only recommendation of tha .Ahern Committaa which wa-£ 
included in the Education Act Amendment Bill ef 1983. Ot.har; 
were concarned with the role that non-state schaol-s pl-a-y in 
the ad'acation systam, and thara was a rejecticn of the 
proposal for an aducation ombudsman. 
iducatign_Cgmmis5iDn 
The last matter which tha rapcrt considered, baf-ara t-ai^ ni.ng 
to address criticisms of tihe commi ttaa's intarim rapor-ts, 
was that of an aducatian commission. This, it will ba 
recalled, had first been mooted in a minor!t-y raport to t.ha 
1S75 Royal Commission, and had been the subject of a QTU 
campaign which ihad eontributad to a datarioration in the 
rai at ion-ship between tha union and the Dapartmant. Tha 
establ ishmeint of an ad-acat ion commi ssi en had become one of 
th-a education policies -of the Stata Labor Party, and t.he 
issua was cl osa 1-y tied to tha lack of sympathy between the 
union and tha 'State govarnment. The chairman had tra-vall-ad 
interstate to discuss the effectiveness of education 
12 
commissions elsewhere and returned unimpressed. The 
committee concluded: 
Whilst an independent -statutory author! t-y may-
appear superficially attractive, we do not believe 
it to be appropriate to the Queensland situation. 
In our system of government, the Cabinet, tha 
12. Interview no 8. 
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Minister and tha Parliament are severally and 
collectively responsible to the public, through 
procedures which are well established in practice 
and by t.'-adition. We believe that in education, 
direct responsibility and accountability to the 
electorate should be continued. E133 
This, then was real 1-y the final recammendation. Tha rest of 
tha Final Raport was devoted to responding ta feedback an 
the intarim reports (and in particular paving t.he way for 
the dissenting statement on the Fou.^th Interim Report). The 
report moved to a "Concluding Statement" in which it claimed 
that: 
Tha -Select Committee has undertaken the first 
inquiry into the whole of the aducation system in 
Queensland since the Ro-/al Commission of 1875. We 
wish to report that it has, in our view, been a 
most important and valuable exercise- It has 
gi-zen the ordinary people of Queensland — the 
so-called "silent majority" - an opportunit-/ to 
express their views, and they have done so to an 
axtant which experience suggests would not have 
been the case had this inquiry been conducted by a 
commission of "experts".E143 
A committae of Parliamentarians is uniquely placed 
to obtai.n tha views of ordinar-y people as well as 
thosa of professionals in the field, and to 
interpret tha rasult-a of research, to the 
Parliament and to tha public- Mechanisms which 
•allow the voice of ordinary peopla to ba heard are 
an assentiai part of our democratic system, and 
are bacomin-g mora important in an age when we are 
incraasingl-y in the hands of the "expart" and the 
i a - - _ . _ i _ 4 . .11 r-ii=^T 
macn ina LX^JJ 
These c l a i m s r e t u r n us t o t h a theme o f t h i s -stud-y- T h i s 
chap te r has gi-ven an over -v iew o f t h e Ahern Commi t t * 
13. F i n a i _ K e g g r t , 5 . 2 5 . 
14- E i n a i _ R e a g r t , 7 . 1 . 
15. E i .Q^ l ._RsEor t , 7 . 5 . 
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reports, and has traced reactions to some of the main 
recommendations, -suggesting reasons for the government's 
action or inaction- These will be analysed mora closely in 
the concluding chaptar, chapter 10. Bafora tihis, however, 
the response of the Legislative Assembl-y will ba discussed 
in chaptar 9. First of all, the debates on the Ahern Reports 
will be described, to give some indication of the sort of 
strengths and weaknesses which were perceived in the 
reports, and also to indicate t.he emphasis given to 
particular recommendations, both b-y committee members who 
spoke and by other speakers in the debates. While it might 
be argued that the debates were merely a symbolic eonclusion 
to the committee's work, they do give a feeling for the 
educational concerns of parliamentarians, and the lavel of 
parliamentary debate on the issues. 
The latter part of the next chaptas^ is concerned with the 
troubled progress of the Education Act Amendment Bill, -which 
provides a tangible measure of the acceptanca of the 
recommendations, and indicates -additional avents and 
influences which acted to prevent the adoption of 
recommendatians requiring legislative action. 
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CHAPTER 9 
The_Ahern_Recgmmendatign3_and_the_Pariiamentary 
Prgces5_z_i979zi9S3 
Some of the recommendations in the Ahern reports required 
legislative change, and therefore the role of the committee 
in the development of education policies can be assessed, in 
part, from the content of the Education Act Amendment Bill 
first introduced in 1981. It will be seen that this Bill 
contained contentious clauses, some of which were the 
result, although in modified form, of Ahern 
recommendations. Long delays in bringing the Bill forward 
for its third reading, and the eventual removal of 
contentious sections, demonstrate the continuing influence 
pf ultra—conservative interest groups in the education 
policy area. The much-delayed passage of the Bill also 
demonstrates the changing patterns of influence in the 
education policy-making process during the latter period of 
the National/Liberal coalition government, a pattern which, 
it is argued here, resulted to a large extent from the 
access afforded by the Premier to the right-wing groups 
during the SEMP and MACOS controversy. 
Ibe_Dgbate_gn_the_Ahern_Cgmmittee_Reggrt5 
The debate was interesting for revealing the concerns and 
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preoccupations of many of the members, but it does not make 
inspiring reading. Its primary interest here is that it 
provided an opportunity for committee members to speak as 
individuals and it thus gives an insight into the dissension 
within the committee, and -shows the speed with which some 
members deserted the consensus Ahern strove so hard to 
keep. The contentious nature of some recommendations was 
reflected in speeches during the debate- Ahern and Powel1 -s 
speeches, in particular, demonstrate the extent and nature 
of right—wing pressure still being exerted on the 
committee- The debate also reflects the deep -conservatism 
of the Queensland parliament, even on the opposition 
1 
benches. 
The debate on the Ahern reports, in March 1980, was 
criticised by several commentators as being disappointing, 
though Ahern and the secretariat felt that it was more 
informed than might have been expected had so much publicity 
not been given to education issues and the establishment of 
the committee^ 
The attendance at the debate was low, and after the first 
1. Johnson identifies the lower house as one of the targets 
for committee reports: "Its attention is fickle and its 
interest is more likely to be caught by politically 
contentious items than by serious and detailed analysis, 
whether of particular cases or of policy items-" Johnson, 
N., "Select Committees as Tools of Parliamentary Reform", gg 
£it, P-1S7 
2- Interview no 8-
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day's session the remainder of the debate was fitted in at 
odd times, often late at night. Johnson, writing about 
select committees of the House of Commons (though frequently 
standing committees rather than ad hoc committees of 
inquiry) suggests that: 
There continues to be a disjunction in timing and 
usually in focus of interest between what Select 
Committees are doing and the cycle of House of 
Commons business. Debates on reports remain 
infrequent, are attended chiefly by those who had 
a hand in the report under discussion, and are 
fitted somewhat arbitrarily into the nooks and 
crannies of the Parliamentary timetable-E33 
This description fits the debate on the Ahern reports- The 
Premier notably absent on the first day. The floor of the 
House may not have been crowded, but the public gallery was, 
with well—known figures from various of the concerned 
interest groups (STOP & CARE, QCPCA, QTU), members of the 
4 
advisory panel, and other interested parties. 
The debate opened with a lengthy exposition by the 
committee's chairman, Michael Ahern, on the history of its 
inception and the content of the reports. There was nothing 
surprising in his speech until, having argued for the 
acceptance of the first three interim reports, he turned tc 
the Fourth Interim Report, "Human Relationships" Chapter 8 
alluded to the campaign which had been directed against 
3. Johnson, N-, "Select Committees as a Tool of 
Parliamentary Reform", gB_cit, p.123. 
4. The author attended the main debate-
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Ahern by an organisation called "the Concerned Parents' 
Association" After all the care taken by the com.iiittea to 
be polite and fair to all the interest groups which appeared 
before them, the personal attack on Ahern, a devout Catholic 
and committed family man, had hit home, and -so he hit back 
in his speech: 
Membars will be aware that a vigorous campaign cf 
criticism against my committee's recommendations 
has been led by an organisation called the 
Australian League of Rights. Other organisations 
which hava joined in and have campaigned against 
tha recommendation are the Community Standards 
Organisation, tha Committee Again-st F:egressi'va 
Education, the Society to Outlaw P-arnograph'y, tha 
Concerned Parents' Association, the Association of 
Catholic Parents and Catholics Unitad for the 
Faith (both minority organisations within the 
-church) and the Committed Christians' Ci^usade. 
M'ach of their material on this and other issues 
has bean directed against the Education 
Department, against the Select Committee in 
general and, mora recently, against me 
personally. A significant proportion of the 
literature which these organisations have 
circulated throughout the State has bean directly 
plagiarised from the United "States publications of 
the John Birch Society and other associated 
organisations in that country.E53 
Ahern dascribed some of tha mora far-fetched a-spects of 
their views. He then said: 
In a free -society these organisations iiave ever-y-
right to have their say. They are, however, a 
5. QPD, 13.3.80-
6. For example, that the American Central Intelligence 
Agency is alleged to have been used to devalop an 
anti-gr avi t-y machine, this resulting in the inc'-easinc 
incidence of Unidentified Flying Objects. 
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-very small minority opinion of what ought to 
happen in Queensland State Schools.E73 
Ahern's response was to threaten the groups with 
disciplinary action for breach Of parliamentary privilege: 
I would remind the House that an accusation of 
bias in respect of a parliamentary select 
committee is wel1—established by tradition and by 
precedent as baing among the most serious breaches 
of parliamentary privilege.E83 
The rest of the speech was unremarkable, and Ahern 
concluded: 
It has been the highlight of my political career 
to be associated with such an effort. It has baen 
a team job, and I intend to maintain a continuing 
interest to see that the recommendations are 
proper 1-y explained and are i.mplamented- I hope 
tha Government will begin the consultative process-
within the next few days, and I am confident that 
it will approach consideration of our 
recommendations with an open mind with a -sole 
criterion — the Select Committaa's sole criterion 
- of the best interest of tha children of 
Queensland.E93 
Bill Hewitt, a Liberal Party member of the select committea, 
spoks next. He did not shake the consensus of the 
committee, but concentrated all .his attantion en t.he Sixth 
Interim Report, "Post-Secondary Education" It could not ba 
deduced from Hewitt's tone that this was the raport -which 
had met immediate condemnation from a variety of influential 
7 QPD, 18.3.80. 
S- QPD, 18.3.80 
9. QPD, 18.3.80. 
10. See chapter 8. 
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sources, and was to be pigeon-holed straight away: 
I find it an exciting concept to set -ap this 
separate ministry of post—secondary aducation. 
hope that it will be one of the earliest 
recommendations that the Government sees fit to 
act upon.El 13 
He concluded his speech with an exhortation similar to 
Ahern's: 
We hope that the Government will move quickly to a 
consideration of those recommendations. It would 
be a great shame if they wera allowed to -wither 
and interest in them was allowed to die. We must 
respond to them and maintain the public dialogue 
on them while they are still fresh and still 
currant-E123 
The Labcr spokesman on -aducatian, and member of the sel act 
ccmmittae, Eric Shaw, spoke next. Having praised the 
committee's work, he re-f erred to tha naad for consansus: 
My rola as a member of the Opposition on that 
committee has been tc bypass some of the 
opportunit!as for politi-cal point-scaring and, if 
necessary, to avan assist its Govarnment members 
in toning down some of the t.hing-s that could ha-ve 
been points of antagonism and to gat on -with 
seeing that tha outcome of tha whole investigation 
was something constructive. Of course, the 
outcome is the most important thing.E133 
Then Shaw drew attention to the disr-aption caused by Lin 
Powell, a criticism which Ahern and Hewitt might have want* 
tp make: 
I said aarlier that I did restrict mv own 
11. QPD, 18.3.80. 
12. QPD, 18.3.80. 
13. QPD, 18.3-80-
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statements of a political nature whila tihe 
committee was under way because I thought it -would 
be negative for the activities of the inquiry to 
be clouded- Therefore it was -very disappointing 
to me to saa -some of the comments made recantly by-
one of my fellow members of the committee, the 
honourable member for Isis.E143 
The committee had quita clearl-v taken a difficult decision 
(at least difficult for the Labor member, and probably 
others) in net challenging the manner cf banning MACOS. Shaw 
interpreted the i-^ecommendation -not to reinstate MACOS as in 
no "way supporting Cabinet, an interpretation others might 
find it ihard to agree with: 
I would like to clear up one point, and that is 
that tha committee has not supported Cabinet's 
act!en in banning MACOS. I would not be part of 
such a recommendation because I do not believe 
that the action of elected representati-ves in 
banning material purchased b-y parents' and 
citizens' committees, who believe it is a good 
thing for their children, should be taken without 
very good reasons far so doing and whe.n thera is 
no justification advanced for the banning of that 
material Ei53 
Shaw also criticised Cabinat for ignoring advice from tha 
Education Department: 
There has not been a good line of communicaticn 
from tha parants to the Education Department and, 
through the Minister, to Cabinet. I baliave that 
an iincredible sit-aation has developed in this area 
in recant times. Cabinet has not evan been 
listening to its own Minister who is charged 'with 
responsibi 1 it-/ of looking after education. E 163 
'^ - UEU, 18.3.80 
15. QPD, 18.3-80. 
16. QPD, 13.3-30. 
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However, from this point on Shaw began to c-oncanti^ate en 
recommendatians he had not tr'uly agreed with, perhaps 
reflect i.ng reservations subsequently expressed by th-a QTU-
It is significant that onca Powell had broken ranks, the 
shaky consensus still remaining began to disappear 
Shaw suggested that the recommendations on computer 
awareness were too -specific considering the rapid changas 
17 
taking place in computer technology and that the 
extra-curricular acti-vities of teachers in -schcols should be 
an "important" rather than an "essential" part Of their 
18 
duties. Shaw also questioned the recommendation that 
teachers could ba daregistarad for incompetenca before the 
19 
outcome of any appeal process. Finally he questioned the 
recommendation that the government purchase an aeroplane to 
20 
assist with distance education. That all these remarks 
concern the later committee raports suggests that less care 
was taken with t.ha consul tat! c.n on, and wording of, tha 
X X 
later racommendat! on-s. In contrast to the combination cf 
praise for tha achievements of tha committae and defence ef 
the mora contentious recomfflendations which had character!-sad 
the speeches of Ahern and Hewitt, this speech of Shaw's 
17. EiOsi—BSESLt? 4.11. 
i 8 • EiQai_Reggrt, 5.11 
19. Finai_Reggrt, 5.13. 
20. Eiith_Reggrt, 6.24. 
21. Interview no 20. 
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demonstrated the difficulties inherent in an all-party 
cpmmittee. 
Shaw also pointed out that the political environment had 
affected the work of the committee (thus adding -some -weight 
to the assessment of the raports given here): 
It would be unrealistic to sa-y that some of the 
recommendations have not been influenced to -some 
axtant by tha political realities o-f the time. I 
do not say that by way of criticism. It is 
something we have to face. We live in a political 
climate and we hava to recognise it.E223 
After the Legislative Assembl-y had broken for lunch, the 
public gal Ier-/ filled with a party of members of t.he 
Isolated Childran and Parents' Association (ICPA) This 
group remained during the speech by Neil Turner, National 
F'arty member for Warrego (a rural electorate in the far 
south-west of the Stata) Turner made a very l-ong speech, 
reading a great deal into the record, and concentrating 
entirely on tha Fifth Interim Report, "Isolated Childran and 
Isolated Schools" Tha speech contained an account of tha 
educational provision for i-soiatad childran in the State, 
and gave every impression of being careful 1-y -stag a—man aged 
to coincide with the visit of the as-soc!ation members. 
Referring to them. Turner said: 
I am aware that they ara here. It is indicative 
of their concarn for the education of their 
children that they have travelled thousands of 
22. QPD, 13-3.30-
23. QPD, 18.3.80-
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miles at their own expense to be here. ^ 731 
This stage management was a demonstration of the political 
importance to tha National Party of the report on i-solatad 
childran, reinforcing the -strong links between the party and 
the ICF'A-
The next -speaker was Miller, tha second Liberal membei'- of 
the select committee- He opened b-y raiminding the House that 
the committae began its work in an atmosphara of suspici-an 
and scepticism on the part of taac.hers and the media that 
it-5 findings -would be in "complete agreement with the 
thinking of the Premier", an intere-sting commant from a 
member cf one of the coalition parties, and he contin'aed by 
defending tha inclusion of Dr Goodman on the advisory panel: 
In addition to members of the committee being 
under -suspicion, a member of the advisory panal 
also had a -slur cast upon him. I do not intend to 
name him in tha House — I think most members would 
know to whom I am referring — but some members of 
tha taaching profession and certainly some members 
of th-a news media, thought it was quite wrong for 
t.hat parson to serve on tha advisory pa«.ai of tha 
Select Committae.E253 
This admi s-si on that Goodman's rola had been quastioned, avan 
though followed by a -defanca of Goodman, lands soma weight 
to the suggestion that his inclusion on tha adv!scry panel 
did not contribute to the reputation for impartiality which 
the committae sought. 
24. "A little bit of political capital was made cut of the 
Fifth Report." Interview no 23. 
25. QPD, 18.3.80. 
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Miller, too, quastioned soma of the recommendatians, but not 
as diractly as Shaw. For instance, ha had doubts about the 
continuation of the Radford Scheme: 
Now, having started an intarnal assessment -schema, 
it would ba foolish to throw it out without gi-ving 
it due con-si deration and the opportunity to prova 
it-self I h-opa that the Mini-star realises that 
this is an area in which thera can ba concern.E263 
Ed Casey, Leader of tha Opposition, also spoke- He claimed: 
I suppose it is fair comment to stata that tha 
majority of the recommendations put forwar=d in the 
Select Committee's raport are much closer to the 
Labor F'arty's policy on education than they are to 
any policy espoused b-y the Government-E273 
This might be construed as tha kiss of death for the 
rec ommendat icn-s, but the elai.m is not aasil-y substantiated 
by an examination of the i^-aports. Casey rejected the 6t.h 
Intarim F^eport on the grounds that it would lead to a 
.Tiushrcoming of tha buraaucracy- Somewhat surprisingl-y, he 
restricted his support for the proposal on the reduction of 
class -sizas tc a single sentence, and sometimes sounded -as 
though ha would have been more at home on tha other -side of 
the House: 
i am concerned that in some of our teachers' 
colleges there are paople who are not properly fit 
to taach tha -voung of today. Wa must cons!-der 
whether wa cannot weed aut some of t.ha lecturers 
at our training colleges.E2S3 
2o. QPD, 18-3.80-
QPD, 13-3-80. 
28, QPD, 18.3.80. 
Ca-say was fo l lowed by F'owell who echoed t h e c r i t i c i s m s ef 
t eache r t r a i n i n g : 
Ona suspects t.hat the system is being sustained 
merely to keep in amplo-vment people whom we could 
perhaps well do without-E293 
Powell supported the class size recommendation, but 
criticised ROSBA: 
I hava serious doubts about the implementation of 
ROSEJA into Queensland schools. I believe that tha 
amount of clerical work that would have to be dona 
would be horrendous. I believe that the 
Education Department and the Government would be 
very foolish to implement this vary, very costly 
programme too quickly. Obviousl-y, there needs to 
be soma amendment to the prasent system of 
assessment, but I do not beli eve that ROSBA i s tha 
Predietabl-y, Powell concentrated .most of his attention on 
the human relationships recommendations, and his 
dissociation from them- His argument was at times difficult 
to follow, arguing that if only 13% of births wera 
ex-nuptial, than the majority must ha-ve raceived adequata 
sex aducation, but continuing that: 
I do not say that 13% are without sex education, 
because I am quite certain that thay have had it 
and chose to do what they did.E3ij 
Using some of tha prurient material which had come to be 
associated with tha STOP & CARE campaign, he recounted a 
2*?- QPD, 18-3-80. 
30- QPD, 13.3.80. 
31. QPD, 13.3.80-
story alleged to have taken place in an American High 
School, and quotad the teacher: 
"Now that I look back on it all, I guess it is a 
bit stupid . - it's only natural that they should 
gat ideas, " moans tha -young sex education 
taacher The occasion: exam time. Twenty mala 
st-adents of tha sex education class assemble for 
their finals. But the 24-year-old school-mar.m 
never gets to give the exam,. "I didn't know -what 
to do. There thay wei-e coming at me, naked, 
excited " All 20 of her -students had taken 
their exams — on her E323 
Powell was criticised b-/ the Labor member for Ipswi-ch West, 
David Underwood: 
The keystone of the material used by him in his 
contribution this evening has been lifted from 
extj^emist, fanatical. Right-wing groups-E333 
Charles Porter (Liberal), took issue with the human 
relationships recommendatians and was critical of taacher 
training. In addition, he was critical of the committee for 
not cc-sting their recommendations: 
Many of the recommendations were made which 'would 
require initiatives costing many millions of 
dollars to implement. At a rough calculation, I 
thought it .might get close to $100 million. I am 
not sura how the Treasurer, facing a tight 
budgetary situation, would lika the idea of other 
departments being stripped in order to augment 
aducation spending to this extant.E34J 
32. QPD, 18.3-80- This -story was frequently cited by tha 
campaigners opposed to sex education- It makes it 
understandable that the secretariat might have been anxious 
to edit some of Powel1 -s dissenting statement. 
33. QPD, 18-3.80. 
34. QPD, 18.3.80. 
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The human ralationship-s recommendations and general 
criticism of teacher training, formed the focus of much of 
what followed. It was not until the speech of Edwards, 
Treasurer and Leader of the Liberal Part-y, that tha t-cne of 
the opening of the dabata was regained. The Treasurer 
concentrated on the racommendations on post—secondary 
education, -showi.ng some sensitivity to an! varsi ty intarasts: 
To my mind the tertiary -section of tha aducatian 
•system is often unfairl-/ and unjustly criticised 
but the products of ous^ universities, insti tut as 
and colleges of advanced -aducation are some of t.he 
best graduates in the world. Although I hava some 
reservations about the full impl i .cat! ens of a 
post—secondary minister, I basicall*/ share with 
tha opinion that the concept is worth examining 
(hawever) If wa interfere in tha aducatian 
system to such an extent that we take away tha 
fraedom of universitias and ather tertiar-y 
institutions, we will do our education system the 
, greatest harm that any person, any Government or 
any communit-y could do. Therefore, I share the 
view that tertiary education must receive status 
and it must retain its freedom, its life and its 
liberty.E353 
The debate continued for a short time lata on the evening cf 
March 20, and than again on March 25. A number of -speakers 
made general comfl-jent-s about ad-acaticn, ar spoke about 
specific problems in their electorates, and the debata 
strayad further and further from the Ahern Committaa 
recommendations. However, most -speakers did find the human 
relationship-s topic irresistible and a dispraportionat-a 
amount of debating time was de-voted to it, thus confirming 
Johnson's claim that interest "is mere likel-v to ba cauqht 
•?=: 35. QPD, 18.3-30. 
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by politically contentious items t.han by serious and 
36 
detailed analysis" But the unfocussed feeling from the 
debate also reflected the wide ranga of topics covered by 
the recommendations. An example of an electoral iss-ae came 
•from John Warner, the National Party member for Toowoomba 
South (the constituency in which DDIAE is situated): 
It is my opinion also that we should avoid 
standardising colleges of advanced education to a 
central control, as that must stifle initiative 
and encourage inefficiencies. Greater autonomy 
would, without doubt, give them an opportunity to 
strive for excellence. It would give to each 
region the incentive to recognise the courses that 
are needed in the area and that would be of 
advantage to the people in the area. _, 1 repeat 
that we shauld get away from as much central 
control as possible.E373 
Towards the end of the debate, the Labor member for Cook, 
Robert Scott, took issue with the wording of the motion of 
the debate "That the House takes note of -the -seven reports", 
indicating -sens!ti-vities betwean Ahern and tha -Pramiar: 
I do not thi.nk that is good -enough at al 1 . I am 
well aware of the reasons wh-y that particular 
•wording was chosen, but it immediataly downgradas 
tha report. 3 . If the chairman of the committae 
had had the moral courage to sound a stronger note 
in that motion, the Government would have taken a 
great deal mora notice- The Go-vernment should ba 
required to act on the recommendations set out in 
the raport-E3S3 
The Liberal member for Townsville was the last to speak 
36. Johnson, N., "Select Committees as Tools of 
Parliamentary Reform, gn_cit, p-lS7 
37 QPD, 25.3-30. 
3S- QPD, 25-3-80. 
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before Aharn cancludad the debate- It is perhaps a sad 
indication of the way in which many mambers of tha 
Legislative Assembly responded to the work of the Ahern 
Committaa that tha debata had been reduced to Scott-Young' 
:one: 
We should not underrate what is being done- Tha 
New South Wales and Victorian aducation systems 
and the teachers' unions are compl-ately riddled by 
the radical Left. Their only aim is to deviate oui^ 
children . The strength of a chain is as strong 
as its "weakest link, and that is the weakest li.nk 
in tha raport. This section on -so—called human 
relationships should have been eomplatel-y divorced 
from the report and left to the famil-/. As I said 
I now ask everyone to suspect the whole report. 
If this type cf -weakeness is to be found in the 
report, there are other weaknesses elsewhere. 
Lord only knows how man-y children cannot gat 
emplo-ymant because they wera taught inadeq'aatel y 
by the teachers-E393 
In Ahern's conclusion to the dabata, his conflict with tha 
extreme right over the human relationships issue still 
pro-vided an undercurrent: 
Ona point -ought to be made clear at this tima. It 
relates to the reporting of my speech to the House 
when I presented the reports. It was -suggestad 
t.hat I had v^ttemptad to deny peopla tha right to 
dissent from the recommendations mada by the 
committaa. We certainly could not do that and 
have not sought to do so. But what I did object 
to on that occasion, and I draw members' attenticn 
to it again, were the vendetta tactics that had 
baan directed against the committaa, against its 
racommendations and against me in my el actorata. 
I object to tha campaign of -smear and faar I d-c 
not beliava it has bean helpf-al. E403 
3'?- QPD, 25.3.80 
•^^ - QPD? 25.3.80. 
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The debate did not arouse great interest in the press, and 
it was as though the issues were worn out. Mrs Joyner's 
activities did not receive as much publicity as they had 
previously enjoyed. But, as one officer in the Department 
of Education suggested, the extreme conservative groups were 
not a spent force, and their tactics had become more 
sophisticated. Their success over the sex education issue 
has already been recounted. Their influence was perceived 
in the announcement that Cabinet had approved that the 
Department of Education establish interview teams to assess 
the "good character and high moral and personal standards" 
of prospective teachers, a move which appeared to be making 
concessions to the right—wing groups' complaints about 
teachers- Given the divisions over education, it was 
interpreted by the QTU as opening the way for political 
41 
screening of teachers. The right—wing groups were also 
significant in holding up the passage of the Education Act 
Amendment Bill, for reasons discussed later in this 
chapter 
41. Courier-Mail, 17.5.79. 
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'Now please don't feel there's any prejudice on our part." 
imgact_gf_the_i980_State_eiectign_gn_the_gas5age_gf_the 
ftb§IID_Li:£93]lDsnd atigns: 
A State election took place at the end of 1980. The various 
party education policy platforms reflected responses to some 
of the Ahern recommendations- The Premier, in the National 
Party poli cy speech sai d: 
We will implement at least two of the most 
important, basic recommendations of the 
Parliamentary Select Committee on Education. These 
are core curriculum and reference testing 
basic, standardised textbooks for all our schools 
and an effective means of gauging t.he progress of 
our children.E423 
The Liberal Party claimed that it would have "nothing to do 
with extremism" and attacked the National Party style of 
government- The two recommendations the Liberals specified 
for implementation were those on class size and the 
introduction of human relationships courses within the 
school curriculum- Their education policies were couched in 
ed'ucational philosophies reminiscent of the Whitlam era: 
"Education is the key to equality of opportunity- It is not 
simply a means to a livelihood, but rather schooling for 
43 
life". The Labor Party also specifically supported the 
class size and human relationship recommendations. In 
addition, not unexpectedly, they promised the establishment 
^^2. Ihe_Natignai5_Put_Queen5iand_Fir5t., policy speech 
delivered by the Premier of Queensland, the Hon Joh 
Bjelke-Petersen, MLA, 5.11.80. 
43. The_New_Directign, policy speech delivered by Dr Llew 
Edwards, MLA, Liberal Party Leader, 3.11.80. 
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of an education commission "to prevent political 
interference and ensure wider community involvement in 
44 
education planning" 
The passage of the Ahern recommendations was affected by the 
election in two ways. The first outcome was that the 
National Party was returned as the dominant party in the 
coalition, so the "style of government" condemned by the 
Liberal Party had received the approval of the electorate, 
and the Liberal Party was left in a weaker position in the 
coalition than it had previously enjoyed. Cribb has 
described the election campaign as one of increasing 
acrimony between the coalition partners. The Liberal Party 
opposed four National Party ministers, and the National 
Party's response was to stand their own candidates in some 
Liberal—held seats. Although the Liberal party vote rose by 
45 
1.6% it lost three seats to the National Party. So the 
National Party, with Bjelke—Petersen as its leader, remained 
comfortably in control 
The second effect was the Cabinet reshuffle, which took 
place following the election and elevated Ahern and Hewitt 
46 
into Cabinet- In the period between the tabling of the 
44. Policy Speech delivered by Edmund Casey, MLA, Leader of 
the Queensland Parliamentary Labor Party, 11.11.30-
45- Cribb, M.B., "Queensland Politics", Current_Affairs 
Byiietin, 58, 5, October 1981, p.27. 
46- See introduction to chapter 8-
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Michael Ahern is elevated to Cabinet, January 1981. 
Ahern reports and the State election, Michael Ahern had been 
assiduous in maintaining communication between the select 
committee and the community- He had not onl-/ given many 
public lectures, written letters to the press responding to 
criticisms and provided explanations of the committee's work 
and its conclusions- In addition, he had put consistent 
pressure on the government to move towards implementing the 
committee's recommendations- He had not allowed the 
committee's work to fade into oblivion, and had challenged 
the Premier within his own Party and on television over the 
introduction of Human Relationships courses. The new 
Cabinet was sworn in on December 23, 19SO, and at that point 
all Ahern's public pressure stopped, as he followed the 
convention that ministers do not comment on one another's 
portfolios. 
At the same time Gunn came into the Education portfolio: 
Bill Gunn will tell -you he is not an educator, he 
is a politician- That is his way of promising 
more of the same way of educating Queenslanders-
He is a farmer by background, a politician by ; 
choice - . 
Bill Gunn's ministerial priorities are capital 
works, staff levels and remedial education* He 
shares Mr Bjelke—Petersen's enthusiasm for 
technical education.E473 
The effect of this change of Minister on the Department of 
Education, and thus on the passage of the recommendations, 
was clearly significant- The Department knew the previous 
47 Cgur ier z!3aii, Brisbane, 25.1-31 
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Minister well and had worked with him for several years-
The previous Minister also had intimate knowledge of the 
Ahern Committee- A new Minister with a reputation for 
alignment with the Premier meant that the Department could 
not predict as certainly the Minister's response to its 
initiatives. By chance two interviews for this thesis were 
conducted on the day on which the Department and the Union 
had their first meeting with the new Minister- It was made 
quite clear that the Department felt that it might have to 
make considerable reassessments of any policy changes in the 
pipeline as a result of the Ahern recommendations. This 
meeting was held on March 16, 198?, an indication of the 
delaying effect of the 1980 election. 
Some indications of the new Minister's approach can be 
gleaned from an interview given to the SundaY_Sun 
(Brisbane). Technical education was the topic which 
dominated the interview- The latter half of the interview 
was devoted to the Ahern recommendations: 
Q- What do you think of the Ahern report -
prepared by one of your Ministerial colleagues — 
which recommends sex education in schools? 
A- I've read the report- At present it hasn't got 
a high priority as far as I'm concerned- We have 
a committee working on a humanities course- We 
find we've got more important things at present 
and that is to provide employment for young 
teachers, to provide employment for young people 
by training. Our emphasis is on technical and 
further education. 
Q. Will the Government suffer for not implementing 
the Ahern Report? 
A- We have adopted certain sections of it. 
ao 1 -
They're always under review. The Act is under 
review. Some areas are being examined for 
possible amendment, we might have something ready 
for the August session of F'arl lament. They're 
pretty massive amendments, the Education Act 
hasn't been amended for a number of years. Some 
sections of the Ahern Report could be involved-
It's been before Cabinet and was sent back for 
review before I came in. I decided to study it, I 
wanted more time to study it- It will have to go 
to the Education Committee first then to the Joint 
Parties. Sections of the Ahern Report will be 
looked into. There is a special committee looking 
at the humanities and sex education now.E483 
48. SundaY_Sun, Brisbane, 25.1.81, 
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The_Educatign_Act_Amendfflent_Biii 
One way of assessing the impact of the Ahern Committee is to 
examine changes effected to the Education Act against 
changes to the Act recommended in the reports. 
The Education Department had maintained a file of proposed 
amendments to the Act, ever since the Act had last been 
amended in 1973- There was, as has been mentioned, a 
reluctance to "open up" the Act more frequently than 
necessary, and one possible effect of the Ahern Committee 
was to accelerate "opening up" the Act, even though the 
majority- of the changes were not directly related to the 
work of the committee- The Education Department, however, 
was working on amendments to the Act in 1979, but felt it 
was appropriate to wait until the Ahern reports had been 
tabled before moving further, so it might be argued that the 
Ahern Committee ultimately delayed action on the Act-
After the Department and Minister agree what amendments 
should go forward, the process of preparing an Act for 
legislation involves Parliamentary draftsmen, various stages 
of approval (including Cabinet, the Minister's Education 
Committee, and the Joint Parties Committee)- Once approval 
is given fay all these bodies it is then considered safe for 
the government to present the Act in the Legislative 
Assembly without risking rejection-
- 533 -
The First Reading of an Act is now a formality in 
49 
Queensland, when the Act is laid on the table and thus 
made available for Members' perusal Debate does not take 
place until the Second Reading, but the period between First 
and Second Readings provides Members with an opportunity to 
scrutinise the proposed Bill 
A high level of secrecy surrounded the proposed changes to 
the Act, during which it was impossible to anticipate what 
changes were likely, or when they would be presented. In 
April 1981, it was reported that Cabinet '.^ as considering 
changes to the Act, though these changes were not 
50 
specified. One of the symptoms indicating troubles to 
come was that in the middle of November that year sections 
of the proposed Act were leaked to the press. Later in 
November the legislation finally reached the Legislative 
Assembly, and at that stage Minister Gunn attempted to rush 
the Bill through without much consultation with the 
government's coalition partnern 
The First and Second Readings were held in immediate 
succession on Novembe''" 26- Opening the Second Reading, the 
Minister said: 
49. Until 11.3.80 Bills were debated on their First Reading, 
before opposition members had an opportunity to scrutinise 
them- In March 1980 this was altered by Sessional Order, 
and the change was incorporated in Standing Orders in 1983. 
50. Cgur ier ziHsii J 14.4.31. One of the committee members 
noted with disappointment that the changes "would not go 
through this session after ali Interview 29.4-81-
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The Bill contains more than 50 amendments to tihe 
Education Act arising from administrative 
axperianca ef the Act sinca its last major review 
in 1973, propcs-als arising out of the raports of 
tha parliamentary select committee and proposal-s 
recai-ved from other sour ces-
As the Bill is -a sizeable one, I would prefer to 
deal immadi atal-y with its provisions rather than 
with statistics- Howe'ver, I believe that it would 
ba remiss of me not to offer an anal-ysis, ho-wavar, 
briaf, of tha rasponsa to tha select committae's 
proposals raflacted in this 1 eg!si at!on-
According to my reckoning, tha committee proposed 
29 amendments to the Education Act itself, t.hat is 
excluding tihe regulations- Many of these were i in 
tha sixth raport, which proposed, among otiher 
things, a saparata minister for post-secondary 
education, which then led to tihe other propcsal-s-
These proposals extend beyond ed-acational 
considerations alone and are matters of major 
Government policy- They are not reflactad in this 
Bill 
Therefore, if the sixth report is omitted, this 
Bill implements or reflects about half of t.he 
committee's legislative proposals- That -should 
not be interpreted to mean that all the others 
have been rejected- For example, the aims of 
education are not included in the Bill because it 
i-s preferred to daal with them in a policy 
docamant. The .^'rimary Schools Studies Committee 
has bean sat up admini-stratival-y. I can thus 
assure honaus^able members that the various reports 
of t.he select committee wara studied closal-y when 
this legislation was being praparsd, and the 
committae's propo-sals -were -given tha serious and 
'a cons!-deration which I believe thay 
From tha Government's point of view, this should hava 
provided an and to the pressure for i implement at ion of thi 
Ahern recommendations, and provided tangible -avidanca of 
willingness to taka action. However, the passage of the 
Bill was stormy, and the content open to much criticism. 
51. QPD, 26.11.81. 
One problem lay in the very secrecy with -which the Bill had 
been prepared. There had been little consultation with 
affected interest groups, and the hope had claarly been that 
it would pass through the Leg! si at!-ve Assembly too fast for 
resistance to be organised. But t.he Government had 
misjudged its coalition partner, and there -was di-scontant 
amongst Liberal backbenchers that they had been gi-ven 
insufficiaint time (two days) to examine the Bill following 
the Joint Parties Meeting. This annoyance was fuelled by the 
knowladga that t.ha National Party Education Committee had 
been gi-van accass to the Bill two weeks earlier This lad 
to the Labor member for Sandgate, Warburtan, proposing, 
immediately the Minister finished speaking, a procedural 
rao-ve to delay debate on the Bill "for a period of not lass 
than three calendar months to allow the people of Queensland 
52 
time to consider the Bill in detail" Nine Liberal 
backbenchers crossed tha floor to vote against t.he 
Government, and the Government defeated the motion by only 
fo'ar -votes. 
Thera was -some confusion about whethei^ it was the process of 
attempting to railroad the Bill through tha Legislative 
Assembl-y or its content which was the source of the 
discontent. The answer is that it was both. The Liberals 
were upset by the process, but the interest groups took ovar 
52. QPD, 26.11-1981 
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the protast onca thay were aware of tha content of the Bill, 
irate that the Government's promise cf full consultation had 
not been fulfilled. 
Thera were t-wo major areas of complaint about the new 
legislation. The first was that it required that all 
schcols in tha Stata be registered with t.he Ed'acation 
Department. The second was that certain organ!-saticn-s wara 
required to submit to the Minister "panels" of names -cf 
representatives to sit on the Board of Secondary School 
Studies and the Board of Taacher Education, from which lists 
the Minister would determine who t.he representati-ve should 
be. Furtiher to this, if the Minister considered tha panel 
of names submitted "inadequate as to the number or the 
description of tha fitness of the persons named therein" t.he 
Minister would be empowered to nominate a representative 
himself -
Another requirement, which was to cause continui.ng dismay at 
the QTU, was that all taachars in primary •sc.'nool-s should 
teach Bible lessons (this was -one of the long-term 
Queensland conflicts), and was associated with the 
distribution of Good News Bibles by tha Depai^tment to all 
schools (referred to in chapter 8 ) . Tha wording of tha Act 
was to be tightened to maka it clear that it was mandator-y 
-for teachers to take Bible lessons. But it -was hard for the 
53. ABC_New5, 26.11.81. includad interviews to that eff-aci 
with spokespersons from the QTU, QCSSO and QATIS. 
QTU to protest too loudl-y and risk confirming the accusation 
that teachers were ungodl-y humanists. 
Overall, however, the Bill was significant in that tha 
authority of Cabinet and the Minister over education were 
increased, reflecting the tone af man-y of tha Aharn 
recommendations- The Ahe.'-'n recommendations which balanced 
this authorit-y wera ignored. So thera wa-s, for -example, .no 
mention of High School Advisory Councils. 
The most interesting aspect cf t.ha Sill -was that tha 
increased authoi^it-y of the Minister upset not onl-/ the QTU 
and QCPCA, whose raaction wa-s predictable. Equally, it 
upset the ultra—con-sar vat iva groups, because of the 
requirement to register all non-government -schools in the 
St-ata. 
The Education E^epartment had been concerned about t.he 
proliferation of schools !»-"an under the auspices of a group 
called Accelerated Christian Education. Thasa schc-ols taught 
childran through progr-ammed learning tachni q-aa-s, amp.hasi-sing 
learning but not social interaction. Each child sat in a 
carral working at its own pace, summoning a teachar when 
help was needed by placing a small Australian flag -on top of 
the carrel. 
An organisation called "The Committee for the Defence of 
Educational Freedom" clarified the objections to 
registration. 
t J O 38 -
Many alternative schools have recently baen 
established in an endeavour to escape the -secular 
humanist educational phil-asophy incraasingly being 
espoused by the elite aducationists in tha 
universities and the Education Department-E543 
It was prassura from these groups resisting the registration 
of schools which was -seen as the principal reason for 
delaying a Third Reading of tha tha Education Act Amendment 
Bill. Tha Cgurierzillsii reported in February 1982 that 
proposed amendments to the Act had been deferred for six 
months "following increasing community concern over tha 
t.Jx.J 
proposed register of non—Stata schools". It was to ba a 
ver-/ long six months. 
The is-sue was also ralated to t.he long-standing debate over 
state aid to non—government schools, because as the 
regulatians stood, centrol over thasa -schools onl-/ -existed 
if they wished to ba antitlad to state aid. Registration of 
nan—government schools would anabla tha Department to -set 
criteria which would apply to all non—government schools 
whether- in receipt ef -state—aid ar not. 
Mrs Jo-yner's name reappeared in the corr-aspondanca col'amns 
pf the pra-ss, claiming sha had bean misr-apcrtad, sha wrote: 
5 4 . C g u r i e r z L J ^ i i ? 2 8 . 4 . 8 2 . 
55 . C o u r i e r - M a i l , 1 0 . 2 . ' 3 2 -
My opposition to the Education Act Amendiiient Bill 
-stemmed from the fact that it -sets up tha 
mac.hiner-v needed to bring about a uniform world 
aducation systam "under UNESCO. 
I explained that fascism is that systam of 
govarnment centrol through 1 i can-si ing. E 56 3 
Perhaps the graata-st irony was that the curriculum in the 
ACE schac-ls was ant!rely .American, earning as a package from 
57 
a cantra in Dallas, Texas. The vary grcups which had baen 
incensed at the un—Australianness of tha MACOS package were 
now involved in, and defending, the use of .American 
materials which avan taught American rat.her than Australian 
history. 
A full year later, short 1-y after Lin F'owell had taken c-var 
the aducatian portfolio, tha Ccurierzd^i.!. reported that 
Cabinat ihad -dropped proposed amendments to the Act which 
•would have required the registration of non-stats schools, 
and that tha revised version of the Act was about to go to 
the Joint Parties committee again. The following day it 
was reported that t.ha joint parties had deferred debate on 
the amendments for a dav so that Mr Powell could "bri.no a 
56. CgurierzMaii, 19.9.82. 
57 About -30 "alternati-ve Christian" schools existed in 
Queensland in 1983, 24 of which ware ACE schools. ACE is 
used in 5,000 -schools in America, where, it is said, thraa 
"aiternativa Christian" schools open ever-/ day. The 
Australian and South Pacific headquarters of ACE were i.n a 
warehouse in the northern Brisbane suburb of Geebung. (Sea 
Ssycigrzd^ii.1 Brisbane, 22. 7. 83.) 
58. Cgur ier zijaii, 22.2.83. 
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mora detailed paper on the changes" Four months later, in 
June, it was rumoured that the Governmant was trying to 
-split the Bill so as to remove the question of school 
registration, but were also trying to avoid f'urthar dabata 
in the Lagislative Assembly and did not want to -ha--/e to 
59 
present a f-all new Bill It was back before the Joint 
Parties in t.he week of the 13th June, and bafora Cabinet 
60 
again on June 21, 1983. 
Thera was to be no Third Reading of the Bill The political 
environment was deteriorating and another Stata alecticn wa? 
due at the and of tha year. Long-term differences -wit.hin 
the Libaral Party about its relationship -with its coalition 
partner came to a head in August 1983. The second 
pari iamentar-v -session of the year opened on Tuesday August 
and after midnight a naw Education Act 
.Asuend.Tient Bill was laid on the table and had a -vary :tw J. 
Second Raading. Backbenchers had complained in tha a-arlier 
•session t.hat the government was cramming important 
legislation into tha early hours cf the mcrninq, and it 
appeared this might be happening again. 
The new Education Act Amandmant Bill ran to only nine p-aga-s, 
ccmparad to the twenty—nine pages i.n the abort!-ve 1981 Act. 
The 1931 Bill had incorporated modified versi-on-s of Ahern 
59- Interview no 32. 
60. Interview no 33. 
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recommendatians relating tc the structure and functions of 
both the Board of Teacher Education and the Board of 
61 
Secondary School Studies. Thera had bee.n immediate 
protests from those expected to put forward panels of names, 
claimi.ng that this destroyed any pretence at iindependent 
participation in the work of the t-wo Boards by the aducation 
organisations. D.'^ appi.ng thase sections of the Act meant 
that lagislative -attempts to strengthen t.he power of tha 
Minister b-y i mpl aman ting the Ahern i^ ac ommendat ions ware 
several V raducad. 
The 1983 -varsien delated tihe 1981 section which req'airsd 
State primary and special school taachars to "give 
instruction in selected Bible lessons", thus bowing ta 
pressure from the QTU- Sections covering the exclusion of 
pupils from school, and "wilful disturbance of schaol" (not 
restricted to pupils) had baen resisted by tha QCPCA, and 
were also omitted in 1983. The 1981 Bill had sharply 
incraa-sed tha sa-verity of fines for various offences, and 
these fines wera reduced (general 1-/ from -$500 to *50) in tha 
1983 modification, 
Finall-/, of course, all clauses and references tc the 
registration of -schools wera dropped, and at avary paint 
61. The modifications in the 1981 Bill having incl-aded the 
requirement that panels of names be pro'vided by the QTU, 
SATIS, the three universities and the CAEs from Wihich the 
Minister would select their representatives, and nomi.nata 
his own if none of the names on a panel were considered 
"fit". 
J42 -
whera tha 1981 amendments had referred to "registered 
school" the wording now s-ead "non-State school", so the 
pressure from tha right—wing on this issue had proved 
affective. One ether sacticn of the Bill which was subject 
to considarabla interest group activity related to the 
education provisions for handicapped children. Modified 
62 
versions of thasa clauses were included in the 1'983 Bill. 
The cnly recommendation remaining which bore any 
relationship to the Ahern racommendations was on tha accass 
afforded to organ!-sat! on-s to tha grounds of -schools aut of 
•school hours. The combined weight of the BTE, BSSS, QTU, 
QATIS and the tertiary education institutions had pravantad 
the recommendations en tha Boards being included in 1'9S3. 
The pressure from the extreme right on the registration 
issue, using latter—wr! ting and lobbying techni q-aes -similar 
to those the-y had successfully adopted over MACOS and SEMP, 
had been totally successful in preventing amendments tc the 
Act at this -stage. In the event, the Gavernment had aroused 
suspicion o-ver the content of tha 1981 Bill by trying to 
railroad it through the Lagislative Assembl-v without due 
consultation ait.her with interested parties or thair 
coalition partners. The suspicion was well founded, as onca 
62. This involved groups outside t.he scope of this study so 
precise details of the pressure, or the resulting 
modifications, have not been included here. It is 'wprtihy of 
nota that the-/ achieved partial success, and that theirs -was 
another source of activity which led to the delays to the 
Amendment Act. 
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the proposed amend.ments -were open to scrutiny, thera was 
considerable dismay at t.he nature of the -changes. Had the 
Government not tried to use this particular tachnique and 
accepted that some compromise might be necessary -on the 
changes which they wished to implement, presenting t.hem 
after -due con-sultation, thay might wall ha've been abla to 
achieve considerably mora than thay could later -with t.he 
emasculated 1983 Bill. A-s it was, too many graup-s had bean 
excluded from consultation, and annoyance at the process of 
putting forward tha 1981 Bill contributed to t.he negati-va 
response it received. It was -suggested in several 
interviews that Gunn was unsure of hi.mself on aducatian 
issues- and that he had delayed taking decisions on 
difficult quastions as he was reluctant to have to defend 
contentious policies-
The simmering diseointent amongst Liberal Party backbenchers 
was not directed -solel-/ at the National Party's handling of 
the Education Act -Amendment Bill in 1981. The modified 
-version of the Education Act had its Second Raading on 
August 3rd 1983. -On the follcwing day, August 4th, this 
discontent came to a head when a Libaral backbenchar (Ian 
Prentice, Toowong) moved a motion to suspend Standing Order? 
in ordar to anabla two motions to ba put (one b-y Labor, one 
by a Liberal backbencher) favouring the a-stabl ishmant of a 
P'ablic Accounts Committae. Amidst confusicn the House 
di-vided on the motion to suspend Standing Orders. The 
Opposition, several Liberal backbenchers and Terry Whita, 
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Liberal Mini star for Welfare Sarvice-s, voted in favour of 
the motion. The National F'arty members and the remaining 
Liberals -voted against. Hewitt who, as another Liberal 
frontbencher and also a pari i aman tai^y reformist, had been 
advocating a committee system, -absented himself from the 
Cihambar so did not maka this difficult choice. It was 
Libaral Party policy te favour a Pubiic Accounts Committee, 
•so a considarabla dilemma was po-sed for Liberal 
frontbenchers. 
The F'remier claimed that by crossing the floor White had 
broken Cabinet -solidarity. On August 5th tha Leader of tha 
Libaral Party sacked White. This move led to a leadership 
challenge b-y White, and on Tuesday 9th August White was 
elected Leader of the party. The Premier refused to hava 
him in Cabinet- accusing him of disloyalty, and after -a 
certain amount of indecision tha other Liberal Ministers 
resigned. On Wednesday August 10 the F'remiar adjourned 
Parliament. The National Party f-cr.med a minority government 
and a.nnouncad its intention to govern without parliament 
until the alaction on October 22. For t.his reason, even the 
bland new varsien of tha Education Act Amendment Bill was 
dela-yed, not to receive a Third Reading until after the 
election. 
This dramatic climax does not merely constitute a celoui^ful 
close to the casa study- The avents described within the 
-study conti-ibuted to the deterioration in tha political 
T /tcr 
environment, which in turn lad to tha breakdown of the 
coalition. The -accord which had davaloped bet-ween' the views 
of the extreme right-wing groups and the Premier -c-ontributad 
to Libaral Party disenchantment with both the Premier and 
the National Party. It appeared that these groups wera being 
allowed an influeiica denied tha National Party's coalition 
partner The revolt aver Minister Sunn's attempt to r-ash 
through tha Education Act Amendment Bill in 1931 -was a 
manif astaticn of this f r-astration, Tha Premier's positive 
response to the right—wing groups and intarasts destabilised 
the pattern of relationships between the -various intas'-asts 
and the pol icy—makers, and, as Coleman suggasts, t.he 
patterns wera irrevocably changed, at laast whila the 
National Part-y, with Bjel ke—Patarsen as its leader, remained 
in government. This destabi 1 i-sad pattern had made it almost 
impossible to affact an-y significant changes in aducatian 
policies, one ef tha raasons b-aing that following t.ha MACOS 
and SEMP dispute a -wide range of iiitarasted groups expected 
to have their wishes accaded to. And tha affact of this -was 
that tha gavarnment lost tiha benefit of some of the 
established consultation mac h an isms through -which it -could 
have devalopad support for its policies. The attempt to 
force the "panel of names" clauses through parliament, 
cent ri but ing to the backbench revolt which tha.n opened up 
the Act to public sc-^utin-y and the ire of the groups opposed 
to the registration of non-govarnmant schools, demonstrated 
the dangers associated with trying to railroad unpalatable 
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legislation through the Legislative A-ssambly. The -Education 
Department officers 'who suggested that opening up the 
Education Act for scrutiny was opening up a Pandora's Box 
had been proved right. 
PS^tscrigt 
The suspension of parliament resulted in e--/en the radically 
reduced 1983 Education Act Amendment Bill failing to reach a 
Third F^eading. On October 22 Queenslanders want to tha 
polls, wit.h some commantators predicting a landslide -victory 
for Labor The National Party fought an aggressi-ve campaign, 
concentrating con-sider-abla energies and assets on urban 
seats which previously they had not contested. The outcome 
was that Labor's vote -went up by 4%, the Nationals by 10%. 
The Liberal Part-y was decimated, with only eight candidates 
returned, comparad to their t'wenty raembers i.n tha previous 
parliament. For sa-varal days after tha alaction it was not 
certain whether the National Party -ecald govern alone, or 
whather it would need a caalitian -partner Its ability t-a 
gpvarn alona w-as ansur-ad by tha def act! on of two Liberal 
Party ministers on October 25, reducing t.he Liberal members 
to six. On the -same day Terry White resigned as leader of 
the Libaral F'arty-
Ahern became Minister for Commerce and Industry, raising his 
position in the Cabinet hierarchy from 10th to 6th. Powell 
kept the Education portfolio, which was now moved from 17th 
to 10th place in Cabinet rank. The Premier took over the 
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Treasur-y. Hewitt, after sixteen years of quiet but 
determined work to bring about parliamentary reforms, was 
one -of t.ha Liberals to lose his seat. The other Libaral 
member of the Ahern Committee, Col Miller, was re-elected 
and ramai.nad 1-ayal to the Liberal l^ 'arty. Tha Labor member, 
Shaw, also r-etaiined his -seat. 
» 
On Gilmour's retirement, the position of Dii-^e-ctor-Gena-rai of 
Education was ad-vert i sad publicly for the first time, in 
lata 1933. Despite -axpactations that a strengthened National 
Party might influence tha appointment and ensure an 
authoritarian Diract-er-General , Berkela-y, ona of the 
Education Department's "progressives" was appointed. 
Tha Education Act Amendment Bill cama forward agai.n during 
tha Novamber session of the Legislative Assembly. It was 
sxactl-v the same as tha August -varsien, and passed through 
all stages without further delay- Qn 17th January 1984 tha 
Bill was declared, ar.d tha .Act was renamed tha Education -Act 
This-final version t.hus cOnsistad principal 1-y of -me-a-suras to 
facilitate tha organisation of P S< Cs, as well as new 
provision for special education. Tha majority of tha 
changes incorporated had been in tha pipeline before the 
Ahern Committee was established, and none of the maicr 
63. Berkeley was one of the two officers who mada soma 
members of the Advisory Panel's "hair stand on and" Set 
chapter 7. 
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fecommendations of the committee was anshrined in this 
emaciated version of the original Bill 
Four .months after the election Cabinet intervenad once again 
over a curriculum issue. On February 21st, 1984, the 
Premiar -said that following a meeting of Cabinet, a recently 
introducad "multi—cultural" kit was going to be "scaled 
down", and some ministers claimed that it had been decided 
64 
to phase it out altogether This folio-wed another aJoyner 
campaign, and -demonstrates that t.he patterns of influenca 
developed during tha MACOS and SEMP dispute reimaiinad 
unchanged. 
It is interesting that during the election campaign the 
Premier was, by implication, criticising the Ahern Committee 
while castigating tihose who had pressed for a Public 
Accounts Committee: 
This matter of parliamentary review to bring it up 
to modern thinking - it has lasted for the last 
hundred -yaars and has operated very effectively. 
Why shauld we -suddenly want a system that qi-ves 
members of parliament an exti-a SiOO a day and be 
on a committae. They had it down in the other 
•states. That is why they -want it here . Thay 
can str-at and travel' around not only the Stata b'at 
the nation as they hava in a couple of committaas 
that we have set up in the past — an-d just to sea 
what they do in Canberra - then a few weeks latar 
go to Melbourne to see how they operate in 
Melbourne. You do not catch me out on that one ^ 
it i-s just jobs for the boys - perks for the 
boys- That is all that these people have bean 
64. CgurierzMaii, Brisbane, 21.2.84-
65. The Premier of Queensland, Johannes Bjelke-Petarsen; 
y§tignwide, Australian Broadcasting Commission, 22-9.83, 
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after Accountability is accounted for now-E653 
Thus not only were the Ahern Committaa's recommendations not 
reflected in tha amendments to the Education Act, but there 
was a clear message from the Pramiar that he, for one, was 
not impressed by t.his experiment in parliamentary raform-
The case study concludes here- -and it remains nacessar-y tc 
draw conclusions based on t.he findings- These -eoncl-asian-s 
constitute the focus for chapter 10, the final chaptar, 
which follows-
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MOIR's comment on Mrs Joyner's role in education policy-making 
in Queensland, following Cabinet intervention on multi-cultural 
education, 21st February 1984. 
CHAPTER 10 
Q9Q£iy-s;i9QS 
P o l i c y a n a l y s i s i s e o n c e r n a d w i t h a x p l a i i n i n g t h a c a u s e s and 
c o n s a q ' a e n c a s o f v a r i o u s p e l i c i a s , -net w i t h p r a s c j - i b i n g w h a t 
•1 j . 
govarnments ought to do. This study has not baan concern-ex 
with making judgements an the content of education 
pol icias. It is not i.ntandad ta put far-ward policy 
suggestions, but rather to analyse tha process and 
influences affecting education poli cy—making in Queensland 
between 1978 and 1983, using the Aharn Committee as tha 
focus. In tha course of the study the impact of tha Aharn 
Committaa on the education policy-making process, and its 
intaraction with the poli cy—making anvircnment, hava baen 
examined. Major aducation interest groups making inputs 
into the aducatian peliey—making process also hava been 
di-scussad. Far tha duration -af its axistenca tha Ahern 
Committae acted as a filter fer tihese inputs, and -altimatal-
became it-self one of t.h-a competing input sources in tha 
subsequent aducation pel ic-/—making procass. The principal 
h-vpothasis upon -Wihich tha st-ad-y is based is that tha Ahern 
Committae fulfilled its political, but not its substantial, 
objectives. 
1. Dye, T.R., Understanding_Pubiic_Pgiicy, Prentice-Hall 
Englewood Cliffs, 1972, p. 6. 
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A number of writers have studied committaes of inquiry and 
the purposes they serve, and the work of several of thase 
has been cited hare iin the grounded theory from chapters 6 
onwards. In addition to this committea theory, 
decision—making theories, and theories on the role of 
interest groups in the policy-making pr-a-cass hava been 
discussed. 
In this -chapter the relaticnship bet-ween the events 
described and the overarching theories will be analysed, the 
hypotheses upon which tih-a study is based will be 
re-examined, and conclusions will be drawn. Three 
interrelated areas will be examined: first, the work of tihe 
Ahern Committee in relati-an to theories about committees of 
inq-airy? -seeend, connections betwean the committee's 
findings and the rationality of its dec! si on—maki ing 
proce-sse-s; and t.hir-d, the relative strength of diffarant 
groups and influences, of which the Ahern Committaa will ba 
seen as one, in the education pol ic-y—making processes i.n 
Queensland durina tihe oai-iad undar discuss!-on, 1978—1983 = 
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 described the davalopment of 
Queensland's -aducatian system and the aducation 
policy-making environment. In this case study, although tihe 
focus has concentrated on the development of conflict and 
attempts at .resolution through the establishment of tha 
Ahern Committee, these have been placed in a long 
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term perspecti-ve in order to explain some of the 
undercurrents in Queensland education policy—maki.ng. Thase 
undercurrents include the great dif fi cult! a-s surrounding the 
devalopmant of education in the State and the affact this 
had en tha attitudes of both politicians and tha ccmim-anity 
towards aducatian and aducat! ani-sts. 
It has baan -suggestad that long tarm influancas on tha 
development of tha aducation systam in Quaan-sland are 
important in helping to explain why soma of tha react!ens tc 
the period of expansion in tha 1960s and early 1970-s wera sc 
strong in tha Stata. It is arg-aed that tha dacantral i sad 
nature of tha State, and the -styles of -gavernment and 
administration which e--/el vad as a i-^asult, constituted 
important compcnants i.n tha aducation pol icy—making procass 
in Queensland in the late 1970s and early 1980s, and tha 
de-valopment of political eontroversy over aducatian issues. 
The devalopment of tha cantrDversy has bean described in 
chaptar 5. Rosa -suggests tihat some gc-vernment-s s«-ay ba found 
to have ignored orobi ems (such as polluticn, for axampla) 
that are tha subjact of concern to -other g o-ver n men ts. The 
2. Blondel eloquently describes the tension between those 
who interpret events taking a short term -view and those who 
see them as being shaped by long tarm influences, as batwean 
"those who give prominence to daily occurre.ncas and thosa 
who leak for undercurrents". Blondel, J., The_Di5cigiina_gf 
Esiiiigs, Butterworths, London, 1981, p.5. 
3- Rose, R. (ed) , The_Dynainig5_gf _Pubiic_Pgiicv^_A 
Comgarative_Anaiysis, Sage, London, 1976. 
curriculum dispute became mora emotive, and more politicall-^ 
salient, in Queensland than elsewhere in Australia. It is 
argued that the rasponsivaness of Queensland to the dispute 
was a product both of the partic-alar concerns of the rural 
community and the style of gcvarnment adopted by the 
National Party, tha party dominant in the coalition and tha 
party -which most accurately rafl acted the attitudes of the 
r-ar al al act-orate. 
It was argued in chapter 5 that the dispute over MACOS and 
SEMP fitted Coleman's broad analysis of community conflict. 
•One of t.ha purposes in drawing attention to thi-s analysis 
lies in the emphasis an -structural characte.'^isties, 
especial 1-y tha capacity of governments to di-vert conflict. 
This leads to the consideration of the Ahern Committee's 
contribution to the policy—making process. 
The hypothasas undarl-yinq tha study were deri-ved from 
Cartwright'5 suggestion that tha goals of committees of 
inquiry can be explained in both political and substantial 
4 
tarms. Tha principal hypothesis is that the Ahern 
Committae fulfilled it-s political but not its substantial 
goals. I.n the assessment of the Ahern Committae and its 
relation-ship with t.he pol icy—making processes in Queensland 
which follows, the extant to which the committee achieved 
its political and substantial goals will be discussed 
4. Cartwright, T.J., gg_cit, p.84. 
4 -
f i r s t . 
O ^ v J — 
Ihe_Pgiiticai_Ggais 
Cartwright gives four political outcomes which might be 
attributed to committees of inquiry: postponing the need for 
further action; placating vociferous interest groups; 
defusing controversial issues; and legitimating decisions 
already taken. 
The Ahern Committee can be said to have postponed the need 
for further action by the government on social science 
curricula- Following the successes of its anti-MACOS and 
SEMP campaigns in 1978, STOP & CARE had suggested that it 
would attempt to persuade the Cabinet to extend bans on 
curriculum materials- The public focus on Cabinet was 
diverted by the establishment of the committee, regardless 
of what happened in practice to social science materials-
But the one problem for the committee lay with the action 
already taken by Cabinet, which set a precedent of 
responsi-veness which encouraged STOP 8< CARE and like—minded 
groups- This meant that while the establishment of the 
committee postponed the need for further action, it did not 
remove it, and although the MACOS and SEMP disputes died 
down, other controversies took their place (most notably-
over sex education and the registration of non—government 
schools) The committee was well aware that the sex 
education recommendations would be contentious. It had been 
faced with a virtually insoluble problem of needing to 
endorse Cabinet action on MACOS without risking the 
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legitimacy of the inquiry. 
The committee fulfilled a subsidiary purpose in providing an 
opportunity for the Premier to appear to accommodate Hewitt 
and Ahern's pressure for more parliamentary committees. 
This may have "absorbed the energies" of these backbenchers, 
but it also introduced an additional tension as the Premier 
showed little enthusiasm for the experiment and, indeed, 
made his unfavourable opinion quite clear. 
It is difficult to argue, therefore, that the particularly 
vociferous interest group, STOP & CARE, was placated, since 
the group was still enjoying considerable success with 
Cabinet. A committee of inquiry served only to put a 
distance, at least temporarily, between the group and its 
responsive target. On the other hand, the groups which had 
somewhat tardily taken issue with STOP & CARE over MACOS and 
SEMP, in particular the QTU and the QCSSO (QCPCA), were 
gradually, again perhaps only temporarily, placated. The 
committee chairman's insistence that the committee could not 
be consti^ued as constituting a witchhunt, and the insistence 
that parliamentary privilege extended to the evidence of 
witnesses, helped diminish the fears which were expressed 
when the committee was first establ!shed-
The manner in which the committee approached the task of 
receiving submissions and taking evidence, while making its 
task overwhelming, helped give an air of impartiality which 
was perhaps surprising in a committee of parliamentarians. 
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heavily weighted with government members- Placating 
interest groups was partially achieved by listening to all 
who wished to be heard, "providing a unique channel through 
which private individuals and interest groups could 
5 
participate directly in the making of public policy" , but 
this short—term effect diminished once the committee's 
6 
reports wera tabled. 
The committee succeeded in defusing the specific 
controversial issue of curriculum bans although others 
appeai-ed to take its place. Its procedures helped to 
restore confidence that arbitrary political interventions 
would not become the norm and that the normal bureaucratic 
nexus between incorporated groups would be re—established. 
In addition, the reputation and conduct of the committee's 
chairman, Michael Ahern, in particular, was a strong 
influence in the reduction of conflict. He came to the 
committee with a reputation for being prepared to take a 
view which was independent from that of the strong-minded 
Premier, and his public performance on the committee did 
nothing to undermine that reputation. But there was an 
atmosphere approaching euphoria surrounding the work of the 
committee in its initial stages, and it is not surprising 
that over time, especially once it was producing its 
5. Cartwright, T.J., gg_cit, p.l. 
6. This point will be elaborated upon later in this chapter 
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reports, this died down. Indeed, the euphoria was a symptom 
of relief after the deterioration in the policy—making 
environment which had characterised the period preceding the 
establishment of the committee. With time, the political 
compromise evident in the reports undermined the authority 
of the racommendations. The result of this was to give 
greater influence and freedom of choice to the Department of 
Education, as it was the Department which held much of the 
power for adoption or non—adoption of recommendations 
without political salience. For recommendations with 
political salience other sources of pressure or influenca 
were i mp or t an t. 
One of the fundamental difficulties faced by the committae 
which, it will be argued, diminished the achievement of its 
substantial goals was the political necessity for it to 
legitimate the Cabinet decision already taken on MACOS, and, 
with modifications, on SEMP- As a committee of 
parliamentarians, with political pressures on committee 
members (described in chapter 6) it was unable to make truly-
impartial decisions on MACOS and SEMP, based on educational 
value alone. Thus, although its operation helped placate 
the QTU and QCPCA in the short term, once it began tabling 
its reports the political realities militated against the 
impartiality it sought to maintain. STOP Zc CARE, on the 
other hand, had its victory endorsed and the group continued 
vigorously to exert pressure on the gavernment over other 
policy issues-
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To Cartwright's list, one might add a feature of Coleman's 
analysis as a fifth political objective of the committee: 
that it constituted an attempt by the Government to divert 
the controversy. Diversions are, perhaps by definition, 
temporary. In this case, one can conclude that the Ahern 
Committee achieved its purpose, and in the short-term 
greatly improved on the atmosphere of mistrust which had 
arisen- The committee absorbed the energies cf STOP & CAF^E, 
the Department, the QTU, the political parties, 
educationists and all who were concerned to put across their 
opinions on education matters. Pressures which might 
otherwise have been focussed on the Department or on Cabinet 
were all concentrated on the Ahern Committee. 
But once the committee tabled its reports the diversion was 
ovar, and pressures were again focussed on the Departi-nent 
and Cabinet, and the divisions between these two were again 
evident (for example, when someone in the Department leaked 
7 
the Male Report to the press) In addition, as will be 
discussed later, the patterns of interest group infl-aence 
established before the committee came into existence were to 
remain after it concluded its work, reflecting one of the 
important characteristics of continuity in community 
conflict identified by Coleman-
To return to the initial hypothesis, then, it is not 
7. See chapter 8-
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possible to conclude without qualification that the 
committee fulfilled the political goals which might be 
claimed for it- The main reason for the qualification lies 
with the inherent difficulties for a parliamentary select 
committee of inquiry looking at controversial issues which 
had divided the community: as a microcosm of parliament, the 
committee is subject to the same influences to which 
parliamentarians collectively are subjected. 
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Sub5tantiai_Ggai5 
The political goals and the substantial goals are 
interdependent, and some of the raasons for the difficulty 
in achieving the political goals apply equally to the 
substantial goals. 
Cartwright suggests two areas of substantial goals: 
providing a mechanism for co-ordinating the action of 
several government departments; and information gathering 
and making recommendations. Long standing select committees 
are generally designed to provide the co-ordinating role 
between departments, and while the Ahern Committee made 
recommendations aimed to achieve better co-ordination, it 
was not intended that it fulfil this role itself This 
assessment of the committee's achievement of substantial 
functions will therefore concentrate on its information 
gathering and recommendations-
It was suggested in Chapter 7 that the information gathering 
which the committee undertook was important from the point 
of view of its being seen to be open to all opinions. 
However, the process of taking evidence was not "rational" 
in the ideal sense described by policy theorists. It was 
not possible, given financial and ti.me constraints, for the 
committee to generate its own research. Nor, given the 
breadth of its inquiry, would it necessarily have been easy 
for the committee to decide where to focus any of its 
research- As a result, it was dependent on research 
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findings derived from work conducted in areas of interest to 
it, and to a considerable extent these were used to bolster 
recommendations already decided upon- The Education 
Department was thus given grounds for rejecting those 
recommendations which rested on research of dubious 
quality- "Evidence" in the open hearings was more an 
exercise in assessing the range of community opinions than 
the gathering of objective facts. Many of the submissions 
to the committee were, similarly, statements of opinion. 
Bulmer suggests that inquiries fall into three categories: 
3 
representative, expert or impartial. It is doubtful 
whether any committee inquiring into values and education 
could be totally impartial• Nor are "impartial" and 
"expert" mutually exclusive. A parliamentary committee 
certainly cannot be classified as impartial. It is by its 
nature supposed to be representative. The susceptibility of 
the committee to the very pressures which had fuelled the 
initial controversy weakened its claims to provide a fairer 
forum than existed without it. It was not simply a case of 
the cc«»mittc2 failing to reach the consensus which its 
chairman so earnestly sought, it was the nature of the 
pressure and the very obvious way in which one committee 
member responded to it which had a damaging effect on the 
committee's outcomes. The background of some members of the 
B. Bulmer, M-, "Introduction", in Bulmer, M- (ed), Sggiai 
Research_and_RgYai_Cgmmis5igns, George Allen & Unwin, 
London, 1980, p.3. 
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advisory panel also militated against the balance which 
might have been offered had the Advisory Panel been 
restricted to experts, or to those without strongly 
committed positions on the controversial issues which were 
the focus of the committee's investigations. 
Cartwright suggests two alternatives which a committee may 
adopt in the course of its work- The first is to ignore 
political realities: 
choosing to let its report stand as an 
uncompromising landmark outlining a set of goals 
against which can be measured the gradual 
evolution of the actual state of affairs.E93 
and the second to decide: 
to propose only what it could realistically expect 
to have accepted by the government and the other 
interests concerned, sacrificing the best in the 
hope of improving the chances for acceptance of 
what it believed attainable.E103 
The Ahern Committee, in attempting to provide bot.h a 
landmark and immediately practical recomma.ndations, 
presented a series of reports which were inconsistent, both 
in the practical!t-/ of the recommendations, and their 
philosophical underpinning. Political considerations were 
important to the committee by nature of its membership, and 
the political pragmatism of many of its recommendations, and 
the resulting inconsistencies, detracted from the 
9. Cartwright, T.J., gg_cit, p.169. 
10. Cartwright, T.J., gg_cit, p.169. 
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longer-term influence which the reports might have had-
But Cartwright's use of the term "the best" begs the most 
important question in assessing the committee's work. Many 
of the recommendations made by the committee were in line 
with National F'arty government thinking. The accent on 
greater regulation and control of the education system, and 
greater accountability to parliament by strengthening direct 
ministerial responsibility, the concept of core curricula 
and reference testing as part of that control, fitted the 
National Party election platform- Yet these recommendations 
were not adopted. The influence of the Department on the 
success or failure of those of the committee's 
recommendations which were not highly visible was of 
paramount importance. Thus the political "best" and the 
administrative "best" were two quite different standpoints. 
This returns us to the discussion on rationality of process 
introduced in chapter 1. The committee operated on various 
premises which restricted the rationality of their 
decision—making processes. Political pragmatism was a 
higher priority than financial practicality. Care was 
taken, at least in the first stages of the committee's 
decision—making, to balance various interests and to achieve 
the give and take of political compromise and bargaining 
when reaching decisions. On the other hand it laid itself 
open to immediate condemnation from its critics (of 
different persuasions) on the grounds of having omitted any 
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ccnsidaration of the question of financial -rasourca 
allocation. 
The Department, when assessing its response to the 
recommendatians, therefore operated with!in a different 
rational i t-v, with financial considerations necessarily a 
high priority in its assessment cf the racommendat!ens-
This difference between the two permitted the clcaking of 
philosophical differences behind other rationales- For 
instance, it was considerably aasiar for the Department to 
reject many of the racommendations it found philosophically-
distasteful on the qrounds of cost-
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TIie_Ahern_Cgmfflittae_and_DecisignzMskiang_Prgcassas 
In chaptar 1 tha p3-^ascriptive rational decision—making model 
was discussad , as were Simon's alternative dascriptive 
model, "satisficing", Lindblom's incremental modal, Dror's 
criticism of incremental ism and Etzioni -s description of a 
compromise bet'ween rational and incremental models, termed 
"mixed-scanning" 
It must ba reasonable to deduce t.hat -scmething was amiss 
with the decision-ma.king processes which had been practised 
by the Education Department before the establishment of the 
A.harn Committee, or education pol icy—mak i.ng would not have 
been as highl-/ contentious as it patently had become- It 
has been suggested tihat the increasingly noticaable 
diversity of -values within the community which marked the 
late 19.605 and 1970s contributed to the discord ovar 
curriculum. It has also been -suggested, hawever, that the 
'Education Department 'was selective in the access it 
permitted interest grcups eoncernad with its policy araa. 
The diversity of values was evident within the Department 
and several key off!cars were in close touch with Canberra 
and the mora progressive education philosophies introduced 
by t.he reformist -Whitlam government and sustai.ne-d in federal 
agenci es. 
The Stata Government, on the other hand, was responsiva to 
the conservative rural groups who felt most threatened by 
so-called modern educational philosophies, Tha inadequate 
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recognition of tha difference bet-waen thasa viaws-
contributad to tha cantrovers-y. The conditians surrounding 
education pel ic-y—making had bacoma unstable, raquiring a 
response which was .not possible within the normal cl-o-sad 
decision-making procass practised by the Department of 
Education. This instabilit-v was not confinad to -Queansland 
alona, but its affects, it has baen argued, wera axac-arbatsd 
b-/ particular character!-stic-s of the local -sac! o—pel i tical 
sn-vi r-anmant. 
The -Aharn Committaa providad an al ternati'v^a approach te t.ha 
•sel act ion ef policy options. It was not able to establish 
policv itself, howavar, onl-y te make i-eccmman-dations. For 
tha Govarnment and tihe Departmant, tharafora, it cain be seen 
as -part of a mixed -scanning approach, providing the "raisad 
eyes" of rational polic-y maki ing rathar than the "lowered 
e'/a-s" of i ncr am-an t-al i sm. In t3hi-s -sansa a rational i t-v of 
process might be axpactad cf it which was not afforded t.ha 
Education Dapartmant ar tha Gc-varnma-nt under normal 
c i r cams t an c a-s. 
The idealised modal af i^ational daci sion-maki ng suggast^: 
that at t.ha first stage the pol ic-y—maker classifies his 
goals. The Ahern Committee did this in several ways. Tha 
committae decided to provide a "blue-print far the n-axt tan 
years", and in relation to this it wrote "ai.ms" f-ar tha 
Queensland education -system into one of its reports, 
suggest i.ng that thase be anshrined in the Act. But thara was 
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n-ot only this overai-ching goal, thera wera also other goals, 
one being to make recommendations which it was practical to 
expect to be implemented. This goal was implied in tha 
•statament that the committaa decided to "hastan slowly" 
towards tha longer tarm goals. Other goals implicit in the 
work of tiha committae, as a represent at iva committae, 
concarned political pragmatism and the naad to balance 
The second stag-a in the i-ational model is tha rank-ordering 
of goal-5. It is apparent both from tha statements made in 
interviews and from tha racommendations which the committae 
produced, tihat no fir-m rank—ordering of goals took place. 
In the dacisions on recommendations a process of bargaining 
was entered into between the different "raprasantatives" 
(and it was not always clear who was actually taking some of 
the dec! si on-s) This confusion of goals led to a confu-sion 
of under!-V ing philosophies within the reports and tihe 
contradiction batweein the stated philosophy and the tone of 
the praci-sa racommendations. 
The third -stags of the rational modal is the listing cf all 
i.Tipcrtant consaquencas from aach alternati-v^-e policy. Hera 
the breadth -of interpretation af the terms of reference -of 
tha committee made it quite impossible to traat all the 
policies considarad with this degrea of care. That this was 
t.ha case was damonst.''"ated by tha gradual deterioration in 
the qualit-y of the reports produced by the committee, and 
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t.he fact that some members could .not remembar the eontant of 
the later reports. It is also demonstrated by tha response 
to the later reports, in particular that on post—sacondary 
education -whera it was clear that even t.ha political goal of 
giving all intarastad parties a hearing had not been 
undertaken. It was an inadequate defence to assart that 
ever-vona had baen given the opportunity to make submissions 
whan it was not clear how widely tha terms of raferance -wara 
being interpreted. 
If all con-sequences were not baing examined, than they could 
not be compared. Thras the work of tha A-harn Committaa did 
not fit a "heroic" rational model. Simo.n's -suggestion that 
realistically pel ic-y-makers seek alternatives, and t.hen 
accept the first which appears appropriate, is perhaps a 
closer description of the Aharn Committee's approach- This 
is underlined by the commi ttaa's -sal active use of othar 
people's reeearch findings to support the aiternativa it 
reeommendad. The Aharn committaa was "satisficing", but 
with an amphasis which took as much account af pal it!cal as 
educational considerations. The opportunity to ambark on 
the "raisad ayes" oh-asa ef mixed scanning was not fully 
real!-sad. In real! t-v the committee raised its ayes mora te 
short-term political possibility than to the l-ong-term goals 
it claimed to be 'working towards. 
The membership ef the cammittee, tha breadth of tha task it 
undertook, the limitations upon it (the inability to sponsor 
its own rasaarch, which followed from the breadth of t.ha 
task), and the political and social anvironmant within which 
it operated all contributed to its providing a 
dec!sian—making procass which fall short of a rational 
modal, and as part of a mi xed—scanning process its- abilit-y 
to raise its eyas was restricted. 
_ =:~7i — 
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Outcgmes 
As C a r t w r i g h t s t a t a s , t h a t r u e causa and a f f a c t o f 
c o m m i t t a e s o f i n q u i r y a r e a l w a y s open t o d i f f e r e n t 
•I -1 
X X 
interpratations, and are also a matter for debata. 
open ta debata how far the si mi Iar! t-y must be batwaan a 
committee-'s racommendations and changes in official policies 
to establish a causal link bet-ween the two. Even whan thara 
is a clear similarity between tha two it may ba t.hat tha 
reforms apparent!-/ caused by the ccmmittae's .racammandations 
might have bean undertaken in an-y avant or stimulated by 
some other unnoticed factor. 
In chapter 3, recemmen-dat! ons contained iin the seven reports 
tabled by t.he Ahern Committee -were described, and the 
passage towards thair adopt ion or rejection was t.-aced. Th-a 
last of the series of interview-s was undertaken te establish 
r asp on sas t o sp ac ! f i c -r ec ommen d a t i on s by the p o 1 i c y—ma k er -s 
and tha concarned interest -groups in an attempt tc establish 
these tanuous ralationship-s and to help explain the ralativa 
success of certain racommendations. It is tha policy 
adaption which is t.ha concern here in assessing t.ha 
committee's work, seen in relation to the committaa's -own 
11. Cartwright, T J., g2_cit, p.3-
12. As- this is a study in policy-making, not implementation, 
the real outcomes have not been traced. Thus, for axampla, 
although it was asserted during intarviews that sex 
education was in practice taking place in a large number of 
state -schools despita official polic-y, the discrepancies 
between policy and practice wera not studied. 
^JX 
d s c i s i ora—?naking a n d s u b s s q u s n t o u t c o m e s i n t e r m s o-f p a l i c y 
a d o p t i o n . 
An evaluation of t.ha success of tha committae cannot be 
carried out by a numbers .count on tha adoption of it-s 
racommendations. Rhodes points out: 
Merely to look at tha -summar-v of conclusions and 
racommendat! ens is not n-acassari ly an adequate 
starting—point for assessing whather a committae's 
recommendations h-ave bean carried cut. Oina 
committee may list 150 racommandations, of whi=ch a 
large number are carried out.5 another may only 
list 50, of which only 20 may be carried out. But 
the first committaa may have listed all its 
racommandations howevar minor, w.hereas the sacond 
may hava sal acted onl-v what it regards as major 
recommendations. It is therefore nacassary as a 
first step to decide which .are the important 
racom-mendati ons of a committae, before lacking at 
tha extent of accaptanca.E133 
The racommendations requiring changes to the Education Act 
offer an absolute measure of policy adoption once tha 
Education Act Amandmant Bill had passed -sucea-ssful ly through 
parliament, Tha prccas-s of delation cf 'v-ariau-s cl-au-se-s of 
the original Bill also deman-stratas quite clearly tha power 
of pra-vantion af -varicas intarast groups. The slew pra-qras-s 
of the Bill also deiflonstrates the complex relationship 
betweers -various policies. Tha rag! strati on of 
non-govarnmant schools was not a rec ommendat!-ons ef tha 
Ahern 'Committaa, but its inclusian in tha o-riginal version 
of t.ha Amendment Act, eontributad to the Bi 11 s dela-y, and 
therefore affected other pclic-y areas. 
13. Rhodes, G., go_cit, p,130. 
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One way in -which the Dap a.''-1 ment catagorisad the Aihern 
recommendations -was according to the time projected for 
their implamentation: (a) immediate; (b) short tarm (six to 
t'vuelve month-s) ; (c) medium term (one to threa -years); (d) 
long tarm (two to fi-va -/ears: and, (a) not to be implemented 
at all At tha time cf writing it is foui^ -/ears after tha 
reports were debated in the House, so it is uni! kel-y th-at 
any -outstanding recammandatians which are not curreantly 
under -disca-ssion will be implementad within tha five-year 
time frame. It is obviausl-v open to debate as to what 
period should alapsa batwean a cemmittaa's raports being 
tabled, and judgement being made about the implamentation of 
its recommendations. Enough critical points, such as the 
passing cf the Education Act Amendment Bill, have now passed 
for it to ba rea-sonaOla to accept tha Department's own time 
frame as a measars against which to assess the extent of 
-adoption of the Ahern Committaa racommendations 
Apart from changes to tha Act, t'wo other sourca-s provide 
concrata evidence of polic-y adoption: the Quaan-sland 
Go-v-arnment Gazette (through which changes to Ragulations are 
promulgatad) , aind tiha E-ducaticn Department Gazette (which 
constitutes a direct lina of 'cammunieation bat'ween the 
Departmant and its schools) Bet-wean 1980 and 1984 the 
Government Gazette's education ant!i'"e-s focassad on periodic 
adjustments to the Remote Area Allowances and on the 
reorganisation of the collages of advanced aducation. All 
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•significant changes communication through tihe Educatic-n 
Dapartment Gazette have bean di-sca-ssed in chaptar 8. 
Although thera wera 280 r-acemmendations in tha Aharn 
reports, man-y of thase r-ac ommendat ions cans!-stad cf one main 
recommendation followed b-y a series of "flow—an" subsidiary 
rec ommendat ions. Thara wera also racommandat! on-s which wsra 
•statamants of opinion rathe.^ r than axhor tat! ens tc spacifie 
action. These were .not fallowed because thay would not 
in-vclve adoption a-s policy 
A considerable number of .-acammendation-s raquiring policy 
adoption wara not publicl-y conta-stad. Tha progress of thasa 
was left largal-y in t.ha hands of the Education Department. 
These were t.he subject of investigation during interviews 
with officers ef the Dapartment. 
The following table summarises the fate of raccmmandatian-s 
which hava been catagorisad undar six headings. Tha 
informati an on which the tabl-a i-s based is das^i-vad from 
policy documents, public statements and intarviews. It 
constitutes a simplification of tha informati an centaine-d in 
chapter 8. 
The first .heading, "back—stepping" suggests those 
recommendations which were supporting what were already 
Education Department policies, or encompassed devalcpments 
in tachnclog-y where it was ina-vi table that the 
recommendations would eventual Iv be adopted. It -would. 
t_i / vJ 
TYPE OF RECOMMENDATION RECOMMENDATION ADOPTED AS MAJOR SUPPORT MAJOR OPPOSITION 
POLICY BY 
END OF 1983? 
SOURCE SOURCE 
BACK STOPPING COMMUNICATIONS 
TECHNOLOGY FOR 
DISTANCE EDUCATION 
COMPUTER EDUCATION 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 
(DRUG EDUCATION/ 
DRIVER EDUCATION/ 
WATER SAFETY) 
PRIORITY COUNTRY 
AREAS PROGRAM 
USE OF SCHOOL 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
DEPARTMENT 
ICPA 
DEPARTMENT 
QCPCA 
DEPARTMENT 
DEPARTMENT 
ICPA 
DEPARTMENT 
GROUNDS BY OUTSIDE 
ORGANISATIONS 
LEGITIMATION OF 
DEPARTMENT-SUPPORTED 
POLICIES 
SEMESTERISATION 
OF SCHOOL YEAR 
BIBLE READINGS IN 
SCHOOL 
NO EDUCATION 
COMMISSION 
YES 
YES 
DEPARTMENT 
DEPARTMENT 
STOP & CARE 
PREMIER 
QTU 
YES DEPARTMENT QTU 
(REMAINED UNCHANGED) NATIONAL/LIBERAL LABOR PARTY 
PARTIES 
LEGITIMATION OF 
CABINET-SUPPORTED 
POLICIES 
TOTAL MACOS BAN YES PREMIER 
CABINET 
STOP & CARE 
DEPARTMENT 
QTU 
QCPCA 
MODIFICATION OF 
DEPARTMENT-SUPPORTED 
ROSEA AND THE 
CONTINUATION OF 
SCHOOL-BASED 
ASSESSMENT 
YES DEPARTMENT 
QCPCA 
PREMIER 
STOP S CARE 
MODIFICATION OF 
CABINET-SUPPORTED 
POLICIES 
AHERN COMMITTEE 
INITIATIVES 
PARTIAL SEMP BAN 
"AIMS" OF EDUCATION 
TO BE WRITTEN INTO 
THE ACT 
YES 
NO 
BOARD OF SECONDARY NO 
SCHOOL STUDIES/ AND 
BOARD OF TEACHER EDUCATION 
CHANGES 
CLASS SIZE REDUCTION 
CORE CURRICULUM 
ESSENTIAL SKILLS 
RECORD CARD 
HIGH SCHOOL ADVISORY 
COUNCILS 
POST-SECONDARY 
RESTRUCTURING 
PRIMARY STUDIES 
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
AS STATUTORY BODY 
REFERENCE TESTING 
REORGANISATION OF THE 
ADMINISTRATION OF 
DISTANCE EDUCATION 
SEX EDUCATION 
STREAMING 
TEACHING PRACTICES 
EVALUATION PROGRAM 
YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
PREMIER 
CABINET 
STOP & CARE 
DEPARTMENT 
QTU 
NATIONAL PARTY 
QCPCA 
ICPA 
DEPARTMENT 
QTU 
QCPCA 
DEPARTMENT 
BSSS 
BTE 
PREMIER 
DEPARTMENT 
DEPARTMENT 
DEPARTMENT 
UNIVERSITIES 
BSSS/ BTE 
DEPARTMENT 
DEPARTMENT 
DEPARTMENT 
PREMIER 
STOP & CARE 
DEPARTMENT 
DEPARTMENT 
perhaps, ba possible to argue that the Ahern Committea added 
vital impetus on some of these, but this -was not a viaw 
which was forthca-ming in an-y of tha intarviews ccn-ductad. 
Thera was no identifiable opposition to these 
rec-ommandati ons-
The second categcr-y includes recommendatians which 
legitimated Depart.ment—supported policies. Under tihis 
category are listed three racommandations which ware tha 
source of -soma discord. It was not apparent -with t-hasa 
recommendations that another outcome miaht have followed if 
the As-= = hern Ccmmittae h-ad not made tha recommendations -which 
the-/ did. 
Tha third category holds one .^ a^c ommendat ion only, but a 
pel itical l-v important one. Tha mandatary ban on HACGS 
legitimated Cabinet action on MACOS. 
Tha fourth category, modification of Dapartmant—suppartad 
pclicie-a, again holds one racommandatian. Hare it can ba 
argued that the Ahern Committee had tha gr-aata-st influanca, 
because although its recommendations constituted a 
mod!ficaticn cf tha ROSBA plan, -schaol-basad -assassmant had 
been in the balance. The mod!fications to tha Radford 
Schema wera adopted partly because thase emanated frcm the 
very admin ist rat era i.n whose hands lay tha implementation of 
the recommendatians, and in the Department whera a great 
deal cf time and effort had been expended in changing frcm 
external to intarnal assessment schemes. On the other hand 
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tha decision to adopt needed Cabin-at approval, and it was 
held that the Ahern racammendation was crucial i.n tipping 
tha balance in fa-vour of ROSBA whan thara had been a swell 
of eppG-sition to Radford, larg-al-y from tha ^4atianal P-arty. 
Tha alternate -views were finel-y balanced, which 1 ends-
support to the -view that on this issue the Aharn 
racommandat!on was significantly influantial3 
Tha fift.h category, modification of Cab! nat-s-apportad 
policies, holds tha racommendat! an for the partial rai aa-se 
of SEMP materials. This const!tutad a careful compromisa 
ba-sad on the Departmantal r-aviaw of SEMP The Dapartinent has 
baan includad in tha "major support group" col-amn because of 
tha Depart.ment al review undartakan. 
Tha -sixth category c-antain-s the largest number of 
r-ac-emmandaticns. These are the reccmmandatians which wera 
fliade on the iinitiati-ve of tha Ahern Committee, in most cases 
without particularly Strang or obvioLis -support from -other 
-soureas. Hara it will ba seen that the suggested policies 
were, with tha exception of class siza raduction, 
un succas-sful 
In summary, unless thara was a very strong 1-y pressed 
interest in an outcoma which did not canfarm with 
Departmental thinking (such as on sex education), the 
OLitcome was that the Departmental viaw prevailed. Tha table 
shows the overt support far specific racommendations -avineed 
b-/ particular groups in-vol-vad i.n tha policy-making procass. 
or seeking to influence it. 
The ban on MACOS and the partial ban on SEMP were .not 
challenged again. During the course of the dispute the 
facas of the conflict changed, after Cab!net's intarvantion, 
from concern ovar the suitability of MACOS to argument ovar 
the rola of Cabinat- By t.ha time tha adoption of tha Aharn 
raccmmendaticns was addra-ssed, MACUS and SEMP wera nc 1 -.n»-
" • 3 ' 
as important to thosa who had sought t.heir ratantien (such 
as the QTU and QCSSO) comparad with other issues which had 
bean raisad by the Aharn Committae. Tha class siza issue, 
for example, was cans!dared to be worth a highly organised 
campaign. Perh-aps it was also that those involved 
acknowledged the political nece-s-sity not to confront the 
social science curriculum issues again. 
The class size recommendation was adopted because it was 
giva.n -strong support b-y tha union, which was prepared to 
taka industrial action (action not open to tha othar 
interest groups as t.hey wara not in an amp ley aa ralationsh: 
with the Depart.ment or the governmant). In addition, th-a 
class siza issue had little opposition from anycna axcapt 
the ga--/ernmerit, and tha government's official -stand was 
underminad by members of the National Party who suppcrta-d 
the -anion's stand. The class siza r-ac ommendat ion stands o 
as being an issue -which does not involva -difficult --/alua 
decisions, hard to argue against axcapt in financial tarms 
It was, hawever, a highly political is-sLca, closel-y tied to 
^8 
the Labor Party platform and the long tarm criticisms 
levelled at the ^4ational/Liberal coalition government fci-
al lowing aducatian spending in tha State to run -so far 
behind aducation -spending in tha othar States. It put t.ha 
go-vernment on the dafansiva, with no outside -support, ami 
the QTU was in a -vary strong position to prass for act!Can, 
and had the added support of vary conc-rete racammandations 
f r cm the Ah ern Comm!11 aa. 
The racommendations encompassing tha introduction of sax 
educat! en met with resistanca from t.he group which had 
pr-avokad a rasponsa in accord with thair views from the 
Premier and Cabinat during tha MACOS Zi SEMP dispute. Evan 
t.hough a considerable section of tha Hational Party 
organisation, tha QTU, the QCPCA, the Male Committae and the 
media wera all strongly in favour of the intrcductian of sex 
aducatian into Queensland schools, and avan though saveral 
members of tha Aharn Ccmmittae wera by now in Cabinat, t.his 
racommandatian was rajectad, Tha rea-eon -for this can only 
ba undar-stood in th-a light -af the prassura put en tha author 
of tha minority i^eport, Lin Powell, t.ha attit-ada-s af t.he 
Premier, and tha sympathetic rasponsa to STOP & CAiRE by tha 
Pramiar It may be argued t.hat Lin Powell s minority report 
ancDuragad the Pramiar to give him tha education portfolio 
at a t i me when there was orassur-a on Education Minister bunn 
to maka a decision ona way or another Gunn was not 
parti cLilarly intarastad in the -aducation portf olio as SLICI-I, 
using it as a stepping stona to the Daput-y Pramiarship, Lin 
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Powell's long—term aspirations to the education portf-clio 
were claarl-y k.nown to tha Premier Hera was ain example of 
how tiha patterns of influence established during t.he 
community conflict av-ar MACOS & SEMP i-amai.nad after tha work 
cf the Ahern Committee was finislied. 
negative or positive rasponsa because ef strong public 
support ar opposition from particulate interests. By 
c on t r as t, the p est —sec on d ar -y i^  ec ommen d a t i on s in tha S i x t h 
Intarim Reports wera rajectad with very littla public dabats 
at all. Strong co-vert resistance came from interast-s both 
in the universitias and tha statutor-v bodies potential l-v 
affactad by tham and, onca tha committee had disbanded, 
thara was no—one in a position of influanca to argue 
strongly in favour af tiha Sixth Report. This -was true -of 
other recammandatians initiated by the cammittae. Amongst 
r ec ommen d at iicns in this category -wara tha a-stabl i shmant of 
the Primary Schaol St=adia-s Ccmmittaa as a statutory bcd-y-
eora curricula, rafaranca testing, tha inclusian of "aims oi 
education" in tha Act, High School Advisory Councils, 
Teachinig Practice EvalLiation Programme, and the introducti-ar 
of an Essential Skills Record Card. 
The affact of the political environment on the succass of 
tha racommendations was also of considarabla significance. 
The National Party was baccming incraasingly cant-amp tuou-s o-i 
its Liberal coalition partner, and tha leavening cf the 
coalition's policies by consultation between tha Joint 
Parties was b-yoassad. Tha mismanagement of the Education 
Act Amendment Bill in the first instanc-a, and the inclusian 
b-/ the go-varnmant of measures even more restrict!-ve than 
Ahern's recommendatians, lad tc tha long delays and a 
resurgen-ce of activity by a var!at-/ of interest groups. 
As a rasult, the di-vers! on provided b-y tha committaa was 
only short term. Tha patterns of influanca astablishad 
during the .MACOS Zt SEMP dispute remained unchanged by the 
Aharn Committae. The extram.a right groups continued to gaiji 
easy access to tha Pramiar, and ax-arted affective influanca 
on issues of elosa concern, such as -sex -aducatian -and scheol 
rag! strati on. The pattern of relationships between t.ha 
Department,--the QTU and t.he QCPCA continued to fluctuate, 
including the vary bad period of several months spanning the 
end of 1979 into aarly 1980 when tha Dapartmant did not 
permit an-y non-written cammunieation batween itself and tha 
un 1 -pn. 
The class size dispute brought the Union -and th-a QCPCA elosa 
togathar, but whan the Presidency of the QCPCA chang-eiJ .net 
long afterwards tha ralationship became lass close. This 
was parti-/ dua to tha absanca -of an obvious issue on which 
to work together, and partly concern on tha -part ef tha .naw 
QCPCA President that the Association shauld not be 
14. Interview no.3^^ 
1 ^  
iTianipulated, or be thcLight to be manipulated, by the QTU. 
Thu-5 a close ralationship between the t-wa had developed 
through the presidents of the respective c-i=-gani sati ons 
having 'forked together both during tha MACOS and SEMP 
dispute and the campaign for reduced the class -siza 
dispute. This ralationship altered once the issues wera 
over -and t.ha leadership of t.he QCPCA changed- This 
fluctuation is partly dependent on the relative conservati SiTi 
or radicalism of tha leaders. Tha leadership of tha Ltnion 
had taken on a mora canse3"-vat!ve appro-ach (under Schuntner) 
whila with Beckman tha QCPCA was rai at! val-y radical Tha 
clcsanas-s of t.he crg-ani sat ions also depended on t.ha nature 
of tha issue cf concarn at any particular time, as it is 
clear that some industrial issues fought over by the QTU had 
the potential to alianata tha parents. 
A.. 
Finance -also dictated tha rai aticn-ship. Tha QCPCA was -so 
•short of f-ands dui^ing tha class siza dispute t.hat it was 
forced to depend on the QTU for assistance in -sending out 
mail, avan -using QTU lattarhaad. During tha dispute the 
Minister caasad to cansult tha QCPCA, Howavar, a change ef 
Minister and a naw President ef the QO^'CA resulted in 
government assistance to tha QCPCA which allowed it to 
15 
beccme more independent -of the QTU. It is- lass likely that 
a parants" group will perceive a cammon purpose over -some of 
tha mora radical issues -which the union has sometimes 
15. Interview no.38. 
embraced (such as defending mar!jhuana—smoking teachers) ._, 
If the leadership of t.he union were to change back to 
someone mora radical it is very likely that greater 
divisions between these two groups would arise. 
UJhila tha ralationship between the QTU -and QCPCA fluctuated 
according to leadarship or issue, t.he relationship between 
thasa two groups and the pel icy—makers wa-s dictated by tha 
policy—makers. Minister Sunn refused to speak to the QCPCA 
during the class size dispute, the Director—General refused 
to communicate with the QTU duriing tha aboriginal land 
rights ease. l*Jhan consul tat!-ve mechanisms did -exist, these 
16 
were often bypassed at the whim of the policy—makers. The 
extent of incorporatio.n of the interest groups was dictated 
to them, with a greater degree of take than give on the part 
of tha policy-makars-
An additional hypothesis underlying this thesis is that the 
ccmmittae had an affect on the pol icy—ma.king anvironment. 
The -rasearch -suppof^ts this hypothesis, but not in tha -wa-y 
which was axpactad. The pari i ament ar-y arena was affactad by 
the committee, but tha pattern of ralation-ship-s between t.ha 
interest groLips and t.ha pol icy—makers was not. The affact 
of tiha committae on parliamentary careers, and tha impact of 
the Edu-cation Act Bill on the relationships within the 
coalition, was significant. The pattern of relationships 
16. For example, the Primary CLirricalum Committee was not 
consulted over tha sax aducation decision. Interview no 38. 
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between the Department, tha QTU, tha QCPCA, Cabinat, tha 
Pramia--^ and STOP St CARE, appeared to be di-vorcad from tha 
influence of t.he committee. 
The impact made by Mr Powel I'-s move into the ed Li-cat! en 
-portfalio was partiCLilai^ly interesting, beai^ing in fnind the 
conflict between the Dapartment and t,he Bovarnment which 
characterised the MACOS and SEMP di-sputa. Inter-views wit.h 
the QTU and the QCPCA confirmed that Powell was forging 
strong links with both organisations, and demonstrating a 
willingness to listen to thair demands and to respond. On 
tha other hand, informal feedback from tha Dapartment 
indicated that Powell was less prepared to listen to his 
public servants. Powell's background i.n education came as a 
welcome relief to many aftei^ Gunn who was far from at home 
in the portfolio. But as a result of his experience on tha 
Aharn Committee where the response to tha philosophies 
espoused by -some of the officers of the Department had baan 
cool, Powell may have saan himself as a new brcom. 
Cartwright suggests that the contribution mada by 
departmental committees and royal commissions might ba 
strangt.hened if their operation were to extend bayond tha 
point of reporting, making them "recallable" ad hcc 
17 ' '' 
committees. This same procedure -might have allowed t.ha 
Ahern Committee oraatar influenca, ensuring a balance to t.he 
17 Cartwright,. T J. , gD_ci.t, pp.223—4. 
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Department's praf-arances. Hawever it would have bean 
necessary to retain committee unity d-uring tha d-abatas in 
or-dar to achi ava this. As a rasult of the committae 
members-' contin-aing membership of tha Legislative Assembly, 
and in soma cases alavation to Cabinat, their weight aught 
to have been greater than that of dapai^tmental cemmittee-s 
and royal commission-s during the paria-d follcwing tha 
tabling af thair racommendat!on-s. Onca the tha ccmmittaa 
had ceased to function, however, this influanca was 
individual rathar than u.nited, and was confasad by party and 
parsonal prafarances. 
It would ba procedural 1-y impossibla for a select committaa 
to be recalled once the -status of any cf its maimber-s had 
chang-ad. ThLis, anca Ahern and Hewitt mo-ved to tihe front 
bencha-s thay would not have been abla to sit on a -committaa 
advising another minister. 
s^onci_u5i^ons 
Th-a socio-political anvir-onmant within which the Aharn 
Committee operated militated against its baing influential 
as a tool of pai--l lament ary reform. The committae largely, 
but not entirely, fulfilled its political goals. It -was 
less effective in achieving substantial goals. Its-
parliamentary membership, the partiality -of -some of its 
ad-visors, and tha method of investigation and 
decision-making which it adopted, all acted -against tha 
acceptance of its recommendations. Strong intarast -group 
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act! vi t-v was crucial either in tha rejection cr the adoption 
of some specific recommendations. However, where there -was 
no intarast grouip prassura in a particular d!inaction, tlie 
philosophies and pradi lections ef the Depart.ment cf 
Education wara of gr-eater influence in policy making than 
were the recommendatiens -of the Ahern Committaa. 
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APPENDIX 1 
MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY 
ITS USE I N QUEENSLAND SCHOOLS 
Curriculum Branch, 
Department of Education, 
Queensland. 
INTRODUCTION 
MACOS (Man: A Course of Study) i s a study of man: his nature as a 
species , and the forces t ha t shaped, and continue to shape, h is 
humanity. 
I t has been used as a social s tudies course , predominantly with Year 6 
chi ldren , in some Queensland schools s ince 1973. Since more teachers 
have become famil iar with the course, i t s use in Queensland schools has 
increased. During 1977, four classroom se t s of MACOS materials are 
being supplied to each regional o f f i ce . This will allow for a wider 
t r i a l l i n g of the course throughout Queensland. 
The purpose of t h i s booklet i s to capture some experiences with the use 
of MACOS to da te , so t ha t teachers new to t r i a l l i n g the course can more 
readily consider how they could incorporate i t within their total 
curriculum. The booklet also contains some means of comiminicating the 
nature of the course to other staff members and to parents. 
NATURE OF THE COURSE 
Man: A Course of Study is a course in the study of human behaviour for 
upper primary school children. It is organised around three questions. 
* What is human about human beings? 
How did they get that way? and 
How can they be made more so? 
The goals of the program are threefold: to give children a set of models 
for thinking about the social world; to provide them with some 
intellectual tools for investigating human behaviour; and to evoke in 
children an appreciation of the common humanity that all human beings 
share. 
To achieve these goals, the course consists of a series of units drawn 
from several well reserached studies of animal behaviour; exercises and 
materials that permit children to gather data, formulate hypotheses, 
explore inferences, and compare information gathered from a variety of 
sources, including their own direct observations; and an extensive case 
study of the culture of the Netsilik Eskimos, a culture yery different 
from our own. 
The units draw on a wide variety of media, including simulations, 
records, pictures and charts, a diversity of written materials, and an 
extensive library of ethnographic films. These materials are 
specifically designed to accommodate a wide variety of skill levels and 
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learning styles; they have been organised to promote an open-ended 
exploration of the uniqueness of human beings as a species and the 
underlying similarities that unit all races, ethnic groups, and 
cultures. 
Concepts developed through the course include the life cycle, learning, 
dependence, parental care, adaptation, dominance, affection and love, 
aggression, social organisation, language, technology, and beliefs and 
values, 
MACOS begins the exploration of the uniqueness of human beings by 
contrasting human and animal behaviour through a series of animal case 
studies. The animals studied include the salmon, the herring gull and 
the free-ranging baboon. In the salmon unit, children encounter a 
remarkable species. The young are born in quiet tributaries, and early 
in life make their way downstream and into the Pacific Ocean. They grow 
to -full maturity in five years; then, playing out one of nature's 
dramatic life stories, they challenge those same rivers in order to 
return to their birthplace, where they spawn and later die of hunger and 
exhaustion. Compared with human l i fe , the salmon case offers some 
intriguing contrasts - here is a species that survives without parents, 
without formal learning, and without any form of social organisation. 
The cost is high: only about two in five thousand survive to reproduce. 
The contrast highlights several important features of the human life 
cycle. 
The second case study explores the behaviour of the herring gull. This 
study focuses on the pair-bond between male and female and the role that 
parents play in the care of the young. Life human beings, herring gulls 
are choosy about their mates, and both male and female invest heavily in 
the care, feeding and protection of the young. But unlike human beings, 
gulls are confined to terr i tories (until the young are fledged), 
restricted in their social behaviour to a limited repertoire of innate 
responses, and possess only the most rudimentary forms of communication. 
Against this constraint 'family group' found in nature, children can 
explore the meaning of parenting in human society, the relationships 
between parents and children, and the function of the family as the 
primary social group. 
From herring gulls, the children turn to an exploration of the social 
organisation and behaviour of the most socially complex of all non-human 
primates, the free-ranging baboons. This unit extends the children's 
examination of social behaviour to a consideration of life in groups 
beyond the family unit, where many individuals occupying diffierent 
roles co-operate to ensure the survival of all members. The study of 
the well-adapted but inflexible structure of the baboon troop, with i ts 
fixed roles and limited communication system of a few sounds and 
gestures, provides a productive contrast for considering the alternative 
social structures available to human beings. By contrasting the social 
systems of the two species, the children learn that human beings can 
alter the roles of males and females, experiment with both hierarchical 
and co-operative administrative systems, and continually explore new 
dimensions of social interaction. 
The backgdrop of comparative animal studies helps children to see that 
social behaviour can be viewed in an orderly and systematic way. It can 
be pointed out to the children that human beings have important social 
atttributes - such as language, an immense learning capacity, and an 
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a b i l i t y to a l ter the social world in which they l i v e - - which are not 
possessed by any other species. With th is in mind, the children then 
turn to an examination of a culture very d i f ferent from the i r own, that 
of the Nets i l ik Eskimo. 
This un i t portrays t radi t ional Eskimo l i f e : i t follows the seasonal 
Netsi l ik migration, which includes caribou hunting in autumn and j igging 
for trout in the autumn r iver camp; and concludes with an extended study 
of l i f e in the mid-winter sealing camp, where Eskimo families come 
together to face the harshest season of the year. Here, chi ldren can 
see an example of how one group of human beings has learned to cope with 
the most al ien environment on earth, with l i t t l e to draw upon but the 
snow, the skin and bones of the animals they hunt, and the 
resourcefulness that has given mankind a mastery over his natural 
environment since human existence began. S ign i f icant ly , these Eskimos 
reveal in a ronarkable way that i t is man's unique social behaviour, as 
well as his technological ingenuity, which makes survival possible under 
severe condit ions. 
(A more detailed description of the course can be obtained 
-from 'MACOS Revisited: A Commentary on the Most Frequently 
Asked Questions About Man: A Course of Study' by Peter B. Dow, 
in Social Education, October 1975, pp 388-96). 
EXPERIENCES OF QUEENSLAND SCHOOLS USING THE COURSE 
The Course within the Total School Curriculum: J 
MACOS has been most commonly used as the social studies couV s^e for Year 
5. Most schools have found i t desirable to re-organise the units in 
Years 5 and 7 in order to maintain a suitable sequence of units and to 
provide a range of content across these years. The fol lowing 
reorganisation of social studies units has been used in some schools, 
and was seen as suitable by the Social Studies Committee: 
Year 5 
Unit 1 Local study. , *„. 
Unit 2 Early set t lers in Austral ia sought to meet the i r 
needs by exploring and developing unknown areas. 
Unit 6 As a society develops, more e f f i c ien t systems of 
transport and canmunications are required. 
Year 6 Units: , . 
Unit 2 The d is t r ibu t ion of natural resources varies from 
country to country. 
Unit 4 The mineral resources of Australia are rapidly being 
u t i l i s e d . 
Unit 3 Most societies cannot produce al1 the goods required 
to sat is fy the wants of the i r people. 
Year 6 
MACOS 
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Year 7 
Year 7 Units: 
Units 1 For the security of the ind iv idua l , the protection of 
and 2 property, and the well-being of society, a system of social 
controls is necessary 
Unit 3 Economic planning is needed to meet the needs of the people. 
Unit 5 Man faces many problems in the changing world. 
Year 5 Units: 
Unit 5 A vfide range of human and natural resources makes possible a 
variety of both production and ways of earning a l i v i n g . 
Unit 4 The culture of our society may be influenced by the 
cul ture of other societ ies. 
Teachers' and Students' Reactions to the Course: 
Teachers have reported that f i lms are a basic source of inspirat ion and 
information - next best to being there. Pupils respond well to them and 
express preference for learning from them. The f i lms are found to be so 
popular with many age groups that the Departmental Film Library has 
purchased a paral lel series for general use, the 'Tuktu' series, which 
is l i s ted on p 154 of the current f i lm catalogue. 
The wri t ten materials have been found suitable in terms of i l l us t ra t i on 
and layout. In addi t ion, i t has been reported that the reading level of 
the booklets is suitable for most children and, consequently, 
instrumental in developing the i r research s k i l l s . 
The simulation techniques used in many places throughout the course have 
received enthusiast ical ly by chi ldren. Teachers have indicated that 
these technic^ies have contributed considerably to chi ldren's conceptual 
development. This development has also been enhanced when the children 
themlselves have become involved in formulating similar techniques for 
use in later parts of the course. 
Many teachers have indicated that they themselves have learned a great 
deal from using the course, through both the increased application of a 
range of teaching strategies (involving f i lms, simulation, and audio and 
written mater ials), and the graduaT development of more open classroom 
climates. This was most v iv id ly expressed by one teacher who said, 
'Pupils in MACOS classes are eager to discuss. They are not prepared to 
accept statements without scrut iny. They are prepared to have the i r own 
opinions and to make decis ions' . 
The Necessity for Communication with Parents 
In some areas of the USA parents have reacted against some of the 
content included in MACOS. The types of complaints made, the specif ic 
MACOS materials referred t o , and the author's responses to th is 
c r i t i c i sm have included the fo l lowing: 
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Cri t ic ism: Sex education is being 'subtly taught ' . Specific MACOS 
materials referred to : 
L i f e Cycle (p 7) 
Herring GulIs (pp 18-19) 
Baboons (pp 14-22 
Salmon (pp 4-7) 
Animal Adaptation (pp 9-11) 
Author's Response: In a l i t e r a l sense th is is t rue. In a l l of the 
animal materials, there are brief references to the fact of 
reproduction. As these materials stress such things as the l i fe -cyc le 
variables that are common to a l l animals . . . namely b i r t h , duration of 
dependency, reproduction, care of the young, and death . . . i t would be 
d i f f i c u l t to avoid the issue of reproduction in some form. Discussion 
of human reproduction has, however, been avoided, as MACOS is more 
concerned with the psychology, sociology and anthropology of human 
behaviour than i t is with the facts of human biology. 
Cri t ic ism: Female infant ic ide is being taught. Specific MACOS material 
referred to : The booklet A Journey to the Arc t ic , pp 24-5. 
Author's Response: The passage on these pages is an extract from Knud 
Rasmus sen's journa l . Says Rasmussen, 'A s ta r t l i ng thing about the 
Netsi l ik Eskimos' struggle to survive is how they feel about chi ldren. 
They would l ike to have many sons and few daughters. I f a g i r l baby has 
not already been promised a =s a future wife, a family may feel that 
they cannot provide for her. I f there is no family to adopt her, i t is 
their custom to allow the ch i ld to d i e ' . Here we f ind a cu l tura l 
dilemma. In the harsh Arctic environment, where survival is dependent 
on a successful hunt, males are preferred. Under these extreme 
conditions, mothers sometimes sacr i f ice daughters in order that the 
group may prosper- I t is a cruel choice but a deeply human one. 
Why should we subject chi ldren to these harsh real i t ies? Because the 
issue is as relevant to our own future as i t is to the t rad i t iona l 
culture of the Nets i l ik Eskimos. I t is common knowledge that 
unrestrained pofxilation growth is one of the most serious threats to the 
survival of human cul ture as we known i t . Primary school is not too 
early for the next generation of adults to begin recognising the moral 
issue with which we are faced. 
Cri t ic ism: The course teaches the theory of evolution. 
Author's Reponse: This charge is la id against the course as a whole. The 
sequence of salmon, herring gu l l s , baboons and Eskimos, and the 
inclusion of concepts such as animal adaptation and natural selection 
are al l given as evidence. In a l i t e r a l sense, th is charge is not t rue. 
The sequence of units is designed to progress from simple species to 
more complex species, to enable children to develop concepts suitable 
for understanding human cu l ture . Natural selection is used only in 
relat ion to within-species adaptation. However, i t is true that these 
concepts are drawn from the theory of evolut ion, even though that theory 
is not being taught. 
During t r i a l l i n g of the course in Queensland, very l i t t l e of th is type 
of reaction has been evident. I t seems that the main reason for th is is 
that , through seminars, teachers have been made aware of these 
possible controversies and have been encouraged to communicate with 
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parents pr ior to introducing the course to the i r pupi ls. In one school, 
after an evening seminar for parents on MACOS, a parent requested that 
his ch i ld be provided with an al ternat ive course for social studies. 
The school therefore changed that ch i ld to a class not studying MACOS. 
Other parents were most enthusiastic for the i r children to study the 
course. In another school, parents were so enthusiastic about the 
course af ter an introductory evening seminar that they asked the 
teachers to conduct additional sessions for them during the year- Most 
parents attended the subsequent seminars, which they indicated were a 
very useful means of enabling them to discuss the course with the i r 
chi ldren. I t seems that i t would be desirable for communication with 
parents to continue. (A suggested introductory seminar, suitable for 
use with parents is contained in Appendix B). 
SEMINARS FOR TEACHERS 
Because of the complexity of the course and the innovative nature of the 
materials, and because of the des i rab i l i t y of giving teachers the 
opportunity to explain the program to parents before introducing i t to 
chi ldren, i t is necessary for teachers to have a minimum of 30 hours 
seminar experience with the course before using i t in the classroom. 
Such seminars are current ly being provided in vacation schools during a 
series of four-week social studies courses, in courses conducted by some 
CAE's, and in special provisions made by the Bardon Professional 
Development Centre. Information on courses which are currently 
available may be obtained from the Co-ordinator of In-Service Education 
(Primary). 
The most common type of introductory seminar is of f ive days' duration. 
These seminars aim a t : 
enabling part icipants to achieve fami l i a r i t y with a l l the 
materials of the course and to create and c r i t i c i s e sample 
lessons; 
exploring with teachers the nature of the learning process by 
analysing teacher demonstrations, showing the part icipants 
ways in which the i r seminar experiences could be adapted to a 
typical classroom s i tua t ion , and planning lessons which 
recognise and allow for students' varied learning modes and 
needs in s k i l l and in te l lec tua l development; and 
investigating with part icipants the concept of the 'unfinished 
curr iculum', in order to make exp l i c i t the variat ion and 
c rea t i v i t y that can be shown by teachers as they work within a 
curr icu lar framework. 
From time to time advanced seminars in MACOS are also conducted. The 
f i r s t of these was held during the 1976 vacation school in Brisbane. 
This seminar aimed at establisheding a dialogue between teachers and a 
number of people whose expertise was mainly in the f ie lds of ethnology 
and anthropology- I t enabled teachers to meet and ta lk with people who 
had a wide range of experience concerning hunter-gatherers in general 
and Nets i l ik Eskimos in par t icu lar , as well as others who have been 
closely involved in animal behaviour studies. Hearing about the 
findings of research conducted since the development of MACOS, watching 
research f i lms , and l istening to accounts of i n - the - f i e ld experiences 
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gave teachers the opportunity to examine the content of the course more 
closely. The seminar also included experiences for teachers in a number 
of practical ac i t i v t i es relat ing to animal behaviour studies. This 
segment, which was oriented to the classroom s i tua t ion , gave clear 
indications of what is involved in having children part ic ipate in such 
ac t i v i t i es . F inal ly , a l l the lecturers at the course indicated a range 
of readily available publications which provide information additional 
to that contained in the course. This was par t icu lar ly useful to 
teachers interested in reading accounts of current developments in the 
content of MACOS. 
AVAILABILITY OF MACOS MATERIALS 
At the beginning of 1977, f i f teen schools were ei ther using or t r i a l l i n g 
MACOS in Queensland. These schools obtained the materials in a number 
of ways. Some were using materials supplied by the Department for t r i a l 
purposes, some were using materials they had purchased for themselves, 
and others obtained theirs from special purpose grants. 
As mentioned ear l ie r in th is booklet, during 1977 the Director of 
Primary Education is supplying each regional o f f ice with four classroom 
sets of materials to enable the t r i a l l i n g of th is course to be extended 
throughout Queensland. Each regional o f f ice is to select a number of 
schools within which the course may be used. 
The films to be used by schools chosen by the regional off ices are 
housed at the Film Library. Special arrangements have been made with 
the Film Library to enable the borrowing of these fi lms to be treated as 
a p r io r i t y matter- Such borrowing does not count against a school 's 
normal al locat ion of l ib rary f i lms. 
I t is envisaged tha t , because many teachers have already attended a 
30-hour course on MACOS, a number of the schools chosen by regional 
offices w i l l have teachers with the required seminar experience on=f the 
course. Regional off ices and groups of schools wishing to organise a 
MACOS seminar can contact the Senior Research Off icer, Curriculum 
Branch, Department of Education, PO Box 22, North Quay, 4000 (phone 224 
7995), for relevant information. 
Schools t r i a l l i n g MACOS, and using material supplied by a regional 
o f f ice , are inv i ted to report on the i r experiences with the course. 
Comment should be sent to the regional o f f ice concerned, where they w i l l 
be collated and forwarded to the Senior Branch Research Officer in the 
Curriculum Branch. 
Schools which wish to purchase the i r own materials can obtain them from 
Education Media Austra l ia , 237 Clarendon St, South Melbourne, 3205. The 
set of 16 mm movie f i lms can be shared by up to four schools and costs 
$2200 (plus f re ight ) as at March 1977- A classroom set of materials 
whcih can be used by up to two classes, costs $425 (plus f r e i gh t ) . 
Teachers are reminded that i t w i l l be necessary to complete an 
in-service program on the course pr ior to implementing i t in a school. 
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APPENDIX 2 
Transcript of the f i rs t section of a tape provided by 
Parents' Campaign for Responsible Education 
(held in Audio-Visual Centre, Queensland University) 
This is sent to you by Parents' Campaign for Responsible Education. 
Following the Queensland Government's decision to call a halt to MACOS 
and SEMP material, pending a detailed inquiry into the public education 
system in Queensland, a great deal of controversy has developed. Some 
headmasters, principals, lecturers and teachers feel that the accent is 
v\riiat they call 'dictatorial ' and indicates distrust in the integrity and 
professionalism of teachers generally. This, of course, is not the 
case. Parents' Campaign for Responsible Education fully supports the 
move by the Queensland Cabinet and we hope that when you listen to this 
tape, which contains extracts from talks by speakers in the United 
States, you will understand what so-called progressive education is all 
about, and that MACOS and SEMP are but two of the many methods by which 
the developers of the programmes seek to bring about social change, 
social control and a new religion which attacks Christian beliefs and a 
one world government with a collectivist economy. We begin with Dr 
Joseph Bean, who traces the origins and objectives of the new education. 
Dr Bean is a practising medical doctor who was elected to the Glendale 
Board of Education in California, which he has served with distinction. 
'In this century, educational aims, content and method, have 
been profoundly influenced by several innovations and 
philosophies. Some of the periods of reform have been long and 
pervasive while others have presented themselves as mere fads. 
The f i rs t significant innovative phase was initiated by John 
Dewey and his colleagues. Vy 1905, Dewey had become the 
dominant voice in teacher education from his home base at 
Columbia University. Harvard, and many other great 
univiersities, adopted his philosophy. He changed the aim, 
content and methods of education. It is important to 
understand why and how he changed the aim of our schools. He 
was a national socialist , promoting 100 percent state control 
or ownership of property of all means of production of the 
national capital resources. His code was coolectivism. In 
1905 he organised the Inter-collegiate socialist society, along 
with Jack London, Upton Sinclair, Walter Lippmann and W.D. 
Deveaux. In 1921 the society changed i ts name to the League 
for Industrial Democracy, and Dewey served as i ts President in 
1941. Its aim was to put teachers in the classrooms who were 
collectivists , as well as ministers in the pulpits and leaders 
in the labor unions. In 1962, the League formed an action arm 
called The Students for a Decmocratic Society. Early in the 
century Dewey had formed the Progressive Education Association 
and the American Association of the University Professors. 
These two organisations were committed to the goal of 
collectivising the United States. Dewey assigned to the 
schools the revolutionary mission to reform society, including 
i ts economic system. This changed the aim of education of 
course, from i ts traditional purpose. The chief instrument to 
accomplish this reform of our country was the use of social 
studies instead of the separate disciplines of history, 
geography, economics and so on. By the 1930's the political 
climate was suitable for their work and social studies 
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departments were formed in public schools. Included in this 
movement were many of the best minds of the country. They 
wrote volumes and lectured endlessly on the theme that the 
schools take an active part in building a new social order with 
a completely state-owned and operated economy. Having changed 
the aim of the schools, the content of education also underwent 
great changes. New textbooks were written and old ones revised 
to present the collectivist aims. The third component of 
education, method, was also changed. There was emphasis on 
life adjustment of the student, learning by doing, called the , 
'discovery method'. There was a permissive approach that did 
for education what Spock did for childhood. During and 
immediately following World War Two, the emphasis on creating a 
new economic and social order in our country was expanded to 
include the entire globe. The whole world would be better off 
as a global collective, and to achieve this a political 
mechanism of global government would remove the sogereignty of 
all countries, even national boundaries would be erased. This 
expanded role of the schools was well stated in one textbook 
used in Californian schools today, which reads: 
"Allegiance to a nation is the biggest stumbling block to 
creation of international government. National boundaries and 
the concept of sovereignty must be abolished. The quickest way 
to abolish sovereignty is to condition the young to another and 
broader allegiance. If opinions favour an international 
government i t should be developed in social studies in the 
elementary schools." 
And there the quotation closes. The teaching of geography is 
now used to break down the isolation of national identity in 
the mind of the child, and develop instead a world sense. The 
social planners rate the attitudes of the school and the child; 
if they are harmful to building world citizenship, they are 
corrected whenever possible and replaced with the 'proper' 
attitude simply by the wise use of geography in the classroom. 
A few months ago, I objected to the adoption of a series of 
textbooks in social studies for the elementary grades by the 
California State Board of Education, These books are geared to 
develop a readiness in the child for a global collectivist 
economy under one government. A newspaper reporter at the time 
asked me if I didn't think global government "•-'ould be a good 
thing. I responded, of course, but that i t was the 
collectivism that I objected, whether on a world basis, in the 
United States, in California or in a school d is t r ic t . 
Furthermore, i t has been well established that world goverrment 
could exist only as a collectivist s tate . In 1952 and 1953 
there was aroused a lot of public opinion against this abuse of 
the public schools embodied in the actions and statements of 
the social planners. . . . Many individuals and organisations 
went underground at that time and did not. surface again until 
the Supreme Court of the United States (itself populated mostly 
with social planners) removed such laws as would curtail their 
actions. Since their resurfacing in the 1960's we have all 
become familiar with their remarkable success in achieving 
their aims. In 1955 the Progressive Education Associationv 
disbanded and many educators passed by the movement for newer 
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and more promising methods of reform. It had been so 
persuasive, however, that i t has continued to be dominant over 
traditional education in the classroom and i ts philosophy, in 
fact, is in control of American education. The education 
theorists, textbook writers, professors in our universities and 
hundreds and thousands of teachers are unashamedly 
collectivist . It is a fact which is taken for granted and 
l i t t l e attention is now paid to the fact that their economic, 
political and social philosophy is ranaking and has already 
greatly remade our country. 
Charles Reich, in his recent 
book "The Greening of America" says the social revolution of 
the new generation is so successful and complete that i t lacks 
only the change in the political structure as i ts final act. 
In fact our laws, institutions and social structures are 
rapidly changing because of the revolution, in the new 
generation. After Dewey's movement, the next era of reform has 
been marked by i ts innovation in methods of instruction. After 
Sputnik, in 1957, a sense of national urgency concerning our 
deficiencies in education elicited new programs and techniques. 
Bean continues by talking about the method innovations in teaching, and 
how these are all to the good when aiding the teaching process in 
schools which run a traditional curriculum, but: 
When we attempt to apply these new techniques to schools whose 
philosophy is inherently bad and all we achieve is turning out 
a bad product . . . Developing alongside these new teaching 
techniques is a new movement, the philosophy of which we need 
to understand. It is a concept of man which rejects nearly 
every previously held belief about man and his nature. It is 
this philosophy with which mil lions of American parents came 
to loggerheads in the late 60's. The distress which i t 
created, coupled with the effects of Dewey's collectivism, has 
placed our schools in jeopardy, and their continued existence 
is question by educators and laymen alike. 
Because the applications of this new philosophy were 
introduced into the classroom at the same time as many of the 
aforementioned innovations for the resulting difficulties, not 
realising that i t was to a great extent a new philsophical 
movement that caused the problem. 
A few words about the development of this new movement will 
suffice. Sigmund Freud . . . believed that man is an animal, 
and only an animal. He emphasised the influence of the 
unconscious mind on human behaviour His work was with the 
mentally disturbed and he did not study the normal healthy 
human being. The second force in psychology is referred to as 
the theory of behaviourism. Many men were associated with the 
development of this movement. The f i rs t is the name of John 
Watson, who died in 1958. The behaviourists see man as 
another type of animal and emphasise external environmental 
influences in shaping human behaviour. They are influenced by 
the work of the Russian scientist Pavlov. Their approach is 
s t r ic t ly objective using the scientific approach to the study 
of man. Most of their experiments have been with animals. It 
is often said that the behaviourist is not interested in man's 
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morals except as a scientist , in fact he doesn't care what 
kind of a man he i s . The emphasise the inner drives of man. 
. . . For several decades these two schools of thought have 
existed side by side and both have profoundly affected 
education. A new school of psychology, called the Third 
Force, has emerged, and is having a imich greater influence on 
education than the f i rs t two schools. In fact, for many 
educators today the practice of this Third Force psychology in 
the classroom is what education is all about. The Third Force 
school of humanistic psychology as i t is also called, says 
that man is not classified with the lower animals, that he is 
significantly different and that he is capable of good 
behaviour as well as bad. Instead of using the mentally il l 
in i ts study, helathy individuals are studied - the best of 
the species. Fully mature people are chosen, people who have 
achieved self-actualisation. These people are intelligent, 
creative, unconcerned with conformity when certain principles 
are involved, living beyond certain mores, enormously 
flexible, are highly motivated and have few problems of their 
own. They work to solve the problems of society. These 
self-actualising people are few, they make up less than one 
percent of the population, and are described as the growing 
tip of the human species. The psychologically healthy person 
is one who wants to do what is usually considered right and 
reasonable, that is what he can equate with what is right. 
The Third Force holds that man f i rs t fulfils his physiological 
needs for food, shelter, sleep etc. Only when these needs are 
met does he move on to fulfil his needs for safety. After he 
has secured himself he turns to fulfil his needs for love and 
esteem. Once these are met he is motivated to meet his needs 
for self-actualisation, and these are termed "growth needs". 
The person who fulfils these requirements is psychologically 
mature and one of the growing t ip. 
(These themes of social engineering, anti-Christian humanism and 
collectivism recur incessantly in the crit ical literautre used in the 
campaign against MACOS and SEMP- They are sometimes overlaid by more 
fundamentalist resistance to the "doctrine" of evolution and the primacy 
of parental values over those of the teachers. There is also a great 
deal of confusion about which psychologists are supposed to be dangerous 
and which acceptable.) 
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APPENDIX 3 
Aims and Objects 
(to which the Director and Executive of STOP & CARE are committed) 
1 . . . to protect children and teenagers from a l l forms of moral 
corrupt ion, and whatever else would tend to contribute to the i r 
delinquency or moral harm, from whatever source i t may come, and whether 
by means of the wri t ten or spoken word, or by visual impact, including 
any l i b ra ry , classroom or lecture-room s i tua t ion , etc. 
2 . . . to work for the exclusion of what is referred to as 'sex 
education', (but which is in rea l i t y an education in sexuality without 
any adequate moral t raining) from the curr icula in a l l Primary and 
Secondary courses, and from al l kindergartens, etc. 
2 . . . to protext youngsters from po l i t i ca l indoctr inat ion, and from 
brainwashing by means of sens i t i v i t y t ra in ing , values c la r i f i ca t i on or 
other psychological attitude-changing devices or techniques. 
4 . . . to ensure a s t r i c t watch being kept, par t icu lar ly upon l i tera ture 
in school l i b ra r ies and in school reading and courses of study, and to 
maintain a consistent v i g i l as to the sources of l i te ra ture which is 
offensive (against scriptural standards of moral i ty, modesty, and 
decency, etc.) 
5 . . . to foster the knowledge of the existence of God our Creator, and 
to promote and extend a true respect for His laws in every way possible, 
including Scripture study classes, and throughout the whole system of 
education aiming always for excellence.* 
6 . . . to contr ibute, in a practical way to the maintaining of Christian 
standards in school l ibrar ies by v i s i t i ng schools and making available, 
whenever practical , both Christ-honouring and anti-subversive l i te ra tu re 
to those schools interested. 
7 . . . to co l lec t and c i rcu la te for the attent ion of parents and the 
general public information and knowledge regarding the position as i t 
pertains from time to time, with a view to a ler t ing and informing them 
of how the moral cal ibre o-f our youth i s being undermined. 
8 . . . to provide, especially for parents or guardians of children who 
are being or have been adversely affected in any way by the social 
hazards mentioned above, counsell ing, advice, resources and assistance 
aimed at helping them to preserve and protect the i r family un i t and to 
support them morally and sp i r i t ua l l y in the i r parental role with i t s 
rights and respons ib i l i t i es , in order to rel ieve them in the i r 
helplessness and distress. 
9 . . . to of fer supportive help, information and advice to parents and 
students who are distressed and worried by the i r experience of 
regressive and detrimental innovations encountered in the classroom or 
through the use of cer ta in types of textbooks or courses of study. 
* 'Seek that ye may excel . ' 1 Corinthians 
14:12. 
In explanation of our term 'the scr iptural view of education', we state 
that i t includes: Rote learning; test ing competi t ively; h is tory ; 
geography; Christian standards; d isc ip l ine ; respect for elders and those 
in author i ty ; humi l i ty ; meekness; seeking the knowledge of good rather 
than e v i l ; etc, and at a l l times using the Bible as the standard for 
l i te ra tu re and textbooks used. 
APPENDIX 4 
Concerning the MORAL 
STOP & CARE 
POLLUTION of Children THROUGH LITERATURE 
The Director of STOP was one of six Christian parents who formed a 
deputation received on 24th January, 1972, at the Q'ld Education Dept. 
by the Director of Secondary Studies and the chairman of the Moderation 
Committee of the Board of Secondary Schools Studies. The Deputation 
submitted the complaint that, despite the circulation to Secondary 
School Principals of a Memorandum (dated 19/8/71) by the Education 
Dept., offending books WERE STILL BEING 
AVAILABLE IN SCHOOL LIBRARIES. 
;ET OR RECOMMENDED, AND 
While some schools have made a genuine attempt to improve the quality of 
their reading material, reports to hand seem to indicate that teachers 
in 1975 are still selecting and promoting many of those books which 
parents feel are objectionable: 
Summer of the Seventeenth Doll 
The Lord of the Flies 
The One Day of the Year 
Improving on Blank Page 
Impact Assignments in English 
My Brother Jack 
Clean Straw for Nothing 
Cartload of Clay 
Cider with Rosie 
First Love 
The Catcher in the Rye 
Franney & Zooey 
Raise High the Roof Beams, Carpenters 
The Power and the Glory 
The Potting Shed 
The Comedians 
Brighton Rock 
The Tin Drum 
Cat and Mouse 
Greening of America 
The Quiet American 
Bring Larks and Heroes 
A Farewel 1 to Arms 
The Sun Alsc Rises 
For Whom the Bell Tolls 
Brave New World 
Chrome Yellow 
Doors of Perception 
Heaven and Hel 1 
Coonardoo 
The Grass is Singing 
To Kill and Mockingbird 
Coming of Age in Samoa 
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man 
Exiles 
The Hostage 
The Lonely Passion of Judith Hearn 
Soledad Brother 
The Rainbow 
Sons and Lovers 
(Lawlor) 
(Golding) 
(Seymour) 
(Cook & Gallasch) 
(Heath) 
(Johnston) 
(Lee) 
II 
(Salinger) 
(Greene) 
(Grass) 
II 
(Reich) 
(Greene) 
(Keneally) 
(Hemingway) 
(Huxley) 
(Pritchard) 
(Lessing) 
(Lee) 
(Meadej 
(Joyce, 
II 
(Behan) 
(Moore) 
(Jackson) 
(Lawrence) 
Moon is Down 
Mice & Men 
Grapes of Wrath 
Pearl & Burning Bright 
Mrs Dalloway 
To the Lighthouse 
A Thundering Good Day 
Lukcy Country 
But What i f There Were No More Pelicans 
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf 
The Works of W, Burroughs E. Albee 
Street Car Named Desire 
Glass Menagerie 
Baby Doll 
Death of a Salesman 
After the Fall 
The Crucible 
A View from the Bridge 
The Ginger Man 
The Fringe Dwel lers 
Piper in the Market Place 
The American Tragedy 
Breakfast at Ti f fany's 
In Cold Blood 
F i l le ts of Place 
The Loved One 
Decline & Fall 
How To Be a Survivor 
Passage to India 
Howard's End 
Where Angels Fear to Tread 
Catch 22 
Something Happened 
Focus 
Wayward Bus 
The Feminine Mystique 
The Female Eunuch 
The Outcasts of Foolgarah 
Midnight Cowboy 
The Just 
The Possessed 
Crime Passional 
Krapps Last Tape 
Endgame 
Waiting for Godot 
Not After Midnight 
Look Back in Anger 
To Sir With Love 
Guess Who's Coming to Dinner 
Antgone 
5 Television Plays 
Confl ict ing Generations 
Patch of Blue 
Fi rs t Man, Last Man 
The Dr i f ters 
The Pigman 
My Darl ing, My Hamburger 
I Never Loved Your Mind 
I t ' s Like This, Cat 
(Steinbeck) 
(Woolf) 
II 
(Couper) 
(Home) 
II 
(Albee) 
(Wil liams) 
(Mi l ler) 
(Donleavy) 
(Nena Gair) 
(Cook) 
(Dreiser) 
(Capote) 
II 
(Durrell) 
(Wau gh) 
II 
(Erl ich) 
(Fors ter) 
(Heller) 
II 
(Mi l ler ) 
(Steinbeck) 
(Friedan) 
(Greer) 
(Hardy) 
(Horliby) 
(Camus) 
It 
( Sartre) (Beckett) 
(du Maurier) 
(Osborne) 
(Braithwaite) 
II 
(Anouilh) 
(Kata) 
II 
(Carson) 
(Mitchener) 
(Zindel) 
(Nevil le) 
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The Longest Weekend 
Wild Cat Fall ing 
Under Mil Wood 
A Nice Fie and Some Moonpennies 
Love Story 
Admission to the Feast 
The Caretaker 
The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie 
Lol i ta 
God Tell i t on the Mountain 
Another Country 
Blues for Mr Charlie 
The Well of Loneliness 
Blackaike Me 
Gone with the Wind 
The Godfather 
Into the Whirlwind 
Soul on Ice 
The Assistant 
Lady Chatterley's Lover 
The Dol 1 's House 
Nana 
Woman of Rome 
Marjorie MOrningside 
Three Sisters 
Taste of Honey 
The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner 
The Group 
Voices 
English Today I I I 
(Arundel 
(Johnson 
(Thomas) 
(Heffron) 
(Segal 1) 
(Beckman) 
(Pinter) 
(Spark) 
(Nabakov) 
(Baldwin) 
(Hall) 
(Gr i f f in ) 
(Mitchell) 
(Puzo) 
(Ginsberg) 
(Cleaver) 
(Malamud) 
(Lawrence) 
Ibsen) 
(Zola) 
(Moravia) 
(Wouk) 
(Chekhov) 
(Delaney) 
(S i l l i t oe ) 
(McCarthy) 
(Summerf ield) 
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APPENDIX 5 
SEMP - A SUMMARY OF THE RESOURCE MATERIALS 
The Social Education Materials Project has developed materials for 
secondary students in eight areas of social education. Teachers, 
students, and community members have been involved in the development 
stage and w i l l continue to be involved in further stages of the project. 
Prime responsibi l i ty for development of the materials rested with teams 
of three teachers sponsored by State Departments of Education and the 
Headmasters' Conference of N.S.W. In 1973 a national survey conducted 
by the National Committee on Social Science Teaching (NCSST) ident i f ied 
areas in which materials needed to be developed, ei ther because none 
were available or because those which existed neither focused on 
recurring social issues nor adequately ref lected contemporary teaching 
objectives. Eight topic areas v^re selected for materials development: 
Community Study 
The Consumer in Society 
Decision-Making Processes and Goverrment 
Family 
People and Change 
Race and Ethnic relations 
Social 
Control and Confl ict 
Urbanism 
Materials produced by the teams deal with aspects of Australian society. 
Many issues raised are controversial and sensi t ive, with a focus on 
studying people as social beings; developing an understanding of 
contemporary society and the forces shaping the lives of people in that 
society; promoting infonned and responsible part ic ipat ion in social 
processes; developing s k i l l s for autonomous learning. 
The materials have been developed by teachers of h is tory, geography, 
English, a r t , commerce, home economics, social studies, general studies, 
integrated studies, science, and environmental studies. Ihey aim at 
widening the range of exist ing resources, helping teachers explore 
approaches appropriate to social education and helping teachers design 
their own courses and develop the i r own materials. These materials 
should be useful in many courses, subjects and levels in the school and 
in many d i f ferent learning s i tuat ions. Also with students of d i f fe r ing 
ab i l i t i e s and in terests , since processes rather than content are 
emphasised. SEMP materials can be adapted for many purposes and used as 
models for the development of other materials. Below is a summary of 
the resource materials. 
Decision-Making Processes and Government (N.S.W.) 
Pitman Publishing, 
158 Bouverie Street, 
CARLTON. VIC. 3053 
Ph. (03) 347 3055 
The main emphases of these materials are the development of 
understanding and s k i l l in decision-making processes, and the creation 
of awareness that value systans are an important part of decisions made 
and action taken. 
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Three units are avai lable: 
1. PARADISE ISLAND 
A simulation game for groups of between 20 and 35 students, taking about 
ten forty-minute periods to play and review. Probably most suitable for 
Years 9 to 10. Players are members of the Council of Paradise Island, 
who meet four times a year to make decisions concerning the future of 
the island and the welfare of i t s people. By acting consistently with 
the roles they play, students learn how to stand up for themselves, how 
to lobby for support, how to respect the views of others and how to 
compromise. 
2. DECISIONS! DECISIONS! 
3. THE CHOICE IS YOURS 
Both of these units consist of stimulus and ac t i v i t y cards designed to 
explore decision-making processes and the role of personal and social 
values in those processes. The f i r s t aims to relate everyday decision-
making to the decision-making of government and the second deals with 
individual decisions. Both units contain a minimum of text . 
People and Change (TAS) 
Curriculum Development Centre, 
P.O.Box 632, 
MANUKA A.C.T. 2603 
Ph.(062) 73 3666 
The main emphasis in these materials is upon-interpersonal relationships 
in a period of rapid and accelerating social change, so that students 
can recognise and respond to changes in the i r social environment. These 
materials are avai lable: 
1. ROAD TO CHARLIE 
A f i lm s t r ip version of a Film Australia animated f i lm of the same name 
that explores social pressures on adolescents. A synchronised cassette 
tape of the original soundtrack is included. Suitable for Years 7 to 10 
2. IT'S YOUR PROBLEM 
Four photo-stories of typical adolescent problems, for Years 7 to 10, 
part icular ly for poorer readers. 
3. UNDERSTANDING OTHERS 
Four short black and white f i lms from the Film Austral ia Social Security 
Series, dealing with the experiences of four adolescents. Students 
broadsheets on the f i lms are included. Suitable for Years 9 to 10, 
4. HUMAN NATURE AND AGGRESSION 
Stimulus materials on the reasons for aggressive human behaviour, for 
senior students. 
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5. MEN AND WOMEN 
Resource material on masculinity and feminini ty. Intended mainly for 
teachers, but materials can be duplicated for student use. Suitable 
mainly for senior students. 
6. SOCIAL CHANGE 
A teacher's guide to an extended programme on the theme of social 
change. There are four sub-units, two of which 
Changing Patterns of Crime and Punishment and The Computer and Society 
exist as possible topics within the theme. Emphasis is upon viewing 
social change within a time perspective of past, present and future. 
Race and Enthic Relations (VIC) 
Heinemanii Educational Austra l ia, 
85 Abinger Street, 
RICHMOND VIC. 3121 
•ph: (03) 429 3622 
The main emphasis is upon mult icul tural ism. Racist att i tudes are 
challenged and the three packs consistently aim to provide a corrective 
to a great deal of material s t i l l in use in schools. There resource 
packs are avai lable. 
1. DIFFERENT THINGS TO DIFFERENT PEOPLE 
Suitable for students at the junior levels, th is pack aims to introduce 
the concept of di f ference, to point out the factors which contribute to 
our individual or group perceptions of one another, and to encourage 
students to question automatic assumptions about 'super ior i ty ' and 
' i n f e r i o r i t y ' . The pack consists of: 
Perceptions: an introductory booklet; Papua New Guinea Voices: poetry 
and prose from PNG i l l u s t r a t i ng the theme of the pack; 
Perceptions, Changing Communities, When Strangers Meet: sets of student 
cards. 
2. ABORIGINES AND EUROPEANS 
Suitable fo r middle to senior level students, th is pack explores 
relations between Aborigines and Europeans in h is tor ica l and 
contemporary Austral ia. The focus is upon underlying values and 
assumptions in the relat ionship and students are encouraged to examine 
both European ethnocentrism in the past and Aboriginal demands for 
compensation in the present. The pack consists of: 
Frontier Po l i t i cs : the issue placed in a world perspective; 
Land Rights Aurukun: exploration of the land r ights issue; 
Black Conditions: case studies; 
Aboriginal Voices: A col lect ion of Aboriginal wr i t ings. 
3. AUSTRALIA - A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
Suitable for middle to senior level students, th is pack invi tes students 
to explore such concepts as ' i d e n t i t y ' , ' ass imi la t ion ' , ' i n tegra t ion ' , 
and ' r i g h t s ' , and emphasises the mul t icu l tura l nature of Australian 
society. The pack consists of: Old Country and New Country: two 
booklets, with s l ides, i l l us t ra t i ng s ign i f icant cu l tura l differences 
between Austral ia and Europe; New Reality and Melting Pot: two booklets 
about the impact of migrants on Australia l i f e ; Ethnic Voices: a 
col lect ion of writ ings by recent immigrants. 
Community Study (W.A.) 
Curriculum Development Centre, 
P.O.Box 632, 
MANUKA. A.C.T. 2603 
Ph. (062) 73 3666 
The main emphasis in these materials is upon developing an understanding 
of the nature of community l i f e and deepening the commitment of students 
to active part ic ipat ion in local and wider community a f f a i r s . These 
units are avai lable: 
1. COMMUNITY EVOLUTION 
A stimulus for students to enquire into the i r local area. Tapes, f i lm 
s t r ips , cards. 
2. COMMUNITY GROWTH 
Examination of the growth of a rura l community. Audio tapes, a c t i v i t y 
cards, photos. 
3. DECISION 
A role play exploring ind iv idual i ty wi thin a community. 
4. NOISE 
A case study of community noise problems. Slides, audio tapes, ac t i v i t y 
cards, posters. 
5. COMMUNITY HEALTH 
Resource and a c t i v i t y cards, s l ides and an audio tape used to explore a 
major community concern. 
6. COMMUNITY DISASTER 
A simulation game to give students experience of a disaster s i tua t ion . 
7. NEWCOMTON 
A simulation game in which students plan for an in f lux of migrants into 
their community. Value issues and planning and decision-making problems 
a l l ar ise. 
8. VIEWS OF COMMUNITY 
A resource k i t fo r teachers on d i f ferent att i tudes to community. 
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9. ROAD TOLL 
A board game exploring cognitive and affect ive aspects of road 
behaviour. 
10. SOCIAL SURVEY 
A sel f - instruct ional set of cards on conducting community surveys. 
The Consumer in Society (QLD) 
A.H. & A.W. Reed, 
53 Myoora Road, 
TERRY HILLS, N.S.W. 2084 
Ph. (02) 450 2555 
The main emphasis in these materials is upon the consumer as a unique 
person who has certain r ights and respons ib i l i t ies . Through the 
materials a student should come to understand the concepts and develop 
the sk i l l s that are necessary for the consumer aspects of everyday 
l i v i n g , so that s/he can achieve sat isfact ion within the framework of 
his or her own values and those of society. 
These materials are avai lable: 
1 . CASE STUDIES 
Twenty short case studies for Years 8 to 11 exploring the values 
inherent in consumer aspects of society. They cover such issues as 
money management, sales techniques, c red i t , work values, the 
environment, housing, purchasing, the law. 
2. OTHER WAYS: ALTERNATIVES TO CONSUMERISM 
An environmental and social responsibi l i ty perspective on consumerism, 
covering such issues as environmental, health and social problems of a 
consumption-oriented way of l i f e ; the origins of the consumer e th ic ; 
alternatives to the present consumer enphasis in society- Suitable for 
Years 11 to 12. 
3. DOLU\R DECISIONS 
A simulation board game for Years 8 to 10 on money management issues. 
During the game students are required to examine value issues inherent 
in the decisions they make. 
4. POVERTY 
This major study of poverty in Austral ia has been wr i t ten especially for 
secondary students. There are two main sections: 
(a) The Poor as Consumers 
Act iv i ty cards for students in Years 8 to 10 designed to give an 
overview of the problems of the poor as consumers. The cards could also 
be used in Years 11 and 12. 
(b) Poverty in Australia 
A structured col lect ion of resources, information, guidelines and 
ac t i v i t i es for the treatment of the theme of poverty in Years 11 and 12. 
There are 4 sub-sections: 
1. What is poverty? Who are the Poor? How is Poverty measured? 
i i . The Meaning of Poverty Reconsidered 
i i i . Poverty: An Anthology 
iv . What Can be Done About Poverty in Australia? 
Social Control and Confl ict (S.A.) 
Educational Technology Centre, 
221 Wakefield Street, 
ADELAIDE, S.A. 5000 
Ph. (08) 223 2333 _ • , -
The main emphasis in these materials is upon the balance between social 
restr ic t ions and personal freedoms desirable in maintaining harmony 
within and between human groups and the materials explore th is issue as 
much from the adolescent's point of view as from any other. These 
materials are avai lable: 
1. FOR STARTERS 
An introductory pack fo r Years 8 to 10, consisting of Hassles: 
adolescent c o n f l i c t ; Pressures: an i l l u s t ra t i on of 'norms' and 
'values' ; To Start You Talking: conf l i c ts for role playing and 
discussion. . , : . , , 
2. GEARING UP ; . 
Social pressures on ways of dressing and grooming, for Years 8 to 10. 
Act iv i ty cards, photos, cartoons, and material on social surveys. 
3. WHAT MAKES US US 
Agencies of cont ro l , including parents, peer groups, fashion. The view 
of some poets and novelists on social controls are included. Suitable 
for Years 8 to 10. . . ,: 
4. WORLD COUNCIL 
A simulation game on international po l i t i cs involving problems of 
underdeveloped countr ies. There is su f f i c ien t material for 32 players 
and the game is suitable for Years 11 and 12. 
5. DIFFERENT 
Suitable for Senior students only, th is pack explores divers i ty within 
modern p lu ra l i s t i c societ ies. The pack is a resource bank for teachers 
wanting to organise the i r own programmes on the theme. Material is 
available in six packs named by colours, which can be purchased 
separately or as a whole. The 'Black' bundle could be regarded as 
essent ia l . 
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§. IT'S ON THE HOUSE 
Social controls and conf l i c ts that f ind expression through housing. A 
tape/sl ide presentation accompanies the pr in t mater ial . Suitable -for 
Years 7 to 10. 
7. METROPOLY 
A simulation game on social controls in urban societ ies. 
Urbanism (VIC) 
Heinemann Educational Austra l ia, 
85 Abinger Street, 
RICHMOND. VIC. 3121 Ph. (03) 429 3622 
The main emphasis in a l l Urbanism materials is upon the dynamics of 
urban l i f e , the ways in which the c i t y acts as a r ich resource for 
learning, and issues related to the improvement of urban environments. 
These materials are avai lable: 
1. PEOPLE AND THE CITY 
A study of Australian c i t i e s designed to arouse awareness of and 
interest in the c i t y and the dynamics of c i t y l i f e , encouraging students 
at the same time to use the urban environment as a r ich l i v i ng resource. 
Suitable for Years 7 to 10. The sub-units of the th is material are: 
A City i s . . . . : student ac t i v i t y cards, each exploring one aspect of the 
c i t y ; 
The City in Ac t i on . . . : student ac t i v i t y cards exploring d t y 
interre lat ionships; 
Urban T r a i l s . . . : encourages the use of the c i t y as a primary data 
resource. 
2. PEOPLE AND SHELTER 
The relat ionship between people and shelter in the uv'ban environment. 
This un i t , which is suitable for Years 9 and 10 contains an introductory 
booklet. People and Shelter slides and an audio tape. Alternative 
shelter; Private Housing: The Great Australian Dream; Public Housing: 
Highs and Lows; Renters and Owners. 
3. PEOPLE AND PLANNING 
Issues related to the planning and improving of urban environments in 
Austral ia, with opportunities for students to experience the planning 
process for themselves. The un i t , which is suitable fo r Years 9 to 12, 
contains three sections: 
People and Planning: introductory booklet, supports documents, ac t i v i t y 
cards, audio tape on the need for planning, public par t i c ipa t ion , social 
and economic aspects of planning; 
Urban Design Ideas: ac t i v i t y cards about various ways of improving the 
environment; 
C i ty /Ar t : a book of 112 pages, including 16 f u l l colour, exploring 
relationships between art and the c i t y . Suitable for use in social 
studies, general studies, and ar t programmes at the jun ior l eve l , there 
three sections: The City in Ar t ; Art in the Ci ty; The City as Ar t . Mnrr ^ ri+,//fly.+ le aicn aw=-i-i=t3iQ Separately. 
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Family (H.M.C. of N.S.W.) 
Educational Media Austra l ia , 
237 Clarendon Street, 
SOUTH MELBOURNE, VIC. 3205 
Ph. (03) 699 7144 
The main emphasis in al 1 Family materials are upon defining family 
groups, examining roles and stereotypes, and exploring the dynamics of 
family relat ionships. A general Handbook w i l l be available to teachers 
to assist them in the i r use of any or a l l of the materials, which are 
aimed at middle to senior level students. The materials are of two 
types: 
1. Case Studies and 
2. Resource and Ac t i v i t y Packs. 
1. CASE STUDIES 
Each case sliidy (provided in mult iple copies) looks into relationships 
between the family members. Slides and a tape accompany each study. 
The famil ies involved are: 
* The Gergich Family - an extended migrant family. 
* Geoff Miles - a single parent with four chi ldren. 
* The Peters Family - a suburban nuclear family. 
* Ted and B i l l i e Leaton - a ret i red couple. 
* The Gil lard Family - a farming family in the Riverina. 
2. RESOURCE AND ACTIVITY PACKS 
Most material is in single sheet form for duplication by teachers who 
would l ike to develop the i r own themes on Family. Where a sheet should 
be d i f f i c u l t to reproduce i t has been supplied in multiple copies. Each 
pack is structured around a number of themes, but the structure in no 
way res t r ic ts those teachers who wish to combine the materials in other 
ways or to use them in conjunction with the i r own materials. The packs 
are: 
What is Family? 
A visual exploration of the meaning of ' f ami l y ' . 
Friendship and Courtship 
An exploration of relat ionships, rec iproc i ty , love, and courtship. 
Marriage and Being Together 
Getting married, the nature of marriage, problems and poss ib i l i t i es , 
marriage in contemporary society. 
Children 
Children and Parents; chi ldren with chi ldren 
Work 
Man as provider, woman as housewife, and reversals of these stereotypes. 
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Breakdown 
The breakdown of relat ionships, separation, divorce, social and personal 
pressures. 
Alternatives 
Interpersonal relationships in structural alternatives to ' t rad i t ional ' 
fami l ies. 
Family and the Media 
Views about famil ies expressed in the media, the effect of family nonns 
on the media. 
This is an extract from the SEMP Teachers Handbook, 
Curriculum Development Centre, Canberra, 1977. ' 
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APPENDIX 6 
REPORT OF REVIEW COMMITTEE OF S.E.M.P. MATERIALS 
MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE— 
Miss H. Coghlan (Library and Resource Services); 
Mrs S. Fraser (Library and Resource Services); 
Miss J. Hannant (Inspector of Schools—Home Econ-
omics) ; 
Mr P Maccoll (Curriculum Branch); 
Mr C. MuUer, Chairman (Regional Inspector, Brisbane 
North Region); 
Mr F. Underwood (Inspector of Schools—Social 
Sciences). 
UNITS REVIEWED— 
Community Study; 
The Consumer in Society; 
Decision-Making Processes and Government; 
Family; 
People and Change; 
Race and Ethnic Relations; 
Social Control and Conflict; 
Urbanism; 
Why Can't They Be Like We Were (Films). 
COMMUNITY STUDY 
The main emphasis in these materials is upon developing 
an Uiiaerst.anaiug of the nature of community life and 
ueeperiing the commitment of students to active participation 
in local and wiHer commu.''.:t> affairs. 
The units are weil and a'.tiactively prepared r.nd "'ould 
be very suitaoie for use in Years 8-10 in a range of subjects 
viz.: History, Geography, Study of Society, E"c''--''-. Music, 
Art, Citizenship Education, Home Economics, and Manual 
Arts. 
It is likely that, as well as stimulating school interest in 
the community, many members of the community may become 
interested in the school. 
These materials are not available to schools at present. 
Specia.' menticu is made of:— 
(1) Community Evolution—a very good unit of tapes, 
film strip and cards which would be an effective 
stimulus to the study of any local community. 
(2) Community Growth—tapes, cards and strips feat-
uring a West Australian rural community. This 
is a unit of real quality for use as a model for 
teachers in studying their own community. 
(3) Decision—a role play game capable of iiivoi'.ing 
u class of studeuts in discussion of a ransc of 
community problems. 
(4) Noise—a very wide range of study of the many 
and varied problems ot community noise. Suggests 
a wide range of student activities. 
X5) Community Health—a unit which outlines many 
teaching procedures for use with this and other 
topi^^ 
N O T E . ^ A suggested list ot possible inquiry 
arcds relating to health in the community con-
tains the topic 'Sexuality". 
^6) Community Disaster—a very detailed natural disaster 
game and a valuable resource for Citizenship Edu-
cation and Study of Society. 
(7) Newcomton—a simulation game in which students 
plan for an influx of migrants to their community. 
It is a good unit for urban geographical issues as 
well as social problems. (Years 10-12). 
(8) Views of Community—is a resource kit for teachers 
(not published as yet). It contains, among its many 
useful materials, some good ethnic studies suitable 
for Years 9-10. 
(9) Road Toll—a broad game on road behaviour which 
would be very useful in any Year 8-12. 
(10) Social Survey—a very useful set of materials giving 
instruction in the conduct of surveys. It would be 
mainly for teacher use. The final publication ("Find-
ing Out") is to include material for student use. 
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THE CONSUMER IN SOCIETY 
The main emphasis in these materials is upon the rights 
and responsibilities of consumers. 
These materials will not be available to schools until 
after June 1978:— 
(1) Case Studies— 
These written case studies are designed to assist 
students to examine some of the values inherent 
in a consumer society, and to study such issues as 
money management, budgeting, credit, sales tech-
niques, purchasing and the law. 
The materials are very suitable for use by students 
in Years 8-12. 
(2) Other Ways: Alternatives to Consumerism— 
Consumerism is examined from a perspective of 
environmental and social responsibility. Envir-
onmental, health and social problems resulting 
from a consumption-oriented way of life are pre-
sented. 
This set of materials consists of a teacher's guide, 
booklets and an audio tape. The audio tape was 
not available to the committee. 
Students in Years 11 and 12 could find these mater-
ials of value. j 
(3) Dollar Decisions— 
A, cimuKtior. game designed to introd-ictt •students 
to money management, budgeting and the motiva-
tions behind consumer purchasine. The game board 
has a series o/ jiations along whicn plavers move 
their tokens, according to the numbers obtained 
from the throw ot a dice. Associated cards cause 
the players to consider the implications of their 
purchasing decisions. 
The game could be used as a stimulus to discussion 
and research for students in Years 8:10. 
(4) Poverty— 
(a) The Poor as Consumers— 
A Set of stimulus cards wnich present a variety 
of problems and information associated with 
the poor as consumers. 
The cards could be used to stimulate discussion 
and research for students of any year from 8-12. 
(b) Poverty in Australia— 
These materials were not available for perusal 
at this "viiiic. 
DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES AND 
GOVERNMENT 
The only material available for review in this unit was 
the kit entitled "Paradise Island". The other materials relating 
to the unit "Decision-Making Prcr»<!> °^s a.id Govemmen'" 
viz.: "Decisions Decisions" and "The Choiceis Yours" have 
not been received from the publishers. 
Paradise hland is a singulation "ame for groups of betwcpT 
20 and 25 students. 
Players of the game are members of the Council ot 
Paradise Island, who meet four times a year to make decisions 
concerning the future of the island and the welfare of the 
people. 
The material used in the game consists ot 35 role cards 
a game director's handbook, two administrators' handbooks' 
35 Council members' handbooks, an overhead transparencv 
with three overlays, 35 copies of four proposals discussed at 
each of the Council meetings and other necessarv forms for 
the conduct of the game. 
The main aim of the game is the development in the 
students of an understanding of and skill in decision-makint; 
and an awareness of the problems in making decisions and 
taking action that affect not only themselves but other members 
of the communitv. 
COMMENT— 
The committee is of the opinion that there is definite 
educational worth in this kit and all the material contained 
in it is suitable for classroom use from Years 8-12. This unit 
has been available to schools since September 1977. 
FAMILY 
The committee feels that certain materials in this unit are 
completely unsuitable for classroom use. It feels also that some 
other materials may, if taken out of context, cause adverse 
comment. Attention is drawn to material in either category 
in the comments that follow on each section. 
However, much of the material is considered to be quite 
suitable to classroom use and of real education worth. If 
teachers are selective in the choice of material to be used 
in class worthwhile programs could be devised. 
While the resources are generally suitable for the upper 
secondary school, much of them could be used to advantage 
with lower grades. 
The materials have obviously been put together with the 
idea of presenting a wide range of views, but without careful 
selection a biased or unbalanced point of view could easily 
be put forward to students. 
In every pack the introduction warns that teachers should 
be careful respecting other people's values. The packs state:— 
"Children can be affected in many ways by dis-
eussion of family issues, and teachers will need to 
remain sensitively aware of their students' differing 
family backgrounds and concerns at all times". 
Teachers should therefore take care that parents are aware 
of the tcpici being brought up for discussion in the classroom. 
The list of further resources which appears in every pack 
should be viewed with some caution. The list contains a wide 
range of print and non-print material and thorough previewing 
should be undertaken before resources are selected from this 
list. , 
Selection of any material should be based on criteria with 
particular relation to community attitudes, maturity of stu-
dents, background experience. 
ROLE PLAY— 
Teachers should approach role playing suggested in these 
units with caution. Because of the sensitive nature of the 
topics students could be embarrassed and affected in many ways 
by discussion of family issues. Students should not be placed 
in a situation where the role play may become a personal 
rather than a vicarious experience. Students" called upon to 
role-play should take that part which has the least relationship 
to their own circumstances. 
1. Case Studies— 
Subject Matter 
The Gergich Family—an extended migrant 
family. 
Geoff Miles—a deserted husband brings up his 
family. 
The Peters Family—an Australian suburban 
nuclear family. 
Ted and Billie Lcaton—retirement: planning I 
m order to free theii children from any j 
responsibility for them. ! 
The Gillard Family—a family group living on a 
farm in the Rivenr.z. 
Source of Material Details of Media 
SEMP interviews and family albums, artifacts i Each of the five case-studies contains:— 
and letters. j 20 coloured slides 
' 20-minute second sound cassette tape 
30 copies of four-page pamphlet case-
study made up of narrative and 
interview material. 
The material presents an authentic picture of different 
family situations and attempts to give a reasonably broad 
spectrum of differing family life styles. A comparison between 
some of these life styles would probably be most useful. 
The resources are suitable for use in the upper secondary 
school but much ot tne material could be used to advantage 
in the lower grades. 
Attention is drawn to the mention of a de facto relation-
ship in the case study on Geoff Miles. It is felt that the 
material in no way condones this type of relationship. It is 
Gimpiv a brief factual presentation of a situation. There is 
no attempt to maKe a value judgmeni on the desirability or 
otherwise of the situation. 
2. What-is Family?— 
Subiect Matter 
A visual exploration of the meaning of family 
througii photographs on broadsheets 
Sources of Material 
Photographic collection and SEMP cartoons. 
D<'.tails of Media 
5 posters 
4 broadsheets—10 copies of each 
1 duplicating master 
The m'ltciial coilroted is of a nature which is likely to stirn'rlate class discussion, and whi<L.h should have z wide applicatio.i 
in several subject areas 
The material is Suitable for uie with all grades in the secondary gT.des. 
3. Friendship and Courtship— 
Subject Matter 
A range of discussion material aimed at helping 
Students to explore the nature of relationships, 
love and courtship. 
Sources of Material 
Newspapers, novels, poetry, popular maga-
zines, sociological writings, photographic 
collections and SEMP interviews. 
Details of Media 
2 overhead project transparencies 
5 discussion stimulus sheets—20 copies 
of each 
19 discussion sheets for duplication 
1 role-play provided as an overhead 
projector transparency 
short story—30 copies 
family case-study—30 copies 
film support materials for two of the 
films referred to below. 
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9. The Family and the Media-
Subject Matter Sources of Material Details of Media 
Stimulus material focusing on views about 
families expressed in the media and the effect 
of family norms on the media. Four main areas 
are explored: the family in advertising; politi-
cians and the family; famous people and their 
family values as expressed in the media; and 
the family in headlines. 
Newspaper, popular magazines, 
children's view. 
school I 29 cards. 
Although this material would have application in the 
upper secondary school, it could also be used to effect in 
the lower classes. 
The cards look at media, and iis effect on family relation-
ships under four main thunes: — 
The family in advertising; 
Politicians and the family in the media; 
Famous people in the press; 
The family in headlines. 
Care should be taken in the use of cards, e.g.: — 
(a) 26. The cards portray an innuendo of a relation-
ship between the late President Kennedv and 
the late Marilyn Monroe. 
(b) 27. Newspaper extrarts with emphasis on violence 
and murder. 
PEOPLE AND CHANGE 
These materials aic eoncerneu with inter-personal relation-
ships in a period of rapid sorial 'change 
The committee hac grave doubts about the educational 
worth of some of the materials in this kit. For this and 
other reasons, it is strongly advised that the materials be 
carefully previewed before buying kits containing multiple 
copies tor class use. MucH of the single copy printed would be 
valuable teacher resource material in Stuov of Societv or 
Citizenship Education 
Road 'o C/jf"-/,«. _ x h i s consists of a film version of a 
Film Aufmlia im-.ated film called "Po2d of Charlie" ;yn-
chronized with a cassette of the original soundtrack. 
The material could be useful to show the strength of 
peer group pressure on young children, but should be used 
with caution. 
One strip contains a sex joke that parents might objett 
to. The strips showing Charlie being tempted bv'his peers 
tf) take drugs couid be interDre.teri v\ronglv bv 
students. younger 
It's Your Problem.—This consists of four photo-stories 
of typical adolescent problems. Only one, "Steven", was 
available for viewing. 
This would be a useful discussion starter, particularlv 
.vith slow learners. The material presents a useful model 
v-hiJi teachers md ^tvide.-.ts e^ulu fcilov. to produce ..imiiar 
material.^. 
Understanding Otiiers.—This consists of four 10-minuie 
black and white films. Each deals with the experiences 
of an adolescent who has some particular problems. 
These films were considered to have definite educational* 
worth. They could be used across the curriculum for any 
age group but would be particularlv useful for Year 9 
and 10 ^.ludents. 
Human Nature and Aggression.—This is a set of stimulus 
.iiaterial dealing with various forms of aggressive hu.man 
bchavici;r ar.d the reasons for ii l;;e materials includes 
a tape, photographs, student activity cards, case studies, and 
a teacher's guide. 
It was felt that much of this material had doubtful 
educational value and should oniy be used with older students. 
The tape called Aggression is well presented and could 
be a good discussion starter. 
The role play based on Lord of the Flies has potential 
dangers anu hac doubrul value considering the time it would 
take. This type of role play should be approached with 
extreme caution. 
There is a series of work cards and photographs dealing 
with human aggression and aggression in groups. These 
should be examined carefully before a selection is made of 
the cards to be used with students. Some of these cards 
present situations which couid be upsetting to some students. 
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In the material dealing with aggression in groups there 
IS a card called "Brum's .Mob" which contains two examples 
of language which could be described as crude. However, 
the other material could provide the basis for useful dis-
cussion, particularly with older students. 
There is a set of stimulus cards called "Violence'". 
Much of this material is felt to be irrelevant for classroom 
use. The card on "Baby Batterers" could cause complaints 
because of its starkness. 
On the card containing the extract from the novel "Kestrel 
for a Knave" the word "arse" appears. However, the use 
of this word in this particular context was felt to be not 
unsuitable. 
Men and Women.—ThiN material consists of a folder of 
resource material on .femininity and masculinity. )t was felt 
to be not suitable for classroom use because of the biassed 
presentation and the exiremeh sensitive nature of a lot of 
the material. They include such topics as abortion, lesbianism 
and homosexuality. 
The committee felt strongly that this unit should be 
regarded as unsuitable for classroom use. 
Social Change.—There are iour separate books in this 
unit which provide valuable teacher resource material and 
could well be included in the school library. 
"Changing Patterns of Crime and Punishment" is a 
detailed study of crime and punishment. It is well docu-
mented and could be used io provide source material in 
History and Study <tl Society. 
One cartoon uses me e.\^-icssion "Pommie Bastaros ', 
ohich could upset come ; ctions of the eommunii\. 
"The Cornputer and Society" wouid be ver\- useti;! frr 
students m Years W and 12 studyinc Social Matns or Com-
puter Maths and also for students in Advanced Maths in 
Years 9 and 10 doing an option on computers. 
The other two Dooklets are called "Social Chance" and 
The Future". 
Both could be useful for teacher reference In one 
section m "The Future" the film "Clockwork Orance" is 
recommended for student<: to see and discuss T^j., film is 
rnnsidered to be most unsuitable for classroom use. 
Human Relationships.—This is a set of work cards for 
use in discussmg human relationship. On a number of cards 
there is material that could be described as sex education 
Many of the questions asked required value judcements from 
students m the matter of family relationships. ' 
Much of this material is considered unsuitable for class-
rc-iT. use and couid cause problems if used. 
NOTE.—Th; materials reviewed in thi", uni were n^ • , 
he^-=,r.^fi"-n°^ " " I r T ^ J ^"'" ^' extensively revised ' before the> are finally published. 
RACE AND ETHNIC RELATIONS 
There are three resource packs, viz.: 
(1) Different Things to Diffcren, People.—this oack 
aims to introduce the concept of difference ^ ^ 
pomt out factors which contriK.jte to our individual' 
or group t>erceotions of one another. I i " f amiej 
at the lower secondar>' schools ^° 
The units examined were: 
K^ '? f ' ^ " i Things" (The Introductory Hand 
book). "Papua-NeN^ Guinea Voices" and "Ghana 
ing Communities" ^nang-
Materials unavailable were "Percpnri.,n •• 
"When Strangers Meet". ^ " " p t i o n s anc 
(2) Aborigines and Europeans ~thi<i na^t- • 
relations between Abori^mes and^urlt-^A'^fn^^^' 
past and at present. Emphasis h S d " " ^ *" 
pean ethnocentrism in the past and on Ah ^'''\ 
demands for compensation at present IMs^ 'afrT at Years 10, l l . 12. i^'cscnt. it is aimec 
All four units were examined-— 
"Frontier Politics", "Land Riehts", '.Black Con 
ditions', and "Aboriginal 'voices" 
(3) Australia—A Multi-Cultural Society.—<ita.h with 
the concepts of identity, assimilation, integration, 
and rights. The multi-cultural nature of Australian 
society is stressed. It is aimed at Years 10, I I , 12. 
Units examined were:— 
"Old Country", "New Country", "New Reality", 
"Melting Pot"; and "Ethnic Voices". 
Committee's Comments.—In selecting class materials 
from this unit schools and teachers should have regard for 
their own communities and the ethnic composition of classes. 
The material, generally, is thoughtful and thought provoking 
but some could, with particular classes or in certain commun-
ities be divisive and/or hurtful and/or distressing. 
In particular, attention is directed to the frequent use of 
ethnic names, viz.: "wogs", "boongs", "blackey", etc. These 
occur often in the "Voices" booklets. It is not suggested 
that the terms are not current among the students or in 
the community but care should be used in presenting these 
pieces with ethnic names in classes. 
The materials are, for the most part, directed towards 
the upper secondary school. They tend to be somewhat 
repetitive and long-winded. The materials could be used in 
a range of subjects, viz.: Modem History, Study of Society, 
Citizenship, History (year 10), English, Multi Cultural Studies, 
and Home Economics. 
The level of questions in the materials is generally high— 
possibly too high for Year 12. However, teachers could 
construct their own questions. 
There is, too, in the booklets, a persistent expression 
and/or mood of bitterness which could be depressing and/or 
divisive unless teachers present other materials to balance the 
picture. 
Special mention is made of these features in particular 
units: — 
(a) "Different Things"—well suited to Years 8-9; 
(b) "Lands Riishts"—very sophisticated, reading and 
comprehension level very high; 
(c) "Black Conditions"—presents a particular per-
spective that could well be balanced by other 
malerial as much oi the text is from provocative 
writing; 
(d) "Aboriginal Voices"—the story of "Jack Sky" 
contains a cmde expression; 
(c) MciiiuH r o t " and "Ethn.w Voices"—each contain 
a set of verses entitled "Wog is a Dirty Word"; 
(f) "The Meldon Incident"—is a long and complex 
description calling for students to make divisive 
value judgements. It could be of use with advanced 
students in Year 12; 
(g) "Melting Pot"—contains very good source mater-
ials tor discussion of aspects of Australian migra-
tion programs. 
SOCIAL CONTROL AND CONFLICT 
The material deals with the influence of the various 
agencies of socialization in our society—family, workplace, 
peer group, advertising industry, education system. The 
eouipilers' confTn -.Viis that the materials should lock at 
these factors as much from the adolescent's point of view 
as from any other, although the overall aim is not to pro-
claim freedom from ail such influences and controls—rather, 
chat students appreciate the nature of the balance between 
societal checks and personal freedom desirable in maintaining 
harmony within and between human groups. 
Because of the sensitive nature of some of the topics 
involved, schools :ind teachers should consider earefuUy 
their choice ->i material and the man-isi- in which it is to 
be presented. 
1. Far Starters.—This is an introductory series for stu-
dents of social control and conflict. The elements of the 
pack can be used by an individual, a small group, or a whole 
class. 
Level: Years 8-10. 
It consists of:— 
(i) Hassles. This comprises a teacher's guide, a set 
of prints and cartoons, and is designed for the 
explanation of conflicts occurring in the lives of 
secondary students. 
Educational worth: It is felt this set could be useful 
as discussion starters. 
(ii) Pressures. This comprises a teacher's guide and 
four simulation games illustrating concepts like 
norms and values. 
Educational worth: The guide contains a very 
worthwhile section for teachers on the methods and 
value of role playing. The games themselves are 
not of any great oomplexity, but teachers should 
realise the inherent dangers of role play which 
is concluded without adequate de-briefing. One of 
the games had inadequate directions, 
(iii) To start you talking. This comprises a teacher's 
guide and 40 canoon cards illustrating conflict 
situations. 
Educational worth: Could be used for 'dis-
cussion and rote-playing or in an exercise en 
communication or the lack of it. 
Material considered inappropriate. It was felt that the 
use of Nos. 16, 18, 26 and 41 could cause embarrassment 
to sensitive members of the class. 
Material which could be ' considered inappropriate if 
taken out of context: The cards focus on situations where 
authority and the parental role seem to be questioned, though 
discussion should lead to further understanding of alternate 
points of view. 
2. Gearing Up.—This material deals with social pressures 
on ways cf dressing and grooming. It consists of activity 
surveys, and a teacher's guide. It is designed for individual 
cards, cartoons, photographs, a booklet on conducting social 
surveys, and a teacher's guide. It is designed for individual 
use. 
Level: Years 8-10. 
Educational worth: One of the most useful parts of this 
set of materials is the booklet on the construction and under-
taking of social surveys. Much of the material would be 
useful for teachers involved in pastoral care. 
3. What Makes Us Us.—A pack of resource materials 
dealing with agencies of control, including parents, peer 
groups, fashion. The views of some novelists and poets 
on social control agencies are also included. The pack 
also contains some sample teaching units for all levels of 
secondary schools and a teacher's guide. 
A set of slides accompanying the kit was not available 
to the Committee. 
Level: Years 8-12 depending on section used. 
Educational worth: This was a generally good unit 
catering for a variety of levels in a variety of subjects, e.g. 
'£iiglish. History, Home Fconumics. The initial seciioas 
for youngvi groups were more structured in their aff^oach 
than nost -^ther SUM" ."na'eria!. The f t ? ' section c.i 
alternatives would be loo drfficuit except for senior students. 
Ma,i6riai which could be considerea inappropriate it 
taken out of context or which needs sensitive handling:— 
(i) Recognition should be given to the presence of 
any migrants in dass when dealing with migrant 
case studies. Terms such as "dagos", "wogs", 
"poms" could be taken out of context, but are 
used in passages designed to promote greater under-
standing nf other ethnic ^oups . 
(ii) The section on alternatives includes discussions 
on historical precedents, and different industrial, 
educational and governmental optiMis as well as 
a section on the "hippie" style commimal living. 
No value judgments are made as to the worth 
of these alternatives and there is little that could 
be construed as an advocacy of the breaking 
down v^ f thr nu-c'ear famtiy except perhaps fcr 
a minor oart of the "hippie"' section i"h<. 
following items contain sections which conjid oe 
criticized:— 
Peer groups; 
Car haters unite; 
Plea for anarchy (misleading title). 
(iii) Titles from the list of films and resources accom-
panying the materials should be selected, with 
caution. 
4. Worifl Council.—A simulation game on international 
politics involving problems of underdeveloped countries. It 
contains suificient material for 32 players. 
Level: Years 11-12. 
Educational worth: This is an extremely compJex 
game that in its present (not final) form appears to be too 
difficult /or most senior students particularly considering 
the time required and the heavy reading load. However, manv 
of the ideas and resource material could be adapted for 
possible use in History, Economics and English classes. It 
was not trialled in Queensland. 
5. Difference.—A resource pack exploring individuality i 
within modem pluralistic societies. The pack can be pur-
chased as a whole or its elements purchased separately, i 
The compilers consider the "Black" bundle could be regarded 
as essential. The pack consists of: — 
Black bundle: teacher's notes and introductory material 
raising questions about conformity and social 
„j. distance (approx. 60 sheets). 
This difficult topic has been for the most part very well 
handled. While the Committee considers that most of the 
material is of value, teachers should still be careful in the 
way the material is dealt with. It is a sensitive topic and 
parents of younger children may object to the subject being 
discussed. 
Two pieces of material which may cause concern if taken 
out of context are:— 
(a) 11. Courtship in New England in the 18th Century. 
An historical account of the custom, of 
"bundling"; and 
(b) 20. Single wasn't so swell. The committee con-
siders that this package upholds the concept of 
the accepted form of marriage. 
Two pieces of material considered irrelevant and unsuit-
able for use were:— 
(a) 12. An extract from "The Mango Tree" by Ronald 
McKie. This passage has been quoted out ot 
the context of the total novel. The explicit 
description of the seduction of a student by a 
teacher is not considered suitable for class use, 
(b) 27 OHP r"le play. The committee considers that 
it would be imprudent to allow students to take 
part in this particular type of role play. Many 
students and parents may find it objectionable 
and unnecessary. 
4. Marriage and Being Together— 
Subject Matter 
Discussion, stimulus and activity materials 
ranging from statistics to highly personal 
views on getting married, problems and 
possibilities and the debate about the place 
of marriage in society. 
Source of Material 
Newspapers, novels, poetry, popular maga-
zines, compilations of statistics, socio-
logical, anthropoligical and religious 
writings, private letters and photographic 
collections and SEMP interviews. 
Details of Media 
2 overhead projector transparencies 
4 discussion/stimulus sheets—20 copies 
of each 
of each 
32 discussion sheets for duplication 
1 poster 
2 short stories—30 copies of each. 
The Committee considers that because of the sensitive 
nature of the materials it would be suitable for use only in 
Grades 11 and 12, and for teacher reference. It is essential 
that the materials be previewed carefully by teachers before 
selection is made. 
Six pages of the material may cause some concern, par-
ticularly if passages from them are quoted out of context. 
They are:— 
(a) 12. The Brides Py A. D. Hope.—There was con-
clderable debate on the suitability or otherwise 
of this poem. The general opinion was that 
the poem could be used '"fcly T«.'>th Gr»de 12 
students, althougl. iwo members of the com-
mittee objected to the poem. It is considered 
unlikely that A. D. Hope would be studied 
below this level in any case. The committee 
as a group appreciate the intent and quality of 
the poem, but there are certain metaphors 
which could be taken to refer to sexual inter-
course. 
(b) 15. A page of 'aad jokes about marriage.—The 
committee feels that in general the page is iii 
bad taste, and that in particular, the crude sign 
on the side of the marriage car makes the page 
unsuitable for distribution to a class. 
(c) 20. Christian marriage and casual attitude.— 
Although the two passages emphasise the 
Christian viewpoint to pre-marital sex, the 
frankness of the discussion may cause objec-
tions to be raised. 
(d) 25. Strip Jack Naked.—The story of John .Tones— 
a typical family man: on changing famil\ 
needs, and associated pressures on him. 
In view of the present cliniate, the title 
is unfortunate. While some members of the 
committee feel that this passage expresses ar 
honest view of a typi^-i f:inuly man faced witi-
'-hanging family needs and associated pressure; 
on him, other members r>f the panel felt t'lC 
that part of the passage referring fo the physi-
cal a«r>or»c ryf his rn'TTie'i lif" mav he offensive 
because of the intimate nature of the subject. 
(e) 27. What do you expect from marriage, anc 
were your expectations realised?—The impres 
sion is given that the mother is condoning thf 
premarital relations in which her daughte: 
indulges, and that the only wrong is tht 
possibility of an illegitimate child. 
(f) 31. Aussie viev/s downtrodden says doctor.- "^I.! 
newspaper report contains reference to homo 
sexuality in a way the majority of the com 
mittee feels is poor and shallow journalism 
5. ChiMren— 
Subject Matter Source of Material Details of Media 
Material focusing on the relationship between 
parents and children, and providing support 
for the exploi^tion of love, needs, discipline, 
the nature of care, the development of 
independsnce. children's resp"n">ihilities, 
generation gap and child power. 
Newspapers, novels, films, poetry, popular 
magazines, sociological works, photo-
graphic collections, children's writings and 
SEMP interviews. 
1 overhead projector transparency 
5 discussion/stimulus sheets—20 copie; 
of each 
22 duplication sheets for duplication 
2 ,';hort 3to;ies—30 copies of each 
3 family case-studies—20 copies of eacf 
support material for two of the film> 
referred to iu 10, below. 
The materials presented should stimulate discussinn on 
the development of independence and the realisation of 
family responsibilities. However, teachers should be aware 
of their responsibility to emphasise the vicarious rather than 
the fwrsonal aspects of such a topic. 
While some of the material may be suitable for use 
only in the senior high school, a large proportion of the 
material is considered suitable across all age levels in the 
high school. 
The committee feels that there are three passages, 
which if taken out of context may become an issue. 
(a) 15. Susan O'Connor. A second helping.—Susan, 
aged 10, has started writing a romantic novel. 
Her mother's warm reaction to this side o 
growing up. 
(b) 17. The page shows cartoons on the sensitive issu 
of drugs and alcohol. The flippant manne 
in which they are all treated will be a caus 
of objection. 
(c) 30. Snows of Kilimaniaro by Ernest Hemingwa> 
Because of the stark nature of the descriptioi 
of the suicide of the Indian some member 
of the committee felt that it may cause con 
cem to yoimger students. It is unlikely tha 
students below Grade 10 would be discussin 
Hemingway. 
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6. Work-
Subject Matter Sources of Material Details of Media 
Discussion, stimulus and activity material on 
stereotyping and role differentiation. The 
focui is on the topics of man as provider, 
woman as housewife, and reversals of these 
stereotypes in situations where it is un-
avoidable for example all-male or all-female 
company—and in different sorts of sharing 
relationships in familes today and in the past. 
Newspapers, popular magazines, particularly 
from the early 20th century, poetry, films, 
sociological works, compilations of 
statistics, photographic collections and 
SEMP cartoons, photographs and inter-
views. 
4 overhead projector transparencies 
4 discussion/stimulus sheets—20 copies 
of each 
17 discussion sheets for duplication 
2 posters 
2 role-plays 
short story—30 copies 
family case-study—1 copy 
support material for one of the films 
referred to in 10, below. 
It was considered that this material was generally of good quality and useful in a variety of subject areas at all levels. 
The committee feel that a warning should be given to teachers on the possible invasion of privacy of family life, 
and to be cautious in the use of such activities as that given in No. 8 a questionnaire from D. L. Adleir, The 
Contemporary Australian Family. 
7. Breakdown-
Subject Matter Sources of Material Details of Media 
Diseussion and stimulus material focusing on 
the breakdown of relationships, social and 
interpersonal presures, separation and divorce. 
Newspapers, novels, poetry, plays, socio-
logical writings and popular magazines. 
1 overhead projector transparency 
4 discussion/stimulus sheets—20 copies 
of each 
27 discussion sheets for duplication 
role-play/sociodrama sheet 
2 short stories—30 copies of each 
support material for two of the films 
referred to in 10, below. 
As the subject matter ot this unit will inevitably involve 
a number of controversial issues, it is felt that this topic 
should not 'oe ;ak.cii in isciation, but should be bala.".^ wu 
by discussions on the more positive a.spects of lainily life. 
This balance couiu not be aoliieved by dealing with family 
breakdown as a separate unit. 
The Committee feels that much of the material in this 
pack is unsuitable for distribution to classes, but that some 
of it could be used as teacher source material. The 
remainder would be suitable for use with senior students. 
The Committee draws attention to the following pages:— 
An extract from TIte Female Eunvch by G. 
Greer. 
An extract from Damned Whores and God's 
Police by A. Summers. 
An extract containing a reference to castration. 
A Marriage in Trouble by R. Meryman.— 
A case study of some reasons behind an 
e.xtraniarita! affair with some "-eference to 
lack of sexual s.i'isfaction in marri.ige. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
3 
5 
6 
10 
i>-) 12. .\T. extract from The Gina^rman Dy B. 
Donleavy.—The extract highlig.hts verbal 
violciiv^ ill fiiaiiia^e. Whil,, it may acstroy 
the authenticity of the dialogue to remove 
il.e o'ujeciioiiable language, it seems futile to 
include a passage such as this from a book 
which few students may have read. 
(f) 14. Bed^time toughs cause breakdown in family.— 
A newspaper report highlighting sexual prob-
lems in marriage. 
(m 23. "Marriage help" spreads to all kinds of 
tv^aples.—A nev.'spaper report with icfertpce 
to homosexuality in the context of marriage 
counselling. 
from a play.—objectionable (h) 27. An extract 
language. 
(1) 28. Point of view advocating separation in certain 
circumstances. 
(j) 3 I. Reference to incest. 
8. Alternatives— 
Subject Matter Sources of Material Details of Media 
Structural alternatives to traditional families i Newspapers, popular magazines, books, [ 3 discussion/stimulus sheets ''0 cooie-
ard th° implications of such alternatives on i personal letters, films, photoc-raphic i of each ~ 
personal relationships. | collections and SEMP interviews. ' ; 16 discussion sheets for duplication 
family ease-study—"iO copies of each 
! support material for a film referred to 
I j in 10, below. 
After having examined the material the committee con-
sidered that it could not be construed as an attack on 
the accepted family structure but rather material whit^^i 
emphasises the strengthening of family life through additional 
ties, e.g. co-operative communities, economic groups, etc. 
We wish to draw attention to the following passages:— 
(a) 5. An extract from Future Shock which con-
tains a passage which quotes "that homosexuals 
may be acceptable parents". Taken out of 
context this may be regarded by some people 
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as advocating the adoption of ^.nildren bv 
homosexuals. 
(b) 15. -A. perfectly normal piece of prose describinu 
the problems of an unmarried—thouah 
attached—mother in Northern Ireland. 
(c) 16. The first paragraph quoted out of 
context 
(d) 17. 
may seem to advocate trial separation from 
husbands by middle aged ladies. 
A newspaper report to which objections could 
be raised relating to group and homosexual 
marriaees. 
Red: material dealing with people whose "difference" 
is socially unacceptable. (80 pp). 
Yellow: materials dealing with people whose "difference" 
is socially acceptable. (30 pp). 
Blue: material on those who differ not through choice 
in a socially unacceptable way. 
Green: material on those who differ not through choice 
in a socially acceptable way. (40 pp). 
Purple: material on two types of "different" behaviour 
about which there is considerable community con-
cern—namely drugs and crime (60 pp). 
Level: Teacher reference. Some material in packs black, 
yellow and blue for senior students. 
Educational worth: Good material in the yellow and 
blue packs which could lead students to a greater awareness-
of the problems of the mentally and physically handicapped 
and of their families. 
Material considered inappropriate: Most of the "red" 
pack and some of the materials in the other sections were 
of a highly controversial nature and often were considered 
inappropriate for class use. The kit has not been trialled 
in (Queensland. As the material is app>arently being revised, 
the committee felt that final judgment could not be passed 
at this stage, but that if it reappeared in its present form 
a more detailed statement could be made. A re-evaluation 
could be made if it is extensively revised. 
6. On the House.—These materials are intended to assist 
students not only to look at. houses but to reflect upon 
social influences, controls, and conflicts which find expression 
in housing. The materials are divided into three sections: 
What's in name?. What's your preference?. What controls?. 
A tape (slide presentation) and a teacher's guide are also 
included. 
Level: Years 8-12 depending on section used. 
Educational worth: A valuable attractive resource which 
could be particularly useful in such subjects as Art, Home 
Economics, Urban Geography. 
7. Metropoly.—A simulation game on social controls 
in urban societies. 
•This pack was not trialled in Queensland and has not 
been sighted by rhe couimittee. 
URBANISM 
I n e L/rbanism materials consist of three mam units: — 
(1) People and the City; 
(2) People and Shelter; . 
(3) People and Planning. 
The main emphasis is upon the dynamic nattire of 
urban life, the ways in which the city acts as a learning 
resource anii upcn issue? relating to the improvement of 
urban environments 
Each unit contains a num'ber of discrete sub-units. 
1. People and the City.—This unit contains three 
sub-units: 
(a) A City is . . . 
This sub-unit consists of a class set of one intro-
ductory card apd mul'iple copies of 24 '"dividual 
triple-fold carrfs, each dealm« with an i<spett of city 
life, accompanied by slides and an audio-tape. 
The committee felt that the cards would be 
a valuable resource for S'tudents and teaichers under, 
taking related urban studies (e.g. Geography, Study 
of Society, Home Economics, Citizenship Education) 
with attention being given to the following:— 
(i) Ckrd entitled "CRIME". This contained a dis-
cussion of victimlesi crimes which is the subject 
of considerable debate in the community. This 
could require sensitivity in handling and teachers 
should be aware of the iiecessiiy of not passing 
value judgments on the topic, 
(ii) Card entitled "CONCERN". This card contains 
reference to a number of Melbourne Community 
service agencies which includes the Gay Liber-
ation Counselling Service. 
This card also contains the jwem "Bloody 
Hopeless" by Bruce Dawe which could be offensive 
to certain sections of the community with regard 
to blasphemous and sacreligious connotations. 
The committee had some doubt as to the educational 
value of several cards e.g. Communication. The audio-
tape accompanying the cards was an excellent resource 
for the classroom. 
(b) City in Action— 
A set of 20 stimulus activity cards dealing with 
various aspects of the city. Recommended for use with 
Years 8-10. 
(c) Urban Trails— 
A classroom set of 16 page booklets and a simula-
tion map dealing with the use «f urban trails in study-
ing urban areas. Recommended for use at all levels, 
particularly in lower secondary. 
2. People and Shelter—This unit explores the relationship 
of people to shelter in the urban environment and consists 
of a class set of books dealing with all aspects of the topic, 
with support books dealing with the following specific issues. 
Alternative Shelter; 
Private Housing: The Great Australian Dream; 
Renters and Owners. 
The committee considered this to be a well-balanced 
presentation especially for Years 11-12. 
NOTE.—"Private Housing: The Great Australian Dream" 
was not available for committee perusal. 
3. People and Planning.—This unit consists of sets of 
books dealing with such areas as the need for planning, 
public participation and aspects of social and economic plan-
ning, a set of 20 activity cards and two other sub-units: 
Urban Design Ideas; 
City and Art. 
Urban Design Ideas contained data of a very technical 
nature suited mainly for Years 11-12, Geography and possibly 
Art. 
Only one section of the City and Art sub-section was 
available for perusal but this indicated a more specific applica-
tion for subjects such as Year 11-12 Art. 
The committee felt that this was a very useful unit of 
materials particularly for upper secondary students. 
WHY CAN'T THEY BE LIKE WE WERE 
This is a series of ten films produced by Film A.ustralia 
in consultation with SEMP. 
They are referred to in the units Family ancf People and 
Change as possible suDDort material. 
In the section ir the Teacher's HandDook dealing with 
the films the following paragraph is written:— 
"These fi'tis portray people in ^ealisiic situations, 
scrr;e of which may distress some students. Also, mere 
are ex?'T!« l^e.s of lanonooi. which may be ofFencjve to 
some people. Teachers should preview films before using 
them with their students." 
The committee feels that four of the films are unsuitable 
for showing to students and should not be used. We feel also 
that before any of the other six films are shown to students, 
they should be carefully previewed by teachers so that they 
are in a position to decide whether they are aopropriate for 
thijir particular class groups, having regard to their age and 
composition:— 
SUSAN: Considered unsuitable for classroom use. The 
film shows well the problems of migrant parents 
but unfortunately includes a tasteless joke which 
many people would object to. 
GARY: The film portrays the emotional upset suffered 
by children of a broken marriage. This could be 
very upsetting to soine stu<ie.nts. A girl in the film 
talks about the advantages of trial marriage. Tnis 
could raise objections from many parents. This 
film is considered unsuitable for classroom use. 
GREG: Suitable for classroom use. 
AMY: Considered suitable for classroom use. The com-
mittee was impressed with this film and felt it 
could help to promote a better understanding of 
A'Doriginal teenagers and tneir problems. 
KATHY AND TRACEY: Suitable for classroom use. 
CRAIG AND STEVE: Considered unsuitable for classroom 
use. There are expressions m the film that could 
give offence. 
ROBIN: Suitable for classroom use. 
Rui: Although the film has a scene in which boys are 
throwing empty cans at a drunk, this film was 
considered suitable for showing to students It 
could be most useful with the younger children at 
secondary school. 
MICK: Considered unsuitable for classroom use The 
reference to "poofter bashing" and the "words 
tattooed on the boy's stomach could be considered 
offensive. 
NiKi: Suitable for classroom use. 
Support materials for these films are to be published but 
were not available for the committee to review. 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS ON MATERIALS REVIEWED 
The following is an explanation of categories used. 
(1) Suitable for all years—used for material which is suitable for use with students from Years 8 to 12. 
(2) Suitable for all years with certain deletions—used for material most of which is suitable for uie with students 
from Years 8 to 12 but which contains sections which are considered unsuitable. 
(3) Suitable for Years i i and 12 only—used for material considered unsuitable for use wnii students in Years 
8 to 10 but suitable for older students. 
(4) Suitable for Years 11 and 12 only with certain deletions—used for material most of which would be suitable 
for student use in Years 11 and 12. This material is considered unsuitable for student use in Years 8 to 10 
and contains some sections which are considered to be unsuitable also for student use in Years 11 to 12. 
(5) Unsuitable for use in Queensland schools—used for material considered unsuitable for student use in any year. 
Suitable for all 
Years with 
Certain 
Deletions 
Suitable for 
Years II to 12 
only 
Suitable for 
Years 11 to 12 
with Certain 
Deletions 
I 
Unsuitable for 
use in 
Queensland 
Schools 
A. Community Study— 
1. Co/nmunity Evolution . . 
2. Community Growth 
3. Decision . . 
4. Noise 
5. Community Healtn 
6. Community Disaster 
7. Newcomton 
8. Views of Community 
9. Road Toll 
10. Social Survey 
• 
1 ' ' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
m 
B. Tite ^jiisu-iiCi ill itocicty-
1. Consumer in Society—Case Studies 
2. Alternatives to Consumerism . . 
3. Dollar Decisions 
4. Poverty in Australia 
C. Decision-Making and Government— 
• 1 
• 
• 
> 
2. Decisions Decisions 
3. The Choice is Yours 
"1 Unavailable 
/ for perusal 
D. Family— 
1. Case Studies 
2. What is F?mily? 
3. Friendship and Courtship 
4. Marriage aiiu i>ciiig i ogctiiet 
5. Children ., 
6. Work 
7. Breakdown 
S. Alternatives 
9. Family and the Media 
E. People and Change— 
Materials from this section are still under 
revision prior to final publication 
F. Race and Ethnic Relations— 
1. Different Things to Different People 
2. Aborigines and Europeans 
3. Australia—A Multi-Cultural Society 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS ON MATERIALS REVIEV^ED—continued 
Suitable for all 
Years 
Suitable for all 
Years with 
Certain 
Deletions 
Suitable for 
Years 11 to \'. 
only 
Suitable for 
Years 11 to 12 
with Certain 
Deietions 
Unsuitable for 
use in 
Queensland 
Schools 
G. Social Control and Conflict— 
1. For Starters 
2. Gearing Up 
J. It's on the House 
All other materials in this section are still j 
under revision prior to final publication ' 
H. Urbanism— 
1. People and the City 
2. People and Sheher 
3. People and Planning 
I. Films; Why Can't They Be Like We Were— 
1. Susan 
2. Gary 
3. Greg 
4. Amy 
5. Kathy A Tracey 
6. Craig & Steve 
''. Rohiji 
8. !»'.:• 
v. MicK 
10. Ntki 
• ' 
• 
• 
•1 • 
• 1 • 
; ; • 
i : • ' 
• 1 • ! 
• i • 
. i ^ =%•'" -j 
APPENDIX 7 
APPENDIX C 
to the 
FINAL REPORT 
of the 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION IN QUEENSLAND 
LIST (JF ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS WHO APPEARED BEFORE THE SELECT 
COMMITTEE 
The following organizations and individuals appeared befCire the Select Committee at the Brisbane Public 
Hearings on the dates shown. The hearings were held in the Legislative Assembly Chamber, Parliament House. 
A complete record of proceedings was taken by the Parliamentary Reporting Staff, a transcript of which has been 
placed in the John Oxley Library. 
Anglican Diocesan Council of 
Education 
Most Rev. F. R. Arnott 
W. Hayward 
Rev. A. J. Stonier 
Yen. P. K. Newell 
G. Ashby, Director of Pre-School 
Education 
Association of Catholic Parents 
Rev. T. Brady 
R. Congram 
E. N. Madigan 
Mrs Swan 
Australian Association for Religious 
Education 
Rev. G. Needham 
Rev. Dr I. Mavor 
Sister G. Kelly 
Australian Council for Education 
Standards 
C. C. Lamont 
D. Gaffney 
Australian Council of Salaried and 
Professional Associations 
G. Murphy 
Australian Democrats 
Mr Macklin 
Australian Institute . of Aboriginal 
Studies 
A. Barlow 
E. Wilmot 
Australian Institute of Manage-
ment, Qld. Division 
R. Sadler 
Australian Labor Party 
A. R. Bevis 
Q TT Rprlce'v AcsTotant H i r m - t o r -
General of Education 
Hon. V. J. Bird. M.L.A.. Minister 
f , . T- 4 x ; - . . 
Board of .Advanced Education 
Dr J. A. Allen 
N. D. Alford 
Board of Secondary School Studies 
C. R. Roberts 
L. Winkle 
Board of Teacher Education 
A. Guymer 
J. Golding 
Prof. B. Watts 
Dr P. B. Botsman, Director, Kelvin 
Grove College of Advanced 
Education 
P. M. Briody, Director of Special 
Education 
Brisbane Education Centre 
J. Quinlan 
M. Garratty 
W. J. Brown, Guidance and Special 
Education Branch, Department 
of Education 
i- 0. Cain 
Prof. W. J. Campbell, Department 
of Education, University of 
Queensland 
13th October, 1978 
14th June, 1978 
28th August, 1978 
13 th October, 1978 
5th September, 1978 
20th July, 1978 
30th August, 1978 
7th September, 1978 
5th September, 1978 
5th September, 1978 
13th June, 1978 
23rd October, 1978 
13th October. 1978 
13th October, 1978 
2»th June, 1978 
13th October, 1978 
28th August, 1978 
27th June, 1978 
5th September, 1978 
15th June, 1978 
28th June, 1978 
1st September, 1978 
Catholic Education Commission, 
Queensland 
T. Fitzsimon 
Rev. R. McKeirnan 
N. McBrien 
A. Druery 
Commercial Teachers Society 
R. Jenkin 
. Committee Against Regressive 
Education 
H. S.,-R., and L. Joyner 
Community Standards Organisation 
G. Cook 
Council for Education and the 
Arts 
Mr Justice Connolly 
K. R. Siddell 
J. Shaw 
H. R. Cowie 
Creche and Kindergarten 
Association 
P. Banff 
A. Fazeldeen 
K. Hayes 
C. P. Cullen, Director of Primary 
Education 
Economics Teachers Associaition 
E. Hook 
N. Moore 
J. Swiericzuk 
English Advisory Committee, Board 
of Secondary School Studies 
G. Case 
G. Davies 
English Teachers Association 
J. Livingstone 
Br. G. Long 
N. Volk 
^ l u i . G. T. Evans, i/cpaitiiicuL 
of Educotion, university Oi 
Queensland 
W. H. Evans 
Geography Teachers Association 
G. Flint 
R. Gerber 
K. Sutton 
C. G. Gilmour, Director-General of 
Education 
J. A. Golding, Director of Second-
ary Education 
W. L. Hamilton, Deputy Director-
General of Education 
Headmasters' Conference 
M. A. Howell 
J. H. Day 
High School Principals Association 
K. Pembleton 
N. Fynes-Clinton 
C. McCallum 
History Teachers Association 
S. Paul 
R. Bailey 
F. Underwood 
P. G. Jackman 
29th June, 197? 
28th August, 1978 
29th August, 1978 
2Sth August, 1978 
31st August, 1978 
29th June, 1978 
29th August, 1978 
14th June, 1978 
31st August, 1978 
1st September, 1978 
13th October, 1978 
Till ocpicmoer, ly/s 
1st September, 1978 
29th August, 1978 
23rd October, 1978 
14th June. 1978 
13th June. 1978 
15th June, 1978 
23rd October, 1978 
7th September, 1978 
30th August, 1978 
30th August, 1978 
1st September, 1978 
6 3 1 
n, J Keeves, Director, Aus-
tralian Council for Educational 
Research 
Kindergarten Teachers College 
a Byrne 
Lady Thomson 
I. Ferrier 
Liberal Party of Australia 
D. Trotter 
B. Matthews 
K, Martin 
Lutheran C3iurch of Australia 
Rev. J. Kleinig 
A. Jericho 
Manual Arts Teachers Association 
H. Pickering 
H. Doherty 
W. Nason 
Mathematics Department, Univer-
sity of Queensland 
Dr B. Adkins 
Dr V. Hart 
Metal Trades Industry Association 
J. Dowrie 
E. L. Phelan 
J, F. Bitomsky 
Modem Language Teachers Asso-
ciation 
D. E. Ingram 
B. M. Bonning 
K. J. Fairbairn 
Nambour'Primary Principals' Asso-
ciation 
A. Leach 
A. Robinson 
N. R. Smith 
National Council of Women . 
B. Siller 
D. Buckley 
National Party of Australia, 
Queensland 
H. Page 
E. Brimblecombe 
J. Brennan 
I. D. K. Wren 
J. Oudyn 
Primary Principals' Association 
L. Barton 
A. Brown 
F. Fowler 
Progress Party 
G. L. Sturgess 
Public Service Board 
K. M. Shea 
Queensland Association of Mathe-
matics Teachers 
S, Murrav 
P. Lund ' 
M. carss 
Queensland Asscciaticn of Tt^o^'"-" 
in xnucpcnuciit schools 
T. Edwards 
T. Quinn 
T. Sullivan 
B. Gartside 
Queensland Confederation of 
Industry 
R. Beohley 
G. Blackgrove 
M. Wilkinson 
A. Willis 
Queensland Council of Parents' 
and Citizens' Associations 
W. J. B. Heath 
L D. Campbell 
I. C Hinckfu^s 
S. B. MartiL 
Queensland Counsellors Association 
M. O'Brien 
Dr S. Beevers 
M. Byrne 
30th August, 1978 
30th August, 1978 
31st August, 1978 
18th July, 1978 
29th August, 1978 
29th June, 1978 
18th July, 1978 
27th June, 1978 
28th August, 1978 
20th July, 1978 
7th September, 1978 
28th June, 1978 
31st August, 1978 
29th August, 1978 
28th August, 1978 
18th July, 1978 
•^ih «<.nfoTY>K>r IO7K 
20th July. 1978 
18th July, 1978 
13th October, 1978 
Queensland Institute for Educa-
tional Administration 
Dr L. Miller 
J. Ford 
Queensland State Special Schools 
Principals' Association 
L. A. Vidler 
L. J. Coory 
R. B. Lane 
Queensland Teachers Union 
L. Schuntner 
J. Anstee 
E. Qark 
Queensland Technical and Further 
Educators Professional Asso-
ciation 
P. Wilson 
L. Lingard 
K. Kreis 
K. Wood 
Remedial Teachers Association 
P. Gunn 
M. Byrne 
J. Gray 
Dr A. Rendle-Short 
Science Teachers Association of 
Queensland 
C. J. Burr 
Prof. E. Scott 
Dr M. Sktlbeck, Director, Curricu-
lum Development Centre 
Social Sciences Advisory Commit-
tee, Board of Secondary 
School Studies 
L. Winkle 
Mr Mahony 
Specific Learning Difficulties, 
Queensland 
P. Savage 
Dr J. Elkins 
J. D. Tucker, Department of 
Administration, University of 
Queensland 
Uniting Church of Australia, 
Queensland Synod 
L. Mavor 
Rev. J. Woodley 
University of Queensland, Educa-
tion Department 
Dr E. Bowker 
Dr M. Grassie 
Prof. G. W. Bassett 
Dr R. J. Andrews 
University of Queensland Senate 
Dr S. Rayner 
Prof. S. Lipton 
Prof. K. Leopold 
R. H. Wallace, Director of 
r-n__l ; _ . , ] 1 T7 Al T 7 J . , « . , 
R S Warrv, Director of Planning 
and Services 
P. R. Westerman 
Women's Action Alliance 
J. Butler 
L. Bartlett 
A. Mclnnes 
Women's Action Group 
M. Grosskreutz 
B. Bowers 
World Education Fellowship 
M. Henry 
J. Riggs 
Year 12 Students, Brisbane Gram-
mar School 
A. J. G. Biggs 
R. N. Buettel 
Year 12 Students, Lockyer District 
State High School 
P. Cooper 
P. Fifoot 
20th July, 1978 
13th October, 1978 
29th August, 1978 
29th August, 1978 
28th August, 1978 
5th September, 1978 
7th September, 1978 
7th September, 1978 
13th October, 1978 
29th August, 1978 
5th September, 1978 
30th August,: 1978 
1st September, 1978 
1st September, 1978 
5th September, 1978 
15th June, 1978 
15th June 1978 
29th June, 1978 
1st September, 1978 
13th October, 1978 
7th September, 1978 
5th September, 1978 
1st September, 1978 
A number of hearings and public meetings, both formal and informal, were held outside Brisbane, 
including a hearing by radio using the facilities of the School of the Air, Mount Isa, and, where possible, 
tape recordings of the proceedings were made. ^ The centres where these meetings were held are listed below, 
together with lists of the organizations and individuals who identified themselves. The Committee regrets that 
't has, in some instances, been difficult correctly to determine the names of persons or organizations appearing 
and apologizes for any errors or omissions. 
A?? 
CENTRES OUTSIDE BRISBANE 
Alpha 
Barcaldine 
Blackwater 
Bundaberg 
Calms 
Capella 
Charters Towers 
Clermont 
doncurry 
Daintree 
Emerald 
Hughenden 
Ipswich 
Jericho 
Julia Creek 
Longreach 
Mackay 
Moranbah 
Mossman 
Mount Isa 
Pentland 
Prairie 
Richmond 
Rockhampton 
The Homesteat 
Townsville 
Toowoomba 
Winton 
Women s Action Alliance, Darling Downs Region 
Women s Electoral Lobby, Rockhampton Branch 
Women s Electoral Lobby, Townsville Branch 
PARENTS' ORGANIZATIONS 
Isolated Children's Parents' Association, Cloncurry Branch 
Isolated Children's Parents' Association, Winton Branch 
Queensland Council of Parents' and Citizens' Associations, 
Bundaberg Branch 
Aitkenvale State School P. & C. Association 
Alpha State School P. & C Association 
Barkly Highway State School P. & C. Association 
Qoncurry State School P. & C. Association 
Daintree State School P. & C. Association 
Emerald State High School P. & C. Association 
Emerald State School P. & C. Association 
Gabbinbar State School P. & C. Association 
Healey State School P. & C. Association 
Hughenden State School P. & C. Association 
Julia Creek State School P. & C. Associatioii 
Kalkadoon State High School P. & C. Association 
Lockyer District State High School P. & C. Association 
Mackay Special School P. & C. Association 
Miallo State School P. & C. Association 
Moranbah State School P. & C. Association 
Mossman State High School P. & C. Association 
Mt. Isa Central State School P. & C. Association 
Newtown State School P. & C. Association 
Richmond State School P. & C. Association 
St. Kieran's School P. & F. Association 
Sunset State School P. & C. Association 
Wilsonton Unit for Hearing Impaired P. & C. Association 
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS AND GROUPS 
Blackwater Chamber of Commerce 
Cairns State Primary School Principals' Association 
Dariing Downs Institute of Advanced Education, Department 
of Teacher Training 
Emerald Chamber of Commerce 
Good Shepherd Parish Board. Mount Isa 
Hinchinbrook Remedial Teaching Support Association 
iviiiaiii o ia lc Kiga Scliuvl, StiiiT 
Moranbah State High School 
Mount Isa Principals' Association 
Mount Carmel College, Charters Towers 
National Party of Australia, Mackay Branch 
Richmond State School, Secondary Students 
Rockhampton Technical and Further Education, Students 
Queensland-Teachers Union, Central Highlands Branch 
Queensland Teachers Union, Central Western Branch 
St. Joseph's School, Toowoomba-^taff 
School of the Air, Mount Isa 
Specific Learning Difficulties Association, Longreach 
Specific Learning Difficulties Association, Mossman 
Toowoomba Education Centre 
Townsville Principals' Group 
Townsville State Primary School Principals' Association 
Winton State School, Staff 
Branch 
Branch 
P. Allen 
Mrs Anderson 
Mr Bailey 
J. Baker 
Mrs Baxter 
Mrs Bennett 
Mr Bishop 
S. Blakely 
M. Bliss 
R. L. G. Blundell 
C. Bock 
G. Bradford 
Mr Brown 
D. Burch 
Mr Callaghan 
J. Carter 
Mr Cockerell 
Mrs Coleman 
H. Collins 
T. Craig 
Mr Crane 
Mrs Creen 
Mr Crompton 
G. Cudie 
Mr Cullen 
Mrs Cummin 
Mr Cummings 
Mr Dalton 
M. Darley 
W. Davidson 
Mr Dent 
Mrs Doherty 
B. Downs 
Mr Dunne 
J. Eari 
H. M. Eather 
Mrs Edwards 
G. Eldridge 
Mr Eton 
P. T. Fennel! 
Mr Fisher 
E. Flint 
P. Foley 
J. Gall 
R. E. R. Gelling! 
M. Gibson 
P. Gilbert 
B. Gillies 
S. GiUigan 
Mr Giison 
R. Green 
ivifs GrcciiwooU 
3. Giiiiilcy 
P, Hamilton 
E. Harmant 
Mrs Hay 
W. Hay 
B. Hedges 
K. Hill 
Mrs Hindmarsh 
Mr Hislop 
P. Hodson 
Mrs Holesworth 
M. Holmes 
P. Hooper 
R. Hooper 
G. Irving 
Mrs Jago 
D. P. Johnson 
INDIVIDUALS 
A. Jones 
Mrs Jones 
R. Keating 
Mr Kenny 
B. A. Krautz 
P. Leonard 
K. Liebelt 
Mr Long 
Mr Loveday 
Mrs Lovitch 
R. McQymont 
Mrs McCullough 
B. Mackenzie 
C. Mazlin 
B. Muggeridge 
Mr and Mrs Murphy 
H. Murray 
Mrs Mustin 
Mrs Neubauer 
Mrs Newton 
Br O'Sullivan 
D. O'Sullivan 
M. Parker 
Mr Pashen 
Fr Patterson 
Mrs Pearce 
B. Pershouse 
Mrs Piatt 
P. D. Pollock 
J. M. Price 
J. PuHen 
Mr Raff 
R. RandalL 
Mrs Renton-Power 
N. Richards 
J. Ridler 
Mr Robertson 
Mrs Robinson 
Mr Sanderson 
Mrs Savage 
Mr Schriver 
D. Shaw 
Mr Sheppard 
K. Simmons 
A Sister from Sarina 
Convent 
T. Stiriing 
M. Stoneman 
C. Stoner 
O. W^ . Sumner 
R. Svendsen 
xvxi xiiiSuciii'waiLc 
T? T»:A 
xj . j - i t w a y 
R. Toomes 
Mr Tranter 
Mrs Tuck 
Rev. R. Walker 
J. unKi ±\. TraxiiJlgtvrxA 
Mr Warwick 
Mr Watson 
M. Westcott 
M. Whitmay 
N. Wilcox 
B. WUlis 
D. Willis 
H. Wyland 
Mrs Yarrow 
A. Young. 
Mr Zilenka 
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APPENDIX S 
SEQUENCE OF MAIN EVENTS 
1S60 Separation of Queensland -from New South 
Mal< 
"An Act to Provide -for Primary Education in 
Queensland" and "Grammar Schools Act" 
passed. 
Board o-f General Education established. 
1861 Select Committee on Education. 
1870 State education becomes -free. 
1875 Royal Commission on Education in the Colony. 
Stats Education Act. 
1S80 State aid removed -from non—vested schools, 
a result o-f the State Education Act a-f 1875. 
Establishment o-f Department o-f Public 
Instruction to succeed Board o-f General 
Education. 
1893 Major recession (contraction o-f education 
system) 
1900 State Primary Education becomes compulsory. 
1910 Bible in Schools League campaign. 
1911 University o-f Queensland begins teaching. 
1912 State High School system inaugurated. 
School leaving age raised to 12. 
1914-18 First World War 
1915 Labor government elected (State) 
Little progress in development o-f education 
system during the period between the two 
world wars. 
1929 Labor government loses of-fice. 
- 634 -
1930s Great Depression. 
1932 Labor government re-elected (State)^ 
1939-45 Second World War 
1957 National (Country)/Liberal coalition comes 
to power after nearly 40 years of Labor 
rule. 
1964 Education Act. 
Martin Report (Federal — paving way for 
three—tier post—secondary system) 
1968 Jack Pizzey becomes Premier (January to 
August) 
Johannes Bjelke-Petersen becomes Premier 
(August 8th) 
1970 Radford Committee recommends the abolition of 
external examinations. 
1972 Whitlam Labor government comes to power in 
Canberra. 
External examinations cease in Queensland 
secondary schools. 
1973 Schools Commission established in Canberra. 
1974 Whitlam government dismissed. 
1975 Curriculum Development Centre established in 
Canberra. 
1977/8 Conflict over MACOS and SEMP in Queensland. 
1978 January 19: MACOS banned by Cabinet. 
February 23: SEMP banned by Cabinet, 
February 25: Announcement that Government would 
set up non-Parllamentary committee of inquiry-
March 1: Parliamentary Select Committee of 
Inquiry established under chairmanship of 
Michael Ahern. 
December 12: FIRST INTERIM REPORT tabled. 
1979 March 3: SECOND INTERIM REPORT tabled. 
May 24: THIRD INTERIM REPORT tabled. 
- 6 "^'=^  — 
June 6: FOURTH INTERIM REPORT tabled. 
August 9: FIFTH INTERIM REPORT tabled. 
October 4: SIXTH INTERIM REPORT tabled. 
1980 January 31: FINAL REPORT tabled. 
March — The Reports are debated in the 
Legislative Assembly. 
December — State election. 
1981 January - Michael Ahern appointed to Primary 
Industry portfolio; Bill Hewitt appointed to 
minor portfolio; Bill Gunn takes over Education 
portfolio from Val Bird. 
November — Education Act Amendment Bill has 
First and Second Readings in the Legislative 
Assembly — Liberal backbench revolt. 
1982 Prolonged debates in public arena over sex 
education and class size issue. 
September — decision over class sizes. 
1983 January - Lin Powell appointed to Education 
portfolio in place of Bill Gunn. 
March — decision over sex education. 
August 2 — parliament resumes. 
August 3 - (12.55-1.10 am) redrafted 
Education Act Amendment Bill Second 
Reading (without provisions for the 
registration of non-government schools) 
August 9 — National/Liberal coalition 
breakdown. Parliament suspended. National 
Party minority government established. 
October 22 - State election. National Party 
government returned (no coalition necessary 
as a result of Liberal defections) 
November — unchanged Education Act Amendment 
Bill passes all stages in Legislative Assembly. 
1984 January - Education Act Amendment Bill 
declared. 
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